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Additional Note by the Translator.

Further studies, during the four years that have elapsed since Dr. Burkhard's Essays began to appear in an English dress in these pages, have enabled me to ascertain the ground principles of the changes of consonants and vowels which form so prominent and so puzzling a feature of Kāsmīrī grammar. The following rules should be taken as superseding those given in § 15 on pp. 342 and 343 in Vol. XXIV. for 1895.

15. (1) The vowels i (ɪ), e (ɛ) are frequently confused. One is often written for the other. I is often pronounced as e, and e as i. So also there is a similar confusion between u, ʊ, o, and ə.

(2) Just as in English a final ə is often not pronounced, but modifies the pronunciation of a vowel in the preceding syllable, as in the words 'tub' and 'tube', so, in Kāsmīrī, the vowels i, e, and u, when at the end of a word are usually not pronounced, but modify the pronunciation of the preceding syllable. Moreover, just as in Italian a g is pronounced hard before a, but soft before i, so in Kāsmīrī a following palatal vowel affects the pronunciation of a preceding consonant.

The three final vowels above alluded to are called 'mātrā-vowels' by Hindu grammarians. They are always indicated when writing Kāsmīrī in the Deva-nāgarī character, diacritical marks being sometimes added to warn the reader that they are not pronounced in the ordinary way. When writing in the Persian character, an i-mātrā is represented by šer, but u-mātrā and u-mātrā are hardly ever indicated at all. The reason of this is that i-mātrā not only affects a preceding vowel but is also itself slightly pronounced, while u-mātrā and u-mātrā only affect the preceding vowel and are not themselves pronounced. A final i is not always an i-mātrā, but is sometimes fully pronounced. In such cases it does not affect the pronunciation of a preceding vowel, and, in the Persian character, is written with a ḥā. Thus, हस्ति hasṭi, elephants, but हस्ति-सेत, with an elephant. In transcribing Kāsmīrī words into the Roman character mātrā-vowels are conveniently represented by small letters above the line. As u-mātrā and u-mātrā are not written in the Persian character, they are not indicated in the transcription in Dr. Burkhard's Essays, but for the sake of clearness they will be indicated in the transcription in the following notes. It may be explained that all nominatives singular of masculine substantives and
adjectives of the second declension end in u-mátra, and that the nominatives plural of the same end in i-mátra. The nominative singular of all nouns and feminine adjectives of the third declension ends in u-mátra. The same rule is followed by the aorist tense of verbs, the masc. sing. ending in u-mátra, the masc. plur. in i-mátra, and the fem. sing. in u-mátra. A very few feminine nouns, such as púthi, a book, end in i-mátra, and a very few masculine nouns of the first declension, such as hónu, a boatman, end in u-mátra. The changes which vowels undergo before mátra-vowels are known as euphantic changes, and are as follows:

The vowel a before u-mátra becomes o, pronounced something like the first o in 'promote.' Before u-mátra it becomes q, pronounced like a German u; and before i-mátra it becomes a, pronounced something like the short sound of the i in 'bite.' Thus, base hásti, an elephant; nom. sing. hásti, nom plur. hásti. Base satthi, a rag; nom. sing. satthi, nom plur. satthi. Root pak, go; aorist pak, he went; pak, they, masc., went.

The vowel a before u-mátra, and also before a non-final ə becomes ə. Before u-mátra it becomes ə; and before i-mátra and before i, when it is not final, it also becomes ə. Thus, base tsánw, a lamp; nom. sing. tsánw, nom plur. tsánw. An original thókur, an image, has become thókur. Base fái, beloved; nom. sing. masc. fái, nom plur. fái. Base máti, a father; nom. sing. máti, acc. sing. máti, abl. máti, because the fully pronounced i is final. Root tróyi, forsake; aorist masc. sing. tróyi, pl. tróyi, fem. sing. tróyi, pl. tróyi.

The vowels i and e become yu before u-mátra, and remain unchanged before the other mátra-vowels. Thus, base nechiv, a boy; nom. sing. nechiv, but nom. plur. nechiv. Root līv, plaster; aorist sing. masc. līv, fem. līv, pl. līv, pl. līv. Root hek, ae able; aorist sing. masc. hek, hek, hek.

The vowels i and e become yu before u-mátra, but does not change before the other mátra-vowels. Before the other mátra-vowels and before i which is not final, e becomes i. Thus, base nil, blue; nom. sing. masc. nil, fem. nil, nom plur. masc. nil.

Base toer, a pillar; nom. sing. toer, acc. sg., toer, toer; abl. toer, toer; nom. plur. toer. Root chér, squeeze; aorist sing. masc. chér, fem. chér, pl. chér, masc. chér. Root phér, turn; aorist sing. masc. phér, fem. phér, pl. phér, masc. pl. phér. Sometimes i becomes a before u-mátra. Thus, base kiti, how many; nom. sing. kiti, masc. kiti, fem. kiti.

The vowels u and ū never change before any mátra-vowel. Neither does the vowel o. Thus, root wuchh, see; aorist sing. masc. wuchh, fem. wuchh, masc. pl. wuchh, pl. wuchh; báz, parch; báz, báz, báz, báz; woth, rise; woth, woth, woth.

1 This change does not take place in infinitives like márun, to beat.
The vowel ȯ becomes ū before all mātā-vowels. Thus, base pāth, a book; nom. sing. ღāpath. Base kān, a dog; nom. sing. ღākān, nom. plur. ღākān. Base kūr, a girl; nom. sing. ღākūr. Root bō, hear; aorist sing. masc. ღābō, fem. ღābō, plur. masc. ღābō. The letter ȯ, also becomes ū, before an i or u which is not final. Thus, acc. sing. ღābō, but abl. ღābī. It however remains unchanged in the case of infinitives like ღābō, to hear.

It will be observed that nowhere have I quoted above any examples of feminines plural. The reason is that these always end in either e or Ꞓ, neither of which ever affects a preceding vowel. Thus, the aorist fem. plur. of pak is ღāpēcē, of trāv is ღātrēvē; of trēc is ღātēcē; of lēc is ღātēlēcē; of chēr is ღāchērē; of phēr is ღāphērē; of mučhē is ღāmučhē, mučhē; of bōcē is ღābōcē; of lothē is ღāotō, lothē; of bōthē is ღābotō, bōthē.

3. Consonants also change before certain vowels, and, conversely, after te, tah, e, and s, ȯ is usually changed to a and Ꞓ is elided. Compare § 90. The following are the consonantal changes. They do not occur in the case of non-listed verbs as explained in § 157 (a).

The consonant ȯ becomes j before i, Ꞓ, and Ꞓ, but not before mātā-vowels. Thus, ღābā, great, fem. ღābā, dat. sing. fem. ღābā, nom. plur. fem. ღābā. Root ღānā, bind, aorist fem. sing. ღānā, plur. ღānā, Plup. II. ღānā, ღānā.

The letter t in similar cases becomes ch. Thus ღāmot, fat; ღāmochyar, fatness. ღāpat, a tablet, dat. sing. ღāpach, nom. plur. ღāpāchē. Root ღāt, cut; aorist fem. sing. ღātā, plur. ღātā, techa; Plup. II. ღātā, ღātā.

The letter th under the same circumstances becomes chh. Base ღākh, a stalk; nom. sing. fem. ღākāh, dat. sing. ღākākh, nom. plur. ღākākhē. Base drān, hard. ღādrān, drān, hardness. ღādyā, he was seen; fem. sing. ღādī, plur. ღādī, ღādī, déchhē; Plup. II. ღādī, ღādī, déchhē.

Note that in none of these three instances, does the change occur in the case of masculine nouns or adjectives of the second declension. Thus, the masc. abl. sing. of ღābā is ღābāi, not ღābāi, and its masc. dat. plur. is ღābāi, not ღābāi.

The letters g and ṣ become j before u-, mātā, e, and Ꞓ, but not before i or Ꞓ. Thus, root ღāg, pound; aorist masc. sing. ღāgā, plur. ღāgā, Plup. II. ღāgā, ღāgā.

Under the same circumstances, the letters k and ḥ become ch and chh respectively. Thus, ღābhā, a duck, nom. fem. ღābhā, Plup. II. ღābhā, ღābhā.
thokə, plur. ʃəkə, fem. sing. शक, plur. शक्य; Plap. II. शक्यत
Base hoḥ-, dry, ५ hoḥyar, dryness, fem. sing. ५ hoḥā, dry, plur. ५ hoḥhe. Root lekh, write; aorist fem. sing. ५ lekhā, plur. ५ lekhē; Plap. II. ५ लेखे

Under the same circumstances the letter ṭ becomes ts, th becomes ish, d becomes z, and n becomes ŋ; and when the vowel that follows is e, that vowel becomes a, or, when final, ə. So also a following y is elided. Thus, base rū-, night; nom. plur. rūthu. Base tat-, hot; tū tūtār, for tattār, heat. Root kat, spin; aorist fem. sing. kate, plur. kate; Plap. II. katsū. kōth, a hand; nom. plur. kōthu. Root woth, arise; aorist fem. sing. wotsh, plur. wotshā; Plap. II. wotshā, Root laul, build; aorist fem. sing. laul, plur. laul, Plap. II. lazō. Base thad-, high, thāzā, height. Base yirān-, an anvil, nom. plur. yirāṇu. Base tan-, thin; tañā, thinness. Root ran, cook; aorist fem. sing. ranā, plur. raṅā; Plap. II. āraṅā

Under the same circumstances, ɦ becomes dh. Base hik-, like; hishā, like.

Note as before that none of these changes occur in the declension of masculine nouns of the second declension.

4. The soft aspirates gh, dh, dh, and bh have completely disappeared. Even when pandits write them they are not pronounced. The corresponding unaspirated letters are substituted for them. Thus gurā, a horse, for ghurā, Prakrit ghodho, Sanskrit ghōtakaḥ; bovrā, a brother, for Hindi bhrā. The soft aspirate dh has become softened to ə, e.g., bōvrā, to hear, Sanskrit bhūtṛ, Pr. bovrā.

As in other Indo-Aryan Vernaculars the cerebral š has almost completely disappeared, and n is substituted for it. Thus, ō kan, the ear, Pr. kanā, Skr. kanāḥ.

HISTORY OF THE BAHMANI DYNASTY.

BY MAJOR J. S. KING, M. R. A. S.

(Continued from p. 223.)

Index to the Map.

Note. — The letters after the names correspond with those in the borders of the map, and indicate the square in which the name will be found. In this map the compiler has endeavoured to represent the Dakhan as it was in A. D. 1565, shortly after the battle of Talikot.

<p>| Adhwanī (Adoni) | Ff | 'Aināpur | Ce |
| Adlābād | Gb | Ajanta | Da |
| Afzālpur | Ed | Ājrā | Ce |
| Ahmadnagar | Cb | Akalkot | Ed |
| Ailgandal (Yelgandal) | Hc | Ākeri | Ib |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Akola</th>
<th>Fa</th>
<th>Chandân²⁴</th>
<th>Hb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Álandi</td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>Chandor</td>
<td>Cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allûr</td>
<td>Ed</td>
<td>Chandragâdh</td>
<td>Ca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almela</td>
<td>Ed</td>
<td>Chandragirî</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amrâpur</td>
<td>Ea</td>
<td>Chêd (Chaul)</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anâgâ,ôn</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Chêhras</td>
<td>Dd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andori</td>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>Chêtvandh</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankâ,î</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>Chêdî</td>
<td>Ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antûr</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Chikhîl</td>
<td>Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antûr</td>
<td>Gb</td>
<td>Chinholt</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsûl</td>
<td>Db</td>
<td>Chincholl</td>
<td>Fd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asà,l (Assaye)</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Chindragirî</td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áshtâ</td>
<td>Ge</td>
<td>Chinnûr</td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlûn</td>
<td>De</td>
<td>Chintapallî</td>
<td>Ie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurangâbâd</td>
<td>Db</td>
<td>Chiplûn</td>
<td>Bd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assây</td>
<td>Ed</td>
<td>Chábhol</td>
<td>Bd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bâdâmî (ancient Vatâlpuri)</td>
<td>Df</td>
<td>Daftâpur</td>
<td>De</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bâgalkot</td>
<td>De</td>
<td>Daglûr</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batîvâdî</td>
<td>Ie</td>
<td>Dânânu</td>
<td>Ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balâlpur</td>
<td>Hb</td>
<td>Dahîvâdî</td>
<td>Cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bâlûkonda</td>
<td>Ge</td>
<td>Damal</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bânkot</td>
<td>Bd</td>
<td>Dâmân</td>
<td>Aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bardol</td>
<td>Dd</td>
<td>Danda-Râjpuri</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bârsi</td>
<td>Dc</td>
<td>Dârâsko</td>
<td>Ec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bâsim</td>
<td>Fa</td>
<td>Dârûr</td>
<td>Ec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bassein (Wasá,l)</td>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>Dârûr</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastûr</td>
<td>Jb</td>
<td>Daulatabad (or Devagiri)</td>
<td>Db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baswantaggar</td>
<td>Fb</td>
<td>Davâkonda</td>
<td>Ff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bâtavâl</td>
<td>De</td>
<td>Davaleshramram</td>
<td>Je</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belamkonda</td>
<td>Ie</td>
<td>Dâvalghât</td>
<td>Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgâ,ôn</td>
<td>Cf</td>
<td>Devarakonda</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethalvâdi</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Devagadî</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betigiri (Bêtgere)</td>
<td>Df</td>
<td>Dhanûr</td>
<td>Ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhanûr</td>
<td>Ff</td>
<td>Dhârwar</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhîlî</td>
<td>Db</td>
<td>Dûpâd</td>
<td>Hf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhônâgîr</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>Elûru (Ellora)</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhor</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Elûru</td>
<td>Je</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhorap</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Fûrûzâbâd</td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhûmûn</td>
<td>Dc</td>
<td>Gağag</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bîchkoûda</td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>Gajendragadî</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicholim</td>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>Gaiyîl</td>
<td>Gd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidar</td>
<td>Ed</td>
<td>Gagalla</td>
<td>Dc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijâpur</td>
<td>Dc</td>
<td>Gândari</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitangadî</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td>Ganjautî</td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bokarhadan</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Ghanpura</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolânâmî</td>
<td>Ea</td>
<td>Givarî,l</td>
<td>Db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burhânâbâd (or Burhân Nagar)</td>
<td>Cb</td>
<td>Goa</td>
<td>Bf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burhânpur</td>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>Gogîl</td>
<td>Ec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bûshandadî</td>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>Gokâk</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Châkân</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Golkonda</td>
<td>Gd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²⁴ In the historical MSS. Chandan and Wandhan are always mentioned together, as if they were one place.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gubagadhi</td>
<td>Bd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunjot (Kinjot)</td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunjur</td>
<td>Te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haidarabad</td>
<td>Gd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halil</td>
<td>Cf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasanaabad</td>
<td>Fd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasanabad</td>
<td>Fd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harichandragadhi</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinganghat</td>
<td>Ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippargi</td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horti</td>
<td>Dd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubli</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hukeri</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungund</td>
<td>Ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inchalkaranji</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indapur</td>
<td>Dc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indrakonda</td>
<td>Hd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indur</td>
<td>Gc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingal (properly Ingaligi)</td>
<td>Ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagdalpur</td>
<td>Jb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaiharia</td>
<td>Bd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaldurg</td>
<td>Ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalih</td>
<td>Ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalna</td>
<td>Db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamalpur</td>
<td>Ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamboti</td>
<td>Cf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamkhandi</td>
<td>De</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jankhed</td>
<td>De</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janjra</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jath</td>
<td>Dd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhwhar</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeur</td>
<td>Cb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jutban</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumna</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kagal</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaladgi</td>
<td>De</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalam</td>
<td>Ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalburga</td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalghatkhoi</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalyani Peet</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalabgar</td>
<td>Gd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalyan76</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalyan71</td>
<td>Fd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamampeti (Kamait)</td>
<td>Id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kampil</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanagir</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanbari</td>
<td>Dd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandhar</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanker</td>
<td>Ja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karhad (Karad)</td>
<td>Cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karajgi</td>
<td>Dd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kariuja</td>
<td>Fa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karjat</td>
<td>De</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karmal</td>
<td>Dc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karul</td>
<td>Gf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katargadh</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khanaapur</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khadara</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharepatalu</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatan</td>
<td>Cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khed</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khelna (see Vishalgadhi)</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khondana (Sihipga)</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kittur</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodakal</td>
<td>Ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kokatnur</td>
<td>Ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolir</td>
<td>De</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolhapur</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konapallil</td>
<td>Ie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kondavir (or Murtaganag)</td>
<td>Ie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopal</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopargao</td>
<td>Cb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koregaon</td>
<td>Cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotasir</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovalakonda</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyer (Kohlr)</td>
<td>Fd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kukkarnur</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulkurg (see Kulkurg)</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kundgol</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurandva</td>
<td>Ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtholi</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kushagir</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahagadh (see Lahagadhi)</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakhmeshvar</td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavara</td>
<td>Eb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lonar (Salt Lake)</td>
<td>Eb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohagadh (properly Lohagadhi)</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machipatnam</td>
<td>Je</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhol</td>
<td>De</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madikehra</td>
<td>Ff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahim</td>
<td>Ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahimangadh</td>
<td>Cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahur</td>
<td>Fb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maktal</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malangur</td>
<td>Hc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malegao, on</td>
<td>Ca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malkapur</td>
<td>Ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

76 Omitted in map. Lat. 19° 14′ N. Long. 75° 10′ E.
| Mālkheḍ | ... | Fd | Pāṅgal | ... | Ge |
| Mālwān | ... | Be | Pāṅpāḷā | ... | Ce |
| Māndgā,ṇ | ... | Ga | Pārāgaṇḍh | ... | Df |
| Māndwā | ... | Dc | Pārṇeṇḍ | ... | Dc |
| Māndwar | ... | Ca | Pāṛgī | ... | Fd |
| Mangalvedhā | ... | Dd | Pāṁrī | ... | Cb |
| Māṅgrāḷ | ... | Fa | Pāṛtāgaṇḍh | ... | Bd |
| Māṇikdaund | ... | Db | Pātan (see Rēḍī), | ... | Db |
| Māṇikṣāṇj | ... | Ca | Pāṭhārdī | ... | Db |
| Manoll | ... | Df | Pāṭhā | ... | Ea |
| Manūr | ... | Db | Pāṭā]|... | Bb |
| Mādak | ... | Ge | Phāltā | ... | Cb |
| Mediyen Kōta | ... | Ee | Phaṅgā,ṇ | ... | Db |
| Mehkār | ... | Ea | Phaṅgā,ṇ | ... | Eb |
| Miraj | ... | Ce | Pōona | ... | Cb |
| Mīrākot | ... | Df | Pṛatikgāḍh | ... | Bd |
| Moraṇja | ... | Bc | Purandhar | ... | Cb |
| Muddhebāīḷ | ... | Ec | Rāchol | ... | Cb |
| Mūdgal | ... | Ef | Rādakonsā | ... | Ec |
| Mūlgund | ... | Df | Rāhūrī | ... | Cf |
| Mūnagāḷā | ... | Bc | Rātīsāg | ... | Cb |
| Mundargī (or Saiyidābād) | ... | Ed | Rājčhūr | ... | Cb |
| Mundargī | ... | Ec | Rājamahendri (Rājamundri) | ... | Jd |
| Mundargī | ... | Df | Rājgāḍh | ... | Ec |
| Mungī | ... | Db | Rājpurī | ... | Bc |
| Musalakāḷ | ... | Fe | Rājūkōpā | ... | Bc |
| Muski | ... | Ef | Rām drug | ... | Ef |
| Nagarkarnāl | ... | Ge | Rāmdrug | ... | Ec |
| Nāgottā | ... | Bc | Rāmīr | ... | Df |
| Nalīdrug (or Shāhdrug) | ... | Ed | Rātgāḍh | ... | Df |
| Nālīndag | ... | Df | Rēḍī (or Pātan) | ... | Bb |
| Naḍeṅ (Naṅdair) | ... | Fb | Rēṭangāḍh | ... | Bb |
| Naṅgā,ṇ | ... | Fa | Raṅgāḍh | ... | Bb |
| Nāṅrāyanagāḍh | ... | Cb | Rēṭ (or Pātan) | ... | Bb |
| Nāṅrāyankheṭā | ... | Ec | Revdāṇḍa | ... | Aa |
| Nāṅrāyanpur | ... | Gd | Risōd | ... | Aa |
| Nāṅreṣāl | ... | Df | Sāgar | ... | Aa |
| Nāṅgund | ... | Df | Saiyidābād (see Mundargī) | ... | Aa |
| Nāṅsīk | ... | Bb | Sāngam | ... | Bb |
| Nāṅga,ṇ | ... | Df | Sāngameshwar | ... | Bb |
| Navalīn (Navinda) | ... | Ed | Sāngamner | ... | Bb |
| Nevaśā | ... | Gd | Sāṅgīl | ... | Bb |
| Nīṭḍā,ōl (Nīrdol) | ... | Je | Sāṅgola | ... | Bb |
| Nikōṇā | ... | Ec | Sāṅkelshvar | ... | Bb |
| Nīpāṇ | ... | Ce | Sāṭārā | ... | Bb |
| Nīsāmpatnam | ... | If | Shāḥdrug (see Nalīdrug) | ... | Bb |
| Pāṭhan(re) | ... | Df | Shakarkheda | ... | Bb |
| Pāḷ | ... | Bc | Shamshīrghāḍh | ... | Bb |
| Pandharpur | ... | Dd | Sharādōṇ | ... | Bb |
| Pāṇḍāgāḍh | ... | Bc | Shevālā | ... | Bb |

*Also known as Mungi Paṭhan and Brahmāpurī Prathisthana.*
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shevgaon</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>Db</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>De</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sholapur</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Dd</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorapur</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ee</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrigonda</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrivardhan</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindur</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ef</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singhgadh (see Kondhana)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cb</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singar</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinroncha</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ic</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirhatti</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Df</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Bt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirur</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Je</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sivital</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ec</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songir (Sonkehr)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrimantgadh</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Df</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundaragadh</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cf</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supa</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cf</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takal</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takli</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Eb</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tambara</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasma</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Fb</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tankal</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarla</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tavaragiri</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ef</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ef</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### ON THE INDIAN EPICS.

**BY M. NARAYANA SASTRI, M.A.**

The object of this article is to offer some criticisms of Prof. Weber's History of Indian Literature, especially of the portion dealing with the subject of the great Indian Epics. He bases his argument for fixing an earlier date for the Mahabharata than for the Ramayana on the following grounds:

(i.) That the *Ramayana* is an allegory, and has therefore no historical foundation deserving of the name.

(ii.) That it indicates the colonisation of Southern India by the Aryans; and that this event could not have taken place before the settlement of the Aryans in Upper India which is the theme of the Mahabharata.

We now propose to test the learned Professor's conclusions, though at the outset we must admit that we have no historical data on which to base our arguments. And we may as well say at once that in our view of the *Ramayana* and Mahabharata the former is of a remote antiquity than the latter. We shall now give below the various grounds on which this conclusion has been arrived at.

1. Both the *Ramayana* and the Mahabharata abound in exaggerations. Now there is nothing extraordinary in exaggerations which are to a certain extent permissible even in ordinary conversation. Thus, we call a man of brilliant intellectual powers, an intellectual giant, a very strong man a Hercules, a very wise man a Socrates or a Solomon, and so on. We are therefore naturally prepared to come across exaggerated accounts of the events related in epic poetry. But even then the fanciful exaggerations indulged in by Valmiki in his immortal epic, the *Ramayana*, are such as a modern is not prepared for. Ravana, for instance,

---

1 [I print this article as an interesting result of the attitude of orthodox Hindus towards their great Epics, and not by way of endorsing the views or the arguments contained in it.—Ed.]
had ten heads and twenty arms. His form resembled a mountain. He was so strong that he could disturb the seas and uproot mountain-tops. He defeated Kubera, and carried off his aerial car Pushpaka. Being as tall as a mountain-summit he obstructed the rising of the sun and the moon with his arms. He was a terror to the three worlds. He conquered Indra, the Gandharvas, Yaksas and others. He was so powerful that even the sun and the wind obeyed him. The sea was calm in his presence (Bālakāṇḍa, sarga 15). And there is a detailed description of his wonderful exploits in sargas 14 to 34 of the Uttarakāṇḍa. And this mighty Rāvana was squeezed in his arm-pit by Vāli, a monkey-chieftain who carried him to the four seas, in the waters of which he (Vāli) performed his evening worship (Uttarakāṇḍa, sarga 34).

Rāvana set in motion the mountain Kailāsa, the abode of Siva, which so greatly provoked the deity that he pressed the mountain with his toe. Thereupon Rāvana's arms were crushed beneath the weight of Siva's toe, and he kept on roaring through the thousands of years. And hence the name Rāvana (U. K., sarga 16). Kumbhakarna was Rāvana's brother, of gigantic proportions, looking like a mountain with his form towering to the skies. He was roused by ten thousand elephants (Y. K., sarga 61) marching across his body. The demons were unable to withstand the force of his breath (Y. K., sarga 60). He swallowed monkeys who issued from his belly through his nostrils and ears (Y. K., sarga 67).

Indrajit was, as his name signifies, the conqueror of Indra. He could by his psychic powers make himself invisible (Y. K., sargas 44 and 45). Rāma cut off 101 times the heads of Rāvana, which grew again whenever cut off. Kumbhakarna was a headless demon with arms a yojana (= 8 miles) in length, having his mouth in the belly (A. K., sarga 71). Hanumat, the minister of Sugriva, was a monkey. He was well-versed in the Vedas and in all grammars (K. K., sarga 3). His wonderful flight across the ocean and the extraordinary exploits achieved by him in Lanka are described in the Sundarakāṇḍa. Sargas 73 and 74 of Yuddhakāṇḍa describe the hypnotic trance of Rāma and Lakshmana brought on by Indrajit; the flight of Hanumat to the Himalayas to fetch medicinal herbs known as mūtabojjñāni and viśālakāraṇi and his speedy return to the battle-field with the uprooted medicinal mountain. The monkey army of Rāma is said to have constructed a bridge connecting India and Ceylon by throwing into the sea rocks, seas and mountains (Y. K., sarga 22). While only a boy Rāma killed Tāṇḍakā who was endowed with the strength of a thousand elephants (Bālakāṇḍa, sargas 25 and 26). While a youth he vanquished Parāśurāma, a world-renowned warrior who rid the earth of Kāhariyans twenty-one times (B. K., sarga 76). Sitā, the wife of Rāma, was born of no woman, but was found by king Janaka while he was ploughing the field for sacrificial purposes.

From the above it will be seen that the whole story of the Rāmdyaṇa rests upon a series of wild hyperboles and astounding improbabilities. All the characters who figure in the epic are endowed with a form and strength which are never found in mortals. All the scenes of the Rāmdyaṇa are painted in exaggerated colours. Almost all the incidents, such as Rāma's birth, the origin of Sitā, Rāma's boyhood and adventures, Sitā's display of her extraordinary strength in playfully handling the bow of Siva, Rāma's destroying 14,000 Rākshasas in the Janasthāna, the appearance of Mārcha in the form of a golden deer, Rāvana's appearance before Sitā in the form of a sannyāsin, his throwing off his disguise, his carrying away Sitā in his aerial car, his encounter with a vulture named Jalāya, the formation of Rāma's friendship with Sugriva, a monkey chieftain, Hanumat's fight to Lanka and return from them with the news of the existence of Sitā, Rāma's march to Lanka with a mighty army composed of monkeys who could use rocks, trees and mountains as missiles, the construction of a causeway by the monkeys across the channel between India and Ceylon, their encounter with demons 'who when they please can either sex assume or both,' the destruction of Rāvana by extraordinary means, and Rāma's return to Ayodhya in an aerial car, are to a certain extent, merely the product of the poet's brain. The reader of the Rāmdyaṇa is at all times made to feel that the actors are not moving in a mundane sphere.
But on turning to the Mahābhārata we find that, full of exaggerations as it is, it very often gives pictures of real life. Thus, to our mind, there is nothing extraordinary in Yudhishthira’s losing his kingdom by playing at dice, his exile with his brothers and Draupadi, their living disguised at the court of King Vīrāṭa during the thirteenth year of their exile, their open declaration of war, the operations of their warfare and the destruction of Duryodhana’s army. Moreover, the Mahābhārata deals with men and not with monkeys and demons as does the Rāmāyaṇa. And though the Pāṇḍavas and the Kauravas are often described as endowed with a strength and energy almost superhuman and as performing wondrous exploits worthy of the gods themselves, we find so much in their nature, their actions and movements and their modes of thought that is common to humanity that we cannot help feeling that, after all, they are men. We can very well conceive how among mankind disputes might arise between two parties, how these disputes might end in war, how assistance might be rendered to both the parties by their respective allies, how the operations of war might be conducted on a very grand scale, how heroes might distinguish themselves on the field of battle by their brilliant warlike achievements, and how one party might win the day. But the idea of a human hero attempting to wage war against a mighty demon with the aid of a host of monkeys is so very unnatural that we are compelled to arrive at the conclusion that the Rāmāyaṇa must have been composed at a time when the Aryans were a most simple and credulous nation. They were, in fact, so simple and imaginative that they could believe in the possibility of anything and everything. But at the time of the Mahābhārata the people became more practical and less simple and credulous, and hence the inference is that the Rāmāyaṇa is more ancient than the Mahābhārata.

(2) In the 10th sarga of the Bālakāṇḍa, a sage named Rishyāstṛiga is introduced, whose habits and mode of life were very peculiar. He led so solitary a life in the wilderness that he did not know what the world was like. He had never seen in his life a man or a woman. King Lomapadu, the ruler of An̄ga, is whose territory people began to suffer from want of rain, bethought himself of the curious plan of sending to the sage some courtiers with instructions to use their utmost influence towards making him quit the forest and accompany them to his capital. He accordingly put the plan into execution. The sage was brought to him, and as soon as he set foot on the king’s territory, rain began to pour down in great torrents. This sage was born of a blind and had a horn on his head and hence his name, King Daśarātṛta at the instigation of his learned counsellor Sumantra invited the sage to be present on the occasion of the performance of his āvamāṇḍha sacrifice. Does not the introduction of such a mythical personage into the Rāmāyaṇa point to its very high antiquity?

(3) Sargas 26 to 30 of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa describe a conversation between Rāma and Sītā: how Rāma advises Sītā to stay at Ayodhyā while according to an oath he went to the forest and led the life of a hermit for a term of fourteen years, how Sītā refuses to listen to the advice and is sent upon accompanying him wherever he might go, and how Rāma at last yields to her arguments and praises her for her incomparable virtue.

Sarga 9 of the Aranyakāṇḍa contains the advice of Sītā to Rāma, not to make himself an enemy to the Rākshasas without due provocation. Sargas 47 and 48 of the same kāṇḍa describe the conversation between Sītā and Rāvaṇa while she was on the point of being forcibly carried off by him to Lanka. Sargas 20 to 22 of the Sundarākāṇḍa describe the conversation between Rāvaṇa and Sītā when the former visits her with lustful feelings. Sarga 26 of the same kāṇḍa contains her lamentations. Sargas 117 and 118 of the Yuddhakāṇḍa describe how Rāma refuses to acknowledge her as his wife, how she tries to convince him of her chastity, and how at last she makes up her mind to ascend the funeral pyre. Sarga 45 of the Uttarākāṇḍa contains Sītā’s gentle message to Rāma on her hearing from Lakṣmana that she was banished to the forest by Rāma.
Adhyāya 12 of the Vāsa Parvan of the Mahābhārata contains Draupadi's lamentations before Krishna. She throws herself on the mercy of Krishna while she very severely takes the Pāṇḍavas to task for their being mere passive eye-witnesses of the disgrace she was subjected to by the Kauravas, who dragged her by the hair into the midst of a mighty assembly. Adhyāyas 27 to 32 of the same Parvan describe a conversation between Draupadi and Yudhishthira; how she exhorts him to avenge her wrongs on Duryodhana, how she expatiates on the evils of forgiveness carried too far, how Yudhishthira in reply points out the evil consequences of anger, how he maintains his theory that forgiveness is never lost, how Draupadi is inclined to question the wisdom of Providence in making the weak to suffer and the innocent to be oppressed by the strong and the wicked, how Yudhishthira checks her atheism, and inculcates the moral that virtue is its own reward, and how at last Draupadi censures the conduct of those who leave everything to chance without exerting themselves in the least. In adhyāyas 231 and 232 of the same Parvan we find that Satyabhāma comes to Draupadi and asks her how it is that, while her five husbands are so very kind towards her and are so ready to carry out her slightest wishes, she (Satyabhāma) was not able to win the affections of her husband. Draupadi replies to this in her own dignified tone. First she scorns the idea of enslaving a husband by having recourse to the influence of drugs, and then lectures on the duties of a wife, and relates how she herself waits upon her husbands, how she generally conducts herself, how a wife should regulate her conduct in the presence of her husband as well as, in his absence, in the presence of her husband's relations, and how she should worship the Brāhmaṇas, and so on.

A perusal of the above sargas and adhyāyas of the Rāmāyaṇa and the Mahābhārata will clearly indicate that Draupadi is far superior to Sītā, both in point of intellect and in point of practical wisdom. From the Rāmāyaṇa we learn that Sītā was highly virtuous and that she was well-versed in the code of morals relating to the duties of a wife towards her husband, that she was gentle and simple, that her message to Rāma, when she was banished by him to the forest on the ground of her having been suspected by the people of Ayodhya of unchastity towards her husband, was kind and well-meant. Sītā was then placed in a most unenviable position and yet she did not in the least reproach Rāma. On the contrary she advises him to rule the kingdom wisely and well. We thus find her to be the gentlest of her sex, of a calm and resigned spirit, and readily yielding to the decree of fate. Turning to Draupadi, we find that she was as virtuous as Sītā and of a loftier intellect. She was capable of giving advice to any person in matters social, political, moral and religious. Her advice to Satyabhāma and Yudhishthira was fraught with wisdom and truth, and might well serve as a code of laws for the conduct of men and women in the present day. Sītā could very well advise her husband to take her to the forest along with him, but she could not, like Draupadi, read lectures to him on the evils of leaving everything to the chapter of accidents. The arguments which Draupadi brings forward in support of her theory that man should always exert himself in this world if he wishes to attain success and eminence are simply irresistible.

In Sītā we fail to find that pride, that confidence in self, that courage, that intellect and that resolve not to tamely submit to the decree of fate, which so eminently characterise Draupadi. When Yudhishthira had staked even his wife Draupadi and lost her in gambling, the wicked Duryodhana, inspired with passion for her, sent a messenger named Pratikāmin with orders to bring her immediately to his abode. The messenger went to Draupadi, informed her of all that had taken place, and asked her to accompany him to the abode of Dhṛtarāṣṭra as ordered by Duryodhana. She was thunderstruck on hearing this news, but gathered sufficient presence of mind to ask him very pertinently whether her husband had first staked himself or her. If he had staked and lost himself first and then staked her, then the question naturally arises whether, being a slave himself, he was in a position to exercise any authority over his wife. Would this question have suggested itself to any ordinary mind? Again, her eloquent and stirring appeal to the assembly of kings when she was threatened with disgrace by Duhṣasana and her arguments against the validity of the play at dice show that she was indeed
a highly intellectual princess and had sufficient wisdom, courage and presence of mind to address an august assembly.

It is clear then from the above that while Sita belongs to an age of ignorance and simplicity, Draupadi belongs to an age of wisdom and refinement, and that the age of the Rāmāyana is therefore anterior to the Mahābhārata.

(3) In adhyāya 147 of the Ādi Parvan we find the following incident related:—

Duryodhana and his counsellors Karṇa and Sakuni formed a plan for the destruction of the Pāṇḍavas. The plan was this: They engaged the services of a Māchhuchha, named Purūchana, who was a clever architect, and instructed him to build at Vāraṇavata a palace out of combustible substances such as lac, hemp, resin, straw, bamboos, etc. When the palace was erected they ingeniously induced the Pāṇḍavas to pay a visit to Vāraṇavata, where a festival of Paśupati or Śiva was to take place at the time, and they gave instructions to Purūchana to receive them kindly at Vāraṇavata and to take them to the newly erected palace. He was to set fire to it on some night after assuring himself that the Pāṇḍavas were sleeping inside in all confidence. This plan became known to Vidura, uncle of the Pāṇḍavas, the qualities of whose head and heart were excellent, and who, throughout the Mahābhārata, played the part of an admirable preacher on morals. Vidura, then, seeing the danger which threatened the Pāṇḍavas made up his mind to reveal the plot to Yudhishthira and to put him on his guard. With this object in view he accompanied Yudhishthira on his way to Vāraṇavata and opened a conversation with him in the Māchchha tongue in order that it might not be understood by all the others. Yudhishthira, of course, understood him and took care to see the catastrophe averted. From this incident we learn that at the time of the Mahābhārata, the influence of the Māchchhas was spreading slowly over the country and that their language was known at least to a few of the royal household. Now what could this Māchchha tongue have been? Assuredly, it could not have been the spoken language of Hindustan, for, if it had been, all would have understood Vidura's conversation with Yudhishthira and thus the object of the former would have been frustrated. It could not have been the language spoken by the non-Aryan tribes of India for the reason that that was too insignificant to attract the notice of kings; nor could it have been a language known to all the royal households since Yudhishthira's brothers were unable to catch the significance of Vidura's expressions. It will thus be seen that it was neither the language of royalty nor that of the people. It must therefore have been the language of a nation of foreigners who, we should suppose, had made their influence felt by the kings of Hindustan.

In the Rāmāyana, however, we find no trace of the existence of such an influence. In fact we fail to discover that any character, whether principal or subordinate, had a knowledge of the Māchchha tongue. We come across only two passages in the Rāmāyana in which allusion is made to the Māchchhas. One of these passages describes how the Cow of Plenty belonging to Vasishtha created hoards of various tribes such as Yavanas, Sakas, Pahlavas and Māchchhas for the purpose of attacking Viśvāmitra who tried to carry her off by force (sarga 54 and 55 of Bālakāṇḍa). Even here the poet does not deal with them as real characters, but represents them as having sprung from the Cow of Plenty in a miraculous way. The other passage referred to is to be found in sarga 3 of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa, where the kings of the north, the south, the east and the west and the Māchchha kings are represented as paying homage to king Daśaratha. We thus see that in the whole of the Rāmāyana, we find only two allusions made to Māchchhas and only one to Yavanas, Sakas and others.

In the war-portion of the Rāmāyana we find no allusion made to them. But in the war-portion of the Mahābhārata we find several allusions made to them as follows: — (a) In adhyāya 26 of the Drūpā Parvan, Bhima is said to have slain a Māchchha king of the Ayagas. (b) In adhyāya 93 of the same Parvan, the Yavanas, the Sakas and the Paradas are said to
have fought against Arjuna. (e) In adhyāya 119 of the same Parvan, the Yavanas are said to have been defeated by Śātyaki. (d) In adhyāya 122 of the same Parvan, a Mēchchhā force headed by Duḥśasana fights against Śātyaki. (e) In adhyāya 81 of the Kṛṣṇa Parvan, Arjuna is said to have been attacked by the Mēchchhās with an army of elephants. (f) In adhyāya 20 of the Śālī Parvan, a Mēchchhā king, Salva, is said to have proceeded against the Pāṇḍavas and to have been slain by Śātyaki.

It will be evident from the above that at the time of the Rāmāyaṇa the Aryans had less to do with the Mēchchhās and the Yavanas than at the time of the Mahābhārata and that the Rāmāyaṇa therefore belongs to an earlier age.

(4) As regards the modes of warfare which were in vogue at the time of the Rāmāyaṇa and of the Mahābhārata. In proof of the greater advance made by the people in the science of archery at the time of the Mahābhārata than at the time of the Rāmāyaṇa, we may recite the different ways in which Rāma and Arjuna were subjected to a trial of skill in archery at the time of their winning the hands of Sītā and Drupada respectively. King Janaka of Mithilā announced his intention of giving his daughter in marriage to him who could string the bow of Sīva, which was in his possession. Rāma, as we all know, not only strung the bow, but also broke it to pieces. King Drupada, however, assigned no such easy task to the man who sought the hand of Drupada in marriage. King Drupada expressed his desire of bestowing the hand of his daughter on him who could by means of an enormous bow shoot five arrows simultaneously through a revolving ring into a target beyond. Arjuna was the only hero who achieved the exploit.

Again, in the Rāmāyaṇa the construction of the army was simple. In sarga 4 of the Yuddhakīṇḍa we find Rāma disposing his army as follows. Gāvyā and Gavākhā march forth in front of the army, Rishśabha protects the right wing, Gandha and Gandhadāna the left, Rāma and Lakshmana move in the centre, Jamabavat, Susētha and another monkey bring up the rear. Sarga 3 of the Yuddhakīṇḍa gives an account of the fortifications of Laṅkā and other details from which we learn that Rāvaṇa maintained an army composed of horsemen and elephants, that Laṅkā could be approached by four gates, at each of which was stationed a host of Rākṣasas, provided with arms, stones and machines and iron weapons capable of killing one hundred persons at a time (tanyakānta). In sargas 43 and 44 of the Yuddhakīṇḍa the Rākṣasas are said to have used all sorts of weapons, such as swords, maces, darts and arrows. They were mounted on cars; they blew conches and beat drums. But the monkeys fighting on the side of Rāma used trees and mountains as their weapons. They had no cars; nor did they blow conches. They could not boast of horses or elephants. Rāma and Lakshmana were the only characters who discharged arrows. The cars of some of the Rākṣasas chiefs, such as Rāvaṇa, Indrajit, Atikāya and others, had also standards attached to them. Rāma and Lakshmana, having no cars to mount upon, were borne on the shoulders of Hanumāt and Aṅghada while engaged in battle. It was only when Rāma and Rāvaṇa were engaged in combat that Indra, seeing that Rāma did not enjoy equal advantages with Rāvaṇa, sent him his own car with Mātali as charioteer.

In the Mahābhārata, however, we find that the Pāṇḍavas and Kauravas fought on equal terms, both the parties being provided with cars, horses and elephants, both using bows and arrows and all sorts of other weapons. Yudhishṭhira, Bhīma and Arjuna had conches bearing distinctive appellations, that of Yudhishṭhira being called Anantavijaya, that of Bhīma being called Pauḍara, and that of Arjuna being known as Dēvadatta. Krishna also had a conch named Pāchajayana. Each car warrior had a particular standard attached to his car. See adhyāya 17 of the Bhīṣma Parvan and adhyāya 105 of the Draupā Parvan, the latter of which is devoted to the description of the standards of the car warriors assailing Arjuna. But what forms the distinctive feature of the Mahābhārata war is the disposition of the army into arrays known in Sanskrit as vyūhas. On each occasion the army is arranged in a particular array calculated to give it the greatest advantage over the enemy. A small force may by this arrangement be made to appear as if it were a very large one.
We here enumerate some of the armies referred to in the Bhāeshma and the Ďrēṇa Parens: —

(a) The Sūchimukha array (Bhāeshma Parens, adhyāya 19).
(b) The Kraunḍhāruṇa array (B. P., adhyāya 56).
(c) The Garuda array (B. P., adhyāya 66).
(d) The half moon (B. P., adhyāya 86).
(e) and (f) The Mākara and the Sṛṇa (B. P., adhyāya 69).
(g) and (h) The Maṇḍala and the Vajra (B. P., adhyāya 82).
(i) The Śringataka (B. P., adhyāya 88).
(j) The Sarvatobhadra (B. P., adhyāya 100).
(k) The circular array (Drēṇa Parens, adhyāya 33).

In adhyāya 26 of the Drēṇa Parens, a mode of attacking the elephants, known as Anjalikavādha, is alluded to.

Any one who reads the war-portions of the Rāmāyaṇa and the Mahābhārata must be impressed with the idea that, though the tactics of war had been highly developed at the time of the Rāmāyaṇa, it had attained a still higher degree of development at the time of the Mahābhārata. The Bhāeshma Parens, Drēṇa Parens, Kuru Parens, and Salya Parens, though now and then indulging in exaggerations, generally present us with such vivid pictures of the operations of the war conducted at the time that we are obliged to admit them to be based on a scientific and approved method. There is less of arrangement and method and more of exaggerations and improbabilities in the Rāmāyaṇa than in the Mahābhārata. The combats between the Kaurava and the Pāṇḍava warriors are described by the poet with greater minuteness of detail, with greater display of the knowledge of the science of warfare and with more artistic skill than the fight between the monkeys and the Rākshasas is described in the Rāmāyaṇa. The appearance of the warrior in the field of battle, his supervision of the army, his being recognized by the enemy by means of the figure marking his standard, the enemy’s consequent preparations for war, the cautious arrangement of the troops, the loud roars of the combatants, their engaging in battle in right earnest, the discharge of their weapons, the combat ceasing as soon as one combatant falls insensible from the attacks of the other, all these and a thousand other details invariably repeated in every combat stamp the Mahābhārata as decidedly more modern than the Rāmāyaṇa.

(5) With regard to the number of kingdoms flourishing at the time of the Rāmāyaṇa and the Mahābhārata respectively. In the Rāmāyaṇa the names of a few kings are mentioned. In sarga 13 of the Bālakāṇḍa, Vasiṣṭha issues instructions to Sumantra, the charioteer of Daśaratha, to invite all the kings of India to be present at the sacrifice to be performed by Daśaratha for obtaining progeny. Particular reference is here made to (1) Janaka, king of Vidēha, (2) the king of Kāśi or Benares, (3) Yudhajī, king of Kāśya, (4) king of Kāśa, (5) Lomahpāda, king of Aūga, (6) the king of Magadha, (7) the king of Sindhu, (8) the king of Sauvira, (9) the king of Sauvastra. There are two other passages in the Rāmāyaṇa where references are made to kings in general. One of these occurs in sarga 66 of the Bālakāṇḍa where king Janaka states to Viśvāmitra that many kings seeking the hand of Śīta in marriage came to his court and tried their strength on the bow of Siva, but he does not name even a single king. The other passage is to be found in sarga 3 of the Aṅgāryāṇa where king Daśaratha is described as being surrounded by the kings of the east, the west, the south, and the north together with the Miścchhaka kings and others, but no particulars are given about the kingdoms ruled by them. This is rather a meagre account of the kingdoms flourishing in India. It is not easy for us to conceive why the poet, who devotes page after page to the
description of even trivial incidents, should be so very reserved on this point, and should content himself with mentioning only about half a dozen kings in particular, unless we look for its explanation in the fact that there were only a few kingdoms then flourishing in India. The South-Indian kingdoms referred to by the poet in general terms were either not in existence or were not known to the poet. The former supposition seems more probable, seeing that the poet who displays so much knowledge of the kingdoms of Áryávarta and of Lánká in the remote south and who devotes nearly two-thirds of his epic to the description of Ráma's adventures in Southern India could not have been in such total ignorance of the kingdoms there existing. In fact, we fail to come across even a single passage in the whole of the Rámáyána which will lead us to suppose that Southern India was then divided into kingdoms which were ruled by their respective kings much in the same way as Northern India then was. There are on the contrary many passages to show that the whole of Southern India was infested by savages headed by monsters, such as Virádha, Kabandha, Dundubhi, Khara, Dúshaña and Tríśiras, all of whom acknowledged the sway of Rávana and took pleasure in disturbing the rites and penances performed by the Áryans and in swallowing all the oblations offered by them to the gods. They exercised as it were a check on the advance of the Áryans into the South. We also find that there were other tribes who, though generally deserving to be classed as barbarians, were well disposed towards the Áryans. We thus find no trace of the existence of civilised rulers in Southern India at the time of the Rámáyána.

Let us turn to the Mahábhárata and see how many kings are spoken of in that epic. In adhyáya 183 of the Ádi Parvan, more than 100 princes are mentioned as Draupadí's suitors. In this list of princes, who for the most part belong to Northern India, is included the name of king Páṇdya (see adhyáya 189) who, as we all know, was a prince of Southern India.

In adhyáya 34 of the Sabhá Parvan, wherein are mentioned the various kings assembled to witness the performance of the ríjasva sacrifice by king Yadhishthira, we find, among others, the following kings spoken of: (1) Kuru kings, Dhrítaráshtras, Duryodhana and others, (2) Subala, king of Gandhára (the modern Kandahar), (3) Salva, king of Madra, (4) Jayadrañtha, king of Sindhu, (5) Bhagadatta, ruler of Prágyátishá with the Mlecchha tribes, (6) Vásudéva, king of the Pandúras, (7) and (8) kings of Vaṅga and Káliñga, (9) the king of Malwa, (10) the king of the Andhrakas, (11) the king of the Drávidas, (12) the king of the Simhálas, (13) the king of Káśmíra, (14) the Vahlka (Balkh) kings, and (15) Márella, who seems to be the king of the Karnátas.

In adhyáya 4 of the Sabhá Parvan, the following kings among others are said to have waited on king Yadhishthira: (1) Káma, king of Kamboja, (2) king of the Madrakas, (3) Pulinda, king of the Virútas, (4) and (5) kings of Áṅga and Vaṅga, (6) king of the Yáyanas, (7) Srítórudha, king of Káliñga, (8) Jayásena, king of Magadha, etc.

In adhyáya 9 of the Bháshma Parvan, we find a very exhaustive geographical sketch given of the Bharatavarsha now known as India. It gives the names of the principal mountains, of all the rivers and all the provinces of India, with the names of the several tribes populating this vast continent, and the provinces of India are named after the tribes who inhabit them, one name serving the double purpose of being the name of the province as well as that of the people. Any attempt to repeat the names of all these provinces here would unnecessarily swell these pages. We shall therefore mention the more important only. (1) Kuru (the region near Delhi), (2) Páńchala, (3) Káliñga (the Northern Circars), (4) Ámatya or Viráta, (5) Káśiká, (6) Siadhu (the country of the Upper Indus), (7) Utkal (Orissa), (8) Káś or Benares, (9) Kunti, (10) Avantí (Malwa), (11) Vidarbhá (Berar), (12) Karna (Canara), (13) Vídória (North Behar), (14) Magadha (South Behar), (15) Malaya (Malabar), (16) Vaṅga (Eastern Bengal), (17) Áṅga (Bhágalpur), (18) Vahlka (Balkh), (19) Saurástra (Gujarat), (20) Kákaya (region bordering on Sindhubhásá, (21) Andhra (Telíngána), (22) Drávida (the
tract on the Coromandel between the Gōdāvarī and the Kāvēra), (23) Kārṇāṭaka (Mysore), (24) Chōla (the whole of the Tamil country with Kāśchī or Conjeeveram as its capital), (25) Trīgarta (the tract between the Satlaj and the Sarawati), (26) Kambīja (the country, adjoining the Hindu Kush mountains), (27) Kāśmīra (the province of Kashmir), and Chēdi (the modern Bundelkund).

It will thus be seen that at the time of the Mahābhārata there were hundreds of kingdoms flourishing in India in the place of the few which were in existence at the time of the Rāmāyana. In the lists above given we find allusions made to the kingdoms of Chōla, Pāṇḍya, Kērala, Teliqāna, Kārṇāṭaka, Malaya, and Drāviḍa, etc. Thus from the absence of any allusion in the Rāmāyana to any of the kingdoms of Southern India, from the positive assertion that the whole south was occupied by barbarians, and from the various statements made in the Mahābhārata in regard to the existence of several kingdoms in the south, we are led to infer that Southern India, which at the time of the Rāmāyana was a mere wilderness, was subjected to the influence of the Aryan civilization at the time of the Mahābhārata, and in consequence gave birth to many kingdoms. And this inference therefore confirms our view that the Rāmāyana is more ancient than the Mahābhārata.

(6) From the latter part of the Ayodhyākīnda and the Āranyakaṇḍa of the Rāmāyana and the Vana Parvan of the Mahābhārata, we get an indication as to whether at the time of the Rāmāyana or of the Mahābhārata the country contained the largest number of forest tracts.

When Rāma set out from Ayodhyā to pass the fourteen years of his exile in the forest he was accompanied by Śtā and Lakṣhamana. After having passed the outskirts of Kāpala he came to Śringāśapura, on the banks of the Ganges, which was the residence of Guha, the king of a tribe of hunters and an intimate friend of Rāma (Arthaśāstra 56 of the Aranyakaṇḍa).

Having crossed the river Ganges by means of a boat procured by Guha Rama approached the sacred Prayāga, the modern Allahabad, situated at the confluence of the Ganges and the Jamnī, a place to which even to-day millions of people flock from all parts of India at all times of the year and more especially at the time of the Makara-saṅkramaṇa, the passage of the sun into the sign Capricornus.

[The Hindus have always taken delight in following the courses of great rivers, whether upwards from wide estuaries, where for many a mile the strong fresh current battles with the sea-waves, or down from the mountain-crades, where the young waters steal from green flowery slopes or shadowy hollows, or burst in fuller volume from blue ice-cliffs or low-browed rocky caverns. From such birth-places start the pleasant pastoral streams immortalised in verse and the great historic rivers that have beheld the secrets of the past and borne the pomp and wealth of the world. The influence of Western civilization may continue to spread all over India, the Universities may set their stamp annually on Masters of Arts by the hundred and on Bachelors by the thousand, societies may spring in thousands in all parts of India for the purpose of dispelling the so-called darkness of superstition and ignorance from the minds of the people, reformers may go on lecturing to millions of people on the evils of yielding to superstition and on the advisability of breaking through the trammels of prejudice and of setting the Vīdas and the Sāstras at defiance, — and still the common people, who have not drunk deep of the fountain of Western knowledge and who therefore pay the highest reverence to the śruti and the smṛiti and are prepared to obey to the letter all the injunctions laid down therein, will and must continue to observe all the time-honoured customs brought into being by their ancestors. Englishmen may boast of having effected a thorough change in the thoughts and actions of the people of India; but we are rather inclined to think that this change of thought and action has extended indeed to a very small portion of the Indian community, and even here there are many who, in spite of the liberal education which they have received at the hands of Englishmen, cling to their ancient forms and ceremonies with a tenacity which neither]
lapse of time nor the spread of foreign influence can wholly efface. Fortunately for the sons of India the words of such mighty men as Saṅkarāchārya and Vidyārāṇya, exhorting them not to forsake their own religion and philosophy, the like of which are not to be found in all the religious systems and philosophies of the world put together, are still ringing in their ears. And whenever these words fail to exercise their full influence on the minds of the people, there are not wanting in the fog end of this century of denationalisation, men who could by the influence of their teaching and example open the eyes of millions of India's erring sons to a sense of the deep obligation they owe to their ancestors who have bequeathed to them a most valuable legacy in the form of the Upanishads the beauty and sublimity of which are now being so well appreciated, strange to say, not in India, but in Europe and America. To such men we owe our life-long gratitude.]

Rāma was welcomed at Prayāga by Bhāradvāja who advised him to spend the years of his exile at Chitrakūṭa at a distance of 10 krośas or 20 miles from Prayāga. Here Rāma was welcomed by Vālmīki (Ayodhyākāṇḍa, surga 56), who made arrangements for his permanent residence. From the description given of Prayāga and Chitrakūṭa we find that they were the abodes of ascetics, practising penance without fear of being disturbed by the people. Rāma's residence at Chitrakūṭa was marked by many events, such as Bharata's visit, Rāma's learning the news of his father's death, Bharata's requesting Rāma to return to Ayodhyā, Rāma's firm refusal to comply with Bharata's request, Jāmbha's remarks tending to atheism, Rāma's reply thereto, Vasishtha's remarks thereon, and Bharata's return to Ayodhyā. The ascetics found themselves persecuted by the Rākṣasas at Chitrakūṭa, and left the place. Rāma also followed their example and went to Atri's residence. The Ayodhyākāṇḍa closes with an advice given by Atri to Rāma to be cautious in his movements in the forest, which was infested by the Rākṣasas, to whom all ascetics who happened to be uncanny fell an easy prey. Rāma now regularly commenced his entry into the forest, and all his subsequent achievements, together with the abduction of Sītā by Rāvaṇa are described in the Aranyakāṇḍa. The very name Aranyakāṇḍa indicates that the incidents related therein took place in the forest. They are too well known to require comment here. It will thus be seen that, on leaving Ayodhyā, Rāma proceeded in a south-western direction till he reached Prayāga and Chitrakūṭa, and thence proceeded westwards to the hermitage of Agastya near the Vindhya Mountains. Thence he directed his steps towards Paścimavati, the modern Nāsik, near which is Janasthāna. It was here that Sītā was carried off by Rāvaṇa. Quitting Paścimavati Rāma proceeded by slow marches to Kishkindhā, the modern Humpi in the district of Bellary and thence finally went to Lāṅka or Ceylon. The whole country lying to the west and south of Ayodhyā was a wilderness. From the Balukāṇḍa it will be seen that the country to the east of Ayodhyā with the exception of the kingdoms of Aṅgā (Blāgalpur), Vidēha, the capital of which, Mithilā, corresponds probably to the modern Janakpur in Nepal, also abounded in forest tracts.

Let us now turn to the Mahābhārata. In this epic only three forests are spoken of, viz., the Kānyaka on the banks of the Sarasvati, the Dvaita Vana and the Naimishāranya. And we find that the Pāṇḍavas, afraid of being recognised by Duryodhana in the thirteenth year of their exile, were obliged to assume various disguises. This simply tells us that the forests then existing were not very extensive, and that a man who took refuge in them was always apprehensive of detection. In the Rāmāyaṇa, on the other hand, we find that Rāma entered the forests of the south, making himself sure that the people of Ayodhyā would not reach him there. But it may be argued that in the Mahābhārata the wanderings of the Pāṇḍavas during the period of their exile were confined to Northern India; to this we reply that the greater part of Northern India also was, as has been seen above, only a wilderness at the time of the Rāmāyaṇa. And Southern India, which was described in the Rāmāyaṇa as an extensive forest fit to be the abode of wild beasts and demons, is represented in the

* * *

[Is not this article itself a most interesting proof of the very small effect that Western learning and investigation have had upon the "educated" Natives of India? And does not this excursion show how, while adopting the manner, the educated Native is still a complete stranger to the substance of European thought? — E.D.]
Mahābhārata as having been in a highly civilized state, as will be seen from the fact of several kingdoms being referred to therein as belonging to Southern India. From this we may safely conclude that the Rāmāyaṇa is of a higher antiquity than the Mahābhārata.

(7) In the Mahābhārata are to be found repeated allusions to the story of the Rāmāyaṇa as follows:—(a) In adhyāya 85 of the Vana Parvan, in which is given a description of the various tirthas or sacred places of pilgrimage which should be visited by anyone desirous of acquiring religious merit, allusion is made to Śringātrapura as the place visited by Rāma, the son of Dasaratha in days of yore. (b) In adhyāya 59 of the same Parvan is described the contest between Rāma and Parasurāma. The details of the conflict as given here differ a little from those given in the Rāmāyaṇa. For instance, in the Vana Parvan, Parasurāma is said to have proceeded to Ayodhya to test the skill of Rāma out of curiosity, whereas in the Rāmāyaṇa he is said to have met Rāma while the latter was returning from Mithilā to Ayodhya soon after his marriage. And Parasurāma went to him not out of mere curiosity, but out of anger at his (Rāma's) having broken the bow of Siva on the occasion of his marriage. (c) In adhyāyas 273 to 290, the whole story of the Rāmāyaṇa is given in an abstract, which agrees in most details with the Rāmāyaṇa. The winning of Sītā by Rāma is passed over in silence. But we can account for this and other omissions by supposing that the story as given in the Mahābhārata is only an epitome of the Rāmāyaṇa. There are also some slight variations, but these do not affect the general tenor of the plot. (d) Portions of the Rāmāyaṇa are alluded to in adhyāya 149 of the Vana Parvan, in the Droṇa Parvan, Śiṅgī Parvan and Harivṃśa Parvan.

This very clearly indicates that the story of the Rāmāyaṇa was current at the time of the Mahābhārata. But the story of the latter epic was not current at the time of the former, as will be seen from the total absence of any allusion in the Rāmāyaṇa to the war in Kurukshetras as well as from the fact that the epic makes no mention of the name of even a single character who figures in the Mahābhārata. These facts conclusively prove the priority of the Rāmāyaṇa to the Mahābhārata.

(8) In the Bālakāṇḍa, sarga 4, we find that Vālmiki was desirous of presenting his work to the public; and that, seeing no other means of accomplishing his object he had recourse to the very ancient practice of handing down works to posterity by means of oral communication. He accordingly made Kuśa and Lava, the sons of Rāma, recite the whole of his composition. But in the case of the Mahābhārata, it was not so. In the first adhyāya of the Áśī Parvan, we find that as Vyāsa went on reciting his composition, Gaṇḍīva closely followed him writing down what he recited. We may therefore safely conclude that the whole of the Mahābhārata was reduced to writing when it was first presented to the world. Professor Weber asserts (Indian Literature, p. 194):—"It is not known on what grounds that the Mahābhārata was originally handed down orally like the Rāmāyaṇa, and was only subsequently fixed in writing." We have to conclude from this either that the learned Professor did not read the first adhyāya of the Mahābhārata, or, what is more probable, that, having read it, he was not satisfied as to the truth of the statement made therein. But to us, there is nothing incredible in the statement, seeing that a peculiar system of shorthand might have been in existence at the time of the composition of the Mahābhārata, and the shorthand writer of this epic was so clever in his craft that he offered to undertake the task on condition that Vyāsa should keep his (the writer's) pen always busy. To this Vyāsa agreed, but he in turn stipulated that Gaṇḍīva should not blindly write to his dictation but should try to understand the meaning of what he wrote. Thus with the avowed object of puzzling the writer Vyāsa introduced some knotty verses here and there in the Mahābhārata and when Gaṇḍīva paused to catch their full significance, Vyāsa took advantage of this interval and got ready a thousand verses for dictation. And hence this verse:—"अर्धि स्वायणकालिन हरिं श्रवणस्तव त अंहं कांति वृक्तिमेव संबोध्ये मेघन वा न वा॥" These 8,800 verses still form a puzzle to all learned men. Prof. Weber (Indian Literature, pp. 187 and 188) states that the whole of the Mahābhārata could not have been composed by a
single writer, and that even at the war-portion of the Mahâbhârata many generations must have laboured before the text attains a settled shape. Sir Monier Williams (Indian Wisdom, Lect. XIII, p. 371) states that the compilation of the Mahâbhârata must have proceeded for centuries. We are quite at a loss to know on what grounds they have made these assumptions. If they think it too lengthy and too complicated a character to be composed by a single author they are mistaken. To Shakspeare is ascribed the authorship of three dozen plays and of some minor poems, all of which taken together consist of more than 140,000 lines, which he is said to have written in his busy life of an actor. And if Shakspeare, with all the inevitable cares and anxieties of an actor's life, should have found time to write nearly 40 plays, why could not Vyâsa, who was a sage living mainly on wild fruits and roots, free from all cares and anxieties, living 'far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife,' and at rest, be able to compose 200,000 lines or a little more? Sir Walter Scott, who lived in the first quarter of this century, is known to the educated world as a great poet, novelist, biographer and historian. He composed nearly 40,000 lines of poetry, and wrote the Waverley novels which occupy more than 4,000 closely printed pages octavo. He is also the author of a book entitled The Tubes of a Grandfather, which is the History of Scotland from the beginning of the eleventh century to the middle of the eighteenth, abounding in narratives from the Scottish chronicles. It occupies nearly 500 pages of the description given above. He has also written the life of Napoleon in four volumes demi-octavo, each consisting of about 250 closely printed pages. He has written besides these several other works. Now, taking these works as a whole, we find that they have greatly outstripped the Mahâbhârata in length. A still more brilliant instance of this wonderful capacity for writing is to be found in Vidyârânya who flourished 500 years ago on the banks of the Tungabhadra in a village called Pampa. He was the minister of king Bukka of Vijayaangara. For a full detail of his works the reader is referred to the Indian Antiquity, pp. 248 and 249 of September 1898. When we thus think of the complex character of his works and their immensity it becomes impossible for us to deny that Vyâsa was the real author of the Mahâbhârata.

The style of the Mahâbhârata is the same throughout. It is grand, puzzling and deeply significant. And if variations in style occur here and there, it is because the style is made to suit the requirements of the plot. Thus, in the description of battles, the style would be suggestive of the sentiments of heroism, wrath, disgust; in the description of love scenes, it would be suggestive of the sentiment of love; in the description of scenes exciting pity or sympathy, it would be suggestive of the sentiment of pathos. In other respects it remains the same throughout. Thus from the fact that at the time of the Râmâyana the art of writing was not invented by the Aryans, but was invented by them later on at the time of the Mahâbhârata, we infer the priority of the Râmâyana.

(9) At page 186 of the History of Indian Literature Prof. Weier says that the names Kurma, Pââûchâlas, Arjuna and Janâmâjya, which occur in the Mahâbhârata, occur also in the Yajur Veda, and urges this fact as proving the high antiquity of the epic. We are, however, of opinion that these names occurring in the Yajur Veda have simply been transferred to the heroes of the Mahâbhârata by Vyâsa for reasons best known to himself, and that the fact of the names referred to occurring in the Mahâbhârata will in no way help Sanskrit scholars towards fixing the date of the epic. It may be stated, however, that the Yajur Veda, was composed after the Mahâbhârata, and that the names occurring in the latter were imported into the former. We say in reply that the name Râma also occurs in the Rig Veda, Mandala X., anuvâka 1., sûkta 25, which runs as follows:

* Vidyaaranya or Sayaâcharya does not give the same interpretation to the sâkta as was given in one of the Brâhmanas; but this can be explained by the fact that he wrote his commentaries with a view to explain the aim and object of the Rig Veda, which was to praise the gods Agni and others. He did not, therefore, explain the suggested sense of the sâkta, but contented himself with the expressed sense. In the Nirukta the sâkta is pointed out as one containing a remote allusion to the story of the Râmâyana.
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The racy and elegant style of the Rāmāyaṇa is an evidence of its high antiquity. The style of the Mahābhārata, though elegant, is somewhat laboured, and shows that the epic is the production of a later age than the Rāmāyaṇa. In the whole of the Rāmāyaṇa there are to be found very few verses which are difficult of comprehension, while in the Mahābhārata such verses are numbered by the thousand. There are, in fact, nearly 3,000 verses in the latter epic whose full significance is impossible even for pandits to catch.

The plot of the Rāmāyaṇa is simple. The poet has always in view the progress of the plot. And though there occur now and then various episodes in the Brāhmaṇa, such as the story of Gaṅgā (sarga 35 to 44), the story of Sagara and his 60,000 sons (sarga 38 to 40), the story of Indra’s cutting the fuses in the womb of Diti into seven parts (sarga 46), the story of Vāmana (sarga 29), the story of the samudramanathu or charming of the sea (sarga 40), the story of Gauḍāma and Ahaḷāya (sarga 48), the story of Viśvāmitra’s own ascent (sarga 82 to 84), the story of Triśūla (sarga 57 to 60), the story of Śatadvāra (sarga 62), and the story of the fight between Viśvāmitra and Viśvāmitra (sarga 53 to 55), the reader never loses sight of the incident. The unity of the plot is carefully preserved throughout the epic. But in the Mahābhārata the whole of the Śṛṇi and Anuśāvāna Parvaṇas, which are among the longest of the Parvaṇas, are in no way connected with the main story. They consist of a series of lectures on almost all subjects that come within the range of human thought, on law, politics and morals and on the duties of kings, of the four castes and of the four-fold divisions of life. They are full of philosophical discussions on the mind, the yīga and the adhyātma, and contain plenty of information on cosmogony, physiology, on the divisions of time, on the durations of the four yugas, etc. The Vana Parva, which may very aptly be compared to a forest in its vast expanse, is mostly devoted to the description of various legends of old. The exploits of Parasurāma (adhyāyas 116 to 118), the stories of Nala (adhyāyas 62 to 79) and Rāma (adhyāyas 273 to 290), the story of Sagara and his 60,000 sons (adhyāya 107), the story of Bhagiratha’s penances for bringing down the celestial Gaṅgā (adhyāya 108), the celebrated controversy between Aśvapata and Vandin at the court of king Janaka (adhyāya 134), the story of Mārkaṇḍeya (adhyāyas 187 and 188), the story of Śāvatī and Satyavān (adhyāya 292 to 298), all these and many others of a like nature find a place in the Vana Parva. In adhyāya 82 to 95 we find descriptions of various places of pilgrimage, such as Pushkara (adhyāya 82), Kurukshetra (adhyāya 83), Prayāga (adhyāya 85), Bhadrantigā (adhyāya 82) and Brahmāsāra (adhyāya 95).

In the Brāhmaṇa Parvaṇ, the Jambhuḥastha Nirmāṇa Parvaṇ (adhyāyas 1 to 10) and the Bhagavantita Parvaṇ (adhyāyas 13 to 42) are in no way connected with the main story. In the other Parvaṇs also are to be found many stories quite unconnected with the plot of the Mahābhārata, such as the story of Astika (adhyāyas 13 to 68) in the Adi Parvaṇ and the stories of Śibi, Rāma, Bhagiratha, Dīlīpa, Manthala, Yayāti, Ambarāha, Rautiṇḍā, Bhhra, Pṛithu and Parasurāma in adhyāyas 57 to 69 of the Drāṇa Parvaṇ. Adhyāyas 2 to 7 of the Śṛṇi Parvaṇ contain the excellent advice given by Vidura to Dhruvarāṣṭra when the latter was overwhelmed with grief at the destruction of his whole army including his son. They contain Vidura’s high philosophy, his lectures.
on the transitoriness of things mundane, his admirable simile in which the world is compared to a wilderness with strange minuteness, his observations on the vanity of human wishes, and his explanation of the ways and means by which a man may free himself from the ties of the world. Besides there are additions of another sort, such as the adventures of Arjuna (Yama Purana, adhyāyās 37 to 47), his encounter with Siva and his going to Indraloka, Bhahma's journey for celestial lotuses, his encounter with Hanumat, etc. (F. P., adhyāyas 140 to 154), the abduction of Draupadi by Jayadratha (V. P., adhyāyas 265 to 270), Bhumis encounter with Bakasura and the destruction of the latter (adhyāyas 159 to 166, Adi Purana), and many others rather impossible to mention here. The multiplicity of the subjects treated of in the Mahabharata and the vast knowledge displayed by the poet in matters religious, secular, moral, political, etc., show that since the age of the Ramayana the people were making rapid progress in the cultivation of the arts and the sciences, rules were being multiplied for governing kingdoms, the duties of the four castes, and the four divisions of life were being clearly set down, so that at the time of the Mahabharata all the arts and sciences were reduced to a system and all laws and regulations for the well-being of society codified. The Mahabharata, in fact, indicates a settled state of society, while from the Ramayana we learn that the greater part of India was not subdued by the Aryans and that they themselves were not so far advanced in civilisation as we find them to have been at the time of the Mahabharata. If, besides, we bear in mind that the thoughts and actions of the ancients were simple as opposed to those of the moderns which are of a complex character, and that while the plot of the Ramayana is simple that of the Mahabharata is complex, we will clearly see that the former belongs to an earlier age than the latter.

(18) The age of the Ramayana was an age of purity. It can be very properly called the golden age of India. We find that Rama was a model son and husband, Sita a model wife, Bharata a model brother, Sugriva a model friend, and Hanumat a model minister. The poet himself has given expression to the same idea in the following famous verse:

न सर्व घातकार्यं सत्यम् न भक्तिवादः \nबायिक न च विदु: उत्सासदेहो या भविष्यः ||

15, sarga 18, Yuddhakanda.

There was no corruption in those days. Men's minds were pure. No man thought of robbing his neighbour of his wealth and possessions. If Sita was abducted by Ravan it was because Ravan was a demon and a non-Aryan. Vies were attributed to Rakshasas on the ground that they were non-Aryan tribes. But the Aryans as a community were honest, devoted to their elders, and truth-speaking. They would not, even at the risk of their lives, stoop to commit an unrighteous action. Queen Kaikeyi was the only exception to the rule, and she, too, is said to have acted cruelly towards Rama not of her own accord, but at the instance of an evil-minded woman, Manthara. Turning now to the characters of the Mahabharata we find that the Aryans were no longer pure-minded, and that they partly yielded to the evil influences of corruption and demoralisation. Duryslohan and his brothers, who played a very prominent part in the Mahabharata, are said to have harboured in their minds thoughts of the worst description in regard to their cousins, the Panchavas. And not content with this they thought to do away with the latter by having recourse to plans and expedients which Satan himself would have hesitated before putting into execution. They did not hesitate to poison the Panchavas, to set fire to the house of lax at Varanavata in which the Panchavas were induced to sleep at night. And when they were baffled in both these undertakings they devised the plan of inducing Yudhishthira to play with them at dace, and in this they succeeded so well that Yudhishthira staked and lost all his possessions, his wife, his brothers, and himself. And then they attempted to disgrace Draupadi in the midst of an assembly of kings and in the presence of her husbands in a manner revolting to human nature. If we now recall to mind the reply of Lakshmana to Rama, fraught with wisdom, morality and truth, when the latter enquired of him whether he could recognise any of Sita's jewels among those shown to him (Rama) by Sugriva, we shall find that, while
Lakshmana was a pattern of virtue, Duryodhana was a pattern of vice. The noble reply of Lakshmana is in the form of a verse and is given below:


No. 24, sarga 6 of the Kishkindhākāya.

Again, the war of the Mahabhārata, it must be borne in mind, was not conducted on strictly honorable principles. Almost all the heroes, who fought on the side of Duryodhana and whom it was not possible to overcome by fair means, were overthrown in battle by the Pāṇḍavas by means of some artifice or other. Drāupadī, for example, was overpowered by Dhṛṣṭadyumna only after he renounced his weapons, and this he did only when he heard from the lips of Yudhishthira that his son Aśvatthāman was dead. This was, indeed, a glaring falsehood, and to save himself from the effects of having uttered it Yudhishthira was made to add at the end of his speech the word ‘elephant’ in a low tone that it might not be heard by Drāupadī, while in fact it was only an elephant bearing the name of Aśvatthāman that was killed in battle. Similarly, Bhīma was overpowered by Sikhandin’s placing himself in his front in the field of battle, the former having made a vow that he would not use any of his weapons in Sikhandin’s presence. Karna was slain in battle, having been previously deprived of his ear-rings by Indra. Jayadratha was slain in an unguarded moment by Arjuna, by means of an illusion created by Krishna, who caused the battle-field to be temporarily overspread with darkness. Duryodhana had his thighs broken by Bhīma, which was not deemed a fair mode of attack.

The Pāṇḍavas, though wise and just, were of a fierce and vindictive spirit; they wreaked on the Kauravas a vengeance which was commensurate with the wrongs they had sustained at their hands. Bhīma drank Duhṣasana’s blood in the battle-field in fulfilment of his vow. Aśvatthāman destroyed in cold blood the whole army of the Pāṇḍavas. But in the war-portion of the Rāmāyana we do not find such horrors depicted, nor do we find any tricks played. Indrajit is, indeed, said to have unfairly attacked Rāma and Lakshmana, by making his person invisible, but this was due to his demoniac nature.

Yudhishthira was not so greatly respected by his brothers as Rāma. Draupadi was the common bond of union among the Pāṇḍavas. Though Bhīma, Arjuna, Nakula and Sahadēva were deeply attached to Yudhishthira they very often grew rebellious and turbulent. Passages are not wanting in the Mahābhārata to show that they severely criticised the conduct of Yudhishthira, and would even have thrown off their allegiance to him had it not Krishna’s interference and the fact of their having a common wife, Draupadi, served to keep them together. And we have already seen that Draupadi also takes Yudhishthira to task for his folly. In the Rāmāyana all the three brothers of Rāma adore him as a deity. His word is their law. Lakshmana’s accompanying Rāma to the woods and his serving Rāma and Sītā so faithfully not for a few days or months but for years together was entirely due to that brotherly affection which we now look for in vain. All the above facts, therefore, conclusively point out that, while the age of the Rāmāyana was an age of purity, that of the Mahābhārata was one of corruption and scepticism, and that the former must therefore have preceded the latter.

(18) In the last portion of the Yuddhakāya (sargas 118 to 120) we find that Rāma suspects Sītā of unchastity because of her long residence in Rāvana’s palace. He, therefore, tells her that she is free to go wherever she likes, and to marry whomever she may choose. Sītā, who is very gentle and deeply attached to her lord, is overwhelmed with sorrow on hearing these unpleasant words uttered by Rāma, and makes up her mind to ascend the funeral pyre that she might put an end to her miserable existence. She accordingly carries out her resolve, when all the gods, e.g., Yama, Varuṇa, Kubera, Mahādeva, and Brahmā, appear on the scene and explain to Rāma his own antecedents. They tell him that he is Viṣṇu incarnate and that Sītā, his wife, is an avatar of Lakshmi. The god Agni now makes his appearance with Sītā on his lap, and bears testimony to her spotless virtue. Rāma is now satisfied as to his wife’s chastity, and in explanation of his strange conduct towards
Sitā states that he allowed her to undergo this ordeal, not because he doubted her attachment to himself, but because he wanted to impress on the minds of the people the idea that, though she lived in Rāvana’s palace for nearly a year, she did not in the slightest degree encourage his advances, but remained entirely devoted to her husband in thought, word and deed.

We have referred to this incident of the Rāmāyaṇa simply to point out that at the time of the composition of the epic, the practice of testing a person’s innocence or guilt by divine ordeals (दैव्यमान) was in existence. Let us now turn to the Mahābhārata and invite the reader’s attention to the following incident related in the Draupadīrāṣṭram Parvan (adhyāyas 262 to 271 of the Vana Parvan).

King Jayadratha of Sindhu was proceeding to the kingdom of Salva with a view to matrimony. On his way he had to pass through the Kāmyāka forest in which the Pāṇḍavas with their wife Draupadī were passing their exile. While passing through it he happened to see Draupadī, who was in the full bloom of her beauty. Seized with an ardent desire to possess her, he made enquiries as to who she was, etc., etc., and was informed that she was no other than Draupadī, and that her husbands had gone out on a hunting excursion. He then tried to induce her by gentle words to accompany him and to make him happy by becoming his partner in life; but, finding that she scorned the idea, he carried her off by force. A little while after, the Pāṇḍavas returned to their forest abode, and, not finding Draupadī they began to search for her in all directions. They soon came by the track of Jayadratha’s army and found to their utter astonishment and indignation Draupadī seated in the car of Jayadratha. Then there ensued a terrible fight between the Pāṇḍavas and the followers of Jayadratha in which the latter were worsted. Jayadratha in the interim fled from the battle-field. Bhima and Arjuna pursued him. They seized him, and Bhima, after administering to him several blows which more than once rendered him insensible and after subjecting him to further insults, brought him bound before Yudhishṭhira, who had already returned to the forest abode with Draupadī. Jayadratha was then, with Yudhishṭhira’s permission, let go deeply disgraced and humiliated. Here do we find that Draupadī was not subjected to any ordeal such as is mentioned in the Rāmāyaṇa. Nor do we find her undergoing any ordeal after she was insulted by Duhāśana in the presence of a public assembly (Sāthkā Parvan, adhyāya 88). The Pāṇḍavas did not force Draupadī to undergo ordeals simply for the purpose of creating a favourable impression on the minds of the people regarding her character. We thus see that at the time of the Mahābhārata not only was the practice of having recourse to daivapramāṇa not observed, but that the abductions of the kind referred to became so common that the people began to look upon them with indifference. This then clearly shows that at the time of the Rāmāyaṇa the people had higher notions of morality and decency and greater faith in the interposition of Providence than at the time of the Mahābhārata. Hence the priority of the former to the latter.

Having thus far tried to show by various arguments⁴ that the Rāmāyaṇa is more ancient than the Mahābhārata, we shall now proceed to criticise Prof. Weber’s assertion⁵ that the Rāmāyaṇa is only an allegory, and could not have had a historical basis.

In all these places which are intimately associated with the memory of Rāma, such as Ayōḍhya (the modern Oudh), Chitrakūṭa (Chatarkōṭ in Bundēlkhand), Kishkindha (the modern Hampi in the Bellary District), and Lankā (Ceylon), monkeys are to be found in very large numbers, as if in confirmation of the story of the Rāmāyaṇa that the army of Rāma was composed entirely of monkeys passionately devoted to him. Chitrakūṭa, Nāsik (the ancient Paṇḍavati), Oudh, Hampi and the island of Rākshasāram are famous places of pilgrimage and attract millions of people every year. Sir Monier Williams gives the following account of Chitrakūṭa (vide p. 353 of his Indian Wisdom):—“The isolated hill Chitrakūṭa is the holiest spot of the worshippers of Rāma and is

---

⁴ [I feel obliged to note here that the arguments used are not arguments in the European sense of that word. — Ed.]
⁵ [Strongly supported, I may note, by some of the “arguments” already brought forward in this paper. — Ed.]
THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY.

crowded with temples and shrines of Rāma and Lakšmana. Every cavern is connected with their names; the heights swarm with monkeys and some of the wild fruits are still called Siśa-phal. It is situated on a river called Pīśini, described as the Mandakini (II. XCV.) 56 miles south-east of the town of Bandah in Bundelkhand. The river is lined with ghādz and flights of stairs suitable for religious ablutions, etc.

An interesting article on the ruins of Humā is appeared in the Madras Times of 20th February, 1894, under the heading “A Deserted Indian City,” from which we find that the city abounds in Hindu temples which line the banks of the river Tungabhadra, and that bathing in a certain portion of the stream absolves a man from all sin. The city, as it now stands, is thus described: — “There was something particularly weird in its utter loneliness; in the emptiness of its magnificent edifices untenanted by man; the stone-born Hindu deities sometimes monstrous, always fantastic and strange, looking apparently with an expression of silent mockery carved in their faces, and before whom, centuries ago, there bowed down and worshipped and sacrificed millions of votaries, now long passed away, who once crowded the temple groves and the busy thoroughfares of Humā. The singular effect of the scene described was heightened by the fact that the city was not by any means untenanted, although the occupants were not human beings. Poor relations of our race, in the shape of a species of large grey monkeys, have their habitations everywhere throughout the buildings. These animals clustered in crowds among the gods, climbing in and out through the doors and windows of the palaces, and appropriately enough at one end of the street was a large stone-statue representing Hammān, the monkey-god himself.”

Later in the account it is stated that for the ten days dating from the first full-moon in March a holy festival takes place, to attend which pilgrims of all ranks and grades come from the most distant parts of India in such large numbers that the influx of the population is considered to amount between 150,000 and 200,000 every year. It is not known to what festival allusion is made here. The principal street of the city is said to be about 50 yards wide and well paved with flag stones right across, both the sides of the street being lined with temples, palaces, and houses. From the above and many other interesting particulars given in this article it will be seen that the ruined city still bears traces of its once having been a mighty capital, while the existence of large statues of Hammān in the city, and the fact that the places thereof and the temples are now being occupied by large grey monkeys, will justify any one in concluding that the city must have been formerly the capital of Sugriva, the monkey-chief. Many temples are dedicated to Rāma and Lakšmana, and the place where Vāli was formerly killed by Rāma is still pointed out to pilgrims.

Of Nāsik, however, we have not been able to find a description given in any newspapers of this Presidency or in any books we have come across, and though we have had the pleasure of visiting Nāsik in our younger days, we do not happen to recollect any of the particular sights we saw there. But we have heard it very often stated that 2 miles from Nāsik is the famous Pañchavati or a group of five banyan trees, and that a triangular piece of rock is shown to pilgrims as the nose of Sūrpanakhā cut off by Lakšmana. Through Nāsik passes the holy river Gōdāvari, whose banks are lined with Hindu temples. It is a very famous place of pilgrimage. Among the Hindu temples above referred to, surely there must be many dedicated to Rāma, Lakšmana, and Sītā.

In Allahabad, formerly known as Prayāga, where the sage Bhāradvāja is said to have welcomed Rāma on his way to the woods, is a temple of Bhāradvāja, containing images of Rāma, Lakšmana, and Sītā, which are worshipped by thousands of pilgrims even to-day. A festival is celebrated there in the beginning of October every year, when the people dramatically represent the whole story of the Rāmāyaṇa.

There is the island of Rāmāyana with its temple of colossal proportions and gigantic architecture, which is dedicated to Śiva in the form of a saṅkata-liṅga or liṅga made of sand. This temple is said to have been built by Rāma on his return from Ceylon. There can still be seen the ruins of what was once a causeway across the channel between India and Ceylon, which is still known and revered as Rāmasāntu.

[The author might try the volumes of the Bombay Gazetteer. — Ed.]
Now all these sacred places of pilgrimage, Oudh, Prayāga, Chiṭrakūṭa, Pañchavāṭi, and Rāmēśvaram bear silent testimony to all the particulars recorded in the Rāmāyana. Now what has Prof. Weber to say to all these imperishable monuments of Rāma's adventures? His idea is that the Rāmāyana represents the spread of Aryan civilisation towards the South. If Siṭā represents Aryan husbandry, her abduction by Rāvaṇa and his forcing her to accept him as her lord could never mean the attack on Aryan husbandry by predatory chiefs as the learned Professor supposes, but would mean that the tribes who occupied Southern India and Ceylon had a desire to introduce into their own provinces the system of tillage that was adopted by the Aryans; and then the recovery of Siṭā by Rāma would be meaningless, unless, indeed, it is understood to mean that Rāma compelled the non-Aryan tribes to resume the system of agriculture adopted by them in imitation of the Aryans which is highly improbable.

Professor Weber identifies Rāma with Balarāma. We take objection to this on the following grounds:

1. Balarāma was the brother of Kṛishṇa who lived at the time of the Mahābhārata, whereas Rāma was the hero of the Rāmāyana, and, as such, belonged to an earlier period. The latter therefore cannot be identified with the former, who was probably not in existence at the time of the Rāmāyana.

2. Rāma ruled at Ayodhya, whereas Balarāma is said to have resided with Kṛishṇa at Dvārakā.

3. Balarāma is said to have indulged in drink, and is generally described as an impetuous character, whereas Rāma was a hero of very temperate habits and of a very mild disposition.

If, as Prof. Weber says, the Rāmāyana is only an allegory, and the characters who figure therein are not historical characters, but merely personifications of certain occurrences and situations, how does he account for the great esteem and reverence in which the epic and the heroes who figure therein are held by the whole Hindu population, for the great sanctity attached to the places of pilgrimage above referred to, for the various sights seen in those places which tend to confirm all the details of the plot, and for the existence of monkeys in large numbers in all those places of pilgrimage? It is absurd to suppose that Vālmiki would have imported monkeys into those places or have erected temples of Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa, Siṭā and Hanumān, there merely to give currency to an invention. Nor is it possible for any one to suppose that people who belonged to subsequent ages would have erected palaces, temples and statues in honor of heroes and heroines, who, they knew, had existed only in the imagination of a poet. Our conclusion therefore is that the Rāmāyana is no allegory, but has for its basis the abduction of a high-born lady by a leader of the savage tribes of the South.

To proceed to the other argument advanced by Prof. Weber. He states that the Rāmāyana points to the colonization of the south by the Aryans, and that, as this colonization could be expected to have taken place only after the settlement of the Aryans in Upper India, which is treated of in the Mahābhārata, the Rāmāyana must be of a later date than the Mahābhārata. To us, however, it seems that the Rāmāyana and the Mahābhārata do not respectively refer to the settlement of the Aryans in the south and north of India. Both the epics refer to wars waged on the Indian soil, but while the Rāmāyana describes a war between the Aryans and the non-Aryans, the Mahābhārata relates to the internal feuds which arose among the Aryans themselves. We all know that at the time of the Rāmāyana the Aryans had founded kingdoms corresponding to the modern provinces of Bengal, South Pehar, Oudh, Kāśīwār, and Berar, as well as two others, Sindh and Kēkaya, both of them being situated close to each other in Northern India; but at the time of the Mahābhārata we find numerous kingdoms flourishing in all parts of India, which shows that they had all come into existence in the long interval between the age of the Rāmāyana and that of the Mahābhārata. It is
therefore a mistake to suppose that when the Mahābhārata was composed the Aryans were confined to Upper India, and that they extended their dominions eastward at the time of the Rāmāyana. The provinces of Upper India, and those of the valley of the lower Ganges, together with those of Western India, were colonised by the Aryans when Vālmiki composed the Rāmāyana, and the Mahābhārata represents only a later, fuller, and more advanced stage of development in the colonization of the Aryans. Such being the case, and the war portions of the Rāmāyana and the Mahābhārata relating to the wars which took place in the south and north of India independently of each other, there is no need to assume that the latter war should have preceded the former. Even supposing that the incidents of the Rāmāyana refer to the colonization of the south by the Aryans, it by no means follows that this event should have taken place after all the feuds in Upper India had been fought out. Feuds are liable to arise at any moment between the chiefs of two adjacent provinces, even while the surrounding country is in a peaceful condition; and to wait till all the feuds are fought out is tantamount to waiting till the waves of the sea should cease. Professor Weber seems to be aware of the fallacy of his argument and conceives that the wars of the Rāmāyana and the Mahābhārata might have taken place concurrently; but he is not inclined to go further and to assign an earlier date to the war of the Rāmāyana. But as we have already shown, the Aryans occupied Upper India and the Lower Provinces of Bengal at the time of the composition of the Rāmāyana; and there is therefore nothing to prevent one from supposing that a war could then have taken place between them and the savage tribes of the south in the manner described in the epic. If this war had really taken place after the war of the Mahābhārata, which was conducted on scientific principles, it would not have been described as a war between monkeys and demons, and Southern India would not have been described as a wilderness. Even supposing with Prof. Weber that Vālmiki described them as such with a view to making his composition appear as of a higher antiquity than the Mahābhārata, the question still remains to be answered as to how such a work of the wildest exaggeration could have been most heartily welcomed and most sincerely reverenced by the Aryans, especially after having read the Mahābhārata, which is more practical, more real, and more comprehensive. But if it be asked how the Rāmāyana, supposing it to be anterior to the Mahābhārata, could have continued to command the same respect, even after the composition of the Mahābhārata, we reply that the Rāmāyana is regarded by the Hindus as belonging to a period considerably earlier than that of the Mahābhārata, as belonging, in fact, to a different yuga. And this idea would never have gained ground among the Hindus, had the Rāmāyana been actually composed after the Mahābhārata. With the Hindus everything that is old is entitled to respect. When once the Hindus begin to pay homage to a deity or to a work, the homage is continued to be paid by succeeding generations for centuries together, without a question being raised as to the wisdom or propriety of doing so. With them custom is ‘a power fixed by a thousand tough and stringy roots to people’s pious nursery faith.’ We can therefore only account for the very high reverence which is being paid to the Rāmāyana by supposing that it was composed long before the Mahābhārata, and that it was enjoying a worldwide celebrity and commanding universal respect when the latter was proclaimed to the world. And this last event could not mar the favourable impression which the Rāmāyana had, centuries before, created in the minds of the people.

Having thus criticised Prof. Weber’s arguments, we shall conclude with a tribute to the memory of Vālmiki. We, the Hindus, regard Vālmiki as the inventor of the Anushthubh metre (Bālakāṇḍa, sarga 2), and, as such, he deserves to be called the “Father of Sanskrit Poetry.” He is also known to us as a very ancient sage, living sometimes near the Ganges (3, sarga 2, Lālokeṇḍa) and sometimes at Chitrakūṭa (verses 10 to 16, sarga 56, Ayādhyākṣaṇa). He commenced life as a highway robber, but having been instructed by Nārada to repeat the word marā (which, when inverted, becomes Rāma), he turned over a new leaf and continued to repeat the word for years together, assuming a motionless posture, so much so that his body was buried in a mound thrown up by the white ants. When his meditation was over, he issued from the ant-hill, and hence his name Vālmiki.

When we proceeded to Allahabad on a pilgrimage a few years ago, we visited those sacred spots
on the opposite banks of the Ganges, which are to this day known as hermitages. Each of these presents the appearance of a delicious garden. In each of these can be found a large banyan tree situated in the middle, capable of affording shelter to hundreds of weary way-facers, a well of excellent water, a small shrine containing the images of Vishnu or Siva in their various manifestations, and a small raised mound on which to perform religious worship. Each of these is occupied by a sādhaka or recluse, who has renounced the world and resorted to his seat as a means of emancipating himself from re-births. In some of the gardens there are also caves in which dwell śāhāsu. We there saw a śāhāsu, of whom it was said that he had formerly been a zamīndār, and that having conceived an abhorrence to all that was worldly, he resolved on spending the rest of his life-time in one of these caves, and did so. All these śāhās take only one meal a day, and spend their time in silent meditation. Their meal consists only of a few cakes of wheat flour, which is regularly supplied to them by some charitable person. Their life is one of uninterrupted tranquillity and continued meditation. Oh, for an hour of such a life! As we stood there contemplating the splendid scene around us, the Ganges flowing to our right, the Jamna visible in the distance and flowing eastward, the confluence of the two rivers studded with bathing ghātās and flags of various shapes and hues floating in the air (for it was the time of Makara-sākramana), all these combined to create in our minds the impression that we were transported to an enchanted fairy-land. And the thought thrilled through our veins that the very spot on which we then stood had probably been hallowed by the footsteps of Vālmiki—some scores of centuries ago. The very name Vālmiki suggests to us the idea of a sage of hoary antiquity devoutly engaged in contemplation, with his soul in communion with the Supreme Spirit, whose consciousness is so far removed from the world, and whose presence is so long continued, that his body becomes covered up with ant-hills. Such is the mighty power of asceticism and such is the spiritual knowledge to which it leads. Thrice blessed are they who have attained to this knowledge. To them the world is a myth and life a dream. They are unmoved by prosperity as by adversity. To them the epithet Sānukāśākirmakānaka (one who views a lump of earth stone, and gold alike) may very well be applied. The orthodox Hindus fondly believe that such mighty sages are still practising penances on the tops of hills, by the sides of streams in the neighbourhood of temples and in delightful valleys, and that sometimes they bestow their favour on some woe-begone person and raise him from the lowest depths of adversity and ignorance to the highest pinnacle of prosperity and knowledge. May they continue practising their penances for all time to come, and may they shed the lustre of their beneficent influence on our benighted minds.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

DEVIL = WHIRLWIND.

"The term pisāči is also applied to the small circular storms, commonly by Europeans called devils." — Hobson-Jobson, 540, i. "Devil, s. A petty whirlwind, or circular storm, is often so called." — Ibid, 790, i.

In East Anglia a small circular storm is called Roger's Blast [?) Devil's Blast, Roger being perhaps in East Anglian folklore a name for the, or a Devil]. The following quotations are from The East Anglian (the "Notes and Queries" of East Anglia):—

"Roger's Blast."

"This is the designation of a cyclone in some parts of Norfolk. It does not appear in Moor's list [Moor's Suff. Words and Phrases, — see Hobson-Jobson, 592, i.]. If anything is known about the origin or locale of the expression, it would be well to record it, as these bits of folklore are slipping away." — Third Ser., Vol. VIII, p. 32. (Communicated by the Rev. Canon Raven D.D., F. S. A.)

"In Rye's Glossary, founded on that of Forby [The Vocabulary of East Anglia, 2 Vol., 1880], this is described as a sudden and local motion of the air, not otherwise perceptible but by it whirling up the dust on a dry road in perfectly calm weather, somewhat in the manner of a waterspout. It is reckoned as a sign of approaching rain, usually now for a violent and sudden whirlwind, not uncommon in the summer on

[And may they induce into the Hindus in due time the true spirit of sound argument! — Ed.]

[Concerning Roger = Devil: in the Peak Cavern, Derbyshire, is Roger's Rainhouse, a dripping cave, the cavern itself being called by the local peasantry the Devil's Erse. — Ed.]
the broads; often of force enough to lift haycocks and dismay yachts.”

“But whence is the name ‘Roger’s Blast’ derived? Is anything known of the origin of the name?” — Ibid., Vol. VIII. p. 48.

“The following paragraph appeared in Notes and Queries, Dec. 16th, 1870. — The reedy marshes in the neighbourhood of Wroxham, Woodbastwick, Horning, and South Walsham in Norfolk, are sometimes swept suddenly by a sort of whirlwind, which generally, although not lasting more than a quarter of an hour, does great damage. This wind goes by the curious name of ‘Roger’s Blast’.

“A similar account is also given in Halliwell’s Dictionary of Archaisms and Provincialisms, and Wright’s Dictionary of Obsolete English.” — Ibid., Vol. VIII. p. 48.

CHARLES PARTRIDGE.

RAULIN.

Here are a couple of quotations regarding a word that has long puzzled me.

1860 — "At Arracan not far from this Palace, there is a great Lake, with many small islands therein, which are inhabited by their Priests, which they call Raullini." — Ovington, Voyage to Suratt, p. 559.

Further on in this book there are many references to these priests usually under the name Raullini, but not always, thus:

"One of those great Men, whom he calls only one of the Reoilm of Mumay." — Page 596.

"His Coronation, which is usually perform’d with the greatest Cerimony and Pompius inimaginable, the Twelve Rooyolets attending." — Page 591.

One would guess that here was meant the Yahān of the Burmese and Rahān of the Arrakanes, both representing the Arhat of the Classics, but one would hardly know how the corruption arose. From Buchanan’s Religion and Literature of the Burmae we have, however, an explanation, not I must confess altogether satisfactory, as follows:


R. C. TEMPLE.

SUPERSTITIONS AMONG HINDUS IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.

24. A young married woman will lose her husband if she lets her hair grow in curls on the top of her head. She must keep the curls carefully trimmed.

25. The birth of a child afflicted with hernia results in the death of its maternal uncle. This can be avoided by the following expedients:

First Mode. — An old person of the family puts some butter and oil in a mortar turned upside down. This is set alight and the uncle must look at the faces of mother and child reflected in the oil.

Second Mode. — A goat is slain and its bowels removed as an offering to the deity. They are laid next morning on the baby and then flung away and carry the ill-luck with them.

Third Mode. — If the baby is killed his ill-luck departs.

Fourth Mode. — A Bā’man is sent for and made to tie a silver thread from the shoulder to the big toe of either foot of the child.

Ancient Mode now disused. — With beating of drums and blowing of horns the family goes to a temple, taking a dozen new earthen pots. There are placed in a pile one above the other and a lighted lamp on the top. The uncle with a sword in his hand prays to the god and then breaks the pots.

26. A youth on coming of age when bathing is not allowed to empty his vessel when drinking. If he does he will be hen-pecked by his wife or get a mother-in-law who is a pauper.

M. R. PEDLOW.

PANJABI MUSALMAN CUSTOM AS TO SUCKLING.

In the Western Panjab all the women, rich or poor, suckle their own children. In Lahore, Amritsar, and Dehlī, the children of the well-to-do families are commonly put out to nurse. This does not obtain in the villages; and if the mother’s milk fails the child is brought up on goat’s milk, sheep’s milk, buffalo’s milk or cow’s milk, according to the parents’ means. The term of suckling is two years, and in the case of girls often two years and a half. Among the poor if the child be weakly it is suckled by the mother for an indefinite period.

GULAB SINGH in P. N. and Q. 1882.
BEGINNINGS OF CURRENCY.

BY E. C. TEMPLE.1

I IN my Article on the Development of Currency in the Far East (ante, Vol. XXVIII. p. 102 ff.), I passed over the discussion of the commencement of the subject, and considered only, in view of my main object at the time, that part of it which relates to the development of the forms of currency in the Far East, existing at the present day and bearing an established relation to coined money or to bullion, in the sense of a metal used for money. On this occasion I purpose to take in hand a part of what I then omitted, but the vastness of the general subject again obliges me to confine myself within very narrow limits. I can really only now discuss the three points of barter, currency and money in their earliest and simplest forms, confining my evidence in this discourse chiefly to that from the Far East, and in the Plates attached to it to some leading objects on the subject to be found in the British and Oxford Museums.

The special points I am obliged to leave to some future opportunity are the rise of bullion weights out of measures of capacity, the development of exchange in its modern commercial sense, the rise of coin out of bullion currency and of legal tender out of coin, and the extreme value to mankind of legal tender, to my mind one of the finest achievements of human reasoning powers.

With this much preface, let me commence with what we ought always to settle upon, when about to discuss a subject like that now before us, clear definitions of the main technicalities we shall have to use. If we are to arrive at any definite ideas we must be sure of the meanings of such terms as barter, currency and money. Barter is exchange of possessions pure and simple, I exchange to-day my grain for your fruit and to-morrow my adze for your knife; that is barter. But when our daily transactions become so far complicated as to require some other article in common domestic use to be interposed between the grain and the fruit and between the adze and the knife, i.e., a medium between the articles bartered, we have set up a currency and a medium of exchange. Thus: you and I and the rest of our tribe have all got coconuts in varying quantities and can find a use for them every day. I want fruit and you want grain, but instead of exchanging my grain for your fruit I give you six pairs of coconuts for the fruit I want, and later on you come to me and give me five pairs of coconuts for the corn you want. In the same way I give you my adze for coconuts and you give me your knife for coconuts. Here we are bartering through a medium and coconuts are our currency. When we become a little more civilised and proceed to make purely conventional articles, usable only as a medium of exchange, we have set up a system of money. For currency consists of articles, real or imaginary, used for account, i.e., for measuring the relative values of different articles of use. So many coconuts make one adze; so many coconuts make one knife. Whereas money consists of tokens convertible into property. So many imitation iron spear-heads can buy an adze; so many can buy an axe. Exchange has, it is true, come to have in modern civilisation a secondary sense, but this belongs to quite a different part of the subject.

Now, I hope I have made my meaning clear to the reader. For our present purpose, barter is the exchange of one article for another; currency implies exchange through a medium; money that the medium is a token. And I wish it to be observed particularly that neither currency nor money involve necessarily the use of metals, much less of gold and silver. In fact, gold and silver have come to be used for money, and currency has come to be expressed in terms of gold and silver money, merely because civilised man has long found out that these metals are the most convenient materials to be found on the earth as media of exchange, and that the most convenient way of measuring relative values is to express them in terms of the media of exchange. I emphasize this point, because we shall have to deal almost entirely with money and currency that are non-bullion, i.e., not of gold and silver.

1 The substance of this Article was given in a lecture before the Anthropological Institute on May 30th, 1899, and was subsequently published in its Journal for the year 1899.
Barter, pure and simple, does not require much explanation, and I shall confine myself now to one plain illustration thereof from an old book, perhaps not very well known, Davies's Translation of Olearius, Voyages and Travels of the Ambassadors to Moscovy, Tartary and Persia about 1635. The writer apologizes for the digression from which I am about to quote, and well he might, for he proceeds to talk about Greenland. However, we may be glad of this, as he tells us not only what is quaint, but exactly to the present purpose. He says:

"There is no money in the Countrey, being so happy as not to know the value of Gold and Silver. Iron and Steel they most esteem, and prefer a Sword or a Hatchet before a Golden Cup, a Nail before a Crown piece, and a pair of Cisars, or a Knife, before a Jacobus. Their trucking is thus: they put all they have to sell together, and having picked out among the Commodities that are brought to them, what they like best, they put them also together and suffer those they deal with to add or diminish till such time as they are content with the bargain."

The points for our consideration in the above narration are two. Firstly, the writer talks of "the Countrey being so happy as not to know the value of Gold and Silver." I cannot deal with this point now, but I am in a position to produce evidence, which I think would convince the reader of the fallacy of this popular error. Had Ovid been possessed of a deeper insight into the springs of action he would have written: - "Eaduiuntur opes irritamenta honorum," and not have misled ages of unthinking followers by some truly unhappy lines. Secondly, it will be perceived that the trucking was perfectly to the content of each party to the bargain, i.e., both to the civilised European and the savage. Each side, be it marked, viewing the bargain according to his own interest; I want to draw particular attention to this fact; because as so many imperfectly informed travellers, non-trading residents, missionaries and others have so very often unjustly vilified European traders in their truck with savages. No doubt the civilised trader has come away with for him a magnificent bargain, out of which elsewhere — but elsewhere be it remembered, it must be — he is going to make a fine thing. On the other hand the savage, too, has come away more than satisfied, because with what he has got from the trader he can procure from among his own tribe something he very much covets, which the articles he parted with could not have procured for him. Both sides have profited by the bargain from their respective points of view, and the trader has not taken an undue advantage of the savage, as he is so often said to do.

I will explain this by an instance or so. In the Mergui Archipelago off the coast of Burma, there lives in a very poor way a group of wild Malay families, known as the Selungs, which is systematically exploited in mercantile directions by certain Chinamen, whose proceedings have been characterised by one eminent writer thus: -

"These poor creatures [i.e., the Selungs] gather 'black coral,' eaglewood and so on, which they exchange for a little cloth, paddy, tobacco, and perhaps 'the smell of opium' now and then, valued not at a fifth of what they give in exchange."

By a much earlier observer we are told that "they scarcely know the value of money, and are therefore the losers in the bartering trade with the Chinese and others who visit them. Perhaps, they think themselves the greater gainers, since they give products of no use to them for others of vital importance, and are thereby enabled to maintain a wild independence."

Now, I ask the reader to contrast these two statements. We are told first that what the Selungs give in exchange to the Chinamen is valued at not a fifth of what they get; valued, that is, elsewhere in the civilised world. But the savages' point of view is correctly put forward in the earlier statement. What they get by barter is of value to themselves; what they give is of none. As between civilised man and the savage the bargaining is so far fair and reasonable. It becomes unfair, when, as we know from other sources, the traders take advantage of this people's delight in strong liquors and make them drunk, and then conclude unconscionable bargains, by which the savages part with their produce for an insufficient quantity of articles of use to them,
A distinct apprehension of this point seems to me to be essential and to be so often wanting that I feel impelled to give another clear instance. My late friend and genial brother officer, Gen. Woodthorpe, in his account of the Lushai Expedition of 1871-2, wrote thus:—

"A large number of Lushais had accompanied us as far as Tipai Mukh and were busily employed in driving a few last bargains. They brought down large quantities of India-rubber, which they eagerly exchanged for salt, equal weights, and as the value of the rubber was more than four times that of the salt, any individuals who could command a large supply of the latter had an excellent opportunity for a little profitable business."

Now, observe that the profit was not altogether that of the civilized man on this occasion, if the matter be looked at from the savages' point of view. For Mr. Burland, an experienced civil officer with the expedition, made in the blue-book of the day an observation on this very transaction, which has been independently confirmed by Mr. Soppitt, another friend now departed. Mr. Burland wrote:—

"In former times these tribes made all the salt they required for their own consumption from salt springs, and they say that to make enough salt for the requirements of an ordinary family, a man's labour was required for three months. A man can now collect sufficient India-rubber in one month to exchange with Bengalee traders for more than enough salt to last him and his family for a year. So that a man who chooses to occupy himself three months in collecting India-rubber will, by bartering the same for salt, have a large surplus of that article, with which to trade with the southern tribes, who, they say, are willing to give one maund of rubber for a quarter maund of salt." The point could not be put more clearly.

For evidence in the same direction I must allude to several cases, recorded when military and other expeditions along the frontiers of Assam and Burma have found that British coins could only be treated as articles of barter. During the Lushai Expedition of 1871-2 a rupee having been given for a fowl on one occasion the savages would only thereafter exchange fowls for rupees, though the rupees could be got back again for the base metal coin of a neighbouring semi-civilized State. In 1893 amongst some of the Shan tribes along the Chinese border rupees could not buy a pony, though small silver coins of the same number, and of course of much less value to us, could. Amongst other Shans, copper coins alone could purchase anything, any kind of silver failing to be attractive, and there being no difference in the value placed upon a rupee and its eighth part.

The reason in each of the above cases is the same and clear. The savages in question had a use respectively for the base metal, the small silver and the copper, but none for the rupee, which to us was of very greatly the highest value. The adherence of the Lushais to a rupee as the exchange equivalent of a fowl was due to an accident. Having got into their heads by a chance that to us a rupee was the proper exchange for a fowl, they stuck to it from an unreasoning suspicion that, unless they did so, we were in some unascertainable way cheating them; and their subsequent exchange of the rupees so acquired for what was to us base metal rubbish was from their point of view to their advantage.

Of course everyone knows that trade will accommodate itself to any circumstances and evolve a modus vivendi between any two apparently irreconcilable parties. I could give from notes, if I had the time, many quaint and instructive instances of the working of barter as a mode of trade between savages and civilized man, but I will content myself with one only from my own experience. I once had to acquire for Government about 8½ acres of coconut-covered land in the Island of Car Nicobar in the Bay of Bengal. I first carefully and literally walked the boundaries, fixing them approximately with a prismatic compass to the great awe of the sellers, and then gave them without hesitation what they considered as much as they could dare to ask, namely, 12 suits of black cloth, 1 piece of red cloth, 6 bags of rice, 20 packets of China tobacco, 12 bottles of Commissariat rum.

But a far more instructive instance of evolution is to be observed in our dealings with the less civilized peoples inhabiting Burma and neighbourhood. The Government has to preserve order by
means of fines and some sort of pecuniary penalties or enforced compensations, and it has to collect revenue in some shape or other, and for these purposes it must have perforce some means of apportioning values. But the people only understand barter and the notion of relative values is entirely rudimentary. In these circumstances, in Assam, among the Kacharis, the British Courts have drawn up for their own use a regular scale of fines and revenue in terms of the domesticated animals kept by the people,—e.g., a man's revenue would be assessed, not at Rs. 10 but at a big buffalo; a fine would not be fixed at a quarter of a rupee but at a cock and two small hens. So amongst the Chins in Burma a customary present would not be Rs. 10 but a full-grown hog, and a fine or a compensation for injury would not be Rs. 5 but a silk jacket. Even the old native government of Burma had to adopt a system akin to this, for at the time of the First Burmese War of 1824 it levied fines, as a variant of the very ancient Eastern notion of slavery for debt and partly also as a kind of blood-money, on the value of the human body, on the following scale in terms of British money:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value in Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A new-born male child</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A new-born female child</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A boy</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A girl</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A young man</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A young woman</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I ask that this point be borne in mind, as it is actually the very commencement of that product of human reason we have been calling "currency"; the necessities of civilised governments obliging them to set up, and educate populations up to, the idea of a currency, where none before existed. For when once the savages we have been considering have become accustomed to domestic animals and articles being given fixed relative values, a currency in the most elemental form thereof has been started. I also ask the reader to remember this point, because this particular development, being natural and necessary, is inevitable and not confined to wild peoples, and for this reason I shall have to revert to it again later on.

It will be fresh in mind that I have instanced the use of cocoanuts just now in generally explaining currency as distinguished from barter and money: currency being the use of an article commonly required as the medium for exchanging actual property between buyer and seller. I did so because of circumstances within my own experience. In the Nicobar Islands, from all time — and we have definite knowledge of the Nicobars from the days of I-Tsung in the seventh century to those of Marco Polo in the thirteenth, and through all those of the earlier European travellers to the present day — cocoanuts have been and still are the currency of the people. They and the trees that produce them are the staple products of the country and the most valuable possession of the inhabitants. They play a great part in finding them in food, drink and materials for housing, clothing, and furniture. They are thus in constant and daily use and they are employed for currency, i.e., for measuring the values of other articles and as the medium in exchanging them. I will give a strong instance of this from what I have myself seen.

On the 5th April, 1896, the people of Mós in Car Nicobar had occasion to buy a large racing canoe from the people of Chowra Island, and this is what they did. They proceeded to value the canoe at 35,000 cocoanuts, but they are a lazy people and had no intention of fetching such a large quantity down from the trees in their possession. So they paid for the canoe in a great number of articles, each valued in cocoanuts, nearly all of which were in their possession as the result of trading in cocoanuts with such foreigners as Burmans, Chinese, Malays, and natives of India. The list of these articles is interesting and goes to prove my point, but I will not load these pages with it now. It included domestic animals, utensils and implements, cloth, beads, silver articles and even British money.
This transaction induced me to set the local government agent to try and ascertain the approximate value in cocomuts of such trade articles as the Nicobarese require for domestic and other uses, and his inquiries produced a long list, from needles at 12 ccc. a dozen and matches at 24 ccc. per dozen boxes to red Turkey cloth at 1,600 ccc. the piece. Now, in this list a two-anna bit, which is the eighth of a rupee, was valued at 16 ccc. and the rupee itself at 100; but it will be perceived that eight times sixteen is 128. Now, the reason for the discrepancy is that the little piece of silver is used for one sort of ornament and the big piece for another sort, and their value in cocomuts to these people depends on their relative value as ornaments, and not on their relative weight combined with fineness, or, as we should say, their intrinsic value. I need hardly say that the Nicobarese do not recognise coins as a medium of exchange.

How these primitive tribes manage to count and tally cocomuts in large quantities is an extremely interesting anthropological study, which of course I cannot follow up now, but I hope I have succeeded in making plain the first beginnings of currency and the mental attitude of man in a primitive stage of civilisation towards this question.

There is in existence a mass of evidence from all parts of the world showing how savages, semi-savages and some civilised peoples employ natural articles of use as currency, though, as already stated, I confine myself now chiefly to the Far East for the instances I have to adduce.

Thus, rice has been used up till quite recent times as currency in daily transactions in many outlying places about Burma and the neighbourhood; and in some parts of China this is the case no doubt still, and it was so in Kashmir in the sixteenth century. Cloves were currency in the Moluccas at the same time, and fish in some other parts of the Malay Archipelago, at any rate in 1820. Salt is another article that has been used, as noticed by even the earliest travellers, in China, Burma and the hills all round and in many parts of India. Up to the time of the first Burmese War in 1824, at any rate, cotton was the currency between Arakan and Burma. Of livestock I need hardly say much, as the use of these for measuring values is a very widely spread instance to the point. But chickens were currency in the Maldives off the south-west coast of India in the fourteenth century, and pigs in Tibet and oxen in Central Asia in much later days. The Lushais of the Assam-Burma borders reckon values in buffaloes, and from the Khonds of Eastern India — the people of the Meriah human sacrifices — we have a fine bit of evidence in the middle of the present century; for Maclaurin, a name that will never be forgotten among Anglo-Indians for his efforts in putting a stop to the Meriah abominations, tells us in 1845, that “the value of all property is estimated by the Mahil Khonds in ‘lives,’ a measure which requires some adjustment every time it is applied; a buffalo, a bullock, a goat, a pig or a fowl, a bag of grain, or a set of brass pots, being each, with anything that may be agreed upon, a ‘life.’ A hundred lives on an average may be taken to consist of 10 bullocks, 10 buffaloes, 10 sacks of corn, 10 sets of brass pots, 20 sheep, 10 pigs, and 20 fowls.”

But my tit-bit of evidence from the East is from Turkestan in the present day, where mulberries are the currency, just as till quite lately bitter almonds were currency, for small values in many parts of civilised India. I have kept it to the last, because the story thereof carries me on to my next point and affords a parallel to what I have said of the Nicobars. Quoting from a recent Russian Report we are told of Darwaz, which is in Bokhara, that “the inhabitants of Darwaz plant mulberry trees, and the mulberry is their sole means of subsistence. In summer they eat it raw and in the winter in a dried state, in the form of flour, out of which they make a kind of flat cake. Their dress they obtain by bartering the mulberry for rough matting and sheepskins, and even their taxes are paid with the mulberry. In fact the mulberry is the measure tubeteika, the currency of Darwaz, and many Darwazis never know the taste of bread all their lives long.... The grain measure is the batuda = 45 tubeteika.”

But observe, when the dried mulberries are made up into tubeteikas or measures, the currency begins to cross over the Rubicon, on its way to becoming a token and hence money. It is in this act of passing over from currency to money that our subject presents its chief difficulty.
Before parting with the consideration of this particular aspect of this subject, I would like to remind the reader that non-bullion currency has not by any means been confined to savage, uncivilised or semi-civilised communities. In the early history of our Colonies we find that the civilised communities set up by the English in remote localities often began, and sometimes long continued, their trade dealings in a currency of local staple produce, and that too by express law; just as Prof. Ridgeway has explained in his Origin of Currency was the case in Iceland about 1420 in the matter of stockfish or dried cod, and as we have already seen is also the case with the British Courts established in the wilds of Assam and Burma. The great well of evidence on this head is Chalmers’s History of Currency in the British Colonies, and it is a flowing one, though I shall not extract more than is just sufficient to illustrate my present contention.

The non-bullion currency of the early colonists all through the seventeenth century covered a great variety of articles: tobacco, corn, wampum, sugar, rum, cotton-wool, mahogany, molasses, ginger, indigo, skins and so on. In 1643 in Massachusetts wampum strings were made a legal tender, and tobacco was rated under penalties at 3s. per lb. in Virginia in 1618. So sugar, tobacco and other things were made into monetary standards in the West Indies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Dried codfish was a circulating medium in Newfoundland till much later. Even as late as 1708, tobacco, to quote an old Report, was “the Meat, Drink, Cloathing, and Money” of Maryland; and of tobacco as a currency there is a good story told about Virginia in 1620-21. In that year 150 “young and uncorrupt girls” were imported as wives for the colonists and were rated originally at 100 lbs. of tobacco or £15, but subsequently at the increased price of 150 lbs. of tobacco or £22 10s. And we are told “that it would have done a man’s heart good to see the gallant young Virginians hastening to the waterside when a vessel arrived from London, eacg carrying a bundle of the best tobacco under his arm, and taking back with him a beautiful and virtuous young wife.”

In Barbadoes the colonists commenced with a currency chiefly in cotton and tobacco, but also in indigo and “fustick-wood.” About 1640 sugar became the currency and was legal tender from 1667 onwards, coined money being established in 1715. In the Leeward Islands, books and accounts were kept in terms of sugar, and even as late as 1740 it was officially stated that: “the value which is put on sugar, rum, cotton, and other commodities, the growth of the Leeward Islands, is called currency there.” The variety of “the other commodities” was considerable from time to time; tobacco, cotton-wool, indigo, ginger, molasses, and so on; and their rating was fixed by the government, just as we saw the Indian and Burman officials rating livestock and so on for the wild Lushais and Chins. This went on more or less till 1784. In British Honduras, one of the most unwieldy currencies yet invented, mahogany in the form of logwood, lasted till 1785. In the Bermudas, which was the first of the colonies to start a coined currency, tobacco was the currency until 1698.

Now, it is from the collation of such facts as those above given that we perceive first, that in similar conditions the mind of civilised and uncivilised man works in much the same directions and produces much the same results and that, though, as could be easily proved, mankind is really much better off with gold and silver coin of the realm as his currency, it is not all necessary in a condition of comparative isolation, such as that of savages or a semi-civilised people must always be in practice, for currency to consist of metal.

I now propose to tackle our difficulty — to plunge into the Rubicon and see if we cannot find a clear way across. The cause of all our trouble — of the eddies, whirlpools, currents and other dangers in our path, is the fact that every section of mankind in every place and at every period, being a product of Nature, has never developed along a single line. He has always been subjected to and affected by outside influences. He has picked up a little here, snatched a little there, and engrained what he has caught up on to the tree of his own ideas, with the result that its subsequent growth has become complicated or even diverted from its original tendency. A strong example of this is the Hindustani language; its basis, genius if you like, is Hindi, the superstructure is chiefly Persian and partly Arabic, with grafts all over it of scraps of very many other tongues. Our own tongue is in much the same case. Anglo-Saxon, a term implying a growth, be it noted, at base with a ten per cent.
infusion of Latin and Greek, another appreciable infusion of Norman and modern French, and sprinklings of every other language under the sun. It is just the same with currency, in that common wide sense of the term which covers both barter and money.

No semi-civilised group of men has been at any time entirely isolated, and in tracing the development of currency anywhere, the influences of contact with the outside world are everywhere and always more or less plainly apparent. Barter is the natural basis of all dealings between man and man, and the setting up of a common useful article as a medium of exchange — of a currency in the restricted sense of this discourse — is a natural development. But somehow a community under our observation has learnt to count after a fashion. Somebody has taught it how to measure, or in some forgotten way it has been led on to a distinct point further in upward development and has acquired the art of measuring by weight. Wherever this has happened, and one or more or all of these things have happened nearly always to any community we can now study, complications have ensued. The result being, of course, that in any given concrete instance of barter, it is not by any means to be clearly separated from currency, and vice versa. The reader will have already perceived this in the course of my present remarks. It must have occurred to him that some of my illustrations of barter are perilously near currency, and that the aptness of some of my cases of currency is jeopardised by their close approach to barter. Just so. In my view, in illustrating by examples a natural development, this is inevitable. It is a phenomenon of Nature, of which the explanation I offer is that just given.

However, the passage from barter to currency does not present any great difficulties practically, but between currency and money, between the employment of a domestically usable article and the employment of a domestically non-usable token as the medium of exchange, there are many difficult currents, eddies and whirlpools, and the proper channel is by no means always clearly to be seen. Let me hope that I shall now in his judgment take the reader over as safely as I have in my own judgment taken myself.

Let us commence our passage by following the safe current of roughly measured articles in every-day use as the medium of exchange. In the fourteenth century Friar Odoric tells us of a rich man's revenue in China being stated in sacks, i.e., "heavy ass-loads" of rice, revenues thereof being, until quite lately, and perhaps still, estimated in sacks of rice. In Burma, under the native Government, they were always estimated in baskets of rice, just as they were in Kashmir in the sixteenth century in the days of Akbar the Great. All this is on the same principle as the use of the rolls of tobacco, with which the young Virginian paid for his bride's passage out from England, though the measuring is not, owing to the comparative civilisation of the parties concerned, so accurate or regular. I think also that the currency in skins so well known in Ancient Russia, North America and China may be safely placed in the category of roughly measured currency, though the measurement is effected in a manner, and is based on principles, differing from those on which the measurement of the rice and tobacco was effected and based.

Out of the current of roughly measured currency we may glide almost imperceptibly into the equally safe current of carefully measured, and, so far as regards measurement, regulated currency. Of this the tobacco rolls of Old Virginia are equally as much an example as they are of roughly measured currency, giving us an instance of the difficulty in some cases of arriving at a distinct attribution to class. The tubeteki is, however, a clear instance; 45 tubetekas or mulberry cakes make by local law or custom a batum or standard measure. And when we come to study our old friend Marco Polo's sayings about "Tebet" in the thirteenth century we find the same thing: — "The small change again is made in this way. They have salt which they boil and set in a mould, flat below and round above, and every piece from the mould weighs about half a pound. Now 80 moulds of this salt are worth one saggio (say a sixth of an ounce) of fine gold, which is a weight so called." In other words 80 moulds of salt of a definite size made a k'ing or Chinese tael of the period. The experience of the Dutch in the Malay Archipelago in 1596 was much the same in the matter of cakes of sago.
In 1710 Alex. Hamilton, the traveller, procured evidence to precisely the same effect from Borneo, which he thus quaintly states: — "Beeswax is the current Cash in that Country. It is melted but not refined, and cast in moulds of an oblong Square, the Breadth about Two-thirds of the Length, and the Thickness Half the Breadth, and a Ratten Witby to lift them by, cast in the Wax. A Piece weighs a quarter of a Pecul which comes to in English Weight, 34 Pound, and a Pecul is valued in Payments at 10 Masses or 40 Shillings Sterling. They have also for smaller Payments Pieces of Eight to a Pecul and Sixteenths and for smaller Money they have Couries." In the above pregnant passage the term "pecul" is of great interest in another phase of the development of currency, for it means fundamentally a man's load; the mass or mace, properly más, was a small fixed weight of gold. But the point just now is that moulds of beeswax of certain defined sizes equalled certain defined weights expressible actually in money.

Tea, in bricks and cakes, is another similar form of currency in natural produce, which has been widely noticed by travellers and others, and has what naturalists call a wide distribution, for it is found from Shanland and China to Russia. The use of tea bricks and their apparent close approach to money is well put by Baber, the celebrated traveller, writing in 1882: — "A brick of tea is not only worth a rupee, but in a certain sense is a rupee." Some 20 years earlier Clement Williams, a name once well-known in Burma, wrote: — "The only kinds apparently known in the market at Bamo are the flat discs of China tea and the balls of Shan tea. The discs weigh 20 tickets each; seven piled together make a packet, which used to sell at 1½ to 2 tickets [of silver, say 5 shillings]." This is a very neat bit of evidence for our present purpose.

Passing from natural produce in conventional cakes, bricks, balls, discs and what not to articles that are entirely manufactured, there is for the present discussion a valuable reference to a currency in cloth in a letter from John Jesse, dated 29th July, 1779, to the East India Directors. This old Oriental worthy writes: — "I was informed the quantity [of pepper] that year [1774, in Borneo Proper] was 4,000 peculs, cultivated solely by a colony of Chinese settled here, and sold to the junkts, at the rate of 17-2 Spanish dollars per pecul, in China cloth called congongs which, for want of any other specie, are become the standard for regulating the prices of all commercial commodities at this Port." And then he proceeds to relate a little hubcap-pankey by which the contractor cheated the workmen of about half the produce of their labour; a proceeding, I would like to say, that is very much easier with a non-bullion currency or money than with a legal standard gold and silver coinage, which is in reality, so far from being a curse, one of the greatest blessings man's ingenuity ever brought about for the benefit of his kind. But, however that may be, the congongs must have been a piece of cloth of an average length and size, and therefore it belonged to the category of carefully measured articles, domestically usable and employed as a medium of exchange, and that is enough for us just now.

An instance of an odd taste in currency, for which there is much evidence in the Far East from Burma, Yunnan, Shanland, Siam, Malay Archipelago and Borneo, among other places, is the use for that purpose of glass jars and bottles. The Chinese noticed this of the Burmans 1,000 years ago, and in 1870 and 1874, during expeditions in Upper Burma, one writer notes that "what money could not secure empty pint hock bottles did. For four of these I got eleven eggs and a brood of jungle fowl chickens." Another noticed that the Shans placed "an inordinate value upon empty bottles." Any kind of liquor bottle was good, soda-water bottles were better, red hock bottles best of all. In the very last Consular Report from Yunnan, for 1898, we are told that in the hills these "bottles are accepted in preference to silver." The bottles being "good quart bottles of clear glass." Here we have a ready-made careful measurement, which the users of the currency are unable to effect for themselves, though they are thoroughly alive to the value of the constancy in the size respectively of the hock, soda-water and other liquor bottles.

The pleasant and safe currents of roughly and carefully measured articles have carried us pretty far on our way, with just a little roughness over the matter of the Virginian tobacco rolls, but our further journey is through rougher waters, though I do not think we need apprehend any fear of
coming to grief. De Morga, the famous and exceedingly intelligent Governor of the Philippines early in the sixteenth century, after explaining that the usual way of trade was in general barter, says: "Sometimes a price intervened, which was paid in gold, according to the agreement made; also in metal bells brought from China, which they value as precious ornaments. They are like large pans and are very sonorous, and they strike upon them at their feasts and carry them in the vessels to the wars instead of drums or other instruments." We are here still in the region of a currency of the same sort precisely as the glass bottles of the Shans, but when we come to look into the story of the big drums of the Karens of Burma, of which two fine specimens are in the British Museum, the conditions are much less clear. Of these Gen. Macmahon, a slovenly and discursive but withal most experienced writer on the Karens, has said: "Among the most valued possessions of the Hill Karens is the kyee-zees, consisting of a copper or spelter cylinder of about a quarter of an inch in thickness, averaging about 2 feet in length and of somewhat greater diameter at one end, which is closed with the same kind of metal, the smaller end being left open. They are ornamented in a rude style with figures of animals, birds and fish, and according to size and volume of sound are valued at from £5 to £50. On the outer circle are four frogs. They have distinctive names for ten different kinds, which they pretend to distinguish by the sound. In the settlement of their quarrels and in the redemption of the captives, the indemnification always takes the shape of a kyee-zees or more with perhaps a few buffaloes or pigs as make-weights. To such an extent does the passion for the possession of these instruments predominate among the more secluded tribes, that it is said instances are by no means rare of their having bartered their children and relations for them. The possession of kyee-zees is what constitutes a rich Karen. No one is considered rich without them, whatever may be his other possessions. Everyone who has money endeavours to turn it into kyee-zees, and a village that has many of them is the envy of other villages, and is often the cause of wars to obtain their possession." These Karen drums, then, are of varying size, are used in making large payments, and represent wealth. If they are put to domestic use, as for feasts and what not, they must be classed as currency; if they are to be looked on merely as tokens of a certain value, and kept only for making large payments when due or only as representatives of wealth, then they are money. They are in fact just on the line between currency and money.

It is a far cry from the Burmese border to Angola, but I must travel there for a parallel, from the remarks of Pyrrad de Laval in 1601, who tells us: "As for the small money of Angola, it consists only of little shells, somewhat like those of the Maldives [i.e., cowries] and little pieces of cloth made of a certain herb. These pieces are an ell in length, more or less, according to the price. And when they go to market to buy their goods they carry no other money." Now, if these ells of cloth were for personal wear, they were thus used for currency; if they were, as I understand, never worn, they were made for money. It will be perceived what a very short distance there can be between currency and money, and how nearly these two articles take us through difficulties to the opposite shore. But I can show that it is possible to get nearer still without actually landing thereon.

Referring to the salt moulds of Marco Polo, Yule, in his invaluable edition, tells us that Rambusio has stated that on these moulds "the Prince's mark is printed and no one is allowed to make it except the royal officers." Later on I will describe a tea brick from Russia stamped with something like a Government or official mark. Currency cannot get nearer to money than this, for if we define a coin as a lump of metal money stamped to indicate its exchange value, and coin of the realm as such a lump stamped to show that it is a legal medium of exchange, we have reached in the salt moulds something very like a coin of the realm in salt. But remember that as both the salt mould and the tea brick can be put to an ordinary domestic use they are still currency and not money.

Having brought the reader I hope in safety so far, I am going to take a little step further in smooth water, so that we may at least touch the opposite shore. The clearest instance I have yet come across of the exact point where currency ends and money begins — of the very last act in crossing the Rubicon — is the use of rice in Burmas as a medium of exchange, as it has come under my personal observation, supported by that of the British Resident at the now defunct
Court of Ava in 1797. Rice is still used, or was at any rate ten years ago used, in this way in Upper Burma in village transactions, but such rice was neither food-rice nor seed-rice, but useless broken rice. In other words it is a non-bullion token and so money, just as much as the imitation hoes, hatchets, knives and so on of the Chinese and other peoples in various parts of the world are tokens of currency and so money.

Another almost universal instance of a non-metallic money proper is the cowry, for these sea-shells, where chiefly used in the East, are not of any domestic use whatever to the people who pass them from hand to hand, and are expressly imported in very large quantities, often from great distances, only for the purpose of a medium of exchange. They afford a clear example of an untouched natural product being converted into money as distinguished from currency.

All these things, broken rice, imitation iron instruments and cowries, properly fulfil the conditions of material for money. They have to be produced, and though fairly common the production is, in the conditions in which the producers live, nevertheless limited, and therefore they can have a token value. To take the least likely instance. Rice has to be cultivated; the amount of cultivation depends on the capacities and numbers of the cultivators; of what is thus produced a fixed quantity must go for food and another fixed quantity for seed; only what is spoiled in handling and what is over can be used for money. The production of broken rice is therefore distinctly limited and at the same time sufficiently abundant. This is why to isolated half-civilised villagers living in certain places broken rice is money. The reasoning that makes it money for them is precisely that which makes gold, silver and copper tokens money for us.

We are now fairly landed in the region of money, and I would point out that what has kept our course straight is holding on to the definition we started with, viz., that currency implies that the medium of exchange is a domestically usable article, and money that it is a token not domestically usable. It is just this definition that is the test by which we can separate metal articles, when used as a medium of exchange, into those that are currency and those that are money. When the iron-smelting Shans of Zimmê pay their revenue in the elephant chains, spear-heads, cooking-pots and other ironware which they make, they are using currency; but when similar Shans along the Mekhong use lozenges of ingot iron for making payments, they are using a real money. By the way it may interest some to know that the only proper description of this often mentioned money that I know of is to be found in Aymonier’s *Voyages dans les Laos*. So also the usable iron hatchets or handhills of the Nassau Islanders, found in use in 1792, were currency, while the thin, i.e., imitation and useless, as I will presently show by examples, iron knives of the Kachins and Shans of the Assam-Burma border of about the same period were money. Thus, too, the gold and silver boxes, bowls and necklaces and the quainter and prettier gold and silver leaves, flowers and even trees of the former Shan, Malay and Burmese tribute formed a sort of currency and not of money.

Such are the arguments by which I would seek to prove my points out of the books and my verbal evidence, but before closing my remarks I would note just one more point as to which confusion and mistakes may easily arise. In 1241 the Emperor Frederick II., son of Barbarossa, and perhaps the grandest historic figure of all in the Middle Ages, issued a temporary and honest feather currency. In the present century among other places, for local reasons, parchment and paper currencies have temporarily been established respectively in the Cocos-Keeling Islands and in the Andamans. From the ninth to the fifteenth centuries a most remarkable paper currency was very widely established in China. For a long time past there has been, and probably there still is, a noticeable currency in porcelain gambling tokens in Siam. Now, not one of these has any connection with the beginnings of currency, and they arise out of a state of things far beyond, the scope of our present subject, for their existence is dependent on conditions only possible in a high state of civilisation, as they are each and all based upon commercial credit, an idea not possible to mankind when placed in the surroundings we have been assuming. While on this point, it may be as well to call to mind that the early Chinese writers on paper currency understood the true commercial nature thereof as clearly and distinctly as would the Governors of the Bank of England at the present day.
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Having thus brought together evidence out of my own experience and the books I have been studying chiefly about the Far East, I will now explain the Plates attached to this Paper, which exhibit, however, articles and objects from many parts of the world, by way of clinching the arguments I have adduced. I am here indebted to the kindness and knowledge of four friends, and the resources of two Museums. It is due to Mr. C. H. Read and Mr. Edge-Partington of the British Museum and to Professor Tylor and Mr. Balfour of the Oxford Museum that I am able thus to add to my evidence. I am also indebted to Mr. Levin for his kindness and courtesy in explaining and lending me samples of his unrivalled collection of African trade and other beads. And now in conclusion let me explain that I have not in these pages made any kind of attempt to explain either currency, money or exchange as we modern Europeans understand and use those terms, for they are very far removed from the beginnings we have been talking about. Also, I make no sort of pretence to exhaust the points I have taken up, and I have done no more than give such examples as seem to me to properly illustrate them, confining myself to definitions and beginnings and taking no count of developments.

**Description of the Plates.**

**Plate I.**

Fig. 1 is the feather money of Santa Cruz, South Pacific. It consists of two bands of vegetable fibre covered with parrot feathers. There are two boards which are placed in the middle of the bands above and below. The whole structure is carried in a bag and is indivisible. It is real money, i.e., it is used for no other purpose than as a medium of exchange. It is, however, only used for expensive purchases, as it is difficult and slow of manufacture, and therefore of great intrinsic value in itself. This should be borne in mind, as the Fig. 2 probably records a mistake made on “high authority.”

Fig. 2 is a photograph of feather money taken by Bishop Montgomery at Nela, Santa Cruz Islands, in front of the house of a trader, and said to be the price of a girl bought as the teacher’s wife; but it is nevertheless much more likely to be the trader’s capital, as there is very far too much of it to be **prima facie** the price of a girl for a bride. There is a great number of the feather bands supported on the bamboo or cane and many more on the heads of the natives standing around; and it is doubtful if a girl would be thought to be worth even much as one pair of the bands.

Fig. 3 is a necklace of red feathers used as currency in Santa Maria, Banks group, South Pacific, where shell money is not used. In the Torres Islands, where shells for money are not found, their beautiful little arrows are used as currency (Cordrington. *Melanesians*, p. 327). Both of these are real currency because they have a domestic as well as a pecuniary use.

Figs. 4 and 6 are strings made from the hair of the ears of the flying fox in short lengths, from New Caledonia, and Fig. 5 is a spear thrower, or becket, with flying fox hair wound round it in parts, from New Caledonia. Now, whether this flying fox hair is money or currency all depends on whether these strings of it are used domestically as ornaments or not. Our information is not complete on this point, though we can guess that it is money from what we know of the Figs. that immediately follow.

Fig. 10 is a feather ornament from the New Hebrides, worn by men after making the proper number of feasts and then used as money. This is a fine specimen of the borderland between currency and money, and shows how an article which has been domestically usable passes into the class of articles domestically non-useable on becoming money. Edge-Partington, *Ser. II.*, p. 86.
Fig. 11 shows flying fox fur in strings from the Loyalty Islands. This was formerly money, as being an article not used for any other purpose.

Fig. 9 shows honey-sucker feathers from Hawaii, stuck in bundles on strips of cocoanut fibre, just as they are collected. This is currency because in this state the feathers are used as a medium of exchange, but are also used for ornaments, clothing and other domestic purposes. They well indicate the origin of the use of natural products as money, being plentiful and yet limited in production. The limitation was due to the fact that feather hunting was a vocation. The feathers, too, had a relative value according to rarity or difficulty in production. Thus five yellow feathers of the "royal bird," which were all that the bird could produce, were accounted equal in value to a piece of nankeen, which was sold for one and a-half dollars; this would probably represent to the natives at least a pound of our money. (Codrington, Windsor Magazine, May, 1899.)

Fig. 8 is a purse and string of shells from New Caledonia. The string consists of very fine shell discs divided by knots on a fine cord. The purse is trimmed with flying fox fur as ornament. The whole is money.

Fig. 7 shows a string of shell beads, fifty-four to the inch, characteristic of the Banks Group, South Pacific. It is the highest form of their money, because of the labour involved in producing it, and therefore of its intrinsic value. Edge-Fartington, Ser. 1, p. 151.

Fig. 12 exhibits the tusksHELL money of British Columbia. In this case the shell ends have been clipped off and the shells, dentalium, have been strung in eight sections divided by bars of goat leather. They have a pendant made of mother-o'-pearl, from the haliothis, or Venus's ear. The specimens in the British Museum are exactly alike Ridgeway, Origin of Currency, p. 10; Smithsonian Report, 1887, Part II, p. 315 ff.

The authority on this point is Mr. R. E. C. Stearn (Ethno-Conchology, a Study of Primitive Money, pp. 296-334, S. R., 1887), whose remarks on this particular money so exactly show how a shell can be used as money, because while abundant it is yet limited in production, that I give them here. "The tusk-shells are collected in the following manner:—An Indian when shell-fishing, arms himself with a long spear, the haft of which is of light deal; to the end is fastened a strip of wood, placed transversely, but driven full of teeth made of bone. The whole affair resembles a long comb affixed to the end of a stick with the teeth very wide apart. A squaw sits in the stern of the canoe and paddles it slowly along, whilst the Indian with the spear stands in the bow. He stabs this comb-like affair into the sand at the bottom of the water, and after giving two or three prods draws it up to look at it. If he has been successful perhaps four or five money-shells have been impacted on the teeth of the spear. It is a very ingenious mode of procuring them, for it would be quite impracticable either to dredge or net them out, and they are never, as far as I know, found between tide-marks."

It will then be perceived that these dentalium strings of fixed form and number are money for precisely the same reason as the bags of broken rice in Burma. I may add that this article of Mr. Stearn's is generally well worth study in the present connexion.

Fig. 13 shows a string of purple wampum beads from North America tagged with British green silk and a mixed string of purple beads and white wampum beads. The purple beads are double the white beads in relative value as will be explained later on. These are money.

Bead money is not by any means unknown in the South Pacific. The brack or buvak of the Pelew Islands was made of terracotta in bent prisms, hollow-sided.
fine-grained, hard and of an almost glassy lustre. It was very valuable. In the
Pelew Islands they had also bungun or pangungun, a red stone, perhaps jasper,
polished like brack, and kalkubul of agate and sometimes of a hard enamel; both
valuable. Common beads of white or green glass were current in four sorts among
the populace while the Kluk clan used beads of polished enamel. Beads of pearl
and other sea-shells, red and other stones, nutshells, tortoise-shell, cocoanut and
so on are current in various parts of the South Sea.

Figs. 14, 15, and 16 are shell money from Florida in the Solomon Islands, South
Pacific. Fig. 14 shows two indivisible fathoms of rough red shell discs in a double
row, separated by white discs and tagged at the ends with white discs and mother-o'-
pearl and nut shells, which last two are probably charms.

Fig. 15 represents six indivisible fathoms of white shell discs interspersed at
fixed intervals with dark ones. The white and dark discs have a relative value com-
parable with our silver and gold. In the Pelew seven sorts of currency are said to
be thus distinguished.

Fig. 16 represents four indivisible strings of shell discs of various colours in standard
fathoms, forming the regular circulating medium. They are tagged with blue native
hair cloth and nutshells, perhaps as charms.

Fig. 17 is a string of shell discs, dark and white alternately, used both for ornament
and currency in the Gilbert Islands, South Pacific. The string is tagged at one end
with a fringe of similar shell discs. This is currency. This Pacific Islands' disc-money closely resembled the hawock money of the Californian Indians, which
consisted of clam-shell discs strung together and usually rated by the foot or yard.
There is a specimen in the British Museum.

Figs. 18 to 21 show shell money in strings of discs from the Solomon Islands and New
Britain, South Pacific. This is made in great lengths and divided up as required.
Fig. 18 is a string of fine discs of purple shells, i.e., of the higher value from New
Britain, in the British Museum; this is shown as coming from Mioko, Duke of York
Group.

Fig. 19 is a string of fine discs of white shells threaded on cane strips. This is money of
the lower value from New Britain. The standard length of these strings is a fathom.

Fig. 20. — This is a specimen of the dewarra of New Britain, made of small cowries
threaded on cane strips in large or small coils. It is the common circulating
medium.

Fig. 21 is a divisible string of small discs of white shells, roughly clipped, from the
Solomon Islands.
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Fig. 1 is another specimen of the New Britain dewarra, a string of small cowries strung
on leaf ribs in large coils and used as money.

Fig. 4 is a string of shell discs manufactured for money only in Susa village in New
Ireland, South Pacific. It has a pig's tail at each end and an oyster mother-o'-pearl
charm.

Fig. 5 shows fathoms of shell discs, regularly cut, and coloured at stated intervals,
indivisible, made for money in the Solomon Islands.

Fig. 6 shows long strings of irregular shell discs from the New Hebrides, South Pacific,
interspersed with trade beads: about 2½ fathoms in length and used as money.

Fig. 2 is a string of cowries, called udang, used in Borneo; but the shells are not found in
Borneo. This is money.
Fig. 3 shows specimens of Borneo plaited fibre armlets, called muas, worn by the men and worth, as money, 3 cents of trade dollar money per bundle of fifteen armlets.

Fig. 7 shows a piece of cloth from Formosa ornamented with shell discs and used as an ornament for clothing, but also as currency, passing for the high local value of about five Mexican dollars.

Fig. 8 is a tridacna shell armlet from Malaita in the Solomon Islands, said to be used as currency for purchases of high value, but in reality it is more likely to be an article of trade or barter. Presented by Edge-Partington. See Guppy, *Solomon Islands*, p. 132.

Figs. 14, 15 and 16 show cowries of sizes. The point here is that cowries are bought by local dealers wholesale by weight in sacks and retailed by tale, so that the smaller the cowries, which the retail dealer can manage to pass, the greater his profit. In India the cowries of currency are large, on the West Coast of Africa they are medium, in the South Pacific they are very small.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the silver shell currency of the Shan native States of Burma, and Fig. 9 the piece of silver known as Shan-baw. The form of the snail-shell is, I am informed, partly artificial, thus: silver refined by the ordinary process in a rough crucible will, when very nearly pure, or what the natives call quite pure, effloresce, and if the efflorescence is checked by cold water at the right moment it will assume the shell form. So silver in that form is looked upon as pure and the silver shells pass as currency by weight. Figs. 10 and 11, the shells: Fig. 9 shows the process of manufacture. The specimens are valuable to show the development of thought and manufactured form.

Figs. 12 and 13 are a tamarind seed (majiti) and its silver imitation, lately used in Burma, under the same name, as a royal plaything in a popular pitch and toss game, but, because of its constant weight and fineness, also as currency.

Fig. 17 shows Venetian beads used for trade in West Africa, and supplied for that purpose by the firm of M. L. Levin, a family which has been in the trade for over 100 years. They are used for money respectively as shown, for purchasing palm oil, ivory, slaves and gold. It appears that these particular beads are not interchangeable, i.e., beads for gold will not buy slaves and *vice versa*. Wealth in beads for gold will only procure gold and so on. The probable explanation is that with these beads the natives can buy from the European stores what they want according to the intrinsic European value of the beads, which varies considerably and in some cases is high, the intrinsic value representing the cost of production. In the British Museum is shown a quantity of the bead money of King Prempeh of Ashanti in necklaces, rings and armlets, taken from his hoard at the capture of his capital by Lord Wolseley many years ago. These are not shown on the plate, but many of the beads of this hoard are identical with those supplied by Mr. Levin's firm, and to be found in the present Mr. Levin's collection, which I will explain presently. There are also in the Oxford Museum a good many cards of African trade beads well worth study, supplied by the late Mr. Levin.

Fig. 18 shows wampum beads, hand and machine made. I have already referred to wampum beads being money by law in the early American colonies, and shown strings of them. There is a quantity of evidence as to this in the paper by Mr. Stearn above quoted. The beads were of two kinds, white and purple, usually made from different parts of the same clam shell (*venus mercuraria*); and roughly the purple were double the white shells in value. But the most interesting point about these beads is this, that so long as they were hand-made, i.e., native made, they were only used as ornaments and so on, and it was not until they were machine-made by Europeans,
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and so became constant as to size and intrinsic value, that they were used as money by the fathom, the fathom being a term of account at four to six beads to the penny of value or inch of measurement. The plate is from Prof. Tylor's article in Vol. XXVI. of the Anthropological Journal, p. 248, and shows the difference in form and drilling between the hand-made beads which were for domestic use and the machine-made beads which were money.

Fig. 19 is a tea-brick used as currency in Eastern Asia and Tibet. The specimen in the Plate is from East Russia, and it will be perceived that the brick is made of dust tea moistened and pressed into a mould into which a stamp has been screwed. It bears an official stamp and so is very near to coin in tea as already explained.

Fig. 20 is a disc of leaf-tea manufactured in Yunnan and obtained in Eastern Mongolia. This can be used in pieces for purchases of a smaller value than the whole disc. This is a currency very near to money.

Plate III.

Figs. 1 and 2 show a war shield from Guadalcanar, South Pacific, and its cover: used chiefly for payments of a high value, such as for a wife, and to store as representatives of wealth. They are, as currency, parallels to the Karen drums already explained. Their value in English money is from £1 to £9.

The mat money of the New Hebrides and other South Pacific Islands, of which I have no plate, affords another almost exact parallel. The mats are made in great lengths in folds and their relative value is determined by the number of the folds counted in tens and their blackness or age. This form of money is especially interesting, because it is lent out at interest, showing that it is not necessary to have bullion money, or even easily divisible or separable money, to turn it to personal pecuniary advantage. Codrington, Melanesians, p. 323.

Tapa, the bark-cloth money of Fiji, forms something of a parallel also. Tapa in masses represents accumulated capital. Ratzel, History of Mankind, Trans., p. 246.

Fig. 4 shows a boat-shaped wooden bowl from New Caledonia, interesting chiefly as showing a rough receptacle for shell money. Edge-Partington, Ser. III., p. 68.

Fig. 5 is a jadite adze-blade from Marie Island in the Loyalty Islands, whose inhabitants are cannibals. It represents the price of a fat man for food. This is currency and not money, as it can also be used for the humbler purpose of carpentry.

Fig. 6 is a Navae ring made of white quartz. These rings are from the New Hebrides and are irregular in size. They are money.

Fig. 3 is a sperm whale's tooth from Fiji, there called tambua and used as currency. This is currency, but tooth money has a considerable range in the South Pacific Islands; porpoise teeth and dog's teeth being also used. The dog's tooth for money must be that immediately behind the canines, and when whole and sound it is valued at one, two or five porpoise teeth according to quality, the quality being of course equal to the rareness and difficulty of production.

Fig. 7 shows the eye-tooth of the elk (senpiti), which pass for 25 cents of United States money amongst the Shoshone and Bannock Indians of Idaho and Montana in the United States, but only amongst the Indians themselves and not between the whites and the Indians. They are also used for ornaments of dresses and for horse trappings, and so are currency.

Fig. 8 is a string of the lower jaws of the flying fox from the Fijis and other Melanesian Islands, used as money.

Fig. 9 is a sperm whale tooth obtained from a whaler in 1822 and used as currency.
Fig. 10 shows the so-called Caroline Indians millstone money — $3. This is used in the Carolines for large payments, but is made in the Pelew Islands. It is not really a millstone at all, but a large rough stone disc with a hole in it for carrying. It is made only for money and has no other use. That shown is a small specimen, 2 1/2 feet diameter. F. W. Christian in a late issue Journ. Royal Geol. Soc. We now pass on to articles made of metal. Figs. 11 to 19 are of iron. Figs. 11 and 12 are hoes from the Dinkas and Shillooks of the White Nile. They have a fixed value, but are usable otherwise and so are currency. Fig. 13 is a native spade-blade with a cane withy or loop for carrying, used in Central Africa as currency. Fig. 17 is an English made spade-blade, imitating the native one. These being usable otherwise are currency. In the British Museum, are three iron spades from Dor, Upper Nile, identical with these specimens from the Oxford Museum. Fig. 15 is a barbed spear-head from Central Africa of fixed value and usable otherwise: currency. Fig. 14 is a conventional spear-head from Central Africa used as money. Fig. 16 is an iron plaque used as a marriage portion from Niam Niam in Central Africa. A girl having two of these allotted to her would have no difficulty in arranging her matrimonial future and would be considered a priceless possession. This is money. Fig. 18 is the well-known conventional Lomami spear-head, 5 feet long, and made to represent high values. Fig. 19 is a conventional Lomami spear from the Upper Congo, 5 feet long. Both of these are money.

Plate IV.

Fig. 1 are imitation iron axes from the Ogowe River in West Africa. Fig. 2 is a bundle of five or six of these from the same district. Figs. 5 and 6 are sets of three iron axe blades, imitation, each on a cane fastening, from West Africa. Fig. 4 is an imitation iron adze from West Africa very like the hashash or imitation axe-head money of Kordofan, which runs 40 to the Turkish piastre. There is a specimen in the British Museum. Fig. 3 are similar bundles of imitation spears used by the Nagas of Manipur in Assam as money. Figs. 7 to 11, money from ancient China, consisting of imitations in iron of well-known objects. The imitations have now among numismatists conventional names from their shapes. Fig. 7 is the so-called knife money. Fig. 8 and 9 is the shirt money. Fig. 11 is the razor money. Fig. 10 is a modern cash. I have shown this as an example of development. It will be seen from the figures that the hole in the cash directly owes its existence to the hole in the handle of the old conventional money, and that the cash itself is all that remains of that old money. It is just the convenient tag end that has survived through the ages. Figs. 12 and 13 are two imitation iron hoes from the Congo, and are money. Figs. 14 and 15 are two copper ingot crosses, both made in Urna, in Central Africa, by casting in a sand mould. They have a special rib on one side, in the centre. In the course of the down river trade the specimens shown found their way respectively to Coanza on the West Coast and to Tanganyika on the East Coast, where they were procured. They are money.
BEGINNINGS OF CURRENCY.
Plate IV.

Fig. 16 is a magnetic iron hoe, called agadi, from Zambesi District, East Africa. This is money, no doubt on account of the peculiar property of the metal of which it is composed.

Figs. 17 to 19 show brass and copper plates and bar iron: all specimens of currency. Fig. 17 is a set of copper plates, apparently from old sheathing, used as a marriage dowry and regarded as property. They are tied together in fours and fastened to a stick: from Nimkash, Alert Bay, N. W. America. They afford a clear parallel to the Karen drums and the Guadalcanar shields.

Fig. 18 is a hammered brass frying-pan, partially conventionalised, still used both as currency and for domestic purposes by the Nagas of the Manipur Hills in Assam.

Fig. 19 is a bar of native-made iron, passing at a fixed value in Central Africa.

Fig. 20. — Four copper bracelets, used as a wedding dowry and considered as property; each married woman has 100; from Nimkash, N. W. America, currency.

Fig. 21 is the unusual armlet and anklet of fibre already described, worn by all Dyaks in Borneo; currency, at five to a cent of trade-dollar money.

Fig. 22. — This and those that follow are money. This is a ring of European spelter valued at 3d. on the Lower Congo.

Figs. 24 and 25 are old copper and bronze manillas from the Bonny River on the West coast of Africa. They are the survivors of the old Roman and European bracelet or armilla through the Spaniards. They are now a well-known money in West Africa.

Fig. 26 are English imitation manillas for the West African trade, but they are not current in the Haussa country and thereabouts.

Fig. 22 are iron English imitation manillas for the Eboe country trade, West Africa.

Fig. 27 is an old iron manilla from West Africa.

Fig. 28 is a large stone bead for purchasing slaves in West Africa.

Figs. 29 to 34 are silver money. Figs. 29 and 31 are larins from Persia used all over the West Coast of India, the Maldives, etc., for the last four centuries at any rate. They consist of silver wire, bent double and stamped to show fineness.

Fig. 30 is the silver fish-hook money of Ceylon similarly bent and stamped: probably grew out of the larin.

Figs. 32, 33 and 34 are silver ticals and their parts from Siam. The tical is a bar of silver, bent double by hammering and stamped to show fineness.

(To be continued.)

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., I.C.S.

(Continued from Vol. XXVII. p. 275.)

WITCHCRAFT AND MAGIC.

A point of distinction in connection with magic, sorcery and enchantment is the notable sameness of detail and method in the old world systems of Egypt, Chaldea, Persia, and India; in the classic and Middle Age systems of Europe; and in the existing practices of wild and isolated wizards in almost every corner of the globe. To a certain extent this similarity is the result of borrowing. But as borrowing cannot explain more than a small fraction of the resemblances, the sameness of practice would seem to be due to the fact that the roots of magic stretch down to the earliest struggles of human life when sickness, death and misfortune were held to be the work of evil spirits.
The basis of magic is spirit possession: and spirit possession is the basis of the charm and the talisman not less than of the relation between the witch and her familiar spirit. In certain cases the possessing spirit submitted to the authority of the person with whom he dwelt. In other cases the possessing spirit was master. It was therefore a chief aim of magic to secure for the magician control over the in-dwelling spirit either directly or by an agreement with some high power whose authority the possessing spirit obeyed. Magic, therefore, rests on spirit-possession supplemented by spirit-compulsion.

Of the early systems of magic Lenormant holds that the Egyptian system was a debased form of earlier and purer beliefs. It may be that no records of the religion of Egypt remain earlier than the stage when, as on earth, there was only one ruler in heaven. Still it seems hardly possible that either the political or the religious history of Egypt started in so highly developed a form. Further, the references to early evil powers opposed to the rulers seem to show that in Egypt as elsewhere the rugged conditions of early existence developed a host of evil spirits, part placable, part not to be appeased. Regarding Chaldean magic Lenormant notices that all the charms in the Arcadian collection of holy magic (probably between B.C. 3000 and 2000 B.C.) belong to white or healing magic. Still it seems unwise to doubt that a similar ritual of mischief-working spells existed alongside of the fierce orthodox system of beneficent charms. In Persia the acknowledgment of the two rival principles of good and evil would naturally lead to corresponding schools of white and black magic. The Hindu scriptures include two leading authorities on magic, the spells of the ancient Atharva-veda which are both to cure and to kill, and the modern Sakiti ritual which has the two-fold object either of losing itself in the ocean of passion or of using the passion spirit to work magic and sorcery.

The similarity in India between the ritual of Right and of Left Path Hinduism and the corresponding similarity in Europe between the Christian ritual and the witches' devil ritual seem in both sets of cases due to the fact that, in spite of the contrast in the character of the beings invoked, the aim of the devotee is the same, namely, to become possessed by the spirit of the subject of worship.

The following notes contain no details of the early systems of magic. Their object is to illustrate the existing Indian belief and practice of witchcraft and magic by the corres-

96 The basis of magic has been assigned (Saturday Review, January 29th, 1887, p. 133) to a belief in correspondences. This explanation can be accepted only if it is admitted that correspondence is due to sameness of spirit. It is by sending his familiar (which is also his own spirit) into the object to be acted on that the magician forces that object to work his will. Again, according to Rasch (Primary Folk, p. 70), the basis of magic is nerve-disease. This also may be accepted, provided it is understood that nerve-disease is a basis of magic because nerve-disease is a case of possession. That the charm or talisman is the home of a spirit, is shown (below, p. 49) by the Oeylon ritual for charm-quenching.

97 Chaldean Magic, p. 126.

98 Chaldean Magic, p. 59. The Arabs still consider Babel or Babylon to be the fountain head of the science of magic (Stanley Lane-Poole, Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, p. 81).

99 For the probable date compare Chaldean Magic, p. 126.

100 According to the Dakhita-T-Marabu, Vol. I, p. 232, it was the Indian Byzas or Vayes who taught Zoroaster that geni could give the worshipers of Ahram or Evil a knowledge of secrets.

1 The following is a reporter's case from the Atharva-veda (read Raghunath's MS, p. 36): "To the house of him who has set you near my door, in my house, on my bed, on my nail-pairings, on my hair-combs, on my eye-blackening, or on my tooth-powder, do thou saw and break his head." The sense is - since nail-pairings and hair-combs are part of the victim, and since eye-blackening and tooth-powder become part of the victim the spirit who enters into them effects a lodging in the person of whom those articles form a part. According to the Sakiti scriptures the Gayatri or Sun hymn and the Lakshmi or Luck verse are goddesses. To repeat these verses frees from the penalty of migration (Raghunath's Sakiti Ritual, pp. 9 and 103). The sense is - Lakshmi who lives in the spell enters into and drives self out of the repeater of the spell. The repeater becomes one with Lakshmi. He loses the personal or conditioned and gains the universal or unconditioned. He therefore needs not the purifying of being born again. The result of thinking the Gayatri or sun hymn is the same. Thinking of the light that enlightens the world draws light out of the thinker and the in-dwelling light causes the old man of self and fills the thinker with the universal, so attaining the final result of the complete round of births. Besides the Gayatri and the Lakshmi, several Tantric charms or mantras go by the name of the spirits who live in them.
ponding beliefs and practices in other parts of the world. In the case of Europe, where of late years the leading signs of a public belief in magic, sorcery and enchantment have been withdrawn, examples are given to show that the beliefs regarding witchcraft and magic, many of which survive, bear a remarkable resemblance to similar beliefs in other quarters of the globe. In conclusion, the attempt is made to explain two leading peculiarities in the history of European witchcraft and magic during the last 2,000 years: first, the witch-panic which mainly between, the fourteenth and the eighteenth centuries led to the widespread destruction of persons accused of witchcraft; and second, the reaction during the last 200 years which has declared the spirit element in witchcraft to be a delusion, and has disused or repeated the laws against witches.

In India, witches, sorcerers and enchanters practice both white, that is, healing, and black, that is, harming, magic. Witches and sorcerers who practice black magic are men and women who have power over familiar or other spirits which they set to worry either their own enemies or the enemies of those by whom they are paid. In the Bombay Konkan or central seaboard of Western India, witches and sorcerers, called bhinitis or khetins, are often paid, chiefly by the middle and lower classes, to annoy their enemies. In other parts of the Bombay Presidency, sorcerers find the bulk of their patrons among the lower orders. The higher classes, as a rule, fear low-class magic. Their fear of his magical power is often the only means by which the village Mhar or Mang, the guide and watchman, can enforce the payment of his customary dues. Though practitioners are found among Brahmanas and other high castes, the bulk of witches and magicians are Kols, Mangs, Mahars, Thakurs, Vaghirs, and Varsis. Witchcraft is learned from a teacher or guru. Of the various ways of learning the craft the following may be taken as an example. When a teacher agrees to initiate a candidate he tells the candidate that, when he hears of a woman dying in childbirth, he should watch the funeral procession and be careful to see who are the bearers. After the funeral party has passed he should take a small tin box in his hand, pick up a pinch of dust or earth from the footprints of the two rear-bearers, and keep the earth in the tin box. Next day he should go to the spot where the body was burnt and put some of the ashes into his box. On the first new moon or eclipse after the death the candidate should go to the burning ground at midnight and taking off his clothes sit on the ground, place the tin box with the dust and ashes in front of him, burn incense, and repeat the incantations taught him by his master. When he has repeated the incantations a fixed number of times, Hadal, that is, the spirit of the dead woman, becomes subject to his control, and by her help the candidate is able to annoy any one he pleases. In the Bombay Konkan and Dakhan, among the troubles the witch or magician brings on his own or on his clients' enemies is the eruption on the victim's skin of stars and crosses as if burned by the juice of the marking nut. Other annoyances are drying or turning to blood the milk of cattle, stopping the growth of the foetus, stealing grain and field produce, letting loose wolves, jackals and rats into the victim's fields, pricking needles and thorns into his body or eyes, covering women with turmeric or lamp-black, and tearing their robes. Still worse evils are caused by sending through the agency of the familiar a muleh or handful of charmed rice or pulse (udid). The blow of a muleh is likened to an electric shock. It causes fatal vomiting and spitting of blood. Experts see the muleh rolling through the air like a red-hot ball; they claim to be able to turn aside its evil power either by satiating the muleh with a lemon into which blood from a cut in the finger has been allowed to soak, or by charming a lemon and throwing it in the direction from which the muleh has come, and thus returning the evil to the witch who sent it. In the petty States of Bansa and Dharampur, among the hills of South Gujarat, the people used (about 1870) to come to the chief and complain that a certain woman was a witch. They would say: — "We rise in the morning and find our pots broken. This is the work of that witch." Witnesses came forward and said: — "We know the woman, she is a witch. She has broken our pots and killed our chickens." If the evidence
seemed trustworthy, the chief sent an order that the woman's nose should be cut off, and that she should drink water from the tanner's sink. In the Mahi Kāṇṭha States of North Gujarāt, a belief in witches is general. Witches, they say, chiefly belong to the Brāhmaṇa, Vānia, Väghri and Chārān castes. Witches are either born witches or become witches. If a girl is born on the second, seventh or twelfth day of the star mansion Aslesha Kritika, when those days fall on a Tuesday, Saturday or Sunday, she is a witch. A woman becomes a witch if, on the black night before the Diwānī or lamp-feast in October-November, she mutters a charm of two and a half letters sitting upon a swimming alligator. The Musalmāns of Gujarāt believe that people die because a witch has eaten their heart or liver. Bodies examined after death have been found to be liverless.

In the Central Provinces, the Gonds dread sorcery, and will burn a man whom they believe to practise magic. In Bengal, the Oraons and Mundas kill witches. The Kachariyas on the north-east frontier of Bengal have a special class of sorcerers called Ojhas. Their dread of witchcraft is the bane of the Bengal Kols and Musangs. The women of the Agarases of Bengal are witches, and know incantations strong enough to blast a tree. In the more settled Bengal plain country, witches are called dainus and wizards khokās. When a person is seized with sudden sickness he is supposed to be witch-ridden. Water is sprinkled on the patient's face and he recovers. With the help of Brāhmaṇa the goddess Vägalmukh or scare-face is invoked to cause a rival's death. The villagers of the Malabar low-lands believe that the hillmen cause disease and charm tigers, elephants and poisonous reptiles by the help of their gods whom the lowlanders call botam or evil spirits. The Thomas Christians of the Malabar Coast have sorcery books by which their priests force devils to obey. The Coorgs ascribe disease among their men and cattle to the curses and witchcraft of their enemies. A class of Coorg astrologers called Kaniyas (said to be the children of Brāhmaṇa by low caste mothers) write horoscopes and stop sorcery and witchcraft. The Kurubars are much feared as sorcerers by the Todas of the Nilgiris. In Southern India, where magicians were (1800) believed to send fever, dropsy, epilepsy, palsy and madness, charms against their spells were one of the chief articles of trade. The people used to pull out magicians' teeth that they might not be able to say their spells properly.

In Ceylon, all subjects of Visamuni the fiend-king meet and dance on Wednesdays and Saturdays. In Ceylon, a woman who dies in child-bed becomes a fiend, attacks men, and is kept off by women with brooms. A Singalese bearing a grudge calls a she-demon to attack his enemy. He says:—"Oh she-demon! oh sister! eat him, eat his flesh, drink his blood, gnaw his bones, muscles and nerves, suck his marrow, consume his liver, lungs and entrails, cover him with thy influence, crack him with heat, fever and pain in his 800 joints, his 900 nerves and his 300,000,000 pores! Stay with him till I come. I bind thee, I bind thee. Let this be so." To kindle love seven goddesses are called and induced to enter some

---

1 Ms. from Mr. Rashdiwallah, 2nd January 1869. Compare the late Colonel E. West in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. II. p. 14. In many cases the witch deserves punishment. She glories in her power of doing mischief and makes a living by threatening the villages that, if they do not give her grain, clothes, firewood and other necessaries, she will turn into a tiger and kill their cattle.


3 Dalton's Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, pp. 253, 257.


8 Reclus' Primary Folk, p. 52.


10 Reclus' Primary Folk, p. 52.


12 Dubois, Vol. II. p. 87.


14 Journal, Ceylon Asiatic Society, 1865, p. 14. Like the Christians in Europe the Ceylon Buddhists have turned the earlier guardians (generally Brāhmaṇa) into evil spirits.


article which is passed to the person to be influenced. Ceylon charms are believed to cause swoons, imprisonment and death; they scare and control fiends, cure diseases, and inflame love.23 To work a charm against a person the Ceylon wizard makes a wax or wood image of the victim, writes the victim's name on the image, and ties to the image some of his victim's hairs, nail-parings, threads from one of his clothes, and sometimes sand from his foot-print. Metal nails are driven into the image and it is buried where the victim may pass over it.24 To quicken a charm, that is, to house in the charm the spirit which has been invoked, the Ceylon priest on a Sunday makes a stool of flowers and sets it on a grave. On the stool he lays yellow, black and white rice with blood, meat, an arrow and a cock. He passes a maid-spun cotton thread round the stool, holds the thread and some rat mala flowers in his hand and says the curse 133 times and burns incense. Three spirits appear and pass into the charm.25 To annoy a house by showering stones at it, a trick common in India and formerly (seventeenth century) in England, set on a grave where three roads meet or near a sappan tree a stool made of flowers, and on the stool lay a champa flower, an iron tree flower, and a stone. Round the stone drop blood, milk, flowers, rice and lights, burn incense and mutter a charm 108 times. Do all this three separate times. Take the stone into which the spirits have passed, and bury it near the house, throw a second stone at the house, and the familiar in the buried stone will keep pelting stones at the house.26 Quickening a charm is a work of danger because the spirit who is meant to enliven the charm may choose to enliven the charmer. Spirits dislike the thraldom of being shut in a charm and made to act according to charm.27 In Ceylon, the effect of a written charm depends on the position of the letters. Certain letters are lucky, unlucky, or neutral, according to their position.28

In the thirteenth century among the Burmese Mongols each medium or shaman had a familiar by whose help he drove out evil spirits. The familiar was said from compulsion or affection to have helped his shaman to do things against the interest of the chief of evil spirits. It may be supposed that as in Europe Okdil-Belezebub willingly suffered minor inconveniences to secure the high prize of the shaman's soul.29 Among the Tartars the sorcerer shouts, beats a tambourine, leaps, capers and jerks, crossing his legs before and behind until he falls on the ground stiff and senseless, and then gives an answer. He wears rags, bells, and pieces of iron, strange horned head-dress and bear-skin gloves. He carries his tambourine in one hand and in the other a magic staff covered with rat or sable-skin.30 In Tibet, with the help of familiars, Lamas lick red-hot iron and fill vases with water. When he has to fill a vase with water the Lama says to his familiar: "I know thee, thou knowest me. Come, old friend, do what I ask, bring water and fill the vase, what is that to thee? I know thou chargest dear, never mind."31 The Prophet Muhammad ordained a belief in magic: at the same time he declared the practiser of magic to be an unbeliever. Of Muhammadan nations the Afghans believe in the virtue of talismans and in the possibility of acquiring control over genii and demons. The Arabs and Egyptians make use of magic to find hidden treasure, to gain a knowledge of the future, to get children, to secure love, to cure, to guard against the Evil Eye, and to kill a rival. Magic, in Arabia and Egypt, is of two kinds, spiritual and natural: spiritual magic is either divine or devilish. The divine is based on the names of God and on passages of the Kuran, also in figures, diagrams and lines. Satanic magic is the getting of help

23 Op. cit. p. 54. By certain evil or hungry charms a man can fill another's house with evil spirits in the form of black dogs or ugly monkeys (op. cit. p. 68).
25 Op. cit. p. 76. When a maid spins a thread for magical purposes (op. cit. p. 57) she bathes, puts on a necklace of rat mala flowers, lets her hair fall loose on her shoulders, and spins sitting on the threshold at sunset.
26 Op. cit. p. 74. A girl is seldom induced to spin a magic thread, since the necessary freedom of the thread from possession is at the expense of the spinner, who becomes the scape or house of any spirit who may be near.
29 Compare History of Changis Khun, p. 141.
from evil spirits instead of from good spirits. One branch of spiritual magic is enchantment. This is generally bad, causing paralysis, filling with passion, maddening and turning into animals. Enchantment is caused by the help of gians and by sprinkling water and dust. The Arabs hold Babel or Babylon to be the fountain head of the science of magic.

In Burmah, witches are supposed to cause murrain among buffaloes. The Burmans used to tie the witches to bamboo and throw them into rivers. In China, old women, who, by the help of spirits, practice witchcraft, are sometimes attacked by the people and killed. Witches are often employed in China to do evil to rivals and enemies. Discontented wives go to witches who give them a powder of children's bones to mix with their husband's food and kill him. A Chinese magician or wizard sometimes fasts for seven days and sleeps under a coffin in which is a corpse to induce the spirit to leave the corpse and plague some enemy's house. Chinese charms are written on yellow paper, burned, and the ashes mixed with water and drunk.

In Melanesia, magicians are believed to eat the flesh of dead men in order to get power over their spirits. By the help of a dead man's bones Melanesia magicians can compel a ghost to harm any one the magician chooses. Three charms enable or compel a ghost to carry out the magician's will: (1) the gharata, a fragment of food, some hair, a bit of nail or anything closely connected with the person to be injured; (2) the talmati, a piece of bone and a bit of stone tied round with leaves and with prayers to a tamati or dead man; and (3) the tamatatiga or ghost-shooter, a bone and leaves shot fasting from a hollow bamboo. The Australian has charms for the chase, for sickness, for journeys, and for war. Australian sorcerers at times remain absent for days, journeying in the spirit-land. They cure diseases, chiefly by sucking, and cause sickness by sending part of a stone from their own into their enemy's stomach. The sorcerers of the Tonga Islands become possessed by the spirits of the dead. In Australia, all deaths, especially of the young, are attributed to sorcery. In Madagascar, sorcery is closely connected with poisoning. The natives of Madagascar wear a crocodile's tooth as a charm against the crocodile. A gold crocodile's tooth is the central ornament of the Malagasy crown. Many natives of Madagascar wear round their necks, as charms, pieces of wood dipped in oil, beads, monkey-bones, and small figures of men, women and oxen. To keep off gun-wounds they wear pieces of bullocks' horn filled with the ashes of healing plants and leaves.

African Negroes are subject to ecstasy, hallucinations and various forms of excitement which they think are spirit-caused. The Kafrs of South Africa believe that witches have familiar spirits which they call baboons. The accusation of witchcraft is said to have been used by Kafr chiefs to gain the property of the well-to-do. A complaint is made that a certain person who is well-to-do has destroyed the accuser's child. A medium is called: he collects proof, the accused is killed, and his property passes to the chief. In East Africa, the belief in the black art is strong. If a wizard gets into trouble he is tied to a stake and a circle of fire is kept burning round him till he is roasted. The Bongos of

---

22 Arabian Society of the Middle Ages, pp. 82, 84.
25 Notes and Queries, Series IV., Vol. VI. p. 212. The practice implies two beliefs: (1) a spirit lives in a charm; and (2) ashes hold the spirit of the thing burned.
29 Reville's Madagascar, p. 283.
30 Folk-Lore Record, Vol. II. p. 411.
35 Black's Folk Medicine, p. 59.
36 Reville's Les Religions des Peuples Non-Civilisés, Vol. II. p. 91. Similar nervous experiences keep fresh the belief in the spirit-element in witchcraft in all countries. The victim of such seizures believes he is worried by spirits. There is no reason why any spirit should wish to annoy him: therefore, the annoyance must be caused by an enemy acting through some one who has power to send a worrying spirit.
37 Cunningham's South Africa, p. 131.
the White Nile are convinced that witches cause death. A bag of grave-dust, blood and bones from Central Africa is labelled as a charm which causes a victim's death. Central African witches are supposed to turn into hyenas. Schweinfurth mentions a woman in his boat on the Nile suddenly, perhaps in a fit of epilepsy, uttering the most frightful sounds to be compared only to the yells of an hyena. The men took her up and threw her overboard saying she was an hyena woman or witch. From the time of Herodotus the Bidas of hyena-men, potters and iron-workers of Abyssinia were supposed to be enchanters, who could turn themselves into hyenas. On the Zambesi a chief can turn himself into a lion. In 1810, the Tibboos of North Africa wore fifteen to twenty charms in red, green and black leather cases fastened to their turbans.

In America, some tribes had sorcerers who caused the death of children by looking at them. They could take animal form, and went about destroying men and spreading disease. Among the North American Indians the belief in sorcery is as firm as among African Negroes. The Red Indians hold that, though many of the men who have power over evil spirits are bad, more are good medicine-men who hold sickness and scare diseases. The Red Indian sorcerer carries a bag with bones, shells and figures of animals, and shews his approach by springing a rattle. When spirits do not of themselves come into the sorcerer he cries, fasts and cuts himself till the blood flows. The Central Americans of Guatemala (1650) believed that the life of every man is bound with the life of an animal. They sometimes appeared in the shape of their lion, dog or eagle. The man-eating Caribs of the Gulf of Mexico and the north-east of South America had many charms and little idols of stone, clay and cotton, generally human and ugly. The charms were beads, claws, heads and feathers. Their favourite animal forms were the tortoise, the serpent and the cayman or alligator. They had magical bottles filled with little stones, grains and sticks decked with plumages, which they honoured with religious dances and sacrifices. The natives of New Andalusia in South America believe the souls of their ancestors live in the recesses of the great cave of Carippo. The cavern is full of the night-bird Corvus pyrrhocorax called the guacharo: to join the guacharos is to join the fathers, that is, to die. Magicians and poisoners perform nocturnal tricks at the entrance of the cavern to conjure the chief of the evil spirits.

In Europe, the Ancient Greeks, apart from their local beliefs in nymphs, sorcerers and witchcraft, traced their elaborate arts of magic to one (Ethanes who came to their country with the army of Xerxes (B.C. 490)). Though, except so far as it was a clack of poisoning, the Roman law-makers took no special action against magic and sorcery. Pliny and the Roman poets have left details of many practices. In his eighth Eclogue, Virgil mentions charms which had power to pluck the moon out of heaven, turn men to swine, to make a snake twist in twain, to turn enchanters to wolves, to fetch the dead, to remove corn. Witches fly by night and

---

83 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 28, 29.
87 This religious blood-letting of the Red Indian suggests the cutting of themselves by the priestess of Baal I-Kings, xvi. 29), when Baal gave them no answer; it also suggests the cuttings and blood-lettings of murderers. In all the instances the sense seems to be that the spirit invoked will be drawn into the blood and so into the person from whom the blood issues.
88 Spencer's Descriptive Sociology, Vol. II. p. 241. Compare: when an Eskimo wants to be a sorcerer he goes to a lonely place, fasts, sees visions of animals and chooses one to be his familiar (Revil, Les Religions des Peuples Non-Civilisés, Vol. I. p. 294).
89 Reville, Les Religions des Peuples Non-Civilisés, Vol. I. p. 244. In the same passage Reville notices that writers on the Caribs confuse fetishes and amulets. Reville draws the distinction that the fetish is a spirit-home, but the amulet has no spirit in it, and, therefore, is not worshipped. The case of the Caribs dancing round their amulets seems to show they consider the amulets spirit-homes. Other examples (as charm-quickening in Ceylon, above, p. 49) seem to show that in origin no line can be drawn between the idol, the fetish and the amulet. All are worshipped, since all are the homes of guardian spirits.
spoil children while nurses sleep; they stay the raging of the sea, and stick needles into men's livers. Horace in his first Satire describes the witch Canidia making and heating an image of wax that like his image the victim might melt in the fires of love. In Italy, in the fifteenth century, Popes Innocent VIII. and Julius II. set inquisitions to punish those who used the company of the spirits Incubus and Succubus, and those who destroyed unborn children, young cattle, corn, and grapes. In modern Greece, witches are believed to feed on unbaptised babes, and at will to turn into birds. In Servia, a witch is believed to be possessed by an evil spirit. The spirit is one with the witch, but when the witch is asleep the familiar comes out of her mouth in the form of a butterfly or a hen. As soon as the spirit leaves it, the witch's body is as if dead, and she cannot be awakened. Except in and near cities the Russian witch and wizard hold a high place. Country people turn to them to gain blessings and to ward off evil. They can look into the future, cure disease, and control the weather. The evil-disposed steal, rain and dew. The end of the witch and wizard is unfortunate. The body of the dead witch gets possessed by an evil spirit. When a Russian wizard is about to die evil spirits enter into him and bear his soul. Earth shudders, winds howl, wild beasts roar, and evil spirits in the form of crows and ravens throug the roof of his house, seize his soul, and bear it to the other world. The large early element both in the people and in the conditions of life in Russia keep fresh the belief that the dead return and act on the living, and along with this the belief in the power of witchcraft and magic. Among the eastern Slavonians prophets existed in the person of certain wizards, probably like Finnish cow-jurors. Several of the more general German names for witchcraft meant originally simply doing or preparing. According to Grimm, fancy, tradition, knowledge of drugs, poverty and idleness turned women to witches, and knowledge of drugs, poverty and idleness turned shepherds into magicians. There was also an older element. The whole witch business was in close connection with the sacrifices and spirit-world of the pre-Christian religion. Witchcraft was the early pagan magic embittered by the added blackness of the Christian idea of the powers of evil. The old Scandinavian wise-women used with uproar to rush through the woods with streaming hair to attend a sorcerer's trance. The old sorcerers like the later witches used to get fecs to raise storms. They also used to give charms which made the holder of the charm wound-proof. A picture in the Belvedere Gallery at Vienna gives the accepted surroundings of German witches. A horse's head shows under a table, a naked woman flies up the chimney seated on a broom with a lighted candle at the end of it, a circle in chalk is drawn on the floor with a knife and fork stuck in the line of the circle and an egg and dice laid on the line. Inside of the circle two women read some book of incantations. The Jews in Germany believe that during the great fiend-season between the Passion and Pentecost, witches turn milk sour. To stop the mischief they advise that the witch should be caught and shut in a room with a basin of milk, the milk should be beaten with a hazel wand and the name of God repeated. The witch will groan, for the blowes fall upon her. The whipping of the milk should cease when blue flames dance on its surface. According to Grimm, in the middle of the thirteenth

63 Reginald Scott (1600), Discovery of Witchcraft, pp. 156-184. Scott (op. cit. p. 179) notices a Roman Law Salicarum to punish those who fly through the air and meet at nightly banquets.
67 Ralston's Russian Songs, p. 386.
68 Ralston's Russian Songs, p. 386.
77 Monseur Conway's Demonology and Devil Lore. The sense of the remark, "the blows fall on the witch," is that the soul (that is, the familiar) of the witch has entered into the milk to make it sour. That, therefore, the whipping falls upon the spirit, that is, upon the witch. Compare in Scotland and Ireland the saying, "Torture the bewitched milk (by putting iron and log coals in it) and you will torture the witch who will come and ask you to stop" (Dalyell's darker Superstitions of Scotland).
century, heresies came from France and Italy into Germany, and witches were accused of attending meetings at which the devil appeared as a black spirit or as an angel and sometimes as a cat or toad. They are said to have slaughtered children and kneaded their blood in flour and ashes, and after putting out the lights to have practised the lusts of the flesh and ended by kissing the evil one.78 These accounts, if correct, seem to differ from the more strictly German witch-doings. The German witches met on the mead or oak ward, under the lime, at the pear tree, and under the galloways, but chiefly on holy mountains and hills.79 Their revels were not entirely unfriendly to men. They joined the nightly train of gracious damsels who brought luck and blessed the babes in their cradle.80 Later, by the introduction of Christian ideas, the goddesses were transformed from gracious into ill-minded spirits, who with their adherents held sullen conferences.81 In this degraded state the German witches raised storms, drew milk from cows, had love-affairs with the devil, and murdered men by taking out their heart and eating it.82 They entered into contracts with the devil, and after the contract the devil left with them an imp or familiar called the witch's carrier in the shape of a cat or kitten, a miller, fly or other animal, which at times sucked her blood.83 The Finns believed that magic had power over Nature: the spells could bind even the gods.84 Among the Eskimos are good sorcerers and bad. The bad take advantage of their acquaintance with the undersirable dead and with pitiless spirits to serve ill-will and spite.85

In Ireland, charms sewed in a bag and worn round the neck kept off drowning, hanging, fairies, and other risks.86 In Scotland, in the sixteenth century, even white or curing witches suffered. Agnes Sampson effected cures by repeating over the sick the Confession of Faith and by conjuring the ills in the name of Christ.87 That the Scottish witches were believed to be possessed by the devil or by a familiar is shown by the saying that in pursuit of her prey no witch could cross running water.88 In a well-known sixteenth century (1577) case it was considered proved that by the craft of witches the life of Hector Munro was saved at the cost of the life of George Munro, Hector's next-of-kin. The disease-spirit was forced out of Hector who was sick to death by burying Hector alive where three properties met, and the spirit was passed into George Munro.89 In the Orkney and Shetland islands to the north of Scotland, till late in the eighteenth century, charms were used to kill sparrows, to drive mice and rats out of houses, to secure success in churnmg and in brewing, to procure good luck, and to cure men and cattle.90 In the Isle of Man, feathers won in the yearly wren-hunt are treasured as charms against shipwreck. According to another account no fisher will go to sea without a dead wren, to keep away storms.91 The sense seems to be — the wren is a great spirit-home. It is because the devil lives in the wren that the yearly wren-hunt is kept up. So, if a storm, that is an evil spirit, reaches the ship, it goes into the dead wren or into the wren feathers, and, being at home, is satisfied. In England, if milk is bewitched and churning fails to turn it to butter put an iron plough coulter into the fire and the spell is broken.92 In the case of Margaret and Phillip Flower at Lincoln who on the 12th March 1618 were executed for causing the death of two sons of Lord Rutland by witchcraft it was held proved that they got hold of the

80 Op. cit. Vol. III. pp. 1060, 1062. In the spells of the German witch there was a strong, kindly and curing element, either in the name of older spirits or of Christian saints (op. cit. Vol. III. p. 1062).
81 Op. cit. Vol. III. p. 1055. With the connection between the witch and the ancient goddesses compare (Scott's Discovery of Witchcraft, p. 32): — "The lady Sibyla or Diana was present at their meetings. They danced and sung /Har Har, divil divil, dance, play here, Sabbath Sabbath."
83 Lenormant's Chaldean Magic, p. 244. 84 Reclus, Primary Folk.
84 Folklore Record, Vol. IV. p. 164.
85 Sharp's History of Witchcraft in Scotland, pp. 76-79. It would seem (op. cit. p. 74) that Agnes Sampson confessed a share in a plot against the Earl of Angus.
86 Sharp's History of Witchcraft in Scotland, p. 29. 87 Dalrymple's Darker Superstitions of Scotland, pp. 171, 172.
89 Notes and Queries, Series V., Vol. IX. p. 4. The sense of the coulter is that it scares spirits. In the case of the milk the spirit soared in the witch's familiar who has gone into the milk.
boys' gloves, dipped them in hot water, pricked them, and rubbed them on the belly of their cat named Rutherkin. Here Rutherkin the familiar passed into the gloves and so into the lads to whom the gloves belonged. In Suffolk, in the eighteenth century, an old dying woman handed to a young woman a box with some imp's which would have enabled her to be a witch. The young woman, not caring to have the power, shut all the doors and windows, heated the oven, and put the imp box in the oven. The screams were fearful and the imp's were baked to dust. In England, on the 12th of May, witches used to dance on the water, brush the dew off the lawn, and milk the cows. About twelve years ago (1887) a Somerset girl, to turn her lover's heart, tore out the heart of a live pigeon, roasted it, and stuck it with pins. In England and other parts of Europe, during the last fifty years, magic has revived under the form of spirit-rapping: these modern spirits are not supposed to cause disease or injury, or to know the future. Taylor compares the present form of belief in spirits to the continued use as toys of bows, arrows and other old-world weapons. Nevertheless, the serious belief in witchcraft is not dead. Cases still (1898) not uncommonly come to light from different parts of England and Scotland. One from the Times of the 18th December 1845, though instances of later date are plentiful, may serve as an example. Near Linburgh, to cure a girl who was suspected of being a witch, a neighbour put her in a creel half full of wood and shavings and held her above the fire till the shavings blazed. Fortunately the girl was not injured, and the gift of witchcraft is said to have left her.

These examples illustrate the forms of witchcraft and magic which, except in Europe and in North America, are still a main factor in the experience of life. The history of the last 2,000 years shows how Europe and North America came to exclude witchcraft and magic from their list of crimes. At the time of Christ, in Palestine, except among the Sadducees who denied the existence of spirits, the belief in witchcraft was universal: in Greece, except among the materialistic Epicureans, the belief in witchcraft was not less prevalent than in Palestine; in Italy, the Stoics, though they admitted the existence and influence of spirits, despised magic as criminal trickery. Except so far as it was a cloak for the crime of poisoning the Romans of the late Republic and of the early Empire considered magic of too little importance to call for special represson. About the time of Christ the influx of Jews into Rome caused an increase of magic as the Jews took pride in spreading the fame of their great king Solomon, the chief of magicians. The influence of the Christians further increased the belief and the practice of magic. In Roman eyes the exercisers and other miracles of the early Christians were magical; the declaration of the Christians that the similar wonders worked by their rivals were magics strengthened this belief: and the boast of magical skill by the leaders of the Gnostics, Basilidians and other Christian sects served to place the fact of Christian magic beyond question. Within 300 years the Roman Emperors found it necessary to make laws

56 Brand's Popular Antiquities, Vol. III, p. 14. Since 1736, when the 1604 statute against witches was repealed, the legal view of a sorcerer or witch, that is, of one accused of extortions by the threat of the use of supernatural power, is that the extortioner is a cheat and a thief. From both the towns and country parts of England and Scotland fresh examples of the belief in the supernatural powers of witches and sorcerers continue to be published in magazines and newspapers. Useful instances of recourse to sorcerers for protection from witch annoyances are embodied (up to 1838) in the early chapters of Elworthy's The Evil Eye, chiefly for the south-west counties of England. And in Ireland, the Scottish Highlands and Wales the belief in the share that spirits work in human affairs as ghosts, fairies and the familiars of witches and enchanters is both widespread and less unchanged from early times than in England and the Scottish Lowlands.
57 In the Apostolic and following age all Christians had the power of exorcism (Bingham's Christian Antiquities Vol. I. p. 315).
58 The Basilidians were followers of the Egyptian Basilides (A. D. 100-120), a Gnostic, one of the school over which Simon Magnus presided (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 4th Ed., sub. veci). Several famous magicians lived about the time of the establishment of Christianity. Among these were Apollonius of Tyana in Cappadocia, a contemporary of Christ, a great traveller and scholar; Simon Magnus, A. D. 40, among the Jews; and shortly after Lannes and Larmes, among the Egyptians. The character and acquirements of these magicians is
against the practice of magic. And after the great change in the fourth century which raised Christianity to be the Imperial religion, nations were admitted to be Christian with little knowledge of their new faith, so that in spite of the denunciations of the Church, the practice of magic and other irregularities abounded. Further, the action of the Christian Church (A. D. 160-400), in diabolising the powers of Nature and degrading to devils the ancient guardians of Greece and Rome, and later (A. D. 500-1000), the fiercer but not less beneficent local guardians of the Celts and Teutons, gave fresh life to the earlier and coarser beliefs in the power of evil spirits to harass mankind, in which the refined overlayer of the classic religions and the high, brave and manly guardians of the Northern Peoples had concealed and discredited. In the seventh century, the position of the Christian Church with regard to magic was the same as the position of the Prophet Muhammad: "Magic is true: who practices magic is an unbeliever." In the eighth century, Charlemagne made laws against witchcraft and magic. And from that time the suppression of witchcraft became one of the chief functions of the Christian kings as well as of the Christian Church.

After the schisms of the fifteenth century the work of stamping out witchcraft was carried on with even greater fierceness by the schismatics than by the Church. The special intensity of the witch-panic among the seceders seems to have been due to the narrow-mindedness of the leaders, to the passing of power to ignorant congregations, and to the rash contempt for the guardian influences and practices which had hitherto protected Christians from witchcraft and other evils. Among some of the less ignorant in the countries, illustrated by the claims put forward by Simon Magnus: he could make himself invisible, pass through mountains, float up precipices, open prison doors, make images live and trees grow, assume the shape of a sheep or a goat, turn lead into gold, make and unmake kings (Bingham's Christian Antiquities, Vol. VI. p. 252). At first and as late as the laws of Constantine (A. D. 326) the Christians, while prohibiting black or goetic, that is, tricky magic, allowed the practice of white or curing magic. Later the Church forbade the practice of both branches of magic, declaring that it was wrong to take help from the devil even in good works (J. Bodin Augevin (1886). De la Demonomanie des Sorciens, p. 148). For meanwhile the Church had decided that all the classic influences, Euhaimon or Good Spirits as well as Kakadaimon or Bad Spirits were devils. Compare Bingham's Christian Antiquities, Vol. VI. pp. 242-269; Bodin (as above) p. 31; William's Superstitions of Witchcraft, pp. 30, 31.

1 So Glanvil (1689, Sudduciacus Triumphatus, p. 9) sees no difficulty in the belief that witches raise storms since they do it by their own power but by the power of the Prince of the Air, their friend and ally.

2 Grinn (Teutonic Mythology, Vol. III. pp. 1040, 1055, 1062) grieves over his ancient local guardians degraded from marvellous powers, bringing health and happiness to men to be dependent of the wholly evil and man-hating Jew-Christian devil.

3 Compare Grimm (Teutonic Mythology, Vol. III. p. 1067): the great killing of witches lasted from the fourteenth to the eighteenth century.

4 The tolling of the baptismal bell, the sign of the cross, the sprinkling of holy water, the blessing of oil, wax, candles, salt, bread, cheese, garments, and weapons, all of which (Brand's Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. p. 54) guarded from witchcraft, ceased where the schismatics acquired supreme power. A writer in Notes and Queries (Series V., Vol. VIII. p. 131) scoffs at this view. Still it seems true, the evil-sorcery of holy water, oil and exorcism was believed in when their use was stopped, Diseases and proofs of spirit-possession remained. Other devices had to be sought out, and no helper but the witch and sorcerer was ready to supply the want.

In mitigation of the shame of the unreasoning cruelties practised by the self-styled enlightened seceders on all accused of witchcraft it is to be noticed that the secession mainly took place in the more savage countries of northern Europe where, before the introduction of Christianity, the raising and the hiding of wild early beliefs by the fierce local guardians of the tribes of Northmen fell far short of the refining influence of the classic religions and philosophies. That Germany was the head-quarters of the early magic religion is shown by its great wizards Faustus and Henry Cornelius Agrippa (1486) and by its famous witch-gatherings on the Brocken Mountains. According to Grimm (Teutonic Mythology, Vol. III. pp. 1062, 1063, 1043, 1045) Scotland, where in A. D. 695 (Sharpe's History of Scottish Witchcraft, p. 20) an Act was passed ordering the burning of jugglers and wizards, is described by the Venerable Bede (A. D. 714) in William's The Superstitions of Witchcraft, p. 60) as a favourite haunt of storm-raising witches. And in the countries still further north the powers of wizards remained fresh long after Scotland had ceased to look for heirs to the fame of Thomas the Rymere and of Sir Michael Scott. In Sweden, the doctrines of the German schismatics were adopted with enthusiasm. Here in 1630-70, in a village named Malmsby, 300 children were found guilty of witchcraft, of whom fifteen, together with nearly seventy men and women, suffered death (Gladwin's Sudduciacus Triumphatus, pp. 484-5). Certain red-hot seceders passed from England to New England. In their new home, in 1692, their dread of witchcraft burst forth with a frenzy which, after proving a worse calamity than war or pestilence, ceased by the discharge of the accused and by the refusal of the authorities to hear of the further evidence prepared by the fanatic accusers (Williams' Superstitions of Witchcraft, p. 208).
where so many unquestioned Christian beliefs had been turned to ridicule, a party arose who, accepting the materialistic views of the Sadducees and the Epicureans, professed to disbelieve in witchcraft. A second party took a position more like that of the Roman Stoics, declaring that, while they believed in spirits, they held in contempt the tales and crimes of witches, and urged, if prosecutions could not cease, that, at least, no accumulation of evidence of facts contrary to the order of Nature should be accepted as proof. To a certain extent, this view was adopted by the better class of writers who upheld the truth of a spirit-element in witchcraft. Still, as was inevitable, such writers at first inclined to an elastic view of the "order of Nature," arguing that many witch-practices, the passing through air, the changing into animals, the intercourse with spirits, the power to cause sickness and injure crops were in agreement with the Jewish Scriptures, and therefore could not be held to be contrary to the order of Nature. At the same time, certain considerations inclined other believers in the truth of the spirit-element in witchcraft to admit the advantage of a stricter interpretation of the order of Nature. The experience that the trial of witch cases by the ordinary rules of evidence led to doubtful and unsatisfactory convictions, that the extreme severity of the punishments instead of stifling seemed to increase and spread the evil, that confessions were accepted which afterwards proved to be false, and that witch-finders were detected fabricating evidence, caused a general dissatisfaction with the results of witch-trials. The wider knowledge of the growing conviction that not all disease of body and mind is due to the working of spirits added strength to the distrust of the truth of witchcraft. A stricter view of the possible in witch-tales and crimes was, by degrees, suffered to outweigh the natural force of the evidence, till, in 1736, the Witch Act of 1604 was repealed, and the old experiences that witches possessed familiar spirits, and that they were able to turn into animals and to fly through the air began to be treated as delusions. In spite of the change in the law and in enlightened opinion the lower classes as a rule keep to the earlier beliefs. The sudden sickness of man and beast, the vagaries of epidemic disease, nervous delusions, deceptions of the senses, the cursing powers of crabbed age, the insight and foresight of the village genius, above all, that sheet anchor of conservatism, the kindly law that records, hits and forgets, misses, provide an experience which serves to keep alive a fresh, though hidden, belief in the main features of the immortal craft of witchery and magic.

8 The views of three leading upholders of the fact of witchcraft, of J. Bodin Angieruin, 1589, the author of De la Demonomanie des Sorciere, of Gladwin, 1680, the author of Saducismus Triumphatus, and of Gaspar Schott, 1687, the author of Physica Curiosa, show how difficult it was for believers in spirits to admit that the chief manifestations of witchcraft were contrary to the order of Nature. Bodin Angieruin, 1589 (pp. 109, 112), gives details of cases which he considers proof that sorcerers can send sickness and spoil crops; he held (op. cit. pp. 90-104) that cases of men taking the form of animals were proved beyond question: he gives (pp. 104-109) elaborate reasons for believing that men and women can have connection with spirits. In his account of the English witch-trials of the seventeenth century Glanvil (Saducismus Triumphatus, pp. 326-331), 1668, accepts the evidence as proof, which no test of possibility could overrule. He does not admit (op. cit. pp. 6-11) that the flying out of windows, the transfer into cats, the passing of wounds from their animal to their human bodies, the raising of tempests by witches can justly in theory, be held to be impossible or contrary to Nature. At the same time (op. cit. p. 238) he is prepared to concede that, in fact, some beliefs regarding witches are vain and impossible: that carnal copulation with the devil and the transmutation of men and women into other creatures is a delusion; that many witch-stories are false or founded on melancholy fancies or odd diseases; and that witch-finders have done much wrong and wrong confessions from the innocent. The Jesuit, Gaspar Schott, 1687 (Physica Curiosa, pp. 102, 103), held, on the authority of Scripture and of many Fathers and Doctors, that spirits and, therefore, witches could cause and cure disease; he held (op. cit. p. 522) that a man or woman might be possessed by a spirit and under the spirit's influence might do many things which could not be accepted as natural; he held (op. cit. p. 98, 99) that within the power of Nature demons may make men wound proof: at the same time he refused to admit (op. cit. p. 121) that witches would raise storms unless God specially allowed them; he held (op. cit. pp. 82-95) that the evidence proved that witches attended meetings but that their flying through the air, passing through keyholes, turning into animals, and being in two places at the same time were delusions and impossible. How greatly the wider knowledge and keenest criticism of the eighteenth century sapped the inherited faith in witchcraft is shown by the conclusion of the writer on magic in the fourth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica published in 1810. All the tales of diabolical agency in magic and witchcraft must undoubtedly be false.
LEAVES FROM AN OLD INDIAN'S NOTE BOOK.

BY THE REV. G. U. POPE, M.A., D.D., BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD.

"Purra-Nānnūru:" King Vaiyāvi-Kō Perum-Pēgan, and his deserted 
'Queen Kanṇagī.'

One of the later chieftains celebrated for liberality was Pēgan, or more fully Vaiyāvi-Kō Perum-Pēgan. He was king, it is said, of a mountain fortress called Naḷūr. Its site is uncertain, for there were many towns bearing this title. His tribe is called the Āviyar, and of these two nothing is known, except the fact that they were related to the more celebrated Vēḷ Pāri. He is said to have been conquered by the great Pāṇḍiyar, Nedum Čeriyar. His little domain was on the coast south of Madras, and was called Miraḷai. In it were the villages of Tuṇḍalār and Taṇṭalār. I hope some of the very able men connected with the Archaeological Survey may find it possible to supplement this.

His wife, whom for some reason or other he had put away, was called Kanṇagī, and she is represented as living alone in grief on a mountain apart.

Kabilar composed several odes on this theme, as did Parānār, Van-Parānār, Ariči-Kīṟar and Perum Kundraṇ Kiṟar. There are seven of these which are specially interesting.

The word vaḷḷal applied to this and other chieftains, signifies 'liberal or generous man.' Of these twenty-one are enumerated; and divided into three classes, the first, the middle and the last. It is not quite evident whether this is a distinction of time, or of excellence; but the last seven who are called 'the generous ones of the later time' are the only ones that have any footing in what can be called Tamil history."

The following (141) is a species of song called ၾtumpadai or 'Introduction'; which is the name of a kind of lyric introducing anyone, — minstrel, songstress, suppliant or learned man, — to some superior; and thus affords ample scope for eulogy of the benefactor to whom the wanderer is introduced. Here the poet, Parānār, says:

"O suppliant, who with thy tribe art wan
With hunger's pangs, you ask me who I am.
I came but late from trackless wilderness;
Now in this town I dwell, my prancing steeds
From chariot high unyoking leisurely.
This songstress by my side wears costly gems,
The minstrel, I, bear wreaths of golden lotus flowers.
Before I saw the king my state was worse than thine
Is now; this instant have I what you see become.
Our prince a garment rich unto the lone peafowl gave,
Albeit he knew the bird no robes put on.
Pēgan, the lord of elephants and steeds,
Gives, for to give with lavish hand is good;
Nor looks for recompense in other worlds."

1 = 'good town.'
2 The time must have been about that of the Nāgon heptarchy. In reading this collection of 400 ancient Tamil Lyric we are among extinct volcanoes. They are full of hints of dramatic situations, and only by endeavouring to comprehend these can the student hope to gain a full perception of the beauty of the verses.
3 Comp. 184: Song to 'Jame Mōpyar's Ay.
This hill-chieftain Pégan is referred to in the Patta-pāṭṭu, III. 84-87, in these words:

'Kindly-hearted.'

The prince of Ār'yar race, of goodly form and brave,

Pégan, lord of the mighty crag-encompassed mount,

On hill-side rich and flourishing, where rains fall not:

Heard in the wilderness a peacock's call, and deemed

Its cry betokened cold, so a rich garment gave.

Another bard, Perum Čittiranār, mentions him in an enumeration of the seven (153, 10-12):

Pégan, lord of the mountain land

On whose cool heights are caverns deep,

Where darkness rules, and peaks defended by the god!

(? Murugan.)

The following is by Parānā:

'Pégan more discerning than the rain' (142).

The rain now fills the empty tanks;

Now pours on wide expanded fields;

And oft on salt and barren soil;

It knows no choice! Pégan, who rides

On elephant, gem-ankleted,

Reeks not while lavishing his gifts;

Yet when his foes draw out their hosts,

A keen discerning warrior he!

The next is by Pāri's friend Kabilar:

'The Mourning Queen' (143).

Lord of the land where men on millet feed,

On mountain slopes, - presenting many a gift

That pregnant clouds may gather o'er the hill,

Praying anon too heavy rain may cease, -

(So do the mountain-folk invoke their god!)

Pégan, rich in gifts, Lord of charger swift! —

Who is the suppliant, for whom I plead? — — — —

But yesterday I trod the desert path

My people round me faint for lack of food,

A hamlet small stood on the lofty hill,

Where sounding cataracts make music to the rales.

I prais'd thee and thy mountain there. I saw

Her shedding bitter tears. She wiped them quick away;

They sprang afresh, bedewed her gentle breast.

And tenderly she wept, complaining like

The mournful voice of slender flute.

This was Kannagi, Pégan's queen, who had been banished to a small hamlet on the crest of the mountain, and it is on her behalf that the poet intercedes.

Again and again the poets sing to Pégan one song: 'Bring back your queen, we ask no other boon.'
The following also is Pañal's on the same theme (144): —

Ah! cruel 'tis to show no pitying grace!
At eventide upon my little lute
I played a plaintive song, and praised
Thy land where heaven unfailing blessing pours.
And one whose eyes like the dark neythal gleam
Wept till the tears fell on her jewelled breast,
By ceaseless sorrow bowed. I bending low
Questioned, "Are you akin to my loved friend?"
With fingers like the kátha7 buds she brushed
Away her tears, and quick replied, "No kin!
But list, they say that Pégan, glorious chief,
Was wont erewhile, in sounding chariot borne,
With tender love to seek out one like me:
In the 'good-town' by fragrant jasmin girt."

(145) is by the same minstrel: —

"Go, wipe away her tears."

Pégan, whose fame dies not,
Who gave in pity garment rare
To screen the peafowl's tender form,
Thou lord of raging elephant and fiery steed!
We come, not hunger-driven, nor with a needy band;
We take our little lute, black as the kála7's round,
And making music sweet, soul-ravishing, we say:
"Thou lovest kindly grace, do one good deed!
The only boon we ask of thee is this:
At night-fall mount thy chariot bright with gems:
Go, soothe the sorrow sore of her who grieves alone."

Another minstrel, — Aripit-Kítr, — sings the same song (146): —

Be thy rare gems and treasures what they may,
We seek not these, O Pégan, great in war.
When with our little lyre, in tender strains,
The fruitful fields of thy good land we sing,
If pleased thou bestow on me bestow, O king!
Thy spouse, erewhile with choicest gems adorned
Now suffers bitter grief because no love is hers.
Let her this night perfume her tresses bright
Like peafowl's plumes upgathered by the wind,
And wreathe her brow with fragrant blooms!
Yoke to thy mighty car thy swiftest steeds!

4 Ñeytál = the dark blue water-lily.
6 She seems to say she is the once loved, but now forsaken, one.
7 Kála = Curiosa.
And yet another, — Perun-Kunrur-Kiwar, — echoes the supplication (147) :

O'er mountain paths by crag-born torrents rent,
To sing my plaintive song, with little lute,
I come. — Alone she hears the rain-drops fall,
So sweet to happier ears! But yesterday
She sat and wept, with liquid eyes of love,
Thy queen. To-day if thou shouldst visit her,
The tresses' wealth, uncarried for long, again should gleam,
Pure as the gems they wear, with garlands fresh adorned,
O Áv'yar chief, this is sole boon I ask.

The history does not fill in the romance, nor say whether these intercessions were successful or not; but the student of Tamil will again and again read with delight the elegant phrases, mingled with genuine simple paths, in which they urge their supplications.

She had very probably been kind to them in her happier days, and now that some intriguers in the petty court have brought about her temporary disgrace, they do not forsake her, but plead her cause, in the face, no doubt, of a powerful clique that upholds some newer favourite of the sickle king.

All honour to the faithful bards!

NOTES AND QUERIES.

SUPERSTITIONS AMONG HINDUS IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.

If sparrows nest in a house-eaves or any one scribbles on the floor with charcoal or spiders make webs on the walls, the owner will fall into poverty.

To guard children against the Evil Eye, their mothers disfigure them by applying lamp-black to the eyes or make black spots on their forehead, cheek, or chin; but girls are usually tattooed, not marked in this way.

When children are attacked by the Evil Eye they show it by their appetite falling off. To remedy this the mother takes salt, dried chillies and charcoal and puts them into a pot of water coloured with lime and turmeric. This is waved three times over the child and then spilled on the ground, or the ingredients are cast dry into the fire with some of the child's hair.

Fruit and vegetable gardens and patches of cultivation stand in need of protection from the Evil Eye, or else their growth will be stunted, even if they are watered daily.

The owners of gardens take the following precaution. A scarecrow or some animal's bones or a white-washed pot is set up in the plot.

Black or blue threads, or pieces of leather or cowries are also fastened to the necks or legs of the house cattle to avoid the Evil Eye.

On proof of pregnancy the wife washes herself profusely, taking much care to avoid the shade of a man falling on her, in the belief that her child, if born, would take after that man in features, though not in mental character.

M. R. PEDLOW.

HUBBLE BUBBLE.

Yule, s. v., describes this still most familiar Anglo-Indianism thus: — "An onomatopeia applied to the hooka in its rudimentary form as used by the masses in India." There is good confirmation of this description from an old MS. before me dated 1699, in which there is an illustration described thus: — "Hoochars commonly called hubble bubble.

R. C. TEMPLE.

A FAQIR HIS DOINGS.

In 'Amanábád, in the Gujrántwállá District, there is a básít (reservoir of water) having recesses all round it, not much above the level of the water. In one of these lived a faqir for a long while, it was said in 1883 for ten years. He preserves a strict silence, not even answering questions. It is said that those who came to the básít to bathe brought him food, and so he got supported. After dusk groans proceed from the básít, which are said to be the result of the faqir's reflections on the wickedness of this world.

W. G. F. HASLETT in P. N. and Q. 1883.
MR. M. L. LEVIN'S private collection of Aggry and other (chiefly glass) beads is fastened into six frames. The collection consists of specimens of beads of various kinds that have passed through the hands of the firm during the nineteenth century, and is unique.

Besides Aggry beads it contains: — A series of beads meant for ornament and not for money for the East Indian trade. Bright shiny beads which are used in Africa as presents and not as money, and are known as "dashes"; they can, however, be used in barter and in some districts as currency. Miscellaneous beads: Japanese, French, Chinese, African, Australian (peach stones).

Among the African beads are some shell discs and cornelian beads used in Africa, but not made there, as the Africans cannot bore cornelian: they are probably Asiatic procured in trade. One of these is ancient. Very many similar stone beads are to be found among the old Buddhist sites of North Western India. There are also other ancient African beads in the collection.

The collection further contains money-beads which are not Aggries, e. g., (1) Caffre money, which consists of small common beads in shapes peculiar to each district. With reference to the importance of form in money-beads, I may say that there were up to the outbreak of the War with the Transvaal still relying useless 2,000 lbs. weight of beads, at Johannesburg, sent there as Caffre money; useless because they were of the wrong sort. Also in the collection are some beads which Messrs. Levin attempted to export as general but not accurate copies of old Aggry beads for use as money; quite unsuccessfully, however, as no variation in recognised form was acceptable to the natives as money. (2) Blue Popo beads used for money and exceedingly valuable, being worth more than their weight in gold on the West Coast of Africa. The Venetian bead-makers at Murano, as the ultimate successors or the Phoenician and Egyptian makers, are unable to imitate these apparently simple bits of blue glass so successfully as to induce the natives to accept their products as Popo beads. (3) Coral money-beads used on the same West Coast, equally valuable when large as the Popo beads, and worth more than their weight in gold, i. e., more than £4 the ounce.

In this connection there is a very interesting example in Mr. Levin's collection of an old red bead found in some quantities on the beach of St. Agnes in the Scilly Isles, presumably out of some wreck. These turned out to be trade beads intended for the West African trade as money, and were made in Venice. (Notes and Queries, 1873, p. 522.)

There are in the British Museum and Oxford Museum several cards of samples of Messrs. Levin's exportations of modern Venetian beads to Africa, both as "dashes" and as money.

The following passage from Mr. Hore's account of the twelve tribes of Tanganyika in Journal Anthropological Institute, XII., 1882, p. 8 fl., is worth recording here, both for its mention of the use of glass beads for money, and for its valuable reference to the manufacture of salt for currency, as an addition to the notes already made on the subject in the body of this article.

"The only export of great extent from Ujiji itself is the famous packages of salt, current all over the Lake shores as a medium of barter. This salt is manufactured once a year on the banks of the Raguve River, east of Ujiji, where from 2,000 to 3,000 persons sometimes assemble at the proper season, just before the commencement of the rain, forming quite a town for the sole purpose of manufacturing the salt. It is packed up in cylindrical leaf packages weighing from 20 to 30 lbs. each, and value at Ujiji at about 2 yards of good calico. The market of Ujiji town consists generally of an assemblage of from 200 to 300 small booths or stalls, exposing for sale almost everything that

\[ Declaration: \] Perhaps they are not glass at all but made out of beryl or aqua marine.
the Lake Countries produce, as well as meat, vegetables, fruit and grain. Here for the first time we find a regular currency or money in use by the natives; it consists of strings of blue and white cylindrical beads, each string containing 20 beads. Bunches of 10 strings are called fundo. From 9 to 11 fundo are given in exchange for 4 yards of thin Manchester calico, and from 12 to 15 fundo for 4 yards of good heavy American calico; the value varying daily according to the quantity of cloth in the market. . . . Coloured cloths with nails and coils of copper and brass wire, are used for more extensive purchases."

In regard to Aggy beads. Both Mr. M. L. Levin’s collection, excepting the ancient and foreign samples already noted, and my own collection of modern Venetian Aggries made for the existing trade in Africa were manufactured for Messrs. Levin at different times for the above trade.

In the Levin collection, however, are many samples of Aggy beads, both of their own modern exportation and of genuine ancient make. Of the genuine ancient beads there are several white and speckled samples. The true Aggy bead, old or new, must be of glass, or of a substance closely resembling glass, of the same quality throughout, and in the Levin collection are two samples of Aggies cut by suspicious natives to test their quality. In both cases the outer surface was all blue, but the inner surface, and of course the ends also, had a wavy white pattern running over them. The regular continuance of this pattern throughout the inner substance of the beads was what the cutters were looking for.

The place known as Agra, in trade parlance Aggy or Aggrey, is, I am told, not the modern Acre. It is rather an old ruined site of a former town not far inland from the West Coast of Africa, near Cape Coast Castle. It has given its name to the famous Aggy beads probably because it was once an important trading centre. The origin of the peculiar forms known as Aggy beads is somewhat thus. The Portuguese and Spaniards succeeded, as traders on the West Coast, the Arabs who worked for Egyptian masters. The Arabs’ trade was very ancient and their currency the old glass beads. The more modern Arabs first and the Europeans afterwards found that their best policy was to continue the old recognised form of currency by imitating it. The modern Aggy beads are made in Venice. Ancient Aggries are very rare.

There does not appear to be much scientific information on this subject. Indeed, I am only aware of the obviously cursory paper on “Aggry beads” by Mr. J. E. Price, *Journal Anthropological Institute*, XII., 1882, p. 64 ff., and the avowedly indeterminate notice in Brent’s “Glass Beads with a Chevron Pattern,” *Archaeologia*, Vol. XLV. But what literary evidence I have confirms the above statement, and so does an examination I was able to make, owing to the courtesy of Mr. A. J. Evans, of the splendid collection of beads in the Ashmolean Museum. This examination enables me to say with some confidence that in form, substance and manufacture all Aggries, ancient and modern, are the direct descendants of those ancient Egyptian beads which Mr. Evans tells me belong to the seventeenth and nineteenth Dynasties, especially the latter, and are characteristic of the Ramesside period. The date of these beads from the ancient Egyptian tombs may range therefore from about 1460 to 1100 B.C. As a step, perhaps, in the pedigree, Professor Ridgway informs me that long cylindrical beads of beryl and aqua marina are found in prehistoric tombs in Rhodes, which seem to have come from mines at Zabara in Egypt. The form and shape, and perhaps substance, of these suggest the Popo beads of West Africa; which may also be taken as a form of Aggry beads, and have probably precisely the same ancient history.

Since the above information has been set up in type Dr. R. Koettlitz has been so kind as to send me some valuable confirmatory evidence from his recent travels in Abyssinia.

In the accompanying block-plates is an illustration, fig 1, of a quill containing gold-dust, quills being generally used there for this purpose and passing for that reason, when so filled, as currency. Another block-plate, fig. 2, represents a small rag-bundle containing a dollar’s worth of gold, and current therefore as a dollar. There are also shown, fig. 3, two rings of virgin [Possibly the Akroful of the fuller maps. It is possible also that the term “Aggry bead” merely means the bead used in the trade centres.]}
gold so malleable that they can be bent about like lead. All these three articles are found only in the extreme West of Southern Abyssinia and are used there and also across the frontier on occasion as currency.

The usual and most sought after form of money, and in the Western Country almost the only money, is salt in bars. Dr. Koettlitz writes: "A salt bar at Addis Abbaba is worth a quarter of a dollar, and this is its value in most of the districts I passed through, but in the Western portion of the Country it is worth more, for there it is valued at a third of a dollar. This salt money is frequently broken to make small values, the pieces afterwards often being collected and firmly tied and stuck together with grass. These 'broken' bars have, however, lost some of their value, five of them going to a dollar. When getting change the Abyssinians and Gallas always test the salt by scraping with the finger nails close to the ear. The ring of the piece warns them of the extent to which it may have been damaged."

Dr. Koettlitz' salt-money is in bars of uniform size and of approximately uniform weight, and as we have just seen uniformity of quality is ascertained by the sound emitted by the bars when scratched in a particular way. In the block-plates, fig. 4, is shown a bar of salt brought home by Dr. Koettlitz. The article is often mentioned by travellers, but I believe this is the first time that one has been represented.

The most desired currency of almost the whole of that part of Abyssinia over which Dr. Koettlitz travelled, was the country due East and West of the latitude of Addis Abbaba, is the Maria Theresa dollar. Now this coin, to be acceptable, must not be defaced in the smallest degree, must bear the date 1786, and especially the crown on the queen's head must bear eight, and the rosette on her shoulder nine, dots. If a piece fails in any of these respects it is rejected.

The king has lately introduced the Menelik dollar entirely differing from the Maria Theresa dollar in appearance and bearing an Amharic inscription. This coin is not accepted outside the capital. The half Menelik dollar is even a less acceptable coin in the capital itself.

The whole of this evidence strongly bears out the remarks made in the body of this article on the principles of currency among savage and semi-savage peoples.

A NOTE ON THE BRITISH COLLECTION OF CENTRAL ASIAN ANTIQUITIES.1

BY A. F. RUDOLF HOERNLE, Ph.D., C.L. E.

The starting-point of the British Collection of Central Asian Antiquities was the discovery in 1890 of the Bower and Weber Manuscripts. It drew my attention to Eastern Turkestan as a promising field for epigraphical-exploration. At my suggestion, which was strongly supported by Sir Charles J. Lyall, the Government of India, in 1893, issued the necessary instructions to their Political Officers; and in response to these a large collection of epigraphical and other antiquities has been brought together.

The collection consists of (1) Manuscripts and Xylographs, (2) Coins and Seals, (3) Terracottas and Pottery, and (4) Figures of stone, metal or wood, and miscellaneous objects. The larger portion of these objects has been procured by Mr. George Macartney in Kashgahr; the remainder, by Captain Stuart H. Godfrey and Colonel Sir Adelbert C. Talbot, K. C. I. E., in Kashmir.

1 The substance of this paper was read at the Xith International Congress of Orientalists in Rome, October, 1899.
The manuscripts comprised in the collection, accordingly, will be referred to in the sequel as the 'Macartney MSS.,' the 'Godfrey MSS.,' and the 'Talbot MSS.'

With the exception of a few coins and seals, which came from Samarkand, Tashkend, and other places in Western Turkestan, the whole of the antiquities included in the collection came from the neighbourhood of two places in Eastern Turkestan. These are Kuchar and Khotan. The former lies on the northern, the latter on the southern border of the Great Sandy Desert, which occupies nearly the whole of the space intervening between the Tian Shan and Kunlun ranges of mountains. The southern portion of this great desert, which lies immediately to the north of Khotan, bears the name of Takla Makan or 'place covered with broken pottery,' and most of the find-places of the antiquities of the Collection are situated within the limits of this portion of the sandy desert. Fifteen of such places, nearly all being the sites of ancient towns buried under the sand of the desert, are now known, situated at distances from about five to 150 miles distant from Khotan, mostly to the north and north-west of it. With the exception of two, they are all known only from the information of native treasure-seekers. Two of them, however, have been verified by European visitors: these are Borazin and Aq Safil. The former was visited by Messrs. Högberg and Bäcklund, Swedish Missionaries in Káshghar, in 1897, and by Mr. Macartney in the spring of the same year. It was also visited by Dr. Sven Hedin in January, 1896, as related in his book Through Asia (p. 759 ff.).

It lies about five miles west of the Khotan Chinese city, and probably occupies the site of what was the Buddhist city of Khotan in the earliest centuries of our era. It is a place, not buried like the others in the loose moving sand, but in a compact stratum of loess-clay, about 25 feet thick. Imbedded in this stratum are found pottery, coins, seals, figures, and other antiquities. Dr. Sven Hedin, in the book above-mentioned, has given a full description of the place. Aq Safil, or 'white battlements,' is one of the proper sand-buried sites. It lies about twenty miles north-east of Khotan, just within the Takla Makan desert. It was visited by Messrs. Högberg and Bäcklund in the summer of 1897. Their description of the place has been included by me in my Report on the British Collection of Central Asian Antiquities (Part I, Introduction, p. xiv. ff.). It would appear from it that the basement platforms of two ancient stúpas are still to be seen there. At this place some of the manuscripts, coins and seals of the collection were found. Two other sand-buried sites, not included in the above-mentioned 'fifteen,' were discovered by Dr. Sven Hedin, in January and February, 1896, in the desert, about 80 and 150 miles north-east of Khotan.

In the neighbourhood of Kuchar there are only two places where any antiquities of the Collection have been found. These are a mound and a ruined tower, both probably the remains of ancient stúpas, situated one mile and sixteen miles respectively to the west of that town. The tower was visited by Major Bower in January or February of 1890, as related by him in the London Geographical Journal, Volume V., for 1895 (p. 240 ff.). Both the mound and the tower were explored, apparently in 1889, by some people of Kuchar in quest of treasure, and in both of them, it is said, manuscripts were found.

Among those found in the tower is the celebrated Bower MSS. The Weber MSS. and several of the Macartney MSS. were also found in it. All these are in a more or less fair condition of preservation. Of those found in the mound nothing very definite is known. They appear to have been destroyed or dispersed. Only an insignificant portion, consisting of a few entire leaves or fragments of leaves, have found their way into the British Collection. They are included in the Godfrey, Talbot and Macartney MSS.

With the exception of the manuscripts just enumerated all the remainder of the antiquities of the British Collection have been obtained from Khotan or the desert in its neighbourhood. All the bound books, whether manuscript or xylograph, all coins and seals, terra-cottas and pottery, and all the rest of the miscellaneous objects have come from there. Kuchar has contributed nothing of this kind. Only a few manuscript leaves or fragments of leaves, similar to those from Kuchar, have been obtained from Khotan.

Directly or indirectly the whole of the antiquities have been obtained from native treasure-seekers. The Weber MSS. and some of the Godfrey MSS. were presented to these two gentlemen; the rest...
has been purchased, some for trifling amounts of money. As a consequence, with the exception of one case, practically nothing is known as to the exact circumstances of the discovery of any of the objects. All that is known is that they are said to have been found or dug out in sand-buried sites. Their outward condition certainly indicates their having lain, for a longer or shorter time, in the sands of the desert. Moreover all the above-mentioned European visitors to Khotan report having observed pottery, coins, and other objects, similar to those in the collection, imbedded in the loess-clay or strewn on the sand. The one exception referred to is the discovery of the Bower, Weber and Macartney MSS. in the tower near Kuchar. The accounts of it given by different natives to Messrs. Weber, Macartney and Godfrey in the main agree. It appears that some time in 1889 some people of Kuchar undertook to make an excavation in the stūpa in question. Their object in digging into it was to find treasure, as it was well known that in the time of Yaqūb Beg much gold had been discovered in such ancient buildings. Whether or not they found any treasure is not known, but what they did find was a large number of manuscript books and detached papers, together with the bodies of a cow and two foxes standing. The hole which they made into the stūpa was excavated straight in, level with the ground, and the manuscripts, accordingly, would seem to have been found in the centre of the stūpa on the ground level, exactly in the spot where the original deposit of relics is usually met with in such monuments. The manuscript books and papers were taken to the house of the chief Qāzī of the town, where a couple of days afterwards they were seen by Ḥājī Ḡulām Qādir, heaped up in a corner, there being a big sabād, or ‘basket,’ full of them. On inquiry having been told the whole story by the Qāzī, he brought away a few of them, and later on, early in 1890, he gave one of them, now known as the Bower Manuscript, to Major (then Lieut.) Bower. The others he sent to his younger brother Dīdār Khān in Yarkand. These the latter took with him to Leh in 1891. Here he gave one portion of it to Munshī Aḥmad Dīn, who in his turn presented his acquisition to Mr. Weber, a Moravian Missionary. The latter transmitted it to me in Calcutta, where, under the name of the Weber Manuscripts, specimens of it were published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXII. (for 1893). The remaining portion Dīdār Khān took with him to India, where he left it with a friend of his at Aligarh, a certain Faiz Muḥammad Khān. On a subsequent visit to India in 1893, he retook it from his friend, brought it back to Turkestan, and presented it to Mr. Macartney. The latter forwarded it in 1896 to the Foreign Office in Simula, whence it was transmitted to me in Calcutta. It was named by me the Macartney MSS. and specimens of it were published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI. (for 1897). What became of the rest of the manuscripts in the Qāzī’s house is not exactly known. It is probable that Andijani merchants in Kuchar, who are Russian subjects, must have got hold of some of them and transmitted them to Mr. Petrovsky, the Russian Consul-General in Kashghar. The latter forwarded them to St. Petersburg, where specimens of them were published in 1898 by Professor S. von Oldenburg in the Journal of the Imperial Russian Archaeological Society, Vol. VIII. As late as 1894, ten manuscripts were reported by Dīdār Khān, on the information of his brother in Kuchar, to be in the possession of a certain Yūsuf Beg. Unfortunately the negotiations, set on foot by Mr. Macartney for the purchase of these manuscripts, fell through, owing to the Beg’s denial of possession, from fear of the Chinese authorities. It is believed that subsequently Mr. Petrovsky succeeded in purchasing them. If this is correct, they should now be in St. Petersburg. The exact details of the find are so curious that it may be best to quote Dīdār Khān’s account, kindly procured for me by Mr. Macartney in January, 1898. I translate from the original Urdu: ‘I heard from my brother Ḥulām Qādir Khān that there was a dome-like tower near Kuchar at the foot of a mountain. Some people said that there was a treasure in it; it must be searched out. Accordingly some people, making a hole in the tower, began to excavate it, when they found inside a spacious room (ghar khāndār), and in it a cow and two foxes standing. On touching them with the hand, the cow and foxes fell to the ground as if they were dead. In that place those two books were found packed in wooden boards. Also there is in that place a wall made as if of stone (īshār sang-ke madīq), and upon it something is written in characters not known. It is said that a few years ago an English gentleman [that is, Major Bower] went there, and having visited the place came away. Nothing more is known.’ With regard to the cow and the foxes mentioned in the above account Mr. Macartney remarks in
his covering letter: "As far as I can make out, they must have been found in the tower in a mummiﬁed condition. The art of stuffing animals would not appear to have been unknown in ancient times. Mr. Petrovski informs me of having, some years ago, received from Kuchar a fish contained in a box, found buried in the ground." Dīdār Khān's remark about the inscribed stone wall (a stone slab let into the wall?) is curious. It is, as I learn from Munshī Ahmad Dīn, based on a statement by Qādir Ḥakīm Beg of Kuchar, who, passing through Yarkand in 1895 on a pilgrimage to Mecca, was questioned on the subject of the discovery of the manuscripts. He was requested at the time by Mr. Macartney to procure a copy of the inscription; but owing to his death in Mecca, nothing more was heard of the slab. The truth of the report is well worth further inquiry: if true, the inscription might prove to be a most valuable record. At the same time, considering that the 'room must have been in almost complete darkness and that the explorers probably had no means of lighting it, it is not quite easy to understand how, with the exception of the manuscripts which they brought away with them, they could identify the exact nature of what they found inside. I may note, however, that also in the stūpas of Afghanistan occasionally similar curious deposits have been found. Thus Masson relates (in the Ariana Antiqua, p. 119) that in 'Topa No. 11 of Hidda' there were found in 'an interior cupola' 'some human bones and two or three animal teeth,' which were afterwards identiﬁed as those of the ass, the goat, and a species of deer.' Also with reference to the 'spacious room' I may note that similar large chambers, in the form of 'cupolas' or cubical apartments, have been found in many of the 'Topes and Tumuli' of Afghanistan. Thus, in 'Topa No. 2' of Kṛpur there was discovered a large cupola with a diameter of 12 feet." In Buner, Dr. Stein found in the Takhtaband stūpa a cubical chamber, of 7 feet dimensions, which was lined with large and carefully cut slabs. This may illustrate the presence of an inscribed slab in the Kuchar stūpa.

MANUSCRIPTS.

The manuscripts included in the British Collection consist of two divisions: A. Sheets, and B. Books.

A. MS. Sheets.

The manuscript sheets divide themselves into two rather distinct classes. One is written in known characters, either Indian Brahmī or Chinese; the other is written in characters as yet undescribed. They also differ in the appearance and quality of their paper; the former class being written on very ﬂimsy paper, soft and of a dirty-grey colour, the latter, on a thicker, coarser, and stiffer paper of a dirty-brown colour.

(i) Sheets inscribed in known characters.

These are large squarish sheets which measure in breadth 11 inches, and in length from 6 to 15 inches. There are fourteen sheets which are practically entire; besides there are seventy-three fragments of varying sizes. They are inscribed on one side only, and are probably all ofﬁcial documents of some kind. The majority of them were obtained from people of Khotan, and the probability seems to be that they all emanate from that town or its neighbourhood.

Three of the entire sheets are written in Chinese characters and language. There are also thirteen fragments in Chinese. The writing is more or less antique; but Mr. Macartney had the complete sheets read for me by Chinese literati in Kāshgār. They are dated and are ofﬁcial documents. One is a receipt from a district ofﬁcer to his superior for instructions regarding the collection or remission of certain revenue. This is dated in the third year of the Tāli period, i.e., in 769 A.D. The second is a copy of a notice of requisition of certain articles; it is not dated. The third is a deed of loan of money, dated in the seventh year of the Chien-chung period, i.e., in 766 A.D. Both periods fall within the rule of the T'ang dynasty of China. These three documents are in three different handwritings. They were all written at a place the name of which, being expressed in obsolete characters, has only doubtfully been read as Lēn-sīt. It is conjectured by Mr. Macartney to be an ancient name of Khotan.
The other sheets, eleven in number, are written in a species of current Brahmi (or Indian) characters, but in a language at present unknown. There are also sixty fragments, similarly written. Specimens of a complete leaf as well as fragments have been published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (for 1897), plates iv to vii. The paper is exactly the same as that of the Chinese documents above described, and it is most probable that originally they came from the same place, which may be either Khotan or Kuuchar. Most of them were received from a Khotanese merchant, but one-third from an Indian merchant trading to Yarkand, who said that they had been dug out near Kuuchar. The exact point of their provenance, therefore, is not quite certain; but whatever it is, the outward similarity of the Chinese and the undetermined sheets undoubtedly points to its being the same for both sets. This circumstance further renders it very probable that the undetermined sheets, like the Chinese, are official documents, and likewise referable to the eighth century A.D. At that period Khotan (and apparently also Kuuchar) enjoyed a native administration under Chinese suzerainty. This accounts for the concurrent use of the two scripts, the Brahmi (or Sanskrit) script having been introduced into Eastern Turkestan at a very early date by Indian Buddhist missionaries. The language of the undetermined documents should be either the Turki of the native population or perhaps the Chinese of the suzerain power.

There is further one entire sheet (7½ × 8¾ in.) of similar paper, inscribed on both sides with characters which have been described to me as obsolete Chinese.

(2) Sheets inscribed in unknown characters.

There are eight of these sheets. They are very large, measuring on the average either 23 × 16 in. or 16 × 12 in.; one only measures about 14 × 9 in. They are all entire, though one is in a very rotten state and torn in shreds. This rotten one and the small one were found together enclosed in a rotten cloth bag, which was sent to me by Captain Godfrey unopened. The bag is said to have been found beneath a skull in a sand-buried 'graveyard' in the Takla Makan, together with another bag containing a manuscript book which is now in the British Museum. Another manuscript book, discovered in similar circumstances, will be noticed further on. Three of the sheets are inscribed on both sides; the other five are only inscribed on one side. The former bear writing in two different characters, arranged interlinearly, as shown in the specimen published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI., plates xi. and xii. One of the two writings is in white or pale ink, and seems to resemble Uigur (or Nestorian) script, while the other is in black ink, and would seem to be some kind of Mongolian. The latter script alone is found on those sheets which are inscribed only on one side; it is also seen in a number of manuscript books which will presently be noticed. With the exception of those two which were found in the bag, all the sheets bear the imprints of two or three seals, and it seems probable, therefore, that these 'sealed' sheets are official documents of some kind. The small manuscript which was in the bag bears a line of writing in Turki, inserted in the upper margin of the sheet. This was read for me by Mr. Bäcklund, Swedish Missionary, and Munshi Ahmed Dln of Kâshghar, independently from one another. Their readings practically agreed in everything but one clause of three words. This clause Mr. Bäcklund translated to mean 'a jing (1½ pounds) of green tea,' and declared it to be evidence of the modernity of the Turki inscription, because, as he says, green tea has been known in Eastern Turkestan only within the last thirty-five years. The Munshi was unable to decipher those three words with certainty, but suggested them to mean 'one hundred cases.' Professor Vambery, to whom I also submitted the original sheet, informed me that he could not agree with either of the two versions, and that it was impossible to read the clause with any certainty; but he suggested that it might possibly mean 'a big box.' He added that the use of green tea is very old, and that he 'found it quoted in books dating from the last two centuries.'

There are further two small oblong sheets, measuring 8½ × 6½ in. and 3½ × 17½ in. They seem to be rather cuttings from larger sheets. The writing is very indistinct, but seems to resemble the smaller script in the manuscript books, divided into paragraphs with headings, which will be noticed further on. See 28 below.
Lastly, there are two small sheets, each folded into two leaves (7 x 5 in.), covered with uninte-
gible scrawls, which may or may not be graphic signs.

B. MS. Books.

These divide themselves into two entirely distinct classes, marked off from one another by three
striking differences. In the first place, one set, in outward form, is exactly like the Indian pūthi,
while the other set resembles the European ‘book.’ Secondly, the former is written in Brahmī (or
Indian Sanskrit) characters of several slightly differing ancient types, and composed either in
Sanskrit or in an, as yet, unknown language interspersed with Sanskrit words, while the latter are
written in characters and languages at present quite, or nearly quite, unknown. Thirdly, the former
is written on a whitish or grey soft paper, but the latter on a yellowish or dun paper of a coarser and
rougher quality. Fourthly, the former come from Kuchar, the latter from Khotan.

(1) MSS. in the form of Indian Pūthi.

The manuscripts of this class are done up exactly in the same manner as an Indian book or
pūthi. Such a pūthi consists of a number of leaves, cut out of a practically uniform oblong shape, generally
enclosed between two wooden boards, and held in position, or ‘bound,’ by a string which passes
through a hole drilled through the whole pile. In the still surviving Indian pūthis this hole is in the
centre of the pile; or there are two holes, at equal distances from the margin, in the centre of the right
and left halves of the pile. In our Central Asian pūthis there is only one hole, but this is invariably
in the centre of the left half. There are reasons to believe that this arrangement was also the practice
in India in very ancient times. The peculiar position of the string-hole in the Central Asian
manuscripts is thus a mark of their great age. Indeed, there is every reason to believe that some
of the manuscripts were imported from India by the early Buddhist missionaries.

The manuscript books of this class, included in the British Collection, are the following:

1 and 2. The two Macartney MSS., of which I have published a detailed description and speci-
mens in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXXI (for 1897), p. 287, plates ix
and x. Both are fragments: one, giving the Buddhist story of the Mahāyāna Māṇibhadra,
consists of thirty-five leaves; the other, a Buddhist medical treatise, comprises fifteen leaves. The
former cannot be dated later than the middle of the fifth, the latter later than the middle of the
fourth century A.D.

3. One of the Godfrey MSS., of which a description and specimens have been published by me
in the same place (pp. 231 ff., plates ii and iii.). It is exceedingly fragmentary, there being only two
practically entire leaves and two torn pieces. It seems to be a Buddhist work on incantations.

4. Another manuscript, apparently containing the story of the Mahāyāna Māṇibhadra.
This book, too, is exceedingly fragmentary, there being only six leaves, of which only one is quite
entire. The leaves were obtained by Messrs. Macartney and Godfrey and Sir A. Talbot at different
times.

The preceding four manuscript books are written in the Sanskrit language. The following
books are written in an unknown language, interspersed with Sanskrit words:

5 and 6. Two exceedingly fragmentary books. Of one there are only two leaves; of the other
six, more or less torn. To judge from the interspersed Sanskrit words, the former may have treated
of Māṇibhadra, while the latter seems to have been a medical work.

7. There are also seven fragmentary leaves, the only remnants of six different works, of which
one at least must have been of very large size, as its only surviving fragmentary leaf is numbered 90
on its margin.

With one exception, all the manuscript books above enumerated are written in that Indian
Gupta variety of the Brahmī script, which was current in India up to about 800 A.D.
The only exception is No. 1, the book on Māṇibhadra in the Macartney MSS. It is written in a
peculiar slanting modification of the Gupta script, which originated in and was limited to Eastern Turkistan, or perhaps to Kuchar, for, I believe, it has not yet been discovered anywhere else.

To complete the subject of this class of manuscript books I may add a list of those existing outside the British Collection. Foremost among them is the celebrated Bower MSS. This is now the property of the Bodleian Library in Oxford, for which it has recently been purchased by its Librarian, Mr. Nicholson. I have there seen it most excellently mounted, each leaf separately, between two panes of glass. A complete edition of it has been published by me in the New Series of the Reports of the Archaeological Survey of India. My edition of the text is accompanied by a full English translation, explanatory notes, and photo-etched facsimiles of all the leaves. A historical Introduction I have, at present, in preparation. Great praise is due to the Government of India, who have in the most liberal way provided the whole of the considerable cost of the publication. The date of the larger portion, a medical treatise, can with certainty be fixed to be not later than the middle of the fifth century A.D. Other portions are probably even older. Among them is one which is a fragment of the story of the Mahāyākaṇa Māṇīghadra. The Bower MS. is peculiar in being written on birch-bark, while all the other books of this group are written on paper. It is, for this reason, probable that that manuscript was imported into Kuchar from India. Indian manuscripts used to be written either on birch-bark or palm-leaf. There are in the British Collection a few minute fragments of a palm-leaf manuscript, dug out from the mound near Kuchar. Specimens of them have been published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (for 1887), plate i, No. 1.

To this class, further, belong the Weber MSS. These are now in my own possession, having been purchased by me from Mr. Weber. A full account of them, with specimens, has been published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXII (for 1893). They consist of fragments of nine different books. From among them I may specially mention two books (Nos. 5 and 7), giving the story of the Mahāyākaṇa Māṇīghadra, and one book (No. 9) on medicine. All three books are written in the Central Asian modification of the Indian Gupta script. The medical work is composed in the unknown language already referred to, interspersed with Sanskrit words. The other six works are all written in Sanskrit. None of them is likely to be later than the fifth century A.D.

Lastly, to this class belong the Petrovsky MSS. which are in St. Petersburg, and of which Professor von Oldenburg has published a description and specimens in Vols. VII and VIII of the Journal of the Imperial Russian Archaeological Society. They consist of fragments of ten different books. Among them I may particularly mention one (No. 8) which again gives the story of the Mahāyākaṇa Māṇīghadra; and this book (as well as Nos. 7, 9, and 10) is written in the Central Asian variety of the Gupta script. All are composed in Sanskrit, except No. 10 (in Vol. VII of the Russian Journal), which is in the unknown language interspersed with Sanskrit.

The Central Asian variety of the Gupta, which was at first unintelligible, was deciphered by myself in 1892, and its alphabet published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXII, plate iv.

The unknown language, interspersed with Sanskrit, still remains unintelligible. A key to it will no doubt be found in the course of time. I may mention two points that seem to promise light. In the first place, the story of Māṇīghadra appears to have been a very favourite one. There are not less than seven manuscripts containing it: all in Sanskrit except one, which is in the unknown language. By a careful comparison it may be possible to identify those portions of the story which have survived both in the Sanskrit and in the unknown language, and thus to unravel the latter. Three of the Sanskrit manuscripts are evidently portions of the same total manuscript: thirty-five leaves in the Macarney MSS., seven in the Weber MSS., and eight in the Petrovsky MSS., making a total of fifty leaves, and amounting possibly to the entire manuscript book. In view of the possibility of this story of Māṇīghadra serving as a key to the unlocking of the secret of the unknown language, it appears most desirable that the whole manuscript of fifty leaves should be published after the manner of the Bower MSS. Another possible key may prove to be the medical treatise in the unknown language, No. 9 of the Weber MSS. It contains strings of Sanskrit names of drugs which enter into the composition s
medical formulas. By a careful comparison of them with the string of drugs occurring in the formulas of the Bowier Mss., it may be possible to identify some formulas, and thus to interpret the unknown language. To both this and the above-mentioned task, I hope to devote the leisure which is now afforded to me by my retirement from India.

(2) MSS. resembling European Books.

The manuscripts of this group are done up much in the style of European books. Sheets of paper are folded into leaves, and these piled upon one another, and then fastened along the folded edges by means of pieces of thread, or twists of paper, or copper pegs, so that the leaves open like those of a book. The number of pegs is three, or two, or one, and they are riveted upon large copper guards outside the covers of the book. Those books which are fastened with one peg have not a little resemblance to certain ancient copper-plate grants, which consist of several copper leaves held together with a copper seal-ring. These appear also to be the oldest books of the collection. Specimens have been published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI, plates xviii-xx. Those with two or three pegs or paper-twists or stitches resemble most closely European books. They, however, also very nearly resemble the birch-bark books of mediaeval Kashmir, except that the folded sheets of the latter, so far as I know, are never stitched or riveted together. Specimens of stitched books may be seen, ibid., plates xiv and xv. Specimens of riveted books will be shown in Part II. of my forthcoming Official Report of the British Collection of Central Asian Antiquities.

There is a large number of books of this description in the British Collection. One or two are in the British Museum, purchased from Mr. Coblentz, and there are two (perhaps more) in St. Petersburg. They divide themselves into two distinct groups by a marked difference in writing. In one group the writing is as a rule continuous, the letters of each word hanging together, as in our own writing. In the other group the letters are all written separately, as in Sanskrit or Chinese script.

(a) Books with continuous script.

Of this kind there are four books, all of small size (about 4 x 6 in.), and fastened with paper twists or copper pegs. Two of them, as Dr. A. Stein and Dr. E. W. West, who have examined them, inform me, are written in Pahlavi characters of the Sassanian type. The latter is still engaged in deciphering them, and has succeeded in reading a few detached words here and there. The presence of Sassanian Pahlavi would tend to fix the age of those two books as not later than the seventh century A.D. The other two books are written in somewhat similar characters, but which, I am informed, are not Pahlavi, and can, for the present, not be determined.

There is also a fragment of a fifth book, comprising two leaves, written with white ink, in characters that seem to me to resemble Nestorian or Uigur writing. A specimen is shown to me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI, plate xvi.

(b) Books with discontinuous script.

These books divide themselves into four different groups, according to the resemblances of their scripts. None of these scripts has, as yet, been recognized, and I can therefore only classify them by superficial resemblances to Chinese, Mongolian, Indian, Kharosti, and Greek.

Of books with characters resembling Chinese there is only one. It is a mere fragment of three folded sheets or six leaves, which shows traces of having once belonged to a stitched book. A specimen is shown in the same Journal, plate xiii. It may possibly turn out to be Niuchi or some similar script.

Of books with characters resembling Greek there are two. They are written in paragraphs with headings. It is only the headings that show resemblances to Greek uncial letters. The script of the body of the books I am not able to classify by any resemblance. Both books are complete and riveted.

\[\text{Specimens of these two are shown in the Nachrichten über die Russische Expedition nach Turfan in 1899, Heft I, plate 9.}\]
Of books with characters resembling Kharoshṭhí there are three. They are complete and riveted. Two of them contain a few small roughly circular figures, resembling hand-drawn sketches (not imprints) of seals.

Of books written in characters resembling some kind of Mongolian there are nine. The script in all of them seems to be essentially the same, though there are, at least, three varieties observable. Specimens of these varieties are shown by me in the same Journal, Vol. LXVI: (1) plates xi and xii; (2) plates xiv and xv; and (3) plates xvii-xx. Some others will accompany Part II. of my forthcoming Official Report. The resemblance is not clearly definable. The first and third varieties are found in the sheets, previously noticed as having Mongolian writing. A large number of the graphic signs are very complicated, and rather look like a series of continuous letters, making up a word. It is these that seem most distinctly to suggest Mongolian writing. But there are many other comparatively simple signs which, perhaps, rather suggest Chinese or conjunct Brahmi letters. None of the books of the first and second varieties is complete. Of the first variety there are fourteen leaves, probably belonging to two different books. Of the second variety there are twenty-eight leaves, apparently belonging to five books. The folded sheets or leaves of these eight books seem originally to have been stitched together with thread. On the other hand, all but one of the books of the third variety are fastened with copper pegs. There are seven of these books, all of very small size (about 5½ × 3 in.): four complete, comprising upwards of 100 leaves, and three fragmentary, consisting of two, eight, and twelve leaves respectively. One of the complete ones is rectangular, and has three rivets; one of the fragmentary ones (twelve leaves) is also rectangular, but was stitched; another, fragmentary, is nearly oval, with two rivets. The remaining four are of a very irregular or fanciful shape, more or less crescentic or coniform, with only one rivet, in their narrow extremity (see ibid., plates xvii-xx).

Most, if not all, the manuscript books of the second group, including those in Sassanian Pahlavi, exhibit some very curious points. They begin and end with two or three blank leaves; the writing runs in opposite directions, as a rule on alternate pages, and the leaves or pages are not numbered. The second point is particularly curious, as, for reading, it requires two opposite positions of the book, into one or the other of which it must be shifted alternately from page to page; unless, indeed, it is intended to read all the leaves of the book on one side only, and afterwards, turning the book right round, to read in the same way all the other sides of the leaves. This subject is explained in fuller detail and with illustrations in Part I. of my Official Report.

All the books of the second group are said to have been found in sand-buried 'graveyards' in the Takla Makan desert. The discovery of one of them is specially noteworthy. It is said to have been dug out from a mound, circular in shape, about 5 feet wide and 2 feet high, apparently the remains of an ancient stūpa or tumulus. It was enclosed in a rotten bag, upon which, as upon a pillow, a skull was found resting. In the same mound were found two small brass or bronze figures of horsemen. The whole find now forms part of the British Collection. It was transmitted to me by Mr. Macartney, with the skull resting on its pillow-bag, exactly as it had been found. The bag had not been opened; on opening it, I found it to contain a complete manuscript book. It is one of those belonging to the third variety above referred to, cut into the fanciful shape of a round-bottomed, narrow-necked bottle with long pendant lips. The rivet in the neck is a small narrow copper tube which suggests that the book may have been worn by its owner as an amulet, suspended by a string.
The total number of block-prints in the collection is forty-five. They may be divided into nine sets, from the number of the different kinds of letters used in printing them.

In outward appearance they resemble the manuscript books made after the European fashion. Like them they are 'bound' with copper pegs, or twists of paper, or pieces of thread. One only is bound in a semi-Indian fashion, between two wooden boards and fastened by one peg passed through one of the narrow sides. It is cut, like two or three of the manuscript books previously noticed, in a bottle-shaped form, through the neck of which the peg passes. Like the manuscript books, they are also provided with one or more blank leaves at the beginning and end; the pages or leaves are not paginated; and the type is printed reversed on alternate pages. Further, most of them are printed on paper, which, though of different varieties, is essentially the same as that of the manuscript books. Only three are printed on a quite different kind of paper, which is not known in Khotan in the present day. The paper commonly used in them is of a kind of which a very coarse variety is still manufactured in Khotan at the present time.

Two xylographs exhibit the curiosity of being ornamented with sketches of human busts. One has two busts, the other only one, sketched on a page about the middle of the book.

All these books are printed from wooden blocks of type, of which there must have been a large number of various sizes. The type cut on the blocks consists of short formulas, which are printed singly or in various combinations. Each book is imprinted only with one formula, or one set of formulas, so that the formula, or set of formulas, is repeated again and again from page to page, the repetitions sometimes running into several thousands. As a rule, these repetitions are printed on the pages in regular order, though in the alternative fashion already referred to. But in some books they are placed on the pages without any apparent rational order whatsoever. All this seems to suggest that the formulas contained in the books are charms or prayers, and that the books were not intended for a rational method of reading, but for the mechanical repetition of formulas by turning the leaves, analogous to the turning of the Tibetan prayer-wheels. And from this it would, further, appear probable that these objects are Buddhist prayer-books. Or they might contain magic formulas, the efficacy of which depends on their being read in various positions. Such a practice of magic, Professor Margoliouth of Oxford informs me, obtains also among Muhammadans.

The age of some of the block-prints can, with some probability, be shown to be not earlier than the middle of the thirteenth century A.D. But others, which are printed on paper like that of the Pahlavi manuscript books, must be very considerably older. None of them, however, can be older than the eighth century A.D.; for, as the Chinese tell us, block-printing was unknown in China before that century, and Khotan can only have received that art from China.

The fact that these xylographs are forthcoming in such comparatively large numbers, and contain so many as yet unknown and unintelligible scripts, naturally raises the question of their genuineness. It is too early to express a very decided opinion, nor will it perhaps be possible to arrive at any definite conclusion, until the localities where they are said to have been found have been explored and specimens discovered by European travellers. It seems difficult to separate the case of the manuscripts from that of the xylographs. There are some manuscripts, including the Pahlavi ones, which outwardly, in completeness, in paper, and style of binding, and in all other respects, exactly resemble the xylographs. But in one noteworthy point their case differs: the manuscripts are not abundant. They were the earliest to be obtained, and they ceased to be forthcoming any more soon after the xylographs began to appear. While the latter can still be obtained, the former cannot. I have carefully and minutely examined the block-prints. The results of my examination are fully stated in Part I. of my Official Report. I have shown that in the case of at least two of the groups of xylographs a theory of forgery is even more difficult to understand and believe than that of their genuineness. The conclusions to which I have come, but which must not be understood to be given as final, are these. It is probable (1) that some ancient blocks of type have been discovered; (2) that some books printed from those blocks have also been found; (3) that when the find of these genuine
blocks (as well as manuscripts) became exhausted, while the demand for them by European inquirers continued, fresh reprints were made from the old blocks more or less in imitation of the genuine books, and perhaps even new blocks were cut.

(To be continued.)

THE FOLKLORE IN THE LEGENDS OF THE PANJAB.1

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

The object of this article is to bring into a brief comprehensive view the folklore contained in my large work "The Legends of the Panjáb," and in order to achieve this I have, in common with all investigators of popular lore, found myself face to face with a difficulty, viz., the best mode of presentation. If one is strictly scientific and arranges the facts in a severe sequence, one is not only apt to be dull, but also to incorrectly interpret the subject, which from its very nature hardly admits of a logical treatment. To begin with, the folk are not consistent and their ideas are all hazy and muddled. Consequently the points of folklore are so far from being clearly separable that they are always mixed up with each other. Any given notion is not traceable to a distinct single basis, but strikes its roots in fact into many, and can often be classified indifferently under any one of several heads. The surest way therefore of projecting oneself into the folk-mind — so far as such a process is possible — is, with the aid of a loose and simple general sequence or classification, to take the various points as they have seemed to grow one out of the other in folk logic and processes of thought. This is practically the line that every one who undertakes the exposition of the subject seems to adopt in the end, and I apprehend that it is a procedure that will commend itself to the readers of this Journal.

In order to explain what follows, I should here say that I began to collect the series since partly published as The Legends of the Panjáb, somewhat more than twenty years ago, and succeeded in bringing out fifty-nine legends out of one hundred and eighteen collected, at intervals, which in latter years have, I fear, been very long ones. Now, besides the value of the collection for local historical purposes and for the linguistic forms in which many of them are conveyed, they present a pretty complete view of the machinery of Indian folktales. The extent to which they actually do so can be gauged by experts from the typical tables to be found in the course of my remarks, and drawn up on the lines just indicated. It is my hope that the tables will bring home to some of my readers what a wide and fruitful field any given collection of Indian tales affords; how well worth indexing they are for those who seek to get at the roots of the genuine lore of the folk in any portion of the world.

Now the so-called faculties of the human mind, despite their apparent diversity, are in reality very limited in extent, and are referable to quite a few radical capacities. Those of attention and co-ordination will be found to cover most of the others that have names. Thus memory and observation are both referable to attention, and so are mathematics, logic, and grammar to co-ordination. Indeed, mankind, though unaware of it, talks mathematically, for the facts of speech can be actually stated clearly in terms of mathematics. And now when tracing the ideas of folklore by apparently natural processes to their roots, I soon found myself harking back to grammar with its main divisions of subject and predicate; the matter to talk about and the conversation thereon. The subject divides itself into the hero and heroine, and the predicate into the commencement, the incidents, and the conclusion. But here all approach to clear division stops, and although the heroes are classed as natural and supernatural, and the heroines are considered according to qualities and peculiarities, and although the sub-heads under each of these are very numerous, it must be understood that they have been placed just as has been found convenient, that a very different disposition would probably be equally correct, and that most of the items can fairly occupy places under several heads.

1 The substance of this article has already been given in Folklore and was the subject of two lectures delivered respectively before the Folklore Society and the National Indian Association.
I. SUBJECT.

(I.) Hero.

A. Natural.

1. Miraculous conception and birth.
   (a) Remarkable pregnancy of mother.

2. Substituted child.

3. Predestined child.
   (a) Avenging hero.
   (b) Imprisoned hero.

4. Calumniated child.

5. Acts and endowments.

6. Identification.
   (a) Signs of the coming hero.
   (b) Fulfilment of prophecy.

7. Companions, human and animal.
   (a) Unrequited faithfulness.
   (b) Community of birth.

8. Sons.
   (a) Nostrums for procuring sons.

B. Supernatural.

1. Immortality.
   (a) Reappearance.
   (b) Saints.
   (c) Ghosts.
   (d) Spirits.
   (e) Gods.
   (f) Godlings.
   (g) Warriors (hirs).
   (h) Demons and devils.
   (i) Exorcism.

2. Second sight.

3. Miracles.
   (a) Delegated power as to miracles.

   (i.) Miracles by proxy.
   (b) Restoration to life.
   (c) Restoration to health.
   (i.) Cures.
   (ii.) Benefits:
   (1) Sons.
   (2) Rain.
   (d) Inexhaustible supplies.
   (i) Voracity extraordinary.
   (e) Miracles for injury.
   (i.) Curses.
   (ii.) Nightmares.
   (f) Stock miracles.
   (g) Native view of miracles.
   (h) Secret miracles.

   (a) Sympathetic magic.
   (i.) Efﬁgies.
   (ii.) Ceremonial cannibalism.

5. Enchantments.
   (a) Prophylactic charms.
   (i) Snakebite.

   (a) Faith.

7. Invocation.
   (a) Summoning the absent.

8. Propitiation.
   (a) By abuse.
   (b) Offerings.
   (c) Libation.
   (d) Ceremonial generosity.
   (i) Charity.
   (ii) Alms.
   (1) Self-sacrifice.
   (e) Sacrifice.
   (i) Asceticism.
   (ii) Penance.
   (iii) Austerity.
   (iv) Slavery for debt.

   (f) Vows and oaths.
   (i) Ceremonial oaths.
   (1) Antidotes.
   (ii) Vowing and swearing thrice.


10. Metamorphosis.
    (a) Disguise.
    (i) Change of skin.
11. Metempsychosis.
   (a) Sati.

   (a) Hagiolatry.
   (b) Demons.
   (c) Godlings.
   (d) Ogres.
   (e) Giants.
   (f) Sea-monsters.
   (g) Mermaids.
   (h) Serpents.
      (i.) Characteristics and powers.
      (ii.) Miracles.
      (iii.) Origin.

   (a) Humanised animals.
      (i.) Talking.
      (ii.) Grateful.
      (iii.) Revengeful.
   (b) Humanised things.
      (i.) Talking.
      (ii.) Enchanted things.
         (1) Circles.
         (2) Lines.
         (3) Necklaces.
         (4) Rosaries.

(11.) Heroine.

A. Qualities.

1. Counterpart of hero.
2. Native view of women.
3. Tabu.
   (a) Delicacy.
   (b) Attraction.
5. Identification.
   (a) Fairies.
      (i.) Celestial messengers.
      (ii.) Foreign brides.
7. Maleficent heroines.
   (a) Calumniators.

(5) Arms.
(6) Magic numbers.
(7) Holy water.
   (a) Blood.
   (g) Milk.
   (g) Ambrosia (amrita).
   (g) Sacredness of water.

(8) Miraculous vehicle.
   (a) Heroic leap.
   (g) Flying through the air.
   (g) Winged animals.
   (g) Winged things.
   (g) Migrating images and tombs.

(9) Magic music.
   (a) Magic instruments.

(10) Hair and its powers.
   (a) Sacredness of the beard.

(11) Invisibility.

(12) Procedure for enchantment

(13) Priests.
   (a) Possession.
   (g) Exorcism.

(b) Co-wives.
(c) Stepmothers in polygamy.
(d) Witches.
   (i.) Wise-women.
   (1) Powers.
   (2) Attributes.

(e) Ogress.
   (1) Serpent heroine.

8. Foundling.
   (a) Egg heroine.
   (b) Sleeping beauty.
   (g) Foreign or irregular brides.
**B. Peculiarities.**

1. Chastity.
2. Virtue.
   (a) Male versus female.
   (b) The zone, male and female.
4. Ordeals.
   (a) Tests for identification.
      (i.) Fulfilment of prophecy.
   (ii.) Signs of royalty and saintship.
   (iii.) Pilgrimage stamps.
5. Impossible task.
   (i.) Swayamvara.
   (ii.) Riddles.
6. (1) Symbolic speech.
   (iii.) Ceremonial gambling.

**II. PREDICATE.**

**A. Commencement.**

1. Seeking fortune.
2. Oracles.
3. Prophecy.
   (a) Fortune-telling.
   (b) Horoscopes.
4. Fate.
   (a) Preordination.
   (b) Decree of fate.
5. Prophetic dreams.
   (a) Interpretation.
6. Augury.
   (a) Divination.
   (b) Omens.
7. Luck.
   (a) Actions.
   (b) Times.
   (c) Astrology.
8. Ill luck.
   (a) Misfortune.
   (b) Sin.
      (i.) Widows.
      (ii.) Ceremonial uncleanliness.
      (1) Leprosy.
      (2) Treatment of lepers.
      (iii.) Female infanticide.
      (iv.) Expiation.
      (v.) Purification.
      (1) Ceremonial bathing.

**B. Incidents.**

1. Jewels.
   (a) Origin of jewels.
      (i.) Rubies.
      (ii.) Pearls.
   (b) Flowers.
   (c) Laughter, tears and speech.
2. Tricks.
3. Ceremonies.
   (a) Marriage.
      (i.) Betrothal.
      (b) Adoption.
      (c) Inheritance.
      (d) Divination.
      (c) Initiation.
      (i.) Earboring.
      (j) Mourning.
      (g) Conventional.
      (i.) Challenge.
      (ii.) Disgrace.
4. Domestic customs.
5. Beliefs.
   (a) Animals.
   (b) Celestial bodies.
   (c) Eclipses.
   (d) The human body.
   (e) The deluge.
   (f) The Deity.
6. Customs based on beliefs.
   (a) Aspect of shrines.
   (b) Refuge.
      (i.) Sanctuary.
      (ii.) Asylum.
      (iii.) Hospitality.
   (c) Calling by name.
   (d) Releasing prisoners.
   (e) Ceremonial umbrellas.
      (i.) Signs of dignity.
C. Conclusion.

1. Poetical justice.
2. Vengeance.
   (a) Punishment.
   (i) Torture.
   (b) Ceremonial suicide.
   (i) Self-immolation.
   (c) Stock punishments.

We are now in a position to tackle the multifarious details of the subject with some chance of arriving at definite ideas, even though the extent of the materials obliges me to be brief almost to baldness. First of all it will be perceived that the typical hero is born on an auspicious day by various forms of miraculous conception or impregnation, and that his mother experiences a miraculous or at least a remarkable term of pregnancy. He is a substituted child, in one instance, that of Rājā Jagdēś, by an accident which curiously brings out an allusion to an old custom of registering princely births, and in another by his own act, as a mode of magnanimous self-sacrifice. Now, substitution of children in folktales is usually an act of malice, and its attribution to a mere chance occurrence is, so far as I know, a novel feature. He is a child of predestination, fated in one case to slay the ogre who is to devour his hostess’s son, the ogre being aware of the predestination. In such case he would appear to be a variant of the avenging hero, pre-ordained to set right what is wrong in this world, a belief common apparently to the whole world of religious notion. As regards this last idea, the form it usually assumes in this collection is the common one of predestination to kill his own parents, who try as usual to avert their fate by imprisoning their uncanny offspring in a pit, necessarily to no purpose. He is the victim of calumny everywhere, the stock cause being jealousy or ill-will begotten of unrequited love. Versions of Potiphar’s Wife are common in Indian and all Oriental folklore. There are two in the Legend of Rājā Rasālū alone; one relating to his step-mother, Lōnā, and the other to his wife, Kōkhilān. He, of course, assists the grateful animal to his own subsequent advantage, and obtains access to the heroine by disguising himself as her husband with success. He is endowed with extraordinary and impossible strength or skill. His identification is almost always due to miraculous intervention of some sort, and we have more than one instance of the corollary to that idea in the signs of the coming hero with which he has to comply, a notion not far removed from that of fulfillment of prophecy. The “signs” are in themselves, however, as might be expected, childish and not very dignified. E.g., his horse’s heel-rope will bind and his sword will slay giants of their own accord, and his arrow will pierce seven frying-pans. He is able to strike a pair of bamboos with arrows and knock the golden cup off the top of them. He can knock down the mangoes off a particular unapproachable tree.

The hero has companions of the conventional sorts, human beings, beasts, birds, and insects, who talk to him and assist him in his difficulties. Thus, Rājā Pārag (Parlkhāit) has a falcon that saves his life. Rājā Rasālū has a parrot who on more than one occasion helps him to a mistress. Rājā Jagdēś has a horse and a servant to start with him on his adventures, a following which, after success, is enlarged to a wife, a maid, and several servants. The hero’s human companions, however, sometimes desert him in his times of difficulty, a situation apparently introduced to enhance the glory of the hero himself, while his animal companions undergo at times the fate of Gelert, and are killed for their endeavours on behalf of their masters, an incident well known to Indian and other folklore generally. Accidental community of birth is a common and perhaps natural characteristic of the hero’s companions everywhere. The hero and his horse or his constant friend are frequently described as having been born at the same place and hour. It is to be expected that a chance of this kind should attract the popular attention and lead to an assumption of community of fate in the beings so circumstanced.

Perhaps the most deeply engrained superstition of all among the Indian populations is the necessity of having a son, as the surest means to salvation, and there is no subject in Indian folklore of more universal occurrence than that of the miraculously and fortunately born hero-son and his doings. There is no point upon which folktales more frequently turn. The hold that the desire of a son to succeed has on the people is more than once powerfully indicated in the Legends.
Says Rājā Jēwar in the Gūrū Guggā Legend to his wife:—"Without a son is no salvation in the world (as) all the Scriptures have sung. Our life has been wasted fruitlessly in the world." Answers Rānī Bēchhal:—"O Rājā, listen to the thoughts in my heart. Without a son I am uneasy as a chakvēś at night. Like the chakvēś at night, Rājā, I am restless day and night. No child plays in the yard and my heart is very full." In the Rājā Dhrū (Dhrūva) Legend the point is still more powerfully put:—"There was a well known Rājā Uttānapā (Uttānapāda) of Ajudhāī. His Queen was barren and he had no hope of a son. He was hopeless and full of sorrow. To him continually said his Queen:—'Rājā, we have no son and the palace is therefore empty. The garden is dry and hath no gardener.' "Rānī, a cowwife is an evil and burneth the heart. Thou wilt understand when thy heart burneth. Rānī, if thou wilt sayest it from thy heart, I will bring (home) another (wife) and be at peace.' Rājā, marry and I will say naught against it. Let there be a son in the palace to succeed to the throne. Rājā, who hath milk (plenty) and a son in his house, knoweth no sorrow and sleepeth in great comfort. Without a son rule and honour are empty; Therefore, Rājā, it will be well with thee (to marry)'. There can be no doubt as to the strength of a desire when a woman will deliberately introduce a cowwife into her home to secure it. A desire so universal, so strong, so important to the peasantry necessarily finds not only frequent expression in their stories and legends, but also in the acts of daily life, sometimes of a very serious nature. Women have over and over again been guilty of murder and incendiaries due to wild superstitious attempts to gratify it. I can recall a case in which the ignorant low-class mother of daughters only has, with the assistance of her elder daughter, killed a little girl belonging to a neighbour by way of human sacrifice to the supernatural powers to procure her a son at the next confinement, and a case in which a barren woman of the superior peasantry set fire to a neighbour's dwelling with the same view.

The whole category of nostrums known to Indian folk wisdom, and it is a very wide one, is employed by those who are so unhappy as to be barren or son-less to avert or overcome the misfortune. Every kind of supernatural being, god, godling, hero, saint, wise-woman, wizard, demon, devil, ogre, exorcist, and the like can grant or procure sons. The faith in the givers and the power to give is boundless and ineradicable, going back to the dawn almost of Indian folklore. But, astonishingly varied as are the nostrums tried, the oldest and still the favourite in story is the giving of something to eat to the would-be mother — flowers, fruit, rice, grains, seeds, and so on. Prayer and saintly intercession are also common in the Legends, more or less consciously introduced for the glorification of high places; and of course holy wells, pools, tanks, shrines, tombs, graves, and other spots, out of which money can be made by way of fees, are notorious for fulfilling the wishes of the disappointed.

Sons born in response to vows, intercession, faith in nostrums, intervention of holy personages, and so forth are almost always heroes, ushered into the world with the customary portents and acting in the ordinarily manner. It is only, therefore, by considering what the possession of sons means to a native of India that one can grasp the full import to an Indian audience of such a story as that of the Balch hero, Jārū, in the Mīr Chākur Legend, who slew his two sons in fulfilment of a rash vow.

Apart from the closely connected with purely imaginary heroes, or beings round whom a mass of myth has collected, by far the most important class of popular heroes in North India are the saints and holy personages, Hindu and Muhammadan. The holy man, godling, or saint of Northern India is precisely the demon or devil (bhūta) of South India. There is at bottom no difference between any of them, and the stories about them are hopelessly mingled together. Be his origin Hindu or Muhammadan or merely animistic, the saintly or demoniacal, i.e., supernatural hero's attributes, powers, characteristics, actions, and life-history are in Indian folklore always of the same kind and referable to the same fundamental ideas. He does not belong to any particular form of creed or religion, but to that universal animism which underlies the religious feeling of all the Indian peasantry. I can see no radical difference in the popular conception of the Hindu Gūrū Gōrahānāth or the Muhammadan Sakhī Sarwar of the North, and the animistic Kāthī and Channayya of the South. The peculiarities of any one of them are proper to them all. They are best studied as a whole.
In the Legends holy personages play a larger and more important part than the Rājas or secular heroes themselves, and their characteristics and the notions about them are well displayed. Thus, in the quaint tales that have gathered round the memory of the Saints of Jālandhar, we find an account of the struggle for local supremacy between a Musalmān saint and his rival and counterpart a Hindu jēgū, and the point for the present purpose is that the characteristics and the powers of the pair are represented as being precisely the same: they both belong to the same class of supernaturally-endowed beings, and the result of the contest clearly hinges on the sectarian proclivities of the narrator of the story.

Immortality and reappearance, ideas apparently common to the whole human race, are widely spread attributes of Indian holy men, the title of Saint Apparent (Zāhir Pir) being by no means limited to the mixed Hindu-Musalmān canonised warrior Gūrū Guggā, and in these pages we have a case in which the opposing saintly personages, Hindu and Musalmān, on both sides of a sectarian struggle kill each other and all become living, i.e., immortal, saints (jīnātī pīr). But in other matters than immortality we find that the gods and saintly heroes are much mixed up, and naturally, in popular conception; and we have more than one instance in which the special attributes of the Deity, even from the Hindu standpoint, are ascribed to such personages, or ought we to say more accurately, such abstractions as Gūrū Gārakāhī. And vice versā, even such gods par excellence as Śīva and Pārvatī are reduced almost to the level of ordinary mortals.

In connection with the belief in immortality, that pathetic hope of the incapacity of a whole personality for death, so universal in mankind, we find that saints, especially deceased saints, are much mixed up in Indian idea with ghosts and spirits. In this form they have the power of appearance peculiar to ghosts all the world over, particularly at midnight — “midnight the time for saints, adī kāt Pārīndā dārā sālā” — is an expression that occurs more than once. They appear also in dreams, sometimes I rather suspect with a view to helping the progress of the story.

A careful study of the instances in which beings endowed with immortality, i.e., ghosts and spirits, on the one hand, and gods, godlings, and warriors (bīns) on the other, appear in the Legends, and of their actions as recorded therein, will afford yet another proof that fundamentally there is no individual difference between them in the popular conception, nor between them and their mortal counterparts, the holy personages of all sorts. They all, the mortal and the immortal, do the same things, have the same characteristics and powers, and are introduced into folktales for the same purposes. The differences to be observed in titles and attributes is due to an overlaying, a mere veneer, of rival religious philosophies — thus, where ghosts and spirits appear the tale will be found to be Muhammadān in origin or form, where gods, godlings, and warriors appear it will similarly be found to be Hindu in origin or form. Where the tale refers back to days before set Hinduism, or has its origin in an anti-Hindu form of belief, or is given an anti-Hindu cast, the appearance will be demoniacal or animistic. In every case they will belong to one fundamental category and be essentially animistic heroes, or they may with equal truth be classed as saints minus the veneer of Musalmān, i.e., Western philosophy.

The corollary to the notion of ghosts and spirits, exorcism and the casting out of devils, only once occurs in the Legends, though miraculous and magical cures of all other sorts abound, and then only by a reference, which is, however, a significant one. For there a Hindu jēgū cures a Muhammadān family of goblins and spirits by medicines and herbs; and it is to be observed that in the passage in question the goblins were Musalmān (jīnā) and the spirits were Hindu (bhāṣt).

Perhaps the most strongly marked variant of the idea of immortality to be found in Indian belief is the very common folktales expedient of temporary death. In the Legends there is, in the story of Rāja Jagdē, a distinct instance of it, and also a matter-of-fact allusion to it, in the legend of Harī Chand (Harīchandā), made in terms that clearly show the universality of the acceptance of the notion.

1 *Dīndā khalkat naā bēštān tē gōlī kārdā jīnā bhāṇ dī ṭāj, giving the people herbs and medicines he cured (those possessed of) goblins and spirits.*
Supernatural personages in Indian story have as a matter of course, in common with many otherwise work-a-day mortals, the power of second sight — that knowledge of things that are hidden — and, in addition to forestalling secret malice, proving innocence "not proven," and so on, can detect unseen thieves, a power by the way claimed by certain leaders of theosophy and esoteric Buddhism who ought to know better.

Supernatural personages may also be said to possess certain inherent powers, of which that of working miracles is the most important. So much are miraculous powers inherent in saints that saintship is held to be proved by the possession of the wonder-working gifts, and it is not an offence to holy men to seek to test them. Every one in contact with a saint is considered to be justified in doing so. These powers can be delegated, and we find several instances of miracles performed through an agent, by proxy as it were. The agency need not be necessarily that of a supernatural or human being. Things dedicated or sacred or appertaining to a saint are sufficient for the purpose, as when a fountain or well sacred to a saint will effect a cure, or when his flute, or couch, or horse, or other animate or inanimate thing belonging to him, will procure for him even a passing desire. The miracles effected at tombs and shrines belong to this class, and these are ubiquitous in India generally, their universality giving form to the widespread and pretty notion of the lover miraculously disappearing alive into the tomb of the dead and buried beloved. It occurs in the great love tale of Hir and Rānjhā, borrowed, I fancy, from an identical incident in the older and equally famous tale of Sassāl and Punnūn, where Rānjhā, transformed into a wonder-working saint, "lifting up his hand prayed much (to God and said): — 'Either do thou bring her to life or slay me! All things are easy to thee, O God (Rabbā), mighty and merciful.' It is said that the grave (of Hir) opened and Rānjhā went in."

As regards the human workers of miracles the sense of agency or proxy is distinctly inferred in the following remarkable narrative about one of the Saints of Jālandhar: — 'Shēr Shāh is dead; where shall I bury him?' And he (the brother) also prayed to the Holy Bāwā Jān, saying: — 'The dying ascetic is dead: what shall I do now?' From out of his contemplation said the Saint: — 'All that came will return sound: it is the word of God. Ye should all go to Kaučē Shāh's (folloer of Bāwā Jān) abode. Go to him and say: — 'Pass thy hand over him.' At last obeying the order they ran to Kaučē Shāh, Gave him the message and brought him to their abode. Said Kaučē Shāh: — 'My friends, I am his slave, It is Bāwā Jān that restoreth to life and giveth me the credit.' When Kaučē Shāh passed his hand over the corpse, Then life came to it and he became quite well.'

By assuming the power of working miracles to be an attribute of saints, one becomes prepared for their being able to do anything that is necessary for their own personal glory, the protection of themselves and their followers, or the exigencies of the tales about them. But even then one is sometimes taken aback at the ingenuity of the story-tellers, e.g., causing the gods to cash a document that corresponds to a cheque is the bright idea of a tale so well known about Narā Bhagat as to need require a reference to it in modern story-telling, and carrying a tiger up his sleeve to terrify the ruler of the period is another bright idea attributed to Shāh Qamēs. In yet another instance the legal remarriage by a saint of a parted orthodox Hindu couple after restoration to life is a greater revolt against the accepted situation in such cases in Hindu life than at first appears.

But the very quaintest, and in some respects the most remarkable and instructive tale I have ever come across of an Indian miracle, is one arising out of the well-known scientific and astronomical prophecies of the celebrated Rājā Jāi Singh Sawāi of Jāipur, who flourished only one hundred and fifty years ago, and to be found in the Legenda. It is quite worth extracting from the general story of Rājā Jagdēō and repeating here. "Now Rājā Jāi Singh had a moon of his own, which he hung up in the sky to give light to his people, and, of course, when Rājā Jagdēō was in the city it was lighted up as usual, and this made him ask about it, and he learnt that it was an artificial moon made by Rājā Jāi Singh. As soon he learnt this he determined to play a practical joke, and found out where the moon-makers lived, and sent his servant to fetch them in order to make him a moon like Rājā Jāi Singh's. The moon-makers had heard of what happened to the oilman for refusing oil [Rājā Jagdēō
had stabbed him], so they were afraid to refuse also, and accompanied the servant to Rájá Jagdêo’s house. When they arrived, he asked them how much they wanted for a moon. They replied, whatever he wished to pay, so he gave them 500 golden pieces, and ordered a moon like Jái Singh’s. Calling them quickly spake Rájá Jagdê to the moon-makers, And had a moon put up in the heavens (that burnt) without oil: All the city cried out at it. And Jái Singh said to his minister, ‘the moon hath risen!’ As soon as the moon-makers had raised up a second moon Rájá Jái Singh heard of it and asked who had done such a thing. His officials told him that it was by order of the man who had killed the cîlman.”

It is obviously necessary to the greatness of the saints, indeed to the very success of the shrines on the proceeds of which the bards and story-tellers live, that holy men should be able to protect themselves and their followers; and the varieties of ways in which they are fabled to be able to do this is surprisingly large. They can, of course, go unharmed through ordeals by fire, and can starve without injury. They can make themselves invulnerable by arrows, rocks, bullets, daggers, and what not, and can burst their fetters. They cannot be hanged, and can control and tame animals and slay them with ease. Even for such matters of mere personal advantage and comfort as keeping birds out of their gardens they effect miracles. In one place Shâh Qâmî, in order to keep his horse in a mosque without defiling it, prevents it from evacuating for forty days! Rájá Râshân cooks rice by placing it on his Rânf’s breasts and procures water from a stone merely in order to get a dinner, and opens locked doors without keys in order to get at his mistress, illegitimately by the way. After all this one is somewhat surprised to learn in the Legends that it is wrong to work miracles for inadequate objects or for the mere pleasure of the thing. But the favourite miracle of the creation of a crowd of followers or wild beasts as a means of protection in a difficulty is probably an extension of that idea of invisible supernatural assistance in all severe struggles that has taken so strong a hold on the popular imagination all over the world. And this leads to the consideration that in the study of the actual miracles attributed to saints and the like it is something more than merely interesting to observe how much they follow the general notions of the people as exhibited in their folktales, how much they are based on folklore, how much on the desires and aspiration of the folk themselves. Thus we may class as belonging to the idea of immortality and its corollaries the frequently recurring miracles of restoration to life, the vivification of an idol, and the curious instances of a child saint making a wooden horse run about and a wall into a hobby-horse when in want of a plaything. The restoration to the original form and life of human ashes, of a devoured bride and bridegroom, of an eaten horse and kid, are but extravagant extensions of the same idea. So also without the extravagance are the restoration to greenness and life of a dried-up garden, a dead tree, a withered forest. The odd miracles of making the dhâb-grass evergreen and fruit trees to bear fruit out of season are further developments of the main idea.

From restoration to life it is not a far cry to restoration to health, and as might be expected miraculous cures abound in the Legends and may almost be considered to be the stock in trade of a saint. With restoration to health I should be inclined to connect the bringing about of blessings and good fortune, the fulfilment of desires, the grant of assistance of every kind, especially in the case of followers and supporters. Saints are, of course, conspicuous for the power, directly or indirectly, to grant the most prominent of all the desires of the Indian peasantry, i.e., sons to succeed them. This occurs again and again in the Legends, but instances are also found of the grant of promotion and high position in life. With these must also be classed the great “blessing” of a rural peasantry, the bringing of rain, and the great chief desires of seafarers, a fair wind and immunity from drowning. Saints can accordingly do all these things. In a land of great and dangerous rivers, like the Panjâb, ferries and the crossing of rivers occupy a prominent place in the life of the people, and so we find a saint making a boat out of his begging gourd and an oar out of his staff when in a hurry to cross a stream, the form of this particular miracle being attributable to the universal belief in the miraculous vehicle.

Riches, including a plentiful supply of food, and assistance in procuring them, are largely desired everywhere, and so we have saints finding hidden treasure, turning all sorts of things into gold.
and producing jewels and jewellery. We also find them making the sun to broil fish for themselves, and supplying followers with miraculous food. But cupidity demands much more than the mere supply of necessities, and the narrators of the stories about saints have had to cater to this failing of human nature, and hence the miraculous production of inexhaustible treasure and inexhaustible supplies of food, the inexhaustible bags, the stories of "loaves and fishes," and such like; the finding of hidden treasure and the creation of gold and jewels and of all sorts of unlikely objects, even out of a praying-carpet. From an inexhaustible supply to an inexhaustible capacity for absorbing it is a natural step, and so we find voracity extraordinary in many a quaint form to be a common capacity of heroes, gods, and ogres alike; indeed, of the last, as the enemy of the heroic tribe, it is the usual attribute or sign.

In opposition to the beneficent powers the converse powers to destroy life or inflict injury in an extraordinary way naturally appears in many an ingenious form, and with these may be classed the great family of saintly curses and nightmares or terrifying dreams. "He that can help can also injure," "the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away," are propositions involved in the glorification of every kind of hero. They are constantly brought forward in the Legends with as much emphasis as possible, the saints helping and injuring, giving and taking away and giving back again almost in the same breath. The withdrawing of all the water in the wells of the enemy into the wells of his friends, attributed to Gūrakñāth, is an act thoroughly to be appreciated in a dry and thirsty land like the Panjāb. So also would the hungry and greedy Panjāb peasant appreciate the force of the method employed by Sakhī Sarwar of punishing a recalcitrant follower by making him vomit his food and turning his vessels of gold into brass.

Precisely as blessings can be conferred vicariously, so can injuries be similarly inflicted, and as a consequence of this idea a town fire is attributed to the fettering of a saint by its ruler. And lastly, just as it is necessary for the bards and singers to glorify the saints, and inculcate a sense of their power for mischief, so it is also necessary, since bards are usually attached to particular saints, to maintain their individuality. Hence the peculiar habit of attributing stock miracles to certain saints. To explain: Dhanā, the Bhagat, is always connected with the story of making a god out of a stone; Rāgū Shāh with the well-known greenness of the dūō-grass in the dry weather; Gūr Guggā with speaking from his mother's womb; Sakhī Sarwar with several performed at his shrine; and Gūrakñāth with a whole string of them performed in "the Land of Kārāc̣.

The very large number of miracles that occur in the stories of saints, universally common as these stories themselves are, is due to the attitude of the native mind everywhere towards the marvellous. A miracle in India does not excite much wonder, and is to some extent looked upon as a natural incident in everyday life. Miracles are always occurring; every village has instances of them; everyone has knowledge of some that are notoriously within the experience of acquaintances. Even Europeans can hardly become intimate with the thoughts and customs of native neighbours without being cognizant of supposed miraculous occurrences around them. They are frequently believed to have happened to Europeans themselves. Sir Henry Lawrence is thus believed at Firdōspur in the Panjāb to have been compelled to compliance with a saint's behests by terrifying occurrences induced by the saint during sleep. Almost precisely the same story has been current in the Ambala Cantonment about myself, and I have also conversed with the son of the child supposed to have been raised from the dead by the long deceased saint Sakhī Sarwar for Dānā Jattī, now the heroine of a popular Panjāb Legend widely sung all over that Province. That personage and his neighbourhood had no sort of doubt as to the truth of the tale about his father and grandmother. It would never have occurred to them to doubt it. The once notorious Rām Singh Kūkā, whom the present writer knew personally while a political prisoner in consequence of his raising a petty religious rebellion against the British Crown, was credited with miraculously lengthening the beam of a house for a follower at Firdōspur by way of helping him to preserve his property. This beam was shown to me in all good faith within ten years of the date of the supposed miracle. Such being the conditions one can hardly be surprised at what has been noted on the subject of the miraculous doings of saints and holy personages.
So far we have been dealing with miracles, whose value lies in their publicity, but the bards and tellers of the marvellous stories have by no means overlooked the importance to them, as a means of turning the popular imagination to their own benefit, of 'hidden or undisclosed miracles.' In the Legends, among the tales that have gathered round the Saints of Jālandhar, we are specially treated to a relation of the "open and secret miracles of Sāfī Ahmad of Jālandhar," and of the severe physical punishment of a woman for disclosing a secret miracle of another Jālandhar saint. In other instances, disease, and even hereditary madness, are attributed to divulgence of miracles secretly performed by Shāh Qanēs. Now, when one thinks over the enormous influence that the idea of ability to perform miracles secretly could be made to wield over the minds of a credulous and ignorant population, one wonders indeed that it does not more frequently crop up in Indian folklore; unless its occurrence is to be regarded as an outgrowth of the idea of the punishment of idle curiosity so common in all folklore — the tales of Bluebeard's wives and so on — which again may perhaps be held to rest on the notion of tabu.

Miracles may be defined as wonders legitimately performed, while magic embraces the class of illegitimate wonders. The actual deeds, whether the result of miraculous powers or magical arts, seem to be much the same, and in India to be performed for much the same objects. The difference is that the one is right and holy, and the other is wrong and unholy. It is good to work marvels miraculously, but very bad to arrive at the same result by magic. And as, in the bard's eyes at any rate, all heroes, saintly or secular, are personages to be revered, one is not astonished at the very small part magic is made to play in the Legends. Indeed, one scarcely ever sees it put forward as a mode of producing the innumerable marvels related. Magic is, however, distinctly attributed in one instance to a daughter of the Serpents, but only for the purpose of moving a heavy stone, an object which, in the case of a saint, would be related to have been achieved by a miracle. It is as distinctly attributed in another instance to Gōrakhnāth, in circumstances where a miracle would seem to have been more appropriate, and in the midst of a host of miracles related of this great saint or holy man. Indeed, in this last case the bard would seem to have confused the notions of miraculous and magical powers.

Of what is generally known as sympathetic magic, and may be nothing more than an extension of the notion of the delegated miracle, and so merely a cure by proxy, there is a strong instance in the Legend of Rājā Dhūl, where the injured leg of a valuable camel is cured by firing that of a stray ass. Restoration to life and health, i.e., cures, and their opposites, destruction and injury by effigy, are strict extensions of the same idea.

Now, when a belief becomes rooted in the popular mind, a custom, however barbarous and disgusting, is sure to be based on it, and the apparently harmless notion of sympathetic magic has led in India, and many other lands, to the horrible custom of ceremonial cannibalism. In the Legends we have distinct proofs of this, where faqīr sat up the body of a famous leech in order to obtain his curative powers, and Baloch heroes make roast meat of an enemy's ribs in order to absorb his "virtue," i.e., fighting strength.

A harmless phase in the belief in sympathetic magic, leading to many a pretty and fanciful custom of the folk, is to be seen in a form which I have always flattered myself I discovered, when writing the notes to Wide-awake Stories a good many years ago, and then called by me the life-index. It now seems to have found a definite place among the recognised technicalities of writers on folklore under the guise of the life-token. In the Legends, however, we do not hear much of it, except in an allusion to the custom of presenting a female infant to the hero as a bride, together with a mango seedling. When the tree fruits the girl will be twelve years old at least, i.e., marriageable. It is evidently felt here in a dim way that the tree is somehow or other her life-token. This custom may be of more interest to ourselves than at first appears, because the habit of planting trees, fruit trees especially, to commemorate the birth of children, or of connecting certain trees with individual children in a family, is common enough in England. It has occurred in fact in the present writer's own family, where the trees dedicated to himself and his contemporaries are still standing at the ancestral family home. It is possible, therefore, that the custom of what we may now call token-trees, the world-wide habit of planting trees to commemorate local and even general events of striking importance, such as
the Revolution Elms just outside the ancestral home above mentioned, and many a famous oak and ash and yew one can readily call to mind, partly has its roots in the fundamental idea of sympathetic magic.

The existence of miraculous and magical powers presumes the existence of recognised—or may we call them orthodox?—processes for producing miracles and magic, opening up the wide subject of charms. But of these, as matters too well known to require explanation, there is not much detail in the Legends, apart from that necessary to briefly explain the miraculous acts themselves; and such as occurs is confined to that all-important division of the subject in the eyes of a superstitious peasantry of prophylactic charms. The importance of these to the people is further emphasised by the fact that when charms are mentioned it is in every case but one for the prevention or cure of snake-bite, perhaps the greatest dread of all of the Indian peasant, a situation in which he probably feels more helpless and more inclined to invoke supernatural aid than in any other. Such charms are indeed so much mixed up with miracles proper as to form in reality a variety of miraculous cures. Besides charms against snake-bite there are mentioned some as existing against sorcerers, i.e., the charmers themselves, and among real prophylactic charms against general bodily harm only the wearing of the sacred tulsi (sweet basil) beads occurs.

The absence of detailed accounts of charms and of the performances of exorcists must not, as above hinted, be taken as implying their scarcity, or only a languid interest in them among the population, and perhaps the best indication of the facts being the reverse of such a presumption is to be found in the Legends themselves, in the so-called “genealogies” of Lâl Bég, the eponymous saint or hero of that curious sect of the scavengers, which may be said to have set up a religion and ritual of its own, though that is in reality an ecclectic hagiology derived from every superstition or faith with which its members have come in contact. Now the ritual, where it does not purport to relate the genealogy of the hero, consists chiefly of a string of charms of the common popular sort.

Supernatural intervention in the affairs of mankind, as the result of vicarious prayer and intercession, is, one need hardly say, a universal and deeply-cherished human belief, and it is not by any means always claimed in the Legends that saints or saintly heroes effect their assisting or injuring wonders direct. Thus by prayer Sakhî Sarwar restores a dead horse to life, by prayer Shâh Dhurâ'est turns grey hair black, by prayer Shâh Qamûs creates a well, by prayer Râjâ Rasûlâ restores a corpse to life, by prayer to God (Khudâ) Kaîkâlî the Hindu witch vivifies the headless Hindu Râjâ Jagûdâ. By faith Dhanâ Bhagat turns a stone into a god. An empty platter and a pitchfork are filled miraculously with food and water merely in response to the prayer of a saint’s servant in order to save him from the apprehended wrath of his master. While in the curious collection of miracles attributed to the Panjâbi Saint Râjâ Shâh they are all described as the result of the “order of the Court of God,” following on more or less directly inferred prayer. These and similar instances are in themselves remarkable.

Prayer is, in fact, in common request as an agent for the performance of miracles, and some quaint stories regarding it are to be found in the Legends. Besides those already quoted saintly prayer restores to life not only man and beast, but also trees and gardens, restores lost sight and limbs, procures a son, prevents a boat from sinking and produces unlimited food. This is a pretty wide category; but it is quite equalled by the efficacy of the prayers of the laity, both Musalmân and Hindu, who by it restore man and beast to life, procure water for the thirsty and more a heavy stone. Prayer in the Legends is usually, but not of course always, addressed to God, by both Muhammadans and Hindus, by that mixing up of the rival religions so typical of the natives of India. Thus Râjâ Achhârân in the Rasûlâ Legend prays to the moon for help in characteristic terms:—“O Moon, I have slept on my bed in thy light. I embrace the feet of my bed (now) and weep.” And in a still more striking instance we read:—“Light all the candles, and pray to the (gods of the) lamps, saying:—‘Hear, Golden Lamps, hear my prayer, To-day I meet my love, burn (then) all the night.’”

From invoking the aid to invoking the presence of the supernatural and invisible protector is but a small step, and the notion of prayer leads straight on to that of invocation—that summoning of the absent so common in folktales, usually to help on the story. It is necessarily a most widely-
spread notion, appertaining to the religion of the folk all the world over, and the means employed for it are everywhere very varied. The story in the Legends of the use of holy water for the purpose in the Panjāb has a European ring about it. As saints may be invoked by their followers, so can they in their turn invoke others; sometimes by mere will power; sometimes by a direct summons in everyday use, such as clapping the hands; sometimes by one of the stock devices for summoning the absent employed in folktales.

Now, saints and all the supernatural powers that he can injure as well as aid, can curse as well as bless, and beings that can injure need propitiation. So we find offerings made to the saints without reference to the faith or creed of either giver or receiver, such as milk, the most important beverage of all in the Panjāb, precisely as it is offered to Mother Earth. At the same time we have a remarkable instance of propitiation by abuse in the story of Purān Bhagat, where a woman deliberately abuses and curses her patron saint, with the avowed object of extorting favours from him. This notion, though somewhat startling, is widely spread. Propitiation is naturally unusually prescriptive, i.e., it is usually employed towards one special protector or class of protectors; but it as naturally constantly loses that character, and becomes general and even vicarious; as when the heroine pours out libations first to the God of the Waters and then to the birds and beasts, an act of general charity likely to be welcome to the gods.

In close connection with the notion of general or promiscuous propitiation, there is a variety of terms in the vernaculars, which are usually translated by "alms-giving, generosity, charity," and so on, but their real import is the making of propitiatory gifts or offerings to saints and priestly or holy personages. Generosity in the East does not convey the idea of lavishness in gifts generally, but in gifts to saints or priests. In this sense it is perhaps the most largely extolled virtue of all in fable and story, and of set purpose. This universal inculcation of the virtue of what may be called ceremonial generosity does not arise altogether out of any superstitions, religious, or folklore custom, but out of the necessities of the bards and the tellers of tales about saints. Shrines and their attendants have to be supported and means must be gathered to support them, and hence the very high praise and the very great supernatural and future rewards offered to the "generous," which are not confined to any particular creed or country. The Indian saint and after him the attendants and hangers on at his shrine live on alms, and so "charity" and "generosity" on the part of their adherents and audiences are "virtues" that naturally loom very largely in their tales and poems. The ceremonial nature of the "generosity" comes out in the fact that the gifts to be efficacious must be of the conventional sort, and we have repeated instances in the Legends of the wrong kind of alms being refused by saints and holy men, however valuable and lavish.

It is obviously necessary, when dwelling on the importance of such a virtue on behalf of a hero, that the hero himself should not be represented as being wanting therein, and hence "generosity" is an invariable attribute of the saints. Every saint has been wildly and extravagantly generous, whatever else he may have. Sakhā Sarwar, Shams Tabrāz, and the rest of them are all heroes of generosity. So also on the other hand are the folk-heroes Harī Chand and Rājā Ambā, while the Baloches have a special hero of their own, Nādirandagh the Gold-scatterer. The extravagance of the acts of generosity attributed to saints and holy men is boundless. Self-mortification and self-blinding to gain small objects are among them, stretched in more than one notorious instance into the impossible feat of striking off his own head as alms. Extreme self-sacrifice of this kind assumes a curious form, when a jāgī is credited with ceremonial cannibalism, in allusion, perhaps, to the well-known real or attributed habits of the Aghāfī jāgī. The details of the episode are worth repeating as a side light on the Indian peasant's views on such matters. "Rānī Sundrān dressed herself and went to see the Gurū. When she reached him, she asked him where his pupil (Rasālī) was. 'Oh, said the jāgī, 'I have eaten him up' [Rasālī had really run away]. 'But,' said the Rānī, 'I sent you a plate of jewels and a plate of sweets. If these have not satisfied you, will your meal off your pupil satisfy you?' 'I do not know,' said the jāgī, 'all I know is that I put him on a spit, roasted him and ate him up.' 'Then roast and eat me, too,' said the Rānī, and she jumped into the jāgī's sacred fire and became sāti for the love of Rājā Rasālī."
Offerings of all sorts, and under whatever name, involve the giving up of something, if of value to the giver the better. A notion that has universally led to such concrete ceremonies as sacrifices of all kinds of things of both material value, like cattle, and of purely ceremonial value, like the blood spilt in a notable fight detailed in the Legends. All these things are, however, the giving up of something outside the self, however valued or appreciated, and the idea can be easily extended to the yet greater virtue of the giving up of something that is within or part of the self. It has actually been so extended all over the world in the forms of asceticism and penance, and nowhere more recklessly and intensely, more wildly in fact, than in India. The virtues of austerity and expiatory self-sacrifice are most carefully extolled and inculcated throughout Indian folklore and in the Legends, and have led there and elsewhere to one practical result in the widely-spread custom of voluntary slavery for debt not only of self but of wife and children.

Gifts, offerings, sacrifices, penances, and the like may be called practical propitiation, but several ways of reaching the same desirable goal supernaturally have been evolved by the superstitions peasantry of India, and the rest of the world too for that matter. Vows or promises to reward the supernatural powers invoked for appeasing to prayers, and oaths or invocations to the same powers to witness the promises, are two prominent methods of propitiating the all-powerful inhabitants of the unseen world, constantly in every language and in every national mind mixed up with each other. In the Legends we have the whole story of the idea: oaths which are vows and vows which are oaths, notices of the advantages of performing vows and oaths, the importance of keeping them, and the terrible penalties attached to their breach, especially if made to a deceased saint, or a shrine in which a bard is personally interested. A variant of the terrible tale of Jephthah's daughter is to be found in the Legends.

In every case where it goes beyond being a mere invocation to the supernatural powers the taking of an oath involves a ceremony deriving from the superstitions of the takers, and the ceremonies connected with the taking of oaths are therefore not only interesting but nearly always valuable to the student. They are also varied to a limitless extent, and are a strong indication of the objects held to be sacred in any given form of belief, e.g., swearing by touching the sacred thread (jānā), or by tearing the thread off a cow's neck by a Hindu, — by touching the Qurān by Muhammadans or the Bible by Christians, are sure references to things held specially sacred under each form of faith. So also when a warrior swears by drinking the milk of his own mother, or when the hero swears by placing his hand on the body of the person adjured, or by drawing a line on the ground with his nose, we are taken back to survivals of forgotten animistic belief. That there should be in the Legends occasionally a mixture of Hindu and Moslem ideas in the forms of oaths will not surprise my readers, and of this a fine example is the phrase: "The Ganges is between us and above us is the Qurān," said by so strict a Musalān as one must presume a Qāzī to be.

The object of the ceremonies and forms used in taking oaths is of course to render them binding, but it must long ago have been equally important at times to avoid the consequences of rash and indeed deliberate oaths, and the inventive ingenuity of the folk has been turned on to this side of the question with considerable success. E.g., it is a happy and simple, not to say a convenient, expedient to interpose the presence of a pigeon's egg as an effectual stopper to the binding effect of an oath on the Qurān.

In the matter of vows and oaths the Legends give a great number of instances in which a certain form of oath or vow, used for many purposes, but generally for emphasis, has become common to both Hindus and Musalmans. It has arisen out of the Muhammadan custom or law of divorce, tālāq as it is called in India. The custom is due to a passage in the Qurān which lays down that if a man with the proper ceremony pronounces dismissal (tālāq) three times to his wife he cannot marry her again until she shall have been married to another man and divorced by him. Now, this solemn performance of tālāq, or three dismissals, has evidently presented itself to the Oriental mind as a very serious vow or oath, it matters little which, and we constantly find in consequence that not only the notion, but even the very terminology of this form of divorce has come to be synonymous with that
of taking a binding oath or vow. There is among the Indian peasantry a regular custom nowadays of emphasizing both oaths and vows by taking them three times.

Besides the miracle and magic working powers there are two others of importance, which may be said to be inherent in saints, those of prophecy and metamorphosis. In the Legends the saintly power of prophecy is usually introduced for the very useful story-telling purpose of indicating the unborn hero's career as about to be developed, and the power of metamorphosis for the purely folklore object of helping on the progress of the stories connected with the saints, or those in whom they are interested, or with whom they have been concerned.

Metamorphosis is a belief that has struck its roots deeply into the minds of the Indian folk, and hence we find it constantly occurring in the hagiological legends. The saints can assume any form that is necessary to the tale or likely to attract the attention of the audience, can change the forms of others, and delegate unlimited power of metamorphosis to their followers. The idea so obviously lends itself to fancy that the variations of it assume forms most startling to the everyday man. In the Legends there are many astonishing extensions of the notion, of which turning the Deity himself into a dog in a legend about Nāmēy, for the purpose of pointing a moral, is perhaps the best example. A dog ran off with the saint's (jīgā's) food, and, instead of beating him, the saint addressed him in language applicable properly to the Deity. For his reward the dog turned into the Deity, and thus the saint had the inestimable privilege of beholding the Deity in person.

In the application of the theory of metamorphosis to folktales, we also find another indication of the fundamental identity of the hero, the saint or supernatural mortal and the god or supernatural immortal in the popular mind. The power is possessed by all alike, and by none to a specially great or striking degree peculiar to himself. It is equally possessed by inanimate objects. In the Legends there are indications that the forms it especially assumes are due to two causes: the perceptible effect that disguises have in altering the apparent nature of human beings, and the changes of skin and plumage that snakes and birds undergo; and the old-world belief in metamorphosis or transmigration of souls, by which the Indian and Far Eastern peoples have for so very long been thoroughly permeated.

Disguises for the sake of enabling the hero or heroine to carry out their respective objects are very numerous, but the essential poverty of peasant ideas, despite their apparent diversity, comes out in the fact, that the disguises are apt to run in grooves and become stereotyped. As a rule they are such as might be expected, but there is a notable instance of metamorphosis by a humanised serpent merely for the sake of disguise, and it may also be said that many of the objects for which disguise is used are identical with those for which metamorphosis is made to take place. Disguise may be said to be, indeed, merely metamorphosis with the marvellous left out. Changes of skin or clothing, or of things pertinent to human and animal heroes, are so directly connected with metamorphosis, and so constantly in Indian folktales, as to give rise to a temporary form of it, of which many instances will almost without effort occur to those well acquainted with the tales.

The allusions to the doctrine of metempsychosis in the Legends are, of course, ubiquitous, but without much variation, and they habitually refer to the variety of lives the heroes and heroines have already passed through in diverse forms. In fact, the sole difference between the folk notions of metamorphosis and metempsychosis lies in the fact of the former consisting of change of form during life, and in the latter after death. The two ideas are very closely connected, so much so that the special changes represented by metamorphosis are based on the variety of bodies, that one and the same unfettered soul is assumed to be capable of vivifying.

In passing it may be here mentioned that metempsychosis is in the Legends most ingeniously dragged in to defend the doctrine of sati, which is indefensible, except politically, even from the native scriptural point of view. A victim of the custom is made to say: "For many ages will I obtain the same husband," i. e., in reward for becoming sati. In the Legends, too, heroines are significantly made to commit sati, not only on husbands' but also on sons' deaths.

(To be continued.)
NOTES AND QUERIES.

SUPERSTITIONS AMONG HINDOOS IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.

A person who unhappily witnesses the connection of male and female crows, while at home or abroad, is sure to experience great perils and maladies. To avoid any calamity which may befall after witnessing, he sends by word of mouth or letter, the news of his own death, or that of one of his family members. The diffusion of this tidings amongst the people is the only means of averting the calamity.

A woman, who has lost her children repeatedly, either soon after their birth or a year or two afterwards, will with the hope of preserving the next one, put the last new-born infant on a place sprinkled with water, where dust and other refuse are thrown. And then an old woman of the house pierces its right nostril, with a golden wire, giving it an opprobrious name such as Pentiah = Dust-man or Pentama = Dust-woman; also Fuchkari = Five-shells, Dhamria = Ten-shells, Dökuri = Two-shells, and so on.

If the heel ropes, that tie the hind legs of a horse, are crossed by a pregnant woman, her time of delivery is extended to twelve months. To curtail the time, she marches with a small band of married women, on a Sunday, to a mare, and passes under the animal's stomach, after burning incense, and washing and smearig her own legs and face with turmeric and vermillion.

M. R. PEDLOW.

AN EXPLANATION OF INTERMARRIAGES BETWEEN THE FAMILIES OF SAINTS AND KINGS IN INDIA.

The well-established and almost universal custom of intermarriage between the families of saintly personages of apparently no political or social importance and the families of even the most powerful sovereigns in India has always to my mind been somewhat of a puzzle. But in Major King's History of the Bahmani Dynasty, ante, Vol. XXVIII. p. 307, we have no doubt the proper explanation.

"At the same time the Sultan, following the example of his illustrious ancestors on the throne, for the sake of invoking the divine blessing on his bed, married his own sister Fátimah, daughter of the late Sultan Muhammad Sháh, to His Highness Habíb-úlláh Sháh 'Atiyat-úlláh [the saint], son of Sháh Muhabb-úlláh; and according to the time-honoured custom of the kings of India, gave a great entertainment on this occasion. The fort of Medak which is situated in the country of Telinganá on a piece of solid rock, he gave them as a wedding present. His other sister she gave in marriage to His Highness Mirzá Adham, son of Sháh Muhabb-úlláh, and settled upon them in feudal tenure the district of Jákáti."

Here then is an explanation. This class of marriage was a nostrum for procuring sons.

R. C. TEMPLE.

SOME MARRIAGE CUSTOMS AMONG THE KHATRIS OF THE PANJAB.

Among high caste Hindus of the Panjab the bridegroom is much teased by the sisters and friends of the bride, as follows:—When the marriage party reaches the street wherein the bride-chamber is situated, the street is lined on both sides by girls holding small sticks, and as soon as the bridegroom comes in riding he is attacked on both sides by the young ladies, with the reeds in their hands; they actually beat him; and although it does not hurt much, if his horse is not a quiet one he oftens meets with a mishap, and should his turban fall off it is considered a very very sad omen.

In the bride-chamber, while the ceremony is going on, some of the female relations of the bride sit behind the bridegroom, and constantly knock at his back with a small wooden box containing hard stones, or the old copper coins (called Mavári paise), and others have a quantity of yarn with them, which they wind round and round his head to stupefy him. Some again wrap old shoes in red cloths and place them in a recess, and when the marriage ceremony is over, ask the bridegroom to bow before the goddess of his family, and if he does it they expose the shoe and ridicule the boy.

The bride and the bridegroom are both given a coconut to eat, and after they have chewed the flesh they are asked to throw the husk in each other's faces; and if the bridegroom fails to hit he gets a good thumping from all the girls who surround him.

MAYA DAS in P. N. and Q. 1883.

1 Narrated by Gangammá, a woman sixty years old, residing in Trimbakeshwar, Nagpur.
THE FOLKLORE IN THE LEGENDS OF THE PANJAB.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 57.)

It will have been seen from what has been above said that saints scarcely differ from folk-tale heroes of the conventional sort. They are beautiful in appearance; they have all sorts of secular occupations, even finding a livelihood as private soldiers and horse-dealers; they have obvious foibles of their own; they claim kingly rank on assuming saintship, make royal alliances, and keep up a royal state; they are known by special and peculiar signs, they perform conventional heroic acts in an heroic supernatural manner. Indeed, just as the saint is hardly to be distinguished from the demon, so is he hardly to be distinguished from the ordinary folk-hero. Indian demonolatry is ancestral or tribal hero-worship, and Indian hagiology is very little else. The saints and their demonical, heroic, or godlike counterparts are, however, essentially supernaturally endowed beings of the narrator's own nationality or party, but there are in Indian folk-ideas other supernaturally endowed beings, demonical in their nature and usually styled rakhas and translated "ogres," who belong as essentially to the enemy's party. In the demon world the bhuta, especially in South India, may be said to be always of the narrator's own class or side, and the rakhas to belong to the outside world, while the demon proper (deus) may be looked on as being on the borderland between the two and as belonging as much to the one side as he does to the other, occasionally exhibiting the characteristics of the ogres as clearly as he does those of the saints, heroes, godlings, and what not.

In translating rakhas in its varying forms, I have adhered to the usual term ogre, as being its best European representative, both expressions indicating, as I take them, the foreigner who has at one time inspired fear, and has, therefore, been credited in the popular imagination with certain terrifying supernatural powers, attributes, and habits. The essentials of Indian ogre-stories seem to be constant. The ogre feeds on mankind, an idea extended to feeding voraciously on the larger animals also. He worries the hero's people and friends, and he is finally conquered by the hero, in fair fight, by miraculous intervention, or by conventional exorcism. He is, of course, a giant, and supernaturally endowed, performing much the same miraculous feats as his heroic or saintly opponents. In many respects he may be fairly described as the hero on the other side, his attributes as the result of the fear he inspires, and the struggles with him as vague memories of long past tribal fights with remarkable foreigners.

In one notable passage, showing how ideas extend and run into each other, in a fragment of a modern version of the far renowned (in India, that is) Sindhi story of Sassé and Punnúh, we find that ogres and man-destroying monsters of all kinds are closely classed together. The fragment is based on the very celebrated (in India) poem by Hásham Sháh, and for the present purpose I will quote the original:

Adamhár jandvar jal dá, rakhas rúp efarén;
Majarmachh, kachhú, jól-húri, earp, sansárd valdén;
Tandú, káhar, zambarás-úllí, láwan zór taddén.
Man-eating monsters of the deep, like unto ogres;
Alligators, turtles, mermaids, serpents, and world-horrors;
Crocodiles, dragons, porpoises, were bewailing aloud.

Of the same nature in Indian story as the ogre is the nág or serpent, this important fact being strongly emphasised in the Legends, in which the serpents and their doings occupy a prominent place. They here, though not in ordinary belief, appear just as ordinary heroes, and are distinctly human in their personalities and all their ways, as often appearing in human as in other forms. They are servants to the hero's patron saint; they live in human dwellings and show hospitality to human heroes; they are subject to human diseases; they give their daughters to, and marry the daughters of, human neighbours. They are divided into families, and like ogres they live on human flesh. Like the rest of
the heroic or supernatural world, they have a wide power of metamorphosis: into and out of human or serpent form, into many animal forms and into a variety of things, such as fruit, a fine needle, a golden staff, a blade of grass. In the same way they have an almost unlimited power of working miracles, chiefly malevolent; destroying life in various ways, setting on fire and scorching with their breath, or bite, or by the flash of their eyes, and drinking up the life of another. But they have an equally pronounced power of restoration to life, ordinarily by the recognised folk-tale methods. And, lastly, apart from being frequently “winged,” they have the usual heroic powers of rapid and miraculous movement.

Now, the notions exhibited in these modern legends on the Nāga serpents go back a long way in Indian story, and I think it a inference to draw from them and their prototypes, that Indian serpent legends are but a memory surviving in an ignorant and superstitious peasantry of an old life struggle between the Aryan population and the perhaps aboriginal Nāga peoples, whose totem, so to speak, or even merely national fighting emblem or standard, has, it may be, become confused with the race.

From the ogre and the nāga one passes almost imperceptibly to the humanised animal that appears so constantly in Indian legends, and plays so conspicuous a part in the stories loved of the people. The humanity, so to speak, of the animal, i.e., the non-human, world of beings is most strongly marked in all Indian folklore. Indeed, human and non-human beings seem hardly to be distinguished in the minds of the peasantry. In the Legends we find in one clear instance a distinct ascription to the latter of an immortality of precisely the same nature as that universally attributed to mankind. “He took the bullocks at once to the river. They began to drink in the river, where a serpent was on the bank. Bitten, they fell to the ground and their life went to the next world.” Here the actual expression used is: “bhawar Baikunth lōk kō dhāya, the breath went off to the world of Paradise”; just such an expression as would be properly applicable to a human being. In another strong instance a parrot describes itself as “a good Hindu,” requiring a purification ceremony after touching a dead body.

Human characteristics may be expected in tales of the customary Oriental animal pets and companions of mankind, such as the horse, the bullock, the camel among quadrupeds, the parrot, the ma‘ād, the falcon among birds. And there are many instances in the Legends in which the doings, sayings, and feelings of all of these are hardly to be differentiated from those of the human actors. It may be here noted that the absence of any allusions to a sense of companionship between man and the dog marks a point of wide divergence between ordinary Oriental and European feeling.

There is, in fact, scarcely any characteristic or capacity of the human that is not equally attributed to the non-human world. All sorts of animals act as messengers. Serpents, cattle, and birds are, of course, described as being affected strongly by music. Serpents and deer, extended in one case to “all the beasts and birds of the forest,” are attracted by human beauty in a human manner. A swan falls in love with the heroine in the human sense: deer can dream human dreams; a swan is made to address the Creator (Kartā) by way of prayer, and a doe to distinctly pray to God (kīṭ Rābō ngyē jorgān).

The grateful animal is a stock expedient in folktales, and we are treated to instances of all kinds in the Legends, some of which may be called unexpected. Thus in this category appear cats, crickets, hedgehogs, serpents, swans, crows, cranes. The opposite quality of ingratitude is also ascribed to a deer and a parrot. And in the quaint legend of Dhānā, the Bhagat, a god, consisting of an ordinary commercial stone weight, is made to play the part of the grateful animal, using the term in the sense of a non-human being. But the legend here has more than probably an origia in a consciously allegorical story.

Just as animals can be grateful and ungrateful, so can they be revengeful, and of revenge on human lines there is a fine instance in the tale of the humanised Hīra the Deer in the Rāsalī Cycle, who throughout acts the part of the ordinary folk-hero. The tale goes even to the extreme length of attributing caste feelings to the herd he belonged to; for “they cast him out of the herd because he
had no ears or tail” (they had been cut off). But perhaps the strongest possible instance of humanisation occurs in the same Cycle, where a lizard as the hero and a female serpent as the heroine play a variant of the story of Potiphar’s wife.

The direct and almost universal use in story of the animal with human attributes is to help on or interfere with the action of the hero in a simple or in an extraordinary manner, as when cranes, crows, parrots, and falcons act as messengers, a falcon takes his turn at keeping watch, and a flock of birds stop the progress of a ship by merely sitting on the shore. In order to do these things they must be able to talk, and do so as naturally and freely as do the men and women themselves. But the use of unnatural powers of speech is carried very much further, and they are habitually attributed to everything that is introduced to forward the story or the interests of the actors therein. Indeed, in the legend of Niwāl Dāf we are expressly told, “It was the virtuous time of the golden age; all things could speak their mind.” An expression used again in the legend of Rājā Dhūl in almost identical but more limited terms: “It was the golden age of virtue and the cranes spoke.” An astonishing variety of objects is thus supposed to be gifted with speech. Any kind of plant for instance: trees, mangoes, plums, pīpalī, plantains, grass. All sorts of articles in domestic use: a bed’s legs, a lamp, a pitcher, a necklace, a conch, a couch, a needle, a pestle and mortar, a garland. Even such a general object in Nature as a lake. In one instance a sandal tree relates its very human adventures merely by way of incident. Anthropomorphism could hardly go further.

It is, however, carried pretty far in an instance that occurs in the Fruitful Rāsālī Cycle in two versions. A corpse, restored to life through the prayers of the hero, helps him out of gratitude in such a matter as a gambling match, in one of the instances. In the other the corpse appears as a number of severed heads, whom the hero adjoins not to weep and to help him with their prayers. After all this the story of the well-known parrot of Rājā Rasālī, that “was wise, knowing the Four Vedas,” could answer riddles and give wholesome human advise, falls somewhat flat. And the common folk notion of a fūtās speaking from the womb becomes, as it were, natural. It is the stock miracle related of Gūṛī Gūgī, but attributed also to a good many other personages remarkable in subsequent separate life.

It will have been noticed that the notion of the humanised animal slides almost imperceptibly into that of the humanised thing. When once the habit of anthropomorphism comes into play it appears to matter little whether it be applied to an animate or an inanimate object, and especially is this to be observed in the case of things held to have been subjected to the action of miracles or magic, i.e., to things charmed or enchanted by visible or invisible agency, the main use for which in the Legends, it may be observed, is to assist the hero or the progress of the tale about him: e.g., enchanted dice made out of such uncanny objects as dead men’s bones, which always win.

The well-known enchanted or protecting circle or line, within which no harm can come, taking us very far back in Indian belief, is but hinted at in the Legends, though its descendants the ascetic’s necklace and rosary commonly occur. But the more practical means of defence, such as magical or enchanted arrows, play a considerable part. Thus, there are several instances of the use of fiery arrows, varied in one quaint instance as the fiery quoit, a survival of the classical magical quoit of Krishpa and in a still quaintier one as an arrow of cold. This last variant is clearly due to an expansion of the general idea of the fiery arrow, for it is introduced for the purpose of combating fire: “Then again Arjuna shot an arrow of cold and all the enemies’ bodies trembled. Then were the sun’s rays obscured and day turned into night. Frost and cold began to fight with fire.”

Magic numbers of course exist in India, chiefly in the forms of multiples or parts or combinations of seven and twelve, but I do not think that the peasant mind sufficiently grasps such abstract notions as numbers to lay much stress on any enchanted properties that they may be supposed to possess. I have carefully collected every number that occurs in the Legends, and the general conclusion is this: that as to the larger numerals no clear conception is entertained at all. They all mean a very large quantity to the peasant story-teller, and for that purpose one large figure is as good as another. As to the smaller numerals there is but a dim idea that there is something holy or
sacred or supernatural about some of them, they are not sure which, and they never remember them accurately.

The most widespread and familiar, but perhaps not the best recognised article subjected to supernatural agency is *holy water*, as common in India under Islam and Hinduism as it is in Europe under Christianity. In the *Legends* its uses are to invoke "the blessing of the great saints" and to effect miraculous cures — uses that will recall ideas current outside of heathenism. Much of the virtue of holy water is transferred in the popular mind to *blood*, especially human blood, which is the main folk agency for miraculous restoration to life and health, and a common one for the performance of a host of other marvellous feats. In the *Legends* these virtues are to a certain degree yet further extended to *milk*, and it is of interest to record that in *these ambrosia* or *ampit* not only turns up as the beverage of the gods, but also when pure as holy water, in a most remarkable passage in a Hindu story, where it is regarded as the blood of the Almighty:

*Kirpi khal hai Sakat kī; khal Quadrat ki khyāl; Apni ungul chheki amrit lī nikal.

The Almighty had mercy; all-powerful considered them; Cutting His finger He drew forth the water of life.

In India, however, *all water* may be called in a sense *holy*. There water of itself purifies, and the idea that still leads to an incalculable amount of disease and sickness. The rivers and pools are all more or less sacred, though some of course are pre-eminent so, and *ceremonial bathing* is a source of infinite gains to the priests and holy personages.

The *enchanted miraculous vehicle* is a very old and widely-spread folk- notion, and so we find all sorts of heroes, saintly and demonical, flying through the air, leaping the ocean, accomplishing a journey of months in a few paces, and proceeding about their business at any required rate of speed on a variety of unlikely articles, of which unusually winged creatures, bulls, lemons, horses, camels, and the like are but variants. So closely do we find the two ideas connected, that I have sometimes thought that the whole notion of the miraculous vehicle and its concomitants is nothing but an expansion of the *heroic leap*, which in its turn is a mere popular exaggeration of some actual feat. In the *Legends* the idea of personally flying through the air is extended to making a saint's shoe to fly through the air in order to punish the saint's opponent by beating him. This causing of things to move miraculously is to be further seen in the common miracle of a saint moving his tomb from one place to another, leading to the quaint practice, observed by myself in Hindu India, Buddhist Burma, and even Japan, of *chaining an image* to prevent its returning whither it miraculously migrated.

The value of *invocation* or calling together the tribe and its defenders by a loud cry or sound must necessarily have been a very early human observation, and its importance and weird suddenness when used has all the world over led to some fanciful and pretty notions as to *magical music and enchanted instruments*, dependent chiefly on the observed or fancied influence of musical sound on the animal world. In these *Legends* there are distinct evidences of the history of the idea, and the chief use to which the *magic flute*, or its variant the magic conch, is there put is, where it is used by the secular hero, to call together the tribe and its friends, or where it is used by a saint or religious leader, to collect his following, celestial or terrestrial. Its secondary uses are to play upon the emotions of friendly animals and to call the attention of the gods and the invisible inhabitants of the celestial worlds to the aid of the hero, who, where the hero is a saint, usually seem to occupy the place of his subordinates and assistants. The sound of the flute or conch seems also to have become mixed up in the popular mind with the "*voice of prayer,*" for it can "reach to the Court of God," and so secure the divine intervention in human affairs.

The power of *enchanted human hair* to assist human beings — perhaps as a spirit haunt to use Sir James Campbell's phrase — is another world-wide and very old notion, and again in the *Legends* we seem to get at an explanation of it, for it and its counterpart the insect's feeder is of no avail until burnt; an idea arising probably from the palpable effect burnt hair has on those who become insensible from a blow or disease. The concrete idea, however, in burning hair appears to be to drive the spirits
out of it by the process and so compel them to your service, for the actual use of burnt hair is to call up invisible assistance. But when once the hair has started on its career as a power to interfere in the affairs of man it is made to do a variety of things for him, for it can, among other things, cut down trees, burn up forests and enemies, and lead the heroine into her enemies' clutches. The outcome of the belief in the virtue inherent in hair has been a variety of Oriental beliefs and customs deriving directly from it: e.g., the sacredness of the Musalmán's beard and of the entire hair on the body of a Sikh.

To pass from a part to the whole, the great power possessed by enchanted human or animal bodies is invisibility. But I do not think its constant use in folktales and in these Legends is altogether due to a love of the miraculous. The notion gives such obvious opportunities for investing the heroes and actors with a deeper interest than they could otherwise be made to possess, and especially saints with additional supernatural powers for overawing those who listen to tales about them, that neither story-tellers nor bards have anywhere refrained from taking advantage of it. The practical use to which the power of invisibility is put in the Legends is to help on the development of the tales, or to assist the hero or the heroine in their desires, or to glorify a saint or holy personage.

Curiously enough the procedure of enchantment is not anywhere directly given in the Legends, though of course it occurs often enough in the folklore of the country. All the enchanted articles that occur are supposed to have undergone the processes necessary to render them supernatural. Probably the audience is assumed to know what those processes were, and such charms as occur are all of the prophylactic nature already described.

Between the supernatural and unmistakable human being there has existed everywhere and at all times an intermediary, a being who, while obviously and distinctly human, has assumed or acquired certain unusual and therefore in the popular mind unecanny powers. His ordinary form is that of the priest, but the forerunner, and in early society the contemporary of the priest, is the being who is possessed, i.e., subjected to enchantment, magical, supernatural, or miraculous. Spirit-possession is not a desirable accident of life, especially as sudden, severe, or striking disease or illness is confounded with it, and hence the existence of the possessed has led to that of the exorcist or professional curer of the misfortune. The idea of possession and its antidote does not seem to have taken a strong hold of the Panjab, and consequently not much of either appears in the Panjab Legends. Indeed, it is directly mentioned only in one place; but in many respects a remarkably similar series of legends from Kanara which I have somewhat recently edited in this Journal under the title of the Devil-Worship of the Tuluses, mainly turns on it, as indeed does the whole complicated system of modern Tibetan Buddhism, exhibiting once more that common phenomenon in Nature, the rudimentary existence only in one series of connected creatures of a part that is fully developed in another.

So far, we have been dealing with the heroes and their male counterparts, but on turning to the heroines it will be found that, so far as Indian ideas on the parts that the sexes are capable of playing in the affairs of life admit, the stories of the female actors follow strictly on the lines of those of the male. The main cause of the differences observable lies in the low estimation in which women generally are held by the populace—a fact typified in the Legends by the belief that it is not only foolish, but socially indecent, to praise a woman, especially one's wife, by the ceremonial observances demanded of the women towards their male relatives, all intended to emphasise their position of subjection, and by the universal custom of the exclusion of women.

The typical heroine is emphatically "a child of predestination," as it were, from birth to the hero. Her characteristics are impossible strength or skill to save the hero in trouble, as when she cuts a tiger in two; or, on the other hand, impossible delicacy, as when she is weighed against flowers; or she is endowed with impossible attractiveness, dropping flowers when she laughs and pearls when she weeps. Her beauty is, of course, all-conquering, the animal world, the heavenly bodies, and the God of the Waters (Khwaja Khizar) succumbing to it, and like the hero, she is known by "signs"—e.g., by the bubbling of the water in a well when she looks into it.
Of beneficent heroines we do not hear much in the *Legends*. Perhaps it is hardly to be expected that amongst the Panjab peasantry a woman could be held to be of much assistance in life. The fairies, when they do appear, are accordingly merely messengers between this and other worlds, or they represent outside, unorthodox brides or mistresses of Rajás or heroes, as in the well known case of Rini Lóñí in the Rasál Cycle. But of malevolent heroines we hear a good deal, and of the victims, male and female, of their active ill-will. Calumni, born of jealousy, is the favoured method of showing it. Jealousy of a co-wife, natural enough where polygamy is practised, and of a co-wife's children, gives so commonly the spring to vindictive action, that the story of the calumniated wife may be looked upon as a special variety of Indian folklore, though the enmity is sometimes represented as being extended to the husband, the husband's sister, and the nurse or dervish.

To the category of malevolent heroines belong the stepmothers, who play a prominent and peculiar part in Indian folktales, due to the polygamy practised by the ruling classes, the rich and the great. They are nearly always the malignant stepmothers with the hero's mother, interfering in his life and story in two main ways — i.e., they either get him into trouble by acting after the manner of Potiphar's wife, or they seek to ruin him out of jealousy of his mother. From the latter cause the heroine is also highly to suffer at the hands of one or more of her stepmothers. The methods of the stepmother of arriving at her ends are, however, generally human, and the women held to be endowed with malevolent supernatural powers are the wise women, witches, ogresses, and nāgī or serpent-women.

So far as the legendary lore is concerned, we may treat *witch* and *wise-woman* as synonymous terms for the same class of wicked woman. Both invariably play the same part in a tale and have the same characteristics. They are the marplots, the malignant friends of the story, and their natural occupation is to place the heroine in the power of her enemies — of which assistance, to the hero, to get at the heroine in irregular manner is but a variant. They have disgusting and terrible attributes. They are cannibals and take out the liver and eat it. They have second sight and are suspected of knowing things that are 'hidden.' But they are not necessarily ugly or uncomely; often, indeed, they are the reverse. In order to attain their ends they are endowed with the power of metamorphosis and miracle-working — "setting water on fire" being in one instance claimed in the *Legends* as a difficult feat, which no doubt it is.

The ogress is in every essential merely a female counterpart of the ogre, with the same attributes, the same supernatural powers, the same enmity to the hero's race, even as the nāgī or serpent-woman is just a woman of her kind, with all the nāgī's attributes, humanity, habits, and powers. In their struggles with the human or heroic races their methods, though necessarily differing from those of the males of their class, are in each case of the same nature. Thus instead of directly fighting mankind or the heroic opponents, they seek to destroy them by winning them over by female blandishments, and so getting them into the power of themselves and their party.

Besides what may be called the heroine proper of a legend or folktales, the child miraculously born and predestined to great deeds, the legitimate pride and glory of the tribe or race, there is the foundling, that kind of child which has come irregularly or illegitimately into the tribal or family circle, to play an important part therein. The career of the foundling may be expected to attract the imagination of a peasantry. Such an unexpected and unlooked-for addition to the family or tribe is sure to be interesting and to give rise to hereditary tales. But apart from the interest attaching to the conditions under which foundlings are introduced, the exigencies of native life serve to create and maintain foundling stories. So many sub-castes and tribes and so many families of the upper ranks have from the native point of view a doubtful origin, so many of the richer people, who can pay for bards and their flatteries, have a blot on their escutcheons — a bar sinister, as one may call it — that tales of foundling girls are bound to flourish in order to connect families, castes, tribes, and prominent personages of the day with those of bygone times, whose position and claims are held to be beyond all doubt. Ancestor-making and genealogy-inventing are arts well understood in India, especially by the bardic class, and the story of the foundling mother of the eponymous hero is the most cherished resort
for the purpose. In the Panjab, that land of great rivers, the river-borne foundling is the favourite variety. The girl infant is discovered floating by various methods down a river, is adopted by the finder, is married to the eponymous hero or his father, is subsequently traced to an aristocratic family, and the desired high-class connection is established. A dive into any of the accepted accounts of the more important families, or into the legendary history of the sub-tribes and sub-castes — even into that of the tribes and castes themselves anywhere in India will produce many such stories in many quaint forms. They abound in the folktales and appear in the Legends of course.

Pretty and popular varieties of the foundling tale are to be found in the many variants of the egg-hero story, where the little stranger, male or female, is fabled to have sprung miraculously from an egg, from fruit, from a box, a flower, or other small and fanciful article. And to the same category must, I think, be referred the universally popular sleeping-beauty. A careful survey of her life-history, the manner of her discovery, her doings and characteristics, paint her out as the representative of the bride from the other side — raped it may be, or stolen, or abducted, or taken in fight as a sort of spolia opima, or perhaps simply found. Whatever she may be, princess in disguise, ogress born, or captive in a foreign land, she is emphatically not of the hero's race or party, and their union is always irregular — i.e., not according to established tribal custom.

In one essential point, arising out of the view taken by the peasantry of women and girls, the folk- heroine differs entirely from the hero. As the actual property of some male, either tabu to him or as part of his personal effects, the heroine has to be chaste. Of male chastity we do not hear much, except as virtue — i.e., manly capacity, which is quite a different idea from that attached to sexual chastity. Of virtue in the above sense a great deal is heard, and it is most jealously guarded. The terms usually rendered "pure" and "chaste," and so on, however, never, imply male sexual purity, and Rājā Rasalh, a hero essentially of gallantries of every kind, is repeatedly called "jati sati, pure and chaste," in the sense of being endowed with unimpaired capacity. He was in that sense fully virtuous. The possession of such virtue is made a condition of worldly power, and when possessed in an inordinate degree calls down the wrath of the supernatural powers as a positive danger to them. It is also a vital point to keep out of touch with women at periods of stress and trial in order to maintain it, their approach and proximity impairing it. The origin of all this is obvious, the male is not subjected to tabu or appropriation, and the female is.

Perhaps the neatest indication of the point that of old chastity was the virtue of women and virile capacity the virtue of men, is shown in the manner in which the zone, both as a word and as an article of costume, was used. There was always the female girdle or zone, the emblem of chastity, and the male zone or sign of virility and fighting capacity. In the Himalayas the silver zone is still the sign par excellence of a warrior. Says a legend: "The Lord Rājā is coming himself to this war. He has called every wearer of a silver zone to Jungā."

Now, the very line of reasoning which renders male chastity of no account, makes female chastity the main virtue — i.e., capacity of the sex. In such a society as is reflected in Indian legendary lore, it was as essential for a woman to be chaste, as it was for man to be of his hands, capable. The maintenance of the tribe and its social structure rested on these features of the two classes of human beings composing it. We Europeans have the remains of this feeling in all our languages when we talk of a woman and her virtue. Female chastity, then, being of such very great importance to the men, and also very difficult to secure without the cooperation of the women themselves the men were always calling in the supernatural powers to their aid in maintaining it, out of their natural and well-founded suspicion that such cooperation did not exist. Of this there is universal folklore evidence, and it gives occasion to resort to ordeals, both practical and supernatural, more often than anything else — except perhaps the cruel "wisdom" of the witch-finder — by fire, by dice, by water, by impossible tasks and conditions. However, it being on occasion most important to prove the virtue in a hero, ordeals of the same kind are resorted to in tales for that purpose also, and not only has the hero to prove that he is a man of parts, but the saint, too, has to show the peculiar virtue in him by giving a "sign," usually in the form of a miracle. Indeed, many miracles are merely forms of ordeal.
The extravagant extension of any idea for the purposes of story-telling, may be looked for in all the literary productions of the folk, and in the "Legends," by way of emphasizing the grave importance of female chastity, the famous heroine, Hir, before what we, but not the natives, would call her fall, is in one place said to feel polluted, simply because the hero occupied her bed in her absence.

The value to the early intelligence of ordeals for the discovery of virtue in mankind has led to their wide employment in folktales, for the intelligible and important purpose of proving the long lost hero or heroine — for testing claimants, in fact. Tests, natural and supernatural, for their identification are ubiquitous in all folk-stories, and equally so in the "Legends," leading in many instances almost imperceptibly into the region of prophecy and its fulfilment. Almost the whole stock of folk ideas is pressed into the service of this most prominent necessity of the progress of a story. Heroes and heroines are identified by marks, personal characteristics, and properties, surviving still as "the signs of royalty," both possible and impossible, and by definite ordeals, such as the answering of riddles and the performance of impossible tasks; and, further, by resort to such purely mythological ideas as a correct recollection of details and surroundings in "a former life." On the other hand, there is in one instance a reference to that widespread, practical form of identification, which is embodied in the custom of placing a stamp or mark on the body or clothes, as a voucher of a visit to a shrine or of a pilgrimage completed, where the hero's camel carries away betel-leaves and water to show that he had really been to the heroine's abode, and so knew the way thither.

The favourite folktales form of ordeal is the impossible task, and naturally so, as the individual fancy can here range at will; while the poverty of peasant imagination is also shown by the constant resort of the story-tellers to well-known stock tasks. In one form, however, the impossible task is of exceptional interest, for when it is imposed as a condition of marriage with the heroine, the "Legends" show that it is the poor remnant of the once important political manoeuvre of the swayamvara, or public choice of a husband by girls of princely rank.

There are two common variants of the impossible task frequently occurring in the "Legends" — riddles and ceremonial gambling. Conventional riddles preserved at the present day in garbled traditional verse, and usually perfectly unintelligible, are used for all the purposes of their prototype — for identifying the hero; as necessary preliminaries to marriage, and even to an illicit intrigue; as a variant of the swayamvara; as a kind of initiation into sainthood; in fact wherever an ordeal is for any reason desired. But the more legitimate use of riddles as a symbolical, or secret, or private form of speech is merely hinted at in the "Legends," as where a birth is announced in the form of a riddle, and where the female attendants of a princess make communications in the same form.

Gambling is looked on by the Indian populace as the usual and proper occupation of the great and rich, and so a good deal is heard of it in the "Legends." But the ceremonial gambling occurring in them bears evidence of its origin; for, as a test before marriage, it is clearly an ordeal in the form of a variant of the impossible task. In this sense it is regarded and repeatedly spoken of as "a virtue of the rulers." Of course, in folktales and legendary lore, the notion is subjected to great exaggeration, and we are favoured with most extraordinary stories of reckless gambling — for property, possessions, and even life itself — and in the "Legends," with what is of far more importance, detailed descriptions in all its technicalities of the great and ancient royal game of chaupar or pachisi.

Passing thus without effort almost from the actors to the course of the story, we find that perhaps the commonest way of commencing it is to set the hero seeking his fortunes, either by way of a start to the story, or to get a living, or as the result of troubles at home, or in response to a prophecy or fortune-telling. This opens a wide door to preliminary incident, even to a relation of invaluable details as to the prescribed modes of procuring oracles and forecasts of fate and fortune, which will be found on examination to be substantially the same all over India, north and south. Such oracles as occur in Indian tales are as vague in form and uncertain in meaning as elsewhere, leaving the inquirer to make what he can of them. A fine specimen, drawn from the working of the Persian water-wheel so
universally used in the rural Panjāb, and couched in good rustic verse, occurs in the Legend of Mirzā and Sāhibān, though the hero seems to comprehend it without effort or hesitation:

The axe binds the shaft and the spokes bind the axe;
The axe-tree lies on the ground fastened by strong chains;
Wheel works with wheel as a king with his courtiers;
The whole machine creaks as a beggar among husbandmen;
The pitchers clink (as they come up) full of pure water.

It could hardly be expected that the regular and irregular priesthood of India would allow so ruinful a source of class and personal profit as is offered by such a matter as fortune-telling to pass them by, and so we are distinctly told that the casting of horoscopes, or the grant of peeps into the future, is the peculiar province of the Brāhmans.

The whole vast fabric of fortune-telling, prophecy, soothsaying, oracle-making, built up by the various kinds of Indian priesthood, is throughout Indian folklore and in the Legends to be seen to clearly rest on the universal and ineradicable belief in fate. Allusions to it are innumerable, and every act or chance of human life is referred to it as a matter of course—as an accepted incontrovertible proposition. The terms for fate and life are even found to be mutually convertible, though instances do occur in which, especially among Muhammadans, fate is distinguished from the consequences of evil deeds, being perhaps an echo there of Christian or Jewish or even Buddhist teaching. Of such a sentiment the following is an example: "If a bullet strike thy forehead, know it is the reward of thy (evil) deeds, know it not for thy fate." But such ideas as this are, however, extremely rare in story, and habitually every event is attributed to the action of fate.

Perhaps the best way of obtaining a comprehension of the depth and width of the sentiment of fatality among the Indian populace—a notion of the extent to which it permeates their ideas as to the causes of the events of everyday life—is by an examination of the ipseisms verba of the bards and popular singers, for which the Legends afford very many opportunities. It will then be seen that the popular philosophy really amounts to this—every occurrence is fated, the action of fate is visible in every event, is inevitable, is pre-ordained, "written," or decreed. The very terms in which the actors in the Legends apostrophise Fate shows this strongly. Cries an unfortunate more than once: "What, Fate, hast thou written in my fate?" Cry others again and again: "O Fate, what hast thou done?" "O Fate, what is this that thou hast resolved on?"

Widely differing occurrences are repeatedly attributed to the direct action of fate. Typical expressions are the following: "The matter was in the hands of Fate, and she (the wife) saved the Rājā." "Thou wast not in fault, my Lord, it was in my fate." "What is to be must be borne; why make plans (to avoid it)?" "Fortunate is our fate that the Court remembers us." "Thy fate is evil." Here are expressions that recur repeatedly: "I, too, am Fate's victim." "I die for her sake, my fate hath come." Says a king of his minister: "His fate and mine were one." Says an enemy, feeling that he had no chance otherwise: "If Pūran's fate be awake (i.e., against him) I will come back and slay him." Cries a young girl: "All my studying is over, for Fate hath brought me love."

The difficulty of accounting for occurrences—the inscrutability, in fact, of fate—has of course forced itself on the peasant mind, and the feeling finds voice in their exclamations, of which "There is no fathoming fate" is perhaps the commonest. The most conspicuous quality, however, of fate is necessarily the inevitability of its action, and we accordingly find this fact expressed in many different and sometimes quaint terms, of which good examples are: "The rest is in my daughter's fate (over which) none have power." "Who can vary the lines of fate?" "This (a throw of dice) was in the power of fate, no power (of ours) avails." "Thy fate hath encompassed thee and there is no way to save thee." "Fate is not to be gainsaid, and God doeth as He listeth." Here is a strong way of putting the rustic view: "Fate hath come on thee: when fate slaw such prophets, shalt thou escape?" Perhaps the most usual ways of all of expressing the hopelessness of fighting against the inevitable are: "What fate has
written who can blot out?" "There is no remedy against fate." And lastly a curious belief in the godlike powers of the founder of the Sikh Religion is to be seen in the expression: "What fate the Guru (Nanak) hath ordained cannot be avoided." But the pathetic cry of a mother over a murdered son seems to point to a latent hope in the villagers' hearts that peradventure, for all its inevitability, the action of fate may possibly be avoidable: "Death met him in the street and fate stopped the way (for flight). When thy fate was written had I been by, I would have made a great cry to God and had it written favourably."

The usual way of stating the inevitability is by viewing it as written or decreed by fate. The common expression is: "It was written in my fate; thou canst do nothing." And there also occurs twice in the *Legenda*: "See, this was written in the lines of fate, this misery of mine." A religious fanatic in order to account for his mode of life, says: "Mendicancy was written in my fate:" and it is further said of a herdsman: "God wrote no labour (in his fate); he was to be happy with (tending) buffaloes." Of a parted husband and wife it is said: "This much connection was written; fate hath done this." Again, one of three brothers puts the Panjābī peasant belief very powerfully when he explains to a judge: "Chiefship was written in Chūchak's fate and lordship in Michrū's. In my (Kaidū's) fate was written sainthood; it was the writing of God."

The decree of fate occupies a prominent position in Indian idea, and typical ways of giving expression to it are such as these: "The decree that fate has written down against me have I suffered to the full." "O Queen, if posterity had been decreed in my fate, it would have been through you." "The decree of my fate (leprous) hath been passed upon me." The commonest expressions of resignation are: "The decree of fate must be borne," and "Pain and grief are with all; it is the decree of fate." The notion has even passed into a frequently recurring proverb: "The decree of fate is strong and waits not for postponing." Cries one of a number of refugees from an unhappy political struggle: "It was fate's decree that drove us to the forest."

(To be continued.)

A NOTE ON THE BRITISH COLLECTION OF CENTRAL ASIAN ANTIQUITIES.

BY A. F. RUDOLF HOERNLE, PH.D., C.I.E.

(Continued from p. 73.)

COINS AND SEALS.

A full account of the coins and seals in the British Collection has also been given by me in Part I. of my Official Report, and partly also in the *Indian Antiquary* (September, 1898, and February, 1899). I shall therefore, content myself here with a short notice.

The total number of coins is 486. They include Indo-Chinese, Chinese, Scytho-Bactrian, Indo-Scythian, Sassanian, Mediaeval Hindu, Mediaeval Muhammadan, Modern Turkic, Modern Indian, and Modern European coins. They vary in age from about the first to the eighteenth centuries A.D. Among the Indo-Chinese coins there are a large number, all copper, of bilingual ones, with legends in Chinese and Indian-Kharoṣṭhī, some of them entire novelties, showing the figure of a horse or camel and the names of some three to five kings, all commencing with *Guqru*. They are referable to the first or second centuries A.D., and were the earliest issues of an ancient Knorosovian kingdom. Most of the Chinese coins belong to the periods of the Thang and Sung dynasties, in the eighth and ninth to twelfth centuries A.D. There are, however, also a number of very ancient coins, among them one unique, of the first and second centuries A.D., of the period of the first Chinese conquest of Eastern Turkistan. Among the Scytho-Bactrians there are a few novelties, of impure silver, imitations of coins of Hellenic and Euthydemus, with a kind of Aramaean legends. The number of Indo-Scythian coins is small; but there are among them a few copper coins, all of well-known types, of Kadphises, Kanerkes, and Huyrkes. Among the mediaeval coins there are many of the rarer Turkic, of known types and dates; but there are also a large number (ninety-two, all copper) of a quite
new kind, not yet fully identified. They seem to be issues of the small Musalman principalities of Eastern Turkistan, in the sixteenth century A.D. There are, e.g., seven coins of the Kāshgar mint, dated 950 Hijrah (≈ 1548-49 A.D.). Others seem to show the names of a certain Sulaimān Khaqān and Masaʿūd. The solitary European coin is a Russian one of 1758 A.D. It was obtained, however, from a Khotanese merchant's house; so were all the modern Indian and Turki coins from the Khotan bazars.

With regard to the seals and intaglios, of which there are sixty-five in the collection, it may be noted that most of them are exactly similar to those found in the Stūpas of Afghanistan of the earliest centuries of our era, explored by Masson and others. Such are many of the seals, consisting of a thin, flat plate of brass or copper, to the back of which is attached a small perforated peg for the passage of the string on which they were worn. Many of the intaglios and seals also exhibit a distinctly Grecian, or Buddhist, or Zoroastrian design engraved on them. There is one cameo in the Collection, of Grecian design, but moderate execution, showing the helmeted head of a young man.

POTTERY AND MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.

A full account of all these objects, with photographic illustrations, will be given by me in the Second Part of my Official Report, which is now in preparation.

Most of the pottery are fragments of a kind of globular vessel, of which a specimen is shown in the plate which accompanies this paper. No complete specimen has ever been found: two, acquired by the Russian Consul-General in Kāshgar, are demonstrably clumsy forgeries. The specimen shown in the illustration is restored from three very large fragments, which admit of a reconstruction of
different sizes, that shown in the illustration measuring about 11 inches wide, and 13 inches high up to the crest of the griffin. The general style of the ornamentation is the same in all, though there is the greatest variation in detail. The griffins would seem sometimes to have been replaced by plain handles, the number of which appears to have varied from one to three. This may be concluded from the existence of some beautiful miniature jars, apparently toys, of which specimens are shown in plate xix of the First Part of my Official Report.

These vessels were constructed in parts. The neck is joined on to the body; so are the handles; so are all the minor details of the ornamentation. There is in the collection a profusion of these minor details, especially faces of men, women, and lions, in every variety of size and design. The fact of the vessels having three handles is noteworthy. I cannot recollect any three-handled vessels having been found elsewhere.

The general style of their ornamentation — the figures on the neck, the arches and rilling on the body, etc. — shows distinct affinities to the Graeco-Buddhist art of North-western India. The posture of the figure on the neck of the vessel is a very common ornamentation. There is a large painted specimen of it in stucco in the collection; also another, similarly done in stucco, representing Buddha seated in meditation. These must have been taken from the walls of a ruined building, like those shown in Dr. Sven Hedin's Through Asia, pp. 800 and 810. Much variety, however, is shown in the larger figures that ornament the neck. One fragment in the collection shows a man playing an oboe (σάλτα); another, a man playing a Pan's pipe (σάρπιξ); a third, a man habited in what strikingly resembles the mediaeval court-fool's dress; a fourth, a woman dressing her plaits; a fifth, a coolie, in the Indian loin-cloth, carrying a large vessel on one shoulder, and so forth.

There is a large number of heads, male and female, of varying sizes, the largest being about 4 inches high. Some are provided with a plug, by which they were fixed in the body. It seems probable that they belonged, or were intended to belong, to full figures of men and women, though hardly any fragments of the body have been found, or at least collected, especially of the lower limbs. There is only one fragment, consisting of the lower half of the body of a squatting dressed male, in an indecent position. There is also a broken off phalus of full size, noteworthy by its being inscribed with an unread line in old Brāhmi characters of about the fifth century A.D. In the case of four figures, two male and two female, the upper half of the body is preserved. One of the former is peculiar in being, apparently, represented with a female bust. Most of the foreheads are represented bearing marks, mostly a dot, or a dot within a circle, or a bow, or two parallel lines, which remind one of the sectarian marks of India. The faces of the men show two distinct types of features, one martial with a moustache, the other clean-shaven and effeminate. The coiffure of the latter is very peculiar, being made of long piled up braids, and much resembles that on female heads; in fact the two are often difficult to distinguish. It reminds one of Hiuen Tsiang's description of the headdress of the men in Khotan.

Besides human figures, there is a very large number of figures of monkeys, male and female, of various sizes, though all small, some even in miniature, being apparently toys. A few are in nearly perfect condition and exceedingly well done. They are represented in the most diverse postures and actions, some of which are shown in plate xix of the First Part of my Official Report. A rather common representation in miniature is that of a pair in the act of embrace (ibid., Nos. 66, 67, 69, 73); others are shown sitting on a branch and hugging or eating some indistinct object (ibid., Nos. 51-4). Another common representation shows them sitting in an indecorous posture, meditating (ibid., Nos. 68, 74), or playing on some instrument — a guitar, or a bagpipe, or a 'small drum' (Nos. 55, 58, 60, 61), or more usually it is a Pan's pipe (σάρπιξ). Two points may be noted here. The monkey is not indigenous in Khotan, but in India; on the other hand, the syrinx is a distinctly Grecian instrument, and has never been noticed in Indian art. The monkeys represent the satyrs and fauns, and point to the influence of Indian as well as Grecian culture. As curiosities are two figures of monkeys with goats' heads, and another curiosity is a miniature twin figure, playing on a guitar, made
up of bird and monkey: there are two birds' bodies with two wings each, and two monkeys' heads and shoulders but with only two arms (ibid., No. 70).

Other animal figures represented in the collection are camels, horses, leopards, bulls, boar, and a species of bird. Some of these figures are complete, but in many cases only the head or the anterior portion of the body exists, and here the manner of their fashioning often shows that they were intended to be stuck on to other objects as ornaments, e.g. to serve as handles of vessels. The camel is the two-humped Bactrian one. It is often shown with nose-string and loaded. Similarly the horses are shown saddled and mounted. The elephant is only met with as an ornament on jars, and engraved on seals. He, too, points to Indian influence, for he is not found in Khotan.

Of miscellaneous objects in the British Collection, I may particularly mention the following:

Two stone heads of Buddha, measuring 8¼ in. and 4 in. respectively in height, and belonging probably to decapitated figures. The larger one is peculiar on account of the hair being arranged in regular concentric semicircles over the forehead, the centre being the root of the nose. This arrangement of the hair has not been noticed, I believe, in any Indian or Semi-Indian representation of Buddha.

A piece of wooden board, painted on both sides with sitting figures of Buddha. It is a mere fragment, and its use unknown. The painting is in something like tempera, and much damaged.

Three small fragments of black stone carved with figures of Buddha. One is the capital of a miniature Corinthian pillar showing Buddha in the foliage. Another shows the side view of a beautiful draped figure sitting on a stool. They have a very decidedly Grecian look, and, both in material and art, resemble the Greco-Buddhist sculptures of North-western India.

There are some other small figures of the sitting Buddha in copper or bronze, similar to those shown in Dr. Sven Hedin's Through Asia, pp. 773 and 775. In one the central figure of Buddha is surrounded by seven (not six) Bodhisattvas. In another the same seven figures are arranged in a row, sitting on seven branches of a tree. All these pieces bear marks which show that originally they were adjuncts to some other object.

An interesting object is a copper figure of a Garuda holding a snake in his beak. The whole is so arranged as to suggest its having been used as a bracket for holding a light.

All the objects above mentioned suggest Indian affinities. But there are also some figures of a very different class. Among these there are several very curious nude human figures of copper or clay, from 8¾ to 5½ high. They are of an excessively crude make, and seem to have been idols of a people in a very low state of culture. To the same class belongs a crude clay figure of an animal, apparently intended to represent a horse or a bull. This, as well as the clay figure of a man, bears the impress of an inscribed but unread stamp on the forehead or crown of the head. These crude figures show a striking resemblance to the rude herma-like figures shown in Dr. Radloff's Atlas der Alterthümer der Mongolei, Part I, plate v, 1, viii, 1, ix, 2, xi, 3, which are referred to the time of the Tu-kue dynasty, before the middle of the 8th century A.D. The same remark may be made about the two bronze horsemen and the human figures on the box, mentioned below.

To the same class belong two small twin figures. One is of horn, and represents a pair of fishes; the other is of stoneware, and represents two misformed men, the two heads being 'ully as large as the rest of the bodies. There are two pairs of arms, but only one pair of legs. These twin figures might have been amulets.

More interesting are two bronze figures of horsemen (3½ high), represented in the position of presenting their swords. Their features are very un-Aryan, broad and flat. They are seated on saddles of cloth, which have largely rotted away. These two figures are said to have been dug out from the same mound in which was found the skull resting on the pillow-bag, which contained the bottle-shaped manuscript previously described.
Another interesting object is a round wooden box, 4½” high and 3½” wide, without a lid. When found, it contained a xylograph, which is also in the British Collection. The box is figured in Plate xv, fig. 2 of the First Part of my Official Report, and the block print in Plate xvi. The outside of the box is carved alternately with standing human figures, very crudely done, and rows of inscriptions. The whole is fully described on pages 108-110 of my Report.4

Besides these there is a great variety of small objects — arrow-heads, clasps, spurs, buttons, etc. — the antiquity of some of which is very doubtful.

Postscript.

Since writing the above Note (in September 1899) I have received from Mr. Macartney a further consignment of Antiquities for the British Collection. It comprises four block prints, a small number of manuscript sheets, all fragmentary, except two, also a small number of pottery, coins, and seals.

The most interesting portion are the manuscript sheets or leaves. They comprise, besides several written in old Brāhmi characters, a number of sheets of varying sizes, covered with Uigur and Persian writing. They all appear to be documents. Two of the Persian documents, slightly mutilated, have been read by Professor Margoliouth. They appear to be deeds of sale of land. One is dated in the year 401 Hijrah = A.D. 1010-11, and bears six signatures. These are the names of three fathers and their three sons. The latter have Arabic names, indicating that they were Muhammadans. The former have Turki names, and are described as belonging to the Sipās sect. They also seem to have been illiterate persons, for instead of signing their names, they only affix their marks. The date of the document refers it to the reign of the great Yilik Khan, alias Hāsrat Sultan Satūq Bughrā Khan, who lived 333-429 Hijrah = 944-1037 A.D., to the age of 96 years. He was the founder of a very extensive, but short-lived, Uigur kingdom, with its capital at Kāshghar. Three of his silver coins are in the British Collection; they are described and figured in the First Part of my Official Report, p. 29, and plate I, fig. 21. His was the time of the first permanent introduction of Islam into Eastern Turkistan. His father Tangri Kadir Bughrā Khan was still an “idolator”; so was his uncle and immediate predecessor Harūn Bughrā Khan. He himself accepted Islam when he was twelve years old, and is said to have been the first convert to Muhammadanism in Eastern Turkistan. See S. T. D. Forey’s Report on a Mission to Yarkund in 1873, pp. 122 ff. This is precisely the religious state of things disclosed by our document.

Another point worth noting in the document is the existence of the Sipās sect in Eastern Turkistan as early as the beginning of the 11th century. The Dābistān contains a long description of the history of the sect and its tenets. It is said to be a survival of the old Iranian religion. Its home, accordingly, should be Western Turkistan (Bactria), whence it spread across the Pamir to Eastern Turkistan. It also spread into India, where the author of the Dābistān met one of its leaders, Asar Kāivan, in Patna, early in the 17th century. The claim to antiquity of the sect as well as of its sacred book, the Dsādīr, which has been much questioned, receives considerable support from our document. The possibility, moreover, suggesting itself that the two books written in Pahlavi, which Mr. West is at present examining, may turn out to be original copies of the Dsādīr or some other Iranian sacred book.

4 I may add that since writing the Note, I have received (in December 1899) a similar, but much larger (7½” x 4½”) box from Captain H. H. Deasy, who purchased it in Khotaan, and whose property it is. It also contained a xylograph, much larger, but printed with the same formula as that of the British Collection. The outside of the box is carved with a row of standing human figures, 8½” high. Below this row runs an inscription all round, and above it there are five circular knobs, three carved with human faces and two with inscriptions.
EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

Preface by B. C. Temple.

Through the courtesy of the authorities of the India Office I am now in a position to give a series of detailed extracts from the Bengal Consultations relating to the Andaman Settlements in the XVIIIth Century. They throw much light on the methods of our forefathers in the East and on the conditions under which they worked and accomplished so much.

As on the previous occasion I propose to print the papers as they stand and to supplement them with notes by myself and Mr. E. H. Man, C.I.E., by way of postscript. The extracts cover the period 1788-1788.

Extracts from the Bengal Public Consultations of the XVIIIth Century relating to the Andaman Islands.

1788. — No. I.

Bengal Public Council, 1788. Fort William, the 10th Decr. 1788. The Secretary lays before the Board a Letter from Capt'n. Blair to the Marine Pay Master.

Captain Blair to the Marine Pay Master, dated 10th Decr.
To Joseph Pine, Esq., Marine Pay Master.

Sir, — As the Viper, will be ready for Sea in three or four days more and wishing to have everything ready for the Service, I request you will be pleased to authorize me to purchase a Chronometer and Night Glass, and such Articles as may be proper for presents to the Inhabitants of the Andamans to the amount of two or three hundred Rupees, the Bills for which I shall send you, Some Stationary too, will be necessary which I request you will provide me with, and at the same time be pleased to inform me what Allowance I am to draw for myself as Surveyor, and for two Assistants, from whom I am to draw it, and if from the time of the commencement of the Survey of the New Harbour, or from some other period. As I conceive that an Officer from each Vessel will be almost constantly on duty in the Boats be pleased to permit me to give Mr. Beele an Order as Acting Lieutt. for this Voyage.

I am, Sir, etc., etc., etc. (Signed) Archd. Blair.

Calcutta,
Decr. 10th, 1788.

Agreed that Capt'n. Blair be Authorized to purchase a Chronometer and Night Glass, and such Articles as may be proper for Presents to the Inhabitants of the Andamans, to the Amount of two or three Hundred Rupees. The Secretary will give directions for Captain Blair's being furnished with as much Stationary as he requires. The other parts of his Letter are to be for Consideration.

1788. — No. II.

Fort William, the 15th December 1788. Read a Letter from the Commander of the Viper.
To Edward Hay, Esq., Secretary to the Government.

Sir, — In Consequence of your Order of the 2d. instant I have to Acquaint you that the Viper is now ready for a Six months' Cruize.

I am, etc., etc.,
(Signed) Archd. Blair.

Calcutta,
15th Decemr. 1788.

Captain Blair's Instructions will be recorded
Fort William, 22nd December, 1788. The following Instructions to Lieutenant Archibald Blair Commander of the Viper Cruiser are recorded in this Place agreeable to the Resolution of the 13th Inst. in the Public Department.

Instructions to Lieutt. Archibald Blair appointed to survey the Andamans.

Dated ye 19th Decemr. 1788.

1st. Sir,—The Honble. Company's Snow Elisabeth¹ having been victualled for 6 Months, and impressed for 3, is placed under your orders, and being now in readiness to sail with the Viper, which is also provided and already under your Command, you are directed to proceed forthwith to the Southward, attending to the following Instructions principally relative to the Survey of the Andaman Islands.

2ndly. The material of this Survey is to ascertain in what parts of the Islands there are good Harbours, and where it would be meet for the Company's Advantage to possess One.

3rdly. The West side being much exposed to the whole Range and force of the South West Monsoon, it does not appear that although Harbours should be found there which would be eligible if in other Situations; they would be useful in this; for when Islands or any high Lands are so placed as to be within the Range of the Monsoon, the Strength of the Wind is increased by this Circumstance, and Rain as well as Violent Squalls are produced by it to some Distance from the Shore, these being the Natural Consequences of Clouds being obstructed in their Course, and thus heaped together.

4thly. Therefore to approach an Harbour on the West Side of the Andamans during the whole of the Southernly Monsoon would always be considered as a Difficult as well as dangerous Undertaking, and possibly to morn out of the Harbour during any part of that Season would be impracticable; but, as it will be proper for you to make the North East of the Great Andaman, an cursory examination of the Western Coast of that Island may be affected without losing Time, and you are instructed accordingly. Upon your Report Government will determine whether a more particular Examination will be necessary.

5thly. It appears that the most advantageous Situation for a Harbour must be near the South End and to the Eastward of the Island, and that One in this Position could be approached from any Quarter and left at any time of the Year; that in the South West Monsoon a Ship could make the little Andaman with great safety and either run in between it or the Great Andaman or pass through ten Degree Channel, hauling close round the little Andaman where they would have smooth Water, and probably much more temperate Weather than to the Windward of the Islands, and that Ships to the Eastward could also resort to such a Harbour by stretching from Achun² Head, and either going to the Eastward or Westward of the Nicobaras as the Winds would permit.

6thly. It is therefore wished that you should make the first examination in this Quarter: The Board are further encouraged to give you such advices from the perusal of Reports from Mr. Ritchie and Captain Buchannan, who have navigated round the South Point of the Islands and discovered many Openings which have the Appearance of convenient Harbours.

7thly. Upon this Plan the Vessels should proceed immediately to the South Point of the Island, in order to examine all the Openings near it during the first Part of the Season; and if a good Harbour should be found, they should sound the whole of Duncan's Passage to determine whether there may be Danger in it; and, if any, to what Degree, and they should trace the Bank as far to the Westward as possible in order to establish the means of facilitating the Approach of the Channel. From thence, when the Strength of the North East Monsoon is a little broken, they should proceed up the Eastern Side of the Island, examining every opening until they arrive as far

¹ This vessel was sold in 1789—side letter from Blair, dated 19th June 1789, in the Records.
² Mistranscription for Achin or Achen,.
to the Northward as the Cluster of Islands called \textit{Retchus\textsuperscript{8}} Archipelago. To the Northward of this, on the Eastern side of the Island, an Harbour would not be well situated: for it is probable that in the Strength of the North East Monsoon, which in all likelihood would be here also increased by the Obstruction of the Land, a Ship would have some difficulty in getting off the Shore.

8thly. The Board think it very probable that to examine with attention the Space of Coast already described, which is about sixty miles in Extent and to survey any Harbours that may be found in it, will take up the whole of the Season without attending to any other Object, after which if a particular Examination and Survey of the Western Side of the Island should, upon the general View of it already recommended, be deemed advisable, they may be undertaken at the Commencement of the ensuing North East Monsoon.

9thly. Although the Regulations hitherto given of the Site and Bearings of the Head Lands or other parts of the Coast of the Andaman Islands, have appeared to those who have examined them to be contradictory; they may yet prove of some Use in describing the Appearance of the Coast, and in giving the Soundings as well as the Nature of the Shores.

10thly. The situation of the Islands in so low a Latitude affords a little Prospect of forming Docks except such as are constructed at Cronstadt and Copenhagen at a very great Expanse. The Rise of the Tides being in all likelihood considerable only in the Bottom of Gulphs, deep Lagoons, or where compressed by the Environs Inlets, recourse can only be had, in refitting Ships, to the ancient Process of caretaining, or the modern Invention of floating Docks.

11thly. The primary View of this Research being, as already stated, the Acquisition of an Harbour where our Fleets in Time of War can refit by any means on leaving the Coast of Coromandel upon the Approach of stormy Monsoon, or to which any part or the whole may retire in the Event of a disastrous Conflict with an Enemy and so obtain a Central Position in the Bay, whence the Ships may return to the Scene of Action as soon as possible, the following Objects occur as necessary to be inquired into.

12thly. What Places on the Coast possess Harbours which would be a safe Retreat in bad Weather for a Fleet, and should be capable, if required, of being fortified against the attempts of a Superior Naval Armament, and being defended with a small Land Force.

13thly. As minute a Description as Time and Circumstances permit to be made of the adjacent Heights, if any, and Ground, — the general Surface of the Ground, — and, where the Nature of it varies, the respective Extent of it, the Quality of the Soil, and its Capacity to be put into Cultivation — Natural Vegetable Productions, Reigning Winds and Currents — Rise and Set of the Tides, and rate variations of the Atmosphere whether enjoying the Advantages of different Monsoons on opposite Sides of the Island, as experienced in the Island of Ceylon — Climate and Weather — Whether healthy or otherwise. Magnetic Observations — Harbour and Neighbourhood — Coast if affording Fish — Vicinity of Wood and Water — if affording Timber fit for repairing the Hulls of Ships and forming Masts — Clay Ground, Lime Stone or Coral Rocks near.

14thly. You are also desired to ascertain whether \textit{Sea Shells} are found in such Quantities on the Shores as may be likely to afford an Article of Commerce for the purpose of \textit{burning into Lime}; \textit{The fine Plaster of Madras} being made only from \textit{Cockle Shells}, also \textit{Whether any Traces of ancient Volcanoes} are to be met with. They may be expected from the Conical Appearance of the Mountains; and, certainly, determined from the presence of lava or Pumice Stone. You should bring samples of these; as well as of all the mineral Productions.

15thly. With regard to such of the Vegetable Products as are generally or altogether unknown, you are to preserve the Seeds and Fruits of them, and if you have the means, and Leisure should permit, have Drawings made of them. The Quality of the Fruit should be noted, and whenever you find Trees that you think would thrive and be of Use in any of the Company’s Territories it is recommended to you to endeavour by Slips or otherwise to forward the Introduction of them.

\textsuperscript{8} Mistranscription for Ritchie’s (now Andaman) Archipelago.
16thly. If you have means and leisure, you will also have Drawings made and Descriptions given of any Animals, Birds, or fish, not known in other parts.

17thly. It is not improbable, as you have been, in the Course of Service, to the Eastward, that you may have seen the Tin and Gold Ore collected on the Malay Coast. If you have leisure while at the Andamans, and your accommodation with the Natives should admit of your being on shore, it is recommended to you to open the ground to some depth provided this can be done without furnishing a Suspicion unfavourable to your other, far more material Objects, or on the occasion of digging for a Spring of Water, examine the nature of the Strata and their tendency towards affording the Matrix, in which these Metals are generally found. You will be furnished here with Specimens of the Matrix in which Tin is found in Junksilong, and at Prince of Wales Island.

18thly. With respect to the best Method of opening an Intercourse with the People in the Rude State in which they have hitherto been described to be, much may be collected from the Attempts made by the modern Navigators on Discovery; and it would appear from their Regulations that it would be most advisable for you at first to refrain from landing (unless in the case of positive necessity) except at such Places on the Coast as you may judge from their Appearance will successfully answer the Objects of your Survey; for grounds of contention are to be avoided, as far as possible, with the Natives, whose Indisposition to every kind of Intercourse (Mr. Ritchies Instance excepted) has been attended with Acts of Hostility to those who have heretofore visited the Islands, and in the Attempt to offer them a Social Communication, which shall afford them the Comforts and Advantages of more civilized Life, the Dictates of Humanity no less than of Policy require that this should be effected as much as possible by conciliatory Means, certainly without Bloodshed: It is therefore recommended to you to endeavour by Persuasion, Presents, and other amusements (but not by Force or deceit) to prevail on some of the Natives to come on board your Vessels, where kind and attentive Treatment of them may remove the Apprehensions of the Inhabitants in general, and promote an easy Intercourse, while at the same time a useful Object may be gained in acquiring a Knowledge of their Manners and Customs, and of such Words and Expressions in their Language as would facilitate the Communication between us.

19thly. It would be material, and perhaps, after general Treatment of the Natives while you are at the Islands it may not be impracticable, to induce two or three of them to attend you to Bengal, where a further Intercourse with the English may tend to the further civilization of the People and to forward the Objects of Government.

20. It is hardly necessary to recommend you to ascertain from Astronomical Observations, by such Instruments as you possess the Position of the Places which you visit.

21. Copies of Ritchies Journal and Survey, and Capt. Buchanan's Views and Remarks, as well as the Relations of those Navigators, whose Reports are in this Office will be delivered to you.

22. As it is known that the French endeavoured in the late War to cut off our Supply of Sulphur by purchasing all that was to be found at Cochin and other Places on the Malabar Coast, as well as by sending one or two small Vessels into the Gulph of Persia for the express purpose of intercepting this Article from Gombroon, it certainly is an Object of great Importance to examine every sell within the Company's Territories, and near them, in hopes of discovering this indispensable Ingredient of Gun-Powder. Sulphur being a Volcanic Production, there is great Reason to suppose that it may be found in Abundance in a small Island seen by Captain Kyd on his Return from Prince of Wales Island and known to the Navigators of the Bay by the Name of Barren Island. It was then in the State of Eruption; but circumstances not permitting to go on shore, he could only conjecture what the Productions of the Volcano may be. You are desired to examine this Island. The beds of Sulphur are generally found near old Craters.

23. Should the material Points of your Instructions already given have been fulfilled by the End of June, or should the Vessels be obliged to quit the Islands before that Period, you are directed to proceed to Sidno Harbour, and to examine it accurately in all Points and Respects necessary to
the Information of Government in determining how far it may be eligible for receiving large Ships, whether the Harbour be considered by it self or on a Comparison with others which you may have found at the Andamans.

24. In the Event of your going to Sidao Harbour or in any other Case where you may want Water or Provisions, you will of course dispatch a Vessell for them to the Places where they will be most easily procured; and as you may possibly send to the Prince of Wales Island, a Letter to Captain Light, the Superintendent, is herewith transmitted to you, that he may order the required Supplies to be furnished.

25. Although certain material Points have been noticed in your Instructions, the confidence reposed in You by the Board induces them to leave much to your discretion as to the best Mode of performing the Service on which you have been appointed; and after such a reliance on Your Attention to the General Objects of your Survey, they will not limit a Time for its Completion; but they wish you to avail yourself of all Opportunities that may offer of writing to Bengal either by Ships and Vessells coming directly to this Country, or by any other proceeding to either of the Company's Settlements on the Coast of Coromandel, so that the Governor General in Council may be regularly advised of your Proceedings, and furnish you with such other Instructions as may be necessary.

26. Your Allowances while employed on the Survey are fixed at Sonat Rupees 858 per Mensem, and the further sum of Sonat Rupees 300 per Mensem, will be paid to your Order that you may divide it among the gentlemen proceeding with you, in such Proportions as their Services may appear to you to deserve.

The Payments on both Accounts will be made by the Marine Paymaster. Your own Allowance is to commence from the 1st Instant.

I am, etc., etc.,
Cornwallis,

Fort William, December the 19th, 1788.

1789. — No. 1.

Fort William, the 3rd June 1789. Read a Letter from Captain Blair.

Capt. Blair. 29th May.

Mud Point, May 29th, 11-30 a.m. To Edward Hay, Esqre., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — Please to acquaint the Governor General in Council that the Elizabeth and Viper are arrived in the River. That the Commands of Government are fulfilled relating to the Great Andaman and Adjacent Islands, to the best of My Judgement. That I afterwards proceeded to Prince of Wales's Island to refit the Viper with a Main Mast to procure Assistance for the Sick, and such Provisions and Stock as we were in want; from that Place I did myself the Honor to write to His Lordship leaving the Letter with a Sketch of the Survey to be forwarded by the Superintendent; that I touched at Acheen and have made three several Attempts to examine Siddoo Harbour, but the Season being too far advanced I judged it improper to persevere where there was so much hazard and hardly a Possibility of succeeding.

Please also to acquaint His Lordship that I shall loose no time in preparing a chart of the whole Survey with particular Plans of the Harbours and a full Report on the Subject.

I have the Honor to be, etc., etc., etca., etca.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.
1789. — No. II.

Fort William, the 13th June 1789.

Captain Blair having returned a few days past from his Voyage to the Eastward where he was deputed upon a Survey, he was directed attend the Council this Morning with his Report and Charts. The Secretary acquainting the Board that Captain Blair is in waiting, he is called in.

Read the Instructions that were given to Captain Blair on the 19th December 1788, and are recorded on the Proceedings of the 22nd of that Month. Captain Blair delivers in the following Letter: It is read and the Charts, etc., to which it refers are produced.

Capt. Blair's Report, Dated 9th June.

To the Right Honble Charles Earl Cornwallis, K. G., Governor General in Council.

My Lord, — Pursuant to your Lordships Orders dated December 19th, 1788, I left Calcutta the 20th and discharged the Pilots the 23rd in the Morning.

My first intention was to have made the Cocoos, and from thence to have proceeded to the north extreme of the Great Andaman, to prosecute the Survey Agreeable to your Lordships instructions, but the wind proving more easterly than might have been expected at that season of the year, and a current setting to westward, put it out of my power, by Keeping close to the wind, I made Interview Island, December 29th, which is situated close to the Coast and ten leagues distant from the North end of the Great Andaman. Here the Viper unfortunately sprung her Main Mast which Obliged me to look out for a place of safety to repair the damage and I found one in Port Andaman. While the Artificers were employed in the Repair, I had the Opportunity of Surveying part of that excellent Harbour. It is situated between Interview Island and the west coast of the great Andaman, with two passages in; one to southward, and the other to northward of Interview Island. Ships entering the Harbour from southward Must be very cautious not to Approach too close to south Reef Island to avoid the Danger which extends to eastward of it, which is expressed in the plan of that Harbour. The north entrance is both the safest and easiest, No other direction being Necessary than to Round the North End of Interview Island pretty close, and if working, to beware of the Danger, extending to southward from North Reef Island, the Breakers on it will be seen a Considerable distance, and the Reef extends from that Island, half way to interview Island.

The Harbour is abundantly capacious for the largest Fleet, the ground of the bottom is a soft clay, and it is perfectly sheltered from the force of both Monsoons, it is well supplied with good fresh water which I have Noticed in the Plan, and Nature has made it capable of being well defended; from that Eminence on Interview Island from whence the Brooks of Fresh Water derive their source. The Eminence rises from the sea with a steep ascent to the Height of fifty feet perpendicular, and then with a more Gentle slope to double or treble that elevation. Most parts of it are covered with rich soil, which bears every appearance of fertility. It is overgrown with a great Variety of trees; Many will answer for Masts, and probably for the Construction of the hulls of Ships also. There is plenty of Clay fit for Bricks and the shores are covered with coral and shells, which will Answer for Lime. The island is inhabited by Coffries who were so very timorous, that I could bring about no further intercourse with them than their Acceptance of a few presents which they would not receive from our hands, but made signs for them to be put down on the beach, when they gladly Accepted them, some spots of the Island which were not covered with trees, Afforded us a plentiful supply of excellent Grass for our sheep.

Having surveyed Port Andaman rather beyond the extent of your Lordships instructions I began the examination of the coast, to southward, January 11th; the Viper tracing the outer edge, of the Bank of soundings, the Elisabeth coasting Close to the Island, and Boats were dispatched to examine those Inlets, which had any thing promising in their Appearance, Keeping Stationary in the Nights Coasting to southward from Port Andaman about two Miles distant from shore, we had regular soundings from 20 to 25 fathoms generally soft ground, and perceived several Inlets. In the evening Anchored near a small flat Island, which is just in sight from Port Andaman. It is
thickly covered with trees and surrounded with an extensive Reef; the Passage (if any) between it and the coast of the great Island, is narrow and intricate. It appeared to have more inhabitants than Interview Island estimating the population from the number of canoos. In the morning we were joined by the Viper, and had a visit from the Natives. After some hesitation, they came close under the stern; they accepted some knives and looking glasses, but seemed very indifferent about them. On showing them bottles, they expressed a great desire for them, and made signs that they wanted them to shave with one of them very expressively, putting his hand to his head which was only shaved on one side, and when a bottle was held up, he opened his hands to receive it and called out *Koe Koe* which probably signifies, give in their language. They were peaceable but extremely suspicious, and would not venture themselves on board even for bottles. Like those we had seen at Interview Island, they were perfectly naked, their features color and hair exactly resembling those of the natives of Africa.

From the above island the coast lays a little to westward of So. with few projections about two miles distant from the shore. The soundings are regular, the depth from 20 to 35 fathoms, the bottom generally clay, some spots hard sand and coraline. In lat. 12° 18' a remarkable low point, is formed by the coast trending to S. E. for three miles, where there is a small inlet which I take to be the same, which Captain Buchanan gives the name of Dunass, from hence the coast takes the direction of So. for four miles, where there is a second inlet behind a steep rocky island but the inlet appears inaccessible by dry reefs and sunken rocks. Here the coast forms a returning angle by running in a S. W. direction five miles, to Cape Bluff, about mid way there is another inconsiderable inlet which also appeared full of dangers. From Cape Bluff to Port Campbell the coast runs nearly S. E. with several points and small indentings the shore is bold with regular soundings and soft ground.

Port Campbell though a perfect harbor in the N. E. monsoon will be found so difficult of access during the S. W. winds, that it will be extremely dangerous if not totally impracticable for large ships to enter in that boisterous season. The reef which runs off Montgomery Island, and the middle ground of the opposite side, contracts the channel so much, that I do not think a large ship would have room to work in it, particularly in the S. W. monsoon, as it may be presumed there will be a very high sea there during that periodical wind, and with its usual direction a ship cannot lay up in the channel, a reference to the plan will evince this assertion. We suffered many unprovoked insults here, from the Natives and were frequently obliged to quit the shore, to avoid a conflict with them, but my peaceable intentions would not avail. While watering, the party was suddenly attacked, and a sailor was wounded in the neck with an arrow, the party was obliged to defend themselves with musketry and wounded one of the savages. This little skirmish had one good effect; for the two succeeding days the water of both vessels was filled up without interruption. Examining round Petrie Island I met two canoos, and gave the people which were in them, some bottles with which they were highly pleased, or seemed to be so, but to my astonishment one of them suddenly jumped out of his canoe, ran within twenty yards of the boat and shot all his arrows at us which luckily did no hurt though most struck the boat; to punish the treacherous villain, I took and carried his canoos on board and set her on fire next morning with a wind which would drive her to the place where we had been insulted. Those instances will serve to convey some idea of the rude state and ferocious disposition of the natives.

Having finished the survey of Port Campbell, I proceeded to examine to southward January 29th. Observing the same mode as hitherto describ'd. The coast to southward of Montgomery Island lays in a S. B. W. direction for seven miles and then trends S. S. E. for three, where it appears to terminate in a bluff point, which gives this part of the coast much the appearance of an island, but after running a little to southward I could distinctly see a small bay behind the bluff, and the junction of the land to eastward which appeared to trend S. B. E. From the above bluff point to the islands which are termed in the chart the Labyrinth, the soundings are irregular, particularly near the islands where I met with a coral bank which seemed to bar the passage between those, and the coast of the great island. The western sides of the Labyrinth islands are environed with very extensive...
Reefs, on which the surf beat very high and deterred me from examining so close as to Perceive the west entrance of Mc Pherson Strait, which is hid amongst the Islands. The North Centinel bears from the South island of the Labyrinth W b N. distant 6 leagues, it is low, covered with trees, surrounded with an extensive Reef, which is dry at low water, and is inhabited by the same race as the great island, it cannot be seen above eight leagues, and the Bank of soundings extends only five miles west of it; those Circumstances points out the necessity of Keeping a good look out, when Approaching it, in easy weather. Butland Island which is separated from the great Andaman, by Mc Pherson Strait, is very Mountainous; it Rises with a Steep ascent from the Strait to a height which may be seen fourteen leagues in clear weather, and then Slopes gradually, to southward, to a range of low land, which divides it from the southern promentory, which is Moderately high. To avoid the Shoal extending from this extreme ships ought not to Approach it closer, than two Miles, and it will be Necessary to Keep the same distance from the Twins to avoid a Rock, which is hardly visible at high water both those dangers will Appear in the Chart.

Having examined both Duncans Passage, and what is termed in the Chart, Manners Strait, I can recommend them as safe, the former for Ships passing to eastward, but the latter for those that intend to touch on the east Coast of the great Andaman, as that rout will shorten the distance and there being tolerable Anchorage all the way through the Strait, The Cinque Islands which form the east side, are high and may be seen nine or ten leagues in clear weather. From those to Mc Pherson Strait, the soundings are Regular with a bold Shore.

Mc Pherson Strait, considered as an Harbour possesses Many Advantages, it is abundantly supplied with excellent fresh Water by the Rivulet Marked in the Chart; it is well sheltered from the force of both Monsoons; is open both to eastward and westward and the stream of the tide which is regular will facilitate the entrance or departure of Ships. But with all those Advantages, it has One very material defect, which is a want of tenacity in the Ground. Which forms the bottom; it consists principally of Coral, which frequently ruins Cables, and cause sand, with a very small portion of Clay in some particular Spots; upon the whole, it will be considered as bad Anchoring ground, except in the eastern entrance near the Rivulet where the ground is oozie, but this part is too much exposed to the N E Winds to come under the description of a good harbour. This Strait is evidently what Captain Buchanan give[s] the name of Mc Pherson Bay, and the Harbour four leagues northward Port Cornwallis. The intermediate part of the coast is bold, the soundings are regular but extend no further than two and three Miles, from Shore, it trends N b E. the land is moderately high near the shore but mountainous in the interior part.

Port Cornwallis is situated on the east coast of the Great Andaman in lat. 11° 39' N. it is seven leagues distant from the south extremity of Butland Island, six from Manners Strait and the Cinque Islands, and four from Mc Pherson Strait. Those marks will clearly distinguish it coming from southward, and the Archipelago will be a no less certain guide from northward, it bears from the south island W. 20° S. distant Six leagues. The outer entrance of the Harbour is contracted by Ross Island, to the breadth of one mile, which leaves the channel sufficiently wide for Ships to work, but perhaps too broad for the entrance to be effectually defended from that Island, which is well situated for the purpose. The north part of the Island ascends in a Steep Ridge to the height of 56 feet perpendicular above the level of the sea, is from 30 to 60 to feet broad at top and extends southward about 400 yards; The soil is a rich mould mixed with a number of large Stones which would Answer well for building and the shores are covered with Coral which will afford Chunnel. After passing Ross Island the Harbour opens, but is again contracted by Coral Ledge, the passage in, suffers a third contraction, between Mask Island and Command Point, Which from the real entrance of the Harbour and it, is no more than 780 yards broad. The major part of Mask island is low having only one small rising on it. Command Point is a Peninsula projecting about 200 yards, it rises steep from the sea to about 100 feet perpendicular height, and is difficult of ascent, it is thinly covered with Ebony,
wild fruit trees, and a Variety of others common to the Island, the soil Appears good, with a number of large stones some an uncommon concretion of a great variety of small ones of different colors. By casting an eye on the Plan of this harbour your Lordship will perceive the Advantages that will result from the reciprocal situations of Command Point and Mask Island for its defence, when ships or a floating Battery properly disposed behind either, are added to those it certainly would be extremely difficult if not Absolutely impracticable for an Enemy to force the passage. Command Point would not require a very numerous Garrison, being naturally strong; it is very Steep towards the sea and might be rendered inaccessible; the present impervious state of the country behind, will effectually secure it in the rear; and command point will cover any works which it might be thought necessary to construct on Mask Island. It is hardly possible to conceive a more secure and perfect harbour, than all above Mask Island, and it is large enough to contain above fifty sail of the Line, where they would lay perfectly sheltered from all winds and sea; and though there is seven feet rise of tide; there is no stream, to incommode ships under repair. Its situation renders it easy of access in either Monsoon, and ships may quit it at all seasons; and here it is proper to Observe that the harbours of this Island are better situated for the holding a constant intercourse with Calcutta than any others whatever.

To supply a large Fleet with water the latter part of the dry season, it will be found necessary to construct Reservoirs to collect and preserve it; for after a very laborious search, only three scanty Brooks were found, where the soil was of such a nature, as to absorb the whole before it reached the sea, though tolerable Rills a hundred yards above high Water mark, but if Reservoirs or Wells were constructed in the Beds of the Rivulets one or two hundred yards from the Shore, I have no doubt but they would be found abundantly productive for every purpose, by digging a small well about two feet deep, the Viper and Elisabeth were supplied with the quantity wanted from one of the Brooks. But should there be a scarcity of Water, even after the Construction of Reservoirs, which I think highly improbable; at the Rivulet in Mc Pherson Strait, only four leagues distant, any number of ships might water with great convenience and expedition at any season.

The face of the Country of the Great Andaman is very uneven, being principally an Assemblage of steep Ridges with Ravines Swamps or Valleys between them. Few places would admit of being cultivated in the European stile with a plough but the steepest hills would be productive by adopting the Malay mode of cultivation, that at Acheen particularly where the steep hills in that neighbourhood, to the tops Afford excellent crops of Rice, Sugar Canes, and yams; the Ridges in the vicinity of Port Cornwallis, are easier of ascent which will facilitate the cultivation.

The Soil is various in the different parts of the island; Black rich Mould, white and dark colored Clay light sandy soil Clay mixed with pebbles of different colors, red and yellow Earth, etc. but the most general is black rich Mould. At Interview Island and Port Campbell, there are several white Cliffs which Appear to have been originally clay with a mixture of sand, and at present hardening into stone, but easily cut and possibly would answer for building. Contiguous to Mc Pherson Strait, where it is mountainous, there is a great portion of rocky Ground, some of which has a very metallic Appearance, the Specimens are marked 2 and 3 the latter Appeared to me tin ore but it seems to be of that soil which is distinguished at Junk Salon by the name of dead Ore, which is not productive, but it is considered an indication of good Ore being near it. There is also a soft Kind of free stone containing a shining yellow Spar, resembling gold Dust, the Specimen is marked 4. On a rock in the Archipelago, I found the Stone marked 5, which takes a fine polish and is extremely hard; the Major part of the rock was of the same texture. The shores without exception are lined with Coral, with some sandy beaches at high water mark.

The coast and harbours abound with a variety of Fish, but having no other tackle except hooks and lines, we caught only Rock Fish Snappers, yellow Tails and Cat Fish in muddy ground; besides those we saw shoals of Pamphtle, etc., which might have been caught by more expert fishermen with Nets, we found plenty of excellent Oysters at Port Campbell and a few in Mc Pherson Strait; shell Fish of various sorts are to be had in all the Reels; we also saw Turtle but they did not seem to be numerous.
As the Great Andaman is in a perfect State of Nature, I conceive the productions will be found to differ little from those of the Continent adjacent, it is overgrown with a very great variety of trees, underwood ground Rattans, Alloes etc. Many of the trees I could perceive to be of the same sorts which I had before seen on the Malay coast; viz. Pine the Oil and Dammer trees Chingre and Bendy, some of the trees I am confident will Answer for Masts and I have little doubt but others will be found fit for Plank and crooked Timber; but it requires more experience than I have, to pronounce with certainty, what will be the quality of the timber while the tree is growing; some Specimens I have brought, of excellent qualities, Ebony is to be had in abundance, and there is a tree of an immense size, measuring thirty feet circumference, which appears to be a very rich Die Wood, and as it may become a Valuable article of trade, I have brought a sufficient quantity to make full trial of it, the specimen is marked I. Besides those vegetable productions already mentioned there is Hemp or an excellent substitute for it, which will appear by the Bow, Strings and Nails made by the Natives.

While I was on the Coasts of the Island, the N. E. wind was predominant Varying to and from the land in the day and night; on the west coast it generally blew parallel to it in the day, and from N. E. in the Night. At Port Cornwallis we had regular land and sea breezes, the former from N. W. commencing about ten at night, and continuing till Nine or ten in the Morning; the latter from N. E. set in generally about eleven in the Morning and continued till sunset; those winds will greatly facilitate the entrance or departure of Ships. There is no doubt but the S. W. wind prevails from May to September; but I do not think, that Monsoon, will be found so Violent, as it is on the Malabar coast; for the winds will not meet With so much Obstruction from a narrow stripe of land like the Great Andaman, some parts of which are low quite a cross, as they do from the Peninsula of India with the range of the Ganges parallel and but a small distance from the line of the coast; I can say from the experience of passing that Island twice, pretty close, during the S. W. Monsoon that the winds were more moderate than they are at the same distance from the Malabar coast. Those circumstances incline me to think that it cannot be more difficult to work off the west coast of the Great Andaman than it is to gain an opening from the Malabar coast; and that it will not be difficult nor dangerous for ships to enter or quit Port Andaman during that season. The consideration of that harbour being only ten leagues distant from the North extremity of the island, and make it appear easier accomplished, and with hardly a shadow of danger, for the harbour might be kept Open to run in should there be Occasion, until the ships gain sufficient opening so as to be certain of weathering the Island. As Port Andaman is more contiguous to Calcutta and the coast of Coromandel than the other harbours of the Island, the above statement appears necessary in Order to discriminate, which may be the most Advantages possession. The general passages from Calcutta or the Coast of Coromandel to Port Cornwallis, will exceed those from the same places to Port Andaman five or six days and the returns in either Monsoon, will have nearly the same difference. In every other respect except being situated nearer the coast and Calcutta, Port Cornwallis appears preferable to Port Andaman considering both as refitting Ports, for His Majesty's ships.

During my stay on the Coasts and in the harbours of the great Andaman, I never experienced pleasanter Weather, generally a clear sky in the day, with very few exceptions, heavy but not unwholesome dews in the Night, with cooling breezes both Night and day, and seldom above an hour's calm between the sea and land winds even in the harbours. We had no other complaints in either of the Vessels except the remains of disorders contracted at Calcutta; Considering its nearness to the equator it may certainly be deemed, a cool, healthy climate. The Narrowness of the Island, and one or other of the Monsoons constantly blowing across it; few places can be better ventilated, and being so great a distance from the continent, those winds must be perfectly pure.

The Natives from their features color and hair appear to be descended from Africans; and there is an Account in the Annals of Goa which adds probability to this conjecture. Two Portuguese ships with African Slaves, bound to Malacca, were lost on their passage thither, which may have first peopled the Great Andaman by being wrecked on that Island. They are probably in the rudest state.
of any Rational Animals which are to be found. Both sexes go perfectly Naked, have no other houses than
shells about four feet high, and seem to depend principally upon shell Fish for their subsistence. Which
they gather on the Reefs at low Water; it also Appeared that they catch Turtle and Hogs, their huts
being Ornamented with the bones of those Animals painted red; in one we found fragments of
earthen Pots, and near it a piece of a human skull; the former has probably been driven there in a
Burman Canoo, of which we found the remains; the latter left by Accident for it did not Appear as a
thing Attended to. Their greatest stretch of ingenuity Appeared in the construction of their bows,
Arrows, Fishgigs, Nets and Canoos; and considering that their tools are only Shells they are tolera-
ably finished. The only appearance of civilization was their being formed into tribes and some
Attention which they paid their Chiefs which were generally painted red. They seemed to have very
deep rooted prejudices against strangers; and constantly expressed either fear or resentment when
ever they saw us land. Except at Interview Island, we were attacked at every place we visited,
which very much circumscribed our excursions but being prepared, in all our skirmishes with them
when they were invariably the Aggressors, we had only one man wounded. By the kindest treatment
I could devise when they came on board, and dismissing them with presents, I endeavoured in vain
to promote a friendly intercourse with them; their behaviour was so excessively wild and contradic-
tory, that I found it impossible to judge of their Motives with certainty. Examining the upper
branch of Port Cornwallis, the day before I quitted it, on our way from, and Return to the Vessels
we saw several Women fishing on the Reefs; passing one of the points pretty close a single man
ran down and shot his Arrows at us, and as I perceived he had but few I let him expend them all
Without interruption, only one of his Stock struck the boat; he was then joined by an old Woman
a young Woman and a Boy, when they attacked us with Stones. The women as well as the men
were perfectly naked except a string round their Waists, with a small ornamental Tassel hanging to
the fore part. The old Woman when she could not make her stones reach the Boat, expressed her
fury by carrying indecency to the highest possible pitch. As there was no danger to apprehend from
their attack and wishing to learn something characteristic of them, I threw a knife on shore and
made signs to the man to pick it up, to see what effect it would produce; on taking up the Knife,
he immediately proclaimed peace by throwing down his stones, the women followed his example and
advanced to the Boat with as much confidence as if they had done nothing to offend us. They
continued about an hour with us, and were highly pleased with some Knives, Nails, etc., and the man
appeared quite overjoyed with a small hatchet which he exercised on several trees. With the appear-
ance of great satisfaction. hallooging to us to observe his dexterity.

Those rude savages were at last so pleased that I had nearly persuaded them to come into the
Boat. They followed us about two miles along a very rugged Rocky Beach expressing Attention,
and sat down on the point where we quitted the shore with indications of regret at our departure.
This instance of good nature inclines me to think that it would not be very difficult to establish a
friendly intercourse with them, and that with proper Attention and Management they might be made
useful to Settlers. Those who visited the vessels gave some Coffins I had on board the Viper, very
pressing invitations, by signs to accompany them on shore. The compliance with such a request
might be a speedy means of promoting an intercourse with them.

Having finished the survey of this admirable harbour I quitted it March 12th to examine to the
North part of the Archipelago Agreeable to your Lordships instructions. There is a continuation of
high land four leagues to Northward of Port Cornwallis, a little beyond where it terminates there is
a considerable inlet, but it is too shoal to admit large ships. With convenience, from this part of the
coast to the North end of the Archipelago there are several more inlets, which will appear in the
general chart, it would have taken a long time to have examined them with minute attention; and
from a cursory survey, their appearance was not so promising as to require it, at present; they in
future however may become useful as means of communication. With the interior part of the Island,
I think it not improbable but some small branches of one of them may communicate with Port
Campbell but there being no stream of tide there, if a communication, it must be small and shallow.
The Archipelago consists of two pretty large Islands, six of smaller size, and several Islets. Between the two largest there is a tolerable harbour which was not particularly examined; the Islands of the North and south Extremes are low, but there are several high Ridges towards the center of the Archipelago and Round Hill which is expressed in the Chart may be seen nine or ten leagues distant.

**Diligent Strait**, which is formed by the Archipelago and the great Andaman, has very regular soundings in the south part, decreasing gradually in depth towards the North. The Narrowest part of the strait, is between Strait Island and Round Hill, where the soundings are very irregular and the bottom mostly coral rock. The shoal extending from Strait Island is very dangerous having deep water close to it; the North part of that Island ought not to be approached closer than one mile and a half to avoid the Danger. After passing to Northward of Strait Island two miles the bottom in general is soft but with spots of coral where the Water is shoaler.

Wherever the bottom is coral I have observed that the soundings are generally very irregular and danger ought always to be apprehended; for there are sometimes small rocks which may not be discovered by a very diligent search, and by their vegetating, become very dangerous. Until they discover themselves, at the surface of the water, such situations are good places out from the Masthead near should be omitted and a Boat ahead sounding if the Weather permits, diligent Strait and the west end of McPherson Strait particularly require this caution.

The extent of the Bank of soundings with the various depths, and difference of ground we had on it, will appear in the **General Chart**; and to it I shall refer the Navigator for such nautical information as I have been to Collect.

The Currents were so trivial on both the west and east coasts, so that it is unnecessary to say anything further than that they had a southerly tendency. Which it is probable continues with the Northern Monsoon and shifts with that periodical Wind, this I have observed in other tracks where such winds prevail.

Having executed your Lordships instructions relating to the Great Andaman to the best of my judgement, I left that Coast **March 21st** and landed on Barron Island the 24th. The Volcano **was in a violent state of eruption**, bursting out immense Volumes of smoke, and often showers of red hot Stones, some of which are about to weigh three or four tons, and had been thrown some hundred yards past the foot of the Cone, there were two or three eruptions while we were close to it, several of the red hot stones rolled down the sides of the Cone and they bounded a considerable way past us. The base of the Cone is the lowest part of the Island, not exceeding twenty yards perpendicular height above the level of the sea; it rises with an Acclivity of **32° 17′** to the height of 1800 feet. Nearly which is the elevation of the other high parts of the Island. From its present figure it may be conjectured that the volcano first broke out near the centre of the Island rather towards the W., and in a long process of time by discharging, consuming and undermining has brought it to the present very extraordinary form. Of which a very correct perspective by Lieut. Wales will impress a distinct idea. Those parts of the Island distant from the Volcano are thinly covered with blasted shrubs and trees. It is situated in **7° Lat.** **12° 15′ No.** and fifteen leagues East of the North Island of the Archipelago and may be seen 12 leagues in clear Weather; a quarter mile from shore, there is no ground with 150 fathoms line. The volcanic Specimens are marked No. 15 Which I imagine do not contain sulphur, but I have the satisfaction to inform your Lordship, that Sulphur may be had in abundance from the Malay coast, Aceh particularly, where the average price is six dollars per cask of 183 lbs.

From Barron Island I explored southward for a Danger only noticed in some Charts, and as it relates to the safety of the Navigation of the Great Andaman, I was resolved if possible to find it; and was assisted in the discovery by a memorandum from Captain Lindsay of its latitude and supposed distance from the Andaman which he took from Captain Hanush who had lately seen it, I struck soundings on a Bank which environ it **March 28th** in the Night, and worked to windward.

---

*Newly known as the Invisible Bank.*
on it till noon the 26th to gain the north extremity of the Bank, and afterwards traced both edges of the shoal and ascertainment the position of the Ledge of Rocks, which are even with the water.

This Danger has been frequently seen, but no Notice is taken of the extensive Bank, which surrounds it. Which, with due Attention to the Lead, will warn ships time enough to avoid it. It is situated in 11°7' N. and bears from the south extreme of Rutland Island E. 14° S. distant 47 leagues. It is of small extent with high Breakers on it, and the Rocks are just to be seen. After the surfs break the water did not appear to be much discolored on the Bank which is very unusual. Our Stock being at this time almost exhausted several of the people having disorders, who were much in want of Medical Assistance and the Viper Absolutely requiring a main mast and yard I resolved to proceed directly for Prince of Wales Island where I knew all our wants could be supplied. I arrived there April 22d. and the 22d. of the same Month the people were sufficiently recovered to return to their duty, and the Vessels were provided with such things as they had been in want of. I took the Opportunity of our stay at that place to make out a sketch of the survey which I left with Mr. Light to be forwarded to your Lordship together with a letter on the subject. It may not be improper to inform your Lordship that I saw there a French gentleman, Chevalier Bonaron, who had been on the coast of the Great Andaman in that ship which carried off two of the Natives. One he relates died of his wounds and the other suddenly at Pondicherry; by his Journal which I saw in Mr. Light's possession, it appeared that they made the east coast to northward of the Archipelago, coasted thence to the north and went through Cleugh's Strait and kept sight of the west coast, as far as Interview Island but that they discovered neither Bay nor harbour, that would afford shelter to ships. Several parts of the Journal were sealed down, relating to Cocheen China and Johore, The last is a place of consequence, just within the east mouth of the Strait of Malacca, With a tolerable Harar known by the name of the Straits of Singapore.

I quitted Prince of Wales Island April 22d. and arrived at Acheen the Ist of May. No country in the world perhaps affords a more beautiful and fertile prospect than the coast of Pedier and Neighbourhood of Acheen; there are very rich and extensive plains and the hills though very steep, are partially cultivated to the tops, affording excellent crops of Rice, Sugar Canes and yam's; besides those the country produces a great quantity of Pepper and an astonishing variety of excellent Fruit, Bullocks Goats and Poultry are good and to be had in Abundance. Few places will be found to excell Acheen for the refreshment of a Squadron. The Country is excessively populous and considerable part of it is in a State of rebellion. Last year, the king was shut up in his Fort, for five months, and owed his safety to the fidelity and gallant behaviour of Mr. Huaw who commands his Vessels. He forced several of the Enemies Posts, on the Banks of the River and opened a communication between the Road, and the Fort Which soon Obliged the Rebels to retire. He believes is the only instance of an European possessing the entire confidence and managing all the business of a Malay Prince. I was assured by that gentleman that it was a most favourable crises, to Make an Alliance or Obtain a possession from the king of Acheen, for he sees that it would add to his strength and security against his rebellious subjects.

From Mr. Huaw's Account I expected to have found a tolerable harbour between the Islands Brassee and Nancy, Which would be a most favourable situation, but on examination I found it entirely exposed to the S. W. winds. From hence I intended to proceed to Suddoo but very bad Weather Obliged me to return to Acheen Road to wait for a more favourable Opportunity. The 7th of May the weather having a settled Appearance, I made a second Attempt, and got so near it in the evening, that I expected to have got in the Morning following; but the S. W. Monsoon very unexpectedly broke in during the Night with great violence; which put the vessels in a very perilous situation, We were Obliged to carry a pressed sail to keep the vessels off a lee shore, deepening and shoaling our Water. Alternately in a Rocky bottom, the squalls were frequent, and excessively hard with heavy rain and a very high sea. At day light we found ourselves less than two Miles from the shore, on Which there was a dreadful surf. The wind at this period being more southerly Admitted of our returning to Acheen Road, by way of the Surat Passage. I continued in the Road till the 13th when the Weather had a settled Appearance, and then made a third Attempt. The 14th the
weather again became very bad, there being a quick succession of hard squalls with heavy rain and a high sea. Under such unfavourable circumstances, and there being little probability of being able to effect it during the S. W. Monsoon, I considered it my duty to Return to Calcutta; and I bore away at 9 in the Morning to that effect.

A Table of Observations relating to the Survey shall be delivered as soon as I can connect [? correct] and finish them with another Copy of the General Chart, and Plans of the Harbours agreeable to Your Lordships Orders.

I have the satisfaction to inform your Lordship that in the performance of this service we have been so fortunate as Neither to lose a Man a Boat or an Anchor.

It is my duty to Acknowledge that I have reason to be perfectly satisfied with the Gentlemen Who have been employed with me on this duty having cheerfully performed Whatever was requested of them. Acting Lieute. Wales has the sole Merit of the Views I must also Acknowledge the great aid I have Received from Mr. Ritchies Remarks Notwithstanding his short stay, and the bad Weather he had to encounter, he shows in his Chart, a probability of the existence of Harbours and Straits, Where I have Actually found them. Captain Buchman by More favourable Weather and a closer Approach is more Minute in his Description of some parts.

I am, with the greatest Respect, My Lord, Your Lordships Most Obedient humble Servant, Calcutta, June 9th, 1789.

(Signal) Archibald Blair.

Captain Blair withdraws.

Ordered that a Letter be Written to Captain Blair by the Secretary Acquainting him that the Governor General in Council is highly Satisfied With the Investigation Which he has made of the points committed to his Survey at the Andaman Islands and will communicate his Sense of it to the Homble. Court of Directors to whom a Copy of Mr. Blair's Report and of the Charts which appear to have been made with Much Neatness and accuracy will be transmitted by the next Dispatch to Europe. Capt. Blair is desired to have Copies prepared of them to remain at the Presidency.

Captain Blair should be informed also that the Governor General in Council considers his reason for discontinuing his Attempta to examine Siddoo Harbour as fully sufficient After the Success Which Attended the first and most Material Object of his Survey. 9

(Note to be continued.)

NOTES AND QUERIES.

SCRETOIRE.

The above word is occasionally found in old Anglo-Indian documents in the sense evidently of a writing case, or desk, or box containing inter alia writing materials. It is not in Yule's Glossary.

It is no doubt connected with the existing English auctioneers' word escreitoir for a fancy writing table (bureau), which is perhaps old French for écritoire, a horn or other receptacle for ink. The following are quotations for its use.

1890. -- "(Goods imported into Achin) from Siam Tinne, Coppar, China Wares, Rice and Scriborees both plain and lacquered, etc." -- MS. Account of India, by T. R. [Seymour], of the first batch of "Pilots" sent to India, p. 168.

1895. -- "The Seamen landing a Small Scriboree with y a boat in which were Gold Mohurs and Rupees to y a value of R. 2062:9 for account of Mr. Charles Chamberlan and R. 3907:11 for account of Mr. Alford of Madras, the said Scriboree droped into the sea, striking on y a Shipp's Side broke y a Scriboree and the money droped out into y a Sea." -- Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, I. 182.

1700. -- "I have sent a Small Sandall Scriboree for a Pallakeen." -- Catherine Nicks, letter in Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, II. 260.

1756. -- "Soon after found a Small Ehecwr with 2 Gun Flints and a File in it, with Which we soon kindled a Fire. This gave us all great Spirits and Indeed I thought the People would Never think they had Candles enough, a light Box of which was Found with the Escrower." -- MS. Account of the Wreck of the Doddington, by Evan Jones, p. 7.

R. C. Temple.

[Note. -- On the 21st August 1789 was considered a letter from Capt. Blair (mentioned in the above report) transmitted from Prince of Wales Island and dated the 19th April. This letter is already printed with the Miscellaneous Papers -- vol. Vol. XXVIII. p. 329. -- Ed.]
THE THIRTY-SEVEN NATS (SPIRITS) OF THE BURMESE.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

No one can be long in Burma without hearing of the Nats, and every book on the Burmese—from the writings of the most learned scholars and most competent observers to those of the butterflies of literature, who flutter through the country and write about it—contains more or less elaborate and more or less accurate notices of them, and still it has always been most difficult to say definitely what the word actually means, or what the Nats are really supposed to be. Perhaps the most nebulous ideas of all on the subject are those of the persons who openly or secretly believe in them, and yet the Nats pervade all Burma and are in one form or another held in awe by all the native population, Burmese or otherwise by descent, whether Buddhist or Pantheistic by faith, whether civilized or savage, whether enlightened so far as Oriental wisdom can teach or entirely ignorant. The subject for study thus opened up is very wide, very complicated, and to the student of anthropology of some importance. It is to the elucidation of one prominent phase of it that I now address myself.

As a further preliminary note, I may say that the following sketch is made in the hope of arousing further interest in this subject in residents in Burma, who can do much towards clearing away difficulties and uncertainties by further research into details, now that the facts of the subject are laid before them in a definite sequence. I have, therefore, made no attempt to adopt a scientific orthography, but have adopted that in ordinary use among Europeans and best understood. Also I would note for their benefit, that many of the names and titles to be found used in reference to the Nats themselves, or to the historical personages on whom the stories about them are fathered are merely Burmese transcriptions of Pali, and in a few cases, of Sanskrit words. Every Nat has probably in addition a personal name among the people which should be worth unearthing.

Examples of Pali or Sanskrit titles are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burmese vulgar pron. in Brackets</th>
<th>Pali, except where marked Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anawratá (Nawyetá)</td>
<td>Anuruddha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athingaá</td>
<td>Asaṅkhyya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dāyaá</td>
<td>Dāraka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dātiyá</td>
<td>Dutiya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyyaú</td>
<td>Erúvaña.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanthawadí</td>
<td>Haṁsāvati.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahāgri (Māgayé)</td>
<td>Skr. Mahāgrīha (P. āghara).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahāthambawá</td>
<td>Mahāsamkhaya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Māthāthitú (Māthayétú)</td>
<td>Mahāsirisūra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nágá</td>
<td>Nāga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagarit (Nagayít)</td>
<td>Nāgarāja.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naravadásitú (Neyábadí)</td>
<td>Narapati Jáyasūra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naratthengá (Neyáñ)</td>
<td>Narasīṅga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narathú (Neyáñthú)</td>
<td>Narasūra.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 In the Journal of Indian Art for the current year there is an account by myself of a series of coloured drawings of the Thirty-Seven Nats illustrated by 12 chromo-lithographed plates and I have in preparation an elaborate monograph on the subject which will be largely illustrated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burmese vulgar pron., in Brackets.</th>
<th>Pali, except where marked Sanskrit.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nawrathā (Nawyetā)</td>
<td>Anuruddha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sîthū</td>
<td>Jáyasūra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sülamani</td>
<td>Chulamanī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thagyā</td>
<td>Skr. Çakra (P. Sakka).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ûngra Yāza</td>
<td>Siṅga Rāja.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thihāthū</td>
<td>Sīhasūra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thīriketayā</td>
<td>Skr. Çrikṣatīra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thīrūwṇā</td>
<td>Sirivānta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzenā</td>
<td>Yojana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahan</td>
<td>Skr. Arāhanta (P. Arāhā).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yāzadarit (Yāzadayit)</td>
<td>Rajādhīrāja.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is not my purpose here to discuss the European literature on the general subject, although I have collected a goodly number of valuable references to Nats, either detailed or casual.

The following is a tentative list, taken from my private library, to show how numerous they are and how well worth collecting together, with others that may exist, so as to form a foundation, on which to build a comprehensive and authoritative account of the unorthodox beliefs of the inhabitants of Burma:

1801. — *Asiatick Researches*, Buchanan’s *Religion of the Burmas*, VI, 179, 186 to 194, 205 to 218, 281 f., 237 to 239, 242 to 244, 246, 267 ff.
1829. — Crawford, *Embassy to Ava* in 1827, pp. 69, 162 f., 163, 200, 229; Appx., 27, 29 f.
1880. — *Brit. Burma Gazetteer*, 2 vols.: I. 397; II. s. v. many places, such as Prome.

1891. — Taw Sein Ko, *Memo. of Tour in Amherst, etc.;* for Popo Nat, 17.


1893. — Cuming, *In the Shadow of the Pagoda*, 47.


1896. — *Karen Dict.*, s. v. na.

1897. — *Bode, Sādāntavātes*, 35.

I shall, instead, commence my investigations with a statement made by an educated Burman, or more strictly native of Burma, in a letter to me which is of much interest in the present connection. He wrote: — “I have to state that Buddhism and Brahmanism have certain beliefs in common, in consequence of stories handed down from father to son. The wild tribes which have not received the Religion of Gaudama [i.e., Buddhism] are quite as strong in this primitive faith. Not only has every human being, but also every conspicuous object and every article of utility, a guardian spirit. When people die it is said that they become spiritual bodies, requiring spiritual food, and in order that these spirits or Nats may not harm the living, the latter make certain customary offerings to them. Some persons, who have familiar spirits, make annual offerings to the Nats, and before making an offering a small bamboo or plank house is built in a grove or near a mountain, wax candles are lighted and minor offerings are made. These festivals are generally performed in Upper Burma. When the ceremonies are over, a pot of water is poured out slowly on to the ground, while repeating certain prayers.

"During the reign of King Anawrathaw [the great conqueror and Buddhist reformer of the Pagan Dynasty who reigned 1010-1052 A. D.] the people in Pagan worshipped the Nats daily. They used to build a small bamboo structure called a Nat-house in front of their own houses and placed offerings in it daily. Whenever the King saw these miserable little Nat-houses, he used to order his officers to destroy them, and had all the figures of the Nats collected into one place and tied together with chains. The figures of these Nats are still to be found in Pagan in a cave there. When the people came to learn about the order of the king directing the destruction of their Nat-houses, they obeyed it, but they hung up a cocoanut in their own houses to represent them and as an offering to the dispossessed Nats. The figures of the Thirty-Seven Nats are still to be seen near the Ngayuang-u Pagoda at Pagan [in Upper Burma]."

The value of this letter to my mind is that it comes from a native of Burma with a mind untinged with European ideas, who rather neatly betrays his origin to be Talai by his reference to the cocoanut. The letter puts the whole question very fairly. The Nats are in fact supernatural beings derived from three separate sources. The supernatural beings of the Buddhists, celestial, terrestrial and infernal, derived from the old Brahmanic cosmogony of India. The tutelary spirits that fill the Earth and all that is thereon, man himself and all the creatures, objects and places amongst which he lives and moves and has his being, derived from the ancient animistic pre-Buddhist beliefs of the people. The ghosts and spirits of the departed. In such a hierarchy as this there are, as there plainly must be, many Orders, and the object of our present study, the Order of the Thirty-Seven Nats, belongs to the category of ghosts or spirits of departed heroes, except in one instance, — the chief of the Order, Thagyia Nat, who springs from ancient Indian Brahmanic ideas.

Now, not only are all the Thirty-Seven Nats, except Thagyia Nat, ghosts of departed heroes, but they all, except one other, purport to be the spirits of persons either themselves royal, or
directly or indirectly connected with royalty. The stories, as now commonly current, are also not necessarily fastened on to persons very long since dead. The majority of them were alive between the XIIIth and XVIIth Cent. A. D., and some less than 200 years ago. One was well known to the early Portuguese settlers and was often mentioned in their accounts. I need hardly point out that this is a strong indication of the stage of civilisation to which the modern Burman has reached.

I may here say that each of the Nats has his or her own cult, i.e., an appropriate ceremony or festival, and an appropriate place and time for performing it, which is in every case of interest to the student, but the point is outside the present enquiry.

Though everybody knows of the Thirty-Seven Nats and everybody talks about them glibly enough, I found that the books passed them over, so far as details were concerned, and I had much difficulty in hunting up vernacular information on the subject, or in procuring named pictures and images of them. In the end I managed to procure some outline legends and a complete set of images carved by Burmans in teak-wood, which I believe is unique, unless a collection which I heard was to be sent to the Copenhagen Museum in 1895 has been placed there. I propose to explain now a series of illustrations made from the images in my possession with the aid of the information thus picked up at odd times from various Burmans and my subsequent researches. Quoting so trustworthy an authority as Taw Sein Ko, I would note that “as a rule, images of Nats are uncouth objects, generally made of wood, with some sort of human countenance. Those of the ‘Thirty-Seven Rulers’ are being carefully preserved within the precincts of the Šwédgón Pagod, at Pagan.” My specimens are, however, I am glad to say, fine examples of indigenous art.

The following is a list of the vernacular information in my possession:—

Books.

MSS. Unbound.
3. MS. A. — List with very brief notes.
4. MS. B. — List with more copious notes.
5. MS. C. — List with very brief notes.
6. MS. D. — List with notes on each.
7. MS. E. — Fragmentary notes on Nats Nos. 22 to 31 inclusive.

Drawings.
8. A set of elaborately colored drawings on a parabaik (native paper) book of all the Nats: no names or descriptions.
9. A bound set of pencil drawings of the 37 Nats with names and descriptions and occasional notes.
10. A bound set of fine pencil drawings of the 37 Nats with names on each.
11. A bound set of rough tentative pencil drawings of the 37 Nats with names.

But there must be much more vernacular information available somewhere, for Taw Sein Ko informs us that there is a Book of Thirty-Seven Odes attached to the cult.

One prominent fact came to my notice from an examination of the data available, viz., that the various lists procured from all sorts of independent sources, were so nearly the same, both in the names of the Nats themselves and in the order in which they were given, that it may be taken for granted that there exists what may be called an authentic list. I have, therefore, taken that one, which is to be found in a pamphlet containing a popular work, the Mahāpyāta Mēdāṇiygān, printed at Rangoon in 1258 B. E., i.e., in 1891 A. D., with a woodcut representing Aungzwamagy Nat, No. 10, on
the front cover, as my model and the most likely to be authentic. In numbering my images I have followed the numeration given therein, and I may add that my numbering has been accepted by the competent Burmans to whose criticism it has been subjected.

I now give what may be called the Authentic List:

**The Authentic List of Nats.**

1. Thagyá Nat.
2. Mahāgiri Nat.
3. Haamādawgyi Nat.
4. Shwé Nábê Nat.
5. Thōban Hlá Nat.
6. Taung-guá Mingaung Nat.
7. Mintarâ Nat.
8. Thândawgân Nat.
10. Aungzwâmâgyi Nat.
11. Ngáziinhin Nat.
12. Aungbinâ Sinbyûshin Nat.
13. Taungmâgyi Nat.
14. Maung Minshin Nat.
15. Shindaw Nat.
17. Takin Shwèli Nat.
18. Minyê Aungdîn Nat.
19. Shwé Sippin Nat.
20. Mêlaw Shwèssagâ Nat.
22. Yua Bayin Nat.
23. Maung Minbyû Nat.
24. Mândalâ Bódaw Nat.
25. Shwèbyîn Naungdaw Nat.
26. Shwèbyîn Nyidaaw Nat.
27. Minthâ Maung Shin Nat.
28. Tîbyûsauung Nat.
29. Tîbyûsauung Mêlaw Nat.
30. Bayinmâshin Mingaung Nat.
31. Min Sithû Nat.
32. Min Kyawzwâ Nat.
33. Myaukpet Shinmâ Nat.
34. Anaak Mibayá Nat.
35. Shingôn Nat.
36. Shingwá Nat.
37. Shin-nêmi Nat.

The qualifications for admission into the authentic list are such as might be expected: — great prominence, strong personality or striking performances during life; or one of the sudden, cruel, startling deaths or tragic, terrifying fates only too common in Burman, as in all Oriental history.
Why the orthodox number of this Order of Nats is fixed at 37 is an interesting question. It has no doubt something to do with the 33 occupants of the Tāvatiṃsa (Trayastrimśa in Skr. and Tawadānthā in Bur.) Heaven of the old Indian and now Burmese Buddhism. The Pali word Tāvatiṃsa means “belonging to the 33,” and the 33 compose an Order of supernatural beings with Čakra, i.e., Thagyā, as their head, just as he is head of the modern Burmese Order of the 37 Nats. In another view, which is a confused reference to the old Indian idea of the changing personality from time to time of the chief of a Buddhist heaven, every one of the 33 is a Thagyā, and in this view the head of the 37 Nats is one of the Thagyās for the time being.

What I may call the natural grouping of the Nat stories historically, as will be seen later on, supports the view that the Order of 37 is a national reference to the old Order of 33, made in consequence of that attitude of mind which has induced the Burmese to fit all the classical names of the localities of Indian Buddhism on to territories and places of note within their own ken. Referring to the “Authentic List” I find that the stories group themselves thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group I</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>2 to 5</th>
<th>13 to 14</th>
<th>37</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group II</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24 to 30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group III</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7 to 12</td>
<td>19 to 20</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|          |     | 31 to 32 | 34 to 35 | ...
| Group IV | ... | 6     | 17 to 33 | ... |
| Group V  | ... | 15 to 18 | 22 to 23 | ... |
| Odd Nats | ... | 1 (Thagyā) | ... | 21 |

There are two ways on this plan of accounting for the four in excess in the Order of 37. In the first place Nos. 35, 36, 37 are women with no particular story and more or less obviously thrown into the set. The story of No. 21 has no connection with any of the others. In the second place Group V. relates to Nat stories of persons presumably alive in the XVth and XVIth Centuries A.D., and so they must all be very modern inventions or attributions. In either case these Nats and their stories may be looked upon as thrown in to make the required number up to 37. It is also to be observed that the last four Nats are all women, whose stories may have been invented to make up the number to 37. But this is necessarily all conjecture and I give it merely as a theory.

Taw Sein Ko has another way of accounting for the number of what he calls the “indigenous pantheon” of Burma. “It consists of 34 Nats [i.e., Thagyā and his 33], but the number 37 has attained a popular fixity because the book of odes chanted when offerings are made to them consists of 37 odes, a number of the Nats having more than one ode devoted to them. The odes are strictly speaking short autobiographical sketches in metre, recited by mediums [nathdaw] when they are possessed and are somewhat moral in their tendency inasmuch as they impress on the audience the sin of treason, rebellion and assassination. In the case of Nats who were members of the royal family they give a succinct account of their genealogy.”

Taw Sein Ko also classifies his 34 Nats thus: — 6 ancient heroes and heroines, 14 royalties, 12 officials of State, 1 “dealer in pickled tea, who traded with the Shan and Palaung States in the north-east of Burma”; and female white elephant [i.e., apparently Thagyā].

We have now got so far in our enquiry as to have ascertained that the Thirty-Seven Nats are spirits of departed royalties of Burma or of their connections, and therefore before proceeding further I must ask attention to a very brief outline of that portion of the exceedingly complicated history of Burmā, which is covered by the stories connected with the Thirty-Seven Nats. I must, however, remind my readers that there are large portions of territory forming part at various times of what has been known to us as the Burman Empire, which are not concerned with these Nat stories, such as the Shan States, Tenasserim, Arakan and Manipur. In explaining the history I regret that I shall be forced to mention names and places which are uncouth and unfamiliar to most European ears, but still I hope, with the aid of the map prepared for the purpose, to make my story clear and perhaps even interesting.
There are three separate races which have had a hand in forming the Dynasties with which we are now concerned: the Burmans, the Shans and the Talaings. As races they have occupied territories roughly as follows:— the Burmans the valleys of the Irrawaddy and the Sittang above Prome and Tonghoo; the Talaings the deltas of these two rivers below those points and of the Salween; and the Shans all the country in the hills to the Eastwards of Burma. The Talaings are an altogether Far Eastern people allied to the races populating Annam. They are all mixed up in the formation of the many dynasties that have held ephemeral sway over the whole or part of Burma, and have constantly ousted each other as ruling races for a time in practically all parts of it. Also at times there have been overlords and subordinate kings holding more or less independent power together in the various chief towns or capitals, and these are all alike "kings" in the popular estimation and memory, a puzzling fact that has always to be kept in mind in attempting to grasp the facts of Burmese political history.

As in all Oriental history, the Burmese dynasties commence with two long lists of legendary kings of Tagaung, as the first general capital, followed by a long dynasty of Prome and later of Pagan, chiefly also legendary in the earlier portions, and alleged to be directly connected with the last of Tagaung. This Burmese dynasty is said to have commenced almost with the Buddhist era in 483 B.C. and to have lasted till 1298 A.D., when it gave way to the Shan dynasty of Pinyà and Myinzaing. The Shan kings of Burma, however, claimed descent from, and close relationship with, the Burmese kings of Pagan, whom they had ousted. Just before this period the great conqueror of the Pagan dynasty, commonly known as Anawrahta, wrested Pegu and Thatön from their Talaing rulers about 1050, and all Burma came under the sway of the Pagan dynasty till its fall. The Shan dynasty of Pinyà never held the Peguan territory of the old Pagan kingdom, and from it there broke off the Shan dynasty of Sagaing. Both the Shan dynasties thus set up gave way to the Burmese dynasty of Ava between 1352 and 1364, the members of which claimed descent from all their predecessors, i.e., from the Burmans of Tagaung and Pagan and from the Shans of Pinyà and Sagaing. They in turn gave way to the Burman king Bayin Naung of Pegu in 1551, who became Overlord of all Burma, reigning both in Pegu and Ava. This general dynasty lasted till 1751, when it was turned out for a short time by a Talaing dynasty of Shan origin, which had succeeded in ousting the Burmese from Pegu in 1740. They in turn were ousted from all Burma by what is generally known as the Ablompaya dynasty, claiming an apocryphal royal descent from Tagaung, in 1757, of which the last member was King Thibaw, deposed by the English in 1885. This dynasty reigned successively at Shwebo, Sagaing, Ava, Amarapura and Mandalay.

The Burman conqueror Bayin Naung of Pegu claimed royal descent thus. On the break up of the Burman dynasty of Pagan in 1298, the discontented Burmese nobility formed a chief nucleus of power at Tonghoo and a minor one at Prome, which led to the foundation of the Burman dynasty of Tonghoo. This took its rise about 1318 and culminated in Tabin Shwèdī, who conquered Pegu from its Shan dynasty in 1540, setting up the Burman dynasty of Pegu, which lasted as such till 1599. Of this the great monarch was the conqueror Bayin Naung. Tabin Shwèdī and Bayin Naung were relatives, both claiming descent from the Burman dynasty of Pagan.

The story of the Talaing dynasties of the Delta at Thaton and Pegu is wrapped in much obscurity, but they are said to have lasted from 573 A.D. to about 1050, when they gave way to Anawrahta of Pagan. On the break up of the Pagan dynasty, a Shan dynasty was established at Martaban and Pegu in 1287, and was that which was destroyed by the Burman Tabin Shwèdī in 1536. It may be interesting to note here that it was Tabin Shwèdī's dynasty at Pegu that was known so well to the early European travellers and settlers in Burma, and it was his race of Tonghoo that was known to them as the kings of Brahma or Burma.

Now the system of the great overlords of Ava and Pegu was to govern outlying provinces by means of tributary kings. Thus, Tabin Shwèdī set up subordinate kings at Ava, Prome, Tonghoo and Martaban. Bayin Naung, reigning at Pegu, did much the same thing, and so did the kings of the general Burman dynasty which succeeded him with Ava for its capital. So that when one hears in legend or
story of a king of Prome or Tonghoo, one has always to ascertain if he was really the king thereof or only a member of a tributary line more or less independent of its overlord.

What therefore has to be carried in the head for the right comprehension of the Nat stories is much this. There were legendary Burman kings at Tagaung, followed by a connected Burman dynasty at Prone and then Pagan from 483 B.C. to 1298 A.D., followed in its turn by two contemporary Shan lines at Pinyâ and Sagaing up to 1364. With the last two was a contemporary Burman line at Tonghoo from 1313 to 1540, which at that date became absorbed into the Burman dynasty of Pegu. The Shan lines of Pinyâ and Sagaing became merged in the Burman line of Ava, which was upset by the Burman dynasty of Pegu in 1551. This then became a general dynasty of Pegu and Ava from 1581 to 1761, giving way to a Shan dynasty of Pegu, which was soon conquered by the last Burman dynasty of Alompra, lasting from 1757 to 1885. There was also a Taing dynasty of Thaton and Pegu from 573 to 1050, when the country became tributary to the Burmese Pagan dynasty till 1287. When a Shan dynasty was set up at Pegu till it was ousted by the Burman Tonghoo line in 1540. Pegu then became merged in the Burmese Ava dynasty till 1740, when for 17 years a second Shan line was established there, giving way finally to the Alompra dynasty in 1757.

The Burma of this history is not a very large territory, and these lines of kings occupied capitals not far apart. Tagaung and Shwebo are to the North. Then come Ava, Sagaing, Myinzaing, Pinyâ, Amarapura and Mandalay, almost within a stone’s throw of each other. Not far South lie Pagan, Tonghoo and Prone. The rest, Martaban, Thaton, Pegu and finally Rangoon, which, though it has long been a veritable Mecca for Buddhists, was never really a native capital, are at no great distance apart to the extreme South. At all these places are signs and buildings innumerable, including inscriptions by the hundred, of the dynasties that once held sway in them, all in a more or less useful state of preservation. Both the ruins and the inscriptions await the hand of some fortunate future explorers, who will find themselves aided in their efforts by a great number of local thanmaingis or monastic chronicles, of a general accuracy by no means to be despised.

I have been obdliged thus to go into the outlines of Burmese history, as without this much knowledge of it, it would be impossible to understand the stories of the Thirty-Seven Nats and the innumerable references, both correct and incorrect, to local history contained in them. For the elucidation of the stories themselves I shall now divide them into five groups, more or less connected with each other, excepting from the groups the Nats who are not directly or indirectly connected with historical royal personages. The two exceptions are Thagyay Nat, No. 1, a purely mythological personage as already explained, and Maung Pó Th Nat, No. 21, who was a trader killed by a tiger near Pinyâ during, I suppose, the period when it was a capital, i.e., between 1298 and 1364 A.D.

I shall next proceed to describe the stories in each group as they are told, and explain briefly their historical references, after which I shall explain the illustrations, group by group.

Group I, which may be called the Duttabaung Cycle, relates to the old legendary Burman dynasty of Tagaung and Prone, and centres about that old-world hero of Burma, King Duttabaung of Prone, ostensibly carrying us back to the days about the foundation of the Buddhist Era in the VIth Cent. B.C.

Group II, or the Anawratha Cycle, purports to relate to the immediate surroundings of the Conqueror Anawratha of Pagan in the XIth Cent. A.D., but in reality it wanders about in a confused kind of way amongst his immediate predecessors and descendants.

Group III, or the mixed Ava Mingaung and Pagan Alaungshihthu Cycle, is meant to relate to the Burman dynasty of Ava (1384-1551) in the XVth Cent. But the stories have become so confused in their references as to equally relate to the days of Alaungshihthu of Pagan, a great name in Burmese history, and his successors of the XII1th and XIIIth Cent.; to the much earlier kings of Pagan of the VIII1th Cent.; and to the Shans of Pinyâ in the XVth Cent.

Group IV, or the Tabin Shwedwin Cycle, relates to the great Tabin Shwedwin of Tonghoo and Pegu himself, and the contemporary subordinate dynasty of Prone in the XVIth Cent.
Group V., or the Bayin Naung Cycle, relates to even later dates connected with Bayin
Naung of Pegu and Ava and his successors of the Ava-Pegu dynasty (1581-1751) in the XVIth and
XVIIth Cent.

I would draw special attention to the exceedingly modern nature of many of these stories. The centuries B. C. and the VIIIth and even the XIth Cent. A. D., might be legitimate dates for legendary stories of spirits; but the bulk of these tales belong to the period con-
tained between the XIIth and XVIIth Cent. A. D., so late a date as 1558 being well authenticated for
one story, and the still later date of about 1620 being hardly doubtful for another. Even so recent a
Conqueror as Tabin Shwe-th, reigning from 1550 to 1560, during the reign of our own King Henry
VIIIth, and well known to the earlier European settlers in Pegu, who actually fought for and against
him in considerable numbers, is himself a prominent Nat.

(To be continued.)

EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth
CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY E. C. TEMPLE.
(Continued from p. 118.)
1789. — No. III.

Fort William, 15th July, 1789. A Read the following Letter and its Enclosure from Captain Blair.
Capt. Blair, 14th July.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir,—The Right Honourable the Governor General having been pleased to Communicate to me
the Distinction of the Ranger and the Viper, I conceive it a Duty incumbent on Me to Make Such
propositions as may have any tendency to forward the wishes of Government, under this idea, I have the
honour to inclose you for his Lordships inspection, a List of such People and Stores as the Ranger will
be capable of Carrying and which will be highly useful on the first establishing the New Settlement.
Should his Lordship Approve the List, and be pleased to Authorize me I shall take the Necessary
Measures to procure the Artifices at a Short Notice and Collect the Stores, Provisions, and Grain.

Was his Lordship resolved to Colonize it I should beg leave to recommend that some People
Might be sent for from the Malay Coast who are particularly dexterous in clearing an unclivated
Country. Those I particularly allude to, are known by the name of Oran Laota, who are a quiet
inoffensive people, laborious, and Capable of that great variety of work, which Occurs in a New
Settlement, they are excellent Fishermen, are very conversant in the qualities and uses of Trees,
they Cut them down and transport them with great address, and occasionally Convert them into
plank, by splitting and dubbing them, they also understand cultivation, and they construct their
Prows, Canoes and houses with great Neatness. There are small Colonys of these People on
different Parts of the Peninsula; their Manners Customs and Religion are entirely Different from
the Malays, and live always Apart except the Men who are hired for a Certain time. I am convinced
they may be induced to come to the new Settlement for Monthly wages, and an Assurance of being
sent back at a specified time, and it is reasonable to Suppose, that good pay and kind treatment,
with some Reference to their prejudices might induce them to emigrate with their families, which
would be a Most Valuable Acquisition, and would be the quickest means of bringing the Country
into a State of Cultivation.

It is also necessary to inform his Lordship that the King of Savoy claims a sovereignty
over the great Andaman and Adjacent islands, and that a Present to that Prince Might
procure a grant, which would evade the force of any possible claims that may be made by the French
or other Nations of prior possession.

Calcutta,
July 14th, 1789.

I have the honor to be, etc.,
(Signed) Archibald Blair.
An Abstract of Serviceable People and Stores which may be Exported on board the Ranger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Country Seeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smiths</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>Mds. 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawyers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Do. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brickmakers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nails of various sorts</td>
<td>Do. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pot Makers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carpenters Tools</td>
<td>Sets 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Smiths etc.</td>
<td>Do. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardeners</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Saws for making Plank</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haveldar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wood Axes, Europe</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naque</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ditto Country</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sepoys</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Spades</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Shovels</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishermen</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pick Axes</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bricklayers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Country Hoes</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bricks for an Oven</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Canvas for the Walls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and roofs of Temporary Huttas</td>
<td>40 bolts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Europe Twine</td>
<td>lbs. 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Country Do.</td>
<td>Mds. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gunnie Do.</td>
<td>Do. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loose Coir</td>
<td>Do. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Candles</td>
<td>Do. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>Do. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nets</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fishing Hooks</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto Line</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marques</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ironmongery to the Amount of 500 Rupees</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hand Mill Stores</td>
<td>pairs 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flag</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coir rope</td>
<td>Coils 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Copper Pots</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Provisions for six Months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rice Bags</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doll Do.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghee Mds.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currie Stuff 100 Rupa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco 100 Do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain Bags</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddy Bags</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Corn</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pease</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutt</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat Europe Seeds</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Baskets</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Signed) Archibald Blair.
1780. — No. I.

Fort William, the 3rd February 1780.

At a Council Present

- Earl Cornwallis, K. G., Governor General, President,
- The Honble. Charles Stuart, and
- Peter Speke, Esqr.

Read Letters from Captain Blair, received on the 31st Ultimo per Ranger from the Andaman Islands.


To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — Be pleased to inform His Lordship in council, that the Ranger arrived here September 28th and the Viper October 27th. That the three first paragraphs of my Instructions from Government being fulfilled I am enabled to send the Ranger to the Island Carnicobar for a Variety of useful Plants. Coconuts, Yams, Potatoes and Stock; the four latter Articles will be highly useful on the arrival of the squadron, particularly so, should there be any scorbatic Patients.

The uncertainty of this conveyance, induces me to for bear giving a more particular detail of my proceedings, which has been successful to the full extent of my expectations.

I have the honour to be, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Mask Redoubt.

Novr. 19th, 1789.

No. 2. Capt. Blair, Dated 7th Decr. 1789.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — Be pleased to inform His Lordship in Council that since the date of my last, which accompany's this, that the Ranger has returned from the Island Carnicobar with an abundant supply of Coconuts, Hogs, some Yams, Potatoes, Pumblenose, Citrons, Lemons, Limes, Oranges, some Fowls; and an excellent assortment of Plants.

The Viper now proceeds to cruise for His Majesty's ships off Cape Negrais, where she will have an opportunity at the same time of taking Turtle on Diamond Island, and Lieut. Roper also has instructions to forward this, should he speak any Vessels during his cruise bound to Calcutta or Madras.

I defer the execution of the sixth paragraph of my Instructions from Government, expecting the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis here soon, but shall enter on that service towards the end of Jaar, should not His Majesty's ships arrive before that period.

I have the satisfaction to inform you that the settlement is healthy, that we have been tolerably supplied with a great variety of excellent Fish, and already begin to reap the fruits of our industry from the Garden.

I have the honour to be, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Mask Redoubt,

the 7th Decr. 1789.
No. 3. Capt'n. Blair, Dated 25th Decr. 1789.

My Lord,—Conformable to your Lordships Orders of the 16th of September I quitted Calcutta the 17th. During the passage hither, which was more tedious and tempestuous than I expected, by which I lost a great part of my stock, and a small portion of the Provisions were also damaged. I arrived here the 28th of the same month, when the Artificers, Laborers, and as many as could be spared from the Vessel, were immediately sent to clear the Ground on the east end of Mark Iisd. towards the small Eminence, noticed in the Plan of that Port; finding it a very commanding situation, a Redoubt was begun on it, the 7th of October.

The 14th a Party of the Natives landed on the Island not withstanding every thing except firing at them, was done to prevent them, which, agreeable to your Lordships Orders I was, if possible, determined to avoid; but as they immediately began to plunder the Cutter, which was then hauled on shore, and the probability of their stricking a panic in the minds of the timid Artificers and Laborers which might have been attended with very unpleasant consequences, I found it necessary, to make use of some force to dislodge them; in the conflict one of the Sepoys was wounded, and in their flight two of the Natives were taken. The first, a lad of 16, was caught by the Jolly Boat, after eluding it for a considerable time, by his dexterity of swimming and diving alternately; and after receiving a pistol Ball through his nose which also destroyed one of his eyes, he had the gallantry to shoot an arrow, while swimming, at the person who inhumanly wounded him. After another was caught I stopped all further pursuit. By the most tender treatment of the two Prisoners, they in a few days eat whatever was given them and seemed as well reconciled to the seclusion from their friends as could be expected; the youngest, once attempted his escape but was caught before he got into the water. As a means of gaining a knowledge of their language and customs I determined to keep them till the arrival of the commanding Officer of His Majesty's Squadron.

The 25 of October judging the Redoubt to be tenable against any incursions which the Natives might make, the British Colours were hoisted on it, and saluted by the Ranger, which was returned with three Volleys by the garrison.

The Viper arrived the 27th by which Vessel I received intimation from the Secretary to Government, that I might expect His Majesty's Squadron here in Novr. or December. A working Party from that vessel was employed, to clear the most convenient watering Place and excavate a small reservoir for the convenience of the Kings Ships.

By November 19 having a sufficient number of the Rangers Guns mounted in the Redoubt, for its defence, also the People and stores housed; I judged it expedient and agreeable to the spirit of your Instructions, to dispatch the Ranger, to the Island Carnicobar, for Plants, Coconuts, stock and such Vegetables as that Island affords; she returned here December 4th with an abundant supply of most of the Articles that I expected, and two Chinese gardeners, who are employed in cultivating a spot for a second garden.

December 7th I dispatched the Viper to cruise off Cape Negrais, for His Majesty's Ships, and to remain on that station ten days, or until as many Turtle were turned on Diamond Island as she could conveniently carry, and then return here for further Orders.

The Experiment Cutter arrived the 18th from Calcutta, with accounts of His Majesty's ships having left that place, two days previous to her departure I immediately dispatched the Ranger to cruise off this Port, for the Commodore and conduct Him in.

The Honble. Commodore Cornwallis, with His Majestys ships Perseverance and Ariel arrived the 19th instant, since which period I have acted under his Orders, and given Him every assistance and information within my power.

From the Commodore I had the honor to receive your further Instruction: dated Novr. 28th, which I shall strictly attend to.

56 For Mark Iisd. = Chatham Iisd.
It gives me unspeakable satisfaction to perceive that the Honble. the Commodore and the Captains under his command, consider this admirable Port, fully equal to what it has been represented in my Report to your Lordships.

Since my arrival I have bestowed considerable attention to the cultivation of a Garden, which already fully proves the productive qualities of the soil.

In consequence of your Lordships last Instructions and the acquiescence of the Commodore, I inclose an account of the quantity of Provisions necessary for the number of Natives of this Establishment, for six months, on the departure of the Ranger, which I expect will be tomorrow, there will be left in store Provision for two months and a half, which induces me to recommend the utmost dispatch to Lieut. Wales, who will conduct the Ranger to Calcutta, whose abilities are fully equal to the charge. I must also beg leave to express my entire approbation of the conduct of Lieut. Thomas and Mr. John Roberts. The state of health of Mr. Louis the surgeon, which has suffered from his late indifferent lodging, makes it necessary for him to proceed to Calcutta, and it also induces me to send the sick in that Vessel; his ability and strict attention to the Patients on shore and on board both Vessels deserve my warmest acknowledgements.

I have the honor to be, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair [Blair].

Chatham Island,
the 25th Decr. 1789.

Ordered that the Indents presented for the Supplies required at the Andaman Islands, be passed, and that the several Articles be provided as soon as possible.

Read a Letter from the Marine Pay Master.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., secretary to the Government.

Sir,—Be pleased to obtain me an order on the Treasury for Sicca Rupees Twenty Thousand, to enable me to comply with Lieut. Wales's Indents for Stores and Provisions for the Ranger, and to issue two months impress to the Commanders, Officers and Cruces of the Lord Cornwallis and Juno, Pilot Schooners Ordered on foreign Service.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) J. Price, Marine Paymaster.

Fort William,
Marine Pay Master Office,
the 3rd Febry. 1790.

Agreed that an Order on the Treasury be issued, in favour of the Marine Pay Master, to the Amount of Sa. Rs. 20,000 for the Services specified in his application.

1790. — No. II.

Fort William, 19th February, 1790. Agreed that the Secretary be directed to write the following Letter to Lieut. Blair, on Duty at the Andaman Islands.

Capt. Blair, 19th Febry. 1790.

To Lieut. Archibald Blair, on Service at the Andaman Islands. Sir,—I was favored on the 31st of last Month, upon the Arrival of the Ranger Snow at this Presidency, with your Letters of the 19th November and 7th of December which were laid before the Governor General in Council, who has directed me to acknowledge, at the same time the Receipt of your address to his Lordship of the 25th of the month last mentioned.
The Board direct me to express their Satisfaction with the Report you have sent of the Healthiness of the new Settlement at the Andamans and the Progress you have made in cultivating the Ground.

His Lordship does not think it necessary at present to furnish you with any new instructions, depending upon your attention to those already given you and confident that every proper Step will be taken on your part to conciliate the Natives and the Company's possession of the Islands, and to provide for the increase of the Agriculture, but his Lordship has thought it important that the Ranger should return to you, as soon as possible with the Supplies required in your Indent, according to the enclosed List, in addition to which I further transmit to you the Note of the Sums paid by the Marine Paymaster to the officers of the Vessel.

His Lordship is pleased with the approbation you have expressed of the conduct of Lieut. Thomas and Mr. John Roberts and of Mr. Lewes, the Surgeon whose ill State of Health preventing his return to the Andamans, Mr. Alexander Gibb has been appointed to Supply his Place and proceeds to this Station in the Ranger now dispatched Copy of the Orders to Lieut. Wales is enclosed.

I am, etc.

Fort William,
The 19th February, 1790.

1790. — No. III.

Fort William, 19th March, 1790. Ordered that the following Letter be written to Lieut. Blair by the Secretary.

To Lieut. Blair. 1790.

To Lieut. Archibald Blair — on Service at the Andamans. Sir,—His Majesty's Sloop Atalanta being on her departure from hence to the Andaman Islands, I transmit to you by this conveyance a Duplicate of my Letter Dated the 19th Ult.

The Commodore of his Majesty's Squadron having requested that Tools may be sent down for the use of the Squadron, these have been furnished, and put on board the Atalanta His Excellency has further proposed that Sheds may be erected upon Chatam Island for the Men to work Under, and clear away the ground for a Garden for the use of the Sick, and Captain Delgarno has been instructed to point out the most proper Places according to the extent of the Place which the Governor General in Council may chuse at present to adopt. His Lordship has desired Me to say that this extent should be calculated by the wants of the Ships that may be at the Island, or expected during the Season.

I am, etc.

Fort William,
19th March, 1790.

1790. — No. IV.

Fort William, 31st March 1790.

The Secretary Acquaints the Board that Messrs. Bayne, Colvins and Bayett have Applied to him for an Order for Payment of the Allowances due to the Estate of Mr. Lewis who was Surgeon at the Andamans.

The Allowance to be paid to Mr. Lewis not having been fixed at the Time of his Appointment which was ordered on the 5th of last September the Board now determine that the Amount shall be regulated by the Sum allowed to the Surgeon at Prince of Wales Island.

Ordered that the Civil Paymaster be directed to pay the same from the 5th of September to the Day on which Mr. Lewis returned in the Ranger from the Andamans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Felling Axes</th>
<th>Pick Axes</th>
<th>Hand Hatchets</th>
<th>Spades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1790. — No. V.

Fort William, 23rd April 1790.

Read a Letter from Lieutenant Blair, at the Andaman Islands [dated 7th April, 1790].

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to the Government.

Sir, — Be pleased to inform the Right Honorable the Governor General in Council, that I am at present engaged on a Survey of the east Coast of the great Andaman and that I intend to prosecute it as far as the north extremity of the Island, and down to Interview Island on the west Coast, if the weather will permit. The Viper will then be dispatched for Calcutta, to bring a supply of Provisions which the late increase of the Establishment by the Ranger makes necessary.

Should any Discovery be Made from the present period until the Viper is dispatched worthy the immediate attention of Government I shall not fail in communicating it; at present it would be retarding the Service unnecessarily to give a detailed Account of what has been done since I left Chatham Island, as Captain Kyd has been engaged in the same pursuits and now proceeds direct for Calcutta.

I have the honor to be, Sir, Your most Obedient humble Servant,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Honble. Companys Snow Ranger In the Entrance of an Inlet in Latd. 13° 19' N. 102°

April 7, 1790.

1790. — No. VI.

Fort William, 30th April 1790.

Read Letters from Captain Blair, received on the 28th Instant.

No. 1. Captain Blair, 13th April 1790.

My Lord, — I was honored with your Lordships Orders of February 19th from your Secretary by the Ranger, which arrived at Port Cornwallis 102° the 8th Ultimo; that Vessel also brought a Supply of Provisions for six Months, for the Original Establishment, which arrived in good Order.

As your Lordship has been pleased to send an increase of fifty four men it becomes a necessary measure to enlarge the Stock of Provisions, for which purpose I now dispatch the Viper and inclose an Indent for such species of Provision, as it would be difficult to procure in this Neighbourhood the bad State of the Hull of that Vessel is another inducement, to send her to Calcutta for repair. Her return hither in the S. W. Monsoon, will prove the possibility and the time Requisite to make a passage during that Season.

Having instructed Lieutenant Wales to carry on the most Necessary work, I left Port Cornwallis the 18th Ultimo to Prosecute the Survey of the Island, and wrote your Secretary the 7th instant by Captain Kyd who accompanied me to the Place, where that letter was dated. Since the Departure of Captain Kyd I have made a cursory Survey of North East Harbour, 102° of which I have the honour to send your Lordship a Plan, its situation, and being in the vicinity of plenty of good fresh water, its capacity, Safety, and the appearance of the Neighbouring Country all tend to make it an Object desiring your Lordship's consideration.

The Advanced State of the season renders it improper to detain the Viper longer on this coast, and also induces me to return to Port Cornwallis by the same rout, to make some Observations at the North end of the Island, and to re-examine Diligent Strait, this, with what has been already done, will enable me to make a tolerable correct General Chart of the whole Island and its dependances, which I shall transmit to your Lordship as soon as possible.

On my return to Port Cornwallis, I shall proceed or dispatch the Ranger to Prince of Wales Island, where a supply of Rice can be procured, and some of those useful People, Oran Lauts, may

102° The present Port Cornwallis.

102° L. s., the present Port Blair.
also be prevailed on to accompany me, for Monthly Wages, a measure Your Lordship recommends in your Instructions to me of September 4th, 1789.

The Natives have been perfectly inoffensive at Port Cornwallis (except in One trifling instance) since the departure of the Commodore, they still avoid intercourse with us, but a little more experience will convince them of our good intentions and Remove their deep-rooted prejudices.

One of His Majestys Sloops was provided with a Spar for a topmast for trial and since their departure I have discovered that Pune is in great abundance and seems of excellent quality, which is the timber most used for Masts in India.

I am happy to inform your Lordship that the general behaviour has been so good that I have only had occasion to inflict one slight Punishment since our first Settlement.

I beg leave to assure your Lordship, that my constant endeavours shall be used to fulfill the wishes of Government in the Surveying Branch as well as the clearing and cultivation of the Ground; the trials in the latter warrant me in asserting that the Island will be very productive in Grain and Vegetables.

I have the honor to be, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Interview Island,
April 13th, 1790.

Ordered that the Plan sent by Captain Blair of the North East Harbour at the Andamans be deposited in the Office.

The Secretary reports that Orders have been sent to the Master Attendant to have the Viper Surveyed, and that such Repairs as are necessary to this Vessel should be completed without Loss of Time.

No. 2. Capt'n. Blair, 14th April 1790.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to the Government.

Sir — Be pleased to inform the Right Honble. the Governor General in Council, that the Provisions specified in the enclosed Indent together with the Stock in Store at the Settlement, and what I shall be able to procure from Prince of Wales Island, will be sufficient for the Consumption of the Establishment to the end of October.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

April 14th, 1790.

An Indent for Provisions for the Natives of the Establishment of Port Cornwallis:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doll</td>
<td>100 Mounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghee</td>
<td>34 ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>34 ditto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interview Island,
April 13th, 1790.

The Secretary reports that a Copy of this Indent has been sent to the Naval Store Keeper with Directions to Supply the articles therein mentioned.
1790. -- No. VII.

Fort William, 19th May 1790.

Read the following Letter from Lieutenant Blair at the Andamans [dated 22nd April 1790].

To the Right Honorable Charles Earl Cornwallis, K. G., Governor General, etc., in Council.

My Lord, – I did myself the honor to write your Lordship from Interview Island by the Viper which was Dispatched from thence the 13th instant to Calcutta for a Supply of Provisions.

On my return hither I found His Majesty’s Sloop Atalanta Captain Delgarno and from him I received Orders from your Secretary which I shall strictly attend to.

Lieutenant Wales who I had left in my absence informed me of the loss of Our four Fishermen the 3rd Instant. The 6th two of the Bodys were found, with evident marks of inhuman barbarity having been exercised in putting them to death, and I am afraid my Lord, they are not the first Victims who have suffered by those barbarous Savages. Before there were only Suspicious, but now too certain proofs of their inhuman cruelty.

I am happy to inform your Lordship that this unfortunate Event, has not depressed the Spirits of the Settlement so much as might have been expected, but it will circumscribe our operations as a greater degree of caution will be necessary.

I propose to dispatch Lieutenant Wales with the Ranger to Prince of Wales Island for a Supply of Rice, but shall detain her some days after the departure of the Atalanta and postpone that Service should any Visible alteration take place in the disposition of the Natives.

I am with great Respect, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Chatham Island,
22d. April 1790.

1790. — No. VIII.

Range III. 58.

Fort William, 30th June 1790.

The following Letter was written on the 28th Instant to Lieutenant Blair.

To Lieutenant Blair at the Andaman Islands.

Sir, – Your Letters of the 7th, 13th, 14th and 22nd of April have been laid before Government, and I have received their Orders to reply to those Parts of them that require an Answer.

13th April.

The Viper which now returns to you arrived here on the 28th April. The repair that she wanted has been given to her, and she takes the several Articles that were desired by your Indent.

The Sketch which you mention to have sent, of your Survey of the North East Harbour of Andaman was received, and if any Observations or Instructions should be thought necessary in consequence of it, you will have them in Course. Your General Chart of the whole Island will be acceptable, and the Board depend on your furnishing them with it as soon as you have had leisure to compleat it.

It is wished that you should send round to Bengal when an opportunity offers a specimen of the Poon Wood, fit for Masts, which you notice to be in abundance on the Island, that some judgement may be formed of its Quality compared with that of Timber of the same species, that is procurable in other parts of India.

14th April.

The Provisions specified in the Indent, forwarded in this Letter have been put on board the Viper.
22d. April.

The Governor General in Council was concerned to hear of the loss of the four fishermen, who had been sent round from Bengal. You would of course consider whither some marked notice of such Barbarity exercised by the Natives of the Islands upon these inoffensive People might not be of general use to our establishment at the Andamans, by preventing similar acts of Savage violence in future and affording Confidence to the new Settlers in their Security, But in this case his Lordship relies on you doing the best that a General View of circumstances in our present situation at the place, may point out.

Particulars of the advances made on account of the Viper and a list of the Articles provided for the use of the Vessel as well as for the supply of your Establishment are enclosed with a Copy of the sailing Orders given to Lieutenant Roper.

I am, Sir, Your most obedient humble Servt.

Fort William,
28th June 1790.

The following is a Copy of the Account that was sent with the above Letter:

<p>| Stores supplied for the outfit of the Snow Viper Bombay Cruizer Lieutenant George Roper Commander in the Months of May and June 1790. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>---</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe Canvas No. 1</td>
<td>3 and 1 Yd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 and 4 do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6 and 16 do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 Bolts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 and 6 do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3 Bolts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 and 8 do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Vittery</td>
<td>— 40 do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet Lead</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather backs</td>
<td>hide</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor with Stocks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Shelves and Pans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Hawser</td>
<td>8 1/2 Ins.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10 fms.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Md.</td>
<td>s.</td>
<td>c.</td>
<td>C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Rope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ins.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2½</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Ratling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>tha.</td>
<td>2 Coils</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turpentine Oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Shieves and Pins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linseed Oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Oaker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Lead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Oaker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe hand Lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horn Lanthorns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Twine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Blocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ins.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spunyarn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint Brushes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Log Lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. double Bunting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Binnacle Lamps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Hour Glasses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Minute Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Do. Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Md.</td>
<td>a.</td>
<td>c.</td>
<td>C. Psa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nails of Sorts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest Locks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Nails</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrapers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Saws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter's Adze</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canikking Irons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Hatchets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Bill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermer Chessel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sail Needles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt Rope Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilboe Belt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shackles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Canvas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Reel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Spar 9 Ins. 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax Candles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungaree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthen Pots</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Gotten Thread</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthen Pots</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chunnamb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Commar Planks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seendry Poes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Md.</td>
<td>s.</td>
<td>c.</td>
<td>C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Dammer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sissoo Knee [? knee]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Timber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burning Reeds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheathing Boards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut Do. Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Damer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarrel Planks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundry Phoils</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision Stores supplied the Viper Cruizer.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Beef</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Pork</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rum 2 half Leaguers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Rice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Doll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Ghie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Ditto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocomut Oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Cotton Thread</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry fish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biscuit fine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Coarse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split firewood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Leaguers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunny Bags</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table lists various items with their respective quantities in different units.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Md</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>qrs</th>
<th>lb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duppies</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packed Jars</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread Casks</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Military Stores supplied by Colonel Deare Commissary for the Viper Cruizer.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Md</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>qrs</th>
<th>lb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cannon Powder</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape Shot for 3 ps. do.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funnel Cartridge for Do.</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musket Cartridges</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzee Ditto</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartridge Cases for 3 ps. do.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Pouches</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton Match</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartridge Paper</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutlasses</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole Axes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzees...</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowtee...</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell Tent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Medicine Chest refitted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Provision Stores sent on the Viper for the use of the Natives on the Establishment at Port Cornwallis.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Md</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>qrs</th>
<th>lb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Doll</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Ghee</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunny Bags</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packed Jars</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Tard Seizing Lines</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Tard Seizing Lines</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Md.</td>
<td>a.</td>
<td>c.</td>
<td>C.</td>
<td>qrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Marlines</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarr</td>
<td>2 Bars.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Single Blocks</td>
<td>4 Ins.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffaloe Hides</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheathing Boards</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Topsail Sheet Blocks</td>
<td>10 Ins.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hambro Lines</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengal Hides</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Spears</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Boxes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass Hinges</td>
<td>8 pr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Deep Sea Lines</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padlocks</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass Box Compasses</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Baize</td>
<td>1 pe.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather Buckets</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Screws</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunay Bags</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewing Needles</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bees Wax</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing Net</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiled Dammer</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scissors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil Rope</td>
<td>2½ Ins</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soap</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### MISC. NERRE.

**ETYMOLOGY OF THE WORD PINDHARI.**

The object of these notes is to bring forward a new derivation of the word Pindhari for the consideration of the learned. At first I thought my solution was a final one, but as I have continued my enquiries I have gradually lost that feeling of certainty, and I now offer it as a very plausible answer to the problem. Before entering on the results of my own research, I must first clear the ground by showing the weakness of the etymologies hitherto proposed.

Under Pindarry, Sir H. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, p. 538, says:—"The etymology of the word is very obscure." Of that fact there can be little or no doubt. We may pass by with a smile, as Yule does, Mr. H. T. Prinsep's attempt, History of the Political Transactions, Vol. I. p. 36, to connect the word with the Pandor of Campbell's lines in the "Pleasures of Hope."

"When leagued Oppression pour'd to Northern wars"

"Her whisk'rd pandoors and her fierce hussars."

Yule offers three solutions, two of which he deems "not very satisfactory" and the third "a possible suggestion merely." These are:

1st.—From pendâ, a drink for cattle and men prepared from *hordeum vulgare*, the allusion being to the dissolute drunken habits of the men.

2nd.—From pendâ, a bundle of straw, and *hara*, one who takes, the men having been originally collectors of forage.

---

### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Md.</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>c.</th>
<th>qrs.</th>
<th>lb.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paintstone and Mullar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stedyard and Pea</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Pots with Covers of sizes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Dishes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frying Pans</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank Bucket</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Teakettle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing Lines of Sizes</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Irons</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane Irons</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Bills</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat Anchor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish Hooks</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking Trumpet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Paint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Ditto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(To be continued.)
3rd. — From pind parñā, to follow, to stick closely to any one.

To these may be added,

4th. — “The term was taken from the Beder race.”

5th. — “Pindārā (pl. pindār, lump of food, dr, bringer), a plunderer, a pillager (among the Marāthās).”

The first of these derivations is founded on a note in Sir John Malcolm’s Central India, 3rd edition, Vol. I. p. 433, and although vouched for by Karim Khan, Pindharī, it seems to me one of those popular half-jocular derivations, with which natives of India so readily stave off enquiry on a subject of which they know nothing. This derivation is also accepted by the Madras Manual of Administration, Vol. III. p. 584, under Pindarry. As to the seed or grain referred to, from which a drink is made, may it not be the indicusfera liniolata (Bata), which according to the Imperial Institute Journal for 1893, p. 341, is called pandidhari pati in Bombay and pundhi in Nasik? The seed is said to be eaten in time of scarcity and famine.

The second explanation is found in H. H. Wilson’s Glossary of Indian Terms, p. 414, under Pendhārd. He alleges as a plausible etymology, on the strength of the Marāthā spelling, that the word is most probably from pendhā, a bundle of grass, and ār, one who takes. The justification for this analysis is, that originally the Pindāri marauders or plunderers were nothing more than collectors of forage attached to an army.

The third suggestion thrown out by Sir H. Yule is even more fanciful than the other two, which are, as we have just seen, very fantastic, and hardly more than, as Professor Wilson himself says, “plausible conjectures.” Thus it is quite evident that he, for one, was very little impressed by Karim Khan’s idea of connecting the word with pendhā, an intoxicating drink. The fifth entry, which is Mr. Shakespeare’s version, Dictionary, Hindustani and English, column 555, is even less worthy of acceptance, for it involves the hybrid result of joining on a Persian affix ār to a purely Sanskrit root pind; and moreover ignores the real Marāthā form of the word, which is Pendhrārd, see Baba Padmanāji’s Compendium of Molensworth’s Dictionary, p. 354. In short, it is no more than idle guessing of no scientific value, about on a par with Zephaniah Holwell’s derivation of begam, the Turkish feminine of beg, a lord, said by him to be from Bi, without, ghām, grief.

We come now to the fourth entry on our list. It is asserted, without any doubts or reservations, by Dr. Balfour, Cyclopedia of India, edition of 1893, Vol. III. p. 216, that Pindari or Pindhāri comes from the name of the Beder tribe. “It is from this race, the Bandara Wanto of the Telag, that the name Pindār comes.” I beg leave to doubt this.

As to the first half of the matter there is no doubt; it is quite clear that there was and is a Beder race. According to Hunter, Gazetteer of India, they are found in Chitaldrug of Maisūr, Vol. III. p. 423, and are the rulers of a small state, Sundhār, in the west of the Ballārī district, Vol. XII. p. 208; they also ruled formerly at Shorapur, a tributary state now absorbed into and forming the south-west corner of the Nizām’s territory, Vol. XII. p. 423. There is much about the Shorapur Bedars, according to Hunter, in Meadows Taylor’s Story of my Life, 2nd edition, pp. 210, 211. The Census of 1851, Census of India, Vol. XIII. p. 305, shows that there were 52,387 Bedars in the Madras Presidency, described as “formerly hunters and soldiers, and it is this class which formed a considerable and valuable contingent to the armies of Hyder and Tipu.” In 1881, Willmott and Syed Hoosain, Historical and Descriptive Sketch of the Nizam’s Dominions, Vol. I. pp. 351, 341, there were 121,803 Bedar (Byad) in the Shorapur, Raichūr, and Lingasāgar districts of the Nizām’s Dominions.

There are many references to these Bedars in native histories. They are mentioned often by Khīfī Kḥān, and the celebrated rulers of Sagar, Pem Nāyak and Pariyyā Nāyak, were of that caste. Rām Singh Munshi’s Gulshan-i-ajāib (Letters of Rao-ul-mulk compiled about 1161 H. (1748), British Museum Addl. MSS. No. 26,236, fol. 63b, names this tribe when writing of an attack on Atnūr, a hill fort some twenty-five miles west of Gulbargah (in the Nizam’s Territory). In the Maqāir-ul-umārā, Vol. I. p. 557, under Husamuddin Kūhān, we find that in the reign of Bahādur Shāh (1717-1712) the Bedars (spelt with a Hindi ī) gave trouble in Udgrī (in the Nizam’s Territory, about 110 miles N.W. of Haidarābād (Willmott and S. Hoosain, Vol. II. p. 786).

But my objection to accepting Bejar as the origin of the word Pindari or Pindhāri seems to me quite unanswerable. So far back as 1748 I find both words, Bedar and Pindhāri, used in one sentence by Rām Singh Munshi in the work already referred to. The passage is on fol. 63b —

"Majṣīdī-i Bedar wa Bedgar wa Pindhārī, lafrī-ālī frīn mūnū [i.e., Atnūr] ra wīḻyāh-i-bābā sādhtū."  
"The turbulent men of the Bedar and Bedgar and
Pândhars have made this place into their refuge." If the two names were in use side by side, but applied to different bodies of men, how could the one word have been derived from the other?

Balfour's authority, so far as he quotes any, is Coleman, which I take to be C. Coleman's Mythology of the Hindus, 4to, 1832, wherein on p. 293 we are in turn referred to a work Origin of the Pindaries. This I identify with Origin of the Pindaries by an Officer of the H. E. I. Co.'s Service, 5vo, London, 1818. The relevant passage is on p. 118, but the author throws no light on the meaning of the name, and the extent of his historical research is seen when he attributes to Muhammad Qasim, Firistah, who died in 1623 at the very latest, statements about the Dakhin wars of 'Alamgir between 1609 and 1707. In reality he is quoting Bhim Sen's Nasakha-i-dilkush through Jonathan Scott's History of Dehkan without naming his authority.

I come now to the solution that I have to bring forward. It is in short that the word Pindari (or more strictly Pándhari) comes from a place or region called Pándhur or Pandahr. The word has been formed by adding to this place-name the yā-ya-tub, or the y of connection. Thus the word would mean, according to me, "a man belonging to or coming from the region called Pandahr." To prove my case I must make out two things, 1st, that there is or was a region known as Pandahr; 2ndly, that the Pindhari marauders had some special connection with such a region.

First then for the evidence as to a place called Pándhur. From Bhim Sen, Nasakha-i-dilkush, British Museum, Oriental MS. No. 19, fol. 162a, when describing the march in 1707 of 'Alamgir's son, 'Aqā Shāh from Abadnagar to Agrāhār, we learn that Chīn Gīlch Khān (afterwards Nīgām-ul-mulk) stopped behind in Burhānpūr, we Muhammad Anṣār Khān as Pāndhur sarār šāhīdīr namūdah, nazī Chīn Gīlch Khān roft, "And Muḥammad Anṣār Khān ascended from Pāndhur and returned to C. Q. Khān." The next stage arrived at by the army was the pass of Tumri, north of Hāndiyā on the Narbādā. Thus this Pāndhur must lie somewhere between Burhānpūr and Hāndiyā. Against Kāmwar Khān, Tagīrhi-i-salātīn-i-chaghāniyāh, referring to the same event, says "we as manṣūl-i-Pāndhur, kih shāsh kuroh as Burhānpūr fdiyāh lārad, "And from the stage of Pāndhur which lies six kos from Burhānpūr." Kām Rāj also, 'Aqā-ul-harb, fol. 95b, under date of 32nd Muharram 1119 H. (25th April 1707) informs us that Rāo Dālpat, Bundehāra, was told off to see in person to passing the carts and baggage through the defiles of Pandhūr. All three writers, Bhim Sen, Kāmwar Khān and Kām Rāj were with 'Aqā Shāh's army.

We have another citation to make from Kāmwar Khān under the date of the 13th Shāhīn 1182 H. (19th June 1720) where the locality of the battle between Nīgām-ul-mulk and Sayyad Dilāwar 'All Khān is given as the Kohistān-i-Pāndhur, "the hill-country of Pāndhur." Mirāz Muhammad, Tagūsh-i-Muhammadī (year 1132 H.) says Dilāwar 'All Khān was killed at the village of Pāndhūr in Khāndesh. Other sites for the contest are Batpūr in the Makrās territory (Khāś Khān, Vol. II. p. 875), Qasbā Khāndā (Rustam 'All, Tagūsh-i-Hindī, fol. 240b), and Husainpur (Tagūsh-i-Muṣaffārī, my copy, p. 181, and the Asiatic Miscellany, Calcutta, 1785, Vol. I. p. 328).

These places are all to the north or north-east of Burhānpūr, between it and the Narbādā, and therefore in the region that I say was called Pandhūr.

Next as to modern evidence of the name Pandhūr, which is unfortunately rather hard to find. It does not appear on the map attached to the Central Provinces Gazetteer, nor is it on the map of the Central Provinces, scale 16 miles = one inch, corrected up to 1872; while Sheet No. 8 of the Revenue Survey, on which the name ought to appear, does not seem to have been issued. But on the Indian Atlas, Sheet No. 54, there is a Pandhūr river flowing from north-west to south-east and entering the Tapti opposite Chāndniāpur, a station on the G. I. P. Railway. This place is east of Asirgārāh and about 114 miles N.E. of Burhānpūr. On the river is a place marked Garhi, and possibly it also may have been called formerly Pandhūr. There is also a Puckeek Pauṇḍar on Sheet No. 6 of a map of the Rajputāna States issued by the Government of India in 1859. This village lies 17 to 20 miles N.E. of Burhānpūr.

Having adduced what is, I hope, satisfactory evidence that a place or region existed between Burhānpūr and Hāndiyā on the Narbādā, known in the 18th century by the name of Pandhūr; I now proceed to show a close connection between the Pindaries and this very region, now included in the Nīmār and Hoshangābād districts of the Central Provinces.

H. T. Prinsep, Vol. I. p. 36, says that in 1764 the Pindhāris obtained lands in the valley of the Narbādā. Burūn, Pandhāri, died at Asirgārāh (some 16 miles north of Burhānpūr) about 1800, and afterwards Karim Khān, another of their leaders, obtained grants from Sendhīsh in the valley and above the ghād of the
Narbada. In *Summary of the Mahratta and Pindaris Campaign*, London, 1829, p. 99, we read: "To the right of a pagoda on the opposite side of the river to Handiyya lies the Durrah or tributary estate of Cheeto, a celebrated leader of the Pindaries." Under "Nimar," the *Central Provinces Gazetteer*, p. 339, has "The Pindaries may in fact be said to have been at home in Nimar." Their chief camps were in the dense wilds of Handiyya, between the Narbad and the Vindhyā range. In other words, their home was in the country that I say was called Pandharī.

A curious fact is the appearance of Pindhāra as a caste name in the Census of 1891, both in Bombay and the Central Provinces. In the former they are described as carriers; in the latter, as earthwork and stone-dressers. In Bombay they number 1,062, thus distributed (Census, VIII, pp. 219, 330, 339).

Deccan — 539 — Nearly all in Khāndesh and Nāṣik.
Kōkān — 4 — All in Kānara.
Karnāṭa — 279 — All Mahomedans, 230 in Bijāpur.

In the Central Provinces (Vol. XII, pp. 162, 163), there are 397, of whom Hoshangābād has 233, Bālāghāt, 110, and Nīmar only 2.

A few words remain to be said as to the earliest proved use of the word Pindhāri in native histories and in Anglo-Indian works. I cannot say that under this head my investigation is exhaustive; but I put on record what I have found. Yule's earliest instance, p. 639, in 1706-7, from Jonathan Scott's *History of Delhi* (Shrewsbury, 1794, two vols. 4to). The original passage is in the *Nuskhā-b-i-dīvān* by Bihim Sen, a Kāteār of Burhanpur, Scott's *Boondela Officer*, who finished his book in 1120 H. (1718). But what if this author never used the word? By a strange coincidence, the very copy employed by Jonathan Scott is now in the British Museum, MS. Oriental, No. 23. On turning to the passage, fol. 156b, I find Pehā, Badār, and Pēdā, that is to say, a proper name with an epithet, Pehā, the Bedar, a well-known man of the period, and not the word Pindhāra or Pinderreh at all; while on fol. 130a, Pēdā, Pēdā, is quite plain. This instance, then, must be rejected as founded on mistaken readings. I suspect the same would turn out to be the case with the next, if I had access to the

original text of the *Nishān-i-Haidarī*, but unfortunately I have no copy at my command.

In the *Ma'dir-i-Ālamgīr*, written in 1129 H. (1711) I find (edition Bibl. Ind. p. 500), under the year 1116 H. (1704-5) the words "bā kāmāk i pandar," to reinforce the Pandar," but I doubt the reading and expect it ought to be "bā kāmāk i pendar," Bedar, instead of Pendar, Pindhāra. But the word Pandhara is plainly used by Rām Singh, Munshi of Nizām-ūl-Mulk, writing before 1161 H. (1748). His *Gulshan-i-ajādī*, B. M. Add. MSS. No. 26, 236, has on fol. 63b, "The turbulent of the Bedar and Bedgar and Pandhars of that place" (i.e., Atmār in the Nizām's Territory). A still earlier instance is perhaps found in the *Tārikh-i-Muhammad*, under the year 1125 H. (1722-3). "Sambhāji, Pāndhārīghah, a leading man under Rājā Sāhā, was killed at the end of the year in the sībah of Bādār in a fight with Chandar Sen, a leader of the party of the widow of Rājā Saheb, uncle's son of Śāhā." This man is not named by Grant Duff, and I do not know whether the epithet means "a native of Pandhārī" or a Pindhāri in our modern sense. Two other writers I have found using the word, this time without doubt in the modern sense. In the *Mirāt-ul-ṣafā*, B. M. Add. MSS. No. 6540, composed about 1179 H. (1765-6), fol. 115b, the story is told of Sīndhiā's attack in 1175 H. (1761-2) on Burhanpur, and in his army were many men "qanm-i-lajārah (bojarah?) kihā māshāh Pāndhārī bāh Pāndhārī wā Dānākā end, 'Of the tribe of Lajārah (possibly Bajārah, i.e., Bānjārah grain-carriers) who are known by the names of Pandhārah and Dānākā.' [The s of Pandhārah is entered by a different pen; Dānākā is equivalent, I presume, to Dākā, a dacoit, a robber.]

In Anglo-Indian usage the word Pindhāri seems to have become known by 1784, the year in which Jonathan Scott made his translation of Bihim Sen's book. Yule's quotation of 1784 from a vocabulary corroborates this date. I do not find the word in the Index to G. W. Forrest's *Bombay Selections*, nor in his three Warren Hastings volumes (1773-1785). If Pandhāru is the same word for the same thing then R. Orme is the earliest user. In his *Military Transactions*, first published in 1763, writing of January 1769, he says, "and a greater number of foot plunderers who are called Pandarums," Madras reprint, Vol. II, p. 571. In his most elaborate index there is no entry of either Bedar or Pindhāri.

---

1 With reference to the doubt that I have expressed as to the use of the word *Pindhāri* in the text of the *Nishān-i-Haidarī*, I find I am wrong. On page 92, line 13, of the lithographed edition (Bombay, 1867 H., 1889) I find the word *Pindhārah* is employed. But Yule gives as the date the year of the events recorded (1762 A. D.), whereas it should be more properly the year in which the *Nishān-i-Haidarī* was written. It was finished on the 26th Shawkī 1217 H. (2nd February 1808).
To sum up the case for and against my contention. If it were not for a passage in Grant Duff's History of the Maharrattas, Bombay reprint, 157, I should have been ready to maintain that I had proved my case. My argument requires two things to make it irrefutable: (1st) a very early connection between Pandhār and the Pindhari; (2nd) that the Pindhari had no early home or settlement outside Pandhār. As to the first point the recorded evidence seems to go no further back than 1794, when Sendhiah granted them lands in Nimār; whereas before that time the name had become fixed, and had even crept into Anglo-Indian vocabularies. As to the second point, Grant Duff says, and he if anybody must have known, that “there were a number of Pandhāris about the borders of Maharashtra and the Carnatic; they cultivate land in time of peace, and plunder when the country is unsettled; they have been there for some hundred years; many of them speak Hindostanee and call themselves Rajpoots.”

W. IRVINE.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

INDIAN CHILDREN'S BOGGIES.

Few Europeans probably know how great a part boggies play in the early education of native children, and how deeply the fear of hawwā (ghost) and rāt ki māh (the night's mother) sinks into the little hearts. So much is the case that not even high education in after-life eradicates the terror thus engendered.

GULAB SINGH in P. N. and Q. 1883.

THE JANEU, ITS FORMATION AND USE.

The jāneu or sacred thread of the Hindus is thus made:—The four fingers of the hand are closed and a thread is wound back and front over them (if to represent the union of the four sacred elements in created things) 96 times — i.e., 12 x 8, or according to the octad, common only to the Eastern nations and the Chinese. This thread forms a strand of the jāneu. Three of these strands are then taken together and divided into three parts, and these are then twisted to the right and made into three strands each. This is called an agrā. Two agras go to a jāneu, or aggregate of six threads of three strands each. The jāneu is knotted together by a number of knots depending on the descent and sect of the wearer. It is worn over the left shoulder, which is a concession to Buddhism, as it was originally worn round the waist.

In worshipping the gods the jāneu is worn over the left shoulder and held across the palm under the thumb of the left hand, while the libations are made with the right hand forward in worshipping the pitru (ancestors) it is worn on the right shoulder, and the libation is made with the fingers of the right hand raised higher than the palm, so that the water pours to the right. In worshipping the Ḍhis the thread goes round the neck, and the water is poured out with both hands inwards towards the chest.

When dirty the jāneu must be made into the form of the swastika or mystic cross, in the manner that children play at "cat's cradle," and then washed.

W. BOUCHAN in P. N. and Q. 1883.

CHILDBURIAL.

In Ralston's Songs of the Russian People, 2nd ed., p. 136, I read that in Russia the threshold of a cottage has many curious superstitions attached to it, and that still-born children are buried under it. A case occurred in Ambala Cantonments, in which a humble couple, Jaiswārās, in for them, comfortable circumstances, were arraigned for concealing the birth of a child. It was found buried under the threshold. It turned out that infanticide was the last thing the parents intended, for it was a first-born son, and that the infant had died about nine days after birth, and had been buried, where it was found, in order that in constantly stepping over it, the parents would run no risk of losing any subsequent children that might be born. They said it was the custom of the caste so to bury all children that died within 15 days after birth.

R. C. TEMPLE in P. N. and Q. 1883.

1 [An exact parallel is found in the pernicious custom of telling children "ghost stories" in Europe. No amount of education really eradicates the nervous fear thus created, that curses the lives of nine-tenths of the human race.—Ed.]

2 This is a "savage" custom for the Andamanese do the same thing. The Indian Antiquary, May, 1882.
PRELIMINARY NOTE ON AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL TOUR ON THE INDUS.

BY M. A. STEIN.

I was able to utilize my Ramzan vacation of January last for a short archaeological tour in the north-western districts of the Panjâb, — a region which has been, and will remain, a field of special interest to me. I began my wanderings near Dhêrê Shâhân (on the railway line between Rawalpindi and Attock) where I was able closely to inspect the great site of Taxila, long ago correctly identified by General Cunningham. Coins of the Greek and Indo-Scythian rulers are still found there in plenty. The scanty remains above ground are rapidly disappearing under extended cultivation. But those below are fortunately safe and may yet some day prove that Prof. Bühler was right in looking upon Taxila as one of the most promising places for systematic excavations. The latter undoubtedly would be expensive, owing to the extent of the site and the depth of the debris.

From Taxila I marched up the valley of the Harro River where I succeeded in tracing near the villages of Tarnâva and Pumbâla a series of ancient Stûpas and monastic buildings that have so far remained undescribed. I was scarcely surprised to find that all Stûpa-mounds had been opened at one time or the other. On my way back I visited the well-known Stûpa of Bâlâr which forms a conspicuous landmark in the lower Harro Valley. A feature of it which curiously enough has not received proper notice in previous accounts known to me, attracted my special attention. The solid masonry near the top encloses a square chamber of cut slabs, exactly similar in construction and size to the one seen by me in the Stûpa of Takhtaband and described in my Bunr Report.

I next marched via Hassan Abdal and Campbellpur to Shakardarär, a large village near the latter place, where about three years ago a Kharoshthi inscription had been discovered. Prof. Bühler had published it a short time before his death in the Proceedings of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna, from a cast which had been taken of the stone when it was offered for sale to the Curator of the Lahore Museum, and of which I had at the time sent him a photograph. The stone itself has disappeared since. But I was able exactly to ascertain the position, etc., of the old well from which it had been dug up and to collect other evidence of the antiquity of the site.

On my subsequent march down to Milâb, the old crossing place on the Indus, I succeeded in tracing and acquiring an important Kharoshthi inscription of the Kushana period, which had been found a short time ago near an ancient well and subsequently carried away by villagers. My search for the stone was attended with a good deal of trouble and a series of incidents which gave it quite the character of an exciting chase. All the greater was my satisfaction when I ultimately obtained this interesting epigraphical relic which mentions a date and the name of a hitherto unknown Indo-Scythian prince. The stone is now safely deposited in the Lahore Museum, to which I presented it, and the inscription will be published by me in my detailed report.

I then marched to Khairâbad opposite Attock and after crossing the Kâbul river, visited Jahângirâ, Alladhrâ, Lahâr, Ûnd (previously identified by me with Udabhânga, the winter capital of the Sâhis of Kâbul), and other ancient sites of Gandhâra along the right bank of the Indus. At Tûpî I reached the point where the Indus leaves the hills. The ruined sites on the lower spurs of Mahâban which had furnished so many of Major Deane's puzzling inscriptions in unknown characters, were here temptingly near and yet for the time beyond my reach; for I had not been able to secure permission to cross the border into Gadûn territory where most of them are situated.

I was, however, able to survey on the British side of the border the ruins of Suladhrâ and Pâlosdrâ from which some of those inscriptions had come, and to obtain useful indications as to their probable date. On a ridge of low hills known as Irâmn which rises on the right bank of the Indus not far from Tûpî, I examined extensive ruins of ancient fortifications closely resembling those seen by me in Swáṭ and Bunr. I then crossed the river by the historic ferry of Torbêla into the Hazârà District, in order to follow up there the track of the ancient route which connected Gandhâra with Kashmir. In the hills to the west of Abbottabad, snow-covered at the time, through which this route
took me, I had the satisfaction of identifying several ancient localities I had previously searched for in vain in connection with my labours on the old topography of Kashmir, such as the Baharān of Alberuni and Kalinjara.

A rapid ride through the central valley of Urāsh which still retains the names of the ancient Urāsh, brought my tour to a close. Notwithstanding the extent of the ground (circa 240 miles) over which my marches had taken me within little more than a fortnight, it had been a holiday as instructive as any I ever had in the Land of the Five Rivers.

NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QUR'AN.
BY HARTWIG HIRSCHFELD, PH.D., M.E.A.S.

CHAPTER I.

General Character of the Qur'ān.

Ibn Khaldūn on the miraculous character of the Qur'ān — Definitions of Islam and Qur'ān — Translations —穆罕默德，author, but not editor, of the Qur'ān — Maxim of "Abrogation" — Meaning of the term "Arabic Qur'ān" — Qur'ān the "Speech" of Allah — Transcendental character of the Qur'ān — Qur'ān encourages study — The "seven readings" — Was Muhammed able to write:

Note I. — Islam.

II. — The terms for Logos in the Qur'ān.

III. — Ibn Ḥazm on the transcendental character of the Qur'ān.

Ibn Khaldun, one of the most intelligent and enlightened critics of the Muslim religion and history, defines the Qur'ān in the following words:

"Know that the greatest, the most sublime and best accredited miracle is the noble Qur'ān which was revealed to our Prophet. Miracles, which are contrary to the laws of Nature, do not usually occur simultaneously with a prophet's inspirations, but, as is well known, follow in the wake of his annunciation. The Qur'ān, however, is inspiration given exclusively to Muhammed, and is at the same time a miracle, bringing its own credentials, and requiring no external verification as is the case with miracles performed by other prophets. No better guarantee can be given than the identity of the test itself with the thing tested, and it was this to which the Prophet alluded in the words: 'A prophet is only he who brings such signs as are believed in by men. The inspiration granted to me is of such character, and I therefore hope that the number of my followers will increase until the Day of Resurrection.'

"With these words the Prophet wished to convey, that a miracle of so manifest and convincing a character, while being revelation, must necessarily increase the number of True Believers, and this is what he terms 'Community of Followers.'"

"All this will serve to show that the Qur'ān is of all divine books the only one communicated to a prophet by word of mouth, standing as it does with regard to its verbal endowment in contrast to the Torah, the Gospel and other heavenly books, which their prophetic authors received in the form of ideas. Then when returning into the state of ordinary life, they expressed these ideas in common language, and could therefore not claim any superhuman power. Our Prophet, like others, received ideas from Allāh, as we may conclude from many traditions, but he alone rendered Allāh's words, when stating that the Qur'ān was communicated to him orally, in the following manner (Qur. lxxv. 16-17): 'Do not move thy tongue thereby to hasten it, it is for us to collect and discourse on it (the Qur'ān).'

"These two verses were revealed, because Muhammed used to hasten to imbibe the [new] revelations for fear of forgetting them, and because he was anxious to know them by heart. Allāh then spared him that trouble in the revelation (xv. 9): 'Verily, we have sent down the Reminder, and

1 Cf. Sūra xx. 113.
verily we will guard it." This is what guarding means, being one of the special characteristics of the Qurān, but not as the general public understands the term, while distorting it from its true meaning.

There are many verses which prove that the Qurān was communicated to Muhammed in the oral way, so that no one can imitate one Sūra. No greater miracle was vouchsafed to our Prophet than the Qurān and the manner in which it attracted the Arabs, and caused them to rally round it. If one were to spend all that is on earth, one could not unite their hearts, but Allāh has accomplished it, and thou wilt find unmistakably what I wished to establish that the Qurān furnishes irresistible evidence of the superiority of our Prophet over others."

Briefly stated in Ibn Khaldūn's opinion the Qurān is the result of miraculous revelation according to Muhammed exclusively, and in such a manner that no other human being was or will ever be able to boast of a similar privilege. However orthodox such reasoning may sound, there is one important item missing which at once shows its author's standpoint with regard to the great question whether the Qurān is created or eternal. In the course of the following researches we shall have to consider this question which for long has stirred the Muslim world to its very depths.

About one-tenth of the human race style themselves Muhammedans, i.e., followers of the creed that Allāh is a unique Being who sent Muhammed as the "Seal" or last of the prophets to invite the whole world to believe in Him. The believers in this creed have, for many centuries not been confined to one people, but comprise children of many nations and races. The cradle of the Muhammedan religion which now bears so universal a character, stood in a small territory in the north-west of the Arabian peninsula, called the Hijāz, a province important from the earliest ages as one of the commercial high roads for the gold and incense trade between South Arabia and the northern countries.

Considered as a church the Muhammedan religion is called Islām which means "Perfect Submission," and the Believers are described as Moslems. An originally small number of the Moslems has, in the course of the thirteen centuries of the existence of the creed, grown to a multitude, and is, to all appearance, still growing. It requires, therefore, but little knowledge of universal history to perceive that the origin and development of Islām must be of unusual significance, and that a movement productive of such gigantic results, must be more than accidental, particularly if we consider that it spread even more rapidly than Christianity.

A traveller in the east will probably obtain a false conception of the original nature of Islām, because its present condition differs materially from that, owing to the many sects into which it has been divided, and also to customs and rites influenced by historical, geographical, and ethnographical circumstances. It will be easily understood that a religious system, in the course of many centuries, must have departed from its primary simplicity. It is therefore necessary for any one anxious to obtain a true idea of the tenets of the Moslem belief, to study the history of its origin, even though he have opportunities of watching the daily life and the performances of religious rites in Moslem countries. These tenets are laid down in a book styled the Qurān which is written in the Arabic language. This book, although first revealed to a single individual for the use of a small community, now belongs to the world's literature and is translated into numerous other languages. It consists of one hundred and fourteen chapters called Sūras which are so peculiarly arranged that the longest.

3 Alhāf is commonly interpreted by "Learning by heart," see below.
5 See Note I, at the end of this chapter.
6 See below.
7 As to the etymology of sūra the Arab authors have built up a number of theories none of which is, however, satisfactory (see Ḥudayn, p. 121). This also applies to the suggestion made by Nöldeke (and universally adopted), that the word is identical with Hebr. šāhār, "row" (Gesch. d. Qer. p. 24). Nöldeke has overlooked the fact that the term is already used in Meccan revelations, when Muhammed hardly expected to see any of them put down in a book. What could have induced him, then, to use such a term? Just as the meaning of sūra runs parallel to what the Jews call śāhāt of the Pentateuch, it is also a corruption based on misreading of the latter. More instances of the same kind will be given below. The question is therefore connected with the other, whether Muhammed was able to read.
although not the oldest, stands at the beginning and the shortest at the end. The Muslim church, at a very early epoch, adopted this arrangement for political reasons as the official one, and allowed the chronological order, as far as could then be ascertained, as well as variations of the text, to fall into oblivion. For historical research the chronological order is, of course, the only one to be taken into consideration. Attempts to restore the same were, indeed, initiated shortly after the compilation of the book had been completed both as regards whole Sræs and portions of such, and were continued until very recently. Many questions have been solved by the improved methods of Occidental criticism, but more remains obscure, and for many there is little hope of ever finding a satisfactory answer.

It is, however, evident that the Quræn represents the Bible of Islam. Placing the Quræn side by side with the Bible for the sake of finding points of resemblance between both, we soon see that these are limited to the circumstance that they each form the Holy Writ for large masses of Believers. With regard to the infinitely more complicated questions connected with the Old and New Testaments we should expect to be in a more favourable position as concerns the Quræn for reasons which at once indicate the vast differences between the latter and the Bible. Firstly, the Quræn was entirely composed in the first half of the seventh century of the present era, and is therefore many centuries younger than the latest portions of the New Testament. Secondly, it has but one author, and the whole period of the production of the material of which it was composed scarcely extends over twenty years. Thirdly, the collection and compilation of the sundry revelations were made by men who had witnessed the first delivery of most of them, and finally the book was hardly finished when it was covered with a mass of explanatory traditions and lengthy commentaries.

The confux of so many favourable circumstances should justify us in concluding that hardly any critical question dealing with the Quræn is left open. Unfortunately this is not the case. The assistance offered by the explanatory traditions just mentioned keeps within narrow bounds and does not even satisfy linguistic demands. A large number of them are quite untrustworthy. It is therefore safest to let the Quræn explain itself, and this we will endeavour to do as much as possible in the following researches. References will, of course, be made occasionally to some of the most renowned historical, traditional, and exegetical works illustrative of incidents to which many revelations owe their existence, and also to the manner in which prominent Moslem theologians interpreted the principal doctrines laid down in the revelations.

It is worthy of notice that the Arabs, taken as a people, were the last Semitic tribe to exchange paganism for the belief in One God. It is, however, not this circumstance which we have to discuss here, but rather the reason why this occurred so late. The fault certainly did not lie in the lack of acquaintance with the monotheistic belief. Arabs had not only for centuries previously been continually in contact with monotheists, but their country became in the course of time more and more narrowed in both by Jews and Christians. A lively commercial intercourse existed with the Christian inhabitants of Africa, Syria, and even Byzantium. Sundry northern tribes had embraced Christianity (probably Nestorian), and fought under the banners of Greek Emperors against the Persians. In South Arabia Christians were to be found as early as in the sixth century, and Judaism had even made greater progress through the conversion of a royal house. Jews lived in the whole north-west of the peninsula as far as Medina, and the surroundings of this city were in the hands of the Jewish clans. Jewish influence was so great in Medina that many Arab families not only accepted this faith but freely intermarried with Jews. Thus at the beginning of the seventh

---

7 Ibíd. 968 sqq. gives a classification of the oldest commentators, beginning with Muhammed’s own friends and their successors. Ibid. 918 to 954, see traditions on explanatory remarks handed down on behalf of Muhammed himself. In many cases Alaviyéi enters into a criticism of these annotations.
8 See Sprenger, Das Leben u. o. Lehr d. Muḥ, s. L. I. II
9 Ibíd. 952, propositions of the exegesis of the Quræn, which necessitates the acquaintance with fifteen different subjects.
10 See the verses in L. Hish. p. 269; Welhansen, Resta, 2nd ed. p. 238, rem. 1.
century in the Hijāz, which here chiefly comes into consideration, only the country around Mecca where no Jews and very few Christians existed — these few moreover living in very humble positions — was kept free from the influence of followers of monothestic beliefs.

Meanwhile the reverence for the national deities was already on the wane everywhere in Arabia, Mecca included. In places with a settled population of agriculturists or growers of palm-trees one of the two monothestic forms of belief was predominant. The spiritual tension produced in many minds by the decay of the old faith found in those places a solatium either in Judaism or Christianity which goes far to explain why Islām was slow in taking root there. The state of things in Mecca was, however, different. Open intrusion of alien views of belief was not tolerated in this city for various reasons. Spontaneous restoration of the equilibrium was, therefore, not to be expected in a place which sheltered the ancient national sanctuary of the Ka'ba, which not only gave it a theocratic predominance over a large area, but was also a veritable source of material gain. For these reasons the crisis was bound to occur here. In other parts, as in Tāif and in the desert, religious matters were treated with so much indifference, that no excitement whatever was caused.

The Arabs all round had thus been familiar with Judaism and Christianity for a long time. Nevertheless, the progress made by these forms of belief was but slow and intermittent, and the reasons for this are obvious. Both creeds were anything but compatible with the condition of life in Arabia. For travelling merchants and much more for starving Bedouins the Jewish dietary laws and Day of Rest were not acceptable, and the moral code of the Bible stood in sharp contrast to licentious habits against which there was no heathen prohibition. For some of these reasons it proved difficult enough to gain many tribes even for Islām. The Christian Church, on the other hand, was split up in so many sects, each stamping the other as heretics, that their quarrels were for an outsider as unattractive as their principles unintelligible. I doubt whether the converted Arab families and tribes mentioned above had ever become Jews or Christians from conviction. The proof is that it afterwards required but little inducement to make them forsake either faith for that of a national prophet who combined a simple creed with a plain ritual, and whilst taking into consideration the nature of the country and some of the sacred traditions of their forefathers, promised them tempting rewards in the life hereafter.

To gain a knowledge of Islām, a study of the Qurān in the original or in a good translation should be sufficient, as all that is necessary for the comprehension of its fundamental principles is contained in that. Here, however, we encounter a great difficulty. Strictly speaking, the Qurān cannot claim to be a child of Arabic literature through the language in which it is written. Although Arabic may be regarded as the most successfully investigated of all Semitic tongues, yet its substance and its poetic forms in particular in the Prophet's time present serious difficulties. If we omit northern and southern Arabic inscriptions, coherent pieces in prose dating from the pre-Islamic epoch do not exist. Other literary monuments, e.g., songs, lived in the mouths of the people. The Qurān is written neither in poetry — in which the prosody and standard practices assist the interpretation — nor in prose. The Prophet could neither detach himself wholly from the custom of speaking in chromatic verses, nor did he at once succeed in discoursing in calm oratory. He chose a new theme. The Qurān does not praise love, woman, combat, sword, steed, or camel, but a stern and awful Being inviolable and indescribable. Thus the Qurān appeared so foreign to everything with which Arabic thought was familiar, that the ordinary vernacular was inadequate to express all these new ideas. To study the Qurān, therefore, a totally different course must be pursued from that which would be taken for the comprehension of a poem. Dictionary and grammar will in most cases be of assistance.

12 Al Jābis (died 255 H.) explains on this basis the name of the Qoreish (cod. Brit. Mus. Or. 3189, fol. 267) as "derived from trading and profiting (جاذبة وثواب المؤنثين); this is their grandest title and their noblest parentage, and Allah has extolled in His Book." See also Tabari, p. 1103 to 4. Al Raḥāfi (fol. 25) brings a tradition on behalf of Ibn Abīs, according to which Qoreish is derived from a sea monster called alqīsah. See also Causain de Porecoral, Essai, I. p. 231 (L. Eche).
13 See Nödlrab, Beiträge zur Kemenins, etc. p. 183 sqq. Die Beduinen als Betrigeiher ihrer Gläubiger.
14 See below.
in making a literal translation, but must fail to disclose the spirit which pervades the book. When discussing the very oldest revelation we shall have an opportunity of seeing how the first breath of Islam has been misinterpreted by wrong translation. It is the knowledge of the original sources that can alone throw a light on what often appears at first obscure and meaningless. One of the principal difficulties before us is therefore to ascertain, whether an idea or an expression was Muhammad’s spiritual property or borrowed from elsewhere, how he learnt it, and to what extent it was altered to suit his purposes.

There is no lack of translations of the Qur’an, many of which have been made by very able scholars. None, however, can claim anything like perfection, and if we must for ever abandon the hope of obtaining a version in which all the mysteries of the book should be explained, the fault lies with the author alone. In the first place we are not able to gauge the real signification of many words in use at that time, and which have been embodied in the Qur’an. Secondly, our knowledge of the language does not enable us to grasp all the idioms of an orator who purposely used uncommon as well as foreign words and who also changed the meanings of Arabic words or of such differing dialects.

Under these circumstances it is not astonishing that the manifold difficulties repel rather than encourage the study of the Qur’an, especially as it is monotonous to read in spite of its bombastic rhetoric. The later and longer chapters in particular are indescribably tedious, and offer a hard task even to the most enthusiastic student. This is no doubt the reason why researches into the Qur’an are at present more than duly supplanted by other branches of Arabic literature. Yet there is much to be done in this field. The sources, in particular, from which Muhammad drew, have not yet all been discovered. Only by investigation will it be possible to understand, how an intelligent man with a training gained autodidactically and by stealth, was able to create from the fragments of older creeds not only a new one, but also to endow it with many features of a universal religion. It is the monotheistic basis which secures a prolonged existence to the frail building in spite of many prophecies to the contrary. Never has a people been led more rapidly to civilization, as it was, than were the Arabs through Islam. We are not a little indebted to them for the preservation and interpretation of some of the treasures of Hellenic wisdom, but it is very doubtful, whether the Arabs would ever have trodden the paths of science, had they not been forced to do so by the Qur’an.

Although Muhammad is the author of the Qur’an he did not leave it to his disciples in the form of a book, but in fragments of various lengths on all kinds of writing material. Now the question arises whether he was prevented by death from compiling the revelations into a book, or whether he purposely omitted to do so, preferring to entrust them to the piety and memory of the faithful. The latter appears more probable for several reasons. The amount of the revelations themselves are so frequently styled “Book” in the Qur’an that Muhammad seems to have deemed any special arrangement superfluous, and he took no steps to ensure such being made when he felt his death approaching. A more important reason was Muhammad’s wish to leave himself freedom to alter or suppress verses which became unsuited to changing circumstances. The advisability of such procedure must — and this is a most striking proof of the systematic manner in which Muhammad acted from the outset — have dawned upon him at a very early epoch, as even in one of the first revelations he inserted a clause alluding to words which Allah might have caused him to forget.

12 I only mention the two latest translations which mark a great progress in this field. The best English one is E. H. Palmer’s (Sacred Books of the East, Vol. VI. and IX.) with an excellent introduction. I have frequently followed this translation, but marked places in which I disagree with it. The palm, however, belongs to Fr. Bückert’s (posthumous) German version: Der Koran in Auszahlen übersetzt ed. A. Müller. This translation is hard to beat, because it gives everything the general reader requires, and in the most attractive form. The notes attached to it form a valuable appendix. For more critical purposes the Qur’an will always have to be read in the original.

16 See the well known tradition Shabnur, p. 11.

17 See Ixxvii. 6 (see below ch. III., cxxv 168 ; ii. 160). The commentators (Al Bughwai) on the last quoted passage admit that the heathens (Al Beidh, adds: and the Jews) had said that Muhammad one day commanded a thing which he forbade the next day, and commanded the opposite. Spranger, III. p. xxxvi., only made weakness of memory and negligence on the part of Muhammad’s followers responsible for occasional omissions, but the three verses quoted leave no doubt, that it was done on purpose. See also Bokh. X. 46.
appear mere cant, if nothing worse, particularly as Muhammed on two other occasions endeavoured to justify his action by special revelations (Q. xvi. 108; ii. 100). Yet if looked at more closely, the liberty which the Prophet reserved to himself of **abrogating some revelations** in favour of others is so closely connected with one of the fundamental principles of Islam, that Believers must regard it as a divine institution. The ritual of the Muslim church, following the example of the Christians (e.g., S. Matth. xvi. 11), is built upon the rules of **abrogating and reforming such laws and customs practised by Jews, Christians, and pagan Arabs, as either favoured pagan interests, or were incompatible with the life in Arabia.** Of those primarily retained to assist in forming a ritual, many were also eventually abrogated and, from political motives, replaced by others, Muhammed being ignorant of the differences between Biblical precepts and rites, or customs of Rabbinical origin. The explanations Moslem theologians offer for such measures is simply this, that Allāh, when giving precepts to certain peoples, had already made up his mind to abrogate the same after a certain period. The alleviation of the ancient *vendetta* by allowing a fine, the abolition of the sanctity of the Sabbath, the redirection of the Qibla from Jerusalem to Mecca, the adoption and subsequent revocation of the fast of Ashūrā, are statutes entirely different in origin and gravity, but thus placed on the same level. Of the attitude of the Christians towards such theories no account is to be found, but the objections of the Jews were set at naught by the contention that they had themselves made alterations in the law. The substitution of certain Qoranic verses for others better suited to the circumstances was therefore warranted to some extent by precedent. When reproaching the Jews for altering their law Muhammed overlooked the fact that this had been done on the basis of tradition with a tendency to make the ritual, if anything, more strict rather than otherwise, while his own *nashī* was chiefly dictated by reasons of policy or unforeseen events. At any rate an acquaintance with the rules of abrogation is incumbent on every Moslim, as it forms a special branch of Qoranic lore.

*When the Prophet died* the possibility of change in the revelations ceased, and the Moslems were confronted with the **necessity of unifying in one volume** all they could collect either from the fragments mentioned above, or from their own recollections. When they had accomplished this they found themselves in possession of a tangible Testament—a guide for future generations. The Qorān was the Palladium which accompanied the armies, and it is only necessary to recall the role it played in the battle of Siffin (A. H. 37) between the Khalīf Aliy and Muʿawiya, the governor of Syria, to recognize its importance. Although the appeal of the latter to the sacred book was vague and contributed but little to the settlement of the quarrel between the Commander of the Faithful and his lieutenant, which was personal rather than religious, the mere aspect of the Book was sufficient to compel submission even from the head of the state.

---

11 Ibn al-Nabī (died 338 H.), *Kafāb al-Qur'ān wa-l-mansūh* (Kufa) ed. 1, introduces his work thus: The differences between *naskh* and innovation consists in the circumstance, that the former restricts people from things that had been lawful before, and permits what had been unlawful, with a view to benefit mankind. It was known to Allāh already at the time of command that He would abrogate it after a certain period. Such was the case with the alteration of the Qibla from Jerusalem to Mecca, further with Qor. iviii. 12, with the law of Sabbath, which was not binding for other nations. Very minutely and (as Nöldeke has already remarked), in an exaggerating manner, the subject of *naskh* is discussed in *Iṣbān* (pp. 514 to 527). Al Suyūṭi distinguishes five sections with several subdivisions, and also mentions the protest of the Jews against it on the ground of its being a *ḥadd* (p. 515). Similar are the remarks of Ibn Hazm on the same subject (ed. Bulat 1301 together with the *Tafsīr* of Jalālīn).

12 Qor. ii. 173-175; see also Note III.

13 *Iṣbān*, 515; 523; Muslim, I, p. 310 sq. Urwa describes the *Ashūrā* as having been observed by the Qoreish, but see Spenger, III, 28 th. Muslim, *ibid.* corrects the statement just mentioned saying that the *Ashūrā* was a day reverently kept by the Jews (with another *naskh* see Bukh. ed, Krehl I. 472). According to Tabari p. 1287, who mentions no authorities, the Jews celebrated it "in remembrance of the exodus from Egypt." Another instance of *abrogation* with regard to fasting see Qor. ii. 180 sq., and Muslim, *ibid.* p. 515.

The difficulty of interpreting many essential parts of the Qurān was soon apparent. It was written in the vernacular, and frequently styled by the author "Plain Arabic Qurān." This assurance should have been superfluous, if the book had been composed in plain Arabic; yet it is repeated three times. In reality much that is in it is not Arabic at all, and this does not apply to the vocabulary alone.

If the revelations were delivered in "plain Arabic," and yet many of them remained unintelligible, this was evidently designed as a further proof of their divine origin. The dogmatic portions in particular continued obscure, owing chiefly to the large number of foreign words and new meanings pressed into service. In many cases sayings, actions, customs, decisions, and even the silence of Muhammed were quoted to suit emergencies, and in this way arose the traditional supplement of the Qurān which is called Sunna, and which is regarded as authoritative by the majority of the Muslem world. Political differences, combined with the formation of religious sects, were productive of views which disagreed even on fundamental doctrines. The following will serve as an instance. In one of the earliest revelations (lxv. 21) Muhammed speaks of the "Noble Qurān on a well preserved tablet." Theological controversies arose in connection with this sentence, and one of the most important dealt with the question: was the Qurān created, or was it [an] eternal [attribute] ? The orthodox school maintained the latter theory, whilst a class of men with philosophical training — the Mu'tazilites — came to the conclusion that besides Allāh no other eternal Being could exist. They therefore declared the Qurān to be created. This, of course, caused a great stir among those who held that the divine character of the Qurān was impaired by such a theory, and with the aid of the official authorities the latter party ultimately remained victorious. How the supporters of the dogma of the non-creation of the Qurān came to form their theory is well illustrated by an abstract from one of the most popular manuals of Sunnite beliefs, and is as follows: And He whose Highness is great speaks with one Speech: this is an attribute [to Him] from eternity; it has nothing to do with letters and sounds. It is [further] an attribute which repudiates silence and bane whilst Allāh the most High speaks with it commanding, prohibiting, and narrating: and the Qurān is the Speech of Allāh not created, whilst written in our copies, preserved in our hearts, and recited with our tongues, heard with our ears, and is not a [transient] state in this [attribute]. It is easy to perceive the difficulty experienced in

23 Not until the narrative period (see ch. V.), but then rather frequently. The oldest passage is xxvi. 195. The phrase occurs particularly often at the beginning of Qurān, e. g., xliii. 2; lxxii. 1; lxxii. 2, 4; xlii. 2, 5, etc.
24 The definition of Al Ashari (Kit. al Luma'). cf. Spitta, Al Ashari, p. 86. p. 326 with regard to Qor, xxxv. 25.
25 قرآنًا عربىًا غير نسي موه بلزان العرب الألابين "in the undistorted language of the unlearned mas" is orthodox rather than critical. See also Itp. pp. 321, 315. The commentaries furnish innumerable cases of the contrary.
26 Itp. p. 315.
27 cf. Sprenger, II. p. 322, rem. 2.
28 Itp. p. 315.
29 cf. Sprenger, II. p. 322, rem. 2.
31 Not "word" as generally translated, which is rather Biblical. Cf. Is. xl. 8. See also note II. Al Nasafi's followers here the Asharite doctrine which is vigorously combated by Ibn Haam, Al Milal, f. 181v.
32 In order to prevent misunderstandings Sa'd al Din Al Taftazani (died 721 H.), the commentator of Al Nasafi's work, explains this as follows (fol. 25v): According to the teachings of the Doctors the Qurān follows the Speech of Allāh. It is to be said 'the Qurān is the Speech of Allāh which (the latter) is not created, but it must not be said 'the Qurān (itself) is not created,' lest some one might too hastily think that the transport of the Qurān into sounds and letters is without beginning, as the school of Hanbal (founder of the most reactionary of the four high schools) assumes. . . . He who says that the Speech of Allāh is created, negates Allāh, the Almighty.
33 With this the words of Ibn Khaldûn (p. 3) must be contrasted. Al Ispaahani in his Kitâb Muhaadarat al adab (fol. 313v) says that Omar gave hundred Dinars to every one who knew the Qurān by heart.
34 Prof. Macdonald translates: "repeated" which would be مكرر in Arabic; Al Taftazani has, however, "مكرر" which is not only much more appropriate, but belongs to the root of مكرر. Still better would be مكرر "confessed."
trying to demonstrate philosophically what had already been laid down dogmatically. The Qorân is the Speech of Allâh, and this Speech is so closely connected with His nature that to declare it an item of creation and consequently perishable seemed to the orthodox school to clash with very essential doctrines of the Qorân which repeatedly asserts the "truth" and "perfection" of the Speech of Allâh.

What makes the dogma of the eternity of the Qorân remarkable is that Abû Hasan Al Ashârî, the man who may be called his father (died 324 H. in Baghdad), after having been an ardent follower of the Mu'tazilite school, suddenly changed his attitude, and adopted the opposite view. This circumstance as well as the general victory this theory subsequently gained through Al Ghausâlî, the greatest genius of Muslim scholastics, shows that it would be rash to stamp the dogma of the non-creation of the Qorân as mere fad of orthodoxy. In reality there is very little religious feeling in it at all, but it is the result of a one-sided and exaggerated development of the monotheistic idea, that it all but touches the other extreme. Neither is the identification — according to the Ashârî doctrine the juxtaposition — of the Speech of Allâh the spontaneous outgrowth of Islam. On the contrary it actually departs from the pure monotheism as preached by Muhammad, and is indeed nothing more or less than the transplantation of the idea of the Logos, which in the earlier centuries of the Christian era caused so much bitter strife within the Church, on Islamic soil. It is quite within the bounds of possibility that Muhammad should have become acquainted with it both in the Jewish and Christian interpretations. By introducing it in the Qorân under not less than three names he has shown distinctly how to deal with a hypostasis of the divinity which appeared desirable enough to be introduced as a spiritual constituent of his theology whilst, being but a tool in the hand of Allâh, it could be accorded the rank of a created being.

As a consequence of the exalted origin of the Qorân, Muslim theology has developed the theory of the Ijâz, viz., the esoteric quality of the Qorân to exclude any other being beside Muhammad from being favoured with the power of producing a similar book or even part of it. The theory rests on a series of revelations in which unbelievers both in Mecca are challenged to show ten or even one Sûra like Muhammad's. Since the Ijâz of the Qorân is not dependant on the question of its being created or not, all classes of believers hold it as an inviolable dogma, only differing in minor points. Muhammad could safely defy Arabs all round as well as Jews and Christians in Medina and elsewhere to try and preach in exactly the same manner as he, because every would-be imitator was bound to lack either the knowledge or the faculty, or the audacity of mixing up truth with fiction, or the pathos, or was unwilling to acknowledge the conditions upon which the inspiration was based. The Qorân could as little be imitated as Muhammad's individuality which gave it its stamp. He was so conscious of this fact that he could boast (S. xvii. 90): "Say, if mankind and jinn united together to bring the like of this Qorân, they could not bring the like, though they should back each other up." The more of the Qorân existed, the less fear there was of its being copied, and Muhammad dared therefore, when in Medina, to taunt the Jews with their inability to produce anything similar. The Qorân is unapproachable as regards convincing power, eloquence, and even composition, and this is in so far of great importance for Islam in general, as it afforded Muhammad the means of plunging himself with a miracle which otherwise was denied to him. A miracle was the one great desire of his life, and the assurance that the Qorân is a miracle, is repeated ad nauseam through nearly the whole book. Tradition has, it is true, collected a large number of other miracles performed by Muhammad, but none equals the greatest which is the Qorân itself.

31 Qor. vii. 183; vii. 190; x. 55; xi. 6. 32 See Kremer, Geschichte der hebräisch, Id. pp. 55 and 120.
33 Ibid. p. 45. Al Ghazâlî's Asâla; cf. Ijâz, p. 43. 34 See Note II.
35 See Note III. and above the concluding paragraph in the abstract from Ibn Khaldûn's Prolegomena. The various theories on the nature and branches of the Ijâz are broadly discussed. Hz. pp. 629 and 744 sqq.
36 Nöldeke, Q. p. 44, overlooks the fact that Muhammad addressed himself also to the Jews who ridiculed the Qorân from other points of view than the pagan Arabs did.
37 Note Al Ashârî's, cf. Shahristân, p. 70, and Ibn Hazm, l. c.
38 Mosl. ii. 294 sqq.; Ibn H. fol. 122q'; of I. Khâlîd, ibid. p. 169, on the nature of the miracle. The Arabic term for the same (Ijâz) is a participle active fem. of the same root and conjugation, of which the infinitive is the inful-
The exalted character of the Qurán — very minutely described in the great collections of traditions as well as in other works under the special title "High Qualities of the Qurán" — received its ecclesiastical interpretation in various practical regulations, which not only embrace the manner in which the book is to be treated for liturgical purposes, but extend also over the handling of the copies. A tangible basis for such regulations was given by the Prophet himself in the words (S. lvi. 76): "Behold it is a noble Qurán (77) on a well preserved tablet (78), none but the pure may touch it." — Although Muhammad only used these expressions metaphorically, the doctrine of the church took them literally and prohibited persons from touching a copy of the Qurán otherwise than in a state of ritual purity. 59 The writing 60 and reading of the Qurán are likewise regulated by strict rules. — According to the Qurán (Ixxiii. 4) the reading is to be performed in a chanting manner 61 and a tradition which is, however, not well founded, gives Muhammad's advice to read it with the I"rab, (i.e., grammatical terminations). 62 To carry the Qurán into an enemy's country, 63 is strictly forbidden; likewise to sell it to an infidel. 64

We must not be surprised to find the Qurán regarded as the fountain-head of all the sciences. 65 Every subject connected with heaven or earth, human life, commerce and various trades are occasionally touched upon, 66 and this gave rise to the production of numerous monographs forming commentaries on parts of the holy book. In this way the Qurán was responsible for great discussions, and to it was also indirectly due the marvellous development of all branches of science in the Muslim world. — This again not only affected the Arabs but also induced Jewish philosophers 67 to treat metaphysical and religious questions after Arab methods. Finally, the way in which Christian scholasticism was fertilised by Arabian theosophy need not be further discussed.

Spiritual activity once aroused within the Islamic bounds, was not confined to theological speculations alone. Acquaintance with the philosophical, mathematical, astronomical and medical writings of the Greeks, led to the pursuance of these studies. In the descriptive revelations 68 Muhammad repeatedly calls attention to the movements of the heavenly bodies, as parts of the miracles of Allah 69 forced into the service of man 70 and therefore not to be worshipped. 71 How successfully Moslem

nitive. The word does not occur, however, in the Qurán. To what extent 72 and 73 appeared to outsiders as chief dogmas of Islam, is shown in Jahâda Hallâwi's Kitâb Al-khazari, I. p. 5. The Muslim Doctor who speaks there, expounds his faith from the Mu'tazilite point of view (see ed. Hirschfeld, p. 12).

60 Al Nawawi, Tibyán, p. 272.
61 Ibid. 112.
62 Al Bâhâqî from Abu Hureira in Iq. 767, by Al Ushmûni, p. 15; Iq. pp. 296, 879; according to Al Isfahâni, fol. 818r. Abu Bakr recommended the same.
63 Mu'atta, p. 123; I. Han, fol. 182v, Tibyán, p. 274.
64 Tibyán, ibid.
65 Iq. 767: cf. 739 47. The three chief sciences are
66 Hâli, 729 47. A reflex of the dogma of the 729 was also visible in medieval Jewish poetry. It seems to be a kind of protest against the same, though deprived of its ecclesiastical character, if Jewish poets in Muslim Spain, whilst adopting Arab forms, boast of their ability to imitate the same in Hebrew; see Harizi, Taḥkémûni, Introduction.
67 Iq. 767.
69 Ibid.
70 Iq. 768. Cf. Sprenger, III. 531. To judge from the Qurán, Muhammad's ideas of astronomy were those which were current in Arabia at his time, and show at any rate that he did not belong to the unlearned mass. He was acquainted with the retrograde movement of the planets (Ixxiii. 5-16). He speaks of the zodiac which he calls by its Greek name bârij (στράγγος) S. xv. 16; xvi. 62. Of constellations he mentions the Scales (lr. 7); of single stars the Sirius ("the hairy one"), lill. 50. This word is an interesting specimen of popular etymology, but see Hommel in Z. d. M. C. XLV. p. 397. If the name occurs in pre-Islamic poems, this does not warrant its being "auralt.") Muhammad further speaks of the stations of the moon (x. 1; xxxvi. 39), arranged for the calculation of the he seasons. The sun runs in a sphere prescribed for him, and is occasionally eclipsed (5â'ia). According to a tradition related by Rohî, III. 506, Muhammad on the occasion of a total solar eclipse, said that it did not cause the death of any man; yet he recited special prayers during the eclipse. Miskh. i. 266; Tirmidhî (ed. Cairo, 1298) L. 110; Miskh. iv. ch. 51. Tradition, of course, makes him a great astronomer. According to Al Bâhâqî Iq. 932 Muhammad knew by the aid of Gabriel the names of the stars which Joseph saw in his dream. Cf. J. Q. R. X. p. 108. — As to his medical learning see ch. VIII.
peoples of all races pursued the study of astronomy is shown by the fact that for centuries they were its principal supporters. Even now many Arabic names of stars and technical terms are in use. Medieval astronomers in Europe were pupils of the Arabs, and the last Muhammadan astronomer, who was at the same time one of the greatest, only died about twenty years before the birth of Copernicus.

In the same manner the Qur'an gave an impetus to medical studies and recommended the contemplation and study of Nature in general. The very necessity for a better understanding of the Qur'an itself impelled Moslems and particularly those who were not natives of Arabia to study its language. Renan has shown that the beginning of linguistic research among the Arabs was due neither to Greek influence nor to that of Syrian Christians. These studies resulted in the production of an unrivalled grammatical and lexicographical literature as immense as it is minutely worked out, and upon which our knowledge of the Arabic language is based. Linguistic pursuits were followed by literary pursuits. — Muslim scholars had the good sense not to allow the treasure of songs which had come down from pre-Islamic times to fall into oblivion, but collected them reverently and accompanied compilations with annotations, most welcome to readers of old poems. Not less important were these endeavours to settle questions connected with the forms from which the poems were composed, and they thus produced a most extensive literature on prosody. For many centuries after, Arabic prosody furnished the forms in which the best productions of medieval Jewish poetry both in Hebrew and Arabic were written. Even in the development of Arabic poetry itself the Qur'an marks a very important phase. In pre-Islamic Arabic short ditties were the recognised medium for conveying public opinion from mouth to mouth. The forms of poetry had become so firmly established in the minds of the people, that even Islam could not alter them, though it succeeded in revolutionising all else. As regards the theme of the poems, however, the effect was different.

When entering upon his mission, Muhammad could not incline favorably towards poetry. Although conscious of its beauties, its fictitious character and low moral standard clashed with the stern truth in the revelations of Allah. He also feared the effect of a smart epigram on his cause, and this fear was eventually justified.

We can well believe him, when, on behalf of Allah, he says that he was not gifted with poetic skill, neither was such talent proper for him. So little, however, could he detach himself from traditional forms, that when he first commenced his addresses, he scarcely did more than drop the metre, whilst observing various standard rules and above all retaining the rhyme. This last habit in particular eventually caused some dogmatic disquietude, as it did not harmonise with the character of the Qur'an as an eternal attribute. Ash'arite opinion declared it unlawful to recognise in the Qur'an, rhymes in an aesthetic sense, or the so-called saj. This gave rise to a discussion as to which saj stood for its own sake and which did not, but non-Ash'arites only saw an embellishment of the language. Yet Muhammad did introduce poetic features into the Qur'an in the form of comparisons, aphorisms, figures of speech, and parables, but this passed unnoticed, whilst

---

33 Ulugh Beg.
34 Iq. 707 with reference to Q. xvi. 71, where honey is mentioned as a medicament.
35 See ch. VI.
36 Iq. 706 sq.
38 See Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arab. Literatur, p. 109 sq.
39 Apart from the poems composed by Arab Jewa before and at the period of Islam, many were written in Arabic by later Jewish poets. The Jews in all Arabic speaking countries have composed innumerable liturgical poems in the vernacular as late as the 17th century.
40 See Qorf. xxxvi. 49 and the commentaries, and Noldke, ibid. p. 39 sqq. Tradition attributes two verses to Muhammad which is not to have composed in a battle when his toe was slightly wounded, as follows:

Thou art but a too that bleeds
And thou didst suffer in the sight of Allah. — Mishq. ii. p. 401.

According to other traditions he praised the poems of Labbd, whom he nevertheless condemned to hell. He is said to have been very partial to the verses of Omaya b. abi'Sa'd. Traditions on the subject are collected by Spengler, I. 110 sqq.
41 R. f. "let me." S. lxiii. 11; lxiv. 11; lxviii. 44. See ch. III.
42 On the influence of the rhyme on the composition of revelations see Noldke, ch. p. 30.
43 Iq. 605 sq.
44 See h. VIII.
the attention of the faithful was concentrated on the above-mentioned theological quibbles. They only noticed the so'j, because it was easily seen and very familiar to them. Some anxious ones feared that it might impair the 'ijâz, since it could be imitated. The so'j, moreover, was the form in which the pagan augurs rendered their oracles. 68 Muhammad himself is said to have deprecated the practice in the maxim: "(This is) more so'j-like than the so'j of the augurs!" (or some poetry is like magic). 69 It is not in the least surprising, therefore, that when the Meccans heard him make use of the same form of speech, they took him for an ordinary augur or a poet endowed with little talent and a peculiar madness of his own. He was naturally incensed at being styled a poet, and thus placed on a level with augurs and bards, who sang of foolish and profane things. He protested energetically against these insinuations, declaring that he was neither a poet nor mad. 67 When he had acquired some secular power, however, and could count among the believers a poet, although not an eminent one, he was wise enough not only to abstain from reviling such bards, but to employ their talents on his own behalf. He provided new themes for them, which by their novelty contrasted favorably with the worn-out burdens of the heathen songs, although lacking their grace and charm. They impressed many by their moral sentiments, rather than by their artistic merits, but as they appeared at an opportune moment, the effect was considerable. Muslim traditionalists relate a good deal about poetic competitions which took place, and from which, of course, the Muhammedan bards emerged victorious. Although discretion must be used in dealing with these reports, yet it is quite intelligible that elegant verses on hackneyed themes might be supplanted by others less graceful, but composed for the glorification of Allah, and real or imaginary self-sacrifice in the service of his prophet. Their strength lay in their idealism, though the proportion of this may have been but small.

Muhammad thus inaugurated a new era in the songs of the Arabs, and became indirectly the father of Arabic sacred poetry, which boasts of more than a few fine compositions. Great and small events, which concerned the Muslim community, were immortalized in verse, and although not all of these are authentic or of great poetic value, they have no slight claim on our interest. Entire phrases are borrowed from the Qur'an. This being the case not only in the verses of Ka'b b. Zuhair 65 and the Medinan Hassan b. Thabit 66 and many others 69 but even in the celebrated and glowing panegyric the "Burda" of AlBusârî, 71 written six hundred years afterwards. The following few quotations from this poem show how thoroughly it is impregnated with the spirit as well as with the language of the Qur'an:

68 Ḫ. 697.
69 Miṣr. ii. 422.
70 See ch. III.
71 Ed. Rahlfs, Vienna, 1899, vv. 138-140 (p. 16-17).
65 See Delectus, pp. 3, 4, 18 sq., 51 sq., etc.
"How many an impetuous opponent in dispute about Muḥammad have the words of Allah overpowered, and how many an ardent litigant has been convinced by his evidence. Regard as satisfactory signs that the Ignorant at the time of universal nescience possessed knowledge, and also that he acquired education in the desolate age. I have devoted to him this poem of praise in the hope of obtaining forgiveness for the sins of a life spent in writing songs and courting the great."

Although the Muslim liturgy, in contradistinction to the Jewish and Christian prayers, did not lend itself to the chanting of songs during service, the Burda is looked upon as inspired by the Prophet himself, and the reading of it is recommended as a means of salvation. This naturally applies with even more force to the study of the Qurān itself, whilst to copy it or to write a commentary on it, is, according to orthodox tradition, a sure passport to Paradise. The religious motive coupled with the necessity of clearly understanding the Qurān proved an important factor in the development of an immense literature treating of every imaginable point connected with it. Besides commentaries on the whole book or portions of it, representing every shade of theological or sectarian doctrine, there exist glossaries, works on orthography, and on the art of writing and reading the Qurān. In one of the earliest revelations, Muḥammad is told that ease should be granted to him. From the expression used for this word (muyassiruṣu) the title of a work is derived, which is styled "Book of facilitating the cognizance of the seven fashions of reading the Qurān" by Abū 'Omar Othmān Al Dānī. The Qurān was supposed to have been revealed in the dialect of the clan of the Qureish of which Muḥammad was a member; yet believers of other tribes allowed idiom to creep in, which subsequently led to friction. To rectify this Muḥammad is said to have declared that the Qurān was revealed to him in seven readings, and the believers were to recite it in the easiest manner. It need hardly be mentioned that there is nothing real in the number seven, whilst it is intelligible that the various Moslem tribes differed as to the pronunciation of many words or changed expressions used by Muḥammad for idioms of their own.

It was, however, necessary to dogmatise the "seven readings" in order to bring them into harmony with the nature of the Qurān as the "Speech of Allah." From the linguistic point of view it is regrettable that the practice of reading the Qurān in sundry dialects had to be abandoned. The Khalīfa Othmān was obliged to settle this question in a radical manner, that by cancelling all other readings, except the Qoreishite, the difficulties of dialect were abolished for ever; but whilst promoting religious unity he did away with a most important medium for our enlightenment on the problem of old Arabic dialects.

To the Qurān we also indirectly owe an immense literature of biographies of Muḥammad, as well as of his contemporaries, but many of these works are distinguished by religious zeal rather than by trustworthiness. The same may be said of numerous works of tradition (Hadith), and evolving from the latter, Muḥammedan history in general.

It need hardly be demonstrated that the spread of the art of writing throughout the Moslem world is also greatly due to the Qurān. Though writing was not unknown in Mecca before Ḥiṣām, it was only practised by a few of the more enlightened, such as Waraqa, the cousin of Muḥammad, who had embraced Christianity, and had copied parts of the New Testament in Hebrew square characters. Among modern authors on Muḥammad the opinions as to his ability to write are divided.

11 Cf. chapters IV. to VI. 12 On the term Ẓāhīlima see Goldziher, Muhammadan. Studien, p. 219 sq.
13 See Sa'dūb Al Mu'min by Abū Ḥāfiz Taqī al-dīn Muḥb, Tāj al-dīn fol. 2*: "What is told of the Prophet's objection to rhymed prayers." As to the prohibition to regard the Qurān as word of poetry even with respect to apa', see Iq. 595 sq.
16 Dedi 444 H., see de Sacy, Not. et Estir. Vol. VIII. p. 226 sqq. On tāfīra see Iq. 515, as subdivision of nāṭākh.
17 See Bokh. III. 334 sq., tradition according to two different authorities. — Cf. Nöldeke, Q. p. 59. Lane translates "dialects." Iq. p. 118 enumerates thirty-five methods of explaining them.
18 Bokh. III. 5, 320. Spranger, I. 132, is to be corrected into bīshā'imīyāf. I. I. 121 only says that Waraqa read books.
Within the Moslem world it is regarded as heresy to assert that he was able to write. This rests on a late Meccan revelation which refutes a charge made by unbelievers that Muhammad preached from notes dictated to him every day. His reply was that the revelations were miracles, but a little later he added that he was "not able to read before, nor to write." This is as good an admission, and from the same we may safely conclude that he could read and write. To learn the Hebrew characters was not very difficult, and it is highly probable that he made himself acquainted with them when travelling in Syria. It is, however, an established fact that Muhammad was able to write in Medina, though not very finitely, but it is hardly credible that he should only have learnt it when over fifty years old. Apart from the traditions dealing with the matter it appears to me that the disfiguration of many Biblical names and words mentioned in the Qur'an is due to misreadings in his own notes made with unskilful hand. Finally he encouraged the art of writing by decreeing that I. P. Us. and bills of sale should be given in writing, according to what "Allah has taught." Muhammad himself appointed Zeit l. Thabit to act as his secretary, and controlled all revelations and letters which Zeit wrote down on his behalf. The oldest ("Cufic") copies of the Qur'an which we possess are indeed written in characters of very primitive shape so that they are difficult to read without practice. Arabic penmanship, however, speedily improved and there are now few alphabets which rival Arabic in elegance and neatness. Now the settling of the Masora of the official text (the language of which was considered classical in every respect) was another and a very strong inducement to make linguistic investigations, and thus, from whichever point of view we look at the book, we see how irresistibly it has steered an intelligent nation some way along the channels of civilization. Arab culture and learning represent the bright side of the Middle Ages. On the other hand it must be said that there is so much conservatism in the teachings of the Qur'an, and it is besides so clearly stamped with the individuality of its author, that it must necessarily deter Moslems from reaping the full benefit of modern European education. This is, however, beyond the sphere of the present observations which only endeavour to sketch in outline the significance of the Qur'an in the world's literature. Everything connected with it causes it to outstep the limits of a religious Testament of one nation or creed, and the interests we have to follow in dealing with it critically, are as manifold as the ties which link us directly or indirectly with the Islamic world. Our sciences, our languages, certain terms used in daily life show more Arabic and also Qoranic words than the world at large is aware of. The person of Muhammad himself forms the focus of several universal proverbs.

There is yet another reason which makes the Qur'an appear familiar to its readers, viz., its close relationship to the Bible. It is that ancient book which speaks through the mouth of the "Seal of the Prophets." With all his shortcomings he has mutatis mutandis something of the self-abnegation and enthusiasm of the Prophets of the Old Testament. If one reads the addresses of the Qur'an, particularly those of the later Sūras, at every word one is tempted to say: this is Biblical. Still one must be careful not to make such a statement indiscriminately. Thus much is certain that, before entering upon his first ministry, Muhammad had undergone what I should like to call a course of Biblical training. This, of course, did not consist of systematic study nor regular instruction from teachers, but was much rather from gathering here and there sayings, tales, prescriptions, warnings, laws, morals, and parables, and supported by occasional notes gleaned by stealth and learned in seclusion. Clothed, then, in Arabic speech, adapted to the views, customs, and wants of the country, the originals of the revelations are frequently hidden beyond recognition. This antediluvian method

---

32 Q. xix. 47. Both passages belong to the latest Meccan revelations (legislative period). Cf. Sprenger, II, 377, 378, pp. 402-409, the question whether Muhammad was able to write is discussed with the assistance of traditions bearing on the question. Sprenger is convinced that Muhammad was an expert penman, but he is surely mistaken that the initials of S. xix., or say others, belong to Muhammad (see ch. XIII.).

33 See above rem. 3. Sura written in square characters מים could easily be mixed with מים. The name of Korah is in the Qur'an מים misread from מים which is the only possible as מים was written מים (see Mishna Sabbath xii. 5); מים in a similar way misread from מים יבש for מים. See Al Tha'alibi, Cod. Brit. Mus. Add. 9555, fol. 67v.

34 Q. xxvi. 4; xxiv. 33.
of studying accounts for nearly all the peculiarities of the Qurān. It influenced Muhammed's ideas and affected his style. The Qurān thus betrays Biblical colouring even in those portions, in which Muhammed expressed views which were undoubtedly original, or when he promulgated laws, which grew out of the incidents of the day.

In dealing with so delicate a subject it is not easy always to find the narrow path of truth, and to keep from attributing too much or too little to the man who was one of the greatest reformers of all ages.

Appendix to Chapter I.

Note I. — Islām.

Sprenger (Leben M.'s I. p. 69; III. p. 500) endeavours to identify the term Islām with the faith of the Ḥanafīs, although a sect bearing this name, and possessing a holy book styled Suhf, never existed. Some modern Muhammedan authors, imbued with Western ideas, seem to dislike the time-honoured explanation of Islām. Thus Syed Ameer Ali (Life and Teachings of M. p. 226) renders Islām by "striving after righteousness." This translation is seemingly well founded, since it is supported by a rather old passage in the Qurān (S. lxxii. 14): "And that of us are some who are Moslems, and of us are some who transgress, but those who are Moslems they strive after righteousness."

The learned author's definition, however, only reflects the theoretical and moral side of the question, which is limited to the initial stage of Islām. If we follow up the development of the term Islām in the Qurān, we find that it gradually assumed a practical meaning which was eventually retained by the Moslem church. In Meccan revelations Islām only occurs once, viz., xxxix. 23: "He whose breast Allāh has expanded for Islām, is in a light issuing from his Lord, and he does not perish." Again in connection with "expanding the breast" Islām appears for the second time in the Medinan revelation, vi. 125, but it gradually becomes more and more exacting. In S. iii. 17 (cf. v. 79) Islām is identified with dīn (cf. lxi. 7-9), and the relation between these two synonyms is broadly discussed by Al Shahrastānī, Miškīt, pp. 25-27, and is stated to embrace the five duties, viz., of testifying to the Unity of God and the divine inspiration of Muhammed, the duties of reciting prayers, giving alms, fasting in the Ramadān, and performing the pilgrimage to Mecca. — It is quite natural that during Muhammed's life-time Islām already comprised the whole of the theoretical and practical constitution of the faith, since the violation of one of its branches implied disobedience which the Prophet himself denounced as tantamount to disbelief. His own final definition of Islām is laid down in one of the deuteronomic revelations (Sūra v. 5, "the verse of the dīn") as follows: "To-day I have perfected for you your dīn and fulfilled upon you my favour and am pleased for you to have Islām for religion (dīn)." — It would be preposterous to limit Islām here solely to the moral code, standing as it does surrounded by ritual precepts. The official interpretation given to the term by the orthodox church is unmistakeably laid down in the following exposition by Al Ghazālī (Iḥyā'īlām aldīn, I. p. 104): Islām is an expression for submission and unquestioning obedience, abandonment of insubordination, defiance and opposition. The special seat of firm belief (taṣdīq) is in the heart, the tongue being its interpreter. In contradistinction to this taṣdīq engages heart, tongue and limbs in general, so that every taṣdīq with the heart becomes taṣlīm, connected with abandonment of defiance and denial. The same applies to the acknowledgment [of Allāh and His Prophet] by the tongue, or unconditional obedience of the different parts of the body. When compared as synonyms, Islām in general what Imān (belief) is in particular. Imān expresses the loftier components of Islām, consequently every taṣdīq is taṣlīm, but not vice versa." Al Shahrastānī (see above) constructs the following climax: Islām, Imān, Ḥadsūn ("Serve Allāh in such a manner, as if thou see Him, but although thou do not see Him, He sees thee, ibid.)."

32 Palmer translates "and verily," which is, however, inaccurate, because the text has wānā, but not yānā.

33 "Moslems" are opposed to "sinners" in the still older passage, Ixviii. 35.
The difference prevailing between religious observance (イスラム) and theoretical faith (イスラム) has been very clearly expressed by Muhammed himself, who placed the former above the latter, although theologians declared thatイスラム only led up to Faith. Muhammed, however, was a man of the world, and knew human nature better than these theorists. He insisted on practice and said (xli. 14): The Bedouins say: We believe! speak: you shall not “believe only,” but say: we practiceイスラム (イスラム); theイスラム has not entered yet into your hearts, but if you obey Allah and His Messenger, He will not deprave you of your works at all, etc. (15) The Believers (ال الذين بالله) are only those who believe in Allah and His Messengers; they are free from doubt, and fight vigorously by [offering] their wealth and persons for the [war] path of Allah, these are the truth tellers.

In thus emphasizing the practice of the law in contrast to the expressions of faith pure and simple, Muhammed followed a Rabbinic principle which is very tersely given in Abuth, I. 16: It is not the study [of the law] which is most important, but the practice thereof (cf. iii. 9). — Finally see the articles in the Dictionary of Technical Terms, ed. Sprenger, I. p. 64 (イスラム), p. 696 (イスラム).

**Note II. — The Terms for Logos in the Qur'an.**

On examination of Muhammed's conception of the Logos (cf. سورة v. 19; 76-77), it will be found that his interpretation of the term came much nearer the Philonian idea that the Logos was an intermediary between God and the world than to any other. In this character the Logos appears in the Jewish Targums as well as in the Talmud under the two expressions מ små and דיבור. The former is frequent met with already in Onkelos, e. g., Gen. iii. 8, qâl מ små; ibid. xv. 1, as translation of דיבר, and is radically cognate to our which represents the oldest form of the Logos in the Qur'an. In earlier סרה (lxix. 5; xxii. 19, etc.) amr occurs in its original meanings of command, and affair respectively. This meaning it retains without any reference to God at all (xxvi. 151), even after it had assumed the individual character of Logos. This, however, did not take place until the narrative period. Thus in سورة 44; xvii. 87; xviii. 48, amr רבי forms the exact translation of מ små ד'והaway.

As to דיבר it is according to Talmudic view that of which angels were created, e. g., Ḥagiga 14b: “From every דיבר which came out of the month of God an angel was created.” — In the so-called Fragmentary Targum דיבר frequently represents the Logos, e. g., Gen. xxviii. 10; Numb. v. 39, etc. With this we have to compare a definition of amr given in the Qur'an (xvii. 87): They shall ask thee about the דיבר: Say, the Spirit (כושה) is part of the amr of my Lord. Further (S. xvi. 2): He sends down the angels with the Spirit [which is part] of His amr (cf. xl. 15; xvii. 4-5). In later סרה Muhammed endeavoured to counteract any foreign influence on the question of the Logos, and tried to reduce the amr to the rank of a created being, e. g., سرة liv. 49: Verily everything have we created by appointment (קדר), so our amr is but due like the twinkling of an eye (cf. ch. VIII.)

Of particular significance is a passage in سورة xix. in which the דיבר (v. 17) is dispatched to Mary to announce the birth of a son. He allays her anxiety with the assurance that the boy shall be (v. 21) “a Sign unto man, and a mercy from us (Allah), and it is an ordained amr.” (cf. v. 36). In other passages the amr of Allah is “done” (viii. 48; xxxiii. 37) or “measured” (ibid. v. 38). The more familiar Muhammed became with the amr, the more he made use of it for his private ends. So in the last named passage it is merely a permission given by Allah to Muhammed to marry the divorced wife of his adopted son, and to abolish an ancient heathen custom which forbade such marriage. A complete lecture on the amr is سورة lxv., in which the term occurs not less than eight times. Man has no influence on the amr (iii. 123), because it is entirely under the control of Allah (ibid. v. 148).

---

56 Cf. Grimm, Muhammad, II. p. 51.
59 The verse is said to have been written when Muhammed lay wounded on the battlefield of Uhd. Cf. I. I. p. 571.
On the ground of these and other revelations (see also x. 3, 32; xii. 21; lxv. 1, 3) the Zahirite school taught that the *amr* was created (Ibn Ḥazm, *Kitāb al-mulāt wal nīfāt*, Cod. Brit. Mus. Or. 642; fol. 166*vb* in contradistinction to the Asharite doctrine which inculcated the belief in its eternity (Ibn Ḥazm, *ibid.*, Al Shahristānī, *l. c. p. 67*). Otherwise the Spirit which is part of the *amr* (see above) must also be eternal, an axiom with which no Muslin would agree. According to later eschatological views the *amr* dwells on the throne of (or next to) Allah, whilst the *ʿilm* (i.e., *dīna*) has its place beneath it. See the pseudonymous book *Kitāb masūlī al-sabīy* attributed to Abd Allah b. Ṣalām, p. 11. See also Sprenger, *Dictionary*, etc., p. 68. The Sūfi conception of *amr* does not concern us here.

Another rendering of *dībūr* (or *dībhūr*) in the Qurān is *kalīma*. It is used in the same combination as *amr*, viz., “the *kalīma* of thy Lord has been fulfilled (Sūra vi. 115; vii. 133; xi. 133; xxii. 20, 71; xl. 6, etc.), or “the *kalīma* of Allāh,” the “*kalīma* of punishment,” is fulfilled (x. 34; 96; xxxix. 20, 71). “Were the trees that are on the earth pens, and the sea [ink; cf. Sūra xviii. 109] with seven more seas to swell its tide, the *kalīmas* of Allāh would not be spent (Sūra xxxi. 26).” “Abraham made it a lasting *kalīma* among his posterity (Sūra xliii. 27) and was tried with *kalīmas* (Sūra ii. 118).” — Whether these verses stand in some connection with Gen. xv. 1 or not, is difficult to say. Of greater importance is the statement that the *kalīma* of Allāh cannot be altered (Sūra vi. 34, 115; x. 65; xviii. 26; xl. 45), because this refers to one of the chief reproaches made to the Jews, viz., that they altered the law. If the “illiterate Prophet believes in Allāh and His *kalīmas*,” this should be a stimulus for others to do likewise (Sūra vii. 158). The following (Medinan) passage (xlviii. 26, cf. ix. 40) has a strong Jewish colouring: Allāh has set down His *sākīna* upon this Messenger and upon the Faithful, and enjoined them the *kalīma* of piety. *Kalīma* has here the meaning of Hebr. *dībhūr* as also in the (likewise Medinan) passage iii. 57, where a brief abstract of the Decalogue (Exod. xxxiv. 28, *asārērēkh hashad hāmōm*) is given. — The *kalīma* goes forth from Allāh as a judgment in Sūra x. 20; xi. 120; xx. 129; xxxvi. 171; xlii. 45, xlii. 13. (Cf. v. 20.)

Muhammad was well aware that the term Logos was applied to Jesus. In the Medinan repetition of the tale of Jesus’ birth he therefore says *kalīma* instead of “ordained *amr*” (see above) but allows angels (here plural) to announce to Mary from Allāh a *kalīma*, whose name is the Messiah Jesus (Sūra iii. 40). Perhaps Muhammad was now less apprehensive of evil resulting from such a statement, or else he desired to exhibit his learning. He, however, cautiously repeated that Jesus is “the Messenger of Allāh and His *kalīma* which He has thrown upon Mary, and the *ruḥ* is part of it,” thus manifesting the identity of *kalīma* and *amr* (see above and Sūra iii. 34; lxvi. 12).

In order to avoid misunderstanding Ibn Ḥazm here again points out that the *kalīma* is a created being, and that Jesus is a *kalīma* in this sense only (fol. 183*vb*). To discuss all passages in which the *kalīma* is used in the Qurān, would lead us too far, especially as the word is also employed in the quite usual sense of “word” (Sūra xiv. 29, 31; xxxvi. 11.).

*Kalām* differs from *kalīma* in so far as it occurs in Meccan revelations but once (vii. 141) in the signification of “speech,” and represents the distinction conferred upon Moses (Exod. xxx. 11). The *kalām* is heard, and on several occasions persons endeavoured to “alter” it (Sūra ii. 70; ix. 6; xlviii. 15; cf. iv. 48). In Moslem theology it is not the *kalīma*, but the *kalām* which forms the object of discussion between those who declare it to be created or the contrary. This is in so far correct as *kalām* (speech) includes the *kalīma* (word). See also Sprenger, *Dict.*, pp. 2867-8.

Still more frequently than any of the terms for Word or Speech mentioned occurs *ʿilm*, which, as it has long been known, derived from the Aramaic *melāt*. The manner in which Muhammad treated this word is very significant. He owed his knowledge of the same solely to Christian sources, since the Jews did not employ it for Logos, but only for “word” or “thing.” As
we shall presently see, however, Muhammed seems to have heard a similarly sounding term from the Jews, and mixed the two up. There is a marked difference in the Qurân between *milla* on one side, and *amr* and *kalima* on the other, since the former is generalized to signify "religion" which is never the case with the latter. The term was so common in Arabic, that even the pagan Arabs styled their *religion* *milla* (Sûra xxxviii. 66; vii. 86, 87; xiv. 16; xviii. 19), and was, probably through Christian Arabs, also brought into Mecca prior to the birth of Islam. In the majority of cases *milla* stands in connection with Abraham, both in Meccan and (still more) in Medinan revelations, in order to express the monotheistic belief of the Patriarchs. This is to be explained either by means of Gen. xv. 1, 4 (see above) or possibly with the help of the ordination of circumcision (ch. xvii.), for which the Rabbinic term is *milâh*, whilst the Arabs used quite a different word for it. Now the orthographies *milâh* and *milla*, when written in Hebrew square characters, so closely approach each other, that an interchange is quite easy. This was still furthered by the circumstance, that in unvocalized texts *milla* is frequently spelled *plene*, and probably this was the case in the oldest copies of the Mishnâ and Talmûd. I give this all, however, as a mere suggestion with due reserve. — As is well known *milla* is used later on in various titles of famous works on the history of religions in the same sense; see also Sprenger, *l. c.* p. 1346.

**Note III. — Ibn Hazm on the Ijâz of the Qurân (Miśl, fol. 18770a. sqq.).**

The following is an abstract from the chapter on the *Ijâz* (miraculous character) of the Qurân in Ibn Hazm's work on "Religious and philosophical sects." He sets down five points of controversy.

1. Asharite doctrine teaches that the divinity of the Qurân — on the level of which men strive to place something similar — is to all eternity with Allâh. It is inseparable from him, has never been revealed to us, nor have we ever heard it (cf. Al Shahristâni, p. 75, Ibn Khaldûn, *Prolegom.* p. 169 on *taâladdâh*). — To this Ibn Hazm opposes that according to Asharite theory the Qurân, when being recited, is not *mu'jiz* (transcendent), and can only be qualified by itself. This view is entirely heterodox, because it stands in contrast to Qor. x. 39; xi. 16. What Al Ashari defines as *mu'jiz* in the Speech of Allâh, is not expressed in *Sûras*, but it is a unity which Ibn Hazm has endeavoured to disprove prior to this chapter.36

2. The question whether the *Ijâz* is eternal or terminated after its existence had been established through the life of Muhammed is answered by Ibn Hazm who refers the readers to Qor. xvii. 90. It is therefore laid down that neither mortals nor spirits shall ever be able to produce anything similar to it.

3. Some scholastics (*ahlu-l-kalâm*) maintain the transcendent character of the contents of the Qurân only, but deny this quality to its composition. Ibn Hazm upholds the view of these who consider the one as transcendent as the other. Qor. ii. 21 speaks of such revelations which infidels are challenged to bring] in which no allusion is made to things unseen [and which therefore must be taken for granted, *cf.* Qor. ii. 27]. Nothing must be declared miraculous in opposition to what Allâh has decreed to be so.

4. The manner of the *Ijâz* represents according to one opinion the highest degree of impressiveness. Others see in it the inability of mortals to produce anything similar to the Qurân. This the latter class endeavours to demonstrate to the former with the aid of Qor. ii. 175.

Ibn Hazm argues on this point as follows: (a) If the *Ijâz* were based on nothing but its impressiveness, it would be on a par with other human productions which occupy the same rank, but the "Signs" of Allâh go beyond the common. — (b) Allâh cannot be asked what He does nor why He does a thing. He can therefore not be asked why He has rendered only this composition of the Qurân transcendent, and has sent this prophet and no other person. (c) It is absurd to say that if the *Ijâz* included all languages, there would be no difference between Arabs and [Moslems of] foreign nations as to the knowledge of the same. Foreigners, in fact, only learn of the *Ijâz* through com-

---

36 "The last religion," viz., that of the pagan Arabs. Palmer translates wrongly: "any other creed."

37 Fol. 18170a. The Asharite doctrine that the Speech of Allâh is a unity, *cf.* Goldsche, die *Zahriten*, p. 160.
munication made to them by Arabs. To say that Qur. ii. 175 and other verses of the same kind have
no demonstrative power is heresy. By picking out such verses and omitting others the opponents
effort to show that the Qurān is transcendent only in part. One must, in reply to this, put to them
the question, whether the [other] revealed books, of which the Qurān speaks (iv. 161) are likewise
transcendent [and warning] against evil and wickedness. If they admit this, they speak the truth, but
they must not confuse elegance of style with warnings against evil and wickedness. Furthermore, if
the miraculous character of the Qurān consisted merely in its impressive diction, it would be on the
same level as Al Ḥasan, Sahl b. Harūn, Al Jáḥiz, Ibn al Muqāt and the poetry of Imru‘ulqais. Were
the ījāz dependent on loftiness of style [alone], this must also become visible in any portion of a verse
which [is only the case with the Qurān, and therefore] is sufficient to upset their opinion, that there are
at least three verses required in order to be miraculous. If verses like xvii. 94-95 were spoken
by a mortal being, no Moslem would take them as miraculous, whilst Allāh has made them so by
rendering them part of his own Speech.

5. As regards the compress of the ījāz, the Asharites have fixed it to be like unto the smallest
Sūra, viz., eviii. (3 verses), below which, according to Qur. ii. 21, no ījāz takes place. All other
Moslems believe that even the smallest particle of the Qurān is miraculous, because the verse ii. 21
does not refer to quantity, but to kind. Since every part of the Qurān is Qurān, it shares its mira-
culous nature.

Ibn Ḥazm concludes his remarks on the subject as follows: The truth of the matter is
expressed in Qur. xvii. 90, from which we must gather that every sentence in the Qurān which
conveys a meaning, is miraculous, and cannot be imitated in all eternity. For the last four hundred
and forty years men have been unable to imitate the Qurān. An instance of double interpretation
of a passage is given in Sūra xix. 63-66. The purport of these verses is out of connection both
with the preceding and following passages, each having a separate meaning. To this the various
degrees of ordinary human eloquence cannot be applied. The style of the Qurān is neither that of
orators, nor writers, preachers, or authors. Passages of the same character (as the just mentioned)
are in the Qurān many, and make it convincingly clear that it is utterly unwarrantable to measure the
Qurān by way of human eloquence.

(To be continued.)

THE FOLKLORE IN THE LEGENDS OF THE PANJAB.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 98.)

Fortune-telling in all its forms involves the intervention of a second party, but forecasts of fortu-
tune can also be sought within one's own personality, as it were, by the interpretation of dreams,
and so dreams, their results and their meaning, play an important part in Indian folktales. They fre-
quently occur in the Legends, where they are usually of the prophetic sort, a start being given to a
story by the hero's dream of the heroine or vice versa; an idea neatly turned to practical use in some
stories of saints by making the sainty hero fix on a preceptor owing to a dream. The idea is further
useful in tales about the recovery of recalcitrant followers, by making the saint terrify them
through dreams. The actual method of utilising dreams in folktales is to make the hero or heroine
follow them up in their subsequent waking hours, often to their great temporary tribulation. And of
the familiar warning or prophetic dream of the western world, there is one quaint example, in
which a doe is made to warn her husband, the buck, of his impending death at the hands of the hunts-
men, by telling him a vividly related dream as to the details of it.

The interpretation of dreams is a form of augury or divination; i.e., it is a means of foretelling
the future from occurrences to human beings which are beyond control, though the latter terms in

11 Cf. Qur. xxir. 53, almahūk aimūbîn. 12 See the Commentaries and Sūra liv. 12.
themselves imply an attempt to forecast the future from natural occurrences beyond human control that take place only in the surroundings of mankind. In the Legends direct references to augury and divination are few, and then only stock ones relating chiefly to marriage ceremonies; which last may in India be best described as one prolonged effort to sacerdotally control and foretell the future. But all over the world the commonest and most universal mode of arriving at an idea of the future from chance occurrences in the natural world around us lies in omens and their interpretation, and of these we are treated to a great number in the Legends, as might be expected. They are all, however, of the usual sort, except perhaps that it is unlucky in the Himalayas to give milk to a warrior on the war-path. With this exception we have dished up for us the well-worn superstitions relating to the meeting of lucky and unlucky personages, to lucky and unlucky things in Nature, plants, trees, and so forth, to the flight and calls of birds, to sneezing, which, like hiccupping, is a most mysterious proceeding of the animal body to the Indian mind, to accidental occurrences on mounting a horse and while walking and so on.

Following on and arising out of the notion of fortune-telling, augury, divination, and omens are the actions necessary to ensure good fortune or luck; the lucky things to do, and the lucky times for doing them, such as swinging during the rainy season. And as everyone is of course interested in finding these out, we are everywhere favoured in Indian folklore with a goodly array of them, and amongst lucky acts may be mentioned as noticeable, that of mounting a horse with the left foot, a curious instance of giving a semi-religious sanction to an act that is otherwise right from a practical point of view. The sole use to which the "science" of astrology is put in the Legends, is to ascertain auspicious times and moments.

In folktales the main use of the idea of ill-luck is to fill up the tale by introducing a great number of incidents, describing all the misfortunes which fancy can call up as happening to the hero or heroine; but the thousand and one precautions taken in practical life against incurring misfortune are based upon far more serious considerations than this. To the Indian peasant mind misfortune is a sin, and indicates a sinful condition in the victim thereof, defining that very difficult and much ill-used term "sin" as an offence, witting or unwitting, against the tribal conventions. The good luck of the lucky obviously benefits their surroundings, and the bad luck of the unlucky as obviously brings harm. Therefore the unlucky are sinful and, what is of supreme practical importance to them, must be punished accordingly. The amount of misery and suffering arising out of this "correct argument from a false premise" that is being and has for ages been incurred by the victims of perfectly involuntary and uncontrollable misfortune — such as widows for instance — is quite inescapable, and a little consideration will show why it is that the nostrums for the prevention of the dreaded sin of misfortune are ineliminable, both in variety and number.

Another most fruitful result of the primitive view of misfortune is the idea of ceremonial uncleanness, an "unfortunate" condition clearly the consequence of inadvertence even to the savage, which has led to unnumbered ceremonies and customs in practical life and to many incidents in tale and story. The ceremonially unclean condition, however much it may be natural or the result of mere chance, is perceived in a dim way to be somehow sinful or the result of sin, and hence the nostrums for avoiding the consequences thereof, but when the condition is intensified and exhibits itself in a loathsome or continuous form, then to the popular mind its sinful origin is no longer doubtful. The story of that prominent, mysterious, obviously unclean, loathsome, and much dreaded disease, leprosy, and of the native treatment of lepers in India, will bring out all these points; and the subject of lepers and leprosy, if taken up as a folklore study, would be found to cover nearly the whole range of belief and customs among the folk. In the Legends we see much of it. There, the separation, isolation, and treatment of lepers is due to their uncleanness, the origin of leprosy lies in sin and in the punishment of sin, and its cure is due to ceremonial cleansing.

In another direction, the doctrine, so to speak, of ill-luck has led to very serious practical consequences, a fact which is clearly brought out by an incident in the Legends. The birth of a daughter is announced to Râjâ Sarkap just as he had lost his great gambling match. "Kill her," said Râjâ
Sarkap, "she has been born at an unlucky moment, and has brought me bad luck." But, as an instance where female infanticide, based on ill-luck, has been widely resorted to, though from a different concrete origin, the whole of the celebrated historical legend of Mirzâ and Sâhibâ is witness. Briefly Sâhibâ, a daughter of the Panjâbi Siyâls, doped with Mirzâ, the Khâral, and was overtaken by her tribe and strangled. The subsequent feuds were so severe that it became unlucky to have daughters, and an extensive practice arose of strangling female infants in memory of Sâhibâ. This is an instance where folk-notions have actually affected history.

Now, the predatory portion of the priesthood has everywhere been most careful to keep alive and foster the folk-notions of sin, misfortune, and ill-luck, because out of them arises the most prolific source of all of a good livelihood for themselves. Sins must be expiated; sinful bodies must be purified; the priest is always ready to secure expiation and purification, and to guide the ceremonies enjoined in either case. Ceremonial bathing, as a result of the notion of the holiness and cleansing powers inherent in water, is the great panacea in India, and out of the holy bathing places perhaps more wealth has been transferred from the laity to the coffers of the priestly classes than from anything else that has been invented for the ghostly benefit of the people.

After providing the personages and setting the story going in a definite direction, the next thing necessary is to keep up the interest by the process known to adverse reviewers as padding and to the sympathetic as valuable incidents. Those in the Legends are, as might be expected, of the stock description; scraps of well-known verses or tales, or references to stock notions about this world and its affairs. From the very nature of the circumstances under which they are introduced they offer the most undiluted folklore with which the narrators are imbued, and are thus often the most valuable part of a tale to the student. Thus, there are everywhere valuable references to the miraculous origin of that puzzle to the peasantry, a pearl or precious stone, or even a bright flower. Rubies are the products of the sea, or the special gift of the god of the rivers, or more fancifully still drops of blood from the murdered magical hero or heroine. Pearls are rain-drops during a particular asterism, and both they and flowers are derived from the tears or laughter or speech, indifferently, of the hero or heroine, and so on.

A very large portion of the incidents observable in folktales are tricks, in the narration of which, as in that of many other contents of stories, resort is had to both plain matter of fact circumstances and to the whole gamut of peasant fancy and wisdom. There are tricks humorous and tricks malicious. There is the cruel practical joke, the mysterious supernatural tragedy, the downright cheat; even the lie direct is perpetrated by the Lady of Virtue (Silâ Dâl), who is held up to no honour as the embodiment of all the virtues.

References to and details of ceremonies of all sorts are a necessary, and frequently a most valuable, form of folktales incident, but they do not require more than mere mention in such a discussion as this. In the Legends we are treated to many a most interesting and instructive description especially of marriage ceremonies, involving allusions to equally interesting and instructive notions about marriages generally. In fact, as regards marriages, and betrothals which are their counterparts in India, a perusal of the Legends will take the reader over the whole subject: the beliefs, forms, ceremonies, customs and laws, and political uses; some of them throwing light on European customs of past and present times. In other directions also we are treated to allusions to, or descriptions real or fanciful of, such practical ceremonial matters as the adoption of girls, declaring an heir to the throne, regulating a Râjput hunting party, the reception of guests. In sacerdotal or quasi-sacerdotal matters we have the ceremonies of divination by the breath, and initiatory rites into the sect of the Lallâgi scavengers and into various sects of jûgis and faqirâs, of which the ear-boring ceremonies are the most prominent and of some importance, as they have led to the use of ear-rings of fixed sorts as signs of occupation or caste and to ear-boring customs among the women of various nations in the East as general prophylactics against evil.

In matters affecting the daily life of the people, there are the use of ashes as a sign of both grief and saintship, and other conventional modes of expressing sorrow, such as the breaking of bracelets and
jewellery, and the ceremonies gone through by the newly-made widow. There are also various conventional ways of conveying specific and general challenge to combat, claiming inheritance to land, blackening the face and other strange methods of inflicting disgrace. Of the daily and domestic customs which are hardly to be distinguished from ceremonials, there are many instances; e.g., the quaint method of showing that the occupant of a house is "not at home," announcing a visitor, awakening a slumbering chief on an emergency, tying a knot to jog the memory, showing submission and making supplication. To show how the Legends reflect to the people and their ways, there is an interesting use made for story-telling purposes of the invertebrate habit of village children of teasing hedgehogs.

Allusions to popular beliefs and the frequent introduction of incidents turning on them must, of course, be looked for. These open up so many questions of interest and debatable points, that it would only be unduly swelling this already too long category of folklore subjects, to do more here than just merely run over the recognised titles of some of those that occur in the Legends and have not been above classified, in order to bring them to notice, and to show how very wide is the net that is cast by this collection of tales for gathering in the flotsam of Indian folklore. Many are the beliefs relating to the animal world and their forms, of which the following are samples:—the origin of twisted and back-curved horns of various deer, the sacred, celestial, and marvellous characteristics of that favourite the horse, the sacred and supernatural nature of the peacock and the swan, the capabilities of the dreaded scorpion. Beliefs relating to the heavenly bodies are necessarily legion, and those relating to eclipses and the moon and stars find a place here, as do also the worlds outside that which man inhabits; heaven and hell and their inhabitants, hiriṣi and such like. The parts of the human body and their uses give rise to many beliefs, such as the correct foot to start with, the marks of hands and feet on rocks and other places both natural and marvellous, the head and the shaving thereof. We have also most interesting references to the world-wide belief in a flood or deluge, clearly in one instance more or less indirectly based on the Biblical story. And lastly there are many data for arriving at a clear notion of the peasant ideas of the Deity and the confusion of mind they are troubled with on the subject, owing to the intermixing of Hindu and Musalmān teaching in so many parts of India.

Customs having their roots in popular beliefs are from their very nature, not only perpetually alluded to in the stories of the folk, but are a productive source of incidental narrations; e.g., the aspect of the shrines as the remnant of sun-worship. Of these the old-world and universal idea of refuge, asylum, and sanctuary, as it is variously called, and as likely as not owing its inception and extension to sacerdotal pretensions and exclusiveness, is perhaps the most favoured in legend and folklore. In practical application it everywhere consisted of protection to strangers against their enemies, so long as they paid their way and only so long. The well-known oriental conception of hospitality and its obligations is sanctuary pure and simple, both in theory and practice. Indeed, the Indian and Eastern notion of hospitality cannot be distinguished from sanctuary, and when the Pāθān treats his enemy or a guest worth plundering to the best cheer in his power, gives him a fair start, and then prepares to try and murder or rob him, he is merely doing in his way what the old heathen Greek, or for that matter the medieval Christian priest, did in his, when he granted asylum or sanctuary to the fugitive or criminal only so long as he could pay for it, and made no sort of effort to shield him or obtain immunity for him when the payment ceased. All this is pithily brought out in a passage in the Legends. Rājā Rasālu's faithless wife had successfully hidden her paramour, Rājā Hōḍī, in her husband's house, but Rasālu's faithful parrot betrayed him, and then we read:—"Said the parrot: 'slay not thy guest, he is as thy brother.' So Rājā Rasālu and Hōḍī went together to the wilds, and there, wounded by an arrow, Rājā Hōḍī was slain."

The very widespread custom, rooted in a superstitions belief that it brings ill-luck, of declining to refer to a husband by name is also mentioned in the Legends, while on the other hand the ancient royal prerogative of releasing prisoners, nowadays in civilised Europe attributed solely to kindness and mercy, is given in the direstest phraseology its right attribution of an act to insure good luck. That very ancient and widespread Oriental emblem of divine protection, the shade-giving umbrella, is repeatedly mentioned, as might be expected, in its degenerated form of a sign of royalty and thence of dignity generally.
Indian folktales end up usually in the most orthodox manner. The hero and heroine live happily ever afterwards after the Indian fashion, which I must remind European readers is not at all theirs, and the villain, male or female, comes to an untimely and well-deserved end. Poetical justice is thoroughly appreciated in the East, perhaps because for so many ages there has been so little of any other description. The interest here is chiefly in the forms that vengeance and punishment take as an indication of the popular notions on the subject. In the Legends and elsewhere punishments are all vindictive and cruel, most ingenious indeed in their cruelty; and torture is solely used as a means of expressing vindictiveness. In resorting to it there is no other ulterior motive. Enemies are cut to pieces, buried and burnt alive, shot to death with arrows, buried up to the neck to starve, in company on occasion with thorns, scorpions, snakes, and so on. There is much personal triumph mixed with the vengeance. Enemies' skulls are mounted in silver as drinking cups, strangled bodies are exposed, graves of enemies are ploughed up and walked over by the conquering hero and heroine. The ashes of victims of burning alive are sent to their mothers, and in unchaste wives are tricked into eating her lover's heart by the injured husband. Callously cruel as all these proceedings are, they may, as every reader of Oriental history knows, be fairly termed mild when compared with many that must have often been within the actual personal knowledge of the peasants of all parts and at all times, even the most recent.

The lengths to which sacrificial vindictiveness has often gone in India, is indicated by the well-established custom of ceremonial suicide, self-immolation, and self-injury, in order to bring divine or supernatural wrath upon an opponent or enemy. Debased as such a custom is in its nature and object, it has given rise to another equally well established and as noble as its prototype is execrable: the old and often exercised Rajput sákã or jauhar, which meant the voluntary suicide of the women of a place, while the men went out to make the last wild sally when it was no longer possible to continue a defence.

With this, perhaps the noblest outcome of all of Indian superstition and belief, I close my present remarks, in the hope that I have said enough to show that in the Legends of the Punjab we have displayed before us practically the whole machinery of popular Indian story-telling. Both the actors and their actions, so far as we have been able to regard them, have all shown themselves to be of the same descriptions, and to have the same characteristics as those in Indian folktales generally, whether purely narrative or of set purpose connected with the hagiology or demonology of the people. I hope also that what has been laid before my readers has been sufficient to convince them that these Legends, if explored, will decisively and instructively show the value of studying them in detail to those who would dig down to the roots of folklore anywhere in the world, and would learn something of the thoughts of the folk and of the trains of reasoning, which give form to the many apparently incomprehensible and unreasonable actions observable in the everyday life of the peasantry everywhere.

EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

Continued from p. 1293.

1790. — No. IX.

Fort William, 20th August 1790.

Read a Letter that was received on the 13th Instant from Lieutenant Blair at the Andaman Island [dated July 2nd, 1790].

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir. — I had the honor to address His Lordship, April 18th from Interview Island, by the Viper, and April 22nd, which was forwarded to Madras by the Atalanta: Since the date of the last, the Ranger has made a voyage to Prince of Wales Island and returned thither June 1st with a good supply of Rice, some Stores, and a few extra articles of Provision for the Establishment, which it is necessary
to supply, until a Bazar is established; the declining state of health of the aged Men, makes such indulgence, for the present, a matter of necessity, and points out the attention that ought to be paid, to the choice of Men for such service. The major, part of the old Men are now incapable of duty, for want of many articles of nourishment, which they have been always used to; to bear up against such a change of provision, the fatigue and indifferent fare of a new Settlement, it requires a young and Vigorous constitution. The Ranger also brought an addition to the Establishment, of *five Malay's* which I find a very useful people, and well adapted to the present uncultivated state of the country, a colony of those People would be found highly useful in clearing the Ground, when Government has determined to make this a permanent Establishment.

Since the receipt of His Lordships Orders by the Atalanta, I have constructed a Shed for the Navy, fifty six feet long. It has been occupied by the sick from the *Vestal* which have been daily supplied with Vegetables from the Gardens.

A few days after the departure of the Ranger, for Prince of Wales Island, *four large canoes* came into *Phenix Bay* with about forty Men Reflecting on the recent loss of our four fishermen I conceived it would be the height of imprudence to permit them to remain so near us, as an invasion in the night might have been attended with serious consequences. In the afternoon I went to examine them, when they soon discovered their hostile intention by a flight of Arrows; this induced me to bring off, three of their Canoes, which were not defended so well as I expected, from their first appearance.

His Majesty's Ship *Vestal* arrived here June 1st with the intention of remaining, to join the Commodore, but as her provisions begin to run short, Sir Richard [Strachan] has expressed his intention to me, of sailing tomorrow morning to procure a supply at Madras, which affords me this opportunity of writing.

The Atalanta returned from Madras June 18th with some letters for the Commodore and a supply of salt Provisions for the Ships. From the tenor of Captain Delgarno's Orders I have been expecting the Commodore for sometime past, and have little doubt of seeing Him in a few days.

June 7th I had a Visit from *two young Natives* which voluntarily accompanied Sir Richard Strachan and me to this Island. Their youth and apparent innocence, prevented me entertaining the least unfavorable suspicion of them, they however decamp about midnight, and could not be found on the Island, which made me conclude that they had swam off, as the Boats Canoes, etc., were all safe and every thing quiet at a half past one in the morning. To my great astonishment, one of the Boats, was missing at day light in the morning. A very diligent but ineffectual search, was made for her all round the Harbour. A few pieces of her were found some days ago, near the place where the Boys joined us. The Boat was very old and almost unervisible; the loss is therefore trivial; but it is a strong proof of their dexterity and cunning, and points out the necessity of a very vigilant watch.

Be pleased to inform His Lordship that I have finished a general Chart of the whole Island, which shall be forwarded the first direct opportunity; when I also propose to return such of the People whose constitutions are too weak for the hardships of this place.

All the Establishment being tolerably housed, the Artificers and Laborers are employed collecting and preparing Materials for the construction of a Granary, which will prevent further loss in that important article, Rice, and be preparing for the increase of the Establishment.

By the Ranger I sent a little of the *Red Wood* to be forwarded as an experiment to the *China Market*, the result of which I shall communicate to Government, probably about the end of the year.

By the assistance of some Carpenters from the Men of War, I have laid the *Keel of a Boat* at my own expense, which will enable me to speak with greater certainty, of the qualities of the Timber, supply my occasional wants from the neighbourhood, and occasionally carry a Packet. This I hope will meet the approbation of Government.
I am now in daily expectation of the Viper, but not particularly anxious for her arrival as I have three months Rice and almost one month Ghee. The Ranger is in readiness for sea, to dispatch where my future Orders may make it necessary.

Chatham Island,
July 2nd, 1790.

I have the honor to be, etc..
(Signed) Archibald Blair.

1790. — No. X.

Fort William, 22nd September 1790.

Read a Letter from Captain Blair, which was received on the 20th instant by the Snow Ranger [dated 8th Sept. 1790].

To the Right Honorable, Charles Earl Cornwallis, K. G., Governor General, etc., in Council.

My Lord,—I had the honor of your Lordships Commands by your secretary, dated June 28th by the Viper, which arrived here the 15th of July, with the Supply of Provisions that Indented for. Those, with what I have received from Prince of Wales Island, will last the Natives of the Establishment till the end of November.

I have the satisfaction to transmit by this conveyance a General Chart of the whole Island, where the heights are expressed, to give an idea of the face of the country. It is on so large a scale, that I hope it will enable your Lordship to judge of the relative consequence of the different Harbours, and afford the Navigator sufficient information for his guidance. I also transmit a more particular Plan of this Port, a Journal of the Winds and Weather marked No. 1, a Table of Passages to and from this place No. 2. A Return of the Establishment for last month No. 3, and an Indent for Provisions marked No. 4.

3. I have the satisfaction to inform your Lordship that there is now, a large portion of Chatham Island in a state of cultivation affording a Considerable quantity of excellent Vegetables, which has enabled me to supply His Majestys Ships Vestal and Atalanta; and there is now abundance for the whole Settlement. The high grounds of the Island are all sown and many parts already covered with excellent Grass.

4. Your Lordship will perceive in the Plan of this Harbour, a Vista extending 700 Yards in a southerly direction from the top of Phoenix Bay, towards the top of the Bay above Navy Point, crossing part of an Isthmus, which forms the eastern Boundary of a considerable Peninsula. This Peninsula from its situation, soil, and being well watered, is the best place for immediate Improvement and cultivation. The Vista continued quite across the Peninsula, to the top of the above Bay, with a small place of Arms, at each end, and one in the middle, would effectually exclude the Savages, from interrupting the Laborers in the work of clearing the Peninsula. That part of the Vista noticed in the Plan was cut by Party from the Ranger and Viper with very hard Labor. I hope to have Your Lordship permission to Pay the People who were employed on that duty and the Officers who superintended the work, at such rates as your Lordship may judge proper.

5. In the inclosed Return I have put down the Wages and the monthly expence of Provisions for the Natives. The pay of the Europeans which I have not taken upon myself to determin, is marked in red, at such rates as appear to me reasonable, but submitted to your Lordships determination. They have hitherto been supplied with Provisions at my expence.

6. Repeated applications from the Detachment [of] the Artificers and Laborers induce me to solicit a supply of Cash to pay their Arrears which will a Mount to seven thousand Sicca Rupees.

7. As I am convinced it will be attended with good effects I must request a further supply of five thousand Sicca Rupees to pay the Establishment monthly. Should Your Lordship be pleased to adopt this measure, I shall on the return of the Ranger establish a small Bazar to supply their wants, which will entirely remove the necessity of supplying them with several extra articles of Provision and Tobacco,
which has been hitherto done at the Company's expense I shall also endeavour to settle some Fishermen and Gardens to bring Fish and Vegetables to market, which will tend to promote a spirit of industry, and save Government, the whole or a part of the expense incurred by those People. Several of the Artificers and Laborers, have frequently importuned me to return to Calcutta, and I have complied with their wishes as far as circumstances will permit me to do; including in the number all the Sick and Invalids. Several of the Detachment are also desirous to return which cannot possibly be complied with until Your Lordship be pleased to send a Reinforcement or a Relief; the Nague alone, is permitted to proceed, to execute the concerns of the whole, and to return with the Ranger.

8. Lieutt. Wales is charged with the delivery of four Specimens of Timber No. 1 is Pune the most approved timber for masts in India, No. 2 is well adapted for either Plank or crooked Timber, for Ships of any size, it is of a tough strong texture; I found a Tree of this species, that appeared to have fallen from age; the timber of which was perfectly sound which I considered as a proof of its durability. A Boat which I am building will put its qualities to a more certain test. No. 3 will answer well for the Planks of Ships or Boats; the Tree grows straight and of a sufficient length and size for Masts and Yards, No. 4 grows in great a abundance, will answer several purposes in Ship building, and from a similar proof of its durability, to that of No. 2, it will answer well for Stockades, Piles and Beams of Houses.

9. Should it be consonant with your Lordships future Orders I shall employ one or both of the Vessels, to examine the Straits in Latd. 12° and reexamine some parts at the North and south extremities of the Great Andaman.

I am with great respect, My Lord, Your Lordships most obedient humble Servant,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Chatham Island,
Sopr. 8th. 1790.

Ordered that the General Chart and plan mentioned in the 2d. Paragraph of Captain Blairs Letter be deposited in the Office, that the Papers No. 1, 2 and 3 be entered after the Proceedings, and that the Indent No. 4 be sent to the Naval Store Keeper with directions to comply with it.

1790. — No. XI.

Fort William, 6th October 1790.

The following Letter was written yesterday to Lieutenant Blair by the Secretary [dated 5th Oct. 1790].

To Lieutenant Archibald Blair at the Andamans.

Sir, — I have Orders from the Governor General in Council to acknowledge the Receipt of your Dispatch dated the 2nd of July and 8th of September the former reached Bengal by the way of Madras on the 18th of August and the latter came by the Ranger which arrived here on the 20th Ulitmo.

The Ranger now returns to the Andamans. The Indent which you sent by this Vessel for Provisions, etc., has been complied with and the following advances of Cash have been made to the Marine Paymaster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To pay the amount Abstract of Wages due to the Commander officers and Crew of the Snow Ranger.</td>
<td>4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Advance 4 Months impress to ditto</td>
<td>4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To enable the Marine Paymaster to comply with the Indents for Provisions, etc., for the Ranger Crew and for Natives on the Establishment at Port Cornwallis Estimated at 3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: Seica Rupees 12000
Circumstances having made it of consequence that the Ranger should take her Departure from hence immediately, the whole of the repairs that was intended for her has not been completed but all that was essentially necessary has been done, and the rest may be finished when an Opportunity offers.

Your Letter of the 2nd of July not requiring a particular answer to it, I shall by the Boards directions acquaint you with their Orders on the subjects of your Dispatch dated the 8th of September.

The General Chart of the whole Island of Great Andaman, a Plan of Port Cornwallis and the other Papers mentioned in the 2d. Paragraph of your Letter of the 8th of September have been received; and, if any observations should occur thereupon, you will be informed of them. With respect to the return of your Establishment (No. 3) for last Month his Lordship instructs me to Acquaint you, that the Sudden departure of the Ranger does not allow him to give this Subject such a Consideration as would be necessary in fixing a permanent Table of Allowances. He therefore desires me to inform you that the Allowances, you have proposed, will be authorized for the present; but will be subject to such reductions and alterations, hereafter, as the Board may judge proper, when the Establishment, and the Rates of Allowances, shall be taken up more fully. In regard to your own Allowance, and that of your Assistant, Mr. Denison, these also are to be subject to further orders.

The Board are pleased to hear of the increased State of the Cultivation upon Chatham Island, and are persuaded that you will give your further attention to render the Soil as productive of the Necessaries of Life as the nature of it will admit. They leave it to you to make such Compensation, as you may think Reasonable, to the Parties from the Ranger and Viper, who were employed in cutting a part of the Vista extending from the Top of Phoenix Bay towards the Top of the Bay above Navy Point, as noticed in the Plan, and to give a Suitable reward to the Officers who Superintended the Work.

Mr. Gibb's Services being wanted in Bengal, the Board have appointed Mr. David Wood to do Duty as Surgeon at the Andamans, fixing his Allowance at Sa. Rs. 300 per Mensem Mr. Wood proceeds in the Ranger.

An Order has been given to the Marine Paymaster to advance the Sum of Seven Thousand Sicea Rupees, to enable you to pay the arrears due to the Detachment the Artificers and Laborers at the Andamans, and to advance you a further Sum of five Thousand Sicea Rupees on Account, as requested in the 7th Paragraph of your Letter dated the 8th of September, upon the subject of which I have only to add that the Board approve of your establishing a small Bazar to supply the Wants of your Establishment Depending on your taking every Care to prevent abuses and Impositions.

Time does not allow at present of our procuring People to reinforce or Relieve your Detachment, but this will be done when an Opportunity next offers.

Lieutenant Wales has delivered the 4 Specimens of Timber, mentioned in the 8th Paragraph of your letter, and an Extract of it as far as it relates to them has been transmitted to Lieutenant Colonel Kyd.

The Orders which you will receive from the Governor General will probably not admit of your employing either the Ranger or Viper to examine the Straits in Lat. 12 and to reexamine some Parts at the north and South Extremities of the Great Andaman. It is therefore left to your Discretion to undertake these Services whenever you can conveniently do so.

I am, Sir, Your most Obedient hhle. Servant,

(Signed) Edward Hay, Secretary to the Government.

Fort William,
5th October 1790.

(To be continued.)
CORRESPONDENCE.

COPPER COINAGE OF MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

SIR,—May I be permitted to add the following four coins to those included in my tentative catalogue? The two already published by Dr. Hultsch were omitted accidentally, while the third, the C. C. E. coin, of which there are some varieties, and the fourth have come to my knowledge since I wrote.

I should like to add that it has been pointed out to me\(^1\) that the letters C. C. E. are most probably a corruption of G. C. E. which were the letters stamped on the bale-mark of the London Company, and are the initials of 'Governor and Company of Merchants Trading into the East Indies.' The Company's bale-marks are figured as per block plates given below: (1) is from Birdwood's *First Letter Book of the E. I. Company*, p. 365; (2) is from Birdwood's *Dawn of British Trade to the East Indies*, p. 107\(^2\); (3) is from Foster's *E. I. C. Records*, Vol. II, p. 206, for the year 1814. In Birdwood's *India Office Records*, Ed. 1890, pp. 72, 73 and 75, are several bale-marks, some perhaps not quite correct. (H. Stevens, p. 107.)

\(1\) [No doubt quite correctly. — Ed.]
\(2\) The same bale-mark is figured in *Consultations of Fort St. George*, 1881 (Tringie, in a note on p. 67.)

NOTES AND QUERIES.

A FORM OF SWEARING FRIENDSHIP AND BROTHERHOOD.

There is a curious form of the custom of swearing eternal friendship and brotherhood by throwing salt into a water-pot. This custom is popularly called *lōc men nīmak dānā*, and is recognized as a particularly solemn oath. A meeting is held at the house of some man of importance, who puts down a water-pot and small pieces of salt equal to the number of men present, and he bids each take one piece and throw it into the water-pot; and to say:—'If henceforward I show any animosity or ill feelings, may God dissolve me as this salt which I throw into the water will be dissolved.

CHAI Na MAL in P. N. and Q. 1883.

THE USE OF CENSORS IN INDIA.

It is perhaps not generally known that the Jains use incense in their worship and distribute it round by means of a censor with chains, exactly similar to those in use in Roman Catholic Churches.

Our wanderings through the length and breadth of India took us, in December 1881, to Mount Abu in Rājputānā, and afterwards to Ahmadābād, in Gujarāt. When visiting the temple of Vimala Sāh at the former place, we saw about 50 Jain pilgrims—men, women, and children—who had come up from the plains below to worship there. After they had made their offerings in the innermost shrine, where, of course, we could not penetrate, all, on coming out again, ranged themselves round the *mufāsā* or porch, of this temple, and were then censed by the attendant priest.

From Mount Abu we moved on to Ahmadābād, and there to our great astonishment, on certain tombs in the precincts of the Rāni Sīri's mosque (she was originally a Hindu, but married a Muhammadan prince), the censor and its chains are sculptured in brass-relief, and the same ornament also forms the centre of the *mihīrāb*, or sacred part of this mosque. This symbol is also repeated on other tombs, and on the *mihīrābs* of other mosques in and near this city. Whether this symbol occurs on women's tombs exclusively, or only in mosques built by, or called after, Royal Ladies, I am not prepared to say at this distance of time. What I have stated above is from notes taken on the spot.

The late Mrs. Murray Ainslie
in P. N. and Q. 1883.
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CHAPTER II.

The First Proclamation.


Note I. — The legend of the cleansing of the heart.

In the summer of the year 612 of our era — Muslim tradition relates — a man was frequently to be seen roaming restlessly through the deserted environs of Mecca, a prey to mental disquietude. This figure still remains shrouded in mystery because of the mass of legends surrounding it. We do not know his name, although we are acquainted with those of his parents, his wife, and relatives, but we call him Muhammed, which is only anticipating an appellation adopted by him many years later. Nor are we able to state with certainty, why he left his home and family, and spent his time in the solitude of the desert. A day came when he ended his musings and uttered the following words:

Sûra xxvi, v. 1. Proclaim the name of thy Lord who has created,
2. Has created man from congealed blood,
3. Proclaim, while thy Lord is the Most High,
4. Who has taught the use of the pen, 84
5. Taught man that which he knew not.

These verses form the first part of a chapter of the Qorâ which, according to the unanimous verdict of the traditionists, is the first prophetic utterance of Muhammed. No real historic proof, however, exists for it, and the truth is only vouched for by the Prophet himself, and, on his authority, by Aisha, his second wife, who was not born at that time. From their narrative which was written down many years afterwards, we must assume that no other person was present, when Muhammed proclaimed his first revelation. As the account of the incident, on which it is based, has been frequently printed, a very brief abstract of the same will here suffice.

"During my sojourn on mount Hîra, said the Prophet, the archangel Gabriel appeared to me, seized me, and said: Ighra (proclaim!). I replied: I am no proclaimer (reader). 86 The angel

84 May also be translated: by means of the pen. The phrase is, however explained in S. ii. 222, that Allâh has taught man to write, see ch. 1.

86 The term یَهْرُ (yahra) can only be translated by reader, which is sufficient evidence for the lateness of the tradition, as well as the ignorance of the real meaning of یَهْرُ. Muhammed evidently only gave the nucleus of the tale, which was handed down in the form given to it by ‘Aisha or ‘Ursa. In order to justify the alleged "reading," already I. Ibsh. p. 181, speaks of a silk scarf which was brought by Gabriel, and on which the words of the first proclamation were embroidered. In the account given by Bokh. I. 4, Muhammed is not named as authority of the tradition at all. Instead of Gabriel, ‘Aisha only mentions "an angel." This version seems to represent the oldest form of the tradition, although in the other work of I. Ibsh. a younger one is recorded. Much more elaborate is the version of Tabari, 1449 sqq. Here Gabriel addresses the Prophet by the name Muhammed. The kernel of the tale: he pressed me, varies in the sundry traditions, viz., Bokh. 87, 1. Ibsh. and Tabari. 88, and in the version on Abd Allâh b. Shaddâl wed find 89. Other expressions are quoted by Sprenger, I. p. 259; the traditions are to be found ibid. p. 360 sqq. — When relating the adventure to his friends, Muhammed used the word takranswâ when the angel appeared to him. The term has caused the traditionists some embarrassment. I. Ibsh. explains it by takranswâ (to profess to be a Hanif), and adds a remark which is interesting
seized me again and repeated: *Iqra*. I said: I am no proclaimer. Finally he forced me to say: *Iqra’ bismi rabbiika.*  

The authenticity of this tradition has not been questioned even by many modern scholars, though it evidently referred to a dream. This view, however, was shared by the late E.H. Palmer, in his otherwise excellent translation of the Qur’an, and by Sir William Muir, one of the latest and best of Muhammed’s biographers, requires some modification even according to the interpretation of the last named two scholars. The name of the angel Gabriel is not mentioned in any Meccan revelation at all, and was, at that period, apparently unknown to Muhammed. The composition of the miraculous tale could, therefore, not have been made till more than ten years later in Medina, when the author’s recollection of the circumstances under which he made his first proclamation was largely supplemented by his imagination.

I did not translate the word *Iqra*’ in my rendering of the legend, although I translated it in the verse by *proclaim*, my object being to call attention to the early misunderstanding of the word by traditionists and interpreters of the Qur’an as well, as by modern translators and biographers of the Prophet. For the sentence in question is nothing but an Arabic version of the phrase in the Pentateuch (Gen. xii. 8 in connection with iv. 20), “He proclaimed the name of the Lord.”

The reduction of the first verse in the Qur’an to a phrase frequently occurring in the Pentateuch makes matters more simple at once. When Muhammed uttered these words, he had already broken with the past, because revocation was impossible without for ever forfeiting prophetic claims. They also throw a light on his mysterious conduct prior to the first proclamation. The view was, and is still generally held, that the time spent by Muhammed on Mount Hira was chiefly passed in mental anguish caused by his contrasting monotheistic with polytheistic dogmas, and striving to find the truth. He is represented as a nervous and excitable man, suffering from hallucinations and epileptic fits. Spranger, in particular, who will always be considered one of the most important and comprehensive biographers of the Prophet, endeavours to explain the prophetic mission of the latter from the point of view of mental sanity, and this theory he repeats in his last contribution on the subject. He is inclined to identify religious mania with prophetism, especially in reference to Muhammed. The term “enthusiast,” indeed, describes a man possessed by a divine spirit, and in this sense it is applied to the Biblical prophets. An enthusiast may at times perform extraordinary deeds, and, by his example, rouse others to similar actions, but only under given conditions, and when carried away by strong feelings. All Biblical prophets, Moses excepted, took their stand on ancient monotheistic traditions, and gave forth teachings as well as warnings against wickedness, immorality, and especially against relapse into idolatry. It is impossible to create a new faith out of nothing, and least of all could a mere fanatic accomplish such a task. Spranger’s description of Muhammed’s behaviour during the time of his mental struggle is pathological rather than historical, but he is surely mistaken in attributing a larger share in the creation of Islam to the state of his nerves

from a linguistic point of view, viz., that  th and  interchanged in Arabic. This remark is welcomed with satisfaction by Spranger, who finds it a support of his Hypothesis. I believe, however, that  is nothing but the Hebrew pluralism  “prayers,” a word very common among Jews to express voluntary devotions apart from the official liturgy. There is little doubt, that Muhammed heard this word often in Medina before he framed his report of the affair, and employed it readily on account of its strange and sacred character. Nöldeke, Qur. p. 67, seems inclined to give to the root  the meaning of “leading a solitary life” (see also Isma. x. 10), but if this were so, the traditionists would have little difficulty in expressing the word, whilst the signification they give it is derived from the spirit of the tradition to which it belongs.

95 Unanimously characterized as such by I. Lab., Baghawi, Beilh., Tab., etc.
96 Well, Spranger, Muir, Palmer, Kesel, Bückert, and all modern translators except Nöldeke, l. c. p. 35, who rightly translate: *Prodige* !
97 See my Beitrag zur Zahl, des Q. p. 6.
98 Gen. iv. 23; xii. 4; xxii. 27; xxvii. 23, and altogether frequent in the O. T.
99 Well, Spranger, Muir, Palmer, etc.
100 *Muhammed u. der Kora, eine psychologische Studie,* Hamburg, 1839, p. 34.
than was really due to them. Hallucinations and hysterical fancies are not factors strong enough to produce so general an upheaval as was caused by this new faith. The examples cited by Sprenger only demonstrate the experiences of a few hysterical women who made insignificant statements concerning their persons alone, but this cannot be compared with the gigantic results of Muhammad's religious revelations. Sprenger further refers at great length to Swedenborg, who, as is well known, asserted that he was favoured by God, and endowed with the faculty of conversing with angels and spirits. We will not enter here into details of Swedenborg's mission, but we cannot refrain from asking what he has really produced with the exception of various societies bearing his name, and which certainly count but little in the general enlightenment of the world. The principal outcome of his intercourse with the spiritual world is his Arcana Coelarum, which Kant describes as Acht Quartbände voll Unsinn, and which was also the origin of the same philosopher's famous treatise Träume eines Geistersehers, the perusal of which is to be recommended to every student of Muhammad's career.

To those dissatisfied with Kant's evidence I offer the experiences of another sufferer from hallucinations and visions, viz., the literary bookseller, Friedrich Nicolai, in Berlin. This man, whom no one will ever charge with having created either a spiritual or a religious revolution, read before the Academy of Sciences in Berlin an essay styled Beispiel einer Erscheinung mehrerer Phantasmen. The description given of the way in which absent persons appeared to him greatly resembles those of Swedenborg. Defunct persons appeared to him, he became exhausted, and after some time fell asleep (p. 12). Several weeks after the first apparition he heard these persons speak (p. 18). Whilst undergoing medical treatment the room seemed full of human forms of all kinds moving about, and these became more and more indistinct, till they disappeared entirely (p. 19). But Nicolai was "von Geistern wie von Geist currit" by so trivial a method, that to make any comparison between his case and Muhammad's, as Sprenger undertakes, is impossible. Islam is not built on phantasmagoria, otherwise a simple but utterly prosaic remedy might have deprived the world of one of the greatest spiritual and social revelations recorded.

No, Muhammad's case is quite different. The first revelation possesses too much of the metaphysical element to be the mere outpouring of a troubled mind and an hysterical constitution. On the other hand no one will assert that Islam was brought into existence by the aid of metaphysical speculation. Whence came this idea? "He who has created" is nothing more or less than the Creator referred to in Genesis. Here as well as in the Qur'an the existence of God is a postulate, as it must be in a revealed religion, and a demonstration to this effect would have been as injurious as it was beyond Muhammad's power. The belief in Allah existed in Arabia long before Islam, but side by side with the belief in other deities. It was, however, necessary to demonstrate his Unity, and this Muhammad endeavoured to do twice with a certain amount of logic, although not until some years later (S. xxiii. 93): Allah neither had a son nor was there any god with Him; if this were so such god would go off with what he had created, and some would have exalted themselves above others, etc." When concluding the same speech he repeated (v. 117): "Who worships another god beside Allah has no proof for doing so." And finally he says (S. xxii. 22): "Were there in both (heaven and earth) gods beside Allah they would do mischief."

1 L. p. 215 sqq.
2 Ibid. 275 sqq. Sprenger even considers the preface perpersion, from which Swedenborg used to suffer after a nervous attack as a parallel to Muhammad's condition.
3 Berlin, 1720.
5 See the Walpurgisnacht in Goethe's Faust.
6 There is nothing to deprive Muhammad of the ownership of this argument, but it appears that he had learnt it from some Christian source. His protest against the dogma of the Trinity speaks in favour rather than against the probability of his having borrowed the argument, as he regarded the beliefs in Allah side by side with belief in the Hypostatic Union as illogical, and endeavoured to correct it. As to a somewhat similar Christian proof of the Unity see Lactantius (ed. Brandt) Inst. Div. I. 3 (p. 8): "Si pluris partitum orbum, minus certa opum, minus virium singuli habitant; cum intro praeceptum portionem as quiique cohabit. Eodem effam modo Di, si plurum = sunt, minus tulebunt, alius tantundem in se habebitis.
7 Itq. 753 quotes this verse as a proof that the Qur'an contains the principles of Muslim scholasticism.
We thus see that the first proclamation speaking of the "Lord" and "Creator" contains a complete theological system. The imperative form in which the revelations is expressed tends to convince the hearers that the tenet of the proclamation is not the result of speculation, but of divine inspiration granted to Muhammad to the exclusion of other individuals. With regard to similitude he even outrivals the Bible, commencing as he does with the creation of man, whilst the formation of the rest of Nature, which was more complicated to describe, was left for later occasions. This was certainly a methodical way of proceeding. Muhammad would, however, have been unable to act in such a manner, had he not been far beyond the elements of learning.

Now we have still to collate the foregoing remarks with the traditions that Muhammad was subject to nervous fits. There is no need to deny this fact, but it chiefly applies to his younger years. When the Prophet promulgated the first revelation, he had more than attained the ripe age of forty years, an age when the nerves generally become calmer. On the other hand he was a man of great self-control. The mental struggle which marked the period immediately preceding Islam, and is described by all writers on the subject as a series of epileptic fits, was not a cause but a consequence, which will be fully explained if we examine the circumstances with attention. His mind being far above those of his countrymen, is it possible that he could have rushed blindly into an adventurous life? There were many things to be taken into account, each in itself sufficient to arouse him to excitement. He was of the family of the Qureish, who not only represented the nobility of Mecca, but were also guardians of the national sanctuary of the Ka'ba. Would they, he must have debated, suffer the shrine to be attacked, damaging alike their authority and material interest? Even if he succeeded in overcoming this difficulty, would the rest of tribes submit to the demolition of their time-honoured deities? Such misgivings were sufficient to fill him with no small anxiety, and these were not all. Whoever seemed willing to acknowledge the new mission had to be made welcome, and no difference could be made between high or low, or between freeborn or slaves. It is quite possible that Muhammad himself did not immediately realise all the consequences, which the racial revolution he was about to create, might have, but he must have expected to win his first followers from the ranks of those who had nothing to lose. The benefit of salvation could not be denied even to the poorest. As an example of the levelling power of Islam I repeat the well-known anecdote connected with one of the oldest addresses of the Qurân. While one day conversing with some of the Qureish chieftains, the Prophet was accosted by a poor blind man, who, the tradition says, asked for religious guidance. Muhammad turned angrily away, refusing to be disturbed. Although the man was evidently only a beggar, Muhammad not only saw the blindness he had made, but also that this was a good opportunity of advertising the new faith. He, therefore, on the spot extemporized an address (S. lxxx.) in which he reprimanded himself for being harsh to a blind man who might perhaps have wished to become a believer. The address teaches the equality of mankind. Man is born, consumes food, and dies; the believers are happy, the infidels go to hell. Since, however, the social institutions of Mecca were anything but democratic, the idea of having to proclaim theories so distasteful to the haughty Qureish must have filled Muhammad with grave apprehensions.

Various biographers of Muhammad, principally Weil and Sprenger, provide him with a mentor, who secretly instructed and encouraged him in hours of despondency. Sprenger in particular believes this mentor to have been an Abyssinian Presbyter of Jewish descent, but Christian persuasion and an adherent of celibacy. In spite of the various characteristics with which Sprenger endows this individual, he seems rather uncertain on the matter. At one time he regards him as a believer.

* See ch. VI.

9 Tradition calls him Ibn Umm Maktûm of Fihr, but Nöldeke, Q. p. 76, has already rightly suggested that this name stands for the traditional Makkân pauper in general, if the person alluded to in the revelation was really a member of the Fihr family. Muhammad had an additional reason to appease him. Ibn Hazm, fol. 356°, takes pain to defend Muhammad's conduct in this affair.

10 Muh. and Kor. p. 84 sq.
in Muhammad’s mission, whilst professing theological tenets of his own, another time he and the Prophet are like “the two angels” who unite to form in honour of Allah a regular Gründercompott.  

Springer also furnishes us with the name of this mentor whom he believes to be no other than Bahira the monk, author of the Suhuf, by which he endeavoured to make proselytes to his views in the Hijaz.

We can at once dismiss the idea that Bahira is the author of the Suhuf, because such a book did not exist, save in the imagination of Muhammad, who employed the term to describe the Pentateuch at times, and at others the heavenly book in which the fates of men are inscribed. On the other hand Bahira forms the centre of a circle of legends of which Springer has given a complete compilation, but they allow no conclusion to be drawn that this person acted as Muhammad’s tutor, as the following analysis will show.

Three strata to be distinguished in these legends. In the first, told by Ibn Ishâb (p. 115), Muhammad, when twelve years old, is taken to Baqra in Syria. There the caravan meets the hermit Bahira, who—against his former custom—prepares a meal for the travellers. They all partake of it, excepting the young Muhammad who is left with the luggage. On missing him, Bahira insists on his being fetched, recognises in him a prophet, and discovers a seal of prophecy between his shoulders. In the second version, given by Ibn Sa’d, Muhammad was twenty-five years old when the journey was undertaken. He rests with a companion under a tree in the neighbourhood of the cell of a hermit of the name of Noster, who asks the companion after “the young man under the tree.” The question being answered in the affirmative, the hermit cries out: “This is the last of the prophets.” — The third version which does not refer to any particular age of Muhammad, describes the journey to Syria, during which the travellers meet the hermit, whose name is not disclosed. Trees and stones bow to Muhammad, and the Bahira (monk) exclaims that he recognises the seal of prophecy between his shoulders in the shape of an apple.

The elements from which the legends have been developed can now be traced with certainty. To be brief, they represent homilies on several Biblical passages which have become mixed up. Both the first two turn on I Sam. xvi. 2-13. The boy David who is left in the field to tend the sheep, while his brothers are brought before the Prophet, but who is fetched at the request of the latter, corresponds to the boy Muhammad left behind with the luggage. Bahira’s enquiry as to the redness in his eyes is only a misapplication of the words (v. 12) he was rudely, fair of eyes, and even the repast prepared by Bahira is a reflex of the sacrifice to which Samuel invites Jesse and his family. It may not be superfluous to remark that the term bâhîr (‘has chosen’) occurs three times (vv. 9, 10, 11) in the report of the proceedings. With this we must connect Ps. lxxxiii. 10, lxxxiv. 4, 20, where the word bîhîrî, whilst referring to David, gives a clue to the meaning of the name Bahira.

It is conspicuous enough that Bahira plays the part of Samuel in I Sam. xvi. 1-13. Although the name of this prophet is not mentioned in the Qurân, and it is uncertain whether Muhammad knew of him, we can see in the Iqra’-legend that at least one episode of his career is reflected in Muslim tradition. The circumstance that persons and sayings are mixed up without the least discrimination, far from being strange, is characteristic of the method employed by the author of the homilies. And that we have to deal here with one author only, is to be concluded from the fact, that the legends of Iqra’, the Cleansing of the Heart, and Bahira have several important elements in common.

11 Lehén und Lôbr, I. p. 365 sq.
12 I. p. 367.
13 Muh. and Kor. p. 98.
14 I. 178-88.
15 In the version of I. L. p. 115, this form of the seal was like the mark made by capping glasses, but the scholar adds that it had the shape of an apple. The use of capping glasses was so common among Arabs that their employment as a simile is quite natural. The traditions on the subject are collected in Uyân aldikhr, Brit. Mus. Or. 3015, fol. 17° sqq.
16 Qor. ii. 248 with regard to Saul: Alâh has chosen him (sîchâr).
Now as to the seal in the shape of an apple and the trees that bowed to Muhammed, they are a homiletic application of the verse Cant. viii. 5-6: “Under the apple tree have I awakened thee... Set me as a seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm.” With this we have to connect Haggai, ii. 23: “I will make thee a seal for I have chosen (בַּחַרָתי) thee.” Lastly, the situation of the seal between the shoulders is a reflex of Deut. xxxiii. 12: “He covereth him all day long, and he dwelleth between his shoulders.” This verse refers to the tribe of Benjamin, and the Talmud (Zebah, 37vo) builds a homily upon it connected with the circumstance that, although small and wedged in the province of Judah, the territory of Benjamin gave shelter to the Temple. It must be borne in mind that the term שְׁקַחָה (“dwelleth”) furnishes the allusion to the Shekinah, and in one version of the legend of the cleansing of the heart Muhammed says: “They washed my heart, and the one asked the other for the Shekinah which was white. They put it in my heart, sewed my body up, and pressed the seal of prophecy between my shoulders.”

A literal application of the verses quoted cannot be expected, but their common bearing on the legend is unmistakable. The name Bahirah is thus nothing but the personification of the (New) Hebrew term בַּחַרָה (“Electivity”) which is quite common. Now Muhammed was acquainted with several verses in the O. T. in which the form בַּחַר (“chosen”) is used in reference to Israel (Is. xciv. 4), “my servant” (ib. lxii. 1). Moses (Ps. cv. 23) as can be seen from Qor. vii. 141; xxvii. 60 (cf. xxxv. 29; xlv. 31). The Arabic translation of בַּחַר is ḥumastāfī, one of Muhammed’s names. He is himself the Bahirah, just as the seal, which was supposed to have been a mark on his body, was subsequently used — as described in the verse of Haggai quoted above — to denote his whole personality. He is therefore the Seal of prophecy himself.

The hermit Bahirah thus disappears from history, although Sprenger10 regards him as historical whilst treating Nestor as a mythical person. According to my opinion Muhammed’s interview with the latter, which Sir W. Muir rejects as “puerile,”20 was a real fact. The hermit Nestor was a Nestorian Christian whom Muhammed had met somewhere in Syria and who had probably tried to convince him of the truth of his religious views. We shall see on a later occasion, that Muhammed, whilst unconditionally rejecting Eutychianism, was less hostile to Nestorian ideas which he adapted to Islam as well as his conscience allowed him. Muhammed’s discussion with the Nestorian recluse was not without consequences, and to him the former owed part of his knowledge of Christian Scripture and doctrines.

But who is the author of the legend or rather of the homilies of which it is composed? Since the Syriac version of the quotations referred to above do not contain בַּחַר or any other form of that root, Christian origin is improbable. A Jewish source only remains, and, indeed, we find a homily on the verses of Canticles and Haggai quoted before (Shir hashshirim rabbâ), the main features of which seem to have been known to Muhammed himself, since they are reflected in the Qurân. He relates in several places (ii. 60, 87; iv. 158, i. vii. 170) that when revealing the Law to Israel, God lifted the mountain over their heads. This the Midrash expresses (l.c.) they stood under the apple (tree) and said: we will do and be obedient (Exod. xxiv. 7; cf. Deut. v. 24). Both these themes are discussed in Qor. ii. 87 (cf. 286 and often), and the second was, as we shall see later on, misinterpreted by Muhammed into: “We have heard and are disobedient.”21 Now, all these passages were revealed in Medina, from which we conclude that the material from which they were composed had come to Muhammed’s knowledge from Jews. The phrase “under the tree” had a special attraction for Muhammed, who always loved to express himself in poetic figures. When discussing the allegiance sworn to him by all his followers at Hudaybiya (in the year 7 H.)

---

17 Refers to Zerubbabel, a descendant of David, Haggai, i. 1.
18 Cf. St. Matath. xii. 3, “my servant whom I have chosen, my beloved.” In the Syriac version to all the passages quoted the word בַּחַר is not used, because the root has a different meaning altogether.
19 Cf. ii. 834. The etymology of Bahirah on the basis of Q. V. 162 is obviously futile. The existence of other persons of the same name (one of them a Jew, ib. p. 337) is supported by unreliable evidence.
21 See ch. IX.
he only speaks of his standing "under the tree (Qor. xlviii. 18)," a position peculiar to prophets. "For out of the tree" Moses is called (Qor. xxviii. 30), and "under the tree" Abraham prepared the repast for his celestial visitors (Gen. xviii. 8) just as Bahri will do for the travellers.

As we now see the Bahri legend represents a profusion of Biblical ideas blended together in a manner similar to the Jewish Agada. There is, however, another point which occurs in various versions of the legend, viz., the tree casting its shadow wherever Muhammad sat. This situation is described, Cant. ii. 3, where we find the apple tree, the sitting under its shadow, and the word hinnamattu in which it should not be difficult now to recognize the embryo of the name Muhammad. The roots HMD. and BHR. being in some degree synonymous in Hebrew (see Ezek. xxiii. 6, 12, 23) the former makes an appropriate rendition in Arabic for the latter which has quite a different meaning. From this we may conclude that the time when the Prophet assumed the name Muhammad coincides with that when the first elements of the Bahri legend were produced, which can only have been very shortly before his death. The name Muhammad, it is true, occurs several times in the Qur'an, but there are grave doubts as to the genuineness of the verses in question which we will discuss later on.

Now as regards the author of the legend, it can only have been one of those Jews who embraced Islam during Muhammad's lifetime. Out of the list of these converts there is only one whose knowledge of the Jewish Agada was extensive enough to enable him to produce this kind of Moslem variation. This was 'Abd Allah b. Salam of the tribe of the B. Qainoqa who did not embrace Islam until the year 8 H., or two years before the death of Muhammad. The latter was during this period so fully occupied in extending the secular as well as the spiritual power of the faith, and so little trained to produce homilies of this kind, that we can hardly tax him with having contributed more than scraps from his autobiography, which 'Abd Allah idealised in the composite manner of the Agada. But even the latter will hardly have given more than the simplest form of the legend. It is remarkable that Ibn Ishaq, who is the first to relate it, hands it down without mentioning any authority, and with the very vague introduction: "they assert." From this we can only gather that the author of the legend launched it anonymously among the Believers, probably because at his time there were some persons alive who were acquainted with the events of Muhammad's earlier life, and it was not until the following generation, that the homily assumed its various fantastic forms.

A more direct proof of the author of the legend having been a renegade Jew may be found in the warning Bahri gives Muhammad's friends to beware of the Jews, who would endeavour to injure him. If the conversation Muhammad had with the Nestorian divine is really historical, this would also explain why the chief part is played by a Christian, i.e., a follower of a monotheistic faith. Tradition says nothing of open attacks of Christians on Muhammad; on the contrary, it was a Christian, Muhammad's cousin Waraqa, who is supposed to have encouraged his prophetic claims. The attitude of the Jews, however, was different from the outset, and it was therefore impossible to make them speak favourably of their arch enemy.

The name Bahri must be struck out of the list of the teachers of the Prophet on account of its mythological character. I believe that the charge made against the latter and reproduced in various revelations (xvi. 105; xxv. 5) of having employed teachers in Mecca, far from being embarrassing,

---

22 See ch. XII.
23 Cf. further for וֹבַר 2 Sam. xxii. 6 (Saul), Ps. civ. 23 (Moses) for צְאוּר Ez. xxv. 13; Hos. ix. 16; Lam. ii. 4.
24 See ch. XIII.
25 This is the reason why some traditions Waraqa is confounded with a Bahri. The Ishb (s. v. Addo) relates on the authority of Ibn Abba that Khadija heard of Muhammad's call from Bahri, and went to ask him about Gabriel; cf. Sprenger, II. p. 386.
26 Those passages of the Qur'an, in which the charges of employing a prompter are refuted, form the chief source for critical analysis of the Mentor. In xxv. 5 it is "other people who help him," and in xxxi. 105 it is "a man who teaches him." See the Commentaries.
was not unwelcome to Muhammad. It gave him an opportunity of leading his accusers off the track, and throwing the suspicion on persons whom no one would otherwise have thought capable of having assisted him in his studies. His remarks in replying to the charge, that his alleged teachers spoke in a foreign tongue, is explained by Al Beidhawi with good reason as referring to Greek, because the term ḥijam could not be used in speaking either of Jews or Christians within the Peninsula. The learning which those men—whose names can be seen in Al-Beidhawi’s annotations to the passage of the Qur’an quoted above—could have imparted to Muhammad, can only have been limited to Christian lore. No one will assert that this was much spread among laymen, and how much could the artisans living in slavery know? Add to this the difficulty of meeting Muhammad in secrecy, and there remains very little to justify the probability of a teacher in or near Mecca. It is unreasonable to assume that a conscientious teacher would have been content to remain in the background, whilst allowing his knowledge and talents to be used by a person of inferior faculties, who according to Sprenger not only frequently misunderstood his words, and misinterpreted his statements, but had to be corrected on more than one occasion. Is it probable that the Mentor knew the learning he imparted and the aims he fostered to be safe in Muhammad’s keeping, whilst he was satisfied with an ideal success alone? Did such a man ever live? It is more likely that, if the supposed Mentor concealed his identity, he did so in order to escape unpleasant consequences in case of failure; he would then have been a miserable coward and incapable of the high idealism which marks Muhammad’s exertions in the Meccan period.

Now I consider it very improbable that a mentor of any kind could have remained unknown in a place like Mecca. Muhammad was also much too independent a character to be a party to such a policy, or to rely on any single instructor, and how awkwardly would so complicated an oracle have worked? The passages in the Qur’an referring to earthly teachers—“other people”—were not revealed until the descriptive period, i.e., in the eighth or ninth year of Muhammad’s ministry, when the greater part of the Meccan portion of the Qur’an had already been divulged.

From whichever point of view we regard the alleged Meccan tutor, there is no evidence for his existence. Muhammad knew his one before he appeared on the stage, but the difficulty lay in the circumstance that he could not summon up courage to speak. That he did so at length, being fully aware of the consequences, is a sign of greatness, but what a struggle must it have cost him! In Mecca he could neither learn anything, nor did he wish to do so. The first revelations must have existed in his mind long before the moment he clothed them in words, and there is little doubt that he not only already knew stories of ancient prophets, but also held a series of practical precepts in readiness. Elements of both are to be found in the oldest revelations. He never expected the inhabitants of Mecca to be willing at a moment’s notice to exchange their very sociable gods, gods satisfied with scant reverence, and not even objecting to an occasional chastisement, for a stern incomprehensible Deity. The new God, they heard, would not submit to disrespectful treatment, but demanded unconditional obedience.

If Muhammad was cognizant of the careers of Biblical prophets, he must have been tempted to compare his own position with theirs. This was particularly the case with Abraham and Moses.

58 One might apply the term ḥijam to the Greek words occurring in the Qur’an; but it is doubtful whether Muhammad asked for instruction about these.
59 Cf. Sprenger, II. p. 388.
60 See also I. 1. p. 260. The—hardly unfounded—charge made by Al Nadhr b. Al Hārith who narrated the Meccas’ stories of Persian heroes has been dealt with in ch. I. Of some interest is the tradition related by I. I. who refers Q. xiii. 29 to the incitement of employing a promoter of the name Kalbūm of Yamān, who according to Bagh, is identical with Muselima, a rival to Muhammad. The latter’s reply ʿabd ibn ʿabd—had in this case better be translated in Rabbinical fashion: “He (viz., God) is my teacher,” and, moreover, the verse must be a late Medinan one, as indeed it is considered to be by Qatāda, Muqātil, and Ibn Jarir who refer it to the treaty of Hodeibiyah. Al Baghwāni, however, refutes this theory and declares the verse to be Meccan, and no allusion is to be found in it to a teacher. Cf. Bokh. III. 382.
61 See above.
The former he called Hānif, which does not mean, as Sprenger asserts, the follower of a sect, but a man who holds heterodox views regarding certain ecclesiastical matters. This was precisely the attitude which Muhammed wished to adopt. He proclaimed his secession from the paternal gods in the same words, which the Bible attributes to the Patriarch. On the other hand his refusal to "read" in the legend mentioned before, is in every word an almost literal imitation of Moses' hesitation to undertake his mission. Moses too had been "chosen" in the solitude of the desert, but, as Muhammed was well aware, by means of a vision, besides which Moses was also enabled to perform certain miracles. Muhammed greatly missed the aid he would have derived from such factors. As far as the vision was concerned, he vaguely alluded in an early revelation to some apparition in which a tree plays a part; but to perform miracles was quite beyond his power. This made his position particularly unpleasant. When later on sceptics demanded miracles, he could only give evasive answers which counted for nothing. The foreboding of this dilemma must have troubled him considerably.

There is yet another point to be taken into consideration. Professor Palmer has raised the question why Muhammed did not act as an apostle of Judaism or Christianity. This question may be simplified by another, why he himself did not embrace either of these faiths, as so many others had done. His own relative, Warqa, we are told, adopted that creed, apparently meeting with no protest on the part of any leading Meccan citizen. I believe his influence on Muhammed should not be overrated, since the latter was his superior both in talent and knowledge. Now had Muhammed followed the example of his cousin, no Meccan would have interfered with him, but it was impossible for him to do so. Muhammed seems to have looked upon Judaism as well as Christianity as degenerated forms of pure Abrahamism. The superficial conversion of other Arabs he could not imitate, and the dogma of the Trinity never appealed to him. We shall presently perceive that his ideas about the development of both Judaism and Christianity were anything but clear, and did not gain in lucidity in the course of time. This becomes apparent from a revelation pronounced many years later in Medina, when he endeavoured to define the difference between Abrahamism on one side, and Judaism and Christianity on the other in the following words (iii. 60): Abraham was neither a Jew nor a Christian, but a faithful Hānif; and did not belong to those who ascribe to Allah a companion. — The verse forms the summation of the many preceding ones, in which Abraham is described as protesting solely against the idolatry of his family and compatriots, but not as the adherent of any dogma or ritual except the worship of one God.

Now Muhammed entertained peculiar ideas on the origin of the Jews, being unaware of the fact that they connected themselves historically with the "Sons of Israel." He saw in them only the representatives of a ritual code which, on account of its severity, was not at all to his taste. Being likewise ignorant of the character of the name Tobiah, he gave it an Arabic etymology signifying that they were repenting for some iniquity committed by them.

---

32 l. p. 45 sqq., but see p. 68, the explanation on behalf of Ibn Abi'a. Beckahwi on Q. ii. 129; xxii. 32; xlvii. 4. Of Meccan revelations Hānif only occurs in vi. 79, 162; x. 169; xvi. 121, 124; xxx. 29.
33 Q. xx. 8 sqq.; lxvii. 9.
34 Q. liii. 7 to 13.
35 Muhammed certainly assumed the role of an "Apostle" of a very high standard. The term ma'sa-(l. l'hi) is after all nothing but a tradition of Aram. habib. To the Apostles, however, he gives no higher rank than this, because he looked upon their master as a human being, whilst he claimed to be sent by Allah himself.
36 See Commentaries on xvi. 1 and the traditions. Religious tolerance — or rather indifference — was so great in Mecca, that no one interfered with Warqa, when he embraced Christianity, especially as he did not try and make converts. Muslim theologians are indeed a little embarrassed about his not having acknowledged Muhammed's mission, but they excuse him on account of age and blindness. Of. Bokh. i. 4.
37 The Aramaic form of the word.
at some previous epoch of their history, for which they suffered exile and were "cursed" by Allah. He, therefore, altered the name from its verbal form into illadina had, "those who repented," or Hadî of similar signification. All these names are not once mentioned in the whole Meccan portion of the Quràn, which only means that the Jews as such did not come under Muhammed's consideration until he lived amongst them in Medina. The Banû Isrâ'il, on the other hand, represent in his eyes but a historical remembrance; they are the people to whom God has shown His grace and sent down to them "the Book" through Moses. They disappear at the time of Jesus. In Medinian revelations, therefore, they are only mentioned either in historical passages, or in connection with Jesus (iii. 43; v. 15, 82, 110; lxi. 6, 14), whilst the first and second destructions of the Jewish State are alluded to in a Meccan revelation (xvii. 2-9).

If Muhammed's notions with regard to the ancestors of the Jews of his era were rather confused, and he shrank from adopting their strict ritual law, there were two additional reasons for his dislike. He charged them with having falsified the Tôdâh11 and with having relapsed into a kind of heathenish practice by offering divine reverence to the Rabbis. What he meant by the first reproach is hard to say, as he did not express himself distinctly enough on the subject. The truth seems to be that in this case also he was not able to explain the nature of the accusation in question, or rather he could bring no evidence to bear out the reproach hurled already in Meccan revelations against "the Possessors of the Writ." We will, therefore, try and do it for him, as he was not sufficiently versed in the history of Rabbinical doctrine to grasp the development it had undergone. It is to be noted that the reproach of having falsified the Tôdâh occurs several times in the Quràn in connection with the laws regarding the Sabbath. As we shall see, Muhammed seems to have considered the institution of the day of rest as a punishment for disobedience. The practical observation of this command, however, as well as others did not tally with what he knew about them from the meagre information he had received of the Pentateuch. Moreover, he had probably heard the Jews pronounce many words in the Tôdâh, and the name of God in particular, differently from the way they were spelt. Finally, when travelling through Jewish communities and visiting a Midrâsh he may have listened to lectures in which plays upon words of the text and Agadic applications of verses of the Bible struck him as distortions of the holy word. Yet he entirely overlooked the fact that when reproducing Biblical tales in the legendary garb in which they had been imparted to him, he not only adapted the same method of the Agada himself, but indirectly produced a similar literature of which we have illustrative samples in the legends of the "cleansing of the heart" and the monk Bahira. The second charge we shall discuss later on.

Under these circumstances Muhammed had no other choice but either to remain silent or to create an entirely new religion, and the perseverance he shewed in upholding and proclaiming his conviction is greatly to his credit. Had his training but been more systematic and thorough, Islam would have been free from much objectionable matter.

Now if Muhammed could not apply to Meccan teachers for instruction, we must consider from what other source he gathered it. Only one assumption is possible, viz., that his years of real study were past long before he proclaimed the Iqra'. His own statements that all his knowledge was imparted to him directly by way of heavenly revelations are better left alone. Sprenger is undoubtedly right in calling attention to the (Meccan) verse xxxvii. 137 sq., as the recollection of a journey during which Muhammed passed the Dead Sea when travelling in Khadija's service

---

90 Cf. ii. 83 and often. The matter will be more fully discussed in ch. IX.
91 Purr. fract. of ṣ̣̣̣́jâ. Sprenger, II. 364, connects the term Yāhdî with the Jewish creed which is not quite correct, as it only refers to the ritual law.
92 Only in Medinian passages, e. g., ii. 79; iv. 43. See Commentaries. The alteration of the Tôdâh by the Jews is very broadly discussed by Ibn Hazm in the anterior chapters of his work.
93 See ch. IX.
94 See the note at the end of this chapter.
95 Moh. and K. p. 7.
to Syria. In pursuing his business he must have come into contact with many Jews and Christians, and very probably discussed religious topics with his new friends. Moreover, as a child he had been to Medina, and there had many opportunities of witnessing Jewish ceremonies which, on account of their strangeness, made a deep impression on his mind. This and later experiences were sufficient to allow him to judge of the contrast between Jewish and Christian doctrines and forms of worship on one side, and the one he was accustomed to at home on the other. His first entrance into a Synagogue must have produced on him an effect similar to that which according to Tacitus Pompeius experienced when visiting the temple of Jerusalem. There were no images, no holy stone, no augural arrows, but a devout congregation which met twice daily in order to worship an invisible Being with hymns and prayers. This was most impressive for the open-minded youth. There was nothing to attract the eye but an "eternal lamp," which shed a dim lustre from a niche in the wall. It almost appears that Muhammad saw in this light, which in reality served different purposes, a symbol of the Deity, which, as he had heard, first appeared to Moses in a light (Q. xxvii. 7-8). The recollection of this light seems not to have left him the whole of his life, and is expressed in a parable as follows (xxiv. 35):

"Allah is the light of heaven and earth; the description of his light is as a niche in which is a lamp, and the lamp is in a glass, the glass is though it were a glittering star, it is lit from a blessed tree, an olive neither of the east nor of the west, the oil of which would well nigh give light, though no fire touched it, light upon light. Allah guides to his light whom He pleases, and Allah strikes out parables for men, Allah knows all things. (36) In houses which Allah has permitted to be raised, and His name to be recited therein. Thus His praises are celebrated therein mornings and evenings. (37) Men whom neither merchandise nor selling divert from the remembrance of Allah and from observing prayers and giving alms, who fear a day in which the hearts and eyes shall be upset."

Thus the light represents the reflex of God's glory, and Muhammad believed himself favoured to behold it, and to grasp its secret. A simple mind has many a time been led in a strange way to find the truth. When reading this parable one is reminded of Hebbel's charming tale, "Kanntverstan." The sight of an insignificant oil lamp in a corner of a synagogue had made a deeper impression on the mind of the artless lad than the most elaborate theological demonstration could have done. What a lesson this is for conversionists! A lover of truth is led by spontaneous observation much farther than by indoctrinated one. The power of persuasion in religious matters chiefly promotes hypocrisy.

A rather striking proof of the fact that during his sojourn in the north country Muhammad had visited Jewish houses of study (Bath Midrash) is given in his application of the root daraw, because he replaced the widely different Arabic meaning of this word by the rabbinical one. In the schoolhouse he heard a Derashah or sermon, the method of which he mistook in so far, as he was not able to hold apart plain explanations of the holy text from homiletic discourses adorned with fictitious interpretation, but he looked upon all as a part and parcel of the Scripture. Some cases in which he did find this out, served him, as mentioned above, to base his reproach of the adulteration of the Law on them.

Muhammad's stay among Jews must once have extended over the autumnal period of the Jewish holidays, because only then he could have heard the blowing of the Shofar even without entering a Synagogue. That he did hear it can be inferred from many Meccan revelations (xxviii. 18; lxix. 18, etc.), in which he describes the "Great Day of Judgment" on which "the bent horn shall be sounded." The conception of the Jewish New Year's Day as day of Judgment is already to be found

46 Jacob, Das Leben der vorislam. Beduinen, p. 99, calls attention to Agh. viii. 79, but if Christian merchants in Ebn dispensed religious knowledge together with their wares, it does not follow that they did the same at the Meccan fairs.
47 Hist. V. 9.
47 Mathal; cf. ch. VIII.
49 Cf. Beil. on Q. vi. 105. The old Arabic meaning of the root "is to wipe away, or out," a. p., by rain and wind.
50 The old Arabic meaning of the root "is to wipe away, or out," a. p., by rain and wind. With regard to the meaning of the word in the Qur'an see Geiger, p. 51.
in the Mishnah (Rosh Hash. i. 2). The idea at once took root in Muhammad's mind, and in an old revelation of the confirmitory period is mentioned "the day of distinction" on which "the horn shall be blown." This can only have been the result of personal experience, and offered material for very elaborate pictures of the fates of the just and wicked. To the Day of Atonement, however, Muhammad does not seem to have given much attention at first. Fasting could not be to the taste of people who knew not abundance, and it would have been bad policy to recommend to the Meccans a new religion of which abstinence from food formed an important element. In Meccan parts of the Qoran, therefore, fasting is mentioned but once (xix. 27) in a passage belonging to the latest period, and, moreover, a historical connection without any hint as to the desirability of imitation. The traditions existing on the fast of Asghar, which corresponds with the Jewish 'Ater (tenth of Tishri), refer to a temporary Medinan arrangement, but it was only later on, that fasting was officially given prominence as a rite.

Part of the well known formula of the Muslim creed (dikr) in common use, and also chanted in the call to prayer (adhan) is: There is no God beside Allah. The formula is taken from the Qoran, and yet it seems strange, that the name Allah is not used in the Iqra' verse; it is even more strange that the formula occurs in the Qoran only twice, once in a late Meccan passage (xxvii. 34) and the second time in a Medinan verse (xiv. 21). The earlier passage runs thus: Verily it is said unto them "There is no God beside Allah," they get too big with pride and say: "What! shall we leave our gods for an infatuated poet?" — Now, the formula is here, as in the other passage, not an enunciation, but a mere assertion, which only tends to place the unity of Allah in contrast to the plurality of other gods. This explains also the great care Muhammad took in the choice of the name for God. Allah was familiar also to the pagan Arabs, it would,

28 The real conception Muhammad entertained about the blowing of the Shofar by Jews was, however, very prosaic, as he believed it to be only a means of calling the people to prayer. That is why it was all but adopted later on in Medina, L. ii. 247, Bokh. i. 69. The blowing of the horn on the Day of Judgment (I Cor. xv. 52) mentioned so frequently in the Qoran, therefore, only implies the roll call of the dead. The Qoranic expression swawr seems to me to be only the Hebrew shofar, but incorrectly heard. In point of the pronunciation of Hebrew siblants the Arab Jews seem to have very few distinctions. We shall have instances later on where Hebr. w and v are rendered in the Qoran by כ, see below.

31 See Tab. 1281 without Isnad: Bokh. i. 266. The explanation supposed to have been given by the Jews, that the Day of Atonement was celebrated in memory of the exodus of Israelites from Egypt is only another reflex of יִנָּסֵד כֶּלַל, alluded to in the liturgy of the holidays. The Isnad given by Bokh. (Mushhad-Isnadi h. Ayoth, Naf, Ibn 'Omar, Uriwa, 'Aisha) is not bad, provided that for the "Qoreish" who used to fast the 'Ashur, another name is substituted.

32 A peculiar misconception of the Jewish Day of Atonement is given by Ibn Hazm, fol. 717. The Babanite Jews, he says, congregate on account of their having angered God and being cursed by Him on a day called "the night of the feast of Kibor," which is, of course, the Hebr. Kipper, misunderstood and explained to mean "Great." It is celebrated on the 10th of the first month Jishrin, which is October. Then stands up the servant of the crown, which word the Jews interpret as "the Minor Lord" — exalted be He above such heresy! What this word means is difficult to say, but I believe it is מְשֵׁרָה. Deut. xxix. 28, which verse is prominent in the chief prayers of the day. This deity, he goes on, stands with disheveled hair, weeps a little and says: Woe upon me that I have destroyed my house and have dispersed my sons and daughters, and overthrown my people (Talm. Berakho. fol. 3vo), I will not raise it up until my prophet comes to whom I will restore my sons and daughters. — In these days of October they worship another Being beside God and commit undoubted idolatry, worse than the Christians. One of them told me that מְשֵׁרָה, "the servant of the crown" is "an angel who bewails the destruction of the house" in similar terms. — What I. H. means by this second deity is quite clear, viz., that during the ten days of atonement (New Year until day of Atonement) in the prayer called Avdath the formula לְכָעֵד is replaced by לְכָעֵד. The name of the angel is evidently Melasdon.

33 L. i. 347; cf. Lane, Modern Egyptians, ii. 58 sqq.

34 In altered forms a little more frequent. I give here all the passages concerned: iii. 58, cf. V. 77; vi. 46; xxviii. 71, 72; xxi. 22; cf. above; iii. 43. These passages except the two first belong to the later Meccan periods, and from this we must conclude that the formula long remained unsettled. Needless to say that the tradition given by I. i. 298, that at the death of Abu Talib Muhammad summoned those present to recite the formula, in question is quite unfounded.

35 Somewhat nearer to the final text of the formula comes the passage xlvii. 21: "Know then that there is no God beside Allah." But also here it stands in a subordinate sentence.
therefore, have been a mistake to introduce the new God under the same name; and this is another proof of the circumspection with which Mohammed set to work. Even in a comparatively late Meccan revelation (x. 90) he lets Pharaoh say: "I believe that there is no God beside the one in whom the children of Israel believe." In other words: not until the unique character of Allah was generally and firmly established could Mohammed particularise it, just as we do with God.

What name, then, was to be substituted? Mohammed helped himself in a very ingenious way, which again clearly demonstrates how systematically be proceeded. He simply adopted the method of Jews and Christians, who used the terms Adonay and Merya respectively, both signifying Lord (אֱלֹהִים). Mohammed translated both by Rabb with a genitive or a possessive pronoun after it. In Arabic alRabb (with the article) is rare in pre-Quranic texts, and is in this manner not used in the Quran at all, whilst when connected with another noun it is quite common and means Master, also in secular poetry. Now as in Syriac merya represents the form with the article, whilst the Hebrew Adonay has a pron. suff. instead, it is clear that the Quranic form (rahaba) is an adaptation of the latter, rather than of the former. The change from the first person of the pron. suff. into the second became, however, necessary, as Allah was the speaker himself and Mohammed the addressed person.

In the employment of a name for God by Mohammed we can distinguish three stages which developed from one another. It seems very appropriate that the first proclamation should have been spoken in the name of the Rabb who has created, but it became essential to have an independent term for God also without reference to a person or "the world."

In a very old revelation (Ixxxiii. 9) Mohammed makes an interesting attempt to formulate a creed in the following manner: The Rabb of east and west, there is no God beside Him. But even this formula remains isolated until a rather late Meccan passage (xii. 7) which runs: Allah, there is no God beside Him, to Him belong the most excellent names. A few verses after this (v. 14) we read: There is no God except and (I. cf. xvi. 2; xxii. 25), and in another place (xxii. 27): There is no God except anta (Thou). Those "most excellent names" form the object of the well known enumeration of the ninety-nine names found in all works on Moslem theological, and of which Prof. Palmer has given an English version in the introduction to his translation of the Quran (p. lxvii.), but Mohammed's object in employing the personal pronoun can only be explained by his inability to decide which name to choose. In the Quran, both in Meccan as well as Melian revelation, a strong inclination prevails to use He and — less frequently — I, and Thou, rather than Allah for the formula of the creed.

This peculiarity cannot be accidental, and is, I believe, to be explained as follows. Everyone knows that the Jews in past times pronounced the Tetragram as Adonay, and in some cases abridged it to Hu (or Hô), after models found in Biblical names such as Hôshî'âh and others. Subsequently they also shrank from the too frequent use of Adonay and substituted synonyms for it or abridged it to Ani. In the Mishnah (Sukkah, iv. 5) we read that at the procession with the palm-branches in the Temple the worshippers sang: Ani and Hu Hôshî'âh dâh. The Palestinian edition of this passage spells Hô A[... ] exactly like the third person of the masculine personal pronoun, just as Ani corresponds to the first person. The Babylonian Talmud (Shabbath 104 ve) contains the passage: "HU is the name of the Holy One, blessed be He," and another (Sukkah 31 vo) in which Hillel says: If Ani (Adonay) is here, all are here, if Ani is not here who is here? — The constraint the Jews put upon themselves in dealing with the names of God was relieved by an alteration which, practically resulting in the use of personal pronouns, not only expressed the divine individuality much more concisely than any name could have done, but for which also the

68 Meaning king, but see Spruner, I. 239 sqq. Kamal, 508 Hassân b. Th. p. 38; thus also in these inscr[... ] either determined or with genitive following. Welth E, p. 145, therefore hardly correct.

67 See Ani, i. c. p. 21 (Ishtar); Mein erster Name ist Ich, die HimmlunkenHN.

66 Adôth, i. 14. See also Isaiah xxxiv. 16 מַעְרָא which Jargum and Septuag. refer to God, and seem to have read accordingly, cf. ibid. xliii. 10.
Pentateuch itself furnished a model in sentences like aní aní hó (Deut. xxxii. 29). This gives a very interesting instance of popular etymology. The real derivation of the substitutes aní and hó was forgotten, and the people looked upon them as personal pronouns, which took the places of the divine names.

Now there seems to be little doubt that the very frequent use of the personal pronoun in the Dikr stands in connection with the Jewish custom of shortening the Tetragram, or it may be an attempt to find a substitute for the same in the Qurán. Whether the masoretic vocalisation of the Tetragram was communicated to Muhammed by some one is too uncertain to allow us to draw any conclusion, but the HUwa sounds very much like the abridged form of the former. If in the first stages of Islam the use of Allah was avoided for some reason, the choice of an appropriate name for God was a cause of perplexity. To assume that Muhammed found the idea of the personal pronoun independently is not probable. Rabb with a suffixed pronoun did very well in the first proclamation. It was, however, not a name, but an attribute, and could not be employed in the creed, whilst the phrase: There is no God beside HUwa is a formula of a very expressive character.

The employment of HUwa thus marks the second stage in the establishment of a divine denomination, and the relation prevailing between it and Rabb is best seen in a phrase like (xiii. 22) HUwa rabbí ("HE is my Master"). There is no God beside HUwa. Even in phrases such as (xxix. 25) innahu HUwa-l-aziz ("Behold Him, He is the Almighty"), the inserted HUwa, although generally explained as a grammatical nicety, seems to come under the influence of the sacred application of HUwa, rather than of a linguistic rule, although the grammarians have only taken it in the latter sense. It is natural that the nominal conception was strengthened also in Muhammed's speech to such an extent, that the words, (xx. 12) innani and rabbaka ("Behold me, I am thy Lord"), are given as rendition of Exod. iii. 6. If the pronouns HUwa and and thus in a certain fashion represent Allah, the Sufic motto Aná l-haq ("I am the Truth") looses a good deal of its pantheistic character, and stands simply for "Allah is the Truth," then the saying of Hillel quoted above. In a similar light, I believe, must be regarded the Sufic ejaculation HUwa HUwa which must be compared with Exod. xxxiv. 6, being a nominal sentence rather than a repeated ejaculation. The Sufic HUwa was then individualized to such an extent, that with the article (al) HUwa it was used as a name of Allah.

It is thus clear that the employment of Allah in the Qurán, considered historically, is not so much a "Grundlohe" of Islam, as the final crystallisation of the formula, after several attempts to condense the first sentence of the Muslim creed into a motto. If it is of Biblical character, it is only indirectly so, since Muhammed left all other Biblical appellations of God, and returned to that with which the Arabs were already familiar. It is easily seen how much more tempting it must have been to pagan Arabs to listen to the call of the Muaddhin, who did not invite them to worship a new Being, but Allah, although only Him exclusively. What a sign this is of Muhammed's knowledge of the human mind, of shrewdness and calculation! A host of traditions exists on the importance and felicitous consequences in this world and the next, and it is said to have attached to the ejaculation of the formula. Even in our days it is well known that several orders of Dervishes imitate themselves to the highest pitch of enthusiasm by nothing else than incessantly repeating I'd iláh iláh Allah, until they are thoroughly exhausted.

---

60 Perhaps the common Jewish abbreviation (Exod. xxxiv. 6); cf. Q. xliii. 64.
60 Cf. iii. 28, etc.
61 The so-called damu-al-fasq which is also applied to other persons, sing. and plur. As the majority of instances of d. f. are taken from the Qurán, it appears that its use originated from Muhammed. Cf. Sibawawi, ed. Durenbourg, I. p. 340 sqq., and cf. I B. xviii. 39.
62 It is to be noted that HUwa and and interchange in this Sura three times within a few verses.
64 Nödeko, Q. p. 6.
66 Lane, Modern Egypt, II. 62.
To return to the *iqra’,* we see that Muhammad managed to compress the two chief dogmas of every monotheistic creed into five words, even including the creating word (*bârû*) of the beginning of Genesis. It would have been impossible for any one else to equal this in terseness and precision. It is quite unlikely that this should have been the result of spontaneous meditation without the aid of Biblical knowledge. If the traditions that the *iqra’* represents the commencement of the Qurânic needed any confirmation from within, here it is, because no other sentence in the whole book would approach this in appropriateness of being the first. Fuller explanations Muhammad could reserve for later occasions, but for the present it was all important to give the quintessence of the belief in One God, who is the Creator of the world.

It is now almost superfluous to demonstrate in detail that *iqra’ bismi rabbika* in nothing but the literal translation of the Biblical phrase which the Jews read: “wayyiqra b’shem adonay’ and the (Syrian) Christians “waqrâ baš’mêh d’mârây.” It makes no difference whether the former or the latter furnished Muhammad with the original, probably they did both, but a Presbyter or sword-maker in Mecca certainly had no hand in it.

Finally there is the linguistic evidence to be added. The Arabic root *qar’a* does not mean: “to read,” but “to gather,” and in this sense frequently used in pre-Islamic literature. The object of the verb furthermore is grammatically not joined by the preposition *bi,* which, however, is common in the Hebrew and Syriac handling of that root. Every word in the *iqra’* verse, taken singly, is pure Arabic, but united they give a new sense, and in this way Muhammad has also implanted a new spirit in the old language.

What remains now of epileptic or hysterical influence on the origin of Islam? Absolutely nothing. Never has a man pronounced a sentence with more circumspection and consciousness than Muhammad did in the *iqra’*. Should he have proclaimed it with nothing but prophetic enthusiasm, he must have been the greatest genius that ever lived. This he was not; but he was clever, full of discretion and tact, and also desirous of communicating his knowledge to the world. If we have to take the epileptic fits as historical, then Islam arose in spite of them, but not by their means. Muhammad’s greatness consisted in the recklessness with which he publicly exclaimed what he had recognised to be right. How many would have the courage to do this? He stood, however, firmly on Biblical ground, and there he remained through the whole Meccan period. The bulk of the narratives, descriptions, and laws contained in Meccan sermons are bone from the bone and flesh from the flesh of the Bible, and are responsible for all that is good and recommendable in Islam.

The late A. Geiger has dealt with the question whether Muhammad “wished, could and dared to borrow from Judaism.” Wellhansen, on the other hand, claims to have found “the soul of Islam in Christianity.” They are both equally incorrect. For the most vital portions of the new faith Muhammad was forced to depend on the Old Testament. It is quite a secondary matter, whether he derived his knowledge of the Bible from Jewish or Christian assistants. The Jews in North Arabia and Syria read the Bible in Synagogues in the Hebrew original, but for domestic study they probably used Aramaic translations as did the Christians. Many Biblical words which occur in the Qurânic, have evidently gone through an Aramaic channel. It made no difference to Muhammad whence he received his material. He took everything which came into his way, Jewish and Christian, Hebrew, Aramaic and Ethiopic, even Greek and Latin; all that was not known in Mecca was welcome to him. It became all so mixed up in his memory, that later on he was himself

---

47 A parallel phrase to this *qara‘ bismi rabbika* is *qara‘ bismi rabbikâ* in lixxiii, 8; lixxvi, 25, and often. “Mention the name of thy Lord.” This phrase is a modification of the other and is also moulded on a Biblical pattern: cf. Ex. xx. 34; Josh. xxiii., 7; etc. *While* (Hebr.) *qar* and (Arab.) *qar’a* are constructed with the prepos. *b* rules the accusative pure and simple.

48 Cf. Franken, *De vocabulis in antiquis Arabum carminibus et in Corano peregrinis,* p. 24 s7., though the list is not quite complete.
unable to distinguish his sources. Any successful attempt to make up for the loss would assist greatly in lifting the veil from over many obscure passages of the Qurān, though they often have but a literary interest.

All this considered, some strict enquirer may yet ask, whether Muḥammad was not morally obliged to reveal to his Meccan bearers the sources upon which he had drawn. On this point we must first of all remark, that the ideas about mine and thine were not very highly developed in early Arabia. Even when living in Medina, Muḥammad found it perfectly in order to arrange plundering raids against peaceful caravans, going so far as to violate the sacred month, and so we must not wonder that he abstained from divulging the names of his instructors. There is for him, of course, the plea, that no teacher is obliged to reveal to his pupils the names of his own masters, and the school-books from which he learnt. Indeed, he did not even mention the Tālāk and Gospel which were almost within reach of the more intelligent Meccans, till he was in Medina, but in very old revelations he alluded to the more inaccessible Skeletan of Moses and Aaron, Zobur of the Ancient (lxxxvii. 18-19; xxvi. 196), and, later on, to the Kāthā of Moses. He hinted that the acquaintance with the contents of these writings—which of course are but mysterious names for Tālāk and Gospel—had come to him by way of supernatural revelation (xxvi. 192 sqq.).

On the basis of the ʾiqraʾ we may now hope to arrive at an opposite translation of the word Qurān. The grammatical form of this word is the infinitive of the same (simple) stem, of which ʾiqraʾ is the imperative. “Proclamation,” therefore, seems to be the most faithful translation. Each individual revelation pronounced by Muḥammad is a Qurān, and as the amount of the existing revelations went under the same name, it was but natural to ascribe it also to the whole book.

**Note.**

**The legend of the Cleansing of the Heart (Rem. 43).**

This legend has several important points in common with that of Bahira, and it is therefore, probable that both originate from the same source. The various traditions on the legend of the cleansing of the heart have been collected by Sprenger, I. 166 sqq., and it will be sufficient to reproduce the chief elements in it, which will also help us to trace their origin. The nucleus is, in short, this, that Muḥammad, when a boy and pasturing the cattle, was seized by two angels who took his heart out of his breast, removed a black clot of blood from it, laved it with snow, and put it back again. Another version (Tabari) adds, that the angels weighed him and found him heavier than the rest of his people. When they had taken his heart out; they threw the part away which belonged to Satan, and a black clot of blood, then they put the Shekina, which is as white as snow in his heart, and stamped the seal of prophecy between his shoulders.

The last noteworthy variation, mentioned in the Uyun al-Āthār, connects the affair with a dream. Muḥammad tells Aīsha that his heart had been taken from him, been washed and put back again. Then the miraculous animal al-Borāq appeared, which carried him, accompanied by Gabriel, to heaven. Thus the main part of the legend, viz., the cleansing of the heart, takes place at various epochs of the Prophet's life, from his earliest childhood till the time when he entered his ministry, whilst the stamping of the seal of prophecy between his shoulders is taken from the Bahira legend.

According to traditions Muḥammad said that there existed no prophet, who did not pasture cattle. This must be collated with the statement in the first form of the legend, that he was pasturing cattle, when the two angels came. Now of the Biblical prophets mentioned in the Qorān there are Moses and David, who received the divine call when minding their flocks. The Legend of the Cleansing of the Heart is thus nothing but a homily on Ps. lxxviii. 70 to 72, of which we have chiefly to notice the words: “He chose David his servant and took him from the sheepfold, etc.” and “the integrity of his heart.” Here there is another point of connection with the Bahira legend. See further, Ps. li. 4, 9, 12 to 18, viz., “snow,” “clean heart,” “cast me not away,” etc.

(To be continued.)
HOW TO CALCULATE THE LAGNA.

BY PROFESSOR HERMANN JACOBI; BONN.

The term lagna means the point of the ecliptic upon the eastern horizon at a given time.\(^1\) And there are two problems connected with the lagna. We may be called upon to find out, for a particular date and place, either (1) the time of the day at which a given point of the ecliptic was or will be lagna; or (2) the point of the ecliptic which, at a given time of a stated day, was or will be lagna, i.e., was or will be on the eastern horizon.

For the solution of either problem, we must first ascertain the true longitude of the sun at the date under consideration. This can be done, with a very high degree of accuracy, by the method explained in my paper, *Ep. Ind. Vol. I.* p. 431, § 51. For ordinary cases, however, it will be sufficient to use the long. \(\Theta\) as given in table VIII., *ibid.* This table furnishes us with the sidereal longitude of the sun for all days of the solar year.\(^2\) The sid. long. can be expressed in "śūis" by using table V., *ibid.; e.g., sid. long. \(\Theta = 35^\circ\) means that the sun was in the 5th degree of Vṛishabha (Taurus). In the calculations now to be described, both sidereal and tropical longitude is used. Sidereal longitude is counted from the initial point of the Hindu ecliptic, or on Mēsha; tropical longitude, from the vernal equinox. The latter is derived from the former by adding the amount of precession, or *ayanaṃśas*, for the year under consideration, from table XXVIII. or XXIX., *Ep. Ind. Vol. II.* p. 498. For instance, on the 6th solar Janyaśa, Kaliyug 4000, the sid. long. \(\Theta = 35^\circ\) (table VIII.), the *ayanaṃśas* = 6° (table XXVIII.), and so the trop. long. \(\Theta = 35^\circ + 6^\circ = 41^\circ\). And we take this date as an example in our further calculations.

To arrive at a first approximation of the lagna, we suppose the ecliptic to coincide with the heavenly equator; in other words, that the sun moves, and the lagna is a point, on the equator.\(^3\)

I. — First Problem. — How many ghātikās and vināḍīs after sunrise was, at the given date, some given point, e.g., the 15th degree of Kanya (Virgo), on the eastern horizon, i.e., was the lagna? On the day of our example, the sid. long. \(\Theta = 35^\circ\); (the lagna) Kanya 15° is equal to 5 signa 15 degrees, or 165° sidereal longitude; therefore, the distance between the sun and the given lagna was 165° — 35° = 130°. This distance (or 21 gh. 40 v.) for, 6 degrees take one ghātikā in rising, and 6 minutes take one vināḍī. Accordingly the given lagna occurred 21 gh. 40 v. after sunrise.

II. — Second Problem. — What point of the ecliptic was the lagna at a given time of the day under consideration, e.g., 20 ghātikās after sunrise? This problem is obviously the inversion of the first. Multiplying the ghātikās by 6, we find the distance of the sun and the lagna in degrees 6 × 20 = 120°; and adding to the result the sid. long. \(\Theta (35^\circ)\), we find the sid. long. of the lagna = 155°, or 5 signa 5 degrees. Therefore the lagna was (counting from 0 Mēsha-Aries as initial point) five degrees of Kanya (Virgo).

We now proceed to correct the approximate result thus arrived at. Since the ecliptic and the equator do not, as we had assumed, coincide, a point on the ecliptic does not rise at the same time with the corresponding point on the equator; but at a place of northern latitude (as is the case with all places in India) it rises earlier, when the heavenly point in question is between 0° and 180° tropical longitude; and it rises later, when it is between 180° and 360°. The exact value of this difference, which depends on the tropical longitude of the point on the ecliptic and on the terrestrial latitude of the place in question, is given in table XXVII., *Ep. Ind. Vol. II.* p. 492 ff. We take from this table the corrections which must be applied (1) to

---

\(^1\) In the astrology of the Ancients: *dvārakā*, erno; see *Firmicus Maternus*, Math. II, 15, 1.

\(^2\) The solar date, as entered in table VIII., is directly found, together with the lunar date, by calculating the latter with the help of my General Tables, etc., *ibid.* § 25; or, if the Julian date be known, it may be converted into the solar date used in the tables according to the rules in § 19, *ibid.*

\(^3\) Or what comes to the same, that we may use recta ascensio for longitude.
the rising of the sun and (2) to that of the point of the ecliptic, which is to be the lagna. In demonstrating how our previous results are to be corrected, we will suppose, for example's sake, that the place from which the document is dated, lies on the 20th parallel northern latitude.

I(A). (First Problem). — We had found above, that the given lagna occurred 21 gh. 40 v. after sunrise. The sid. long. on the day in question was 35°, the ayanůñhas of the year in question were 6°, and accordingly the trop. long. was 35° + 6° = 41°. Now we learn from table XXVII., part B., that for a place of 20° northern lat. the 41st degree of the ecliptic rises earlier than the same degree of the equator by 1 gh. 18 v. This amount must be added to the interval between sunrise and the lagna as found above, viz., 21 gh. 40 v. + 1 gh. + 18 v. = 22 gh. 58 v. The sid. longitude of the given lagna is 165°. Adding 6° for the ayanůñhas, we get the trop. long. of the lagna = 171°. From the same table, part F., we learn, that 171° on the ecliptic rises earlier, by 6 vinádis, than the same point on the equator, for the assumed place 20° north. lat. Therefore we must subtract 6 v. from the result once corrected, 22 gh. 52 v. — 6 v. = 22 gh. 52 v. By this much, viz., 22 gh. 52 v. the given lagna occurred after true sunrise at a place 20° north. lat. on the 6th solar Jyaishtha, Kaliyuga 4000.

II(A). (Second Problem). — By approximation we have found, in II., that 20 gh. after sunrise the 155th degree was on the eastern horizon, or was then the lagna. We now calculate, according to the method explained in I. (A.), the true interval between true sunrise and the rising of the 155th degree sid. long. We have found, above, that true sunrise occurred 1 gh. 15 v. before the moment previously assumed; and this added to the interval stated above, viz., 20 gh., makes 21 gh. 18 v. Adding the ayanůñhas, = 6°, to the sidereal longitude of the calculated lagna = 155°, we arrive at the tropical long. of the same point, viz. 161°. Table XXVII., part F., shows that the 161st degree of the ecliptic rises earlier, by 14 vinádis, than the corresponding point of the equator, always of course at 20° northern latitude. This reduces the once corrected interval (21 gh. 18 v.) to 21 gh. 4 v. We want, however, to know what was the lagna at 20 gh. after sunrise, not at 21 gh. 4 v. The sought lagna was a point of the ecliptic which rose 1 gh. 4 v. before the calculated lagna (161° trop. long.). In the same table XXVII., part F., at the head of the column for 20° lat., which has just been used, is entered the time in vinádis, viz. 10-72, which one degree (or 60') takes in rising. Now we have the proportion 10-72 v. : 60' = 64 v. : X.; and so, X. = 358 = 5° 58'. Accordingly the lagna at 20 gh. after true sunrise on the 6th solar Jyaishtha Kaliyuga 4000 at 20° north. lat., was, not 155° sid. long., but 155° — 5° 58' = 149° 2', = 4 signs 29° 2', or Karkaśa (Cancer) 29° 2'. This result can be tested, if wanted, by calculating, according to the above rules in I. and I. (A.), the interval between this point, viz. sid. long. 149°, and sunrise.

THE THIRTY-SEVEN NATS (SPIRITS) OF THE BURMESE.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 125.)

Group I.

Duttabaung Cycle.

(Nats Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, and 37.)

We are now in a position to go into the details of the subject with some hope of comprehending them. Group I consists of 7 Nats with a truly folklore story connected with the early hero, King Duttabaung of Prome. Hence I have called it the Duttabaung Cycle. The outline of the legend is as follows: — Nga Tindi, the Burmese Sampson, a blacksmith by trade, was treacherously burnt alive by the King of Tagaung, who had married his sister Ma Sawmin. She thereupon burnt herself with her brother. Nga Tindi married the daughter of the sea-serpent (Yenagã), and by her he had two sons, who grew up out of two eggs, and were killed in a boxing match ordered by King Duttabaung of Prome. King Duttabaung had a wife of great beauty whom, owing to a calumny, he
neglected and forced to earn her living as a weaver, but he nevertheless had a daughter by her, who died with her mother. All the personages mentioned in the above legend, except Duttabaung himself, became Nats.

The Nats whose origin is in this legend are: — No. 2. Mahâgi Nat, who is Nga Tindê, the gigantic blacksmith. No. 3. Hnamadawgyi Nat, also known as Golden Face (Shwe-myet-haâ), and Taung-ghyi Shin, his sister, Mâ Sawmê, whose title as queen was Thiriwundâ of Tagaung. No. 4. Shwe Natê Nat is his wife, the sea-serpent’s daughter. Nos. 13 and 14. Taungmâgyi Nat and Maung Shinbyû Nat, known jointly as the Kâdaw Shin, are their sons, Shin Byû and Shin Nyô. No. 5. Thônblû Hlà Nat (The Surpassing Beauty), whose title was the Okkalibâ Queen, is Duttabaung’s neglected wife, and No. 37, Shin-nêmî Nat, is her daughter.

Taw Sein Ko gives a version of this legend, which is valuable in several ways. He writes: — The pantheon is headed by the Mahâgi Nat, Maung Tin Dê; his wife, Shwe Na Be; his sister, Thônblû Hlà or Shwe Myet Hna; and his niece Shin Nê Mi. Maung Tin Dê was the son of a blacksmith, Maung Tin Daw of Tagaung, an ancient capital to the north of Maadalay. The young man was noted for his great bravery and physical strength, and the king of Tagaung feared that he might become a potential centre of disaffection; he therefore ordered that Maung Tin Dê should be captured and killed. His with-be victim, however, eluded capture for a long time and remained in hiding. The King then resorted to a stratagem which is still common in Oriental countries. He conferred honour on Maung Tin Dê’s sister by assigning her a place in his seraglio. After a lapse of some time, the queen was caajoled to negotiate the surrender of her brother on condition that high office should be conferred on him. Relying on the royal offer of pardon, Maung Tin Dê surrendered himself. But the King did not keep his word. He himself superintended the burning of his dupe under a Sagabin tree. Loud were the plaintive cries uttered by Maung Tin Dê; and his sister, hearing them, rushed to his rescue and met with her death. The cruel king attempted to save the life of his queen, but only succeeded in pulling her head off by the hair. After their death the spirits of these two, brother and sister, became powerful Nats and inhabited the Sagabin tree. Such was their evil influence that every human being or animal that approached the tree died mysteriously. The matter was in due course reported to the king, and he directed that the haunted tree should be cut down by the root and sent adrift down the river Irrawaddy. The order was carried out and the tree was stranded at Pagân, where Thinhlygaung was reigning as king. This happened in the fourth [seventh] century A. D. The Nats apprised the king in a dream of their sorrowful plight and asked him to provide them with a home. In compliance with this request the stranded tree, of which only the trunk now remained, was taken to Poppâ Hill, which is of volcanic origin, and is the highest elevation in Burma, and was divided into two parts, each being about 4½ feet long. Human features were delineated on these pieces of wood with gold leaf, and these rude images were respectfully deposited in appropriate temples. Thenceforward the worship of these Nats became a popular institution recognised and sanctioned by royalty. Subsequently at the request of the Nats, made through their Shamans, King Thinhlygaung had golden heads made to represent them, conferred the rank and insignia of a prince of the blood royal on Maung Tin Dê, and those of a princess on his sister, and made to them annual offerings regularly. It is evident that since this worship was inaugurated, animal sacrifices and offerings of alcoholic spirits were made to these Nats, for Burmese history records that in December 1555 A. D., the Hanthawdâ Sinbyûyin [Bayin Naung], the Branginoco of the early European writers, reached Pagân in the course of his progress through the newly conquered dominions, and witnessed the festival in honour of the Mahâgi Nat and his sister. Noticing that intoxicants and sacrifices of white buffaloes, white oxen and white goats were being made to the Nats, he commanded that such practice should henceforth cease, because it was opposed to the humanitarian doctrines of Buddhism, and because it would entail suffering in hell on those who practised it. In 1785 A. D., Bodawpây, the great-grandfather of the last king of Burma, had new golden heads of the Nats made, and these were replaced in 1812 by the same king with larger and more finished heads of the same metal, weighing in the aggregate about 2½ lbs. These last heads are still in existence and are being worshipped by the people."
What may be called the historical aspect of this legend is also clearly mythological. According to the Mahâyâdzawin or Burmese Chronicles, the reign of King Duttabaung of Prome is placed at 442-372 B.C., and he is stated to be the son of Mahâthambaw, the eldest of the blind twin sons of the last King of Tagaung. And as to these twins there is a legend of the river-borne foundling type, most likely the same in origin as that of the Nat sons of Nga Tindê, who are mixed up in story with King Duttabaung. Duttabaung himself is said to have been drowned in a vessel off Nâgarit (Cape Negrais), in the whirlpool where the sea-serpent (Yenagâ) drags down ships to destruction; a story which recalls the sea-serpent wife of Nga Tindê, the mother of the twin Nats. Indeed, about the first four of these “historical” Nats (Nos. 2 to 5) and also about their connections, Nos. 13 and 14, there are many popular legends generally current among the people, as the cult of this group is almost universal.

The relationship in the legends can be made clearer by the accompanying Genealogy:

**Group I.**

**Legendary Genealogy.**

Father, unknown, lived at Yetaung in the Thayetmyo District.

- **Nga Tindê** = No. 4. Shwe Nabe
- **No. 2. Ma Nat, the sea-serpent’s daughter.**
- **Ma Sawmê, Queen Thirirwanda of Tagaung, No. 3.**
- **Hnaunawgyi or Shwe-nyet hma Nat.**

- **Shin Byu, Shin Nyo, No. 13. Taungunagyi Nat.**
- **King Duttabaung of Prome, 442-372 B.C. Pegu, No. 5. Thonban Hla Nat.**

No. 37. Shin-nemi Nat, a daughter, who died at Tabank Tawiyit.

I may now proceed to describe the illustrations of Group I., or the Duttabaung Cycle.

**Illustrations of Group I.**

**Duttabaung Cycle.**

**No. 2. Mahagiri Nat.**

One Nga Tindaw, a blacksmith of Yetaung on the Irrawaddy not far north of Prome, had a son named Nga Tindê and two daughters named Mâ Sawmê and Mâ Dwê-hlà. Nga Tindê was a man of great strength, said in the Annals of Tagaung to be able to wield a hammer weighing (60 viss) 210 lbs. The noise of his anvil was heard in the king’s palace, and the king ordered the valiant blacksmith to be brought before him, but he fled into the jungle. So the King married his sister Mâ Sawmê, to whom he gave the title of Thirirwanda, and made her his chief queen, and then persuaded Nga Tindê to return, on a promise of making him a high official. But when Nga Tindê did return he was tied to a jasmine tree (tagûbin) and burnt alive. After his death Nga Tindê became a Nat and has ever since been worshipped with offerings at a yearly festival in December.

This Nat is represented standing in Court dress of a high class with a drawn sword and fan, supported by three baûs on a kneeling elephant.

As baûs will frequently be mentioned hereafter, I would here note that the modern Burmese baû seems to be a confused reference to the Indian Brahmanical and then Buddhist ogre (Skr. Râkshasa, P. Rakkhasa, B. Yeakkaïk), the malignant Buddhist superhuman being Yakkha (Skr. Yaksha), and some local pre-Buddhist sprite of the people. This sort of confusion has occurred in modern Kashmir and elsewhere.
No. 3. Hnamadawgyi Nat
(also known as Shwembyet-hmá Nat, or Golden-face, and Taung-gyi Shin Nat).

When Mā Sawmè, as Queen Thiriwundá, heard that her brother was being burnt in the jasmine tree she rushed into the fire, and all the king could save of her was her head. After death she and her brother lived in the jasmine (Michelia champaca) as Nats at Taung, where they did much harm to the people. So the king had the tree felled and thrown into the river. It floated down to Pagan, where it grounded near the Kuppayawgya Gate. It was taken out of the river by Thaikhyawng Min (i.e., Thaikhyawng-ngè of Pagan, 520-529 A.D.), who took it to the Poppa Mountain, where I am assured that their heads in gold are still to be seen. Their festival is in December.

This Nat is represented as a woman standing in Court dress of a high class, supported by a bald on a kneeling elephant.

No. 4. Shwè Nabè Nat.

She was born at Mindon and was the daughter of the sea-serpent (Yenaga). She went to worship at a footprint of Gaudama (Buddha) in the form of a woman. Here she met Nga Tindè, while he was hiding in the jungle and became his wife. They had two sons: Taungmagyi and Myauk Minshinbyù. She died of grief at her husband's failure to return to her after he had started to visit his sister at Taungyng.

This Nat is represented as a girl standing in Court dress of a high class.

No. 13. Taungmagyi Nat, and
No. 14. Maung Minshin Nat
(also known as Maung Shinbyù Nat and Taungmagyi Myauk Minshinbyù Nat).

Nga Tindè's serpent wife brought forth two eggs near the Munle River, which were found by a hermit and taken home. After a while two boys came forth out of the two eggs, and were called Shinbyù and Shin-nyt. King Duttabaung of Prome was told by his Brahman astrologers that two powerful men would soon be forthcoming to overthrow him, and so he had a search made for them. They were brought to him by a hunter, and he ordered them to fight out a boxing-match. During the struggle, the younger of the brothers died and became the Nat Taungmagyi, while the elder one died soon afterwards and became the Nat Shinbyù or Maung Minshin. They were each said to have six hands, and there are figures of them set up to the east of Prome, under the name of Kidaw Shin.

This pair of Nats are represented as a couple of soldiers standing in Court costume. The arms in each case hold a quoit, a dah or sword, and a couple of spears. The six arms plainly show the Indian origin of the cult of the pair.

No. 5. Thonbañ Nat
(also known as Thonbàñ-hlà Nat, Surpassing Beauty).

She was born at Hanthawadi (Pegu) and was able to change her form three times a day. She was taken to King Duttabaung of Thirikhetayà (Prome), who had heard of her beauty. But his queens bribed the officers to say that she was a giantess and so big that the palace gates would have to be widened to admit her. So he ordered that she was to be kept in a large house outside the gate, where she earned a livelihood as a weaver. Here she built a pagoda called Limmagyi Phaya, and planted a tree, known as the Limmayibù. She was thus deserted by her husband, and after death her loom and its belongings turned into a rock, which is still to be seen. Her title as Queen was Okkalaba.

This Nat is represented as a girl standing in the Court dress of a royal attendant, supported by a Bermanised representation of the Brahmanic elephant-headed god Ganësa. The Indian origin of this cult is therefore obvious.

No. 37. Shin-nûmi Nat.
She was the daughter of Queen Okkalaba, otherwise known as Thonbàñ-hlà, and died at the same time as her mother at Tabauk Tawyet and became a Nat.

This Nat is represented as a girl standing in ordinary Court dress.

(To be continued.)
EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth
CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 171.)

1790. — No. XII.

Fort William, the 3rd November 1790.

Read a Letter from Captain Blair [dated 31 August 1790].

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — His Majesty's Sloop Atalanta Proceeding to the Coast, for a Supply of Provisions, affords me an opportunity of Acknowledging the Receipt of your Letter of June 28th by the Viper, which Arrived here July 13th. The 19th of this Month I dispatched the Viper to Acheen for a Supply of Stock and a Variety of Plants. I expect her to return about eight days hence, when the Ranger shall immediately proceed to Calcutta with the General Chart of the Island, a Plan of this Harbour, some Specimens of timber and Several Papers Relating to the Establishment. I shall also Return some Invalids, as they are unserviceable at this Place, and are very desirous of their discharge.

The Store of Provision for the Natives Amounts to three Months from this date, and as I have just finished a Granary I hope now to preserve without loss.

Chatham Island,
August 31st, 1790.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

1790. — No. XIII.

Fort William, 9th December 1790.

Read a Letter received by the Viper from Captain Blair at the Andamans [dated Nov. 15th, 1790].

My Lord, — I had the honor of your Lordships Commands by the Ranger dated October the 5th the 29th Ultimo in the evening.

The Commodore had that morning sailed for Northeast Harbour but Lieut. Welsh being immediately dispatched after the Crown the Commodore had your Lordships Letter the 30th at two in the Morning.

Chatham Island,
November 15th, 1790.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

[No. 2, dated 15th Nov. 1790.]

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — Be pleased to inform the Right Honble. the Governor General in council that the Ranger arrived here the 29th Ultimo and by that Vessel I received His Lordships Commands by your letter dated October 5th which shall be strictly attended to.

The Provisions I indented for were landed in good order except a small loss occasioned by bad weather during the passage.

I have received Sicca Rupees 12,000 which Shall be disbursed in the payment of the Artificers, etc., at the rates in the return marked No. 3.

It gives me great Satisfaction that the Board have been pleased with the accounts of the State of the Cultivation on Chatham Island, which it shall be my care to improve as much as possible.

Mr. Wood arrived with the Ranger and Mr. Gibb returns with the Viper to Calcutta, which Vessel is dispatched at the request of the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis, with his Letters. Since his arrival, He has examined Port Meadows and N. E. Harbour, from the latter he returned yesterday with several of the Seamen ill of the Survey [sic]; to procure them every possible Assistance the Ranger proceeds to the Car Nicobar for such refreshments as that place Affords.

Should Government deem it necessary to return the Viper to this Place, it will afford an Opportunity of sending a Relief for the Sepoys and part of the Artificers.
The Viper is so unfit a Vessel for the transportation of Provision, that I am induced to defer indenting until I can dispatch the Ranger, which I hope I shall be enabled to do, soon after her return from the Car Nicobar.

Chatham Island, the 15th November 1790.

I am, etc.,
(Signed) A. Blair.

The Secretary acquaints the Board that he has given Orders to the Master Attendant to have a Survey made of the Viper Cruizer.

Ordered that directions be given to engage some Sepeys and Artificers to relieve those at the Andamans.

[No. 3, dated — Nov. 1790.]

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir,—As the Commodores Dispatches are not yet closed it gives me the opportunity of addressing you again.

By the Viper I return to Calcutta one Sepoy one Lascar and four Carpenters, invalids. They are all paid up the full amount of their wages.

Repeated and very urgent applications from the Sepeys Artificers and Laborers who came first from Calcutta makes me very desirous to have it in my power to comply with their requisitions many of whom would willingly return hither with their family’s. But as there are only one Haveldaur one Naque and Six Private remaining I cannot consistently give them leave of absence, until a relief is sent. I must therefore request that the Viper may be sent with a Detachment of Sepeys and such Artificers as are specified in the inclosed Paper.

In the expectation of that Vessels speedy return I shall defer dispatching the Ranger for six weeks or two months from this date. By that time I shall expect the Viper or conclude that Government has sent her on other Service.

It gives me great satisfaction to observe a considerable change for the better already in the Seerbalies from the Crown. They are tolerably Supplied with Vegetables and fresh baked Bread and will soon be better lodged. All the Artificers and most of the Laborers have been for some time past assisting to construct a more commodious Hospital for their reception.

Chatham Island, Novr. 1790.

I am, etc.,
(Signed) Archibald Blair.

The undermentioned are the People most wanted for the Service of the Establishment at Port Cornwallis [Port Blair] who ought to be engaged for three Years or other Specified time:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haveldaur</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naque</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sepeys</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship Carpenters</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Carpenters</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tile and Pot makers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chatham Island, November 1790.

(Signed) A. Blair.

Ordered that the above List be attended to in engaging the Relief of Sepeys and Artificers to be sent to the Andamans.
### Passages to and from Port Cornwallis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ships Names</th>
<th>From whence</th>
<th>Time of Departure</th>
<th>Port bound to</th>
<th>Time of Arrival</th>
<th>General Winds and Weather during the Passage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hble. Compys. Snow</td>
<td>Calcutta</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Port Andaman</td>
<td>Sept. 27th, 1789</td>
<td>S. W. A hard gale on the change for three days much rain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hble. Compys. Snow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranger.</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Sept. 9th, 1789</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hble. Compys. Snow</td>
<td>Trincomale</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td>Novr. 22d., 1789</td>
<td>E. fresh breezes with some squalls and rain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viper.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranger.</td>
<td>Carnicobar</td>
<td>Decemr. 3rd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Do. Do. Do ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Do. Viper...</td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Diamond Island.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Do. Do. ...</td>
<td>Diamond Island</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. M. Ships Ariel and</td>
<td>Balsore Road</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perseverance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranger.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Do. Do. Do ...</td>
<td>Calcutta</td>
<td>Feby. 21st, 1790</td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td>March 8th.</td>
<td>N. E. to N. W. light breezes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Do. Do. Do ...</td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td>May 3rd.</td>
<td>Prince of Wales's Island</td>
<td>May 9th...</td>
<td>S. W. Varying to W. and S. E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. M. Ship Vestal ...</td>
<td>Trincomale</td>
<td>May 22d.</td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td>June 1st ...</td>
<td>Generally S. E. varying to S. W. Very light Winds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hble. Compys. Snow</td>
<td>Prince of Wales Island</td>
<td>May 16th..</td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td>June 1st ...</td>
<td>S. W. cloudy, light squalls with Rain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranger.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hble. Compys. Snow</td>
<td>Balsore Road</td>
<td>July 5th...</td>
<td>Port Cornwallis</td>
<td>July 16th.</td>
<td>S. W. to S. W. fresh gales, sometimes blowing hard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viper.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viper.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix to Consultation, 22d. September 1790.

A Return of the Establishment at Fort Cornwallis for August 1790.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Allowance</th>
<th>SIECA Rs.</th>
<th>a.</th>
<th>P.</th>
<th>Pay. SIECA Rs.</th>
<th>a.</th>
<th>P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archibald Blair Lieutt.</td>
<td>Not fixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexr. Gib Surgeon</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Deenon Assistant</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunner</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Johns</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter and Overseer of the Laborers</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robt. Coxan Do.</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengal Carpenters</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Sawers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Gardeners</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Taylors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Washermen</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Smiths</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Brick makers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Bricklayers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havildaur Naque and Prives</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinidal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascars</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborers</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Gardeners</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malays, from Prince of Wales Island</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servants</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon Assistant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compd. J. Ahmuty.
Attested.
E. Hay.
Secy. to y' Govt.

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

1791. — No. I.

Fort William, the 17th January 1791. The Secretary lays before the Board a Copy of a Letter which he has written to Captain Blair upon the Dispatch of the Viper to the Andamans.

To Capn. Blair, 17th Jan'y. 1791.

Captain Blair, on Service at the Andamans.

Sir,—By the Viper which is now under Dispatch to the Andamans, I have the Honor to Acknowledge the Receipt of your Letter dated the 31st of August and 15 of November, the latter of which was received here on the 6th Instant.
The Relief of Sepoys and Artificers requested in your Letter of the 15th of November has been embarked on the Viper, which takes to your Stores, and Provisions corresponding with the enclosed List, the original of which has been signed by Lieutenant Roper, to whom the Sum of four thousand five hundred Sicea Rupees (Rs. 4500) has been advanced on Account of the Viper Cruizer, and the Sum of nine hundred and sixty Sicea Rupees (Rs. 960) on Account of Lieutenant Blair since his arrival at this Presidency. A Copy of his Sailing Orders is enclosed.

I am, Sir, Your most Obedient Humble Servant.

Fort William,
17 January 1791.

The Sepoys have been furnished with Arms Accoutrements, according to an application made for that Purpose by Lieutenant Roper.

1791. — No. II.

Fort William, 4th February 1791. Read a Letter, that was received on the 21st Ultimo from Captain Blair.

Capt'n, Blair, dated 2d. January 1791.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — I received your Letter of Decr. 2d. by the Dispatch Schooner the 13th of the same month with a duplicate of your Letter of October 5th. By the same Vessel I was informed of the arrival of the Viper in the River, which was dispatched from this place November 20th with Dispatches from the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis, to the Right Honble. the Governor General; you will therefore be in possession of two Letters forwarded by that conveyance by which you are advised of the Ranger being dispatch'd to the Car Nicobar. On her return from that place she was immediately dispatched to Prince of Wales Island for a Supply of Refreshments for the Scorbules from His Majesty's Ship Crown, and returned from that place in three weeks with Cattle and Vegetables. I learned from Mr. Light, that the Coast had for some time been infested with piratical Prows which made him apprehend that the Settlement was in some Danger. I was informed by Letter from the Commodore the 18 Ultimo that he could not immediately proceed for the defence of that place, but advised that the Ranger might be sent to reinforce it. The Guns from the Redoubt on this Island, were immediately sent on Board, to put her in as good a state of defence as our resources will admit of, and Lieut. Wales was dispatched next morning, with orders to make all possible expedition thither, and Act under the orders of Mr. Light for the defence of the Settlement.

The Commodore quitted this Harbour the 25th Ultimo for Prince of Wales Island, and I have the Satisfaction to inform you that the major part of the Scorbules were perfectly recovered.

The Elizabeth arrived here the 26th January with Provision for his Majestys Ships; the wants of that vessel was immediately Supplied and sailed the 27th to follow the Commodore; the Boat had been imprudently dispatched the day previous to her Arrival at this place, to look for the Harbour which made me urge the Commander to lose no time to proceed in quest of her, apprehending the lives of the People in her to be in imminent danger, and I directed him where I thought he would probably find her.

Mr. Topham who arrived yesterday from Prince of Wales Island proceeding to Calcutta, affords me the opportunity of forwarding this.

I remain, Sir, Your Most Obedient Humble Servant,

Chatham Island,
2nd January 1791.

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

(To be continued.)
THE "BLOODY HAND" AT MANDALAY —
THE RISE OF A MYTH.

As the truly modern Myth of the Bloody Hand at Mandalay shows no signs of diminishing in popularity I think it worth while to reprint a letter on the subject published in the *Academy* on Nov. 2, 1895, p. 363 f., in issue No. 1226:

On a small door to the left of the throne as one enters what is now (1885) the "Ladies' Room" of the Upper Burma Club, but was formerly the Audience Hall of Queen Suphayalat, at Mandalay, are the marks of a "bloody hand." They were getting faint when I last saw them; but they were plain enough in 1887, about which time the myth alluded to in this letter began to arise.

The story, as told in a public lecture some time ago by an old resident of Mandalay, who ought, at any rate, to have known better, was in outline as follows. There was a certain daughter of a Shan Sawbwa on whom King Thibaw showered more favours than Queen Suphayalat approved, and in consequence the queen had her murdered, the "bloody hand" on the doorway being the marks of the unfortunate girl's fingers as she tried to escape. I suppose the romance of this version of what occurred was too much for the lecturer and he could not resist the temptation of telling it instead of what was locally well known at the time and was the truth of the tale.

I must say that the story when he told it was in various versions current in the Mandalay garrison, but at the same time it was, to those who knew Burma and the manners of its people, manifestly untrue. Since then I have seen it repeated, in more or less garbled and embellished forms, in newspaper and magazine articles, and quite lately in a book of tales about Burma. The "bloody hand," too, is of course shown to every new arrival and to every globe-trotter, and the myth around it is in a fair way to become an "established fact." I think it therefore worth while to tell the facts as I heard them, before it is too late. In any case, it will do no harm to history and the reputation of the late Queen of Burma, if this letter should give rise to a little discussion on the story.

The Shan Sawbwa's daughter did exist and did rouse the jealousy of the queen, and in revenge the queen had her taken off the palace platform into the gardens, in front of the summerhouse in which Thibaw subsequently abdicated, at a spot now marked by a brass tablet. Just in front of this house is an ornamental water, and on the brink of this the girl was mercilessly beaten and then turned out of the palace, the king not having the spirit to protect her against his wife. She was certainly not killed in the palace, nor was her blood shed by the queen herself, as is now said. Such a thing was practically impossible, as in Burmese superstition all sorts of horrors would come upon the crown and the throne if human blood were shed in the palace itself by the king or the queen. Royalties were not killed, when it was desirable to despatch them, in the palace, but outside it; nor was their blood shed; they were beaten on the gullet by bamboos and thus suffocated.

As regards the "bloody hand," the queen's palace was used as a hospital immediately after the British occupation and for some time later, and during its use as such many operations were performed there on wounded and other men; the true explanation of the "bloody hand" on the door in question being that it is the mark of some person concerned in an operation which took place there. The door has been pushed open by some person with blood on his hands, as the marks the melves testify.

My own opinion has, therefore, always been that there is no more truth in the story of the Shan girl's murder by the queen than there is in that, also commonly told, of her husband's passing his days in bouts of drunkenness. Thibaw, as I have heard him described by those who knew him intimately, was in truth a learned monk, with no notion of kingship or administration. He was exceedingly well read in the Buddhist Scriptures, and always ready with apt saws, which he applied to almost every contingency of life in the wisest way. The description of another king has often struck me as peculiarly applicable to the last feeble King of Burma: "He never said a foolish thing and never did a wise one."

R. C. TEMPLE.

THE DAUGHTER'S PROPERTY AMONG HINDUS.

Among high class Hindus it is a great sin to receive any help from a daughter, or to use her property; so much so that it is unlawful even to drink water from a daughter's well, or to take shelter under her tree. Mothers from high class Hindu families will not even fun themselves with their daughters' fans. This custom is to this day prevalent among the Dhāligar Khatri of the following clans in the Panjab:—Seth, Khamā, Kapār, Mehrātā.

MAYA DAS in *P. N. and Q.* 1883.
MUHAMMADANS WEARING SILK.

It was asked some time ago what is the reason of Muhammadan men (not women) being forbidden to wear pure silk. I find that this is laid down in the law books (Hamilton's HaddYZ, Book XLIV, Sec. 2). Certain things are thus noted as kardhiyat or makrâh, which are rendered “abominable.” I notice, however, that the dictionaries give a milder meaning for this word and tone down makrâh to things disapproved or objectionable; and this seems the more appropriate meaning, since the doctors do not agree as to whether kardhiyat are things absolutely unlawful, such as the use of khams, wine, etc., or only nearly approaching the unlawful. Now if a thing was makrâh in its worst sense, or abominable, that would imply naturally that it was more than unlawful, so to speak, which is not the case.

The Prophet one day came to some of the “companions” with a piece of silk in one hand and of gold in the other, and said: “Both these are prohibited to the men of my tribe, but are lawful to the women.” It is therefore allowable to wear a garment with a mere edge or fringe of silk. It is commonly said that a mixed (makhdût) silk is allowable; such fabrics here are commonly called sîf or pure, or mashrî (lawful according to Shâî). The striped glossy satin, commonly seen at the present day, is called mashrî. But the Hadîyâs does not countenance this; such fabrics, and all mixed fabrics (cotton and wool, etc.) are “disapproved,” except in time of war on the plea of necessity. The doctors differed as to whether silk might be worn in war as suitable to form the lining of armor: also as to whether cushions, pillows, and curtains might be made of silk.

D. H. BADEN-POWELL in P. N. and Q. 1883.

BOOK-NOTICE.


The study of the Vedic Mantras occurring in the ritual books, both Brahuta sûtras and Grihya sûtras, is of highest importance for the history of the Vedic Samhitâs, no less for the critical study of the texts than for their interpretation. Students of the Veda incline now more than ever to the opinion that the bulk of the Vedic hymns were originally composed for ritual purposes. All the more important is an investigation of the exact relation obtaining between the Mantras and the rites, with which they are rubricated in the Brava and Grihya Sûtras. A very useful contribution to such an investigation is Dr. Fay’s dissertation which treats of the Rig-Veda Mantras quoted in the Grihya sûtras of Ásvalâya, Stâkhâyana, Gobhil, Khâdirâ, Pâraskara, Ápâstamba, and Hiranyakesin. It is one of the most interesting facts that the Mantras are so very frequently quite inapplicable to the rites for which they are to be employed according to the rules of the Grihya sûtras. This fact, besides teaching us a valuable lesson on the place which Prâyora occupies in the history of religion, is also of some importance for Vedic chronology, for it proves that at the time when such Mantras were employed they were no longer properly understood, and a very considerable period must have elapsed between the time of the composition of these Mantras and their employment for rites with which they have no actual connection. Dr. Fay distinguishes, according to the degree of applicability of the Mantra to the rite with which it is rubricated, four classes of Mantras, viz., (i) Mantras (prayers) which have “a merely general applicability, and would serve on almost any conceivable occasion as well as for the one in which we find them employed”; (ii) Mantras (prayers) which are “specially applicable”; (iii) Mantras (prayers) which are “utterly out of relation to the ritual, but lunged in because the Mantra accidentally contains some word inherent to the Sûtra”; (iv) Vedic verses which are not quoted as prayers, but merely in order to prove some doctrinal statement made in the Sûtra. Our author then gives a classification of the Rig-Veda Mantras occurring in the above-mentioned Grihya sûtras, showing to which of these four groups each quotation belongs. As is only to be expected the hymns of Mandala X. furnish the greatest number of Mantras for class ii. There can be no doubt that such hymns as Bv. X. 18-18, 85, 145, 155, 159, 161-163, 165, 166, 173, 174, 183, 184, 191, etc., owe their origin to the requirements of the Grihya ritual. But Dr. Fay rightly says that “the late intrusion of the Grihya material into the Rik Samhitâs does not prove the later origin of these Mantras, but only that the Rik collection was not made originally for domestic use.”

It is to be hoped that the author may, in a larger work, extend his study of the Grihya Mantras to the other Samhitâs, and include also the other Grihya sûtras which are now accessible.

M. WINTERNITZ.
NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.

BY HARTWIG HIRSCHFELD, Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

(Continued from p. 188.)

CHAPTER III.

The Confirmatory Revelations.

EXAMPLES — The treaties on the arrangement of Meccan revelations criticised — Pragmatical arrangement — Confirmatory, Declamatory, Narative, Descriptive and Legislative Revelations — First elements of the “Hijra” — Life, Death, Soul, Eternity, Hell, Paradise and Heaven in the Qorân.

The first proclamation announcing in a few words a new divinity, a new prophet, and the first elements of two important dogmas could not but be followed by others intended to deepen the impression made and to strengthen the position of Allah and his Prophet. The connection between both was so close, that the existence of one necessitated also the belief in the other, and it was but natural that the authority of the Prophet was at that stage almost on a level with that of Allah. No matter whether hearers of the first proclamation received it in public or private, whether they were relatives or strangers, they had first of all to be convinced of the speaker’s sanity. Everything depended on the success or failure of the assurance given on that point, as Allah himself was unapproachable, whilst the would-be Prophet stood as a tangible object of criticism. In two subsequent revelations Muhammed not only repeated the leading ideas of the first proclamation, but added the assurance that he was in full possession of his mental faculties. These revelations again show how systematically he proceeded, and how carefully he weighed every word before uttering it. They run as follows:

lxxxvii. 1. Praise the name of thy Lord, the Most High,
2. Who has created and made perfect,
3. Who has determined [everything] and guided,
4. Who produces the pasture,
5. Then he changes it into dry stubble,
6. Surely we cause thee to proclaim, so do not forget,
7a. Except what Allah pleases [that thou shouldst forget].
7b. He knows what is manifest and what is hidden.
8. We will facilitate unto thee that it be easy for thee [to preach].
9. Admonish, if thy admonishing shall be profitable,
10. Let those be admonished who fear [Allah].
11. But the most wretched will keep aloof therefrom,
12. He shall roast in the fiercest fire,
13. Then he shall neither live in it nor die,
14. Happy, he who remains pure.
15. He who mentions the name of his Lord and prays.
16. But you prefer this present life.
17. Yet the last one is best and of longest duration.
18. Thus it is written in the ancient sheets (ṣūfûf).
19. The sheets of Abraham and Moses.

---

It is understood that “revelations” is here and further on mere technical term. The Arabic equivalents are نَزْيَلَ, an uceas “sent down” from heaven, and ِّآلْلٰلَيْنَ “sign,” “miracle” and “verse,” see below.

See below.

See Ch. II.

See Ch. II.

The next world.
lxxvii. 1. N. By the pen, and what they write!
   2. Thou art not, through the grace of the Lord, mad.75
   3. Verily thine is a reward that is not grudged,
   4. Verily thou art a great nature, etc.

It cannot, of course, be said with absolute certainty, that no other address was spoken between the first one and the two just quoted, but there is no doubt, that they were revealed with a view to supplementing the iqra'-revelation. It was Allâh who charged the Prophet to "proclaim," and who had the power to withdraw one or another revelation after it had done its work. This was a very diplomatic clause, arranging at once for the suppression of a revelation in the event of its proving troublesome. On a later occasion this idea was expressed in a much blunter form.76

The Muslim theologians assert that after the iqra' an interval of several months — or, according to others, years77 — elapsed, before the Prophet received another revelation, and that this made him very despondent. This theory which has already been rejected by Sprenger and Nöldeke, but is upheld by Prof. Palmer and Sir W. Muir, has indeed no basis, nor is there any reason to account for such a pause. On the contrary nothing could have been more detrimental to Muhammed's prophetic claims than a deadlock, whilst possessing a plan of action and the means of putting it into execution. His silence would have been unintelligible for us, and a moral suicide for himself. The oldest tradition, indeed, limits this interval to a few days, which seems much more likely, as it is very probable that after the first proclamation Muhammed waited a day or two in order to watch its effect, and to seize the right moment for a second address.

Example being always more effective than precept, it is probable that Muhammed proceeded to arrange a ritual without delay. To teach the faithful in what manner to worship Allâh, in contradiction to the idols, was scarcely less important than the belief in him. Such a service, as simple in form as possible, perhaps only consisted in invocations and prayers, of which Sûra ex.ii. furnishes a very appropriate sample. It contains nothing but the declaration of the Unity of Allâh, and is probably modelled on Deut. vi. 4, which verse begins the Shâ'ma' of the Jewish prayer book. There cannot be the slightest doubt that Muhammed had heard the latter read this prayer many a time, and omitting, of course, the introductory words "Hear O Israel," he rendered it as follows:

1. Say: Hâwa [is] Allâh, One,
2. Allâh [is] the Eternal,
3. He has not begotten and was not begotten.
4. Nor has there ever been anyone like Him.

It is indeed extremely perplexing to assign to this invocation its exact place in the series of early revelations. Its date is so uncertain, that some traditionists go so far as to believe it to be Medinian; but it bears the stamp of great age, and I feel inclined to place it among the first revelations. Now the attempts I have made to fix the dates of the three addresses quoted are rather a bad beginning for a critical examination of the chronological order of such in the Qurân. We must even go

---

75 See also v. 51. I believe, however, that this and the following verses which are evidently of later date were added to this address; see S. ii. 39, 52; liv. 9; xliii. 13, etc.
76 See S. ii. 100.
77 I. Iub. مَا دَقَّقَ، فَأَرْسَلَهُ مَعَ سَيْلٍ مَعَهُ; afterwards S. x.ii. was revealed as a consequence of v. 3. Allâh has given thee leave. I. Iub. gives no Isâ'd, but Tabari, p. 1155, reproduces the tradition on the authority of AâzZohri, and again according to Abu Salama b. Abderrahman from Jâbir b. Abdallah al Anfal from Ma'mar.
80 H. ãn, p. 30; see Muir, p. 46, and Nîhâ. Q. p. 54. Al Beidhawi òñ. The tradition on the origin I. Iub p. 400.
further and confess from the outset, that there is very little hope of ever obtaining trustworthy results in this respect, however desirable they might be for gauging the gradual development of Islam. The natural division of the Qorān into a Meccan and a Medinan portion marks but roughly the two great epochs of the formation of the Moslem church, but we have already met with one instance at least which even baffled the attempts of the compilers of the book to decide to which of the portions it belonged. There are also similar cases. For a very great number of revelations there is absolutely no evidence as to the time of their birth, and the standard rules are few and but little reliable.

As regards the order of the Meccan revelations some general points of view have been set up by Weil and Sir W. Muir, which were mostly adopted by Noldeke, to serve as guides in the chaos. They divide the whole mass of addresses rather abruptly into three periods according to the apparently declining enthusiasm of the Prophet, the decreasing pathos and increasing length of the sentences. Since we have seen, however, that calm consideration governed the oracles from the beginning, the degree of enthusiasm furnishes a criterion of no great reliance. Now if we subject this enthusiasm to strict examination, we must distinguish between the genuine warmth for an idea which thoroughly captivates a man and makes him pursue it regardless of the consequences, and the hollow pathos which does not survive the word that carries it. The former Muhammed had fostered in his breast years before he opened his mouth as a prophet, and it lasted therefore even when his language had grown calmer. Enthusiastic passages are not infrequent even in Medinan addresses, bearing on the greatness and the glory of Allāh, whilst the merely pathetic Meccan revelations repeat weariness the same topics on which the speaker had but little to say, and left his hearers cold.

The different degrees of enthusiasm apparent in more or less fiery language must be judged in the same manner, as the changes to which the mood of an individual is subject. Exterior circumstances often have great influence in this respect. Temporary enthusiasm is sometimes kindled by a mere accident or an encouraging word. It does not follow, therefore, that the more pathetic Sūras are older than others in which cold reflection predominates. There are many Sūras of later date which show a language as glowing as that of a prophet in the best sense of the word. In consequence of the history of the qiyā' we must deny to Muhammed the native passion from the outset, otherwise that first proclamation can retain neither its place nor its character. Tradition and evidence, however, bear out a contrary theory. Whener we find Muhammed's language fervent, we must at once enquire, whether it was dictated by the loftiness of an idea, or whether it was mere bombast, which the unwary will often take for genuine enthusiasm. In this way the pathos of many addresses is, after all, a better help for the critical study than the lasting enthusiasm.

A more natural order of the revelations than those hitherto attempted may be derived from the following points of view. The first and most startling proclamation had to be followed by others to confirm the speaker's title to prophecy, and to bring the credentials of his mission. Doubts about his sanity had to be allayed and incredulity disarmed by valiant assurances. For obstinate unbelievers there existed, however, as yet no other proof than threats of heavy punishment. As on this topic the Prophet's imagination was unchecked, the language became still more high flown, and the addresses were introduced and intermingled with the strongest oaths. This is the striking feature of a large group of addresses which I should like to style the declamatory. When the Prophet's stock of pathos was exhausted, he resorted to tales which he accompanied with morals and admonitions. From these resulted the narrative period which Muhammed endeavoured to render as attractive as possible both by variety of subjects and miraculousness of plots in order to illustrate the omnipotence of Allāh. His prophetic zeal did not, however, prevent him from occasionally adding that the knowledge of these strange stories had come to him by divine revelation. Having well nigh used up his supply of tales, he started showing the rule of Providence by a group of descriptivo speeches, which picture the wealth and grandeur of Nature.

---

82 Muir divides the Meccan portion of the Qurān into five periods: (1) — Sūras before 8. 20a, 20b; (2) those until Muhammed’s public ministry; (3) till the year 8 afterwards; (4) till the year ten; (5) till the Hijra.

Cf. Nöldeke, Qurān, p. 68.
Allah who created all for the benefit of man? When this period had terminated, the hearers were sufficiently prepared to listen to a series of legislative addresses which taught the Believers how to lead the life of devout Moslems.

These five groups follow each other in natural sequence; nay, there is a direct evidence in a tradition handed down on behalf of A'isha, that many descriptive revelations preceded the legislative ones. She said: 93 Allah, has revealed first descriptions of hell and heaven in order to win men for Islam, and he only revealed laws later on. Had he forbidden wine and fornication (chief representatives of ritual and moral laws) from the beginning, people would have said: we will not abstain from either. Nevertheless, one must not think that these groups are clearly divided; on the contrary they regularly encroach upon each other, so that elements of each group may be traced in the oldest addresses, and later ones contain repetitions of former paragraphs. Instances of two descriptive verses we have already encountered in Surah lxviii. 4-5 quoted above. As we must give up the idea of ever reconstructing the chronological order of the sermons, we may, by means of a division according to subjects, to obtain something like a survey over the material of which the Qur'an is composed. If we succeed in carrying out this task, we can dispense with an accurate knowledge of the date of each revelation. Of a good many of them it is indeed quite irrelevant to know when they were revealed. For Medinan revelations the course of events serves as sort of guide, although not of a thoroughly assured nature.

In his exertions to confirm his mission Muhammad had to proceed in a negative as well as a positive manner. He had to convince his hearers that he was neither a madman, a poet, a soothsayer, nor a liar. To disprove charges by mere protestations is a hopeless task, but Muhammad had no other means at his disposal. Miracles refused to be forthcoming. The first protest against the allegation of being insane quoted above44 is repeated in a declamatory address belonging to the following period,45 but had to be reiterated over and over again during the next years.

Still harder to refute was the reproach of being a poet, because it was provoked by the saj'-like manner of the oracles. The general form for any sort of public announcement being poetic, Muhammad had to avoid all imitation of it, and this gave him immense trouble. The pathetic addresses in particular with their short, rhytbed phrases of nearly equal length, which so much resembled the popular form of an urjaka or a ditty, betray the pains Muhammad took not to speak in verse. There is no reason to assume that he was unacquainted with the old poetic literature, even without taking into account traditions which report the contrary. Many of the standard features of these poems had become so familiar to him, that he had some difficulty in freeing his style of them. A remnant of this — which to some extent might help to fix the date of the passages in question — seems to me left in the apostrophe let me which in poems frequently forms the bridge from the nasl or the amatory introduction to the proper subject of the song. This "let me" we find no less than three times in the oldest revelations, applied in a manner very similar to that of the pagan poems, e. g., lxviii. 44: So let me alone, etc.46

The protestation that "it was the word of a noble messenger" does not seem to have made the expected impression; the Prophet therefore repeated it a little later (lxix. 40) with a supplement: —

V. 41. Nor it is the word of a poet — little ye believe
V. 42. Nor the word of a soothsayer, etc.47

94 S. lxviii. 2, see v. 51 which seems to be of much later date, but was placed in this Surah on account of v. 2. The word al gi'ib (v. 61) is already a technical term here, and Reith, explains it rightly as equivalent to Qur'an. Therefore v. 53 and S. 1xxii. 57, "It (the verse) is but a gi'ib for the world. Other recapitulations of the refutation of the same charge see xxi. 26; xlii. 13; li. 50, 92; liv. 9; xv. 9; xxxvii. 35; lii. 99.
95 S. 1xxii. 29, see Ch. IV.
96 See Ch. I. Such passages are also metrical own marked, at least in the beginning, v., lxviii. 44, — v. 46, — etc.; lxiv. 12, etc.; lxviii. 11, etc. These passages give the impression that the speaker was endeavouring to free himself by force from the meshes of the metre. For other parts of verses which by accident have assumed metrical shape see Wright's Arabic Grammar, 3rd ed. II. p. 359.
97 V. 52. "... evidently leads on to prayer which is to follow; see next remark."
To this period probably belongs the severe criticism passed on the poets who “say that which they do not do.” (ṣāḥo xxvi. 221-228.)

The refutation of one reproach only provoked another, as is always the case with a narrow-minded crowd. If Muhammed was neither a liar, nor a poet, nor mad, he must be a soothsayer. This he endeavoured to disprove in

lxi. 29. So remind them, for thou art, not, by the favour of thy Lord, either a soothsayer or mad.

30. Or will they say ‘A poet’? etc. 88

It was perhaps not by accident that Muhammed made no refutation of the charge of deception in these sentences. The speaker must have felt that this was dangerous ground. Yet the more the ranks of the Believers swelled, the bolder became his answers also to this reproach, and these replies form in some cases a ready criterion for fixing the dates of certain revelations.

Now we see that soon after the iqra' Muhammed found himself in the midst of a fierce struggle, and his position was anything but secure. The traditionists describe this as despair at the non-arrival of new revelations, but the truth is that Muhammed could not bring forward such revelations as would effectively silence the adversaries, and be followed by universal acknowledgment. Whether the mental anxiety caused by the doubtless unexpected antagonism so greatly increased his excitement that his nerves failed and he had an epileptic fit, or whether he simulated one, must be left undecided. It appears to me he was subject to nervous headache, accompanied by shivering fits which compelled him to wrap himself in warm garments. When he recovered, he felt himself so refreshed that he broke into the following repetition of his prophetic call;

lxxiv. 1. O thou wrapped 89
2. Rise in order to give warning!
3. And thy Lord magnify!
4. And thy garments cleanse!
5. And detach thyself 89 from abomination!

11. Leave me alone with him I have created single-handed. 91

88 Ibid. v. 48 to 49 containing the same invitation to offer up prayers. Cf. liii. 62.

89 The traditions about the origin of this address are of contradictory character. I. Hish. p. 138, relates on very uncertain authority (“a scholar told me”) that one day when going out, no one met Muhammed without calling him a liar. He returned home, wrapped himself up, and was addressed by Allah: O thou wrapped up, etc. — Al Beidh.: It is handed down that Muhammed said: I was at Hira and heard myself called. I turned right and left, but saw nothing. Then above me I saw Him (مکه) sitting on the Throne between heaven and earth, viz., the angel who had called me. I returned to Khadija and said: — Al Beidh. adds: he wrapped himself in his garment when reflecting, or he was asleep. — According to Tabari, p. 1135 (al Zohri) this vision was followed by the revelation of S. lxxiv. Then follows the remark: خلیفتها, Ṣabbāḥ. Bokh. ibid. repeats the same tradition with the Imām given in Tab. 1135, but winds up: I said: Ṣabbāḥ they wrapped me up and sprinkled water over me. — Beidhawi’s additional note is evidently the safest to follow in the confusion of wondrous traditions, and receives further evidence from S. lxxiv. 4, which I should take literally rather than metaphorically which a view to performing a symbolical fashion. See Sprenger, I. 309, rem. 1. — A tradition Bokh. III. 355, that S. lxxiv. forms the first revelation is of doubtful authenticity.

90 Repeated S. lxxiii. 10, Ṣabbaḥ: “detach thyself from them completely as befits thee.” In the older Meccan revelations the term is applied in a more general sense, e. g., xxiii. 69; xix. 47. In xxv. 23, the Qurān is described as ṣammud (ضرر) by the Meccans. S. xxix. 23, is Lot a ṣammud to his Lord? xvi. 43. refers to those who had on Muhammed’s advice gone to Abyssinia in order to avoid the persecutions of the Meccans.

91 See Beidhawi; Palmer inaccurate.
To this belongs its twin oracle published under similar circumstances with all but identical beginning, viz., lxxiii. 1-14.

Whether Muhammed only projected or really introduced vigils cannot be decided from the respective second verses of the two last mentioned addresses. I should feel inclined to explain the two “Rise” as illustrating the excitement which deprived him of his sleep, in the consciousness of “the heavy task he had in store” (lxxiii. 9). Upon this point the Commentators throw no light. To Sūra lxxiv. and lxxiii. I oppose Sūra xciv. in which Muhammed encourages himself to hold out, since he had gained some followers to stand by him.

1. Have we not expanded thy breast?
2. And taken off thee thy load,
3. Which weighed down thy back?
4. And exalted for thee thy renown?
5. Verily with difficulty is ease
6. Verily with difficulty is ease
7. But when thou art at leisure then toil
8. And hope patiently unto thy Lord! etc.

lxxiii. 8 forms a distinct repetition of the iṣra’ verse with the slight variation into wa’dkūr. The choice of this word points not less to the Pentateuch than the iṣra’, e.g., Exod. xx. 24; xxiii. 18, etc., and it is particularly noteworthy that in both cases the construction of the Hebrew terms are faithfully retained in the Qoranic imitations.

Of very great interest, however, is the early indication of the first shadow of the great rupture which ten years later ended in the departure of the Prophet and his friends from their native town. “Detach thyself (fa’ḥjur) from abomination (lxxiv. 5).” “Endure patiently what they say and detach thyself completely as befits thee” (lxxiii. 10),” the former passage referring to the gods, the latter to kinsmen and alliances. It is the same root which supplied the term Hijra not only for the temporary retirement of a large portion of early Muslims to the hospitable shelter of the Ethiopian king, but also to the final exodus to Medina. What is known in universal history as Hijra proves to be not an episodic event, but the completion of the local Hijras which accompany the whole of the Meccan period of Islam. Muhammed fostered no false hopes with regard to the consequences of his onslaught against the worship of his forefathers. The public proclamation of the single word fa’ḥjur had cost him dear, and he knew it well, but its repetition shows that he was firmly determined to stand by it. Here, if ever, showed greatness of mind and deserves to rank with the great men of History. Upon those Meeccans who were at all capable of conceiving ideas that word must have made a deeper impression than continual pathetic assurances of the divine origin of the revelations.

To return to the charge of fraud, in S. lxxiv. 24, Muhammed complained that some influential Meeccan citizens had made allegations of this nature. In this instance his remonstrances are not of a general character, but are, as tradition tells us, launched against Walid b. alMughira of the family of

---

82 See Ch. II. (and above rem. 84). ןפ is thus originally parallel to כפ and consequently כפ to כפ. Later on the former was restricted to the ejaculation of the formula of the Unity; cf. Sprunger, I. 319, and Q. lxxvii. 9, 10; lxxix. 24, etc. — In S. xxiv. כפ has a profane meaning.

83 The translation, “Flight” made popular by modern authors, is not correct. The Hijra was much more than that, as it was a complete cutting off of every bond of kinship that connected Muslims with former friends and relatives remaining faithful to paganism. Bach, therefore, explains very appropriately (according to Mujāhid, Ikrima, Qatāda, Al Zuhri, Ibn Zeid, and Abu Salma): give up the worship of the idols, and do not come near them.
al Makhzûm. The attack was very strong, taunting Muhammad with the human origin of his hallelod. He could only parry it with a wild threat of hell fire. In a supplementary speech (lxiii. 11 sqq., he compared himself to Moses (without, however, mentioning his name), only stating that his mission was also discredited by Pharaoh. His challengers were destroyed, and from this Meccan scoffers were invited to take an example.

It is certain that without purpose that at this comparatively early stage in his career Muhammad should have likened his own position to that of Moses. He could hardly have chosen a better means of strengthening his hands. Moses did not go on his own account, but was unwillingly sent by Allah, and in a similar manner Muhammad tried to convince those around him that he did not preach of his own free will, but obeyed the command of Heaven. The reproach of fraud was, therefore, as unjust as it was insulting to Allah, and liable to heavy punishment. This is another clever move and again shows with what deliberation Muhammad selected his words. In lxiii. 5 we read that Allah had thrown upon him "a heavy speech," and in lxvii. 6 he says: "Certainly I see cause thee to proclaim, so that thou shouldst not forget. Finally, lxvi. 23 sqq. again re-echoes the first call to prophecy accompanied by the admonition to be patient, and xciv. 1-8 are revealed to inspire him with new courage to brave the difficulties.

The unwillingness of Biblical prophets to undertake their missions was no secret to Muhammad, although he did not cite the most striking instances, viz., those of Moses and Jonah until somewhat later (xlv. 11-13; lxvii. 140) in the narrative period. He may have hoped that there would be no necessity for this, yet the pains he took to satisfy the Meccan public that his own attitude was passive and that he was but a tool in the hand of Allah forms the main idea connecting many of the revelations of this period.

With the first address Muhammad had introduced a series of abstract notions such as heaven and hell, eternity, death, soul, immortality, reward, and punishment after death. Although not all of these notions were covered by corresponding terms, he discussed them and endeavoured to impart to his hearers a more or less clear conception of them. He could not achieve this by giving definitions, which in the first instance he was incapable of doing, and which, moreover, would not have served his purpose. The practical theologian is no philosopher, and hearers of a sermon decline to be regaled with metaphysical demonstrations. Muhammad in particular was preacher to an unlettered crowd; the Qoran was, therefore, not the place to discourse on abstract ideas. He was more successful in expressing the same in as concrete a manner as possible.

The common pre-Islamic view recognized a kind of shadowy after-existence. Otherwise the materialistic opinion is prevalent, that death is the end of everything. Muhammad himself dwelt on this point in a late Meccan revelation as follows:

xliv. 23. And they say: there is only this present life, we die and live, and only time kills us, etc.

Some commentators not unfitly refer the words: "we die and live," to the pagan belief in the transmigration of souls and the words which follow they apply to the common notion, that there is no

---

94 According to Bagh. on v. 11 al Walid was called ملک or ملک, Beidh. explains it to be Maal or of 1st person, viz., مالک or مالک. In L. Ish. 171 al Walid calls Muhammad a charmer in the better sense, "because his speech is bewitching and fit to separate man from his father, brother, wife and family." The tradition is evidently colored.
95 Cf. S. lxiii. 15 sqq.
96 Beidh. finds particular difficulties in the words: we die and live, which he endeavours to explain in different ways: (1) the being born of what was not alive before; (2) we die and live in our children; (3) some of us die, whilst others live, etc.
97 Beidh. i.e., also Beidh. on S. lxvi. 1 and see Lane s. v.
other life after death. Muhammed tried to combat these views not with arguments, but simply by putting others in their places. This he did when he threatened transgressors with sufferings in purgatory, which in itself presupposes a kind of after-existence. The fire of hell being a very familiar conception to Christian (S. Matth. v. 22) and later Jewish doctrine, there can be no doubt that Muhammed had during his years of study heard much on this subject. Now he himself appears to have believed that those sufferings were physical rather than spiritual, as may be seen from many passages in the Qurân (xcviii. 5 ; lxxix. 24 ; lxxii. 15, 24 ; lxxxv. 10 ; lxxviii. 21, etc.). If, however, he held more abstract views on the matter, it was as well for him not to dilate on them, since the people cared very little about auras inflicted on their souls after the destruction of the body. The worlds sinner shall “be dragged by the forelock (xcvii. 15-16)” to hell, he taught, and in this manner Muhammed condemned his uncle Abd alUzza, body and soul, branding him as “Father of the flame” in that fiendish execration which forms the contents of Sûra cxii.

1. Perish the hands of Abû Lahab, and perish he
2. His wealth shall not avail him nor what he has earned,
3. He shall broil in a fire that flames (lahab)
4. And his wife carrying faggots,
5. With a rope of palm fibres on her neck.

A malevolence couched in such terms could not fail to strike superstitious people with terror of the unknown hereafter. Tradition tells us that the hapless uncle had provoked the Prophet by cursing him in no more measured terms, and this may not have been the only imprecation which came to Muhammed’s ears, but he was careful only to retaliate, on a near relative, and to burn him in effigy with such broadly drawn features, that he might be taken for any other insulfer.

The language of the Qurân has no more terms to describe the immortality of the human soul than the Bible. Nevertheless, as early as in the confirmatory period Muhammed began to expound theories which teach that spiritual life outlasts physical death. This gives us an opportunity of briefly outlining the manner in which Muhammed rendered those transcendental portions, indispensable to every theological system,

In a revelation already quoted (lxxvii, 12 to 18), Muhammed says that the wicked shall “broil in the fiercest fire, then he shall neither live nor die.” If the modern reader finds it difficult to understand such a situation, how puzzled must the Meccan bearers have been. It is characteristic of the eschatology of the Qurân that the tortures of hell are depicted in endless variations, with glowing colours and in all details, whilst the pious are simply “happy” (v. 14) without any further description, and it is only intimated that for them there is in store a “last life” which is “the best and of longest duration” (v. 19).

---

99 The Commentators, of course, felt themselves obliged to correct this concrete conception, and put “soul” and “fortune” in the place of “hands.” Thus Bagh. يدية والمراد رنا نة علي عادة العرب في تعبير بعض الى من كان وقيل اليد صلة كما يقال يدا الهام ودامرة واللاهية وقيل الوراد به ما لأنه ملكا يقال فصق قيل زاهد اليد يعانون بعانيا. The tradition in L. Lab. p. 281, is badly accredited, as instead of giving the Iman, he only says ما يأبه. In this tradition Abu Lahab calls the Prophet “Muhammed” and charges him with not believing himself that the things he foretells will be realized after death.

100 Beidh, with reference to s. xxvi. 214; but cx. seems to be older.

1 This only means that after the wicked have left purgatory they shall neither live nor die. The Commentators who evidently did not understand what Muhammed meant by the phrase, are silent on this point. Bagh.

2 Cf. S. xol. 9.
Thus the conditions of the wicked and pious are contrasted with each other. The former are, according to the Commentators, to lead a kind of semi-life, which is neither rest in the grave nor a life that avails aught, but not until they have gone through purgatory, whilst the latter shall enjoy the eternal pleasures of the "last life." This is repeated over and over again (xii. 13; xiii. 4), especially in the later Meccan Sūras. Although it is doubtful whether Muhammed himself had any clear conception of his own theory of the hereafter, it was indifferent to him whether the Meccans grasped the meaning of it or not. It is much more probable that he hoped to work more successfully on their minds by vague fears and hopes.

Muhammed himself betrays the fact that he had derived his knowledge of the nature of the "last life" from the most ancient sources, viz., the Sūrah of Abraham and Moses. That these terms do not mean certain books of a religious character which in the pre-islamic period were held sacred by various communities, as Sprenger believed, I have intimated above. The Sūrah are nothing more or less than the Bible. Now it is well known, that the idea of an eternal life is nowhere explicitly taught in the Bible, and is only inferred indirectly. The belief in it was, however, firmly established both among Jews and Christians, and when Muhammed heard them speak of it, he considered it tantamount to its being written down in their holy Scriptures.

The term "last life" implies that there is no other to follow, it is therefore eternal. Muhammed expressed eternity approximately through the synonyms for "space of time," or "remaining in a place or state." This is about the same in all languages. In a very early revelation (xiv. 3), Muhammed censures him "who thinks that his wealth has made him lasting [for ever]." The Commentators explain this to mean, that he shall not die at all. When, to choose another case, Satan induces Adam to disobey the divine command, he promises to show him "the tree of duration, and a dominion which shall not cease" (xx. 118). "To no man before have we given perpetuity (thakuruk), shall they remain for ever, when thou diest?" (xxi. 35; cf. v. 8)? These and similar expressions answered Muhammed's purpose well enough, because when applied to mundane subjects they express the immutability of a condition, and were perfectly intelligible to everybody. To describe, however, Allah as eternal Muhammed did not attempt except in one case (xxii. 1), but even this is open to grave doubts, and has caused much discussion among the Commentators, many of whom bring the expression used in this passage (aṣṣaaman) in no connection with eternity at all. Muhammed himself was uncertain as to the distinctness of this word, and, therefore, haste to explain in the next verse that "Allah was not born." Later Moslem theology developed an appropriate terminology to express eternity with regard to past and future.

Heaven as the abode of God is a conception to be found frequently in the Bible, and transplanted by Muhammed into the Qurān at an early epoch. He, therefore, had to alter the old Arab meaning of the word which only comprehends the sky, the reservoir of the heavenly bodies and clouds and rain.

---

1. Beith. (v. 17)
2. As a contrast to this, the last punishment (Ixviii. 33) is the strongest.
3. Synonyms for "eternal" xiv. 23; xxvii. 1, cf. rem. 97; xxviii. 71, 72; excii. 11, 21.
4. "αἰωνίος" (al-ahw-h), xxi. 35; further, xxi. 36.
5. According to Ibn Abi, Mujahid, Al Hassan, Sa'd and Ibn Zubeir (Bagh. on excii. 1) al-ahw-h means a person who has no "inside" (الجروح لم يلهم) (al-jurgum ilāum). According to Al Shbibi it means one who neither eats nor drinks; according to others it means Abu l Aliya handed down on behalf of Ibn Abi Ka'b that al-ahw-h means a person who was neither born nor has begotten, because he who is born must die, because he inherits has heirs. Al Suddi explains al-ahw-h as one who is sought after for presents and assistance. According to Qatada it means the remaining after the death of the physical part of the body. Al-ahw-h is the synonym for the latter.
6. Gen. xxvii. 34; xxvii. 11, 12; xxviii. 1, 26, etc.
In this sense it is used by poets8 and also in the oldest portions of the Qurán. In S. lxxxviii. 18 heaven as a piece of creation is paralleled to the camel, the mountains and the earth. Allâh has created the seven heavens in storeys, and has set the moon therein for a light, and the sun for a lamp (lxvii. 3). Allâh has built the heavens (lxxix. 27), and their government belongs to Him (lxxxv. 9). It must have caused Muhammed some difficulty to change the theories in which he had been brought up, into the abstract ones that Allâh sits in heaven on His throne,11 which is borne by eight angels (lxix. 17). He is possessor of the lofty throne (lxxxv. 15).12 The anthropomorphistic side of this phrase will occupy our attention later on.13 If Allâh “sends down” revelations (lxvii. 9; xvii. 1),14 this means that they come from heaven. This way of expressing it is, however, rare in older Sâras, and does not become more frequent until the narrative and descriptive periods, e.g., vii. 38, “the gates of heaven shall not be opened for the infidels.”15

Popular belief places the souls of the righteous in heaven. One can easily perceive how such a belief grew, a belief which made the ætherial component of the human body leave this irdische Jämmerthall and fly away above the clouds. The idea is based on the manner of describing certain extraordinary forms of death in the O. T. Elâhîm takes Henoch away, and Elijah ascends in a chariot of fire. In the Qurán Allâh “takes away” the soul of man (xxxix. 43), and in harmony with the Rabbinal way of expressing the idea, “every soul tastes death.”17 Muhammed concreted the soul in the same manner as did ancient and modern poets without much discernment, and placed hell so close to paradise, that its inhabitants were within hail of those of the former, from which they were separated only by a curtain (vii. 43-44),18 which permitted conversation between them.

The resemblance of death to sleep is so striking, that it could not fail to enter pre-Islamic Arab speech also, but with the difference that the hope of awakening from the sleep in the grave was discarded. “If we are dead,” the Meccans said, “and have become dust and bones, can we be awakened (xxxvii. 16)?”19 If then speakest to them; you shall be aroused after death, the infidels will surely say: “this is nought but clear deceit (xii. 10).” Of course, Muhammed could not tolerate such views in Islam, and could not sufficiently call to the minds of his hearers “the day on which they would be awakened,”20 and to enjoin the belief in resurrection after death (lxxv. 1-4; lvii. 39; lvi. 60).

The way in which Muhammed pictured the ressurection of the dead was very similar to the notions popular among Jews and Christians, viz., that the body should share in it as well as the soul. The “collecting of the bones” (Qor. lxxv. 8) recalls vividly the vision of Ezekiel (ch. lxxvi.) with which every Jew was familiar enough owing to its forming part of the liturgy on the Sabbath of the

---

8 Hassân b. Thâbit ed. Tânis, p. 8, 1, 7. “its traces have effaced the winds and the rains.” Ibn Koteiba (Sprenger, I. 544) explains it as what is above us. Cf. Hq. 692 sq.
9 Cf. S. lxxxi. 14; lxxxviii. 12; and St. Lucas x. 20.
10 In Meccan Sâras Muhammed exclusively uses the term al-wârsh al-kurshî employed only once in Medina (S. ii. 255). In lxxviii. 33 it means an earthly throne.
11 In Ch. VIII.
12 Cf. Gen. xxxviii. 17.
13 See Ch. VIII.
14 See lvii. 16 to 17; “He who is in heaven.”
15 See lxvii. 16 to 17; “He who is in heaven.”
16 See lvii. 16 to 17; “He who is in heaven.”
17 See lviii. 16 to 17; “He who is in heaven.”
18 See ixv. 34: This is but our first death, and we can not be aroused. Beidâwî explains: the first death ends the life on earth, and there are no means by which to awake for another. The answer is given in v. 56: they (the righteous) only taste the first death; He guards them from the punishment of hell fire.
19 Cf. Gen. xxxviii. 17.
20 Cf. Ps. xdo. 10.
21 As to the people of the intervals, see next chapter.
22 See v. 51; S. xix. 67: Man says: when I am dead, can I be brought out in the end alive?
23 See v. 51; S. xix. 67: Man says: when I am dead, can I be brought out in the end alive?
24 As to the people of the intervals, see next chapter.
25 See v. 51; S. xix. 67: Man says: when I am dead, can I be brought out in the end alive?
26 As to the people of the intervals, see next chapter.
Passover week. There is nothing surprising in the fact that Muhammed should have heard of this. Above the assurance that on the day of resurrection “man’s bones shall be gathered” he gives for the present no further description, and confines himself to vague hints at the time when this should take place, after being announced by the most miraculous signs. This was also to be the great “Day of Judgment on which the horn should be blown,” etc. (see above). From all this we see that Muhammed wished to show his hearers the aim of human life in a rather serious perspective. The tortures of hell are described in the Qurán long before any of the more cheerful pictures of the “last life” are painted.

Although the “Garden” is spoken of in verses which are inserted in older Súras, these are evidently later and more prolix (Ixxxv. 11; Ixviii. 34; Ixv. 42). The older passages mention “the garden” without any further additions (Ixxxvii. 10; Ixxx. 30; Ixxxii. 13; lxix. 22). Fear Muhammed calculated to be more impressive than hope, and as a rule when depicting the two contrasting conditions of man after death, he not only placed punishment in the foreground, but made it much more elaborate and energetic in tone than that of reward. Experience proved here also to be the best teacher. For after the disaster of Uhud Muhammed could give no greater comfort to the demoralised Believers than the assurance that those who had been slain were not dead but alive (iii. 163).

From the foregoing observations, we can gather that during the time of the struggle to confirm his missionary title, Muhammed had to handle a number of abstract subjects which to a real thinker would have been so many problems to solve. The circumstance that they all had been thoroughly familiar for some time to large multitudes entitled him to operate with them as with known quantities, and he left it to his hearers to digest them as best they might. He would have been infinitely more successful, had he been able to achieve something like a miracle, but, of course, he could not divine that the existence of Islam was all the better assured, the harder it had to fight its way through difficulties of every description.

A miracle was the great, but unfulfilled, longing of Muhammed, and the disappointment he felt through his impotence to perform a miracle penetrates not only the whole of the Qurán, but many occasional sayings. Tradition, nevertheless, managed to record a great number of such, and the Muslim church officially recognizes a series of miracles which must be believed in. Not quite so difficult was the problem to be favourred with a vision, and those who already believed could easily be served with one. Many years afterwards, when the figure of the Archangel Gabriel was introduced into the revelations, they became very numerous indeed, but they were not nearly so important as in the earlier periods. Now Muhammed’s great model, Moses, not only furnished him with the material for the first proclamation and the reluctance to enter upon his mission, but also with the pattern of a regular vision which it was not very hard to copy. In the evidently very early revelation, which forms part of Súra lxxix., he expresses himself thus?

15. Has the story of Moses come to you?
16. When his Lord called him in the holy valley of Thawâf:
17. “Go to Pharaoh, verily he transgresses.
18. Say: Hast thou a wish to purify thyself?
19. And that I may guide thee unto thy Lord, that thou mayst fear?”
20. So He (Allâh) showed him the greatest sign, etc.

21 S. xlvii. 144; xlviii. 80; lxxviii. 4; xvi. 87; xvi. 88. The Commentators, of course, bring Gabriel on the scene, and Palmer wrongly follows them.
22 See next chapter.
23 He could find models for it in Lev. xxvi. 3 to 43; Deut. xxviii. 1 to 68. The maledictory portions of these two chapters are likewise much more elaborate than the benedictory ones and bear the popular name iskhâh.
25 It seems to be an independent revelation, whilst v. 1 to 14 belong to the declamatory, and v. 27 to 45 to the descriptive periods, but placed here on account of v. 54 al-kubrâ = v. 20.
We conclude from it that the scene described in Exod. ch. iii. was known to Muhammed already, and that he reproduced it more elaborately in a short address which he significantly styled "an inspiration" taught to him by the Almighty. The hazy description of the scene, the principal figure of which is the speaker himself, was calculated to impress hearers as a vision granted to him. It forms the first portion of Sura lxxiii. 28

1. By the star when it falls,
2. Your comrade errs not, nor is he deluded,
3. Nor speaks he out of lust.
4. It is but an inspiration inspired
5. Which taught him One mighty in power
6. Endowed with sound understanding; he appeared,
7. And was [seen] in the loftiest tract;
8. Then he hung down and so drew near,
9. Until he was two bows length off or higher still,
10. Then he inspired his servant what he inspired.
11. The heart belies not what he saw.
12. What will ye dispute with him on what he saw?
13. And he saw it another time
14. By the Sidra-tree which none may approach.
15. Near which is the Garden of the Abode,
16. When something covered the Sidra-tree —
17. The sight swerved not nor wandered —
18. He saw then of the signs of his Lord the greatest. 27

The positive information contained in this address is very meagre, and the vagueness of the description is concealed as much as possible by proxility. Muhammed only states that he had seen something covering a certain tree. This was indeed quite sufficient for those who already believed in his mission, but not so convincing for others. Yet to judge from S. lxii. 22, one might at any rate give him credit for having at least imagined that he had had a vision. The wish was father to the thought, and made him look upon a vague apparition as a real prophetic vision.

Muhammed need not have troubled to enquire whether his hearers believed in his statement concerning the vision, if he had been able to perform a miracle, which would have convinced even the most stubborn. His boast was, however, a two-edged tool, as in his zeal he had made known that previous prophets had confirmed their missions by miracles. He therefore felt that he had exposed himself to the demand to perform one, and for this reason styled his vision a miracle (lxix. 20, see above). He had not long to wait and the doubtless satirical tone in which he was called upon to exhibit his powers is still reflected in one of the latest Meccan revelations (xxix. 49). His answers were so timid that he had to refer the importunate querists to the Suhuf. This was just as unsatisfactory to his great grief, and nothing remained but to style the revelations he boasted to have received, miracles. He, therefore, chose a term for them which at the same time served to designate each revealed sentence as a "Sign" or miracle. In his philippic against Walid b. al Moghra Muhammed

28 V. 23 an introduction to prayer.
27 Cf. Bettidge, p. 8. A manifest external resemblance also exists between this piece and S. lxii. 15, 27, not only as regards the rhyme, but esp. v. 20 with S. lxxiii. 18. The latter oracle is evidently the youngest of the two.
25 "Your companion is not mad," (23) He surely saw him on the distant horizon," another echo of lxix. 20; cf. also xx. 34.
describes him as "hostile to our signs" (lxxiv. 16). The infidels rejoined that the "Signs" were "old folk's tales" (lxvii. 15; lxxxix. 13) or even "lies" (lxviii. 28), which can, of course, only refer to the revelations. The marvel to be discovered in the "Signs" could then only consist in the circumstance that a man in so humble a position and grown up in ignorance and already past the prime of life should suddenly develop the qualities of a prophet and spiritual leader of his people. This is admirably expressed in Sura xiii.30

6. Did He not find thee an orphan and give thee shelter?  
7. And find thee erring and guide thee?  
8. And find thee poor with a family and nourish thee?

The proof of the veracity of the miracles performed by Moses before Pharaoh was given in the fact, that the magicians were not able to imitate them (lxix. 25; xxvi. 43). Muhammad therefore boldly challenged scoffers to bring forward a "Sign" of the same kind as his. "Let them bring a hadith of the same kind as his."

We have, in the first chapter, discussed the subject, and need only to add here that the Prophet felt himself on so safe a ground, that he rejected the challenge several times. This, however, increases the evidence that he had prior to his first proclamation possessed himself of a considerable stock of learning unknown to any Meccan, and that he also held in reserve sayings, tales and regulations which he intended to divulge piece-meal. However limited his learning was from our point of view, never was the proverb that knowledge is power more splendidly confirmed than in Muhammad's case. It remained his chief support, and won him more followers than assurances, threats, and declarations could have done.

The passages of the Qur'an alluded to in this chapter — as indeed in all others — are given in but approximately chronological order, as it is sufficient to sketch out the course which Islam took in its initiatory stages. The line of conduct was given to Muhammad by circumstances. He had to weather the storm of public opinion and to uphold his claim under the most disadvantageous conditions. His position was for a time one of defence rather than attack, and the desire to be left alone with his convictions is expressed in a short address which seems to belong to this period, and which is another disclaimer of the old worship:


cix. 1. O ye infidels!  
2. I do not serve what you serve,  
3. Nor will ye serve what I serve,  
4. Nor will I serve what ye serve,  
5. Nor will ye serve what I serve,  
6. Ye have your religion, and I have my religion.

The term din (religion) which appears here for the first time, is applied indiscriminately both to Islam and Meccan paganism. The wide signification allowed to the word is undoubtedly due to the circumstance that Muhammad had heard it employed both by Jews and Christians in various fashions. The former meant by the same term a rite as well as a judgment both religions and profane. To Jews and (Syrian) Christians "Doomsday" was familiar as the "Day of Judgment" (yowm aldín).31 Also later on Muhammad treated din as a synonym for Islam,32 but on this occasion he paid the infidels the compliment of styling their belief a din.33 What he had to say about the "Day of Judgment" will form the chief object of the next chapter.

(To be continued.)

---

30 v. 9 to 11 added later, and are legislative.  
31 Hadith is otherwise tale, and in this manner the term is applied to Muslim tradition in general; here, however, I should take it = Hebrew הָקִדְה, "something newly created."  
32 See Ch. L.  
33 See next chapter.  
34 Equivalent to אלחל which is also applied to paganism, see Ch. L., note 2.
SOME NOTES ON THE LANGUAGE OF CHITRĀL, AND IDIOMATIC SENTENCES AND TRANSLATIONS OF TEN ORIENTAL STORIES.

BY COLONEL J. DAVIDSON, I.S.C.

The language spoken in the country of Chitāl (or Chitār as it is generally pronounced by the natives of the country) is usually called by the inhabitants Khowār or Kashkāri, and by the English Chitrali. Dr. Leitner and some other writers have designated it Arya.

Being sterile in words and possessing a very short, simple, and regular grammar it may at first sight appear very easy to learn; but it is very fertile in idioms, and the chief difficulty in acquiring a proper knowledge of the language rests in mastering these idioms. It would probably take a long time to speak Chitrali after the manner of the natives of the country.

A useful grammar of the language with a few pages of sentences was published in 1885 by Capt. D. J. T. O'Brien. I was informed by Chitralis that the book treats generally of Chitrali as spoken in the district of Mastuj. The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London, 1885, contains a sketch of the Chitrali grammar and some pages of sentences and a good vocabulary of words by Colonel J. Biddulph. According to him the infinitive ends in ko. Other authors consider k the terminal. Colonel Biddulph gives a conjugation of the passive, showing four moods and ten or more tenses, which I believe are correct. It has sometimes been asserted that the passive is not met with. A few short vocabularies of words and remarks on the language have been written by various authors quoted in the Linguistic Survey, Government of India, 1899, Calcutta, by Dr. G. A. Grierson, c. r. s. This work contains a short sketch of the Chitrali grammar. Dr. Grierson discusses the origin of the language and concludes by stating he thinks it is Indo-Aryan but not Sanskrit. As the language of Chitral is not written, it is not easy to state positively what is the proper way of representing many words; for example the Chitrali for "time" is pronounced by different persons as woqt, wehalt, wakt, woqt, wolkht, wolk, woqht, wakhht.

The whole of the country of Chitral, it is believed, was at one time, not very long ago, a portion of Kāhiristān. It is probable that either the language of the Bashgali Kāhrs, or some dialect akin to their's, was spoken in Chitral. If this was the case it might account for the fact that many words, idioms, and some cases or tenses of nouns or verbs are identical in the Bashgali and Chitrali languages. But whilst these two languages have some points in common there are certain noteworthy matters in which they differ completely, viz., as regards (I.) aspirates, (II.) nasalising the vowels, (III.) certain hard letters such as r, d, t, (IV.) rules of euphony or scansion. The Bashgali Kāhrs have an objection to aspirates. Sir G. Robertson informs me it was almost impossible to get the Kāhrs to pronounce any word beginning with h. The Chitrais, on the contrary, have a partiality for aspirates, thus the word āwāz, a sound, is often pronounced by them hāwāz. There are only two or three letters which are more frequently used than h for the commencement of words in the Chitrali language. As regards nasalised vowels and hard letters a comparison of the Bashgali and Chitrali versions of the Story of the Prodigal Son as rendered in the Linguistic Survey of India, pages 237-239 and 287-289, will show numerous cases of nasalised vowels and hard letters in the Bashgali but not one instance of a nasalised vowel and very few hard letters in the Chitrali. In the language of the Bashgali Kāhrs the rules of euphony seem to have almost as prominent importance as rules of grammar, if indeed they do not occasionally override them. No such custom, I believe, obtains among the Chitrais.

The language of Chitral, as spoken by the well bred people of the country, is very melodious and lends itself to poetry and music, of which the Chitrais are very fond. By some travellers Chitrali has been thought to resemble Italian in pronunciation. The remarkable rapidity with which it is often pronounced makes it frequently difficult to follow.

For assistance in the translation of the sentences which are now published I am indebted to Mozaффar Khān of Chitral, and for correcting the stories, taken from the collection given in the Persian
**Chitråli Sentences.**

1. My custom is not to smoke tobacco. I take snuff.
   *Tanāku jingēko ma mirās nikī : naswār kōm.*

2. Owing to an eclipse of the sun it is dark.
   *Yura grah chho kiko sabab chui biti shūr.*

3. To-morrow at daylight let us go.
   *Pingachai chuchui roghi ki khwamitai bēsi.*

4. I have had diarrhoea three days.
   *Tri bās hōi mā serich gāṇi shēr.*

5. If you have had diarrhoea a long time you will surely die.
   *Agar bo wakt biti shēr ki ta serich gāṇi shēr yūkin kōrē tu bīsās.*

6. Why are those two men quarrelling?
   *Hamit jā mosh kya sabalā khot bōsian?*

7. Take this flour; divide it among yourselves.
   *Haiā poṣhru aulī ; tan muji bozhīr.*

8. You have put too large a load on that ass.
   *Horo gurdkhō sora bo lār ditti asūs.*

9. Take down the load from the horse.
   *Istoro sora bāra yā gānē.*

10. My brother is a drunkard for three years.
    *Tri sāl biti shēr ki mā brār muṣhā piṭak biti shēr.*

11. In front of the Mihtar's house is a lot of dung; clean it up.
    *Mihtār dōro pruṣhtā poṣh bo shēr : poṣhā kōrē.*

12. Where do you dwell? Why have you come here?
    *Tu kya jagāk āsītāu? Haiera kya sabāb kau?*

13. Give one rupee to each of the coolies.
    *Har bardoa-ta igān igān ṛupī dēt.*

14. This year snow fell very early, so it is small in quantity.
    *Haiā sāl hām bo raṣheṛti prai, haiā sabāb bo kām hoi.*

15. There is a hollow here; fill it up with earth.
    *Haiā jagāk kulup shēr : chuti tipāo.*

16. Last night there was an earthquake. I was very terrified.
    *Chuio bōlaṣhi arūr : awa bo burtutam.*

17. Before marching, to eat much, is not good.
    *Kosikār pruṣhtī bo jibiko jām no.*

18. It is five years since there has been an eclipse of the sun.
    *Ponj sāl hōi ki guro grah na choki shēr.*

19. The enemy shut me up in a house but I escaped.
    *Dūghāman mā khatten andrēni bandī arūr lekin uḥtārttam.*

20. The right eye of my brother aches.
    *Mā brāro horsko gīch čamāran.*
21. Lift up your eyelid; show your eye.
   *Polting āhi kori ghicho peshāo.*

22. The flame of that fire has got up high.
   *Hasso angāro bas choktu btran.*

23. Last year my mare gave a filly.
   *Por sāl ma madān setri dami arēr.*

24. Turn that man out of the house by force.
   *Hatē mosho zorōn ārār dalau tē.*

25. Send a guide to show me the ford.
   *Tē jānak mosh woshēo turt peshēko bachan.*

26. Come! Let us ford the river.
   *Bisi! Sīna turt īsēti.*

27. On your forehead is blood. What has happened?
   *Tā peshānī le nīshī shēr; kyāni biti shēr?*

28. If I forget may God give me punishment.
   *Agar avā raκkēm Khudāī mā ta saza diyar.*

29. Is that ever full of water or milk?
   *Hai ghōnā kēt tip shēra? chēr tip shēra?*

30. That hill is very steep: the horse is gasping.
   *Hai a an bo choktu shēr, istor buchōran.*

31. My ancestors have lived in this village for four generations.
   *Mā tatt bap chor peshēh shēr haia dehā nīshēnī.*

32. My horse’s girth has become loose; tighten it.
   *Mā istoro trang phak biti shēr; trangō.*

33. How long have you had goitre (been goitred)?
   *Kama sāl biti shēr ki tu garūri biti aṣēna?*

34. Do peaches come from seed or from grafting?
   *Girgaloqh kutukho sora boi ya ko wēshēlo sora boi?*

35. The horse is dirty from sweat; groom him.
   *Istoro bo khel nisī asēr; horo aṣēlī ēt.*

36. Bul Khān hit me on the head with a stick; it pains me much.
   *Bul Khān vetuko sora mā kāpyāl ta prai; bo chamōran.*

37. The horse’s head stall is broken, he is going loose in the stable.
   *Istoro yangūṭ chiti shēr, istor akhrānī buchūri kacran.*

38. I heard the sound of a gun. Did you not hear it?
   *Tuiko hauē: mā kūrā prai; tu kūrā no praiā?*

39. On my hearth are many ashes; sweep them up with a broom.
   *Mā phirwūnū sora phirū bo ḍēmi; māzhēnī sora muṣēh.*

40. Inside this fort there is much heat; there is no wind.
   *Haio noṣhōr andrēnī tāf bo koyān; gān nikī.*

41. The Kafirs have never heard of a hell.
   *Bashqalī rajān kūrā no dīti shēr ki dōzēshēr.*

42. The Kafirs don’t know the difference between heaven and hell.
   *Bashqalī dōzēshēr oṣē bihiēto mujī hosh na konī.*
43. Begone! Henceforth I will not see you.
   *Bahā! Hansāhār achhi tā no pāshon.*

44. Come here. I will whisper something to you (in your ear some word will give).
   *Yā gīyā. Ta kārā kya tā dom.*

45. Hide me in such a place that the Charweloo shall not see me.
   *Ma harūkh zhaga koɔhtāo Charweloo mà ma poeshār.*

46. This hill is high but not steep.
   *Haia an zhāng shōr lekin choktu nikki.*

47. In the highlands it is always cold; down low it is hot.
   *Sarhadā hamēka uhaa koj; prāvia tāsh koyan.*

48. My horse is lame; to-morrow I shall hire an animal.
   *Ma īṣtor kutraṇ; pīnga chuī wīlāgh gānīm.*

49. The enemy are hidden in the hollow. I have seen them with my own eyes.
   *Duśhman kham o koɔht biti assāni. Auwa tān ḍhīchen poeshi assāni.*

50. When I was marching yesterday a stone hit my knee.
   *Duṣh kovāca mà sānu bopto prayī.*

51. You have come at an inopportune time. The Mīhtar has not leisure to listen to your application.
   *Tu nā voɔkt haoo. Mīhtar Šāhibo ta tā arziō kār koriko pēsh nikki.*

52. I shall dismount from my horse: you lead him.
   *Auwa īṣtoro sōra ḍhēmāmī: tu horo bāttin āre āngā.*

53. The summer is over: the leaves of the trees are falling.
   *Grisha bojaai: kono chān charūnīan.*

54. I cannot learn the Chitrāli language: it is very difficult.
   *Auwa khowār chitchiko no bōm: bo zor shēr.*

55. My right leg aches; my left leg is all right.
   *Ma korskiō dek chamtraṇ; koḷī dek jam shēr.*

56. My house is dark, light it up.
   *Ma dūrī chuī biti shēr. Raḥṭ koṛē.*

57. I saw the lightning. I did not hear the thunder.
   *Bilphak koriko poṣṭtam, bimbaruṣh mà kāra no prayī.*

58. My lips are split with the cold.
   *Ma ʃhun uhaa kion sabāba choi phat biti shēr.*

59. The government soldiers don't wear loose clothes.
   *Sīrkwār sipākhi frākk zep̤ no ḍhānīnī.*

60. Last night I heard a loud sound. I don't know what can have happened.
   *Chuu voɔktō dol hawās mà kāra prayī. Khābar nikki kya wākīya biti shēr.*

61. What has happened to you?
   *Tu kyāni biti aśā?*

62. The ghi is frozen: melt it.
   *Dhōn sazh biti shēr: hōro birāo.*

63. I am thirsty. I will drink milk.
   *Ma uʒh pīrū giti shēr: chīr pām.*

64. The clerk says "grind the barley," but there is no mill.
   *Bābū retran sīri pēshē, lekin khora nikki.*
65. There is a mist; I can not see the enemy.
Markhān biti shēr, dushhama poshkō na bōn.

66. It is two days after full moon.
Ju bas biti shēr mās pānjērakh biti shēr.

67. Awake me early in the morning: don't let me sleep.
Chastālā mā angāhāo: orēko no takē.

68. The road to Urguch is bad; a foot-man will arrive quicker than a mounted man.
Urgūcho pūn dēsh shēr; istori mōshkō sōra poi mōsh shēr tarār.

69. In winter the mice go somewhere or another; they have now come to light (the eyes) again.
Yumnu wokitā khala bānian, kurē bānian; hanisē ghičē gōnian.

70. A mud stream came last night and destroyed my crops.
Por sāl hou hāi niāmaten āwai.

71. The muzzle of my gun is filled up with mud.
Ma tuiko bilo andrenio qhāk tip biti shēr.

72. Give me the name of each cooly individually.
Har bardyōo qhijē qhijē nāmō mā ta tū dēt.

73. The road is narrow; two laden mules can not go abreast; they should go in single file.
Pūn trang shēr: ju bakhār just biti bār gānī no bānī; tū nāt qakhār bīko jam.

74. Stay near me; I can not hear your words.
Mā nasa hāl bōs; tū tū mā kārā n'pojān.

75. Take away the water, I don't want it.
Ưgh ačhi atōs; mā tā ugho hājat nikī.

76. The mullah (priest) has married my nephew's daughter.
Dashān mā noreśo jārā ałtī aśār.

77. My fingers are all numbed with cold.
Ushakā mā chamut hau biti shērī.

78. There is no oil for lighting the lamp.
Shama chahēiko buchnat ele nikī.

79. I can not understand the old man's talk; he has no teeth, so he mumbles.
Bap o tā hōsh no rōmān, horo dōn nikī, bo monu monu koyān.

80. The wood of the olive is very strong for walking-sticks, and won't break.
Kāo dār wētūko bakhān dang shēr, no chūr.

81. Have you done this on purpose or forgetfully?
Tu hāi korām hōsh kori aρa ki rokhī kori aśā?

82. Call up the coolies one by one.
Bārdūko igān igān kori hui dēt.

83. Opposite on the further bank of the river two men are going along even with us.
Stōa hūrū ju mōsh mā barābāro gōnian.

84. Some one is cooking meat; I smell it's odour.
Ka mōsh pōshur pachārān; horo wori gōyān.

85. Get a pick to pick out-stones.
Bōt nēko bakhān kēn angē.
86. You have made a very good arrangement for crossing the pass. I am much obliged to you.
Tu ano gria afgārko bachan bo jam tadīr koristai. Awa tu bo minnatār asām.

87. The Kāfir boys play many games.
Boshgāli sheri bo ishtuk konian.

88. If you please me I shall give you a bag of wheat.
Tu ki mā khuss̱es̱son tā ta i burdukkia gom dom.

89. The iron of my plough is broken: what shall I do?
Ma kis̱ṯrao chamuro phal xittī shēr: awa kiāni kām?

90. The ground is frozen: it is no use to plough now.
Bhūm asur biti shēr, kis̱tnā no chārūan.

91. Pluck and bring those yellow flowers from under that willow tree.
Hās̱a telī mūlar serch gambūri chīni āngē.

92. Pomegranates are good to eat when you are thirsty.
Kya wokk tā phūrū ki hai dālum jibko jām.

93. The fast (Ramāzān) is over, it is the feast day: the people are assembled for shooting at the poppinjay.
Rochi kulētait: nimēk biti shēr: roīān tanbuk diko bachan jama biti āsānī.

94. Poplars grow on highlands. Chitrāli is low and they don't grow there.
Terik surhādā boi. Chitrār prāvia shēr, katera no boī.

95. Divide this bag of wheat in four portions: give one portion to each cooly.
Hii gomō burdukkā chor hiddle kore, har burdoo ta ājān ājān hiddle dēt.

96. The soldier has forgotten his pouch in his house.
Sipāhī tan dūrā komarkīsa rokhe hāi.

97. Pour out the milk from this ewer into the pot and fill in water instead.
Haiō gūnār chīro chidtno drā, chīro jāgu tā phū drē tīp kore.

98. I have left the powder for my gun in my house.
Tan dūrā wee toisko bachan rokhe āstam.

99. Sir! Tauchins are better than pubboos for snow (walking), but take care that they be soft.
Sāhīb! Kono sar tāchīn jam shēnī, nagar khabardār ki pluđh bānī.

100. Weed out (the grass out of) my vegetables.
Ma kūr nālāu kore.

101. Take this cloth, make me a pair of pyjamas and bring me the remnants of cloth.
Haiō zāpp gūnī phairwūl kore, achki bechīro zāpp gūnī gīyā.

102. A man came and took my horse by force.
Mōsh hai ma istoro bono ditti awāi.

103. Don't go near that small pox man, you will take the disease.
Hāto moshā ispro nīsī shēr, tu shū mī boqḥē, tā sum niśtār.

104. A thorn has run into my foot.
Tūshk mā pōng tu ditti shēr.

105. How many watch men shall I put round your camping ground to-night?
Chuiō wokk ta chattro jāgoa nīsa kama pakhīrowūl hālāsim?

106. A whirlwind threw down my tent.
Piṣ̱hpīlī gūn hai ma chattro torētaitai.
107. The fire is too high, subdue it.

Angūr be ṣēr, dophān.

108. To irrigate my fields I will make a water channel.

Niṃmatata uḏh ḍiko bachan zōi ṣēpim.

109. In the spring time that beautiful bird sings very well.

Buṣuṇo ṣowk hasa shiḏli buiḳ bo jam churṭan.

110. The priest (mulla) is my enemy. He is very badly disposed to me.

Duṃān mā duṃān asūr : mā sun bo dēsh asūr.

(To be continued.)

LEAVES FROM AN OLD INDIAN'S NOTE BOOK.

BY THE REV. G. U. POPE, M.A., D.D., BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD.

The Purra-nāṇnūrru.

The Hill-Chieftain, 'Strong-bow.'

One of the seven celebrated generous chieftains of the old Tamil country was Val-vil-ōri, or Āθan-ōri ('Strong-bow'). His title expresses his special characteristic: he was a Nimrod, 'a mighty hunter.' His hill was Koli, on the Malabar coast—a hill from which the Čera (or Malabar) kings take one of their titles. He was also celebrated for his lavish gifts of richly caparisoned elephants. Three songs are inscribed in his praise (152, 153, 204).

This chief is mentioned in the Patta-patta as having fought with another of the seven liberal kings, Kāri (of whom we shall hear by-and-bye). He is also named in 158, but simply as the 'Lord of the gleaming hill of Koli.'

His especial bard was Van-Parānār, whose lyric we translate in a somewhat condensed form. It is doubtless a fair picture of the old Tamil highland chiefs before the Muhammadan invasion.

The Generous Archer.

[162]

What artisan thy arrows excellent
Fashioned with many a stroke, O thou, in chase
Victorious ever with thy mighty bow?
Low lay thy mighty elephants, and slay
Tigers with wide cavernous jaws,
And spotted antelopes with branching horns!
Before them falls the woodland boar's huge head.
The guano, neighbour of the lowly ant,
They kill. Yet Ōri hunts not for mere gain,—
Destroyer mighty though he be; for he
Reigns the right wealthy Lord of Koli's fruitful hill
Around whose base the mountain streamlets flow,—
Whose mighty breast chaplets of pearl adorn.

O minstrel maid, sing thou a triumph-song!
And ye, bear burthen with your tambourines.
Make ready lute and lyre, tabor and drum,
And every instrument of joyous melody!
Then will we pass from land to land, and say:
'There is no huntsman like to him: in war
No arm so strong as his to guard and rule—
The Lord of Kolli's hill, Ori's proud height;
The brave one, loved and loving, rich in gifts!'

Another bard, whose epithet was 'Owner of the elephant that chews the sugar-cane,' and
who is otherwise unknown, has composed an interesting poem in his praise.

**The Sea and the Streamlet.**

'Tis shame to wealthy churls, 'give ye,' to cry;
Sorer disgrace when these their gifts deny.
Doubtless, who saith, 'take this my gift,' does well;
Who saith, 'I take not,' doth in worth excel.

Who thirst for water will not stoop to drink!
Where sparkling wavelets play on ocean's brink,
Theo' draught be crystal clear. Where cattle pass,
And throncing thick make bank a muddy mass,—
And tho' the streamlet trickle scant and slow,—
There's a well-trod path to where sweet waters flow!

- If thou give not, thy suppliants blame the hour
And inauspicious signs, and fate's dread power;—
They blame not thee, as all forlorn they sigh,
For thou art liberal as th'o'er-arching sky!

The lavish generosity of the archer-chief is celebrated in hyperbolical strains in 153,
which is a singularly artistic Tamil lyric.

**Bewildering Munificence.**

Daily the chieftain of the cloud-crowned hill
Gives askers elephants caparison'd.
Great Athan-Ori height,— his hand, adorned
With radiant gems and gold, grasps the round disc,—
Insatiate lover of the deadly strife.

To see his gifts showered down like kindly rain
My merry company went trooping forth.
Garlands and ornaments of silver twine,
With jewel-lotus-flowers, in no cool stream
That grew, and line of elephants they gained.

As they went forth, according music loud
Sounded on every side from instruments
Well-strung: but they — because they hungered not?
For bore to dance, and quite forgot their song.

These verses give the merest glimpse of the mighty Tamil archer. For twelve centuries
they have existed in South India, have been the source of many legends in other literatures,
and are mixed up with traditions of the Pāṇḍiyans kings of Madura, who, being supposed to be
incarnations of Īśvara, had the bow and arrows as their special attributes. But all that is
received and accredited tradition about Ori is contained in these three lyrics.

---

1 Kolli.
2 Paralysed and struck dumb by his munificence.
EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY E. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 198.)

1791. — No. III.

Fort William, 30th March 1791. Read a Letter from Lieutenant Blair.

To Edward Hay, Esq., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — By the Viper which arrived here the 1st instant I had the honor to receive your Letter of January 17th, which Vessel also brought the Relief of Sepoys and Artificers I had applied for.

In a Letter dated Janry. 2d. by Mr. Topping, I advised you of having dispatched the Ranger to reinforce Prince of Wales Island from whence she is not returned.

His Majestys Sloop Atalanta arrived from Madras the 16th of January and Sailed the 17th to join the Commodore. The Perseverance arrived (five Weeks from Bombay) the 28th of the same Month, and Sailed the same evening for Prince of Wales Island; by this Ship I was informed that I might expect the Ariel with a Store Ship under convoy, having quitted Bombay some time before the Perseverance left that place. I had some days previous to this period began to Construct a Wharf and used every exertion to have it ready against the arrival of the Store Ship; which arrived with the Ariel the 9th instant with 500 tons of Naval Stores, which are now delivered, and the Ship Ballasted and ready for Sea, which affords the opportunity of forwarding this to Calcutta, returning the first Detachment of Sepoys, and permitting several Artificers also to return, and some on leave of absence.

The Viper has been employed since her arrival examining some Dangers Contiguous to the South Part of Butland Island. I am informed by Capt. Smith of H. M. Ship Perseverance which is now entering the Port, that he left the Commodore at Prince of Wales Island, 11th instant and that He Considered that Settlement to be in perfect Security; the Elizabeth Store Vessel had not then reached that place.

When the Ranger returns, it will be necessary to dispatch her to Calcutta for Provisions which will give me an opportunity of addressing you again soon.

Chatham Isld.,
19th Feby. 1791.

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

1791. — No. IV.

Fort William, 6th July 1791. The Secretary lays before the Board a Letter Which he received on the 4th Instant by the Ranger from Captain Blair at the Andamans.

To Edward Hay, Esq., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — I did myself the honor to address you by the Jane Storeship Dated February 19th and therein mentioned that I should Dispatch the Ranger to Calcutta for Provisions on her return from Prince of Wales Island. That Vessel arrived from thence Feby. 27th and agreeable to my instructions Lieutenant Wales brought a good supply of grain which enabled me to postpone the Dispatch of the Ranger. He also brought me a Letter from the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis directing me to make a particular Survey of North east Harbour, as early as possible. I went immediately on that Service with the Ranger, the Viper, and the Decked Boat which I built here, and finished the Survey by the end of March, since that period I have been in daily expectation of the Commodore, who intimated in his letter an intention of touching here on his return to the Coast. The Perseverance sailed for Prince of Wales Island April 20th expecting to find the Crown at that place, and returned hither May 17th. When I was informed by Captain Smith that the
Commodore had passed, but probably might return here soon. I now conclude, Service detains him on the Coast and dispatched the Viper the 2d. instant with a Sketch of Northeast Harbour, in order that I might receive some further Instructions, which are necessary before I can finish a Plan of that Harbour. The first conveyance after the arrival of the Viper from Madras, I shall have the satisfaction of transmitting a Plan of that Harbour for Government. Besides surveying Northeast Harbour, the vessels on all intervals of leisure, have been usefully employed in examining the more dangerous parts of the Coasts of this Island.

The state of the Ranger is such, that a survey on her arrival at Calcutta will be necessary, the Copper I apprehend must be renewed; and several other articles of repair will also be necessary. By this vessel at their own earnest request I send six Artificers and nine Laborers some of whom propose returning with their families.

Under the impression that this Settlement will be kept I send a list of such People as will be necessary for a relief, and most useful at this place; and I must again recommend that they be permitted and induced to bring their families with them, that they be paid four months in advance, and engaged for three years or other specified time.

In my last letter I acknowledged the receipt of rupees 7,000 on account of arrears, and 5,000 for current expenses. The whole of the Artificers, Sepoys and Laborers and also the European Gunner, Carpenter and Overseers were paid up to the end of December last, which left a balance of 1201 rupees. The people now returning to Calcutta are since paid and some other charges, incurred on account of the stores and provisions, I must therefore request that a further supply of six rupees 10,000 be sent by the return of the Ranger, which besides paying the arrears due the end of May and other charges, will leave a residue of 5,000 for current expenses.

I am happy to inform Government that the people in general continue very healthy.

The natives have been inoffensive, but show no further inclination of intercourse, than paying occasional visits with no other apparent intention than to procure some food and pieces of iron.

At the request of Captain Smith His Majesty's ships Perseverance and Ariel have been supplied with rice and droll as a substitute for bread.

The provision in store will be sufficient to last the settlement till the end of August, when I shall expect a supply from Calcutta by the return of the Ranger. I enclose an indent for the quantity I wish to be sent by that vessel.

His Majesty's ship Vestal arrived here the 9th instant from Madras for naval stores, and having completed her cargo sailed again for the same place the 11th. There still remains, as much as another frigate could carry off.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your most obedient humble servant,

Chatham Island,

June 18th, 1791.

(Signed.) Archibald Blair.

Enclosure.

A list of people for the settlement at Fort Cornwallis to be engaged for three years or other specified time, not exceeding thirty years of age, paid four months in advance at Calcutta, permitted to bring their family's and none taken who use opium or the intoxicating herbs:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serang</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tindal</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascars</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bricklayers ... 2
Fishermen ... 4
Bakers ... 2
Taylors ... 2
Ship Carpenters ... 2
Washermen ... 2
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Chatham Island, 
June 13th, 1791.

(Sigd.) Archibald Blair.

An Indent for Provisions for the Use of the Settlement at Port Cornwallis.

Rice ... 400 Maunds
Doll ... 50 Ditto
Ghee ... 20 Ditto
Salt ... 20 Ditto

Chatham Island, 
June 13th, 1791.

Ordered that directions be sent to the Master Attendant to cause a Survey to be made of the Ranger immediately and that the Repairs required by that Vessel be executed without loss of time.

Ordered that the Marine Officers be directed to engage the People, described in the List received from Captain Blair attending to his recommendation that they may be encouraged to take their Families with them, paid an advance of 4 Months, and engaged for 3 Years or other Specified Time.

Ordered that the Sum of Rs. 10,000 be sent to Captain Blair on the Return of the Ranger, and that the Marine Pay Master be Called on to Report to what Time he has received from Captain Blair an Account of his Receipts and Expenditures.

Ordered that a Copy of Captain Blair's Indent for Provisions be forwarded to the Marine Store Keeper, with Orders to Comply with it in full, sending the Provisions by the Ranger when she goes back to the Andamans.

(To be continued.)

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., L.C.S.

(Continued from p. 56.)

THE EVIL EYE.

Section I. — Introductory.

How did the human eye come to be the chief home of evil influences? This question suggests a two-fold reply:—

(1) Because the eye is the centre of power and influence in man.

(2) Because, with the increase of man's control over his surroundings, the belief in the countless hosts of souls or spirits, with which early experience peopled space and all things visible, narrowed and grew faint. The spread of man's control over beasts and plants as well as over certain of the powers of Nature was accompanied by the spread of the doctrine that the subject-races of stones, plants and beasts were soulless: and that the dignity of housing a soul-guest belonged to no one except to Man the Ruler.
(1) **Power centres in man’s eye.** — The belief that the eye is the chief spirit-centre in man is due to the appearance of the eye, especially to the image seen in looking into the eye. The belief is strengthened by the change in the eye as love, fear, rage or envy takes possession of it; to the pained glance when the Fever spirit looks out from the eye; to the glazing of the eye as the inmate withdraws in death; to the curse in the dead man’s eye that drives back the lids and glares defiance at the living. Further, the changing picture in the eye is unlike the changing picture in a mirror. At first sight the changing pictures in a mirror surprise, they even terrify; still mirror pictures are soon found to be surface shadows and are disregarded. The change that passes over the eye is no mere surface change. It is a change in the inmate that looks forth from the eye. It is Love, the drawer, hurtful though with no wish to harm, like the deathless smile of the early (B.C. 600-500) Greek deities or the glamour of Leonardo’s ideal faces, drawing to itself the life of the beloved youth, maiden or child. Or it is Hate, the freezer, curdling and stiftening the life of the hated: or Rage, the flamer, burning to ashes the stricken soul: or Flattery with paralyzing sugary gaze: or Envy with look askance withering the envious. The spirit in the eye affects the gazer as well as the person gazed upon. Fear shows and causes paralyzis, hate burns the hater, envy withers the envious, devotion and self-sacrifice raise the champion to the heroic the divine. Since even the normal eye is a spirit-home when something unusual is added the eye is still more evidently haunted. Double pupils, ringed pupils, eyes of uneven size, eyes asquint with envy, eyes with a cast or difference of out look are all deemed to be specially haunted.

One eye remains fulfilled not with sudden passion or devotion but charged with practised and concentrated power. The seer, the magician, by genius or by intensity of thought, gains special powers which focus in his eye. His sudden or angry glance bursts the rock, blasts the tree, slays the animal. Where Mahâdev’s glance falls the land is consumed as if by fire: the fruitless figtree on which fell the thirsty eye of Christ withers: the look of the German giant Stiganu spoils a field of grass. In all lands the glance of the magician ruins and slays.

(2) **Soul centres in man.** — So far as man, in the pride of his spreading power and control, claimed for himself a soul distinct from the soul in his brothers the beasts, the trees, and the rocks, so far in his own opinion man became the one spirit-centre and the eye of man became the one spirit-focus. Under this changed view all evil influences which to early experience had seemed to lodge in rock, plant

---

6 Compare: The eye moves and stirs in its prison, lives with a separate life, and so it is a spirit: it has thoughts of its own and to see is only a language (Coleridge’s Poems, Moxon’s Edition, 1870, p. 280). According to Grimm (quoted in Chambers’ Encyclopedia, article “Evil Eye”) the Evil Eye is perhaps more characteristic of German witches than of other witches. You can tell a German witch by seeing your image upside down in her pupil. The sense is that the familiar or evil spirit, by whose power the witch works mischief, lives in the witch’s eye. How thoroughly the early Christian Church accepted the existing belief that evil spirits live in men’s eyes is shown by the rules of the touching by the priest with holy oil (compare Smith’s Dictionary of Christian Antiquities, article “Eye” of the eyes of the newly-baptized, of repentant heretics, and of the dead. The same belief explains the experiences during the Black Death epidemic (Europe, Fourteenth Century) that infection passed along the glance of the plague-stricken. Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 34.

7 An orphan’s curse would drag to hell a spirit from on high. But oh more horrible than that is the curse in a dead man’s eye. Coleridge’s Poems, Moxon’s Edition, p. 108.

8 Notes on the spoiling power of affection are given below. Compare Dante Gabriel Rossetti (Bullet and Sonnets, p. 248): “Lo as that youth’s eyes burned at thine so went the spell through him and left his straight back bent.” Also (Dante and his Circle, p. 80): “Wherever Beatrice’s eyes are turned spirits of love issue from them in flames.” Also when Dante saw Beatrice (Op. cit. pp. 50, 51) so great a majesty did love gain over him that nothing but the spirit of sight remained to him. Even these were driven out of their own instruments because he entered into that beloved place that he might the better behold Beatrice. The eye-spirits grieved: — “If he had not thrust us forth we should have seen this marvel of a lady.” Compare Heliodorus, Bishop of Thess (A.D. 886) quoted in King, The Gnomic, p. 114: — “Love owes its beginning to the sight which shoots like arrows the passion into the soul. Of all the passions and senses of the body the sight is the most susceptible as regards external emanations by means of its natural fiery spirit attracting to itself the visits of Love.”

9 Compare Coleridge’s Table Talk, p. 107: — “Envy dwarfs and withers its worshippers.”

and beast tended to be crowded into man as their sole lodging. Though in theory among the haughtier and more artificial peoples the whole race of evil influences lodge in the human eye three experiences have prevented the mass of mankind from accepting the theory that spirits find a lodging in man alone. The first experience is that of the bulk of the people among all nations. The mass of men are in constant dealing with surroundings more powerful than themselves, and knowing the varying moods of animals and of the powers of Nature they find the early belief that spirits lodge in all things to be in agreement with their experience of life. The second experience is sickness. At least in its less usual forms sickness among animals equally with sickness among men is all but universally believed to be due to possession: and the belief is that sickness is caused by many classes of spirits besides those that travel on the glance of the Evil Eye. The third experience is the case of certain animals whose powers and actions seem to imply the in-dwelling in them of a haunthing or possessing spirit. The oddness of cats and the madness of hares continue to secure them a place as favourite spirit-lodgings; and the drawing and numbing power of the snake, the crocodile, the tiger and other of the larger beasts of prey keep fresh the belief that the glamour or fascination of the Evil Eye is shared by man with the rest of the animals, and therefore that, like man, the other animals are soul or spirit-housers. Under these and other influences the mass of men, even among the higher and more intelligent peoples, fail to accept the theory that man is the only spirit-houser or that evil influences are conveyed solely along the glance of the human eye. The tribes of Afghanistan believe that, like man, animals have the power of casting an evil glance; and, further, that the evil glance of unseen fairies and genii is worse than the evil glance either of men or of animals. In the south of Ireland (1852), on May Eve, the faeries have power and inclination to do all sorts of mischief without restraint. The Evil Eye is then also deemed to have more than its usual vigilance and malignity, and the nurse who would walk in the open air with a child in her arms would be reprobed as a monster. Young and old are all liable to suffer from the 'blast,' a swelling caused by the beneful breath of the 'good people' in a moment of vindictive or capricious malice. In France and Spain, and still more in Italy, though the Evil Eye represents the mystery of glamour, the working of the evil eye by no means covers the whole field of spirit-influence. The classic Greeks and Romans were still less inclined to admit that the human was the sole channel of spirit-influence. The appearance of their guardians in animal forms, the turning of men and women into animals and trees, the widespread and graceful races of the nymphs, and their animal fables where no human mental activity is grudged to animals prove how widespread was the classic belief that man had no monopoly of spirit-housing. In the special form of spirit-possession known as the Evil Eye, two proverbs illustrate the Roman belief that the power of fascination was not limited to Man. "Montis te vidit, A locust or grasshopper has seen you," was said to a person causelessly sick: and to a man unable to answer the saying was "Lupus est tibi visus, You have seen a wolf," since not to see a wolf till the wolf had seen you caused dumbness. The strength of the belief in the presence of unhoused and of hostile spirits who act direct and not through a human medium is shown by the universal dread of the ill-effect of praise on any cherished article, animal or person. The basis of the dread of praise is the belief that either envious spiteful spirits or some of the gnat-swarms of the unhoused are tempted to make their lodging in the object praised.

The progress from the belief in swarms of unhoused, or of rock tree or beast housed, spirits to the belief that all spirits centre in man and in the eye of man explains how in all accounts of the Evil Eye

11 The Italian belief (Story's Castle of St. Angelo, p. 190) that birds keep certain stones and plants in their nests to guard against fascination is the result of the feeling that animals like men believe fascination to be the work of a spirit. Similarly, the practice among animals of attacking and trying to destroy any of their number who is sick or wounded suggests that like men animals believe sickness to be spirit-possession. That certain animals, the snake, cat, tiger and crocodile, exercise a charm which like forms of the Evil Eye seems to draw to them the soul of the animal charmed is supported by trustworthy evidence. Whether this influence is strength of will, skill in stirring curiosity, or power to paralyse with fear has not been determined.

12 Bellers's Afghanistan, p. 287.


so many details belong to the general subject of evil influence. As in the swarms of unhoused spirits by whom men and animals were in danger of being possessed some were hostile while others were solely in search of lodgings so among the influences that come through the human eye there are: two sets of influences, some who work without the control even without the knowledge of the looker, and others whose mischief-making is planned by the person in whom they lodge and who has secured his spirit-guest or familiar in order to do his neighbours an injury. In Germany, witchcraft and the Evil Eye are almost synonymous, that is, the mischief wrought is intended by the looker. In Italy, a large share of evil influence is considered to be unintentional, the working of outside spirits whose presence in his eye is unknown to the looker. The two chief spirits which give its deadliness to the glance of the Evil Eye are envy and admiration. Envy with look askance and a passionate longing to be in the place of the envied sends an evil spirit into the envied. Among the tribes of the White Nile envious people are believed to have the Evil Eye. Jewish Scriptures speak of the Evil Eye of envy; according to the Romans invigid the look askance was the main instrument of the Evil Eye. Plutarch (Greek, A.D. 150) says:— "The common people cast envious glances on all that prospers." Heliodorus, Bishop of Thrace, A.D. 380, held that when any one looks with an envious eye on what is excellent he fills the surrounding atmosphere with a pernicious quality and transmits his own envenomed exhalations into what is nearest to him. Lord Bacon (1600) held envy to be the essence of the Evil Eye. And Aubrey (1600) says:— "The glances of envy and malice do shoot subtilly: the eye of the malicious person does really infect and make sick the spirit of the other. The Lord Bacon saith," he adds, "that it hath been observed after triumphs the triumpheer has been sick in spirits." Most nations agree in the danger of eating and drinking in the sight of those who may have a longing for the food or drink. The envious man is an attractive lodging for envious spirits. In the envious man are housed a store of spirits ready to side along his skew glances on their pleasing errand of withering the good fortune of the prosperous. The spirit of Fear, of Anger, of Hate, may be no less strong than the spirit of Envy. Their direct influence on action may be greater. Still for indirect effect no spirit except the spirit of admiration and flattery can equal the hurtful power of the subtle spirit of Envy.

Envy though askance is an open foe whose entrance may be foreseen and prevented. The poison of the admiring glance is harder to counteract than the venom of envy. Admiration may come from oneself or from an honest and well-wishing friend as easily as from a foe. The most fatal phase of admiration is self-admiration. Narcissus died of admiring his own dear loveliness. According to Theocritus (B.C. 280, Idyll VI.) Polyphemous after admiring in the sea his beard, his one eye and his teeth whiter than Parian marble spat thrice on his breast to get rid of the risk of this self-admiration. In England, in the seventeenth century (Salisbury, 1685), in charging the jury in a witch-trial the Judge said:— "The look of certain persons when fixed on a living object destroys it even contrary to the purpose of the miserable person whose glance has the poisonous power. People unwittingly by the power of their evil glance sometimes destroy their beloved children but often their cattle." The Judge knew a certain Christian Malprid who had an Evil Eye. He and his children and all his cattle were lean. The only fat animal about the place was a dog who kept himself out of sight in the barn among the beans. In Scotland (1890), it was believed that a man might destroy his own cow by looking at her the first thing in the morning and praising her fatness. Greek mothers were afraid to let fathers gaze long at their children for fear the fondness of the father's

15 That the belief in the Evil Eye is a refinement and a narrowing and limiting of earlier beliefs in the power of evil influences is shown by the difference between existing beliefs in Egypt and in the Soudan. Berghoff (Mail Gazette, May 1st, 1890) writes:— "While in the Egyptian Delta the power of the sorcerer does not extend beyond the Evil Eye (al-sin), the Soudan does not content itself with such modest results." If the Evil Eye is the last citadel or main keap of evil influences such rites and practices are of value against fascination in general should be useful against the Evil Eye. This is the case. Most works on the Evil Eye cover the whole field of fascination and witchcraft. This is notable in the writers quoted by Mr. Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 35, note.
16 Berghoff in Mail Gazette, May 1st, 1890, p. 2.
17 Quoted in King's The Gnostics and their Remains, pp. 115-114.
18 Miscellaneous, pp. 172-173.
19 Beale's Translation, p. 32.
20 Gentleman's Magazine Library, "Popular Superstitions," First Series, p. 289
21 Dalyell's Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 3.
gaze would fascinate the child. In Russia, a loving evil-eyed father blinded himself lest his fond looks might harm his children. In Gujarát, in Western India, Hindu children suffer from the Evil Eye either of themselves or of some relation who is fond of them. The Muslims of Gujarát believe that the sweet glance (mathi nasair) of the amusing parent on the child gives the child an attack of the Evil Eye. In Gujarát (1888) bullocks which gained a prize at a show and were praised by all who passed them sickened from the Evil Eye. The Kunbi or Hindu cultivator of the Bombay Dakhan never congratulates a friend on his prosperity, his fine oxen, or his handsome wife. If he does, ill-luck will lower and carry away the excess of good fortune. Compare the Indian belief that spirit-attacks have to be specially guarded against at their leading family joyous ceremonies in honour of birth, marriage, coming of age and pregnancy. This belief illustrates Lord Bacon's remark in his essay on Envy:—"The Evil Eye most hurts when the person envied is beheld in glory or triumph because at that time the spirit of the person envied most comes out and meets the blow." The explanation is physical: the strain of excitement and high spirits is followed by the slackness of low spirits and hysteria. The explanation of the apparent contradiction that the words and looks of the well disposed cause mischief may to some extent be the experience that in the working of Nature intention counts for nothing. The belief is mainly due to the experience of the spoiled child, the universal and unquestionable example of the spoiling power of unfeigned admiration. Admiration not only sickens the child, it spoils it. The spoiled child becomes fretful, hard to please, irritable, uneasy. The explanation, if not final, is sensible and fits the conditions. Wandering spirits have been drawn into the child, hearing it praised and seeing it specially cared for. Or any envious onlooker sees how much misery he may cause by haunting the child. These lodgers rule the house of the child and keep the child's own spirit in subjection. Boasting, the pride that goes before a fall, is a form of self-admiration, specially likely to draw into the boaster either envious or lodging-seeking spirits, that is, in later phrase to bring a Nemesis. In English country talk expressions are in common use which show the belief that boasting spoils. "Though I say it that shouldn't, 'Muns't say too much,' I don't wish ee no harm so I went say mair: I never like to boast of my things;" "If I boast I am sure to lose something; Yesterday I was saying I had not broken anything for years and now I have let fall this old glass that belonged to my grandmother." In Italy such mischievous influences act through a human envy-focus or Evil-Eye owner. The merit of the German corrective to boasting is that it deals direct with the spirits whether envious or lodging-seeking. If a German inadvertently boasts of his health, of his good fortune, or of his belongings he stops, raps thrice under the table and says:—"Unberufen, You are not wanted." These and other practices, noted below under the head "Guards," combine to show that praise lays the person, animal or thing praised open to the trespass of wandering or of envious spirits. The observances described below are part of the great ritual which has for its object to scare or to prison both the envious ill-natured and the wandering unhoused spirits who, whether in search of mischief or of a lodging, are equally tempted to choose some honoured and happy home, the pet animal, the child, the bride, the conqueror, the dead, the god. When any animal or person is praised the attention of the envious mischief-seeker or of the wandering lodging-seeker is drawn to the object praised as a specially suitable lodging. And the spirit makes its abode in and harms the person or the animal praised unless the trespasser is driven away by the help of some guardian article or name or by one of the minor expedients referred to below.

(To be continued.)

24 Mr. Vaikantram, MS. Note. 25 Khân Bahâdûr Faasî Lutfullah Farrî.
26 MS. Note, 1888.
28 See Notes in Indian Antiquary for June 1886, p. 162. The belief prevails among Muslims as well as among Hindus. An Urdu saying runs: "$bîdî ka wâjab bada bîdî wâjab hai, Marriage ti: se is a very heavy (that is spirit-laden) time."
29 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 13. Compare to guard a favourite horse the remark of a Somerset farmer (Op. cit., loc. cit.):—"I wasn't say too much (in praise of the horse) for fear of bad luck." These remarks refer not to harm done by unhoused spirits making a lodging but to the action of envious or mischievous spirits on the lookout for a chance of annoying. Compare:—"The Neapolitans have a variety of Evil Eye or Influence that spoils plans, makes the victim lose his train or his appointment." Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 18-19.
A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE.

Preface by R. C. Temple.

The most valuable mine of information regarding Anglo-Indianisms in existence is the famous work of Yule and Burnell — “Hobson-Jobson: being a Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial words and phrases, and of kindred terms.” But it is as difficult to unearth a particular item out of the vast amount of matter contained in it as out of an author of, say, the XVIIth Century, by reason of there being neither index nor cross-references to its 870 pages. The work, however, is itself so long and the adequate indexing of the words to be found in it is necessarily so tedious and laborious that for years I have been unable to find any one to undertake it. At last Mr. Charles Partridge undertook it, and has had the infinite patience and perseverance to carry it through. The assistance his labours will give to students of Indian philology, history and literature will be very great. Even the most experienced of the students of things Indian is constantly puzzled for the meaning and history of an old and now forgotten Anglo-Indianism, and though a hunt in Yule, as his work has so far been available, will probably be rewarded with success in the end, it is often so long an operation that the most patient may well shrink from it. It is hoped, therefore, that those who will be able to make use of Mr. Partridge’s labours will be saved much avoidable trouble and waste of time.

The plan of this Cross-Index aims at making reference at once easy and clear. All the Oriental words or Anglo-Indianisms to be found scattered about in Yule’s articles are indexed in every form in which they occur, under page, column, heading and year. Thus “Ababai, s. v. Papaya, 511, ii,” means that the word Ababai is to be found under the heading (s. v.) Papaya on p. 511, col. ii. So also “Abada, s. v. 1, i, twice; s. v. Laos, ann. 1560, 385, ii,” means that the word Abada is to be found twice under that heading (s. v.) on p. 1, col. i, and also under the heading (s. v.) Laos under the quotation dated 1560 on p. 385, col. ii. By this method, too, it will be seen that the life-history of a word can often be worked out from the index itself. — E. g., the index shows the obsolescent word abada occurring in 1560, 1585, 1598, 1626, 1631, and 1726. These dates do in fact approximately cover its life-history.

Although I hold this index to be of such importance to students as to print it in full, I do not intend to give my readers the impression that the Indian Antiquary is for some time to come to be filled with nothing but a glossarial index, and so I have arranged to issue the pages containing it as extra to the ordinary contents of the Journal.

A

Ab. s. v. Punjab: ann. 1833: 562, i.
Ababai. s. v. Papaya : 511, ii.
Aback. s. v. Backsee: 34, i.
Abaid. s. v. Sallabad : 593, ii.
Abada. s. v. 1, i, twice; s. v. Laos: ann. 1560: 385, ii; s. v.: ann. 1585: 1, ii; ann. 1598: 1, ii, twice; s. v. India of the Portuguese: ann. 1598: 333, i; s. v.: ann. 1626: 2, i; ann. 1631: 2, i; ann. 1726: 2, i.
Abadie. s. v. Almadia: ann. 1514: 10, i.
Abado. s. v. Abada: ann. 1618: 2, i.
Abash. s. v. Hubehsee: ann. 1298: 326, ii; s. v.
India: ann. 1298: 332, ii.
Abassee. s. v. Tomaun: ann. 1711: 708, i.
Abasti. s. v. Tibet: ann. 1830: 699, i; s. v.
Room: ann. 1572: 581, ii; s. v. Xeraphin: ann. 1653: 867, ii.
Abasti. s. v. Zend : 868, ii; ann. 1030: 869, i.
Abath. s. v. Abada: ann. 1592: 1, ii, twice.
'Abatik. footnote, 519, i.
'Abâs. s. v. Giraffe: ann. 940: 289, i.
'Abbase. s. v. Gosbeck: ann. 1630: 298, i; ann. 1673: 298, i; ann. 1826: 298, i.
'Abbas. s. v. Gomboon: 294, i.
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Abbottabud. s. v. Huzara b.: 328, ii.
Abacaree. s. v.: 2, i; 752, i.
Abacaree licenses. s. v. Abacaree: ann. 1797: 2, i.
Abdalcuria. s. v. Curia Maria: ann. 1640: 217, i.
Abeer. s. v. Hoodly: ann. 1809: 328, ii.
Abesain. s. v. Naik a.: ann. 1538: 470, i.
Abez. s. v. Abyssinia: 752, ii.
Abexim. s. v. Seedy: ann. 1563: 510, i.
Abhulhunnapipicah. s. v. Coss: 202, ii.
Abhisara. s. v. Huzara b.: 328, ii.
Abid. s. v. Abada: 1, i.
Abida. s. v. Abada: 1, i.
Abidabis. s. v. Lat: ann. 1877: 390, i.
Abibawa. s. v.: 2, i.
Abiras. s. v. Husbhrea: 328, ii.
Abissines. s. v. Guardafui, Cape: ann. 1530: 305, ii.
Abitta. s. v. Panwell: ann. 1644: 511, i.
Abkaree system. s. v. Abcarea: ann. 1879: 2, i.
Abkari. s. v. Sayer: 605, ii.
Ab-kari. s. v. Abcarea: 2, i.
Abkary. s. v.: 2, i.
Abkary System. s. v. Abcarea: 2, i.
Ab-o-hawa. s. v. Abibowa: 2, i; ann. 1786: 2, i.
Abraham. s. v. Brahmin: ann. 1630: 85, i.
Abrahamin. s. v. Brahmin: ann. 1298: 84, ii.
Abricock. s. v. Apricot: 24, i.
Abricot. s. v. Apricot: 24, i.
Abrikos. s. v. Apricot: 24, i.
Abrus. footnote, 888, i.
Abrus precatorius. s. v. Ruttee: 587, i.
Abu. s. v. Rajoott: 571, ii.
Abu Haniha. s. v. Safflower: ann. 1200: 589, i.
Abu-kalb. s. v. Copek: 195, i.
Abul Faqil. s. v. Ananas: 18, i; s. v. Ouseas: 219, ii.
Abufeda. s. v. Melinde: ann. 1320: 433, i.
Abul Leith. s. v. Cotwal: ann. 1406-7: 206, i.
Abu medfat. s. v. Pataca: 517, ii.
Abun. s. v. Casia: ann. 1870: 130, ii.
Abusahir. s. v. Bushire: 102, i.
Abutiha. s. v. Pataca: 517, ii.
Abu tchra. s. v. Pataca: 517, ii.
Abwab. footnote, 813, ii.
Abysins. s. v. Malay: ann. 1548: 417, i.
A. C. s. v.: 752, i.
Aacacia arabica. s. v. Babool: 33, i.
Aacacia catechu. s. v. Catechu: 133, i.
Aacacia Lebbeck. s. v. Sirris: 638, ii.
Aacacia suma. s. v. Catechu: 133, i.
Aacacia sunhra. s. v. Catechu: 133, i.
Aagafra do terra. s. v. Saffron: 589, i.
Aaciba. s. v. Cashew: ann. 1658: 129, i.
Aaciu. s. v. Cashew: ann. 1658: 129, i.
Aaciu. s. v. Cashew: 129, i; ann. 1764: 129, ii.
Aacali. s. v. Akalee: ann. 1832: 755, i.
Aacaplens. s. v. Capelan: ann. 1506: 122, i.
Aearrer. s. v. Hackery: 310, ii.
Aacaymaan. s. v. Cayman: 136, i.
Aaccadian. s. v. Maund: 431, i.
Aaccio. s. v. Achir: ann. 1623: 3, i.
Aecenurus. s. v. Acheen: ann. 1549: 3, i.
Aecer pseudo-platamus. s. v. Cheenar: 143, i.
Aecetaria. s. v. Achir: 2, ii.
Aecetyno. s. v. Satin: 602, i.
Achinnak. s. v. Achainock: 2, ii, twice.
Achianock. s. v.: 2, i; s. v.: 752, i.
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Achar.  s. v. Achār : ann. 1563: 2, ii; ann. 1616: 2, ii; ann. 1763: 3, i; s. v. Vedas : ann. 1667: 735, i; s. v. Achār : ann. 1687: 3, i, twice.

Acharī.  s. v.: 2, ii.

Acharā.  s. v. Achār : 2, ii.


Achē.  s. v. Acheen : 3, ii.


Acheyn.  s. v. Acheen : ann. 1599: 8, iii.


Achin.  s. v. Acheen : 3, i, twice.


Achmath.  s. v. Walī : ann. 1298: 739, ii.

Achhūt.  s. v. Banchoot : 42, ii.

Achūshā.  s. v. Mahāratā : ann. 550: 409, ii.


Acomitum ferox.  s. v. Bish : 72, ii.

Acre.  s. v. Eeka : 259, i.

Acrisotheres tristis.  s. v. Myna : 464, i.


'Adad.  s. v. Numerical Affixes : 833, i.

'Adae.  s. v. Plantain : ann. 1350: 541, ii.

'Adakka.  s. v. Areca : 25, ii.

'Adalat.  s. v. Adawlut : 4, i, five times.


Adaman.  s. v. Darjeeling : 229, ii.

Adam's Apple.  s. v. : 3, ii.

Adam's Bridge.  s. v. India : 529, ii.

Adam's Peak.  s. v. Jogee : ann. 1553: 352, i.

Adansonia digitata.  s. v. Bottle-Tree : 81, ii; s. v. Monkey-bread Tree : 441, i.

Adap.  s. v. Atap : 29, i.

Adapal.  s. v. Atap : ann. 1690: 29, i.


Adathays.  s. v. Adati : ann. 1726: 4, i.

Adati.  s. v. : 3, ii; footnote, 8, i; s. v. Piece-goods : 535, ii; footnote, 801, i.


Adaulot.  s. v. Black : ann. 1789: 74, i, twice.


Adawlut.  s. v. : 4, i; 752, ii; 753, i, thrice; 754, i, thrice; s. v. Black Act : 74, ii, i; s. v. Foudary : 273, ii, thrice; s. v. Cazee : 775, i; s. v. Futwa : 799, i; s. v. Law-officer : 817, i; 818, ii; footnote, 818, i; s. v. Cazee : ann. 1791: 776, i; s. v. Law-officer : ann. 1798: 818, ii, twice; ann. 1799: 818, ii, twice; s. v. ann. 1829: 754, ii; s. v. ann. 1826: 4, i.

Addatives.  s. v. Adati : ann. 1813: 4, i.

Adderawana Vedam.  s. v. Vedas : ann. 1726: 735, i.


Adel.  s. v. Sabao : ann. 1563: 852, i.

Adelchan.  s. v. Cotamulco : ann. 1558: 785, i.


Adeh.  s. v. Guardafui, Cape : ann. 1516: 305, i; s. v. Curia Muria : ann. 1535: 217, i.

Adenanthera pavonina. s. v. Mangolin : 822, i.

Adhā. s. v. Adati : 3, ii.

Adhelah. s. v. Dam : 227, ii.

Adherbijan. s. v. Buffalo : 93, ii.


Adhiķār. s. v. Adigar : 4, i.

Adhiķārēn. s. v. Adigar : 4, i.

Adhiķārī. s. v. Adigar : 4, i; s. v. Patel : 519, ii.

Adhiķārīn. s. v. Adigar : 4, i.

Adīabēnē. s. v. Bussora : ann. 1671 : 769, i.

Adī-Buddha. s. v. Dagoba : 225, ii.


Adigar. s. v. Ḍ, 4, i; s. v. Dissave : ann. 1681 : 246, ii; s. v. : ann. 1803 : 4, ii.

Addigares. s. v. Adigar : ann. 1544 : 4, i.

Addikār. s. v. Adigar : 4, i.

Addikārēn. s. v. Adigar : 4, i.

'Adil Khan. s. v. Idaian : ann. 1594-5 : 808, i.

'Adil Khān. s. v. Idaian : 807, ii; s. v. Idaian : ann. 1565 : 808, i.

'Adil Khānīya. s. v. Idaian : ann. 1594-5 : 808, i.


'Adil Shaḥ. s. v. Idaian : 808, i.


'Adir Vedan. s. v. Grunthum : ann. 1727 : 304, i.

'Ādī. s. v. Naga : ann. 1662 : 469, ii.

Adinana. s. v. Dewan : 867, ii.


'Ādī. s. v. Adawlut : 4, i.

Aldut. s. v. Woon : 867, ii.

Admiral. s. v. Ameer : 11, ii; s. v. Ameer : 12, i, tūcči; ann. 1250 : 12, i.

Admirari. s. v. Ameer : 12, i.


Adriatio Sea. s. v. Carrack : ann. 1368 : 127, i.

'Ādriā. s. v. Punjāba : 561, ii.

Adsumeere. s. v. Cross : ann. 1616 : 203, i.


Aduana. s. v. Dewan : 239, ii, tūcči.


Adyar. s. v. Gardens : ann. 1878 : 279, i.

Æde. s. v. Eed : ann. 1678 : 259, i.

Aegle marmelos. s. v. Bael : 35, i; s. v. Custard-Apple : 220, i.


Aesopus. s. v. Plantain : ann. 1336 : 541, i.

Aelpand. s. v. Elephant 797, i.

Aerle. s. v. Malacca : ann. 1618 : 416, i.

Aērpat. s. v. Herbed : 314, i.

Aeschynomene asperea. s. v. Sola : 646, i.

Ethiopia. s. v. Turkey : ann. 1627 : 720, i.

Aethiopol. s. v. Coco : ann. 70 : 781, i.

Aethiopic bull. s. v. Elephant : 797, i.

Afa. s. v. Guardaufi, Cape : 305, i.

Aferdil. s. v. Phawar : ann. 1519 : 531, ii.

Affghan. s. v. Puttan : ann. 1763 : 566, i.

Affion. s. v. Opium : ann. 1598 : 489, ii.

Affiore. s. v. Safflower : ann. 1343 : 589, i.

Affui. s. v. Guardaufi, Cape : 305, i.

Afgan. s. v. Syud : ann. 1869 : 674, i.

Afgann. s. v. Afghān : 5, i.


Afghān. s. v. Afghān : 5, i; s. v. Kohinoor : 374, ii; s. v. Rohilla : 580, i, tūcči; s. v. Ghilzai : 14th cent. : 284, i.
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afganistan</td>
<td>s. v. Afgan: 5, i; s. v. Hindki: 315, ii; s. v. Rohilla: 580, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afghanist-an</td>
<td>s. v. Afgan: 5, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afh-heno</td>
<td>s. v. Opium: 489, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afn</td>
<td>s. v. Opium: 489, i, twice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afoos</td>
<td>footnote: 424, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afr</td>
<td>s. v. Guine-bowl: 803, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afranjah</td>
<td>s. v. Firinghee: ann. 930: 269, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afric</td>
<td>s. v. Zanzibar: ann. 1586: 746, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afrique</td>
<td>s. v. Adjutant: 4, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Africo</td>
<td>s. v. 5, i; ann. 1682: 5, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afuni</td>
<td>s. v. Guardafui, Cape: 305, i; s. v. Guardafui, Cape: ann. 1516: 305, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-lu-yung</td>
<td>s. v. Opium: 489, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alyun</td>
<td>s. v. Opium: 489, i, twice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>s. v. Aglaun: 764, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aga</td>
<td>s. v. Syud: ann. 1869: 674, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agadj oudi</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: ann. 1774: 258, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agah</td>
<td>s. v. Pundit: ann. 1663: 561, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agala-wood</td>
<td>s. v. Sappan-wood: ann. 1727: 600, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agallochon</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: 258, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agal-wood</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: ann. 1774: 258, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agamon</td>
<td>s. v. Pooma: ann. 1612: 547, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agan</td>
<td>s. v. Agun-boat: 5, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agar</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: ann. 1774: 258, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agar-agar</td>
<td>s. v. 5, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agasee</td>
<td>s. v. Supara: ann. 1846: 663, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agate</td>
<td>s. v. Babagooree: 31, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agathotes</td>
<td>s. v. Chireetta: 156, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ag-bot</td>
<td>s. v. Agun-boat: 5, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agdaan</td>
<td>s. v. 754, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agengibre</td>
<td>s. v. Ginger: 286, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ag-gari</td>
<td>s. v. 5, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agiam-Oglana</td>
<td>s. v. Pyke a: ann. 1687: 567, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agian</td>
<td>s. v. Muslin: ann. 1580: 459, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agil</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: 258, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agila</td>
<td>s. v. Teak: ann. 1200: 693, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agin boat</td>
<td>s. v. Agun-boat: ann. 1855: 5, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agra</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: 258, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agnikund</td>
<td>s. v. Rajpoot: 571, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agong</td>
<td>s. v. Gong: 295, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agrameha</td>
<td>s. v. Padshah: ann. 1677: 498, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agramuzo</td>
<td>s. v. Ormus: ann. 1505: 493, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agnact</td>
<td>s. v. Alligator-pear: ann. 1660: 10, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agnacta</td>
<td>s. v. Alligator-pear: ann. 1660: 10, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agnacte</td>
<td>s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii; s. v. Alligator-pear: ann. 1582-50: 9, ii; s. v. Alligator-pear: ann. 1870: 10, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agnacte</td>
<td>s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aguaci</td>
<td>s. v. Tanadar: ann. 1548: 681, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Page References</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguila brava</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: ann. 1563: 258, ii, twice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguila tree</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: ann. 1854: 258, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agum-boat</td>
<td>s. v.: 5, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguru</td>
<td>s. v. Eagle-wood: 258, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguvans</td>
<td>s. v. Afgán: ann. 1609: 5, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alhám</td>
<td>s. v. Aloe: 10, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alhálóth</td>
<td>s. v. Aloe: 10, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aham</td>
<td>s. v. Shan: 622, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áhám</td>
<td>s. v. Assam: 28, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahaté</td>
<td>s. v. Custard-Apple: 221, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ah-bauparee</td>
<td>s. v. Bobbery-bob: ann. 1782: 766, i, thrice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahí</td>
<td>s. v. Bobbery-bob: ann. 1863-4: 766, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmadabad</td>
<td>s. v. Putehock: 564, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmadábád</td>
<td>s. v. Amadava: 11, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmadábád</td>
<td>s. v. Avadavat: 30, ii; s. v. Avadavat: 759, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmádagar</td>
<td>s. v. Godavery: ann. 1590: 291, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmádagar</td>
<td>s. v. Mauq: 431, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahnaak</td>
<td>s. v. A Muck: 13, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed</td>
<td>s. v. Broach: ann. 1555: 89, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmedágád</td>
<td>s. v. Goozcrat: 296, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmedágád</td>
<td>s. v. Madrenaluce: 821, i; s. v. Nizam, The: 830, i; s. v. Nizamaluce: 830, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmedagur</td>
<td>s. v. Souba: ann. 1594: 649, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Shäh</td>
<td>s. v. Kohinor: 374, ii, twice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahom</td>
<td>s. v. Shan: 622, ii, twice; s. v. Sind: 634, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahom</td>
<td>s. v. Assam: 28, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahrumán</td>
<td>s. v. Parsee: ann. 1877: 516, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahshám</td>
<td>s. v. Eysham: 282, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahnáclí</td>
<td>s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahnáclí'</td>
<td>s. v. Alligator-pear: ann. 1873: 10, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aia</td>
<td>s. v. Ayah: 31, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiagná</td>
<td>s. v. Ánanas: 17, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai-ch'un</td>
<td>s. v. Hyson: 691, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A'ididión</td>
<td>s. v. Anchédiva: 20, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aigrefín</td>
<td>s. v. Xerafine: 743, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aigrette</td>
<td>s. v. Culgo: 215, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aillao</td>
<td>s. v. Juribasso: ann. 1613: 362, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A'flourros</td>
<td>s. v. Beryl: 67, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ain</td>
<td>footnote, 8, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ainam</td>
<td>s. v. Cochin-China: ann. 1572: 174, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ainão</td>
<td>s. v. Cochin-China: ann. 1572: 174, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ain-i-Akbar</td>
<td>s. v. Acehn: 3, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ain-un-nās</td>
<td>s. v. Ánanas: 18, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aio</td>
<td>s. v. Ayah: 31, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airávata</td>
<td>s. v. Elephant: 795, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airavati</td>
<td>s. v. Punjab: 561, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aitareya</td>
<td>s. v. Vedas: 734, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajanta</td>
<td>s. v. Custard-Apple: 220, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajemí</td>
<td>s. v. Melinde: ann. 1859: 433, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajmeeer</td>
<td>s. v. Souba: ann. 1594: 649, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajmere</td>
<td>s. v. Kadgera: ann. 1880: 364, ii, twice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajmir</td>
<td>s. v. Turkey: 720, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajmir</td>
<td>s. v. Siwalik: ann. 1570: 642, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajmir</td>
<td>s. v. Siwalik: ann. 1192: 640, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajodhi</td>
<td>s. v. Benares: ann. 1020: 764, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajong</td>
<td>s. v. Junk: 360, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajonjoli</td>
<td>s. v. Gingeli: 285, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajwân</td>
<td>s. v. Sindábår: ann. 943: 683, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajudhya</td>
<td>s. v. Oudh: ann. 1289: 494, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak</td>
<td>s. v.: 5, ii; twice; s. v. Jhamp: 351, ii; s. v. Muddá: 455, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak</td>
<td>s. v. Ak: 5, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak</td>
<td>s. v. Ak: 5, ii; s. v. Muddá: 455, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akabar</td>
<td>s. v. Calyan: ann. 80-90: 114, ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akalée</td>
<td>s. v.: 755, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akali</td>
<td>s. v. Akale: 755, i; ann. 1840: 755, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akáli</td>
<td>s. v. Chuker: 166, ii; s. v. Akale: 755, i; twice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaok-wun</td>
<td>s. v. Woon: 867, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaowon</td>
<td>s. v. Woon: 867, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akbar</td>
<td>s. v. Ak: 5, ii; s. v. Allahabad: 8, i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page 235</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

232, i; *s. v.* Porcelain : ann. 1726 : 549, ii ;
  *s. v.* Peshawur : ann. 1863 : 532, i.
Achen. *s. v.* Tanga : 682, i.
Ache. *s. v.* I-say : 335, i, twice.
Akerith. *s. v.* Elephant : 796, i.
Akrá. *s. v.* Ak : 5, ii.
Ala-blasie Pan. *s. v.* 755, i.
Alaçah. *s. v.* Alleja : 8, i ; ann. 1590 : 8, i.
Alaçha. *s. v.* Alleja : ann. 1886 : 756, i.
Alacre. *s. v.* Lec : ann. 1519 : 381, ii ; *s. v.*
  Pulecat : ann. 1519 : 557, ii.
Aladédin. *s. v.* Koh nor : ann. 1526 : 373, iii.
Alagartoes. *s. v.* Alligator : ann. 1579 : 9, i ;
  ann. 1593 : 9, i, twice.
Alagater. *s. v.* Muggar : ann. 1611 : 456, i.
Alai. *s. v.* Numerical Affixes : 831, i.
Alaia. *s. v.* Alleja : ann. 1663 : 756, i.
Alaja. *s. v.* Alleja : ann. 1653 : 756, i.
Alajah. *s. v.* Alleja : 8, i ; *s. v.* Atlas : ann.
  1673 : 29, i.
'Alaš. *s. v.* Talook : 680, i.
Alan. *s. v.* Sind : ann. 770 : 634, i.
Al-arangi. *s. v.* Orange : 490, ii.
Al-aridn. *s. v.* Ooijane : 487, i.
Al-at'tajiya. *s. v.* Tabby : 675, i.
Alá-ud-din. *s. v.* Jeetul : 349, i.
Alang-prhár. *s. v.* Pra : 551, i.
Albacoir. *s. v.* Albacore : 6, i.
Albacora. *s. v.* Albacore : 6, i.

*Aliacora. *s. v.* Albacore : 6, i ; ann. 1760 : 6, i.
*Albákár. *s. v.* Albacore : 6, i.
*Al-bangala. *s. v.* Bengal : 65, i.
*Albania. *s. v.* Firefly : 268, ii.
*Albaracoque. *s. v.* Apricot : 24, i.
*Al-barkók. *s. v.* Apricot : 24, i.
*Albarrana tower. *s. v.* Barbican : ann. 1270 : 52, i.
Albatros. *s. v.* Albatross : ann. 1861 : 7, i.
Albatrose. *s. v.* Albatross : ann. 1754 : 7, i.
*Albatross. *s. v.* : 6, i ; *s. v.* : 6, ii ; *s. v.* Pelican : 526, ii ; *s. v.* : ann. 1803 : 7, i.
*Albecatos. *s. v.* Alligator-pear : ann. 1680 : 10, i.
*Albecora. *s. v.* Albacore : 6, i.
*Albecula. *s. v.* Bengal : 65, i.
*Alberocca. *s. v.* Apricot : 24, i.
*Albicoca. *s. v.* Apricot : 24, i.
*Albicore. *s. v.* Albatross : 251, i ; *s. v.* Bonito : ann. 1615 : 79, i ; *s. v.* Albacore : ann. 1696 : 6, i ; *s. v.* Cobly Mash : ann. 1841 : 172, ii.
*Albátrass. footnote, 526, ii ; *s. v.* Albatross : ann. 1719 : 6, ii ; *s. v.* Albatross : ann. 1719 : 7, i ; ann. 1740 : 7, i.
*Albo. *s. v.* Albacore : 6, i.
*Albecora. *s. v.* Albacore : ann. 1579 : 6, i ; ann.
  1592 : 6, i.
*Albequerque. *s. v.* Apricot : 24, i.
*Albericoque. *s. v.* Apricot : 24, i.
*Albequerque. *s. v.* Budgrook : 92, i.
*Alcéauz. footnote, 6, ii, twice.
*Alcaide. *s. v.* Caze : 136, ii ; *s. v.* Liampo : ann. 1540 : 393, i.
*Alcala. *s. v.* Killadar : 814, ii.

*(To be continued.)*
NOTES AND QUERIES.

STONE IMPLEMENTS IN INDIA.
Stone hatchets found in the Bândá and Mírqádur Districts are worshipped as Mahádev (Siva). As stone implements are found in many parts of India, it would be very interesting to learn whether any traditions or superstitions are attached to them in the different localities where they are found. Would contributors render assistance in this matter? It would be important to know and trace out these superstitions if they exist.

M. Rivett-Carnac in P. N. and Q. 1883.

ANTI-BRAHMANICAL FEELING AMONG JATS.
Another instance of hostility to Brähmans is the inveterate objection of Jâts to Brähmans bathing at wells and splashing the “sanctified” water into the vessels about and into the wells. The objection might be traced or attributed to a sanitary instinct, were it not that the Jât is not over-clean. His nursery training is innocent of water, and for six or seven years after his birth he is a free agent on the village dunghill. About that time he enters the village tank, seated at the extremity of a buffalo’s back with its tail for a sheet-anchor, and the first sensations of a dip are experienced as the buffalo subsides into a hole, the clay of which has supplied the dalás (lumps of clay) for an adjacent habitation. As the buffalo rises in obedience to the twitch about the root of its tail, our kissâdâr (co-sharer in the village lands) and future laimbâdâr (headman) emerges with a coating of green slime, and yells with delight while greeted with responsive cheers from other urchins on the “shore.” By-and-by this youngster will subscribe to the dictum, “Brâhmans should not be allowed to come near wells. They poison the water.”

A. P. W. in P. N. and Q. 1883.

MARRIAGE CUSTOMS AMONG HINDUS.
Aorâ and Khâtri bridegrooms ride in the marriage procession on mares only. Why is this? There is a cruel practice of passing the bride wrapped up in black blankets under the mare, in which process she is nearly suffocated. What is the origin and meaning of this?

Kâkku Mîll in P. N. and Q. 1883.

BOOK-NOTICE.


It is a fact often regretted by ethnologists that contributions to folklore studies, from obvious reasons, generally omit all references to sexual morality or rather immorality. If such works are intended for the general reader and not merely for the scholar, it is certainly right that everything that is in any way obscene should be omitted. But science, as Bacon says, knows no filth. And for the ethnologist the subject of sexual immorality is one of great importance in the history of human civilisation. Both Oriental literature and the folklore of European countries provide ample materials for the study of this subject. Certain Oriental texts too obscene to be made generally accessible, e. g., the Kâmasûstra of Vâtsyâyana, were some years ago translated, for private circulation, i. e., for scholars only, by the Kâmasûstra Society.’ It is perhaps less known that a collection of obscene European folklore is published, under the title Kâvrastra, by the publishing firm H. Welter in Paris. The number of copies issued is very limited, and the price of the books (hitherto 6 vols. have been published) is rather exorbitant, in order to limit their circulation as much as possible to the few who wish to use them for scientific purposes. The last volume contains the work under review. Though the publications in the Kâvrastra series are anonymous, the author of this contribution makes no secret of his name. It is Dr. F. S. Krauss, the well-known author of the work Sitte und Brauch der Süd slavnen, a standard work on South Slavonian folklore. The treatise contains, besides a chapter on such abominations as sodomy and the like, and on the forms of sexual intercourse among the Southern Slavs (to be compared with Vâtsyâyana’s chapter sanvekânaprakârâh, II. 6) a collection of about 150 Croatian, Servian and Bulgarian folksongs (original texts with German translation) which are, one and all, of the most obscene character. Nothing can be more disgusting and more revolting than these songs sung by the peasants, lads and girls, at rural festivities. Yet, however abhorrent and unpleasant these things are, the ethnologist can as little afford to neglect them entirely, as the physician and the student of criminal anthropology. One thing is certain, the reader of the Kâvrastra will not be likely to join in the common talk about the prevalence of sexual immorality among Eastern nations. He will learn that mankind is the same in the East as in the West as regards the darkest sides of human nature.

M. Winternitz.
While European scholars have in vestigated ancient Hindu philosophy with an unflagging enthusiasm, they have as a rule looked upon Muslim philosophy as only an unprogressive repetition of Aristotle and Plato. Although during recent years some attention has been paid to this art of Arabic literature, yet the work achieved by reapers in this field bears no proportion to the harvest that may yet be reaped. This comparatively indifferent attitude towards Arabic philosophy was, perhaps, due, to a great extent, to the fascination that Indian speculation has exercised over the mind of Europe ever since the discovery of Sanskrit literature. We admit the superiority of the Hindu in point of philosophical acumen, yet this admission need not lead us to ignore the intellectual independence of the Muslim thinkers. The post-Islamic history of the Arabs is a long series of glorious military exploits, which compelled them to adopt a mode of life leaving but little time for gentler conquests in the great field of science and philosophy. They did not and could not produce men like Kapila and Saṅkarā chaṇḍya, but they zealously rebuilt the mouldering edifice of Science, and even attempted to add fresh stories to it. Their originality does not appear at once because the unscientific condition of the age led them to write in the spirit of expositors rather than that of independent thinkers. We wish here to illustrate their originality by considering that portion of the Islamic philosophy which has been generally condemned under the contemptuous name of mysticism. We believe, however, that mysticism is but metaphysics hidden under the veil of religious phraseology and that the superstructure of mysticism is impossible without a system of metaphysics serving as its foundation. It is, in our opinion, essentially a system of verification — a spiritual method by which the 70 realises as fact what intellect has understood as theory. We know much in theory and our belief in this kind of knowledge depends on the force and the number of the arguments advanced in its support. The detection of some logical flaw in our argument or the force of the arguments in favour of the opposite view may at once induce us to abandon our theory; but if the ego has “realised” the theory, if the theory, in question, has been a spiritual experience on our part, no argument, however forcible, no logical flaw, can dispose us to abandon our position. Hence mysticism appeals to a standard higher than intellect itself. This standard, waiving the question of its objective existence, is, according to the mystic, Qalb ( carga) or heart, the meaning of which will be explained later on. I shall not here dwell upon the scientific necessity of mysticism for the solution of the human enigma, 1 but shall content myself with a brief statement of the Islamic Metaphysical Mysticism as represented by Shaikh Abdu-l Karim al Jilāni in his famous work Al Insānu-l Kāmil. (The Perfect Man).

This deep thinker was born at Jilān in 767 A. H., as he himself says in one of his verses, and died in 811 A. H. He was not a prolific writer like Shaikh Muhyn-d Dīn ibn ‘Arabī whose mode of thought seems to have greatly influenced his teaching. He combined in himself poetical imagination and philosophical genius, but his poetry is no more than a vehicle for his mystical and metaphysical doctrines. Among other books he wrote a commentary on Shaikh Muhyn-d Dīn ibn ‘Arabī’s Fatūḥat-ul Maktiyyah, a commentary on Bismillah, and Al Insānu-l Kāmil which we propose to consider here.

This famous work comprises two volumes; the first may be looked upon as a treatise on his metaphysical opinions while the second attempts explanations of terms current in popular Muhammadan Theology. In order to make his doctrine easy of understanding he enters into certain

---

1 D. Preb, in his Philosophy of Mysticism, shows with great force and clearness that an examination of mysticism is necessary for a complete solution of the human enigma.

2 Shaikh Muhyn-d Dīn ibn ‘Arabī — the greatest of the Muhammadan Sufis was an astonishingly voluminous writer. He believed in the revolution of the earth round the sun, as well as the existence of a world beyond the ocean (468-543 A. H.).
preliminary explanations and declares that in speaking of the ultimate realities we must come down to popular language — a vehicle quite insufficient for the purpose. He avows that the enigma of existence is too high for common phraseology and that his statements must necessarily be “broken lights” of the great truth. After this brief apology he goes on to relate a personal anecdote showing how he once felt intense thirst for truth and how at last he learnt it from a person endowed with “all the attributes of spiritual glory.” The introduction ends with a condensed statement of his doctrine which he puts in this way: —

Divine Nature soars upwards; human nature sinks downwards; hence perfect human nature must stand midway between the two, it must share both the Divine and the human attributes — in one word the perfect man must be the god-man.

In the first chapter the author explains the meanings of the word ( ذات) or Essence. Essence pure and simple, he says, is the thing to which names and attributes are given, whether it is existent or non-existent like مثقال. The existent is of two species:

1. The Existent in Absoluteness or Pure existence — Pure Being — God.

2. The existence joined with non-existence — the Creation — Nature.

The Essence of God or Pure Thought cannot be understood; no words can express it, for it is beyond all relation and knowledge is relation. The Intellect flying through fathomless empty space pierces through the veil of names and attributes, traverses the vasty sphere of time, enters the domain of the non-existent and finds the Essence of Pure Thought to be an existence which is non-existence — a sum of contradictions. It is interesting to compare this passage with Hegel whose speculations have exercised such a vast influence on the methods of modern scientific investigations. It will appear how strikingly he anticipates the conclusions of modern German philosophy without seeking the help of the Hegelian methods — a fact which makes his teaching appear rather dogmatic.

After this confession of ignorance the author goes on to say that Pure Being has two عرض عرف (qualities); God and Creation. It has two عرض (definitions); uncreatabilness and creatabilness. It has two names نساء and رجاس; God and Man. It has two faces عرض (two faces); the manifested (this world) and the unmanifested (the next world). It has عرض (two effects); necessity and possibility. It has عرض (two points of view); from the first it is non-existent for itself but existent for what is not itself; from the second it is existent for itself and non-existent for what is not itself. With these bits of Hegelianism the author closes this difficult speculation and begins his second chapter on the name.

Name, he says, fixes the named in the understanding, pictures it in the mind, presents it in the imagination and keeps it in the memory. It is the outside or the husk, as it were, of the named, while the named is the inside or the pith. Some names do not exist in reality but exist in name only — عناص المثل (a fabulous bird). It is a name the object of which does not exist in reality. Just as Unnamed is absolutely non-existent, so God is absolutely present although it cannot be touched and seen. The named عناص exists only in idea while the object of the name عناص exists in reality and can be known like عناص only through its names and attributes. The name is a mirror which reveals all the secrets of the Absolute Being; it is a light through the agency of which God sees Himself.

In order to understand this passage we should bear in mind the three stages of the development of Pure Being, enumerated by the author in his chapter on the Illuminations of the Essence. There he
propounds that the Absolute existence or Pure Being when it leaves its absoluteness undergoes three stages: (1) Oneness, (2) He-ness, (3) I-ness. In the first stage there is absence of all attributes and relations yet it is called one and therefore oneness marks one step away from the absoluteness. In the second stage the Pure Being is yet free from all manifestation while the third Stage I-ness is nothing but an external manifestation of the He-ness or, as Hegel would say, it is the self-direption of God. This third stage is the sphere of the name Allah (الله); hence the darkness of Pure Being is illuminated, nature come to the front, the Absolute Being has become conscious. He says further that the name Allah is the stuff of all the perfections of the different Phases of Divinity and in the second stage of the progress of Pure Being, all that is the result of Divine self-direption was potentially contained within the titanic grasp of this name which, in the third stage of the development, objectified itself, became a mirror in which God reflected Himself and thus by its crystallisation dispelled all the gloom of the Absolute Being.

In correspondence with these three stages of the Absolute Development the perfect man has three stages of spiritual training, but in his case the process of development must be the reverse, because his is the process of ascent while the Absolute Being had undergone essentially a process of descent. In the first stage of His spiritual progress he meditates on the name, studies nature on which it is sealed; in the second stage he steps into the sphere of the Attribute and in the third stage he enters the sphere of (الله) the Essence. It is here that he becomes the god-man; his eye becomes the eye of God; his word the word of God and his life the life of God — participates in the general life of Nature and "sees into the life of things." It will appear at once how strikingly the author has anticipated the chief phase of the Hegelian Dialectic and how greatly he has emphasised the Doctrine of the Logos — a doctrine which has always found favour with almost all the profound thinkers of Islam, and in recent times has been re-advocated by M. Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, probably the profoundest theologian among modern Indian Muhammadans. The chapter ends with a fanciful discussion about the meanings of the different letters of the word Allah each letter of which word, he says, marks a separate Divine Illumination.

The third chapter is a brief discussion of the nature of the Attribute. The author's views on this most interesting question are very important because it is here that his doctrine fundamentally differs from Hindu Idealism. He defines Attribute as an agency which gives us a knowledge of the state of things. Elsewhere he says that this distinction of Attribute from the underlying reality is tenable only in the sphere of the manifested because here every attribute is regarded as the other of the reality in which it is supposed to inherit. This otherness is due to the existence of combination and disintegration in the sphere of the manifested. But the distinction is untenable in the domain of the unmanifested because there is no combination or disintegration there. It should be observed how widely he differs from the advocates of the Doctrine of Maya; he believes that the material world has real existence; it is the outward husk of the real being, but this outward husk is not the less real. The cause of the phenomenal world, according to him, is not a real entity hidden behind the sum of attributes, but it is a conception furnished by the mind so that there may be no difficulty in understanding the material world. Berkeley and Fichte will so far agree with our author but his view leads him to the most characteristically Hegelian doctrine — Identity of Thought and Being. In the 37th chapter of the 2nd volume of his book, he clearly says that Idea is the stuff of which this universe is made: Thought, idea, notion is the material of the structure of nature. While laying stress on this doctrine he says, "Dost thou not look to thine own belief? Where is the reality in which the so-called Divine attributes inhere? It is but the idea." Hence nature is nothing but a crystallised idea. He would give his hearty assent to the
results of Kant's *Kritik of Pure Reason* but, unlike him, he would make this very idea the essence of the Universe. **Kant's Ding an sich** to him is a pure non-entity; there is nothing behind the collection of attributes, the attributes are but the real things, the material world is but the objectification of the Absolute Being; it is the other self of the Absolute — another which owes its existence to the principle of difference in the nature of the Absolute itself. Nature is the idea of God, a something necessary for His knowledge of Himself. While Hegel calls his doctrine the identity of thought and being, our author calls it the identity of attribute and reality. It should be noted that the author's phrase "world of attributes," which he uses for the material world is slightly misleading. What he really holds is that the distinction of attribute and reality is merely phenomenally and does not at all exist in the nature of things. It is useful because it facilitates our understanding of the world around us, but it is not at all real. It will be understood that the author recognizes the truth of Empirical Idealism only tentatively and does not admit the absoluteness of the distinction. These remarks should not lead us to understand that the author does not believe in the objective reality of the thing in itself. He does believe in it, but then he advocates its unity, and says that the material world is the thing in itself; it is the "other," the external expression of the thing in itself. The Ding an sich and its external expression or the production of its self-diremption, are really identical, though we discriminate between them in order to facilitate our understanding. If they are not identical, he says, how could one express the other? In one word, he means by Ding an sich or ذات ذات، the Pure, the Absolute Being and seeks it through its manifestation or external expression. He says that as long as we do not realize the identity of attribute and reality, the material world or the world of attributes seems to be a veil; but when the doctrine is brought home to us the veil is removed; we see ذات ذات itself everywhere and find that all the attributes are but ourselves. Nature then appears in her true light; all otherness is removed and we are at one with her. The aching prick of curiosity ceases and the inquisitive attitude of our minds is replaced by a state of philosophic calm. To the person who has realized this identity, discoveries of science bring no new information and religion with her role of supernatural authority has nothing to say. This is the spiritual emancipation.

After these profound remarks the author proceeds to classify the different **Divine Names and Attributes** which have received expression in nature or the crystallised آلویدت — a doctrine similar to that of the Vedanta. His classification is as follows:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الاستماع</td>
<td>hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الاستفهام</td>
<td>questioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الاستمالة</td>
<td>reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الإيمان</td>
<td>faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>العقل</td>
<td>intellect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>العرش</td>
<td>throne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>العظيم</td>
<td>great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>العزيمة</td>
<td>might</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>นายพอ</td>
<td>glory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السلم</td>
<td>peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السبورة</td>
<td>peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الساعقة</td>
<td>lightning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السعيد</td>
<td>happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السيد</td>
<td>lord</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Each of these names and attributes has its own particular effect by which it illuminates the soul of the perfect man. How these illuminations take place and how they reach the soul is not explained by the author. His silence about these matters throws into more relief the mystical portion of his views and implies the necessity of spiritual Directorship.

---

6 The names and attributes of God as He is in Himself (Allah, The One, The Odd, The Light, The Truth, The Pure, The Living); the names and attributes of God as the source of all glory (The Great and High, The All-powerful); the names and attributes of God as all Perfection (The Creator, The Benefactor, The First, The Last); the names and attributes of God as all Beauty (The Uncreateable, The Painter, The Merciful, The Origin of all).
Before considering the author's views of particular Divine Names and Attributes we should note, that his conception of God, implied in the above classification, is very similar to that of Schleiermacher. While the German theologian reduces all the divine attributes to one single attribute of power, our author sees the danger of advancing a God free from all attributes, yet recognizes with Schleiermacher that in Himself God is an unchangeable unity and that His attributes "are nothing more than views of Him from different human standpoints, the various appearances which the one changeless cause presents to our finite intelligence according as we look at it from different sides of the spiritual landscape." In His absolute existence He is beyond the limitations of names and attributes, but when He externalizes Himself, when He leaves His absoluteness, when nature is born, names and attributes appear sealed on her very fabric.

Let us now consider what the author teaches about particular Divine Names and Attributes. The first Essential Name is Allah or الہ (Divinity) which forms the subject of the 4th chapter. Divinity means the sum of all the realities of existence with their respective order in that sum. This name is applied to God as the only necessary existence. Divinity being the highest manifestation of Pure Being, the difference between them is that the latter is visible to the eye but its where is invisible, while the traces of the former are visible, itself is invisible. By the very fact of her being crystallized divinity, Nature is not the real divinity; hence Divinity is invisible and its traces in the form of Nature are visible to the eye. Divinity, as the author illustrates, is water; nature is crystallised water or ice, but ice is not water. The الہ is visible to the eye (another proof of our author's Natural Realism or Absolute Idealism) although all its attributes are not known to us. Even its attributes are not known as they are in themselves; their shadows or their effects only are known. For instance, generosity itself is unknown, only its effect or the fact of giving to the poor is known and seen. This is due to the attributes being incorporated in the very essence of الہ. If the expression of the attributes in its real nature had been possible, its separation from the الہ would have been possible also.

After these remarks on the Divinity, the author proceeds to explain the other Essential Names of God — The Absolute Oneness and Simple Oneness. The Absolute Oneness marks the first step of Pure Thought from the darkness of Cécity (the internal or the original Maya of the Vedanta) to the light of manifestation. Although this movement is not attended with any external manifestations, yet it sums up all of them under its hollow universality. Look at a wall, says the author, you see the whole wall but you cannot see the individual pieces of the material that contribute to its formation. The wall is a unity — but a unity which comprehends diversity; so the الہ or Pure Being is a unity but a unity which is the soul of diversity.

The third movement of the Absolute Being is واحید or Simple Oneness — a step attended with external manifestation. The Absolute Oneness is free from all particular names and attributes, the Oneness Simple takes on names and attributes but there is no distinction between them; one is the essence of the other. The الہ is similar to the Simple Oneness, but its names and attributes are distinguished from one another and even contradictory: as generous is contradictory to revengeful. The third step or, as Hegel would say, Voyage of the Being, has another appellation (Mercy). The First Mercy, the author says, is the Evolution of the Universe from Himself and the manifestation of His own Self in every atom of the result of His own self-dismemberment. The author makes this point clearer by an instance. He says that nature is frozen water and God is water. The real name of nature is God (Allah); ice or condensed water is merely a borrowed appellation. Elsewhere the author

---

1 Matheson’s Aids to the Study of German Theology, p. 48.

2 This would seem very much like the idea of the phenomenal Brahmans of the Vedanta. Personal Creator or the Prajapati of the Vedanta makes the third step of the Absolute Being or the Nonnominal Brahma. Our author seems to admit two kinds of Brahmans — with or without qualities like the Samkara and Bhākhyana. To him the process of creation is essentially a lowering of the Absolute Thought which is Asat, in so far as it is absolute and Sat, in so far as it is manifested and hence limited. Notwithstanding this Absolute Monism, our author inclines to a view similar to that of Bāmskuja. He seems to admit the reality of individual soul and seems to imply, unlike Samkara, that Ifwara and His worship are necessary even after the attainment of the higher knowledge — a remark which tends to free our author's doctrine from the political and social dangers of the Vedanta.
calls water the origin of knowledge, intellect, understanding, thought and idea. This instance leads the author to guard against the error of looking upon God as immanent in nature or running through the sphere of material existence. He says that immanence implies disparity of being; God is not immanent because He is Himself the existence. Eternal existence is the other self of God, it is the light through which He sees Himself. As the originator of an idea is existent in that idea, so God is present in nature. The difference between God and man (as one may say) is that His ideas materialise themselves, ours do not. It will be remembered here that Hegel would use the same line of argument in freeing himself from the accusation of Pantheism.

These remarks on Mercy are followed by a brief notice of the word روابيت (Providence). He defines it as the sum of all that existence stands in need of. Plants are supplied with water through the force of this name. The natural philosopher would express the same thing differently: he would speak of the same phenomena as resulting from the activity of a certain force of nature. Our author would call it a manifestation of روابيت, but unlike the natural philosopher, he would not advocate the unknowability of that force. He would say that there is nothing behind it, it is the Absolute Being itself. This brief chapter ends with some verses of his own composition, one of which is given here, though marred in the rendering:

"All that is, owes its existence to you and you owe your existence to all that is." 9

Another Sufi has expressed a similar thought still more boldly:

"I owe to God as much as God owes to me."

We have now finished all the essential names and attributes of God and proceed to examine the nature of what existed before all things. The Arabian Prophet, says the author, was once questioned about the place of God before creation. He said that God, before creation, existed in عيان (Blindness). It is the nature of this Blindness or primal darkness which the author now proceeds to examine. The chapter is particularly interesting, because the word translated into modern phraseology would be "The Unconsciousness." This single word impresses upon us the foresight in which the author anticipates metaphysical doctrines of modern Germany. He says that the Unconsciousness is the reality of all realities; it is the Pure Being without any descending movement; it is free from the attributes of God and creation; it does not stand in need of any name or quality because it is beyond the sphere of relation. It is distinguished from the Absolute Oneness because the latter name is applied to the Pure Being in its process of coming down towards manifestation.

This brief but very interesting chapter ends with a very important caution. He says that when we speak of the priority of God and posteriority of creation, our words must not be understood as implying time, for there can be no duration of time or separateness between God and His creation. Time, contingency in space and time, are themselves creations and how can one piece of creation intervene between God and His creation. Hence our words before, after, where, whence, etc., in this sphere of thought, should not be construed to imply time or space. The ذات or the real being is beyond the grasp of human conceptions; no category of material existence can be applicable to it, because, as Kant would say, the laws of phenomena cannot be spoken of as obtaining in the sphere of noumena. It is a matter of regret that the author does not touch here upon the anthropomorphic conceptions of God inculcated by positive religion but ends his chapters with some verses which run as follows:

"O Thou who art one having the effect of two. Thou hast comprehended under thyself all the beauties of perfection, but owing to their being heterogeneous to one another, they became contradictories which became one in thee." 10

---

9 10
The 13th, 14th, and 15th chapters are nothing but a jumble of mystical phraseology. We have already noticed that man in his progress towards perfection has three stages: the first is the meditation of the name which the author calls the illumination of names. He remarks that "when God illuminates a certain man by the light of His names, the man is destroyed under the dazzling splendour of that name, and when thou callest God, the call is responded to by the man." The effect of this illumination would be, in Schopenhauer's language, the destruction of the individual will, yet it must not be confounded with physical death because the individual goes on living and moving like the spinning wheel, as Kapila would say, after he has become one with Prakriti. It is here that the individual cries in pantheistic mood:

"She was I and I was she and there was no one to separate us."\(^{11}\)

The second stage of the spiritual training is what the author calls the Illumination of the Attribute. This illumination makes the perfect man receive the attributes of God in their real nature in proportion to the power of receptivity possessed by him — a fact which classifies men according to the magnitude of this light resulting from the illumination. Some men receive illumination from the divine attribute of Life and thus participate in the soul of the universe. The effect of this light is soaring in the air, walking on water, changing the magnitude of things (as Christ so often did). In this wise the perfect man receives illuminations from all the Divine attributes, crosses the sphere of the name and the attribute and steps into the domain of نِعَمُ (Essence) — Absolute Existence.

As we have already noticed, the Absolute Being, when it leaves its absoluteness; has three voyages to undergo, each voyage being a process of particularisation of the bare universality of the Absolute Essence. Each of these three movements appears under a new Essential Name which has its own peculiarly illuminating effect upon the human soul. Here is the end of our author's spiritual ethics: man has become perfect, he has amalgamated himself with the Absolute Being, or has learnt what Hegel calls The Absolute Philosophy. "He becomes the paragon of perfection, the object of worship, the preserver of the universe."\(^{12}\) He is the point where عبودت (Man-ness) and (God-ness) become one and result in the birth of the god-man.

Although the author devotes a separate chapter to the perfect man in the second volume of his book, yet we will consider that chapter here in order to secure a continuous view of his doctrine. Here he unfolds his Doctrine of the Self-direption in a new dress. He says that the perfect man is the pivot round which revolve all the "heavens" of existence, and the sum of the realities of material existence corresponds to his unity. The عرش عرش (The Chair) to his heart; the کرسي (The Plum Tree) to his spiritual position; the قلم قلم (The Pen) to his intellect; the تمر (The Plume) to his mind; the elements to his temperament; matter to his faculty of perception; air to the space he occupies; the علی (Heaven) to his opinion; the starry heaven to his intelligence; the seventh heaven to his will; the sixth to his imagination; the fifth to his perseverance; the fourth to his understanding; the third to his fancy; the second to his reflection, and the first to his memory. Of the above-mentioned correspondences, the author has very obscure explanations and goes on to enumerate all the phases of material existence in order to explain the truth that the perfect man is truly a microcosm and moves in every sphere of thought and being.

His doctrine implies that angels have not a separate existence of their own; all have their source in the faculties of the perfect man; in one word they are personifications of his faculties. The قلب (the source of the perfect man is the source of استقلال (the source of life), his intellect the source of...
(the source of revelation), that part of his nature which is subject to the illusions of fear, the source of (the angel of fear), his will the source of , and his reflection the source of the rest of the angels. The interpretation of these phrases is very doubtful, but it seems to be that what are called angels are nothing but different phases of the activity of the different powers of his nature. How the perfect man reaches this height of spiritual development, the author does not tell us, but he says that at every stage he has a peculiar spiritual experience in which there is not even a trace of doubt or agitation. The instrument of this experience is what he calls the (heart), a word very difficult of definition. He gives a very mystical diagram of Qalb and explains it by saying that it is the eye which sees the names, the attributes and the Absolute Being successively. It owes its existence to a mysterious combination of soul and mind (نَفْسٌ وروج) and becomes by its very nature the organ for the recognition of the ultimate realities of existence. Perhaps Dr. Schenkel’s sense of the word Conscience would approach our author’s meaning of the word. All that the , or the source of what the Vedanta calls, the Higher Knowledge, reveals is not seen by the individual as something separate from and heterogeneous to himself; what is shown to him through this agency is his own reality, his own deep being. This characteristic of the agency differentiates it from the intellect the object of which is always different and separate from the individual exercising that faculty. But the spiritual experience, as the Sufis of this school hold, is not permanent; moments of spiritual vision, says Matthew Arnold, cannot be at our command. The god-man is he who has known the mystery of his own being, who has realised himself as god-man; but when that particular spiritual realisation is over, man is man and God is God. Had the experience been permanent, a great moral force would have been lost and society overturned.

Let us now sum up the author’s Doctrine of the Trinity. We have seen the three movements of the Absolute Being or the first three categories of Pure Being; we have also seen that the third movement is attended with external manifestation which is the self-direment of the Essence into God and man. This separation makes a gap which is filled by the perfect man who shares in both the Divine and the human attributes. The author holds that the perfect man is the preserver of the Universe, hence in his view, the appearance of the perfect man is a necessary condition for the continuation of nature. It is easy, therefore, to understand that in the god-man, the Absolute Being which had left its Absoluteness, returns unto itself and but for the god-man it could not have done so, for then there would have been no nature, and consequently no light through which God could have seen Himself. The light through the agency of which God sees Himself is due to the principle of difference in the nature of the Absolute Being itself. He recognises this principle in the following verses:

If you say that God is one, you are right, but if you say that He is two, this is also true.

If you say no, but He is three, you are right, for this is the real nature of man.  

The perfect man, then, is the joining link. On the one hand he receives illumination from all the essential names, on the other hand all the divine attributes reappear in him. These attributes are:

1. Independent life or existence.
2. Knowledge which is a form of life as the author proves from a verse of the Qur’an.
3. Will — the principle of particularisation or the manifestation of Being. The author defines it as the illumination of the knowledge of God according to the require-

13 "We cannot kindle when we will
The fire which in the heart resides."

14 "أو من كان ملئا فاحسبناه يعني جابا فأمعناه وجعلنا له نورا بيضي به في الناس"

15 "صفة 40 جزءا الأول"
ments of the Essence; hence it is a particular form of knowledge. It has nine manifestations all of which are different names for love, the last is the love in which the lover and the beloved, the knower and the known merge into each other and become identical. This form of love, the author says, is the Absolute Essence; as Christianity teaches God is love. The author guards, here, against the error of looking upon the individual act of will as uncaused. Only the act of the universal will is uncaused; hence he implies the Hegelian Doctrine of Freedom, and holds that the acts of man are both free and determined.

4. Power which expresses itself in self-diremption — creation. The author controverts Shaik Muhuy-d Din ibn 'Arabi's position that the Universe existed before its creation in the knowledge of God, as Hamilton holds. He says, this would imply that God did not create it out of nothing and holds that the Universe, before it's existence as an idea, existed in the self of God.

5. The Word or the reflected being. Every possibility is the word of God; hence nature is the materialisation of the word of God. It has different names — The tangible word, The sum of the realities of man, The arrangement of the Divinity, The spread of Oneness, The expression of the Unknown, The phases of Beauty, The trace of names and attributes, and The object of God's knowledge.


7. The Power of seeing.

8. Beauty — that which seems least beautiful in nature (the reflected beauty) is in its real existence, beauty. Evil is only relative; it has no real existence; sin is merely a relative deformity.

9. Glory or beauty in its intensity.

10. Perfection which is the unknowable essence of God and therefore Unlimited and Infinite.

We have now the doctrine of the perfect man completed. All through, the author has maintained his argumentation by an appeal to different verses of the Quran and to the several traditions of the Prophet the authenticity of which he never doubts. Although he reproduces the Christian doctrine of the Trinity except that his god-man is Muhammad instead of Christ, he never alludes to his having been ever influenced by Christian Theology. He looks upon the doctrine as something common between the two forms of religion and accuses Christians of a blasphemous interpretation of the doctrine — of regarding the Personality of God as split up into three distinct personalities. Our own belief, however, is that this splendid doctrine has not been well-understood by the majority of Islamic and even Christian thinkers. The doctrine is but another way of stating the truth that the Absolute Unity must have in itself a principle of difference in order to evolve diversity out of itself. Almost all the attacks of Muhammadan theologians are directed against vulgar beliefs while the truth of real Christianity has not sufficiently been recognised. I believe no Islamic thinker will object to the deep meaning of the Trinity as explained by this author, or will hesitate in approving Kant's interpretation of the Doctrine of Redemption. Shaik Muhuy-d Din ibn 'Arabi says that the error of Christianity does not lie in making Christ God but that it lies in making God Christ.

16 While remarking on the Bible the author says: — "The Bible begins with the name of the Father, the Son and the Mother, just as the Quran begins with the three Divine Names. But the people of Christ did not understand the real meanings of the Bible and interpreted the Father, the Mother, and the Son as the Spirit, the Virgin and Christ respectively. They could not understand that the Father means Al-Rahman, the Mother the real nature of the Pure Being and the Son the Book — the Universe in itself or that which is the offshoot of the deep reality of the Essence. Although the author accuses Christians of a very serious misunderstanding yet he regards their sin as venial holding that their "sharek (the splitting up of the Divine Personality) is the essence of all "wahid (Unity)."
After these remarks on the Doctrine of the Trinity let us now review the remainder of the author's treatise. His principal doctrine is complete before us but he has got something more to say. He devotes a separate chapter to the He-nass, the second movement of the Absolute Being, but drops no new remark here. He then goes on to consider the I-nass, the third movement of the Absolute and defines it as the contrast of God with what is His own manifestation and says that I and He are but the outside and the inside of the same thing. In the three succeeding chapters the author considers the words Eternity and Uncreatableness and guards against the error of understanding them as implying time. The 31st chapter goes under the heading of "The Days of God" by which phrase the author means the different manifestations of the Absolute. The Absolute Being has two phases; in Himself He is one and unchangeable, but in the second phase He is the cause of all diversity — say is the diversity. That which appears is not unreal, it is the Absolute Being itself. It is interesting to observe that the author uses here the word $J^2$ which exactly means Evolution implying the identity of the object under all its diverse forms. The first volume ends here with brief notices of the Qurán, the Old Testament, the Book of Psalms and the Bible. The author's remarks on the different Books are very interesting but are not directly connected with the main theory he propounds. We, therefore, proceed to estimate the value of his philosophical labour. While summing up his Doctrine of the Perfect Man, we have seen that although he has anticipated many of the chief doctrines of modern German Philosophy and particularly Hegelianism, yet he is not a systematic thinker at all. He perceives the truth, but being unequipped with the instrumentality of a sound philosophical method, he cannot advance positive proofs for his position or rather cannot present his views in a systematic unity. He is keenly alive to the necessity of philosophical precision, yet his mysticism constantly leads him to the vague, obscure remarks savouring of Platonic poetry rather than philosophy. His book is a confused jumble of metaphysics, religion, mysticism and ethics, very often excluding all likelihood of analysis. In his defence of the Islamic Institutions, he implies that religion is something quite different from metaphysics, yet in his general treatment he is so firmly convinced of their identity that he regards religion as applied metaphysics and to a great extent anticipates the views of the modern Neo-Hegelian School of England. Amidst the irregularity and general want of clearness, his chief doctrine, however, is sufficiently clear — a doctrine which makes the principle merit of our author and brings him out as the triumphant possessor of the deep metaphysical meaning of the Trinity. In the garb of mysticism he has dropped remarks which might have been developed so as to result in a philosophical system, but it is a matter of regret that this sort of Idealistic Speculation did not find favour much with later Islamic thinkers.

SOME NOTES ON THE LANGUAGE OF CHITRAL AND IDIOMATIC SENTENCES AND TRANSLATIONS OF TEN ORIENTAL STORIES.

BY COLONEL J. DAVIDSON, L.S.C.

(Continued from p. 200.)

(1) The Old Woman and the Goose.

I wāi balibat hālīstai ki har anusâr i aikân surmo drahâgo, I bâr.

An old woman a goose possessed which every day on one egg of gold used to lay. One time wāo tan kerdîr khâst aër (duniastai) agar hâo balibato jibûram zîâd kûn old woman own heart in thought made (thought) if this (of) goose of food more I shall make har anus jû surmo aikân dî (dërî). Wâo hamûsh gûnum kori har anus every day two gold of eggs it will lay. Old woman thus thought having made every day balibato-ko kandari ki rai kora ko jibûram dî. Zîâd. Wa i kama bâsû balibat goose to as much as a desire it used to make food she used to give. Then a few days in goose bo thul bët zîâd aikân no dûststai.

very fat having become more eggs not laid.
(2) The Bull and the Fly.

I ansū lott reshū nūmāten nuji ootai (?). I magas mutakabar gitti koro
One day a big bull crops among was grazing. A fly conceived having come it of
surongo sora nūkai. Magas tan herdiā lā prai avos bo kāwi avassā; agar hātara hāl — bōm
horn on sat. The fly own heart in word gave I very heavy am; if here remain shall
albatta reshū tan kapāl bhum ār āh nēkō no hōi. Wa magas du jā
assuredly the bull own head ground from above to lift up not shall able. Then the fly loud voice
prai "He reshū! burtuiman kī tā ta bo musīkat dōm, hamūsh kī ērī lā ēdt awa
made "Oh bull! I fear that thee to much trouble I am giving, thus if it is word give I
shau bīm." Reshū lā prai "He magas! mā bachen fikarmānd ma hōs haio
quickly will go." The bull word gave "Oh fly! of me for sake of anxious not be thou of this
bachen kī kya wokt apat kī tu mā ta tā no prān avos tā nihrīkār
for sake of that what time until that thou me to word not gavest thou I of thee sitting from
khabār no bīroātīm." news (aware) not was.

(3) A Midsummer's Walk.

I moṣh grānīkū i khor moṣh poshūwa togho dūro ta bāghēai. Hata moṣh tan
A man at midday one other man for seeing of him house to went. That man own
dūr ār poshitai kī hasa khor moṣh goyōn, khor tan shādirūnō ta reistai "kya wokt
house from saw that that other man is coming, and own servants to said "(at) what time
kī hōs mā bābā bāshīr kōi kī 'dūro khasam kurē asūra' bīn lā
that that (person) me concerning enquiry makes that 'house of owner where is;' you word
īyār hanīsē i khor moṣh gūna skāpīk jībīko bachen bāghēai." Hamūnīa moṣh
give 'now one other man to food to eat of for sake has gone.' In the mean time the man
toristai ochē bāghār ārē "dūro khasam kurē asūra?" Hātē lā prānī "īṣpā lootro be
arrived and enquiry made 'house of owner where is?' They word gave "of us master outside
bī asūr." Moṣh reistai "haiya tāṭū bī keri bī asūr loot akmak asūr." Dūro
gone is." The man said "this heat in he who outside gone is big fool is." House of
khasam tan sor tāsākukurār nēi lā prāi "tu kī haiya wokt kastān
owner own head window from having put out word gave 'thou who this time art moving about
lott akmak asūr, avos duruāt ansū tan dūrā nīšī asūm." big fool art, I right (all) day own house in seated am.

(4) The Old Man who did not know his own Mind.

I bap ākrūkār i bār palīko dār gāni tan dūrota baugha-ochoi.
One old man forest from one load burning of wood having taken own house to was going.
Kya wokt kī tēkrā pōn kosaistai bap khasmaj biti bār tan
What time that somewhat road he had marched old man tired having become load own
kuturā bhumā petkistai ochē dūl avūr ārē "He marak śrīkāta! mā haiya bāla ār
shoulder from ground on threw and loud noise made "Oh of death angel! me this misery from
khalās kīrē." Hāsā wokt brikō malik togho pūṣi i rapistai ochē lā prāi "mā kya
loose make. At that time dying of angel of him front in stood up and word gave "me what
bachan mākhi asūrā? khor mā sum tā kya koram ēhrā?" Bap haiya
for sake of calling art thou? and me with (to) thee what business is?" The old man this
burti naṣu sastrā poshī ronistāi; reistāi "He brā! mūhrbānī kīrē khor mā sum ērs
fear like (?) form having seen trembled; he said "Oh brother! kindness do and me with friend
bōs ēhīo bachen kī avos hai bār wā tan kutū ēhīnī, fakat haiyo bachen
be of this for sake of that I this load again own shoulder on may take, only this of by reason of
tā mākhi asūm," thee calling am."
(5) The Negro and the Snow.

Kashinō watanā i sodāgar kawattō i māristan dīristai ki
Of Kashmir in country one merchant powerful (rich) of one slave was (such) that
hātpo ēost rokhino barābar ākōo oshōi. 1 anus yomono wokt māristan tan chillīai
of him skin charcoal of like black was. One day winter of time slave own clothes
nīristai (nēristai?) khor tsekro hīm gānī bo muṣhako saum horo tan hadaṃ
took off and a little snow having taken much labour with of him own body on
kōshiko prai.  Hamūmā horo lottro hāi, khor hai korom noṣhōn pōshī
to rub began (gave). In the mean time of him master came, and this work curious having seen
reistai "haiēra kya kosen?" Māristan ē prai "tan hadam yusō sora kashēmenan
said "here what does thou?" Slave word gave "own body ice with I am rubbing
haiō barājan ki haiō watana roīnō barābar ishpēro bōm." Horo lottro
this of for sake of that of this country of men of equal white I may become." Him of master
hōssi reistai "He akmāh! ēbas tan — sora muṣhako ma korē. Albatā (wonga)
having laughed said "Oh fool! in vain self — with labour (do) not make. Certainly (perchance)
ta hadam hīmō birēr magar ta hadam haiō barājan ishpēro no bōr,"
thy body snow will melt but thy body this of by reason of white not will become."


I anusā i leshō niomatān jība oshōi; hatstān muji bo baṣhunān aṭhaēli ishtuk kūrā
One day on one ox crops was eating; them among many frogs young play making
ōshōni. Nāyāhān hatstānō muji i-ūsā leshō pōngo mul ta ghāri
were. By chance of them among from one ox of feet underneath having been trampled
obristai. Khor baṣhunān hītā korom pōshī tan duro ta uskūristānī khor tan nanota
died. Other frogs this work having seen own house to fled and own mother to
hai vākṣya lā prāni, ochē reistāni "He nan! hamūnī lott hawān ēṣa kya wokt no
this occurrence word gave, and they said "Oh mother! so big animal we any time not
pōshī asāi," Hai lā kārā ditti lott baṣhunān tan shikam bo šuṣpiṣṭaī, reistāni "Hāsa
seeing are." This word ear in having given big frog own belly much blew out, said "That
hamūnī lott oṣhōiā?"  Aṣṭēlān ē prāni "Di. Hamo sar bo lott oṣhōiā.
(animal) so big was?" The young ones word gave "Yes. That than much big was,"
Aṣṭēlāh ēsā tan shikamotā ējī dī hamūnī fārāh ērī, baṣhār ērī, "Hīō hamūnī
Afterwards she own belly two even as much extended made, enquiry made, "It thus
lott oṣhōiā?" Lā prāni "He nan! Hāsa hamō — sar hāsār bār lott asūr,
big was?" Word they gave "Oh mother! It that — than a thousand times big is,"
Magar, lott baṣhun takabaro sora tan shikam hīmō sar dī baṣhī fārāh kūrā oṣhōi khor
However, big frog pride with own belly that than also more extended make did, and
aṭhī horo post phat bīti obristai,
at last of it skin (split in) half having-become she died.

(7) The Simple Thief.

I māshā, dūr ē rupīo khlāṭa khaṣī hoi. Rupīo khasam dihō kānmāta
One man of house from one rupees of bag stolen became, Rupees of owner town of judge to
kahār ērī. Kāsī khaṣhtāp dūro roīnī māshūtāi magar bo takāl korīto
news made. The judge immediately house of men called up but much enquiry making of
sora khaṣī nīko no obristai. Aṭhī horo hamīntānī reistāni "wāsenā ta hēsā durustīntānī ēgān
with thief to pick out not was able. At last them to he said "night at you all to each
iṇā̤n wētuk phat gāz ē drung dōm, khor hārāh bōi ki khaṣī hētuk khor
each a stick half yard (cubit) long I will give, and thus it shall be that thief other
roīnī wētukān sar i chāmūto drung bōi."  Hamūnā ē ditti kāsī kā
men of sticks than one inch of long shall become," Thus word having given judge every
NOTES ON THE CHITRALI LANGUAGE.

roī ta i wetu khor hamitāno rubāsat arēr. Chui barābār chojh burtutai
man to one stick gave and them leave to depart made. Night exactly (midnight) thief feared
khor tan herdiā khāl arē "Ajar tan wetuko i chamūtī purī chinim
and own heart in thought made "If own stick one inch of length of (?) I shall break off
chucho wetu khor wetukāna barābār kōi." Hamūgh khāl kōi tan wetukān
morning time other sticks of equal it will become." Thus idea having made own stick from
i chamūtī kōi purī chinistāi. Pinga chu khor roānā sum i bi tī
one inch having made length of (?) he split. In the morning other men with one having become
būshāi. Kāzi wetukan poshi haini hikmatā nora chojh dositai,
he went. Judge sticks having seen this trick with thief caught.


Ju kimirīn igho-guna giti aṣhēlio bachan kōt koni;
Two women one with another having come a child for sake of quarrelling became;
khālū gawā no āsiantāi. Hamitān kūtī guna baγhānī, khor i-wāli testez la
other (?) witness not were. They judge of near went, and one strong (persistently) word
prai "hai aṣhēli mā asūr, "khor hasa i reorgan "hai aṣhēli mā asūr, khunna!
gave "this child of me is, " and that (other) one was saying "this child of me is, your worship!
"mā haka ināf kōrē." Kāzi lā ilāj bi ti kongor-tyāko
of me in the right justice do." The judge without remedy having become sword-smiter
mukhtītai khor hamota la prai "hai aṣhōli ju bāsh kōrē khor i bāsh i kimirīta dōt oĉhe
called for and him to word gave "this child of two parts make and one part one woman to give and
i bāsh i kimirīta dōt." Kongor-tyāko kāzio lā kār kōi tan kongor
one part (other) one woman to give." The sword-smiter judge of word ear having made own sword
nābātai khor aṣhēlio ju bāsh kōrikā bachan tāvāt hoi. Haini tāmānā hoji i
drew out and two parts make for sake of ready become. This show in one
kimirī phik biti rapitai khor hech kya tā no prai, mugar hussā i kimirī dātī la
woman silent being rose up and any word not spoke, but that (other) one woman loud word
sorā kēlāi khor reistai "He sahī! mā aṣhēli mā māre, agar harāsh ināf shēr awa tān
with cried out and said "Oh Sir! my child not kill, if thus justice is I own
dāea shokshāstām; Khuθāo bachan hasa kimirīta mā aṣhēli dōt." Kāzī hāi
claim have foregone; God of for sake of woman to of me the child give." The judge this
lā kār kōi tan herdiā yuktā arēr ki hai kimirī aṣhēlio shangār-nān oĉhe,
word ear having made own heart in certain made that this woman child of womb (?)-mother is
Kāzī aṣhēli katoγhō ta prai khor hasa i kimirī jāza prai, khor tan roānā
Judge child her to gave and that other woman to punishment gave, and own men to
bandēstai ki "hai changak kimirī haini watānār dālā." ordered that "that lying woman this country from expel."

(9) The Flatterer's Tale.

Lo i kāγo kano phurā ighi asika poshītai, khor tan apakah tsakro kīlāl.
A fox one crow tree of branch on sitting being saw, and own mouth in a little cheese.
Tan herdiā gumān arēr ki "awa hai no γhālo lusnīk tan hostā kechān ġānim?"
Own heart in thought he made that "I this delicious morsel own hand in how shall I take?"
Achārār lo dut hawā sora reistai "He kāγ! ma jān! Hanun tā poshīko sum bo
Then the fox loud voice with said "Oh crow! my soul! To-day thee seeing with very
khushān āsān. Ta mira surat oché poshān shāh ma herdi behosh arētī. Mā
rejoiced I am Thy noble form and feathers black my heart without sense have made. Me
bachan i shirān bāshāo, haini bachan ki ghichō khushān ochē herdiā khushān ā
for sake of one sweet (thing) sing, this for sake of that eye of pleasure and heart of pleasure one
barābār bānā." Hai kāγ hai ishkhālō tūtā kār arēr, tan bāshāko huma poshīkī no
equal may become." That crow that flattery of words ear made, own singing of skill showing
(10) Silence is Golden.

I sap-nagako i gordokh okhoi ochê horo guzren muji rochiko.
One clothes-washing (man) of one ass was and it garden in to graze of bachan lakhorodoghi. Guzreno roîn gordokh ditti horo haterâr for purpose of he used to let loose. Garden of people the ass having beaten it from there dalestani. I anus sap-nagak purdumeri hasa gordokho anjiroshoki ochê reistai “Chuiu woktu drove out. One day clothes-washer tigerskin that ass on put on and said “Night of at time guzreno muji rochiko bachan baigham, nugar hatera kya ghu-huva ma körê. Hamûsh garden in to graze of for purpose of go, but there any noise do not make. Thus har chui gordokh purdumeri anji guzreno ta baigham ochês. Kya woktu ki roîn every night the ass tiger skin having put on garden to going used to be. What time that the men chui woktu horo pohtiani gumân arîni ki albatt haia purdum osir. I chui guzreno night time him saw thought they made that verily this a tiger is. One night garden of khasam tan togho pohtiani khor burtai kânâ nisai. Hamûniâ i khor owner himself him saw and having feared tree on sat. The meantime in one other gordokh, ki shivi âsdistai, luitai, khor hatagho avâs sap-nagako gordokho kûrê prai ass, which near was, brayed, and him of sound clothes-washing of ass of ear on gave khor hasa ci luitai khor chik gordokhâno quvë luiko prai. Guzreno khasam hoi and that one also brayed and all asses like to bray of he began. Garden of owner this gordokhâno luik kûrê prai khor kohe arêr ki hasa kyo
asses of the braying ear on gave and understanding made that that (ass) what sort rokh biâri. Kânar khuwamiti khor gordokh bo prai khor horo guzrenâr thing (goods) is become. Tree from he descended and ass much he beat and him garden from dalestai. Hâm-ghar hairo bachan hosh-korakan khibil he drove. This from (thenceforth) this of by reason of understanding-makers (the wise) idea arstani ki “gordokhâno bachan phik biko jam.”

have made that “asses of for sake of silent to be (is) good.”

THE 400 LYRICS: PURRA-NANNURRU.

BY THE REV. G. U. POPE, M. A., D. D., BALLIOL COLLEGE AND INDIAN INSTITUTE, OXFORD.

The Cûrâna King, Kîlî-Valavan, who fell at Kûla-muttam.

This king is celebrated in eighteen songs, by ten different minstrels. One lyric (173) is ascribed to the king himself. Kîlî was the family name of a renowned dynasty of Cûra kings, eight of whom are mentioned in this collection. Its derivation is doubtful, but it may mean a digger, and is in fact a synonym of Pâlava. He is said to have conquered the Cûra kingdom and taken Karâtê, its then capital; and fell in battle at the village of Kûla-muttam ("Pavilion by the Tank"). This portion of the anthology is of peculiar interest to Tamil scholars.

1 The Tamil root poî = ki. 2 Called also Kûr âs. See 373.
I.

The first song, relating to Kili-Talavvan here (34) is by Atur-Kigar ('Lord of the Manor of Banyan-tree Town'), and is every way very noteworthy.

Ingratitude, the only unpardonable Sin.

'Whatever sins men do in hurting kine, —
All heinous crimes,' and wrongs to Brahmans wrought, —
Where fault is pondered and confess't, a place
May yet be found to wash away the stain.
But they, who benefit conferred have slain
Can ne'er escape,' — so virtue's self hath sung.
O spouse of her with jewels rare adorned!
Each morn and eve at twilight hour, in song, —
With grain and flesh and milk and honey fed,—
I and my clan say, 'long live our king great Valavan!'
In spacious court beneath the Ittis' shade,
The needful words of kindly courtesy,
He speaks with heart that knows no hidden guile,
And gives the minstrels feast of pure white rice,
Then last store of various wealth bestows!
If thus I sing not aye thy glorious might,
The lord of many rays shall know no rise.
Great king! I'm poor; but if the good
In this world done by men of worth endures;
Oh, may'st thou joyous live more years
Than are the rain drops, shed by sweet-voiced clouds
That come wind-wafted from Himalaya's height.'

Here the first six lines are an avowed quotation from, and amplification of, Tiruvalluvar's fine couplet.

'Who every good have killed, may ruin flee;
Who benefit has slain, shall ne'er escape.'

II.

This king, who (we may infer) possessed considerable ability, was both brave and generous; but somewhat headstrong. Hence a great deal of good advice is, in a very tactful way, offered to him by the minstrels; and he seems to have been all the better for it. The following lines are worth noting. They are by the same sweet singer.

Good Counsel for the young King (35).

The Tamil Lands.

The pleasant Tamil lands possess
For boundary the ocean wide.
The heaven, where tempests loud sway not,
Upon their brow rests as a crown.
Fertile the soil they till, and wide.

---

6 In the original: 'cutting theudder of kine, and procuring abortion.' Comp. Tiruv-ilai-thal, 26; Taylor's Oriental Hist. MSS. p. 75.
7 The Itti or Iratti — a species of fig-tree.
8 The idea that any deeds, good or bad, once done, have thenceforth a real existence, and are among the abiding, active, ever operative, energies of the universe, is of primary importance. (See my Nal. pp. 66-69; and Kurra, Ch. XXXVIII.)
9 The voice of the rain-cloud is peculiarly the sweet promise of plenty to lands depending solely on the monsoon.
10 Book L, 'on Virtue,' Ch. XI. 119.
11 This establishes the priority of the K. to the P. N. N. — Comp. also Nalalijir, 111 (and note there), 344, 356, 357 (and esp. lex to Nal. under root hó).
Three kings with mighty hosts this land
Divide; but of the three, whose drums
Sound for the battle's angry strife,
Thou art the chief, O mighty one!

Though the resplendent sun in diverse quarters rise;
And though the silvery planet to the south decline;
Thy land shall flourish, where through channels deep,
Kaveri flows with bright refreshing stream,
Along whose banks the sweet cane's white flowers wave
Like pennon'd spears uprising from the plain.

Let me speak out to this rich country's king!
Be easy of access at fitting time, as though
The lord of justice sat to hear, and right decree.
Such kings have rain on their dominions at their will! —
The clouds thick gather round the sun, and rest
In vault of heaven: — So let thy canopy
Of state challenge the sky, and spread around
Not gloom, but peaceful shade! Let all thy victories
Be the toiling ploughman's gain!
Kings get the blame, whether rains fail, or copious flow,
And lack the praise: such is the usage of the world.

It thou hast marked and known this well,
Reject the wily counsels of malicious men.
Lighten the load of those who till the soil.
The dwellers in the land protect. If thou do this
Thy stubborn foes shall lowly bend beneath thy feet.

III.

At one time this king besieged Karur, the Çeran's capital. The bard of Alattur (' Figtree Town') thus intercedes for the sorely straitened people.

Tactful Intercession for Weak Adversaries (36).

Whether thou wilt destroy or wilt release,
'Tis thine to ponder which befits thy name! —
The axe, bright-edged, long-handled, sharp by file
Of smith black-handed, smites the fragrant boughs
Of guardian trees in every park around;
They crashing fall and scatter the white sands
Of An-porunham's river cool, where sport
The damsels with their golden bracelets gay;
Thro' town, and all the guarded hall are echoes heard,
And yet their king in pleasure slumbers on!
With bow-armed host, thy war-drum sounding loud,
'Twill shame thee to have fought such feeble foes!

The intercession was unsuccessful; the fair city fell.

IV.

The following is by Nappaçaliyar of Marrokkam,* seven of whose are songs in this anthology. His grief for its destruction is evident.

* A small district near the ancient Korkai.
Karur (37).
Thou scion of the Çura Lord who saved
The dove from woe, — Chief of the wrathful hosts,
Armed with the gleaming darts that ruin work,
As when a fiery dragon, angry, fierce, —
Bearing five heads, with gleaming poisonous tooth,
Has enter'd cavern vast of mountain, where
The golden creepers twine; — fire from the sky
That writhes forth issues, and hot thunderbolt; —
Thou saw'st the lordly city old, whose king
Was circled round by girded elephants.
There in dark deep moat the alligators congregate,
In the wide waters of the guarded lake
Are crocodiles that fierce in fight
Dart forth to catch the shadows cast
By gleam of watchman's torch at midnight hour.
Its walls like burnish'd copper shone.
This seemed not fair to thee: Thou didst destroy,
For thou in wasting war art mighty, glorious king!

Here is a bit of adroit but somewhat gross flattery by Mūlam Kirār of Āvūr: —
The Çura-land preferred to Swarga (38).

VI.
This is a panegyric by Nappaqaliyār of Mārrākkam: —

Vaijavān's Praise (39).
Descendant of him who to save a dove from grief did'st enter the weighing scale,
whose beam was tipped with the carved white tusk of elephant with ponderous foot! Giving in grace was born with thee: and is not thy peculiar praise.

10 Vaijavān is Indra; and his land is Paradise, which, however, it excels; since its king still bestows charitable benefactions.
And, when one ponders how thy sires of old destroyed the mighty fort suspended in the sky which foes dreaded to approach,—to slay thy foes is not thy peculiar praise!

And since the council of Uraieyur, impregnable city of the valiant Çērār, is the abode of Equity:—Justice is not thy peculiar praise!

O Valavan, swift horseman, whose stout arms are like fortress-bars, whose wreath fills every eye, how then shall I sing thy praises?

How shall I tell of thy glorious prowess that withered the fadeless Vānji, destroying the Çērān king with chariot huge of cunning work, who planted his guarded bow-banner on the long gold tipped peaks of Imayam, whose bounds none measure?²²

At Chezarla in the Karnul district there is a temple dedicated to Kapoīvavaran (the ‘Dove Lord,’—an epithet of Çivan). The legend connected with this shrine is briefly as follows:—

“King Sivi, who came from Kashmir, resolved to perform 100 (yāga) sacrifices by which he hoped to gain the realm of Brahmā. The three, Çivan, Vishnu and Brahmā, resolved to interrupt the sacrifice and prevent this; and accordingly Vishnu assumed the form of a dove which Çivan as a hunter pursued with his bows and arrows until it took refuge with Sivi, who took it to his bosom, and refused to give it up to the hungry sportsman. At length it was agreed that he should be permitted to ransom the dove by giving an equal weight of his own flesh. The bird was placed in one scale, and Sivi threw portions of his own body into the other; but the disguised gods prevented the scale from turning, till the king, strong in his heroic self-sacrificing love, cut his own body in halves and threw one into the scale. The gods, overcome by this self-devotion, now assumed their proper shapes, and Çivan offered the king a new and more beautiful body, and to make him an emperor. He declined all earthly gifts, asking only the bliss of Kallasa for himself and his people.” Such was the ancestor assigned by the poet to his patron (39, 43, 46)²³

VII.

The next (40) by Mālam Kidar of Avur refers to the destruction of Karur, and is a delicate lyric warning the youthful conqueror against arrogance.

Thou art the mighty one, who sparing not the guarded fort broke thro’ and slew its king and made the yellow gold erewhile his crown anklets to grace, hero! thy conquering foot.

Thy land maintains seven lordly elephants in tiny spot where a little one might lie!⁴⁴

That we may ever see, as now, the necks of thy despisers bend, and those who land thee raise their heads, be thou, great king! pleasant of speech, and easy of access.⁵⁵

VIII.

The following is by Idaikadānār (‘he of the herdsman’s forest land’):—

**The Warrior-king (42).**

Insatiato giver! Lord of murderous war!
Thine elephant looms like a lofty hill;
Thy warring hosts roar like the billowy sea;
Thy pointed spear gleams like the lightning’s sheen;
Thus art thou cause of trembling to earth’s kings.
No blame to thee, ‘tis thine ancestral way!

---

²² Muir, IV, p. 283. This attribution to Valavan’s ancestor of this feat seems to imply the descent of the king from Mahādīva.

²³ This refers to the legend of King Sivi. See a paper in Madras Government Records (Archeology), dated April 20th, 1899, by A. Rea, Esq.

²⁴ The outlines of this story are found in a Buddhist Jātaka. See Faussott, Vol. III, pp. 224-227. — It is given in the Mahābhārata, Vana-parvan, 13275, etc. And here it is mentioned as connected with an ancestor of a Çērā king. To extract history from such sources is impossible.

²⁵ See Kurral, 525, 548, 555.
As tiger guards its whelps thou gaarest us,
Safe neath thy sceptre just, thou Lord of festive land,
Whose homesteads flourish mid the genial soil.
The reapers from the border-slaices draw rare fish;
The ploughmen turtles in the furrows find;
The cutters of the cane rich honey bring;
The maidens at the fountains lilies cull;
To feast their kinsfolk from less favour'd fields.
Like many rivers rushing from the hill
From far converging towards the mighty deep,
The tuneful bards all turn their eyes to thee.
Thou smit'ist with axe whose blows no healing know,
Thine eyes regard the lands of hostile kings
With wrath, as though death's self were raging there!

IX.

This is by Kövär Kiçär, a sweet singer and friend of many kings. No less than 15 of his compositions are in this collection. Of these, No. 47, 'The Intercession,' addressed to another chief, is most noteworthy.

' The Terrors of Invasion ' (41).

E'en death must hide his time. You choose your own,
O king, and slay whene'er and wheresoe'er
It pleases you: so fall the mighty lords of spearman-hosts!
At all eight points the fiery meteors fall away;
From lofty trees the leafless branches droop;
On every side fierce meteor-suns blaze forth;
Voices of evil-omened birds are heard;
Teeth fall to earth; oil drips upon men's heads;
The wild boar rushes forth; garments fall to earth;
Bright weapons with their stands are overturn'd;
Things rarely seen in dreams, never in waking hours,
O valiant warrior, wait upon thy warlike path!
When rumour of thy dreaded coming spreads,
Dwellers in town unguarded, panic struck,
Kiss their children's flowerlike eyes, and haste
To hide their boding sorrows from their wives;
And all the people frightened flee.
O Vāravan, thon hero in the strife,
Thy march is like the fire before the mighty wind!
So fares the land that hath provoked thy wrath.

Nine portents alarm the people whose lands are invaded. These are the evil omens still dreaded in India.

X.

A chieftain called Malayamin (probably the same that goes by the name of Kāri — see 121, etc.) fell under Kiùi-Vāravan's displeasure, and in some way the little sons of the vassal fell into his hands. These he ordered to be killed by having their heads crushed by an elephant to whose tread they were to be exposed, — a cruel, but not uncommon, punishment in S. India in those days. The poet Kövär-Kiçär saved them by his intercession (46), nor was this his only successful advocacy. (See 45, 47.)

16 The victim was buried in the earth, the head only protruding and an elephant driven over the spot.
(46)

Then art of the royal line of him who saved the dove from affliction and many others. These are children of the race that protects the learned from want, who share their food with the hungry, and under whose fostering care men lead happy lives.

See these little innocents, how first they stood fearing the sight of thine elephants; then, forgetting that, were daunted by the aspect of thy hall; and now stand trembling with troubles ever new!

Hear me, and then follow the promptings of thine own desire!

They were released.

(To be continued.)

THE THIRTY-SEVEN NATS (SPIRITS) OF THE BURMESE.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 191.)

Group II.

Anarawthazaw Cycle.

(Nats Nos. 16, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 36.)

Group II. consists of 9 Nats, whose story purports to centre round the great conqueror, King Anawrathazaw of Pagán. Hence my name for the Cycle. The outline of this group of legends is as follows:—King Kyuungbyu Min of Pagán had three sons. Two by one Queen, named Kyizó and Sükadé, who deposed their father, and a third younger one, Anawrathazaw, who became the great conqueror, by another Queen. Kyizó succeeded first and was accidentally killed and afterwards Sükadé was slain and dethroned by Anawrathazaw. Anawrathazaw had in his service two brothers, named the elder and the younger Shwêbyin, natives of India, whom he sent to fetch a holy tooth-relief from China, but slew on their return for resisting his orders. They had a guardian, who was a Brahman and Minister to the King, with the title of Mandalé Bôlaw. He and his sister were slain at the same time as the brothers.

There are two other connected legends relating to this period. Firstly, King Yinzaw, or Yizaw, of Pagán had a son, Maung Shin, who was killed while swinging. Secondly Manuhá, King of Thatôn, was conquered by Anawrathazaw, and he and his family were all turned into pagoda slaves at Pagán, where one of them died of leprosy.

Of the above-mentioned personages, the wife of King Kyuungbyu Min and her sons, Kyizó and Sükadé, and also Maung Shin all became Nats. So did the Brahman Minister, his sister and his two wards. The leper Prince of Thatôn also became a Nat.

The Nats rising out of this group of legends are:—No. 28. Tbyûsang Nat, who is King Sükkaða. No. 30. Yônāshin Mingaung Nat, called also Bayinnāshin Mingaung Nat, is King Kyizó. No. 29. Tbyûsang Môlaw Nat, is their mother. No. 27. Minhá Maung Shin Nat is their brother. Nos. 25 and 26 are the two Indian brothers known as the Shwêbyin Naungdaw Nat (the elder) and Shwêbyin Nyidaw Nat (the younger). No. 24. Mandalé Bôlaw Nat is their Brahman guardian, who is also known as Kyetôk. No. 36. Shingwá Nat is his sister. No. 16. Nyaung-gyia Nat is the leper relative of King Manuhá of Thatôn.

Respecting the Shwêbyin Nats, Taw Sein Ko has some valuable remarks; thus, "The apotheosis of the next Nats in the pantheon, viz., the brothers Shwê-pînnyinaung, follows on similar lines [to that of Mahâgiri and his sister]. About the beginning of the XIth century A. D., Anawrathazaw, King of Pagán, had in his service a Kalâ [Indian] adventurer from the Talang kingdom of Thatôn. This man married a balûma or ogress of Pôpâ, and two sons were born to him, who
were respectively named Shwêpyinyl and Shwêpyinnge. When these two brothers were grown up they took service under the king; and when the latter led an expedition to China to secure the holy tooth of Gotama Buddha, which was enshrined there, they accompanied him. The Chinese Emperor appears to have treated the Burmese king with some contempt, and to have refused to hold any communication with him. Therupon the two brothers, who led a charmed life and could make themselves invisible, entered the king's palace at night, drew three lines with lime on his body and retired after writing on the walls enjoining him to meet the Burmese king. In consequence of this mysterious writing, the two rulers met in a friendly way and entered into a compact of amity and friendship. In the meantime, however, the holy tooth had disappeared miraculously, and Aunawathazaw returned home, suffering from the pangs of disappointment. On the return journey Shwêpyinyl and Shwêpyinnge incurred the royal displeasure and were executed at Wayindok, a few miles to the north of Mandalay. At the same place the king had built a pagoda called Sudaungbyaw, and after its consecration resumed his journey by boat. On the way down the river Irrawaddy the royal boat appeared to be held by the rudder and its progress was stopped. The king consulted his ministers about the mystery, and they informed him that the two brothers, Shwêpyinyl and Shwêpyinnge, who were executed by royal command, had become Nats, and that they resented that their valuable services should have been requited by death. It was only when King Aunawathazaw had directed a Nat temple to be built near his pagoda at Wayindok, and ordered the people in the neighbourhood to make regular offerings to the Nats, that he was able to resume his journey and arrive at his capital in safety.

These legends have confused and incorrect reference to definite historical facts, which are unfortunately not so connected as the legends themselves. King Nyaunguzaw Yahan of Pagun (924-957) was a usurper and not of the regular line, but during a long reign of 33 years he introduced serpent (nagad) worship under Ari (Indian) priests all over Burma. He was at length deposed by King Kyaungbyaw of the regular line (957-979), who in turn was deposed by King Kyinzo, a son of Nyaunguzaw Yahan (973-988). Kyinzo reintroduced the serpent worship and was succeeded by his brother Sokkada (983-1010). Sokkada, the serpent-worshipper, was deposed and slain by Aunawathazaw, son of King Kyaungbyaw, and of the regular line (1010-1052). Aunawathazaw was the great hero and conqueror and renowned restorer of the Buddhist faith to Burma.

Manuha, King of Thaton, was conquered by Aunawathazaw about 1030, and his whole family were turned into pagoda slaves at Pagun, and the untimely fate of one of these unfortunate, who died of leprosy, has led to his worship as a Nat.

Amongst many other adventures all round his kingdom, Aunawathazaw marched to Yunnan in search of the holy tooth-relic preserved in China, marrying a Shan princess of Maw during the expedition, a fact which has given rise to a popular Burmese play; but he did not get his tooth-relic, and no doubt the legend of the Brahman Minister, the Mandalay Bodaw, and his family is connected with this journey.

It is nevertheless quite as likely that the story of the Mandalay Bodaw preserves the equally well known and splendidly tragic tale of King Narathu or Kalakyaw Min of Pagun (1160-1164). This blood-thirsty monarch began by killing his father, the venerable and revered Alaungstithu, and during his short reign of four years he, amongst other crimes, killed his father's widow with his own hand. She was the daughter of the King of Pallikar (Pala of Bengal) in India, and in revenge for her death that monarch sent eight soldiers, disguised as Brahmans, to the Burmese Court, who slew Narathu, and then committed suicide. Hence Narathu's title of Kalakyaw Min, i.e., the King killed by foreigners.

Another story seems to be mixed up with this legend. King Yinzaw of Pagun had a son, Minthu Maung Shin, who was killed accidentally in a swing. This Min Yinzaw, whose name can also be read Ye zaw, is, I take it, the same personage as Nyaunguzaw Yahan, the serpent-worshipper, and thus Prince Maung Shin, the Nat, would be the brother of the royal Nats, Kyinzo and Sokkada.

To clear the relationship of this Group to each other two Genealogies are necessary.
Group II.

Genealogy I.
Thenzwin, 26th King of Pagàn, 731-737.
(See Group III., Gen. III.)

Nyaungzaw Yahan, No. 29. Tibyusaung Medaw Nat.
37th K., usurper, Kunzaw Kyaungbyu. 38th K. of Pagàn, 957-979.
924-937.

A Brahman

Anawrathazaw, Mandale Bodaw Nat, his minister.
41st K., 1010-1052.
(See Group III.,
Gens. II. and IV.)

Kyizo, 39th K.,
979-985, No. 30.
Sokkada, 40th K.,
985-1010, No. 28.
No. 27. Mintha
Maung Shin Nat.

Yomashin Mingaung Nat.

Relative of King
Manulah of Thaton, His ward No. 25.
ob. c. 1030, No. 16.
Nyaungguyin Nat.

His ward, No. 26.
Shwebyin Naungdaw Nat.
Shwebyin Nyidaw Nat.

No. 36. Shingwa Nat.

Group II.

Genealogy II.

King Pallikara in India.

No. 24. Mandale Bodaw Nat.

No. 25. Shwebyin Naungdaw Nat.

No. 26. Shwebyin Nyidaw Nat.

I may now proceed to describe the illustrations of Group II., or Anawrathazaw Cycle, premising that the description will be according to the people's legends and not according to the real history of the time.

Illustrations of Group II.
Anawrathazaw Cycle.
No. 26. Tibyusaung Nat.
No. 29. Tibyusaung Medaw Nat.
No. 30. Yomashin Mingaung Nat, called also Bayinmashin Mingaung Nat.

Kyauungbyu Min had, among others, three sons: two by one queen, named Kyizo and Sokad, and the great king Anawrathazaw by another queen. Anawrathazaw was much younger than the other
two. Kyizò and Sûkadè dethroned their father in 348 B. E. (986 A. D.) and Kyizò became king.

He was a mighty hunter, pitching his camp at Nyundun on the Chindwin. When 28 years of age he was accidentally killed at Pagyí near Mt. Poppá by an arrow from a huntsman and became the Vômáshin Mingaung Nat. And so in 354 B. E. (992 A. D.) Sûkadè became king and married his stepmother, who was the mother of Anawratházaw. As soon as he was old enough, Anawratházaw rebelled against Sûkadè, who was killed by a lance.

When Kyunghyà Min was dethroned, his family were sent to a monastery, and the king himself was forced to turn monk. On his death Sûkadè became the Tîbyûsaung Nat.

The mother of the above Nats became the Tîbyûsaung Médaw Nat. Her votaries are women, who carry a rosary and wear a golden head-dress.

In this case Tîbyûsaung Nat is represented in ordinary Court dress of the unceremonious sort, seated. Tîbyûsaung Médaw Nat as a girl kneeling in full Court dress. The outward turned elbow is an accomplishment of which Burmese young ladies are very proud. Bayîmmáshin Mingaung Nat is seated in full Court dress of a high class.

No. 27. Mîntha Maung Shin Nat.

Maung Shin was the son of Min Yinzaw of Pagà and settled in Kyåk-ðîhñû and Pabémyò. He died from an accidental fall from a swing while at play.

This Nat is represented in Court dress, seated and playing the Burmese harps.

No. 24. Mándala Bódaw Nat, called also Kyet Yok Nat.

No. 25. Shwebyin Naungdaw Nat (The elder Shwebyin Nat).


The two Shwebyin were brothers and the sons of a native of India in the service of King Anawratházaw by an oxress he met with on Mt. Poppá, whither he had been sent to get certain flowers for the king. They also served under the king and were sent by him to China for the holy tooth-relic from the royal palace there. They returned with the relic and the king erected a pagoda for it, requiring a brick from each of his officers. The two Shwebyin failed to supply a brick each, and were killed by being castrated and became Nats. Mándala Bódaw was the title of a Minister of Anawratházaw, who was a Brahman and the guardian of the two Shwebyin. He was killed together with them. He tried to get away on a marble elephant, which he could vivify by placing an enchanted white thread round it, but failed and was captured and killed. All three became Nats.

In this case the Mándala Bódaw Nat is represented standing in the full official Court dress of a Minister of the King. He bears a sword, and his right hand is in the conventional attitude of preaching. This appears to refer to his dual character as a warrior and a priest.

The two Shwebyin brothers are in the Court dress of officials, seated and bearing swords in the right and left hands respectively.

No. 36. Shingwà Nat.

She was a sister of the Mándala Bódaw and was killed at the same time, becoming a Nat.

This Nat is represented as a young girl in Court dress standing.

No. 18. Nyaung-gyin Nat

(called also Nyaung-gyin O Nat).

He was a member of Manuha's family and died of leprosy in the days of Anawratházaw.

This Nat is represented as a leper in high class Court dress leaning on a staff. He has lost the ends of both fingers and toes, and his face is marked with the usual signs of tubercular leprosy.

(To be continued.)
NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., L.C.S.

(Continued from p. 228.)

THE EVIL EYE.

Section II. — Powers.

In spite of their general sameness the working of the Evil Eye differs both from the working of a possessing spirit and from the working of witchcraft. Unlike the possessed or demoniac the victim of the Evil Eye, though the glance may sicken, kill or ruin him, does not lose his personality under the oppression of the possessing spirit. The victim of an evil glance when pressed regarding his symptoms does not affirm that he is the person from whose glance he is suffering as the possessed or demoniac affirms when he speaks as the spirit that possesses him. The exercise of the Evil Eye differs from the practice of witchcraft since the power of injuring by a glance may be an unwitting power while the evil caused by witchcraft is planned and intended by the witch. In seventeenth century Scotland, a distinction was accepted between the Evil Eye and witchcraft. Witchcraft was alone held to be criminal. The use of the Evil Eye might be unintentional, even unconscious. But witchcraft was the malicious exercise of an evil power carefully acquired and used with knowledge and criminal intent.30 This distinction does not seem to have been accepted in Ireland where the dread of eye-bite was keener than in Scotland. Towards the close of the sixteenth century (1560–1603) Irish eye-biting witches were executed for causing cattle disease.31 In 1601, in Ireland, Mary Lampton seems to have been charged with looking at, as if looking was not less evil than witchcraft. Her defence was not the Scottish defence that the mischief done by looking was unwitting. Her defence was the doubtful contention that looking was less harmful than bewitching, since looking could do no harm unless the looker touched the victim.32

The chief powers which have been attributed to the Evil Eye are:

I. — To sicken even to death cattle, children and men.

II. — To spoil food and drink, (a) by making them unfit for use, (b) by corrupting food and drink immediately before or during the process of use.

III. — Certain special powers.

I. — As regards the disease-dealing power of the Evil Eye the Greeks and Romans held that the human eye carried disease and death as well as love and delight to men, animals, and trees.33 At the same time the power of causing death by a glance was considered unusual. Pliny (A. D. 50) noted as peculiar that the glance of Illyrians with double eye-balls might cause death, and Plutarch (A. D. 150) that the glance of certain Thebans and Cretans was believed to be fatal.34 Early Greek-Christian and Italian writers held that the infection passed from the eye by means of evil and poisonous exhalations.35 The Prophet Muhammad (A. D. 612) accepted the existing Arab view that the Evil Eye caused disease and death and this view prevails in all countries of Islam.36 The same belief was general in seventeenth-century Scotland and Ireland.37 It is still common in many parts of England, Scotland and Ireland. The Germans say: — "The Evil Eye of a witch dries a mother's milk or makes a babe consumptive."38 The belief of the Nicaraguans of Central America is in agreement with the universal experience of early tribes and peoples, the looks of some people are fatal to men and the glances of certain eyes are fatal to children.39 Breeders of the unwholesome camel explain its

30 Compare Dalyell's Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 6. Aubrey (England, 1660, Miscellaneous, p. 173) held the same view as the Germans: — "All witches have evil eyes but not all who have evil eyes are witches."
31 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 11, 12.
32 Dalyell's Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 10.
33 Story's Castle of St. Angelo, p. 138.
34 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 10, 11.
35 Story's Castle of St. Angelo, pp. 183-4; Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 6 and 33.
36 Stanley Lane Pooles, Arabian Society in the Middle Ages. (Reference mislaid.)
39 Descriptive Sociology, Vol. II. p. 43.
sudden causeless and often fatal sickness by a stroke of the Evil Eye. The Moors of North Africa think that their camels die from the glance of the local Negroes.\textsuperscript{40} Pliny (A.D. 50) says: — “The sorcerers of North Africa can by their look cause cattle to perish, trees to wither, and infants to die.”\textsuperscript{41} Rearers of silk-worms in South France believe that the Evil Eye can kill silk-worms.\textsuperscript{41}

II. — As regards the power of the Evil Eye to make food unfit for use, in West England, among other evils overlooking is believed to spoil beer and milk,\textsuperscript{43} and in Germany to rot apples.\textsuperscript{44} The dread of an evil glance settling on food and drink immediately before or at the time of use is widespread. In parts of Africa no one eats in public in case he may be watched by a man who envies him.\textsuperscript{45} To prevent any evil glance reaching their food African and American chiefs, when eating or drinking, are screened, their food is covered, and served by persons who look neither at the eater nor at the food. In the case of the chief of Dahomey and the Congo to look at the king when he is eating is a capital offence.\textsuperscript{46} Strict Hindus dread keeping their drinking water or taking their food where any one can see them. All Moslems and Jews hold that food on which the Evil Eye has fallen carries no blessing. They agree with King Solomon (Proverbs, xxiii. 6-8) that such a morsel the eater will vomit.\textsuperscript{47} To avoid the risk of an envious glance the people of the Levant and the eighteenth century Irish, when they dined, kept their doors open and invited all passers to share their meal.\textsuperscript{48}

III. — Among the special powers of the Evil Eye Latin and Italian writers note the breaking of plates, of blocks of marble and of gems, and the fouling of mirrors.\textsuperscript{49} In Kashmir, in 1837, his guides told the traveller Vigné that certain spots of quartz in a trap rock were due to the Evil Eye.\textsuperscript{50} An Indian Musalma proverb runs: — “The Evil Eye shatters stones.”\textsuperscript{51} The Italians dread an Evil Eye falling on a pregnant woman, the evil spirit will pass into the woman and she will either miscarry or have a monster for a son.\textsuperscript{52} The Germans dread an evil glance falling on a nursing mother as it will dry her milk.\textsuperscript{53} The Chinese dread the eye of a pregnant woman falling on a child: she will covet the child’s soul for her unborn babe.\textsuperscript{54}

(To be continued.)

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE.

(Continued from p. 255.)
Aletruz. s. v. Albatross; 6, ii, thrice.
Achab. s. v. Alleja; 8, i; ann. 1590; 8, i, twice; s. v. Bandanna; ann. 1590; 43, i.
Al-chamar. s. v. Chowry; ann. 940; 165, ii.
Alchoran. s. v. Mooollah; ann. 1673; 443, ii.
Alcohol. s. v. Halâico; ann. 1638; 311, ii.
Al-comari. s. v. Comar; 183, i.
Alcoran. s. v. Talisman; ann. 1630 and 1678; 679, ii; s. v. Fâli; ann. 1689; 506, ii; s. v. Vedas; ann. 1689; 735, ii.
Alcoranas. s. v.; 755, i; s. v.; 755, ii.
Alcova. s. v. Alcove; 7, ii.
Alcove. s. v. Alcova; 7, ii.
Alde. s. v. Alde; 7, ii; s. v. Alde; 7, ii; s. v. Goa; ann. 1520; 290, i; s. v.; ann. 1547; 7, ii; s. v. Bandaree; ann. 1548; 43, ii; s. v. Parel; ann. 1554; 518, ii; s. v. S. John's; ann. 1616; 591, i, twice; s. v. Cooly; ann. 1644; 192, ii; s. v. Cusbah; ann. 1644; 219, ii; s. v. Lascar; ann. 1644; 389, i; s. v. Mazagong; ann. 1644; 432, i; s. v.; ann. 1673; 7, ii; s. v. Calyan; ann. 1673; 114, ii; s. v.; ann. 1726; 7, ii.
Alde. s. v. Alde; ann. 1780; 7, ii.
Alde. s. v. Alde; ann. 1753; 755, ii; s. v. Alde; ann. 1782; 7, ii.
Al-dusán. s. v. Dewann; ann. 1348; 240, ii.
Aldefane. s. v. Elephanta; ann. 1580; 259, ii.
Alegi. s. v. Alcatif; ann. 1648; 7, ii.
Alegi. s. v. Myrobolan; 465, i.
Aleph. s. v. Shagreen; ann. 1663; 619, ii.
Aleppe. s. v.; 7, ii.
Aleppo. s. v. Coffee; 179, i, twice; s. v. Compound a.; 186, i; s. v. Compound a.; 186, ii; s. v. Mamiran; ann. 1573; 419, ii; s. v. Amil; ann. 1588; 22, i; s. v. Overland; ann. 1676; 834, i; s. v. Pattamur a.; ann. 1758; 521, i; s. v. Overland; ann. 1786; 495, ii.
Alexandria. s. v. Carat; 123, ii; s. v. Pepper; ann. 70; 529, ii; s. v. Giraffe; ann. 210; 289, i; s. v. Dewann; ann. 1176; 240, i; s. v. Porcelain; ann. 1250; 548, ii; s. v. Cootab; The. ann. 1330; 195, i; s. v. Myrobolan; ann. 1343; 466, ii; s. v. Sugar; ann. 1343; 665, ii, twice; s. v. Galleaw a.; ann. 1542; 276, ii; s. v. Durcheenee; ann. 1565; 788, i.
Alexandrie. s. v. Zumbooruck; ann. 1848; 751, i.
Alexandropolis. s. v. Cendalor; 119, i.
Alexieder. s. v. Zend; ann. 1884; 869, ii; s. v. Zend; ann. 1884; 870, ii.
Al-fahlviya. s. v. Pahlavi; ann. 930; 836, i.
Al-fandegas. s. v. Gentoo; ann. 1588; 280, ii.
Al-fanimi. s. v. Camphor; 116, ii.
Alfinete. s. v. Alpeen; 756, i.
Alfuris. s. v. Core; 108, i.
Algarve. s. v. Muggrabee; 826, ii.
Algarrosses. s. v. Albatross; ann. 1690; 6, ii.
Algeria. s. v. Curry; 217, ii; s. v. Decodar; 236, ii; s. v. Sepoy; 614, i; s. v. Zonae; 750, ii.
Algerine-French. s. v. Razzia; 574, ii.
Algie. s. v. Ananas; ann. 1611; 18, i.
Algadum. s. v. Opium; ann. 1644; 853, ii.
Algodon. s. v. Cotton; 785, i.
Alguacil. s. v. Caza; 136, ii.
Alguada. s. v.; 755, ii; s. v. Negrais; 477, ii.
Alguazil. s. v. Vizier; 866, ii; s. v. Caza; ann. 1885; 776, ii, twice.
Alhamdulillah. s. v. Talisman; 860, ii.
Alhamel. s. v. Hummaul; 327, i.
Al-Hard. s. v. Saffron; ann. 1290; 589, ii.
Al-harshuf. s. v. Artichoke; 27, i.
Allinde. s. v. Wootz; 747, i.
Ali. s. v. Imaum; 328, ii.
All. s. v. Sheehab; ann. 1620; 625, i.
'Ali. s. v. Sheehab; 624, ii; s. v. Sophy; 648, i; s. v. Borah; ann. 1853; 80, ii.
Alibamba. s. v. Crocodile; ann. 1590; 213, ii.
Alibhamant. s. v. Elephant; 795, i.
Alib-hamant. s. v. Elephant; 795, ii.
Alif. s. v. Elephant; 795, i.
Alifante. s. v. Salsete; ann. 1588; 594, ii.
Aligarh. s. v. Rowane; 583, ii.
Aligartos. s. v. Alligator; ann. 1591; 9, i.
Aligatas. s. v. Alligator; ann. 1610; 9, i.
Aligators. s. v. Alligator; ann. 1673; 9, i.
Al-lâm. s. v. Neelâm; 475, ii.
Aliga. s. v. Bumba; ann. 1572; 96, ii, twice.
'Alima. s. v. Deva-dasi; 237, ii.
'Ali Mahomed. s. v. Ropilla; 580, i.
'Ali Musjid. s. v. Khyber Pass; ann. 1603; 814, i.
Aliphata. s. v. Elephant; 795, ii.
Aliphur. s. v. Monkey-bread Tree; 441, ii.
Ali Raja. s. v. Minicy; 434, i; s. v. Moplah; ann. 1767; 448, ii.
Aliya. s. v. Elephant; 795, i; s. v. Elephant; 795, ii.
Al-iayar. s. v. Aljofar; 7, ii.
Al-iayn-al-Hindi. s. v. Coco; 175, ii.
Al-Jaâwi. s. v. Benjamin; ann. 1350; 65, ii.
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Aljofar. s. v. 7, ii; s. v. 755, ii; ann. 1508: 755, ii.
Aljores. s. v. Chipa: ann. 1710: 156, i.
Al-kababah. s. v. Cubeb: ann. 943: 214, ii.
Al-kâdi. s. v. Cazee: 136, ii.
Al-kâdûs. s. v. Albatross: 6, ii.
Alkair. s. v. Cheenar: ann. 1677: 143, i.
Al-kâla'i. s. v. Calay: 111, i.
Al-Kalâ'i. s. v. Calay: ann. 920: 111, i; s. v. Calay: ann. 1154: 111, i.
Alkalî. s. v. Popper-cake: ann. 1820: 548, i.
Al-kataka. s. v. Cutteck: 224, i.
Al-khara'af. s. v. Artichoke: ann. 1348: 27, i.
Al-kubbâ. s. v. Oijyne: 457, i.
Al-kubbah. s. v. Alcove: 7, ii.
Al-Kumair. s. v. Tibet: ann. 930: 698, ii.
Al-Kumair. s. v. Comar: 188, i.
Al-kurkum. s. v. Saffron: ann. 1200: 589, ii; twice.
Al-kurtum. s. v. Safflower: ann. 1200: 589, i.
Al-Kurûh. s. v. Coss: ann. 1840: 203, i.
Allassas. s. v. Piec-goods: 535, ii; s. v. Alleja: ann. 1813: 8, i.
Allah. s. v. Moor: ann. 1678: 446, ii; twice; s. v. Halâleaur: ann. 1888: 312, i.
Allahâbâd. s. v. Allahabad: 7, ii; s. v. Tribeny: 715, i.
Allajara. s. v. Alleja: ann. 1690: 8, i.
Allamahd Cathartica. s. v. Chimney-glass: 150, ii.
Al-Lâr. s. v. Lâr a.: ann. 1330: 386, i.
Alle. s. v. Sheeak: ann. 1558: 626, i.
Allegatore. s. v. Alligatore: ann. 1727: 9, i.
Allegas. s. v. Adati: ann. 1726: 4, i; s. v. Alleja: ann. 1726: 8, i.
Alleia. s. v. Alleja: ann. 1615: 8, i.
Alleia. s. v. 8, i; s. v. 756, i; footnote, 4, i; footnote, 7, i; s. v. Cutteacce: 224, i; s. v. Piec-goods: 535, ii; s. v. Sooscie: 648, i; s. v. Cutteacce: 787, ii; footnote, 801, i.
Allejah. s. v. Alleja: ann. 1712: 8, i.
Allemand. s. v. Cocin Leg: ann. 1781: 174, ii.
Allibannies. s. v. Piece-goods: 535, ii.
Alligator-pear. s. v. 9, ii, twice.
Alligator Pear. s. v. Alligator-pear: ann. 1870: 10, i; ann. 1873: 10, i.
Alligatur. s. v. Alligator: ann. 1596: 9, i.
Allikakara. footnote, 151, ii.
Allizas. s. v. Alleja: ann. 1613: 8, i.
Allom. s. v. Candy (Sugar-): ann. 1727: 120, i.
Allowales. s. v. Aloes: ann. 1617: 10, ii.
Allum Chund. s. v. Dewaun: ann. 1766: 240, i.
A'ma. s. v. Deva-dâs: 287, ii.
Almacen. s. v. Magazine: 408, ii.
Almadia. s. v. 10, i; s. v. Catur: 135, i; s. v. Alligator: ann. 1589: 8, ii; s. v. Pangara: ann. 1616: 509, ii; s. v.; ann. 1644: 10, i.
Al-mâdiya. s. v. Almadia: 10, i.
Almagace. s. v. Magazine: 408, ii.
Al-nakhzan. s. v. Magazine: 408, ii.
Almaligh. s. v. Mannu: ann. 1843: 431, ii.
Almanack. s. v. 10, i.
Almanonque. s. v. Almanack: 10, ii.
Almar. s. v. Almyra: ann. 1450: 10, ii.
Almâri. s. v. Almyra: 10, ii.
Almaria. s. v. Sueiat: ann. 1150: 653, i.
Almarie. s. v. Almyra: ann. 1589: 10, ii.
Almario. s. v. Almyra: 10, ii.
Al-martaga. s. v. Martingale: 429, i.
Almazam. s. v. Magazine: 408, ii.
Almasâ. s. v. Magazine: ann. 1589: 409, i.
Almer. s. v. Almyra: ann. 1450: 10, ii.
Almediâs. s. v. Doney: ann. 1610: 250, i.
Almeida. s. v. Room: ann. 1634: 582, i.
Almena. s. v. Manuq: 431, i.
Almen. s. v. Manuq: 431, i.
Almenichianà. s. v. Almanack: 10, i.
Almeria. s. v. Sueiat: ann. 1150: 653, i.
Almirah. s. v. Almyra: ann. 1878: 10, ii.
Almirantes. s. v. Seychelle: 616, ii.
Al-muira'a. s. v. Martingale: 429, ii.
Almocaden. s. v. Mocuddum: 434, ii.
Almond. s. v. Anna: ann. 1727: 23, i.
Almoneda. s. v. Outery: ann. 1627: 495, i.
Almude. s. v. Tembool: ann. 4498: 695, ii.
Almussoi. s. v. Musliu: ann. 1644: 459, i.
Almyra. s. v.: 10, ii; s. v. Sirdârâ: 638, ii.
Al-nil. s. v. Anile: 22, i.
Aloe. s. v. Aloe: ann. 70: 10, ii.
Áldô. s. v. Aloe: ann. 545: 10, ii.
Alès. s. v. Aloe: ann. 10, ii.
Alòs Socorina. s. v. Aloe: 10, ii.
Aloexylou Agallochum. s. v. Eagle-wood: 258, i.
Alopimbra. s. v. Pra: 551, i.
Alzo. s. v.: 10, ii.
Aloo Bohra. s. v.: 11, i; s. v. 756, i.
Alor. s. v. Larry-bunder: ann. 1030: 388, i.
Alpen. s. v.: 756, i.
Alpin. s. v. Alpen: 756, i.

Al-ruz. s. v. Rice: 578, i.
Al-sâj. s. v. Teak: ann. 1290: 693, i.
Al-sâsîn. s. v. Sissoo: ann. 1290: 693, i.
Al-Sinî. China: ann. 1350: 152, i; ann. 1530: 152, i.
Al-sukkar. s. v. Sugar: ann. 1845: 655, ii.
Alta casta. s. v. Caste: 132, ii.
Alta. s. v. Avatar: 31, i; ann. 1672: 31, i.
Alta. s. v. Avatar: ann. 1672: 31, i.
Alteen. s. v. Ruble: ann. 1591: 851, i, twice.
Al-Tibbat. s. v. Tibet: ann. 880: 698, ii.
Altin. s. v. Tanga: ann. 1559: 683, i.
Al-tûfân. s. v. Typhoon: 722, i.
Alû. s. v. Aloo: 10, ii; s. v. Sweet Potato: 673, i.
Alû-bîkhrâ. s. v. Aloo Bokhara: 11, i.
Al-Ukairî. s. v. Grab: ann. 1343: 300, i.
Alum. s. v. Porcelain: ann. 1250: 548, ii.
Alum Bâg. s. v. Joel: 811, i.
Alva. s. v. Hulwa: ann. 1672: 327, i.
Alvasil. s. v. Vizier: 866, ii.
Alwa. s. v. Aloe: 10, ii.
Al-wasa'. s. v. Cowry: ann. 943: 209, i; ann. 1350: 209, i.
Alwandyr. s. v. Elephant: 797, i.
Alwar. s. v. Rajpoot: 572, i, twice.
Alý. s. v. Tappal: 685, ii.
Al-zamar. s. v. Chowry: ann. 940: 165, ii.
Al-zânjabil. s. v. Ginger: 286, i-ii.
Al-zârûf. s. v. Giraffe: 283, ii.
Am. s. v. Mango: 423, ii.
Ama. s. v. Amah: 11, i; s. v. Macao a.: 402, i; ann. 1625: 402, i.
Amaal. s. v. Hummaul: ann. 1691: 337, i.
Amacon. s. v. Macao a.: 402, i; s. v. Macao a.: ann. 1685: 402, i, twice; s. v. Serang: ann. 1599: 615, i; s. v. Monsoon: ann. 1599: 824, ii; s. v. Macao a.: ann. 1625: 402, i.
Amacon. s. v. A Muck: ann. 1603: 14, i.
Adababa. s. v. Peking: ann. 1541: 526, i.
Amadabat. s. v. Avadavat: ann. 1648: 30, ii.
Amadava. s. v.: 11, i; s. v. Avadavat: ann. 1538: 30, ii.
Amadavat. s. v. Amadava: 11, i; s. v. Avadavat: ann. 1813: 31, i.
Amadvar. s. v. Avadavat: ann. 1648: 30, ii.
Amah. s. v.: 11, i; ann. 1839: 11, i.
Amal. s. v. Aumil: 29, ii; s. v. Aumildar: 30, i.
Aumildar. s. v. Aumildar: 30, i, twice; s. v. Aumildar: 759, i.
Amandola. s. v. Cashew: ann. 1672: 128, i.
A-mi-nasao. s. v. Maceo a.: 402, i.
Amanegu. s. v. Mango: ann. 1615: 424, i.
Amar. s. v. A Muck: 13, i.
Amarapoora. s. v. Ngapee: ann. 1855: 478, i.
Amarapura. s. v. Mandalay: 420, i.
Amarapura. s. v. Mandalay: 420, ii.
Amaroo. s. v. Ambarol: 11, i.
Ambargosa. s. v. Margosa: 427, ii.
Amari. s. v. Ambrose: 11, i.
Amarkkan. s. v. A Muck: 13, i.
Amar-kan. s. v. A Muck: 13, i, twice.
Amar-khar. s. v. A Muck: 13, i.
Amas Bay. s. v. Maceo a.: ann. 1625: 402, i.
Amaury. s. v. Ambrose: ann. 1805: 11, i.
Amba. s. v. Mango: 423, ii.
Ambalji. s. v. Myrobalan: 465, ii.
Amban. s. v. Sling: ann. 1871: 643, i.
Ambarji. s. v. Ambarre: 11, i.
Ambaree. s. v.: 11, i; s. v.: 756, i.
Ambarie. s. v. Ambrose: ann. 1799: 11, i.
Ambari. s. v. Ambarre: 11, i.
Ambarre. s. v.: 11, i; s. v. Ambaree: ann. 1798: 11, i.
Amber greecee. s. v. Leweckaw: ann. 1615: 399, ii.
Amber-greece. s. v. Abada: ann. 1592: 1, ii.
Ambonely. s. v.: 11, i; s. v. Anaconda: 16, ii; s. v. Factory: 264, ii, twice; s. v. Moluccas: 440, i, twice; s. v. Upas: 727, i; s. v. Caracaca: ann. 1771: 122, ii; s. v. Anaconda: ann. 7: 757, i.
Ambrocet. s. v. Apricot: 24, i.
Ambry. s. v. Almira: 10, ii.
Ambulie. s. v. Ambonya: 11, i.
Amburan. s. v. Mango: 423, ii; ann. 1349: 423, ii.
Ameen. s. v.: 11, i; 11, ii; s. v. Sudder c.: 653, ii; s. v.: ann. 1861: 11, i, ii; ann. 1878: 11, ii.
Ameer. s. v.: 11, ii; s. v. Omrah: 486, i; s. v. Banda-\%mer: ann. 1813: 63, i.
Amedaad: footnote, 65, ii.
Amir. s. v. Ameer: 12, i.
Amira. s. v. Ameer: 12, i.
Amirakos. s. v. Ameer: 12, i.
Amiraks. s. v. Ameer: 12, i.
Amethysts. s. v. Cat's-eye: ann. 1516: 134, i.
Amfio. s. v. Opium: ann. 1563: 489, ii.
Amfio. s. v. Cuscous: ann. 1563: 787, i.
Amidavad. s. v. Avadavat: ann. 1673: 30, ii.
'Amil. s. v. Aduawut: 758, i.
Amil. s. v. Aumil: 29, ii; s. v. Omlah: 486, i.
Amildar. s. v.: 12, i; s. v. Aumildar: ann. 1799: 30, i; ann. 1804: 30, i; s. v. Collery-Horn: ann. 1879: 182, ii.
Amin. s. v. Ameen: ann. 1882: 11, ii.
Amin. s. v. Ameen: 11, i.
Amiral. s. v. Ameer: 12, i, twice.
Amiraus. s. v. Ameer: ann. 1350: 12, i.
Amirra. s. v. Xerane: ann. 1510: 743, i.
Amirs. Great. s. v. Omrah: 486, i.
Amir Tum. s. v. Tomaun: ann. 1847: 707, ii.
Amir-ul-Umar. s. v. Omrah: 486, i.
Am-kas. s. v. Goorul-Khain: ann. 1660: 207, i.
Amla. s. v. Malacca: 415, ii; s. v. Myrobalan: 465, i.
Amlag. s. v. Myrobalan : 465, i.
Amlah. s. v. : 12, i; s. v. Sonthals : ann. 1867 : 857, ii, 858, i.
Amlah. s. v. Myrobalan : 465, i.
Amlaj. s. v. Myrobalan : 465, i, twice.
Amlaka. s. v. Malaca : 415, ii.
Amna. footnote, 500, i.
Amme. s. v. Amah : 11, i.
Amurragio. s. v. Ameer : 12, i; s. v. Ameer : ann. 1334 : 12, i.
Amnx. s. v. Manud : 431, i.
Amocchi. s. v. A Muck : ann. 1566 : 14, i; ann. 1834 : 14, i, twice.
Amock. s. v. A Muck : ann. 1659 : 14, ii; four times; s. v. Opium : ann. 1694 : 489, ii.
Amoco. s. v. A Muck : ann. 1624 : 14, i, thrice.
Amoenas. s. v. A Muck : ann. 1604 : 14, i.
Amok. s. v. A Muck : ann. 1768-71 : 15, i, twice; s. v. A Muck : ann. 1798 : 15, i; s. v. A Muck : ann. 1846 : 15, ii, twice; ann. 1849 : 15, ii; ann. 1875 : 15, ii; s. v. Amok : ann. 1879 : 756, ii, thrice.
Amomum xanthoides. s. v. Cacouli : 107, i.
Amouki. s. v. A Muck : ann. 1869 : 15, i.
Amoy. s. v. 12, i; s. v. Factory : 264, ii; s. v. I-say : 393, i; s. v. Neelam : 476, i; s. v. Pig-tail : 587, ii; s. v. Congou : 691, i; s. v. Quemoy : 547, ii; s. v. ann. 1687 : 12, ii, thrice; ann. 1727 : 12, ii.
Amoyos. s. v. A Muck : ann. 1603 : 14, i.
Amphioen. s. v. Opium : ann. 1694 : 489, ii.
Amra. s. v. Mango : 423, ii.
Amrah. s. v. Hog-plum : 320, i.
Amrud. s. v. Guava : 306, i.
Amrud. s. v. Guava : 306, i, twice.
Amshah. s. v. Amshom : 13, ii.
Amsham. s. v. Amshom : 12, ii.
Amshon. s. v. : 12, ii; ann. 1878 : 12, ii.
Amuck. s. v. 756, ii; s. v. A Muck : ann. 1873 : 15, ii.
A Muck. s. v.: 12, ii.
A Muck. s. v. A Muck : ann. 1673 : 15, i; ann. 1689 : 15, i; ann. 1727 : 15, i; ann. 1737 : 15, i; ann. 1783 : 15, i; s. v. A Muck : ann. 1803 : 15, ii.
A-mulda. s. v. Amuldar : 12, ii.
Amulka. s. v. A Muck : 13, i.
Amulka. s. v. Dinir : ann. 7 : 245, ii.
Amuldar. s. v. Amuldar : ann. 1780 : 30, i.
Amur. s. v. Moora : 447, i.
Amur. s. v. Moora : 447, i.
'Amurás. s. v. Ameer : 12, i.
Amusa. s. v. Banana : ann. 1563 : 42, i.
Amrys agallocha. s. v. Googul : 296, i.
An. s. v. China : 150, ii.
Ana. s. v. Dam : 227, ii; s. v. Pice : ann. 1726 : 534, i.
Ana. s. v. Cowry : 208, ii, twice.
'Aná. s. v. Anna : 22, ii, twice; s. v. Dam : 227, ii, twice.
Anacandaia. s. v. Anaconda : 757, i.
Anacandaia Zeylonensis. s. v. Anaconda : 16, ii.
Anacanda. s. v. Anaconda : 16, i.
Anacardium. s. v. Achá : ann. 1563 : 2, ii.
Anacardium occidentale. s. v. Cashew : 129, i; s. v. Custard-Apple : 221, ii.
Anacachaon. s. v. Anacconda : 16, i.
Anacacasia. s. v. Anacconda : 16, i.
Anacconda. s. v. : 16, i, twice, 756, ii; s. v. Upas : 727, ii, twice; s. v. ann. 1768 : 16, ii, thrice; s. v. ann. 1849 : 17, i; s. v. ann. 1859 : 757, i; s. v. ann. 1860 : 17, i, twice.
Anacandaia. s. v. Anaconda : ann. 1860 : 17, i, twice.
Anacondo. s. v. Anaconda: 16, i.

Anacut. s. v. Anicut: ann. 1776: 21, ii.

Anah. s. v. Anna: 22, ii.

Anai-kattu. s. v. Anicut: 21, ii.

Anai-kondra. s. v. Anaconda: ann. 1860: 17, i.

Anakandla. s. v. Anaconda: 17, i.

Anamis. s. v. Ormus: B. C. 325: 493, i.

Anamites. s. v. Cangue: 120, ii.


Anana. s. v. Papaya: ann. 1705: 512, i; s. v. Ananas: ann. 1727: 19, ii.


Ananas. s. v. Ananas: 17, i; s. v. Ananā: 17, ii; s. v. Ananas: 18, i and ii (both twice); ii; s. v. Ananas: 19, ii; s. v. Ananas: 20, i; s. v. Guava: 306, i; s. v. Plantain: 541, i; s. v. Pine-apple: 539, ii; s. v. Ananas: ann. 1578: 18, ii; s. v. Ananas: ann. 1590: 17, ii; s. v. Ananas: ann. 1599: 17, ii; s. v. Ananas: ann. 1616: 19, i; ann. 1623: 19, i; ann. 1667: 19, i; s. v. Ananas: ann. 1673: 19, ii.

Ananas sativa. s. v. Ananas: 17, i.

Ananassae. s. v. Ananas: ann. 1716: 19, ii.

Ananata. s. v. Ananas: ann. 1610: 19, i.

Ananaz. s. v. Ananas: 17, i.

Anantadēva. s. v. Supāra: ann. 1095: 663, i.

Anatherum muricatum. s. v. Cuscuta: 219, ii.

Anatolia. s. v. Room: 581, i.

Anau. s. v. Genutia: 295, i.

Anba. s. v. Mango: ann. 1590: 424, i.


Ancão. s. v. Juribasso: ann. 1613: 362, i.

Anchar. s. v. Uparas: 726, ii; s. v. Upas: 728, i; s. v. Upas: 728, ii.

Anchediva. s. v. 20, i; s. v. Jogoe: ann. 1343: 352, i; s. v. Tank: ann. 1498: 684, ii; s. v. ann. 1552: 20, ii.


Andānā. s. v. Andaman: ann. 851: 21, i.


Andemania. s. v. Andaman: ann. 1430: 21, i.

Andemans. s. v. Andaman: ann. 1727: 21, i.

Andes. s. v. Bamboo: 42, i.

'Andāhā bagli. s. v. Paddy-bird: 496, i.

Andhradrāviḍa-bhāṣā. s. v. Dravidian: 251, i.


Andols. s. v. Cooly: ann. 1726: 193, i.

Andor. s. v. 21, i; s. v. 757, ii, four times; s. v. ann. 1498: 757, ii, twice; s. v. ann. 1552: 21, i; s. v. Cerame: ann. 1552: 138, i; s. v. ann. 1574: 758, i; ann. 1628: 758, i, thrice; s. v. Boy b.: ann. 1720: 84, i.

Andora. s. v. Andor: ann. 1505: 758, i.

Andores. s. v. Boy b.: ann. 1720: 84, i.

Andram. s. v. Andrum: 21, i.


Androphagus. s. v. Tiger: ann. 1580: 702, ii.

Andropogon citratus. s. v. Lemon-grass: 392, i.

Andropogon muricatus. s. v. Cuscuta: 219, ii.

Andropogon schoenanthus. s. v. Lemon-grass: 392, i.


Andrum. s. v. 21, i.


Aneh. s. v. Elephant: 795, ii.


Angamala. s. v. Gentoo: ann. 1781: 281, i.


Angarezia. s. v. Calico: ann. 1616: 113, i.

Ange. s. v. Maldives: ann. 1563: 418, ii.


Angelim. s. v. Angely-wood: ann. 1644: 21, i.

Angelin. s. v. Angely-wood: ann. 1550: 758, i.

Angelina. s. v. Angely-wood: ann. 1598: 758, i.

Angely-wood. s. v. 21, i; s. v.: 758, i.
Angengo. s. v.: 21, ii.
Angkor Wat, s. v. Pra: 551, i.
Anglo-American, s. v. Doney: 249, ii.
Anglo-Hindustani, s. v. Diggyory: 244, ii.
Anglo-Hindustani, s. v. Teapoy: 692, i.
Anglo-India, s. v. Pelican: 526, ii; s. v. Plantain: 540, ii; s. v. Roundel: 582, ii.
Anglo-Indian, s. v. Abаrеа: 2, 1; s. v. Afghаn: 5, ii; s. v. Alligator: 8, ii; twice; s. v. Almyra: 10, ii; s. v. Arab: 24, i; s. v. Baby: 31, i; s. v. Baboo: 32, ii; s. v. Bahadur: 36, ii; twice; s. v. Balass: 39, i.
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Anjadiva. s. v. Cánara: ann. 1535: 117, ii.
Anjadwa. s. v. Anchediva: ann. 1727: 20, ii.
Anjan-dádh. s. v. Pettah: ann. 1630: 533, i.
Anjanwel. s. v. Dabul: 224, ii.
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NOTES ON SOME ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS,

BY W. IRVINE.

The following notes on some Anglo-Indian words that I have come across in the course of my reading may be of use to the readers of this Journal. I have separated the examples into two divisions:—Words not to be found in Yule's Anglo-Indian Glossary, and Additional Quotations towards already given by Yule.
A.—Words not to be found in Yule.

1. Alighol, Allygole, Allygool, Alleegole.

1796.—The Nezibs (Najib) are Matchlock men, and according to their different castes, are called Alleegoles or Rohillas; they are indifferently formed of high cast Hindus and Musselmans, armed with the country Bandook, to which the ingenuity of De Boigne had added a Bayonet. —W. H. Tone, *A Letter on the Maratta People*, Bombay, 1798, p. 50.


2. Bound Hedge.

Equal quasi to Boundary Hedge. —The wide and thick plantation often found round a native fort, either of bamboo or prickly-pear. The one at Bobili, 140 m. N.E. of Vizagapatnam, is described by Orme, *Mil. Trans.* II. 256 (reprints), and that at Ahmadnagar in the Dakhin in Fitzclarence’s *Journal*, p. 241. See also Thorn, *Memoirs of the War in India*, 1803-6 (1818), p. 435.

1790.—Bound Hedge. A broad strong belt of planting, chiefly of the bamboo tree, the prickly-pear. —E. Moore, *A Narrative of Capt. Little’s Detachment*, 1794, Glossary, p. 502. See also Major Dirom’s *Glossary in A Narrative of the Campaign in India*, 1792, 4to, London, 1793.


3. Cailetoko, kaitok, Kaitok, Kayetoc.

A long matchlock, from the little-used *Qaidaq*. This is evidently a Turkish or Chaghatae (Eastern Turkish) word, but not to be found, so far as I know, in any dictionary. I have once found it used by a native writer, and that is in the Ahmadsamah (Irvine M.S.) by ‘Abd-ul-latif, written at Lakhnau in 1184 H. (1770). This is a rhyming chronicle of events in the reign of Ahmad Shâh (1748-1754). In describing the attempted assassination of Safdar Jang, the Wazir, the author says—

Miyan-i-rasm qabah giristah,
Zadah qaidaq ba rsu di nihwath,
Ba qaid-ash garchah $ d'd'kh geopol,
Wu-le Eedh khiyd-ash sabhtah radd.


1757.—Cailetoko — fusil à mèche, très long, que l’on tire ordinairement en le posant sur un pie foot en espèce de fourche. —Amuetel Duperron, *Zond Avesia*, I. xlv., and Index, 4to, Paris, 1771.


4. Chain elephants.

This phrase arises from a curious misapprehension of the ordinary locution *zanjir-i-fili*, when speaking of elephants. *Zanjir* is literally “chain,” but is here akin to our expressions, a “pair,” “couple,” “brace” of anything. The art of *Siyaq* has a long list of such words, as *rsu* (head) for horses and cattle, *důs* (seed) for pearls, *dast* (hand) for shields, *qalisa* (mound) for bricks, and so forth. *Zanjir* (chain) for the enumeration of elephants was no doubt meant as a reference to the iron chain, by which an elephant is hobbled or picketed when not in use. In an account 100 elephants would be entered thus:

\[ Fili \]

\[ Zanjir \]

100.

1898.—Very frequent mention is made in Asiatic histories of chain-elephants; which always means elephants trained for war; but it is not very clear why we are so denominated. —*Historical Researches on the Wars and Sports of the Mongols and Romans*, by J. Banking, 4to, 1836, Introduction, p. 12.

1 Resident upwards of twenty years in Hindostan and Russia.
5. Cherry Merry.

A word used in Bombay. In reply to an enquiry Mr. James Douglas has kindly supplemented the statement of his book by a letter from Bombay, dated the 15th April 1900: "Cherry Merry has been in constant use among the natives here when appealing for gratuity to the English for a century at least. It seems the same as bakhshaku. Corrupt English don't yer think? sailors' doggrel perhaps- 'Give one something to make us merrie and cherrie.'"

1900. — "But you will require cherry merrys in warka... mendicants who will persecute you and how you sick until you give them an obolus." — Mr. James Douglas, Glimpses of Old Bombay (1900), p. 153, line 31.

6. Derajat.

The country west of the middle Indus, between the river and the hills. The word is the Persian plural of derah, a house, a habitation, a tent, a settlement. The place owes its name to the towns Derah Ismā'īl Khān and Derah Ghāzi Khān, which lie within it. The following curiously perverse etymology is worth noting:-

1876. — The Arabs still term this district 'the country of the Zott.' [Note. — Derajat, that portion of the Punjab which stretches for fully 200 miles along the course of the Upper Indus...]. — Account of the Gypsies of India by De Goeje edited by David MacRitchie (1886).

1888. — Derajat in the Punjab is still emphatically 'the country of the Jauta.' — Id. (MacRitchie's Appendix) p. 78.

7. Ding Ding.

The Mahomedan war cry Dīn! Dīn! Muhammad, that is, The Faith, the Faith, Muhammad.


1764. — When our sepoys observed the enemy they gave them a ding or huzza. — C. Caraccioli, Life of Robert Lord Clive, I. 57 (4 vols., 1775?).

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND QUERIES.

SOME BUILDING CUSTOMS OF THE PANJABI HINDUS.

When a house is finished, or at a convenient time afterwards, an auspicious day is fixed for the ceremonial entrance or ḫathkhānd, the house-warming. A ghārd (earthen pot) is first sent to the house. The owner with his wife and family, and the family priest (parohit) and his friends then make a formal entry. Sometimes the owner and his wife go with their chūdsara (cloak, sheet) tied together as on their wedding day, but this is by no means an invariable custom. Then the great powers are worshipped: Ganesh, the elephant-god, for prosperity; Sūrāj, the sun; Chānd, the moon; Agni, the fire; Nāg, the serpent, for protection (?); Kumbh, Aquarius; Tirāl, the Trident (of Sūrā). Lastly, there is a formal ceremony called hāman, a sort of fire worship.

J. L. Kipling in P. N. and Q. 1883.

ASPECT OF HINDU WORSHIP.

Hindus ordinarily pray towards the sun. In the morning that will be to the east; but which way do they face if they worship at noon or in the evening? I am also told that some Hindus pray towards the north, and others towards the moon. What Hindus follow these customs, and why?

Denzil Ibbetson in P. N. and Q. 1883.

PHALIC WORSHIP IN THE HIMALAYAS.

In the Himalayan Tharī the Thārs of Oudh make a mound in front of their houses, fix on it a stick in the form of a phallus which they worship.

When a Thārā or Thāra dies his corpse is painted with vermilion and saffron and put for a night on the mound, always kept up in front of his house for his worship of the phallus. All that night incantations are carried on to prevent animals from injuring the crops.

W. Crooke in P. N. and Q. 1883.

SOME BIRTH-CUSTOMS OF THE PARSIS.

The woman is brought to bed on a plain chārpa, placed over a bare white-washed place in the room, in which nothing else is placed. Beyond it are spread carpet and the household furniture. Before cutting the umbilical cord money is placed on it and given to the nurse.

R. C. Temple in P. N. and Q. 1883.

SOME BIRTH-CUSTOMS OF THE PANJABI MUSALMANS.

Among Musalmāns on the birth of a child some cutting instrument of iron, as a sword, knife or billhook, is tied to the bed, and remains there for the 40 days of defilement to keep away demons.

F. A. Steel in P. N. and Q. 1883.

1 [See Journal, Society of Arts, 1883, p. 736. — Ed.]

[September, 1900.]
The places mentioned in the spurious Alñóc grant.

This record has been edited by me in this Journal, Vol. VII. p. 209 ff.; and a lithograph of it has been given in Vol. VIII. p. 340. The original plates were obtained; many years ago, by Capt. T. B. Jervis, of the Bombay Engineers, at some unspecified place in the so-called Southern Marathá Country, and were presented by him to the British Museum. And the record has been conventionally known as the spurious British Museum grant. As, however, it is desirable to connect all the records, as far as possible, with the places to which they really appertain; this one may be better named the spurious Alñóc grant, because we can now recognise clearly that, even if it was not actually obtained at that village, it must, at some time or another, have been in the possession of the priests of a Jain temple at that village.

The record is a Jain record. And it is a spurious record; that is to say, whatever basis of fact there may be at the bottom of it, it was not really issued by the authority of the king whose acts it purports to register, or at the date which it puts forward. It is not necessary to go into any of the details which shew that it is a spurious record. It is sufficient to remark that it puts forward for the Western Chalukya king Pulakéśin I. a date, in A. D. 488, which is known to be about sixty years before his real period (from about A. D. 550 to 566-67), and that the characters shew that it cannot have been written until at least about three and a half centuries later than even that period. But most of the spurious records present matter of interest from some point or another. And I propose to discuss this record now in respect of the geographical names and details given in it, which I was not able to deal with at the time when I edited it.

The record purports to register certain grants which, it asserts, were made by the Western Chalukya king Pulakéśin I. (lines 15, 16),—son of Rágará (line 9), son of Jayasimha I. (line 7),—whom it styles Satyásraya-Pulakéśin in line 15, and whom it mentions as simply Satyásraya in lines 31, 34, and 36. And, after the passages which usher him in, it then introduces a prince named Gandha, allotted to the Rundranila-Saindraka race (lines 16, 17). His son, it says, was Sivara (line 18). And Sivara's son was Sámiyára (line 21), a servant, dependent, or feudatory of him (Pulakéśin).

While Sámiyára—(it continues)—was governing the Kshatri country (vishaya), which he had obtained through his (Pulakéśin's) favour (lines 21, 22), he founded a Jain temple named Tribhuvanaritaka, "the ornament of the three worlds" (line 27), in the eastern quarter (line 26) at the city of Alaktakanagari, in that country (line 22), which was the chief town of (a district composed of) seven hundred villages (line 23). This was done, the record asserts,—that is to say, the building of the temple was finished,—in the Vibhava samvatsara, Saka-Samvat 411 expired (lines 28, 29). When the temple was finished, then, at the time of an eclipse of the moon on the full-moon day of the month Vaisákha (line 30), he (Sámiyára) preferred a request to the king Satyásraya, who through friendship had come to his house after performing the ablutions that are appropriate on the occasion of an eclipse (lines 30, 31), and asked for a field worthy to be devoted to the worship of that temple (line 32). And Satyásraya gave such a field, to the Tribhuvanaritaka-temple, during the eclipse of the moon on the full-moon day of Vaisákha (lines 35, 36).

1 The personal names put forward in this part of the record are not known from any other records. In the word Rundranila, there is, possibly, some allusion to the Sridhara-baner of one of the branches of the Sinda family, for which see my Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts (in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I., Part II.), p. 577.
The record then introduces a Jain teacher named Siddhannad, belonging to the Mūlagana lineage, "a (perishable) tree that sprang up on (the mountain) Kanakopala (line 37). His chief disciple was Chitakacharya (line 39). By Chitakacharya, Nāgadeva was initiated in the Kakopala amnāya (lines 39, 40). Nāgadeva's disciple was Jinanand (line 41). And — (the record says) — the king gave some towns, and some tahābhāgas or usufructs of lands, to the Āchārya-Jinanand (lines 42 to 44), evidently, on behalf of the Tribhuvanatilaka-temple.

Lines 44 to 55 define the boundaries of two fields which were granted at the city itself. And the record then proceeds to enumerate and define the boundaries of allotments at various other villages. When the record was edited, there was nothing to lead us to look for those villages so far to the north as the locality in which we now find them; chiefly because, though the Kukuiiji country, or, rather, a certain part of it called the Kūkijī three-thousand, was well known from the records of the Raṭha princes, the conception of it was then associated with only the southern half of the Belgaum district, including Belgaum itself, and Saundatti, in the Paragaj taluka, which was the original capital of the province. And so the places were not identified.

The villages are now found — (nearly all of them) — on the east of Kōlhāpur, between the rivers Vārṇa, Krishṇa, and Paṅghāga. The identification of them enables us to identify, with certainty, Alaktakanagari. And, as it is convenient to give the positions of them with reference to that town, we may state, first, that Alaktakanagari is the modern Alītēm, the 'Ultoh', of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852), in lat. 16° 46', long. 74° 28'; and the 'Alta' of the Bombay Survey sheet No. 229 (1887), and of general official usage; a large village, about twelve miles E. N. E. from Kōlhāpur, from which the Alīta subdivision of that State — (with its head-quarters, however, at 'Hatukulnag,' 'Hātakanagale') — has derived its name. The two names of the place are, in fact, identical. The word alaktaka means the red dye, lac, obtained from the cochineal or a similar insect, as well as from the resin of a particular tree; see the new edition of Monier-Williams' Sānkrīt

2 The language of all the introductory part of the record is rather stilted. And Kanakopala seems to denote the hill at Malēyūra in the Chōmārājana taluka, Mysore district. There are records there, which call it Kanakagiri (Ep. Carn. Vol. IV., Ch. 144, 150, 153, 159, 160), Kanakakshala (ibid. Ch. 158), and Hēmākri (ibid. Ch. 149). And two of them (Ch. 151, 153) mention the Mūlasangha; as also do two others at the same place (Ch. 157, 161).

3 Amda is synonymous with samgha, sansād, kula, and kulaṃjana. I have not, at present, any other reference for the Kōlākopa community or lineage.


5 The compilation, issued in 1855, entitled Bombay Places and Common Official Words, the name is given as Alīta in English characters, and is certified as Ālētē in Nāgāra characters, with the long ō in the first syllable. It is shown as Alīta, again with the long ō, in the Postal Directory of the Bombay Circle, published in 1879, which gives also another place, Alīta, with the short ō, in the Sāṅgīt State. And it was given to me as Ālītē, with the long ō, in 1884 or 1885 (see above, Vol. XVI. p. 20). But it is given as Alīta, with the short ō, in the Kōlhāpur volume (1886) of the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, pp. 1, 556, 591, 592. And there can be little doubt, if any, that the short ō is correct. — Regarding the general difficulty of determining the real undeniable forms of many modern place-names, and the unreliable nature, in this detail, of official compilations and modern maps, I would invite personal research of a note which I am giving on the name Appigere, in a paper on the Nīland inscription of Amīghavaranā I. of A. D. 906 in the Ep. Ind. Vol. VI. In many cases, it is only by personal inquiries, made locally, that one can ascertain what the names really are. And it is the cultivators of the villages and the hereditary village-officers, not the district officials and their clerks, who can help best in the matter. My experience has always been, among publications, the older sheets of the Indian Atlas, though by no means infallible, are in many respects a better guide than any others, in spite of the apparent want of system in them, or, rather, because no attempt was made in them to aim, in vain, at a system which in those days had hardly become definitely fixed even among scholars. And the present case is an instance in point; as the u which the Indian Atlas gives in 'Ultoh' means the short ō, and the āk represents the ending 'ā' much better than a. The Indian Atlas sheet, it may be added, gives the same spelling, 'Ultoh,' in the case of two other villages, one of them about nine miles N. N. W. from Tālāgon and twenty-five miles towards the E. S. E. from Karhūd, and the other two miles further north. — It may be noted that, as we know well from epigraphic records, the ancient form of the name Kōlhāpur was Kollāpur. The Bombay Survey sheet No. 240 (1894) gives, naturally enough, according to official custom, 'Kollāpur.' But the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852) gives 'Kolāpoor.' And it seems, from this, not impossible that the now current form of the name has come into existence during the present century, since the time when archeological interest was aroused, and as the result of simply an etymological speculation, known to me thirty years ago, which sought to connect the name of the place with the word आलेत, or more commonly आलित, a jackal.'
Dictionary, under alaktaka and lākhā. Molesworth and Candy's Marāthi Dictionary gives alatā, with the meaning of a dye of lac, lākhā, etc., as a corruption of alaktaka. The place-name Altēn, is plainly identical with this word alatā, = alaktaka. And a record of A. D. 1009 gives us the intermediate form Alatage.7

Taking the villages, named in the record, in the order in which they are mentioned, we have first Narindaka (line 55). This is 'Nurunde,' Naranda,9 three and a half miles N. N. W. ¼ N. from Altēn. In defining the land alleged to have been granted at this village, in the south-west quarter, mention is made of a tank between the roads (from Alaktakanagar) to Narindaka and Sāmarivāgh (line 56). This latter place is 'Sawurde,' 'Sāvāda,' five miles N. W. from Altēn, and three miles on the west of 'Nurunde,' 'Naranda.' It is mentioned again in line 88.

The next is Kinayige (line 58). This is 'Kinne,' 'Kini,' ten miles N. W. from Altēn, — a large village, with a traveller's bungalow, on what used to be the mail-road between Kōlāhpūr and Sātārā, and near the river Vārgā.

The next is Pantiganage (line 68), in connection with which there is mentioned Komarañche (line 66), which was somewhere on the south-west or south of Pantiganage. These are, no doubt, 'Hatkulungan,' 'Hātkulangan,'10 two miles towards the S. E. by S. from Altēn, and 'Korochee,' 'Kārochi,' one mile and a half further in the same direction.

The next is Māṅgali (line 70), in connection with which there is mentioned Rūvika (line 73), which was somewhere on the west of Māṅgali. Rūvika is evidently 'Rooshee,' 'Rui,' on the Paṇḍeṅgaṅgā, six miles almost due south from Altēn. Māṅgali seems to have disappeared; or else its name has been replaced by that of 'Kubnoor,' 'Kabnur,' two miles E. N. E. from 'Rooshee,' 'Rui.'

The next is Karandige (line 75), in connection with which there are mentioned Chandavura and Pandarīvāḷi (line 76), which were somewhere on the west of it. Karandige is plainly 'Eenchulkurunje,' 'Inchalkaruñji,' on the Paṇḍeṅgaṅgā, the head-quarters of a feudatory State in Kōlāhpūr, — certified in Bombay Places as Inchalkaruñji, = Inchalkaruñji,10 seven miles S. E. by S. from Altēn. Three miles W. by S. from Inchalkaruñji, there is 'Chundoor,' 'Chundoor,' also on the Paṇḍeṅgaṅgā. Pandarīvāḷi seems to have disappeared, unless it may be represented by 'Mangaon,' 'Māṅgaon,' seven miles towards the W. by N. from Inchalkaruñji, which would answer to the intimation given in the record that the land granted at Karandige lay between the roads to Chandavura and Pandarīvāḷi; but there is the objection that the track from Inchalkaruñji to 'Mangaon passes through Rooshee,' 'Rui,' which suggests that Pandarīvāḷi lay between Karandige and Rūvika, as, otherwise, the road would have been better specified as the road to Rūvika.

The next is Dāvanavāḷi (line 78); and we are told that the land granted there was on the west of that village and between the roads to Alaktakanagar and Kumbayija (line 78-79). Dāvanavāḷi is 'Danooolee,' on the Vārgā, six and a half miles towards the N. E. by E. from Altēn. And Kumbayija is 'Koomboj,' 'Kumbhoj,' three and a half miles on the west of 'Danooolee.' It is mentioned again in line 87, which speaks of a group of villages known as the Kumbayija twelve.

6 As, in fact, is recognised in the Kōlāhpūr volume, p. 291, — "Alta, from alta a red colour formerly made in the town." 7 See page 276 below. 8 In each instance, I give the spelling presented in (1) the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1892), and (2) the Bombay Survey sheets No. 390 (1891), 240 (1894), and 273 (1894); sheet No. 271, which is wanted for Dāvanavāḷi, Arjanaṅga, and Pallidaka, is apparently not yet published. 9 The Survey sheet No. 240 seems to have somehow or other succeeded in restoring here a form which is more correct than the 'Hatkulungan' of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 and the 'Hāṅkalanga' of the Kōlāhpūr volume (pp. 10, 297), which appear to be due to only a local legend about "a stone hand or ādī which was set up in memory of a man who passed an ordeal by dipping his hands in boiling oil," but who, apparently, became maimed (laṅgād) thereby. — The Kōlāhpūr volume mentions the other village as 'Korochi.' (p. 10). 10 The map opposite page 1 of the Kōlāhpūr volume gives 'Inchalkaruñji;' but elsewhere we find 'Ichalkaruñji' (pp. 1, 254, 255, 205). I can only say that the name is thoroughly familiar to me with the nasal after the initial i. — With the change of a to a, compare Karahjawadé as the modern representative of the ancient Karandīwāḍ (see Dyn. Kam. Distra. p. 396).
The Indian Atlas shows the old track from 'Danoolee' to 'Koombhoj.' The Survey sheet No. 238 shows a cart-track from Alēm, evidently leading straight to 'Danoolee.'

The next is Nandinīga (line 82); and we are told that the land granted there was on the east of that village and between the boundary of Baravulīka and the road to Sripurā (line 82-83). In connection with this we may take the next village, Sirīpaṭṭi (line 84), in respect of which we are told that the land granted there lay in the west of it and on the south of the road to Sripurā. And it is quite plain that Nandinīga is 'Nandīnī,' near the Paṅchagāṅga, nine miles towards the E. S. E. from Alēm; that Sirīpaṭṭi is 'Sorhutte,' 'Shirti,' — certified in Bombay Places as Sirīpatī, — on the Črīlahi, fifteen miles E. by S. ½ S. from Alēm; and that Sripurā is 'Sīrool,' 'Shiroli,' the head-quarters of another subdivision of the Kōlārpur State, — certified as Sirīl in Bombay Places, — three and a half miles E. by N. from 'Nandīnī,' 'Nāndīnī,' and two and a half miles N. W. by N. from Sirīpatī. Sripurā is mentioned again in line 89, which speaks of a group of villages known as the Sripurā twelve. From the modern name, we can recognise that the Sripurā of this record is the Sanskritised form of the name Sirīvolā or Sirīvolā.14 Baravulīka seems to have disappeared, unless it is represented by the modern 'Huroolee,' 'Haroli': the site of this village is about half a mile on the south-west of 'Nandīnī,' 'Nāndīnī;' but the lands of it may easily have extended to the Paṅchagāṅga, so as to be partly on the east or south-east of Nandinīga.

And the last village in which allotments are claimed to have been made, is Arjuna-vāḍa (line 85); we are told that land was granted there in the west of it and on the north of the road to Sripurā (line 86). Arjuna-vāḍa is 'Arjonvar,' on the Črīlahi, fourteen miles almost due east of Alēm, and three miles towards the N. E. by N. from Sirīl. The Atlas sheet shows the old track; and the Survey sheet indicates that it has now been converted into a made-road from Sirīl to Mirāj.

In addition to claiming allotments in the above villages, the record asserts that four entire villages were granted; namely, Rūvika in the Kumbayija twelve (line 87), Sāmarivaḍa in the Baddhamāḷa twelve (line 88-89), and Pellidaka in the Sripurā twelve (line 89). Kumbayija has already been identified with 'Koombhoj,' 'Kumbhoj;' four miles towards the N. E. by N. from Alēm. The Rūvika of this passage seems clearly to be another village of that name, which has now disappeared, and not to be identical with the Rūvika which has been identified with 'Rooce,' 'Rui,' fourteen miles S. by W. from 'Koombhoj,' 'Kumbhoj.' Sāmarivaḍa has already been identified; it is 'Sāwura, Sāvarda,' five miles to the N. W. from Alēm. Latīvāḍa is 'Latothre, Lātadvāḍa,' near the Vāṛg, six and a half miles to the N. W. by N. from Alēm. And Baddhamāḷa is probably 'Badola,' 'Bhādola,' about a mile and a half on the north-west of 'Latothre,' 'Lātadvāḍa.' Pellidaka, in the Sripurā twelve, seems to have disappeared.

Mention has been made above of the intermediate form Alatage. This is found in the Kauṭeḻa grant of A. D. 1099,16 which registers the donation of the village of Koodaśi in the Alatage seven-hundred in the Kūnda country. The record defines the village of Koodaśi as being bounded on the east by Duddhigrūma, on the south by Vaṭṭāra, on the west by Bhende-vāḍa, and on the north by Vaṅgi. Koodaśi is the modern 'Kochee,' 'Khodai,'16 on the south

---

11 The tracks shown in the Indian Atlas sheets mostly denote cart-tracks; and nearly all of them have undoubtedly existed from ancient times, and represent the old pathas, mārgas, rājapathas, rājamarṣas, etc. Close on the east of Nēgarī in the Belgaum district, there are traces of a fine old road of this description, leading southwards towards saṅgōlia. The word mārga is still habitually used by the villagers of the Kanara districts, to denote the tracks along which carts can go, but which are not made-roads.
12 This spelling, in the Survey sheet No. 372, is decidedly feasible.
13 The Kōḷāhpūr volume gives 'Shirāl' on pages 1, 255, 257, 319, 330; but the map opposite page 1 presents 'Shirāl.'
14 Which, in fact, occurs as Sirīvolā in a record of A. D. 1068 (see page 277 below).
15 Above, Vol. XVI, p. 15.
16 The Survey sheet No. 239, which gives 'Khodai,' very likely restores a form which is more correct than the 'Kochee' of the Atlas sheet No. 40. But the Postal Directory gives 'Kuchi.' And in 1884 or 1885, when I had the record in hand for publication, the name was certified to me as Kuchi or Khochi; this, however, may have been done because I could only point to the 'Kochee' of the Atlas sheet, and ask to be supplied with the proper spelling of the name of the village in Nēgarī characters. The Kōḷāhpūr volume gives 'Khodai & Khochi' (p. 306).
bank of the Vārnā, six and a half miles N. by W. from Altēn. Vattāra is Watār or Wathār —
(‘Watar,’ ‘Vathār-Vadgāon’), — and Bhendavāḍa is Bhendawāḍān — (‘Bhandowreh,’ ‘Bhen-
davda’), — on, respectively, the south and west of ‘Kochē,’ ‘Khosē.’ Vaṅgi is Bāgni —
(‘Bagne,’ ‘Bagnī’) — on the north bank of the Vārnā, two and a half miles almost due north
of ‘Kochē,’ ‘Khosē.’ And Duddhīgrāma is Duddhāson — (‘Doodgāon,’ ‘Dudhgrāon’) — also
on the north bank of the Vārnā, two miles on the north-east of ‘Kochē,’ ‘Khosē.’

All these identifications make it quite certain that the Alaktakanagari of the spurious grant is
the Alatage of the genuine record of A. D. 1009, and is the modern Altēn, about twelve miles east-
north-east from Kōlhpur. And the record of A. D. 1009 establishes it, unquestionably, as the chief
town of a seven-hundred district, that is to say, of a district which included, according to fact or
tradition or conventional acceptance, seven hundred cities, towns, and villages. In view of the way
in which the numbers of the villages in the ancient territorial divisions were, manifestly, sometimes
exaggerated, we need not accept that statement too literally. But the ancient Alaktaka or Alatage
seven-hundred was, no doubt, an appreciably larger territory than the present Alta sub-division, which
comprises only forty-nine villages, and includes, on the west, some villages, for instance ‘Herīch,’
‘Herla,’ — which did not belong to the ancient seven-hundred district. Its western boundary must
have run, at one point, quite close to Altēn itself; for, an inscription of A. D. 1118 at ‘Herīch,’ ‘Herla,’
six miles to the W. by S. from Altēn, locates that village, which it mentions by probably the name of
Vagnābha-Herulage, in the Ednān district. We might infer that, to the east, the district included
all the places, named in the two records, lying on the south of the Vārnā, and extended as far as the
Kārāhā: but to this there are the objections, that the Kṛntavādā grant of A. D. 1058 distinctly
places in the Mārījan country (ādēs), which it seems to describe as a three-thousand province, the
Sirīvola large twenty-four — (composed, perhaps, of the Sripura twelve and the Kumbayja twelve of the
spurious record), — and locates in the Sirīvola large twenty-four two villages the modern representatives

15 The Survey sheet No. 239 has here omitted to mark the long a.
16 On the general question of the meaning and bearing of the numerical components of the names of the ancient
territorial divisions, see Dyn. Kan. Distra, p. 293, note 2. We have not, as yet, any very full information in this
direction about the northern parts of the Bombay Presidency. But the records mention, among the larger territorial
divisions — (there are many smaller ones, which we need not take into consideration here), — the Kavadvīpa lākh-
and-a-quarter, the Pulāsīge twelve-thousand, the Banavā four-thousand, the Tappale six-thousand, the Karahā
four-thousand, the Kūpā three-thousand, the Nojambavād three-thousand cities, towns, and villages, for an area
covering not more than the southern parts of Bombay, the Bellary district in Mārījan, and the provinces of
Mārīj. But there are not as many as twenty-thousand villages in Mārīj, and not quite forty-four thousand
villages and hamlets in the whole of the Bombay Presidency.
17 See the Kōlhpur volume, p. 1; and the whole of the Kōlhpur territory includes only one thousand and
seventy-nine villages (ibid.).
18 I quote from an ink-impression. In the prefix, the syllable gama is very doubtful. In the name, the first
syllable may possibly have the vowel u, — Herulage, or Hārulage; but, on the whole, I think not. In the second
syllable, the vowel is u, not i; that is to say, the name is not — (though we might have expected it to be) —
Herulage, or Hārulage, which occurs elsewhere in the case of Hārinas-Herulage (see page 279 below); or, at any
rate, it is not so written here.
19 And possibly, but not necessarily, Bāgni and Duddhāson on the north of the Vārnā.
20 Case-Temple Inscriptions (No. 10) of the brochures of the Archaeological Survey of Western India, p. 101.
This record was found near Mirīa (Merīch), in the Dekkan (Journ. B. A. Soc., F. S., Vol. II. p. 385).
As the exact find-place is not known, it may conveniently be named the Kundavādā grant, from the village which
it conveys, and which is identified. — In editing this record, I rendered the words, sāhara-trīsā-parina-Mirīja-dīd-
śāṣyaśuṭa (lines 45, 47) as meaning “in the Mirīja district of the Kūpā three-thousand.” And it may
be noted that the Miraj inscription of A. D. 1144 speaks of only the Mirīja add, without any numerical speci-
fication (P. S. O. C. Inscri. No. 99, line 44), and the Miraj grant of Vira-Satīśraya (of doubtful authenticity)
speaks of the Mirīja three-thousand kasāpa (above, Vol. XIV. p. 141, lines 16, 17), which, however, may have been
only the head-quarters subdivision of a much larger province. But the Mārīja country was certainly not
in the Kūpā three-thousand province of the Dūtas of Saundati (see further on). And I think that the record of
A. D. 1058 really means to speak of “the Mirīja three-thousand country,” as I have already assumed in Dyn. Kan.
Distra, p. 540 f.
of which are found, within six miles of Sirâj, on the west bank of the Kriññā;\(^{23}\) and that the Khidrâpur inscription of A. D. 1913\(^{24}\) places in the Mirinīji country (ādēn), and at a confluence which is described as Kûñjala-Kriññavēḷi-Bheqṣa-saṅgama, a village named Kûñjala-Dâmvâda, which, — as no river of the slightest importance flows into the Kriññā from the east anywhere in that neighbourhood, — must be placed on the west of the Kriññā, and the name of which is, in fact, evidently preserved in the name of the modern ‘Danwar,’ ‘Dânvaḍ,’ on the north bank of the Dûdhâṅgâ, close to the confluence of that river with the Kriññā, and five miles W. S. W. from Khidrâpur. On the whole, it seems probable that the so-called seven-hundred district of Alaktaka or Alatage was a comparatively small territory, bounded on the south by the Dûdhâṅgâ. Its eastern boundary may have been the Kriññā; or it may have been some line which ran up on the west of that river, excluding the villages which the records of A. D. 1058 and 1213 place in the Mirinīji territory. Its western boundary was probably a somewhat irregular line, which left the Dûdhâṅgâ somewhere near the modern Kâgal, ran up somewhere on the west of ‘Roone,’ ‘Rui,’ and then turned to the north-west along the range of hills between Aûtën and ‘Heirleh,’ ‘Herla,’ after that, it may have turned north to join the Vârṇâ somewhere on the west of ‘Kinnée,’ ‘Kînî,’ or it may possibly have continued along the range on which are the hill-forts of Panâlâ and Pâvangaḥ as far as the Western Ghauts. The northern boundary was probably the Vârṇâ, which is for a considerable distance the dividing line between the Kâlhpâpur territory and the Sàtârâ district.\(^{25}\)

The Kûnḍi country.

We have still to consider the bearing of the statement, which we must accept as authentic in at any rate the genuine Kauṭënī grant of A. D. 1009, that the Alaktaka or Alatage seven-hundred district was in the Kûnḍi or Kûnḍi country.

This territorial name is known best in connection with the Raṭṭa princes of Saundatti, whose hereditary province was called the Kûnḍi three-thousand. And we now know that the Kûnḍi three-thousand included, towards the north, Têrdâl,\(^{26}\) the head-quarters of the Têrdâl subdivision of the Sâṅgîl State, about fifty-six miles almost due north-east from Belgaum, and also Bhiṣô,\(^{27}\) in the Chikōḍi tâluka, about forty-seven miles nearly due north of Belgaum, and only sixteen miles south of Aûtën. But the Raṭṭa princes certainly did not hold any of the country round Aûtën.

---

\(^{23}\) Namely, Kânarâ, = ‘Kunwar,’ ‘Kanvâḍ;’ and Kûñjala-Kriññavēḷi-Gâjikōṣṭa, seem to have doubled up into the modern ‘Ghalwâr.’ — In ‘Kunvâḍ’ and ‘Koṭawâr,’ the Survey sheet No. 272 has omitted to mark the long 6 of each.

\(^{24}\) Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. XII. p. 10. The original village Kûñjala-Dâmvâda must have been a large one, as the record describes it as extending from the confluence at which it was situated up to a second confluence which is spoken of as Kûñjala-Kriññavēḷi-Kûñjala-Dâmvâda-saṅgama. And, doubtless for that reason as well as from not knowing then the exact spelling of the name of Kûrundâlık or Kûrundâlijk, I suggested, in editing the record, that it might be Kûrundâlık itself. But the name Kûrundâlık, Kûrundâlık, has its own etymology and meaning; being evidently connected with kûrunda, kûrunda, ‘the corundum stone.’ It is plain that ‘Danwar,’ ‘Dânvaḍ,’ is a remnant, and preserves the name of the ancient Kûñjala-Dâmavâda, and that the lands of that village were, at some time or another, broken up, to form the lands of Baswâḍ near Kûrundâlık, and of a few other villages. And there can be little doubt that the village-site of the ancient Kûñjala-Dâmavâda was where the site of the modern ‘Dânvaḍ,’ ‘Dânvaḍ,’ now is; otherwise, the name could hardly have been preserved at all.

\(^{25}\) According to the identifications (see Dârw. Kso. Distr. p. 339) of villages mentioned in the Sâṅkâṅkâ grant of Dântiṣûrga, of A. D. 754 (above, Vol. XI. p. 183), it might be held that the Koppâra five-hundred bâmâ lay immediately on the north of the Alaktaka or Alatage seven-hundred, on the other side of the Vârṇâ. But, the village-names in that record have been tampered with and altered; that is to say, the grant, though a genuine one, was fraudulently applied, at some subsequent date, to secure possession of a property other than that which was actually conveyed by it. And, consequently, those villages do not necessarily locate the Koppâra five-hundred, the name of which has not been tampered with; and the Koppâra district may have to be looked for in a totally different part of the country.

\(^{26}\) Above, Vol. XIV. pp. 21, 25. The record contains dates in A. D. 1128, 1131, and 1187, and is at Têrdâl itself. It expressly places Têrdâl, the chief town of the Têrdâl twelve, in the Kûnḍi country (ādēn and sipāhâ) (lines 4, 5), and, more explicitly, in the Kûnḍi three-thousand (line 53).

\(^{27}\) Above, Vol. XIX. p. 243. The record, obtained at Bhûj, itself, and dated in A. D. 1236, expressly places Bhûj as the Koppâra kus ngủ, and the latter in the Kûnḍi three-thousand (lines 99, 100, 106).
On the other hand, the Kuṣṭavāda grant of A.D. 1058 describes the Silhāra prince Gonka, the father of the Mārasiṇhi who made the donation that is registered in that record, as possessing Karahata and the Kuṇḍi country, the Mairṇīka country, and the great country of the Kuṅka. But the Silhāras of Karahata did certainly not hold the Kuṇḍi three-thousand province, which was in the hands of the Raṭṭas from about A.D. 980 to 1228. They did, however, hold some territory, stretching down along the Ghauts to within thirty miles on the north-west of Belgaum, which must have been in the Kuṇḍi country: for, a record at Kōlhapur, of the time of the Silhāra prince Vijayāditya, and dated in A.D. 1143, registers the grant by him of a field, measuring one quarter of a nivartana according to the Kuṇḍi staff or measuring rod, at the village of Hāvina-Herilage in the Ājirage kollā; Ājirage is certainly the modern Ajra (possibly Ajreṇ). the head-quarters of the Ajra subdivision of the Ichalkaranji State, about twenty-seven miles to the north-west from Belgaum; Hāvina-Herilage must be located somewhere near Ajra, and is, I suspect, 'Hurlee,' nine miles towards the E. N. E. from Ajra; and the territory in which it lay, must have been at some time or another included in the Kuṇḍi country, in order to account for the measure of the field being expressed according to the Kuṇḍi staff.

Taking everything into consideration, it now seems clear that the Kuṇḍi three-thousand province of the Raṭṭas of Saundatti was only a part of a much larger territory known by the name of Kuṇḍi. And this explains the statement, in a record of A.D. 1096 at Saundatti, that the Raṭṭa prince Kārtavirya I. (A.D. 980) fixed the boundaries of the Kūṇḍa country, that is to say of the Kuṇḍi three-thousand; the meaning being that he secured for himself and his descendants a certain portion of the whole Kuṇḍi country, and had the boundaries of that part of it determined, by agreement with the princes who held the other parts of it, or by some such means.

The Kuṇḍi three-thousand of the Raṭṭas was probably bounded on the north by the Kṛishṇa and the Dādhaṅga, and on the west by a line which left the Dādhaṅga close on the west of Bhōj and, following for a short distance the course of the Vēṅgaṅga, then left that river — (perhaps close on the east of 'Ankoll,' five and a half miles to the south of Bhōj) — and ran irregularly southwards, on the west of Nīpāpi and Sākēśvar and the east of 'Hurlee,' towards Belgaum, — following from Nīpāpi, in fact, very probably, almost the present dividing line between the Belgaum district and the Kōlhapur territory. In that part of the province, the name Kūṇḍa remained in use till A.D. 1249; as is shown by the Chikka-Bāgavādi grant of that year, which mentions the village of Santheya-Bagavādi in the Huvvali twelve in the Kūṇḍa dēśa. But it seems probable that, by the end of the century, the name died out there, and was replaced by some such appellation as the Vēṅgarama country, and that the change came about in the following way. The original capital of the province was Saundatti, — the head-quarters of the Parasaṅgga tāluka in the Belgaum district, — which is mentioned in the ancient records by the ordinary name of Savadhavati or Savandavati and the Sanskrit appellation Sugandhavārtin. And the province did not at first include Belgaum. That town was the
chief town of a group of villages known as the Vēḷugrāma and Vēṇugrāma seventy district. This
district was in the possession of the Kālampas of Goa up to A. D. 1160.46 Not long after that time,
the Raṭṭas obtained it from them. The Raṭṭa records from A. D. 1139 onwards shew plainly38 that
their seat of government was transferred to Belgaum soon after the time when they obtained the
district and incorporated it with their hereditary possessions; the reason being, no doubt, that it had
become a place of considerable size and importance, as is indicated by the fact that one of the Belgaum
records of the Raṭṭas, dated in A. D. 1201,36 registers grants that were made by the four-thousand
Mahājana(s) of Vēṇugrāma. The latest date that we have for the Raṭṭas is A. D. 1228. Before A. D.
1238, they succumbed to the power of the Yādava kings of Dēvagiri. And a Dēvagiri-Yādava record
of A. D. 1249 presents the appellation of the Vēṇugrāma dēśa,37 — applied, very possibly, in that
particular record, to only a portion of the Kūṇḍi three-thousand province, but evidently calculated
to become before long the standard name of the whole territory. A reminiscence of the original
name, however, has survived to even the present day, in the title Mūršāviraṇadaγya, “the Aγya of the
three-thousand;” it is the title of an Aγya or Jiśgam priest (Līṅgāyat) at Hubli in the Dāwró district;
and he is evidently descended from a line of priests who were the pontiffs of some great Saiva
establishment in the Kūṇḍi three-thousand province.39

As regards the larger Kūṇḍi country, — on the authority of the Silāhāra record of Vijayā-
ditya of A. D. 1143, we may safely take it, on the west, to the Ghaus; while the genuine Kauṭṭem
grant of A. D. 1009 and the spurious Aṭṭem grant show that, on the north, it extended at least as far
as the river Vārṇa. And the statement in the Kauṭṭemāḍa grant of A. D. 1058, about the Kūṇḍi
country (with the Koṅkaṇ, etc.) being held by the Silāhāra prince Gōṅa — (who certainly did not hold
the whole of the Koṅkaṇ either), — is to be interpreted as meaning that he possessed, and transmitted
to his descendants, that part of the Kūṇḍi country which lay on the west and north of the Kūṇḍi
three-thousand province of the Raṭṭas. That part of the Kūṇḍi country seems to have become better
known, by the end of the twelfth century A. D., as the Kollāpura country; as a note in a manuscript of the
Sādārāwacchandrika tells us that that work was composed in the Kṛdhana saṅvatsara, Saka-
Sāvīt 1127 (expired), A. D. 1205-1206, in the reign of the Silāhāra prince Bhōja, at a Jain
temple which had been founded by (his grandfather) Gaṅḍarāditya at “the great place Ājurīkā (Ājra)
in the Kollāpura dēśa.”40

It remains to be added that there was a town named Kūṇḍipāṭaṇa, from which, no doubt,
the country took its name. It is mentioned in an inscription of A. D. 1135 at Kollāpur,41 which
registers the grant of certain local imposts to the god Pārvanātha of a Jain temple founded by the
Mahāśānta Nimbadevārasa at Santeya-Mudgoḍe in Kavadegolḷa. The record names, among the
persons who made the grant, the five-hundred Sāmīns of Ayyavole, Bhilaṇcesṣṭi of Kollāpurā, Bijja-
vesṣṭi of Mirījī, the Heggade Rāvasesṣṭi who was the Sānagī of the Ādityagriha or house of Āditya
of Kūṇḍipāṭaṇa, Kannapayasēṣṭi the Prabhuktoramba, Śaṅkisesṣṭi of Bālayaṅkaraṇa, and
Khapparayya the Prabhuktor Kavadegolḷa, — all of whom, representing the whole country, assembled
and joined in laying the feet of Srutakirtiraividyaṇa, the Āchārya of the Bāpanarāyaṅa basadi of
Kollāpura. The town has to be looked for in the Belgaum district or in the Kollāpur territory.
But I cannot as yet find it. And we probably eventually identify it with some place now
possessing a totally different name.

38 See ibid, p. 556 ff.
37 Above, Vol. XIV. p. 70, lines 23, 29.
38 The Dhāṅvar volume of the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency tells us (p. 755 ff.) that the Mūršāviraṇada
mahā is the largest and most substantial of the fifteen Līṅgāyata mahās at Hubli, — (the present building, however,
only dates back to about A. D. 1820) — and it puts forward a local story which would account for the name by
connecting it with a body of Basava's adherents, composed of three thousand asceti's, and would represent the
Mūršāviraṇada Aγyas as having come from Chitānāroor in Mysore. This is plainly only fiction. But we gather from
it that any genuine tradition, which might have helped us to identify and locate the town of Kūṇḍipāṭaṇa (see
further on), seems to have been lost.
41 Above, Vol. X. p. 73, and p. 76, note 2.
42 Not yet edited; I quote from an ink-impression.
I now give a specimen of the class of songs called Attu-pādai, or introduction of a suppliant to a generous patron. The bard is supposed to meet the mendicant in the vicinity of the palace, and encourages him to press on.

Kindly Sympathy (69)

In thine hand is the faultless lute; thy body is hunger's prey, for there were none to aid! Around thy waist thou wrappest a cloth patched and darned, and moist with sweat, thou needy minstrel!

Around the world with thy want-wasted company hast thou been, and now enquirest of me.

Kīlli-Valavan is he whose host slays on the reeking bloody plain where high banners wave, the tusked elephant, — he who is lord of Urranthai, whose spear is uplifted mid the warriors, strenuous invader of foeman’s land, wearer of hero’s wreath, and adorned with fire-flashing gems of various hues and ornaments of ruddy gold! Go to his presence! Thou wilt suffer no waiting before the gate.

And when thou him seest face to face, who in open day gives chariots to those that ask, still less shalt thou lack the lotus wreath around which no beetles swarm.

The next is of the same character (70):—

Minstrel, with little lute of sweetest strain!
Suppliant with words of old wisdom full!
Impertunate thou askest me to rest and listen to the pleasant sounds of thy tambourine.

But hear what I shall say!

The modest homes of Pānan, whose hands are full of gifts, is near the wide city.

There food inexhaustible is found like the waters of the cool tank under January's moon, and the humming bees explore the sweets of the fragrant water-lily.

There he meditates the praise and glory of Kīlli-Valavan, king of the good land that yields in abundance rice and sweet water, and that knows the fire that cooks, but not the fire that consumes.

If thither, — together with thy songstress, whose hair diffuses fragrance of the 'trumpet-flower,' the bright-browed, sweetly smiling, — you softly advance, you shall prosper all.

His gifts are not mere chance, like gold found by the woodman in the forest.

Hesitate not.

Long may he flourish!

---

17 The Com. says the day has 30 nāţrai (Tamil hours of 34 minutes). Of these 10, i.e., from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m., are to be given to duties of domestic life. (See K., Book I.) The next 10, i.e., from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., are to be devoted to kingly duties; and the last 10, i.e., from 2 to 6 p.m., being the heat of the day, would be spent in giving audiences and dispensing gifts.

18 It is not gold.

19 Which has bright face and is fastened to a rod, as turtle from the tank is strung on iron skewer?

20 Seems a play on the name Pāpan.
XIII.

A very remarkable lyric addressed to him, presumably at this period of his greatest glory, is by Tāyām Kannārā, of Erūkṣṭur, a poet otherwise unknown. It forcibly recalls Māṇikka Vaḍagar's fine 'Morning Hymn in the Temple.' [Tiruvāṉam, XX.]

The King's Reveil (397).

The morning-star with silver radiance bright
Now fills the ample sky, and waking birds
From out their nests on lofty boughs send forth
Sweet sounds. On the lake's surface lotus-flowers
Have open'd wide their eyes; and one by one
The stars now slowly quench their golden fires.
And while the morning drum is sounding loud,
And shrill-ton'd winding shell its summons gives,
Swift on the yielding steps of fleeing night
The eager day triumphant presses on!
Come forth, O king, to view thy mustering hosts!
List to the morning uprise in the guardian camp,
Where sheen of spears dispels the hovering shades.
King, on whose breast hang wreaths of clustering flowers!
And hear the drummer at the outer gate!
He bids thee from thy slumber wake. I come
A suppliant, who loves to see thy state,—
Thou who dost give rich food with spices blend,
And palm-wine fragrant cool, in jewell'd flask,
With garments bright as when a snake its skin renews:—
Thus, showering blessings in thy bounty, like the rain
Thou dost with costly gifts relieve my pain,
That burnt like glow of scorching summer-sun.

Lord of the land where ever shine the fires
Lit by the sages, who six works perform,—
Around their brows the ruddy lotus wreathed,—
And virtue's work maintain; great Vaḷavān,
Whose strong right arm with golden circlets bound
Wields the sharp sword! Tho' we to farthest bound
Of the vast billowy sea should go; or tho'
The orb whose rays destroy should southward stray,
We nothing dread! beneath the mighty foot,—
That wears the hero's glorious jewelled band,—
Of him, whose conquering spear in arduous fight
Prevails, we rest secure.

XIV.

In the following verses (386) Kōṟūr-kīṟār seems to stimulate rather than restrain the young chieftain in his gay and thoughtless time:—

'Glory be thine, O giver, whose brow knows no sweat
From labour done, but only that from eager feasting! — Like drops of rain
That fall in the full lake, drips down the fat
From the meats they serve up; roasted flesh is
Carved and eaten; from their emptied porringer they
Quaff large draughts of milk! —
Thy fields of rice, — wide are their borders, where
The sweet cane flowers! Thy pasture lands, — with stalls
For herds, — there cattle graze!
Archers with fortified camps guard the flocks, and from the
Tree-tops on the wooded shore count the ships that cover thy sea! —
In the bay they load the abounding salt with which thy craggy mountains teem!
To thee, warrior chief, we come, — no warriors we!
Whether from East to West, or from West to East, or
From North to South, or from South to North, thou win
Thy ever widening way; — may his glory shine,
Who knows well to extend his conquests in every land!'

XV.

The following ode (393) to the same hero is by an unknown bard called Nallirraiyanär. It is very imperfect in the original, and is here considerably abridged. To the student of Tamil it is of considerable interest.

'O king, I come from far,
With soul that thinks of thee,
And says, 'What kindly ones in other lands
Are there to fill the empty dish
Borne by my spouse in sorrow, while with me
She sings, and begs from door to door,
In poverty unknown before.
With thee shall we obtain new garments for the old,
Bright as expanding leaves of the paganuru flower;
And feast, departing rich in gifts.
Lord of the beauteous land Kaveri guards!
So shall we praise in varied song thy might
Renowned, and say, may Valavan whose sword is sharp,
Flourish for aye!'

XVI.

In several other pieces much the same topics are brought forward; but his death is the theme of those that follow. This took place at Kulamuttam. Tamil kings are distinguished in legend sometimes by some victory gained, but often by the place of their death, or slumber, as it is called (tuñj — 'fall asleep').

Here we have an ingenious funeral elegy by Nappalai of Mārrokkam:

How Death secured his Victim (226).

If in his mind against thee he were wrath,
Or if in outward act he showed his rage,
Or if he touched thee with afflictive hand,
Thou couldst not have escaped, O death!
Thou tookst great Valavan, entreating him,
Like minstrels, bowing low, with suppliant hand,
Praising, thou didst bear off his life,
Leader of hosts that crowd the glories field,
Crowned with gold wreath, Lord of the mighty car!

Death would have been unequal to the contest with the valiant king, and only managed to take his life by appealing to his generosity.

21 The same as the chinthi: Monispermum cordifolium.
Another song by Maqattanar of Adu-turrai commemorates his death, using a quaint old commonplace of Tamil verse. (Comp. 230).

Death's Want of Foresight (227).

Death! Right silly art thou, ruthless one;
Through lack of sense thou eat'st thine own seed-corn!
Thou yet shalt see the truth of what I say.
Warriors with gleaming swords, and elephant and horse
Fell on the battle-plain that flowed with blood;
Daily he was insatiate, slew his foes,
And fed thine hunger! Like thyself a strength
He had that knew no ruth nor vengeance feared.
This Valavan who wore the mighty golden ornaments,
Whose flowery garland swarmed with humming bees,
Since thou hast borne away, — who shall appease thine hunger now?

These verses refer to Valavan's funeral, and is attributed to Mudanar (= the lame bard) of Aiyur:—

The Burial-urn (228).

O potter-chief, maker of vessels!
Thou whose art sends up thick clouds
Of smoke veiling the outspread heavens,
Who makest vessels for the wide extended ancient town?
Thou art to be pitied! What toil hath befallen thee!
The descendant of Coya kings,
Whose armies spread themselves to earth's utmost verge, —
Whom minstrels praise, — the truly glorious one,—
Whose glory shines afar,
As in the heavens the sun with resplendent ray, —
Valavan, the great, on the brows
Of whose warrior-elephants bright banners wave, —
Hath gained the world of gods. And so
'Tis thine to shape an urn, so huge
That it shall cover the remains of such an one.
But if thou'st mould the needful urn, thy wheel
The vast earth must be, and Mr-na's mass
Sufficeth not for earth to mould its form.'

Bishop Caldwell says that at the time when these urns were used cremation must have been unknown, and burial the universal practice; but, in fact, the two customs have ever existed side by side. The ancient inhabitants of the South generally buried their dead, as will be seen by a careful study of Purur-Porul-Vunba; but Brahmanical and Caivite usages were found side by side, from very early times. In fact, the oldest funeral hymn, Rigveda, X. 18, might well seem to be one of these lyrics. It will be seen also by a reference to the two works already named (which are a perfect mine of information regarding the ancient manners and customs of the southern lands), and from passages scattered through the other Tamil classics, that when heroes fell in battle they were often buried on the spot, and their effigies in stone placed over the grave. The same was done when kings and other great men retired.

22 The common words Kuya-van (Kupa-van, Kulka-van) for 'potter' are all connected with S. ku, k₂, p₂. See
"Mangwt, 26, 34.

How K₂=x = 'king' became the caste designation of a 'potter' is a puzzle.
into some lonely region (generally specified as the 'North'), and died there. This is exemplified, as we have seen,23 in the very touching histories of the king Kō-perum-çōran and his devoted friends Pottiyr and Piçirôn. This illustrates Karrul, ch. lxxviii. 1.

'Ye foes! stand not before my lord! for many a one
Who did my lord withstand now stands in stone!'

Here the learned commentator, Parimēlaragar remarks that when heroes died on the field of battle, it was the custom to place their effigies on the spot where they fell. These heroes often became tutelary divinities, or demons, and were worshipped with offerings of food and flowers.

In the Records of the Madras Government (Archaeological Department) under date 12th May, 1887, an account is given of vessels discovered at Pallavaram, which evidently had been used for burial. These are precisely what this lyric speaks of.24 Many of the articles of pottery found in connection with these kists may be accounted for by the well known customs referred to in P. N. N. 234, 249.

XIX.

The great friend of this ancient king was Pañnam (alluded to in Songs 70 and 388 also) who is only known as a petty chieftain of Çirru-Kudi (Little-Town). In regard to such friendships the reader may compare Pope’s Nāladiyār, p. 135. In honour of this friend the king himself composed the following curious little song:

Pañnam’s Abode (173).

May Pañnam happy live as long as I enjoy this life.
See here, ye bards, this suppliant hitherto makes his way
By poverty compelled he listens for the sound of food dispensed.
Like to the birds that congregate upon the fruitful tree
In fertile soil, the suppliants come, in ranks,
Crowding like tiny ants that, when they know
The rainy season nigh, bear off their eggs
To some dry, favoured mound.— Although they see
The tribes with all their little ones advance
In thronging multitudes, again and yet again they seek
The dwelling of the man who heals the sore disease of penury.

‘Ah tell us is it near or far,’ they cry!

Here King Valavan is surrounded by singers themselves suppliants in his court. To them he speaks of the generosity of his friend Pañnam, and blesses him. Then he points to an ideal picture of what may constantly be seen on the road to Pañnam’s home, where, when the drum proclaims the feast to which all are welcome, crowds gather like the birds on every fruitful tree, while on the slope of the hill below his palace suppliants ask of those whom they meet: returning satisfied and happy, in continuous train like the ants,—‘tell us how far it is to the dwelling of the generous chieftain for whose aid we seek: the healer of hunger’s sore disease.’ This illustrates, as do very many other songs in this anthology, the state of things in those days in the petty kingdoms of the South. Organised bands of medicants,—some of them poets, reciting their elaborate compositions,—often most ingenious, and sometimes quite beautiful, but full of fawse and far-fetched adulation,—some of them musicians with all kinds of quaint instruments,—with bands of female singers and dancers, were perpetually making their way to and fro from one little mountain fortress to another, where their advent formed one of the few distractions of life for the chieftain, alternating with his hunting expeditions and warlike raids.

23 Ind. Ant. Feb. 1899. 24 See my article in J. R. A. S., April, 1899.
EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY E. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 224.)

1791. — No. V.

Fort William, the 13th July 1791. The following Letter from Lieutenant Cooke, of His Majesty's Navy, was received Yesterday, with that enclosed in it from the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis, and they were circulated to the Members of the Board.

Lieut. Cooke, 12 July 1791.

Edward Hay, Esqr.

Sir, — Having just arrived from Madras with a Letter and Chart for Government I have taken the first opportunity of forwarding being prevented from delivering them myself as I am confined to my room.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) E. Cooke.

Commodore Cornwallis, 30th June 1791.

My Lord, — Having visited in November last a Harbour at the north East end of the Great Andaman Island, which I think vastly superior for a Fleet of Men of War to Port Cornwallis,12 The latter I consider too confined, and liable to accidents, as well as being more subject from being surrounded with High Hills, to sudden and violent squalls, They are a like in respect to fresh Water, the Runs being Occasioned by the Rains, and in regard to defence, The Island is not near a Gunshot from the farthest shore which I tried by throwing shot across, when working out; And tho' the Island is small there is a great deal dry at the lowest Tides, I should apprehend full sufficient for Batteries. Mr. Blair has at my desire surveyed this Harbour, which will accompany this Letter, if it should be your Opinion that the small Establishment now upon Chatham Island should be removed to the Harbour I recommend, I apprehend after the Rains are over in October, would be a proper time, and I shall be happy in rendering every Assistance in my Power with the Kings Ships under my Command. Lieutenant Cooke of the Navy will deliver this.

I have the Honor to be, etc.,

(Signed) W. Cornwallis.

Crown, Madras Road,
30th June 1791.

Ordered that the Opinion of Commodore Cornwallis as expressed in the above Letter, be communicated to the Governor General, and that a Letter to his Lordship, on the Subject of it be prepared, and laid before the Board.

Agreed also that the following Letter be written to Commodore Cornwallis.

To the Honble. William Cornwallis, Commodore in Chief of His Majesty's Ships in the East Indies.

Sir, — Upon the arrival of Lieutenant Cooke, at this Presidency, we had the Honor of receiving Your Excellency's Letter dated the 30th of last Month, with a Chart prepared by Lieutenant Blair, of an Harbour at the North East End of the Great Andaman Island, which you recommend as very much Superior to Port Cornwallis for a Fleet of Men of War.

12 [This Port Cornwallis is now Port Blair and the N. E. Harbour is now Port Cornwallis. — Ed.]
We consider ourselves much obliged by your offer to render every assistance in your power, with the King's ships under your command, in effecting the removal from Chatham Island to the harbour in question.

We have agreed to refer the question to the Governor General, and, that no time may be lost in directing the removal, if that should be determined on we shall request Lord Cornwallis to deliver his sentiments on the subject, to your Excellency, at once without waiting a further reference to Bengal, and to transmit, by his own authority, such instructions to Lieutenant Blair as his Lordship may think proper.

Fort William,
13th July 1791.

We have the honor to be, etc.

1791. — No. VI.

Fort William, 28th July 1791. The following letters were written to Commodore Cornwallis and to the Governor General, on the 13th and 26th instant in consequence of the resolution passed on the former of these.

[The letter to Commodore Cornwallis given above. See last page.]

Lord Cornwallis. 28th July 1791.

To Earl Cornwallis, K. G., Governor General, etc., etc., etc.

My Lord, — We have the honour to transmit to you a copy of a letter which we have lately received from Commodore Cornwallis, and of the survey which accompanied it.

Your Lordship will be informed by our answer to the Commodore's letter (a copy of which we also inclose) that we have thought it right to leave the point, referred to us entirely to your Lordship's judgment; and we accordingly request of you to arrange the matter finally with his Excellency in such manner as shall appear to you most expedient.

Fort William,
28th July 1791.

We have the honor to be with great respect, etc.

My Lord, Your Lordship's Most obedient H. Servts.

1791. — No. VII.

Fort William, 29th July 1791. Read a letter from Lieutenat Wales.

Lieut. Wales. 28th July 1791.

To Edward Hay, Esq., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — Agreeable to Your request I now send you my opinion of the Harbour's North East, and Cornwallis, I could have wished that Lieutenant Blair had sent his, as his experience, and ability, would point out many things that I do not immediately perceive; and many that I am not adequate to the forming an opinion on.

With respect to situation little can be said in favour of one more than the other, except sailing from Port Cornwallis in the S. W. Monsoon, a ship is much sooner in the Bay, than if she sailed from North East Harbour; as in leaving the latter she would be obliged to work down the East coast of the Great Andaman and be liable to the sudden frowry's of wind, that constantly prevails to Leeward of high lands, and instead of having to work 24 leagues, which is the distance between Port Cornwallis and the South port of the Little Andaman; she will have to work 57 leagues, unless she goes out to the Northward, which in my opinion would be very improper for supposing her to be bound for Madras, or any port more Southerly situated, than the North end of the Great Andaman; immediately on quitting her Port she gets on a lee shore with a fresh gale, and heavy sea to turn against.
Port Cornwallis has many advantages that North East Harbour has not; and the contrary. In the first place Port Cornwallis can be easily defended from the Narrowness of the Entrance into the Inner Harbour, (being only 800 Yards between Chatham Island and Command Point) and at the same time give protection to such defenceless Ships as might be in, without any inconvenience to them; but this narrowness prevents large Ships from Working with ease, and which in fact is the defence of the place: On the contrary, North East Harbour is spacious, and has room sufficient in it to Manoeuvre a Fleet of Men of War, and they may be Moored in any form the Commanding Officer pleases, and Weigh at any time and with ease to themselves, its great breadth and easy access makes it hard to defend, at the same time it is easy for an Enemy to enter, neither is there so good a place for defenceless Ships to retire to as at Port Cornwallis.

Between Ross and Chatham Islands, is what is called the Outer Harbour, but it has a great Depth of Water from 20 to 30 fathoms which makes it not so convenient to Weigh with Speed neither is it roomy enough for a large Fleet to Weigh at once, but the care [question mark] with which it may be defended, and give protection to disabled Ships, in the absence of the Men of War Makes it, in my opinion far preferable to North East Harbour; for the Instant an Enemy rounds either the North or South Ends of Ross Island they could be fired upon and the nearer he approached the More Batterys would Open upon him and from so many directions as would divide his fire and by that Means prevent his whole force being directed to one object. This cannot happen at North East Harbour, as an Enemy's attention would be directed to one object, and from its extensiveness, there could be no Cross firing to divert him from the Main point.

There is one very great Article wanting at North East Harbour, that is, a sufficiency of first [fresh] Water for Supplying a Fleet, as in March last, none could be found; for after digging on one of the Islands to a great Depth, the Water was found brackish; but this may be remedy'd, as there is a fine Rivulet at the Foot of the Saddle about 3 Leagues to the Southward of the Harbour, and without Doubt on so large a track of Land, Water may be had a little in land.

On the contrary; although there is not an over abundance of this article at Port Cornwallis, Yet plenty May be had, by building Tanks of Stone and Mortar at the foot of the Hills, where it runs down the Year round; though in very small Streams at the Latter part of the N. E. Monsoon which is the dryest part of the Season there; in the S. W. Monsoon there is sufficient to Supply any Number of Ships.

To conclude if the Harbour settled by Government is to defend itself, without the assistance of Men of War, and at the same time to give Shelter to such disabled, and defenceless Ships as might run in, I would give the preference to Port Cornwallis: but if the Men of War are to be the Chief defence of the Harbour, Certainly North East Harbour would be the most convenient for them.

I am confident there may be many things that I have overlooked from my want of Sufficient experience as I never was at North East Harbour what I have said respecting it is from having made a Copy of it from Lieutenant Blair's Chart and from the Report of Lieutenant Blair and the officers on that Survey, Port Cornwallis I am well acquainted with and can Speak of its advantages and disadvantages without reserve.

Calcutta,

July 28th, 1791.

Ordered that Lieutenant Wales Letter do lie for Consideration.

(To be continued.)

[The reader should be careful to remember that throughout this letter by "Port Cornwallis" Port Blair is meant. — Ed.]

[The present Port Cornwallis. — Ed.]
THE THIRTY-SEVEN NATS (SPIRITS) OF THE BURMESE.

BY B. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 289.)

Group III.

Mixed Ava Mingaung and Pagàn Alaungsthū Cycle.

(Nats Nos. 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20, 31, 32, 34, 35.)

Group III. consists of 11 Nats, whose story is supposed to centre round the two kings named Mingaung (a common royal title), who flourished at Ava respectively at the very commencement and the extreme end of the XVth Century. But there is some confusion in the legends, caused by the attribution of the Northern Queen (Anaúk Mìbayā, a regular title of one of the chief queens of every Burmese ruler), who is a principal heroine of the story, to three husbands dwelling centuries apart. And so parts of the legend can be equally well referred to the days of King Thènwzin of Pagàn in the VIIIth Cent., ancestor of those early Pagàn kings about whom much of the legend of Group II. centres, and also to the days of the venerated Alaungsthū of the same dynasty, who flourished in the XIth-XIIth Cent., to whom likewise part of the Group II. legend can be referred. In fact, in one view, the stories of Groups II. and III. can be looked upon as belonging to the same cycle of legends. Lastly, by what may be considered a natural confusion in the popular mind, the legend of Group III. has been mixed up with the history of the Shan dynasty of Pinya of the XVth Cent. On the whole the knots in the thread of this group of legends demand a good deal of patience in unravelling and this explains my title for the group: the mixed Ava Mingaung and Pagàn Alaungsthū Cycle. The outline of this group of legends is as follows:—King Sinbyushin Mintarāgyī of Ava died of fever and was succeeded by his younger brother, King Mingaung-gyi, who in turn was succeeded by his son King Thlhāthū Sinbyushin. He was murdered at the Aungbinlė Lake by the Kôngbaung Sawbwa, to be succeeded by his son, who died of fever. Thlhāthū Sinbyushin had a concubine, who died very suddenly at Ava. The Second (Dūtiyā) Mingaung’s son was King Shwē Nangyaw, under whom his nephew, Shwē Nawrathō, was murdered by drowning for supposed rebellion.

Mingaung-gyi, by his Northern Queen, the Anaúk Mìbyā, had two sons, Sīthū and Kyawswā, who quarrelled and killed each other, and this caused the death of their mother. This Northern Queen is also said to have been the wife of King Alaungsthū of Pagàn, and so Sīthū and Kyawswā would thus be his sons. Alaungsthū’s grandsons both came to the throne in due course, and the younger, Narabadissthū, murdered the elder, Narathēngh, with the help of an officer, one Nga Aungswā, who was promised Narathēngh’s widow as a bride in reward, but was murdered instead.

This same Northern Queen is further said to have been the wife of King Thènwzin of Pagàn and stepmother of King Shwēlaung, which throws back the story of Sīthū and Kyawswā many centuries. King Shwēlaung’s grandson, King Sawmum-hnit, had a son called the Hlaingdet Myōrā, who was cruelly put to death for negligence during a campaign against the Shaws, and this caused the death of his mother from grief.

Of the above mentioned personages the following became Nats:—King Sinbyushin Mintaraigyī the father, and King Thlhāthū Sinbyushin the son, respectively of King Mingaung-gyi, his grandson Kyawswā, Thlhāthū’s concubine, and King Dūtiyā Mingaung’s great nephew Shwē Nawratha. Also the Anaúk Mìbyā and her two sons, Sīthū and Kyawswā, and the ill-treated officer Nga Aungswā, and lastly the Hlaingdet Myōrā and his mother.

The Nats who take origin in this group of stories are the following:—No. 7. Mintarāgyī Nat, who is King Sinbyushin Mintaraigyī of Ava. No. 12. Aungbinlė Sinbyushin Nat, who is King Thlhāthū Sinbyushin of Ava. No. 11. Ngāzēshin Nat, who is Ngāzēshin Kyawswā of Pinya, confounded with Min Hlāng of Ava. No. 35. Shingōn Nat is the concubine of King Thlhāthū Sinbyushin. No. 9. Shwē Nawrathō Nat, is the nephew of King Shwē Nangyaw of Ava. No. 34. Anaúk Mìbyā Nat, who is the Northern Queen of King Mingaung-gyi of Ava (1460-1501), or of King Alaungsthū of Pagàn (1085-1160), or of King Thènwzin of Pagàn (731-737). Nos. 31 and 32. Min Sīthū Nat and Min Kyawswā Nat are her two sons. No. 10. Aungswāmāgyī Nat, who is
The historical references made in this group of legends are even more confused than those of the second group. To commence with the allusions to the Ava Dynasty of the XVth Cent.: —

Sinbyuśhin Tarabhuc (Mintaragyi) is a mere general royal title, the third king of that dynasty, reigned for seven months between 1400-1401, when he was murdered, and was succeeded by his brother, Mingaung or Mingaung-gyi, who had a chequered career for 21 years and died in 1422. His son, Thihathu Sinbyuśhin, became for a short time the husband of the famous Peguan Queen Shin Sawbá, but was deposed by the Shan Chief (Sawbá) of Unbaunglé, and died in exile in 1426. His infant son Min Hlingk (Prince Little Beauty) was placed on the throne, but was murdered within three months.

Later in the same dynasty came the Second (Dútiyá) Mingaung (1480-1501) and his son Shwènakáin (1501-1526). With them is associated the legend of the Nat Shwé Nawrathu, who is said to have been put to death by drowning for rebellion. I think it, however, far more likely that the two Mingaungs have been mixed up, for the former had a son named Kamaró, who, under the title of Nawrathu, was governor of Arakan for his father. He was taken prisoner by the great king, Yàkadarjé of Pegu, and barbarously murdered at Bassein about 1406.

That part of the legend which connects the Sító and Kyawzwá Nats with the first Mingaung is interesting, because the mightiest general that served under that somewhat feeble king was his son Minyé Kyawzwá, who was finally killed in battle in 1416 during his father’s life, and was just the kind of personage to have become a Nat in the popular imagination.

The legend, however, that makes out the Sító and Kyawzwá Nats to be the sons of King Alaungstú of Págañ (1085-1160) carries us to the group already mentioned, which has arisen around one of the greatest heroes of Burmese history, King Anawratházaw of Págañ (1010-1052), whose great-grandson Alaungstú was. Alaungstú’s second son, Narathí, better known as Kalákyá Min (1160-1164), murdered him in extreme old age, and amongst other subsequent crimes he is said to have slain his father’s widow with his own hands, for which deed he was himself murdered. All this would be good cause for her becoming a Nat. Kalákyá Min had two sons: one, Narathíngá (1164-1167) killed by the other, Narabadístú, a great monarch, who reigned 37 years (1167-1204), was a prominent Buddhist reformer, and built the great Gawdábálin and Súlāmáni Pagodas at Págañ, which made him famous. The great dynasty finally came to a politically feeble end in the learned and pious Kyawzwá, the last King of Págañ (1279-1291), who was killed by the famous three Sító brothers on their founding the Sító dynasties of Pinyá and Ságáing.

One version of the legends connects the Nats Sító and Kyawzwá and their mother with King Shwéláun of Pagán, of whom and his father, Thañwan, I at present know nothing, except that the Chronicles say that they reigned at Pagán: — Thañzwín 731-737, and Shwéláun 737-746, about 100 years after Thënga-Yáá, the supposed founder of the present Burmese Era and some 300 years before the great hero of the dynasty, Anawratházaw. One of Shwéláun’s grandsons and his great-grandson both became King of Pagán in succession, as King Munlú (778-795) and King Sawkin-hnit (795-822). They are both mixed up in the legends as King Sawmun-hnit, who put to death that unfortunate Nat, the Hlaingdet Myáá.

The whole of this difficult set of stories is further complicated by confusing Thihathu Sinbyuśhin (1423-1426) of Ava with Thihathu Tazáshin of Pínáb (1389-1393), the younger and most powerful of the three Sító brothers, who founded the dynasty of Myinzaing and Pinyá as successors to that of Págañ in 1298. He married the widow of Kyawzwá, the last king of Págañ (1279-1298), whom he had deposed, and nominated his son Uzáá (1322-1342) as his successor. Uzáá was, however, deposed by Ngázáshin Kyawzwá, his half brother, i. e., the son of the widow of Kyawzwá of Págañ and Thihathu Tazáshin. This is the personage “Kyawzwá King of Pínáb” who is called Ngázáshin Nat. He reigned 1342-1359 and was succeeded by another Kyawzwá, his son (1350-1359). No doubt, the confusion and difficulties connected with this story are due to the unfortunate frequency of the name or title Kyawzwá in Burmese History.
No less than four Genealogies are necessary to make clear the inter-relationship of the Nats mentioned in this Group.

**Group III.**

**Genealogy I.**

King Sinbyushin Tarabya of Ava 1400-1401, No. 7. Mintara Nat.

King Mingaung or Mingaung-gyi of Ava, 1401-1422. = No. 34. Anauk Migaya Nat.

- No. 31. Min Sithu
- Mindye Kyawzwa, ob. 1416, No. 32. Min Kyawzwa Nat.

[A daughter married to Kamaru Nawratha, Governor of Arakan, No. 9, Shwe Nawratha Nat, murdered about 1406.]


- King Min Hlaung of Ava, 1426, No. 11, Ngazishin Nat.

- King Min Nans, Usurper of same family, 1426-1439.

- King Dutiy Minaung of Ava, 1480-1501.

  - King Shwe Nangyaw of Ava, 1501-1526. Minbyaing Mathirithu.
  - No. 9, Shwe Nawratha Nat.

**Group III.**

**Genealogy II.**

King Anawrathazaw of Pagan, 1010-1052.

King Alaungsitthu of Pagan, 1085-1160 = No. 34. Anauk Miwaya Nat.

- No. 31. Min Sithu
- No. 32. Min Kyawzwa Nat, who was intended to be King Narathu of Pagan (Kalakya Min), 1160-1164 or

  - his son, King Narabatisitthu of Pagan, 1167-1204.

King Narathenga of Pagan, 1164-1167.

  - Shan line of Myinzaing, Shan line of Sagaing, and Pinya, 1298-1364, 1315-1352.

  - King Thadominbya of Ava, 1364-1367.

- King Sinbyushin Tarabya of Ava, 1400-1401.

(See Gen. I.)
Group III.
Genealogy III.²

Thenza, 25th K. of Pagàn, 723-731.

A younger brother of Thenzwin.

A Queen = Thenzwin, 26th K., 731-737. = also No. 34. Anauk Mibaya Nat.

Shwe Laung, 27th K., 737-746.

No. 31. Min Sithu Nat. No. 32. Min Kyawzwa Nat.

Tundwin, 28th K., 746-755.

Munlut, 29th K., 755-778.


Anawrathazaw of Pagàn, 1010-1052. (See Gen. II.)

Group III.
Genealogy IV.

Anawrathazaw of Pagàn, 1010-1052.

A Shan wife = Kyawzwa, last K. of = also 2. of King = 2nd huab., Thihathu of Pagàn, 1279-1298.

Tayokpye Min of Pagàn, 1248-1279.

Athingaya Sawyun of Sagaing, 1315-1322.

Ngazishin Kyawzwa of Pinya, 1842-1850.

Usana of Myinzaing and Pinya, 1852-1842, No. 11. Ngazishin Nat.

adopted by Thihathu Tazishin.

Thadoninbya of Ava, successor to both lines, 1364-1367. (See Gen. II.)

I will now proceed to describe the illustrations of Group III., or Mixed Ava Mingaung and Pagàn Aluungathu Cycle, according to the popular ideas.

² See Gen. I., Gp. II.
Illustrations of Group III.

Mixed Ava Mingaung and Pagan Alsungsithu Cycle.

No. 7. Mintara Nat
(called also Mintarayi Nat).

He was the son of Sinbyushin Mintarayi, and the elder brother of Mingaung-gyi of Ava. He died of fever and became a Nat.

He is represented seated with a fan in full high class Court costume, winged after the Yodaya, i.e., Siamese fashion.


Thlhathu, King of Amarapura, was the son of King Mingaung. He was killed in some rice land near the Aungbinle Lake by the Koneang Sawbwa and became a Nat.

This Nat is represented standing in Court dress, with a swish in the left hand; supported on a three-headed elephant, in token of his royalty no doubt.

No. 11. Ngashinh Nat.

Lord of the Five (White) Elephants.

Kyawza, King of Pinle, was the son of King Thlhathu and procured five white elephants from over the sea. He died of fever and became a Nat.

This Nat is represented as a royal figure in Court dress seated, with a sword in the right hand, four umbrellas over him, and royal spitoon and betel box before him. He is supported by a five-headed elephant, which has pots for offerings in front of each head. All these accumulated insignia of royalty refer to the claim of this king in life to a descent from all the royal lines existing in his time.

No. 35. Shingon Nat.

She was a concubine of Sinbyushin Thlhathu, who died suddenly at Ava, on returning from a trip to the Aungbinle Lake and became a Nat.

She is represented as a young girl in the Court costume of a royal attendant.

No. 9. Shwe Nawrathu Nat.

He was the son of Minbyaing Mabhithu and grandson of the second Mingaung of Ava. During the reign of his uncle, Shwe Nangyaw, one of his servants, Nga Thaukkya, rebelled. On this account Shwe Nawrathu was thrown into the Irrawaddy and became a Nat.

This Nat is represented in high class Court dress seated, as a Manipuri with Polo mallet and ball. The modern English game of Polo came from the Manipuris through English officers in quite recent times.

No. 34. Anauk Mibaya Nat,
the Northern Queen.

She was the mother of the Nats Min Sithu and Min Kyawza. She was frightened to death on meeting Min Kyawza, after he had become a Nat, on a pony, while amusing herself in a cotton field near Ava.

Another legend says she was the wife of Mingaung-gyi, son of Mingyizwa.

This Nat is represented as a young woman in Court costume, kneeling and suckling an infant.

No. 31. Min Sithu Nat.

No. 32. Min Kyawza Nat.

King Thenzwin of Pagun had two sons by his Northern Queen, the Anauk Mibaya, named Sithu and Kyawza. He determined to make another son, Shwe Laung, his heir, and in order to avert danger from him in consequence, he sent the brothers, Sithu and Kyawza, to suppress the Karens on the Tonghoo border, which service they performed with great success.
Subsequently they made a great dyke to drain the Myaungdû Village, founded by Min Nyênaung, and quarrelled over turning water into it; whereupon Sithû killed his younger brother, Kyawzû, who became a Nat, and revenged himself by afterwards doing Sithû to death by enchantments. Sithû in his turn became a Nat, too.

There is another legend, which makes out Min Sithû Nat to be Aungzithû, son of King Shwegû-dârâkâ of Pagân.

The Nat Min Sithû is represented as a young man in high class Court dress, seated. The Nat Min Kyawzû as a young man in high class Court dress, riding.

No. 10. Aungzwâmâgyl Nat.

One Nga Saung-gyân raised a rebellion at Ngasingû, about six miles to the North of Mandalay, against Min Narathêngû, king of Pagân, and the king sent his younger brother, Narabâdisithû, against him, in the hope that his brother might be killed, so that he might marry his widow, e., his sister-in-law, the Wálûwâdi Princess. So Narabâdisithû left his servant, Nga Aungzû, behind, with a promise that if he could kill the king, he should be married to the widow. The king was duly despatched, and Nga Aungzû demanded fulfilment of his promise, but the lady flatly refused to marry him, as he was not of the blood royal. When Nga Aungzû was told of this, he spat on the floor, and used some strong language about the fulfilment of promises. The new king, being enraged at this, had him put to death, whereon he became a Nat.

This Nat is represented as a young man in high class Court costume riding.

No. 19. Shwê Sippin Nat
(also called Shwê Sit-thî Nat).

His title was the Hlaingdet Myôázû and he was the son of Saw-mun-hnit, King of Pagân. He was set to suppress the insurrection of Kyâing-thin, son of the Pagân Sawbwa, but spent the time in cock-fighting, and so was put to death by having his legs buried in the earth and being left to die. He became a Nat.

This Nat is represented seated in high class Court dress with uplifted sword in his right hand.

No. 20. Mèdaw Shwèsâgû Nat.

She was the mother of the Hlaingdet Myôázû, who became the Shwê Sippin Nat, and died of grief at the terrible end of her son. She became a Nat also.

This Nat is represented as a girl in full Court dress, kneeling, with her elbow in the fashionable state of dislocation.

(To be continued.)


Preface by R. O. Temple.

Among the Debonnaire MSS.¹ one of the most interesting gives the original account by Evan Jones, the Chief Mate, of the wreck of the "Doddington," Indiaman, in 1755, the proceedings of its survivors on Bird Island off the S. E. Coast of Africa, and their escape in the "Happy Deliverance," a sloop they built for themselves on the island. The wreck was also the subject of a short anonymous pamphlet without date, but published no doubt about 1775, the existence of which in the India Office Library was pointed out to me by Mr. W. Foster. I give here the pamphlet and the MS. in full.

¹ See ante, Vol. XXVIII. p. 393. I may note here that the chart and belonging to the Debonnaire is recorded in Hardy's Register, Ed. 1800, as having been "taken" in 1756.
The wreck is recorded in both Editions\(^3\) of Hardy's Register of Ships of the East India Company, and in both wrongly as having occurred in 1756 or 1754. It was of course reported to the Government, and the spot has found its way on to the existing Admiralty and official charts and maps, with some of the names given to the locality by the survivors of the Doddington themselves, e. g., Bird Island, Seal Island and Doddington Rock.\(^3\)

The exact locality is now consequently well known, though there is little to enlighten us on the subject in the contemporary accounts. It is in fact the N. E. corner of Algoa Bay, in which Port Elizabeth is situated, and the position of Bird Island is given by Mr. L. Fitzmaurice, Master of H. M. S. Stag, who surveyed the spot in 1814, as 33° 48' S. and 26° 29' E.,\(^4\) whereas the Chief Mate of the Doddington thought himself to be about 34° 30' S. and 31° 30' E. when the ship struck. The Doddington must have been wrecked as a matter of fact off Bird Island, and the dangerous rocks about 6 m. S. of it, now known as the Doddington Rock, must have been named at a later period.

No other geographical difficulties arise out of the narrative.

As regards independent evidence as to the wreck, it is noticed in Horsburgh's Directions for Sailing to and from the East Indies, Ed. 1809, Pt. I. p. 169, in the following terms:— "About 13 or 14 leagues to the E. N. Eastward of Cape Recife, the small rocky island called Chaos or Bird Island is situated at the distance of two leagues or more from the shore, which is low and environed with rocks. This is the place where the Doddington steering E. N. E. by compass, struck and went to pieces in 1756. It happened in the night and nearly all the crew perished. This rocky islet is in the latitude about 33° 45' S. and near Cape Padron, the projecting Point of land to the Eastward of Algoa Bay. To the Westward of this Point, between it and the Bay, the coast is composed of sand downs; further to the Eastward the hills become higher and appear in square patches."

In the 1841 Edition of Horsburgh the notice is in the following terms at much greater length (Vol. I. p. 248):— "Bird Islands, in lat. 33° 52' S., lon. 26° 5' to 26° 18' E., by Capt. Owen's survey, distant about 10 leagues E. 3/4 S. of Cape Recif, consist of three low islands, with several black rocks above and under water, extending 4 or 5 miles nearly N. W. and S. E., and distant 6 or 7 miles from the main land. H. M. Ship Stag examined these isles in March 1814, in search of the wreck of the William Pitt;\(^5\) entering from the westward between them and the land, she anchored within them in 17 fathoms, and passed through to the eastward between them and Cape Padron on the following day. In mid channel the least water was 12 and 13 fathoms inside the isles, and in some parts 17 and 18 fathoms rocky bottom; but sounding in the boats, the depths decreased regularly to 6 or 7 fathoms close to the main, where the ground was found better for anchorage than near the islands. Bird Island is the easternmost of them and is of round form and about a quarter of a mile in extent; the landing was found difficult on account of the rocks; myriads of birds, particularly gannets and penguins, covered the isle. The next isle about half a mile in length, called Seal Island, and the third called Stag Island, with black rocks that extend from it to the westward were all covered with seals. There are two sunken rocks surrounded by others, partly visible at low water, but in fine weather the sea probably does not break high on them at high tide; one of these isles is 21/2 miles from Bird Island, and S. W. by S. from the west end of the reef."

"Doddington Rock, bearing S. W. from the centre of Bird Island, at 6 or 7 miles' distance, is in lat. 33° 57' S., lon. 26° 11' E., by Capt. Owen's survey; and it was on this rock that in 1756 the Doddington, East Indiaman, struck in the night when steering E. N. E. She soon went to pieces and only about 23 of her crew with the chief mate reached Bird Island in pieces of the wreck, where they remained several months and built a boat, in which a few of the survivors reached the Comoro Islands. There are 25 and 26 fathoms water near the East and West extremes of Bird Isles and

\(^3\) Ed. 1800 gives ships from 1797 to 1798: Ed. 1811 gives ships from 1769 to 1810.

\(^4\) The Stag Id. of the maps is named from H. M. S. Stag which surveyed the Islands in 1814. The existing Doddington Rock is not that on which the ship was actually wrecked.

\(^5\) Lat. 33° 50' S., lon. 26° 17' E. according to Taylor's India Directory, 1874, Vol. I. p. 84.
the depths are thought to be from 35 to 40 fathoms near the Doddington Rock on the outside, which is very dangerous for ships making the land hereabout in thick weather, or in the night, more particularly if standing toward the shore when working to windward. Woody Cape is to the northward of the Bird Islands, in lat. 33° 46' S., lon. 26° 14' E.

"Cape Pardon, in lat. 33° 46' S., lon. 26° 25' E., by Capt. Owen's survey, bears E. N. E. from Bird Islands, but although there is a channel between these islands and the main, through which the Stag passed, as mentioned above, that might be used in case of necessity, yet it is uncertain if there be any secure anchorage inside of these islands in bad weather, on account of the bottom being rocky near them, as far as that ship explored."

To this description there is a footnote appended: — "this description of Doddington Rock, Bird Islands and the adjacent coast is chiefly by Mr. L. Fitzmaurice, R. N., who went in the Stag Frigate's boats to examine the isles and the channel. Although the Bird Isles were surrounded with high breakers two small inlets or creeks were discovered at the west end of the easternmost isles with smooth water where the boats landed. On the beach of the main, opposite to the isles, the high surf rendered it impracticable to land and steep cliffs with sand-hills seemed to present an impenetrable barrier to the interior."

 Dunn's Directory for the East Indies, 1780, p. 356 f., makes the following remarks when giving directions for proceeding towards the inner passage or between Madagascar and Africa: — "Consider the shocking account of the loss of the Doddington Indiaman. The day at noon, before she was lost, she was in latitude by observation 33° 8' and had made longitude from Cape Laguallas, 12° 50' E. They had winds from S. S. W. to S. E. strong gales with a large sea and altered their course at noon from E. to E. N. E. and ran about 70 miles on that course, till about a quarter before one A. M. when she struck and went all to pieces in less than 20 minutes. The Doddington's latitude by account when she struck was 34° 6' S. longitude made from Cape Laguallas 18° 45' E. by carefully working their supposed run from the time she was lost. What variation they had is not known. It would be of use, not having been taken on that coast. This shocking circumstance of the loss of the Doddington and such a number of lives will make the skilful navigator shudder, and make him rack his invention to point out the cause of such misfortunes, and contrive how to avoid the like accidents happening for the future, by finding proper methods effectually to prevent them. The first cause of the loss of the Doddington seems to have been that their reckoning must have been very much ahead of the ship, occasioned by the current which runs strong to the westward, all along this part of the coast of Africa to Cape of Good Hope. The second cause; that the land is erroneously laid down in our draughts, charts and books, the land lying much more to the southward than it is laid down. The charts make it trench away to the northward too quick. This is a very great error. It deceives and misleads the navigator, making him haul to the northward too soon, running him into danger. Whereas he should keep more to the East to avoid it. The third cause is that the Doddington made her course too much northerly. She steered E. N. E. and must at least have had 25° W. variation, which is 24 points, with a great sea from the southward; so that he could not make her course better than N. E. 3/4 N., which was too northerly a course had she been 2° of longitude to the eastward of where she was by reckoning. The Doddington's reckoning seems to be very erroneous, for they had made longitude to where the ship was lost 18° 45' E. from Cape Laguallas, and where the ship was lost is not more than 3° to the eastward of the said Cape. By the latest observations it was but 7° E. of Cape Laguallas. The variation hereabout, as well as several other parts, may be looked upon as a sure and principal guide in navigation. This unfortunate ship should be a caution for all navigators to be very cautious not to haul to the northward too soon, for the currents are very deceiving. It appears by the account of the people that were saved out of the Doddington that she was not the only ship that had been cast away on that island, for they saw the remains of several other ships that had been lost there; no doubt by the same cause that she was lost."

So that on the whole the wreck of the Doddington was once a famous event on the sea, and had its compensation in warning mariners for 100 years afterwards of the dangers created by the groups of rocks and islets on which the ship was lost.
PLAN of SKETCH of the BIRD ISLANDS:
DODDINGTON ROCK and ADJACENT COAST.

These islands may be reached by sail or steam, and are suitable for anchorage.

Published by J. Ridgway, Printer to the House of Commons.

Explanation
1. Creek where the boats landed.
2. Jet where boats may also land.
3. Place of course to Monuments raised by the Chief Man of the Doodington, over the Wife, whose body had been washed on shore from the wreck of that ship in 1793.

Bird Island at 19° 27' S. 3° 25' W. as seen from Cape Beach by Commander

The bearings are all clear on this chart, and the landings are safe ones; shallow, sandy, rocky, but safe for anchoring near the shore.
In modern times the conditions under which navigation is carried on have entirely altered the importance of Bird Island and its surroundings to sailors, as can be seen from the following quotation from Taylor's *East India Directory*, Ed. 1874, Pt. I., p. 84. The wreck and its importance and even its very name has now become entirely a thing of the past.

“Bird Islands, a cluster of low rocky islets, E. ½ S., 30 m. from Cape Recife and nearly S. S. W. 5 m. from Woody Cape, were dangerous to navigation before the erection of a lighthouse on the largest of the group, which has the appearance of a ship under sail. These islands are the resort of numerous seabirds, and are covered to the depth of several feet by an inferior kind of guano. It is 33 feet above sea, 800 yds. long and 600 yds. wide. No water is found on it, save in hollows of the rocks after rain. Eggs are abundant at seasons; a very palatable vegetable, not unlike spinach, grows on it. Fish may be had in plenty. About ½ m. to the N. of Bird Island, two other islets, called Stag and Seal, lying near E. and W. are connected at low water. Outside or to the N. E. of these a rocky bed, with 2½ and 3 fathoms extends nearly 1 m. from the light-house and terminates in rocks above water called the N. Patch. To the W. of Seal Island are five black rocky islets.

“Bird Island Lighthouse in lat. 33° 50' S., lon. 26° 17' E., is a white wooden pyramid, with a broad black belt in the middle. It stands on the S. side of the island. It exhibits two fixed white lights, 61 and 51 ft. above H. W., visible 10 m. They are 18 ft. apart horizontally and when directly over each other point to the Doddington Rock upon a S. W. 4/5 W. bearing. The upper lantern has a shade on the N. or in-shore side, which renders the light invisible from the anchorage to N. E. of these islands when bearing between S. by W. and W. by S.

“The Doddington and E. and W. Rocks are three dangers lying within ½ m. of the Bird Island Light, with it bearing between N. N. E. and E. The two former are awash and the latter has 2½ fathoms over it, but the sea is seldom so smooth as not to break. Close around the depths are 10 to 12 fms. Between these rocks and the islands the soundings are irregular between 5 and 10 fms. During heavy weather a tremendous sea rolls over the whole of this space, producing a surf truly terrific, the sea breaking in 8 and 10 fms. water to seaward. It is necessary to give the Bird Island dangers a wide berth in passing, since it is difficult to distinguish between the sea that breaks in 10 fms. and that which rolls over the reefs. This is one of the most dangerous parts of the coast especially to a stranger.

“The Anchorage is on the N. side, but the holding ground is not good and the bottom uneven. The best anchorage is with the lighthouse in line with N. Patch in 8 to 10 fms. water. Vessels that load here with guano usually anchor with the black rocky islets about in line with Stag Islet in 8 to 10 fms. as it is more convenient for boats to come off with cargo. It frequently happens that there is no landing, the rollers setting in during calm weather as well as in a gale. After these have subsided care is necessary in landing, as the sea sometimes breaks heavily and unexpectedly between the islands.”

There are no other geographical difficulties that need be gone into here. The map given in illustration of the wreck is No. 11 in a collection of charts in the India Office, which once belonged to the Castle Huntsly Indiaman, and is now known as *East India Pilot*, III. A. C. 16. It is that made by Mr. Fitzmaurice in 1814. The following are the “remarks” made on this map:—

“Plan, or Eye Sketch of Bird Islands, Doddington Rock and Adjacent Coast by L. Fitzmaurice, Master R. N. March 1814.

“Were these Islands minutely examined, probably some spots of good Anchoring Ground would be found, where a Ship in distress might find shelter in them, from the South-west, or Southerly Gale. The Coast opposite to the Islands, seemed to consist of steep inaccessible Cliffs and Sand Hills, and the heavy Surf on the Beach rendered landing impracticable. The Soundings near the Doddington Rock, were not ascertained, but in the stream of it there is probably deep water, from 45 to 50 fathoms as a little way outside the Islands, the depths are from 30 to 40 fathoms.
"Explanation: — C. Creek where the Boats landed. I. Inlet where Boats may also land. □ Pile of stones or Monument raised by the Chief Mate of the Doddington, for his Wife, whose body had been washed ashore from the wreck of that Ship in 1756.

"Bird Island is in Lat. 33° 48' S. Long. 26° 29' E. — or 12 leagues E. ¾ S. from Cape Recife by Compass — Variation 28½ W. in 1814. — The bearings are all Magnetic in this Sketch, and the Soundings in fathoms: bottom mostly rocky, but best for Anchorage near the Main.

"Published by James Horsburgh Hydrographer to the East India Company 4th April 1816 according to Act of Parliament."

The MS. under consideration is an account of the wreck of the Doddington and of the proceedings of the survivors by the Chief Mate Evan Jones, and consists of two parts: a diary of events and a private report on the conduct of the survivors. He seems to have been a weak man, unable to keep the rough men under him in order, and like a weak man he sent in publicly a colourless diary and privately a separate report complaining of the behaviour of those in his charge.

The original MS. has been extensively "improved" by some contemporary hand, probably one of the Debonnaires or one of their employees, and remarks by the writer apparently found unpalatable by his employers have repeatedly been scored out. In copying the MS. everything possible has been restored to the text by the competent hands of Miss Mary Anstey, to whose care and accuracy I here wish to pay a tribute. All the old alterations are shown between square brackets. I have, however, in printing placed the stops in accordance with the present practice in order to make the text intelligible.

The nature of the MS. makes one assume that it is found among the Debonnaire papers because they were the chief owners of the Doddington. All I have been enabled to unearth, however, on this point is the following. In the E. I. Company's Court Minutes, 1754-5, "Captain John Hallett lets the Doddington to the Court of Directors on the 11th Dec. 1754. Capt. James Samson is accepted as Commander." Captain Hallett appears to be the managing owner of the vessel, as his name only is mentioned, while "the owners" are spoken of generally. There is no mention of the Debonnaires in the volume.

It may be of interest to add here what has been unearthed about the Doddington's companions. In Hardy's Register of Ships from 1707-1801 published in 1800 are to be found the following entries under the year 1753-1759. "Edgcote, 4th Voyage [3rd in 1754-1755] 499 tons, Capt. Jno. Pearce, bound for China. Houghton, 3rd Voyage [2nd in 1754-1755] 499 tons, Capt. Chas. Newton, for Bengal and Bombay. Houghton, 4th Voyage, Captain Chas. Newton, for Coast and China. Sailed Portsmouth 6 May 1762. Arrived Downs 7 August 1764." The next time a 'Houghton' is mentioned is in 1766-1767 when she is a new ship on her first Voyage. No further mention of the Edgcote, nor any mention of the Pelham after her 4th Voyage in 1754-1755, under Capt. George Lindsay, to the Coast and Bay. None of these Ships occurs in the list of 'lost' or 'not heard of.' No other mention of them in the 1811 Register.

The following information is called from the logs preserved at the India Office:

Ship Pelham, 4th Voyage, 1755-1757.


4 Lord Metcalfe's mother was a daughter of John Debonnaire, the Elder, who is described in Kaye's Life as "a gentleman residing at the Cape of Good Hope," but the Life is not always quite accurate in family details.
5 I have, however, an idea that I have seen somewhere a notice of the loss of the Pelham in 1759.
1756, and Anjengo 1st May. Reached St. Hellena the 1st August. Left the Harbour under convoy of the Man-of-war Hampshire on the 23rd August. Anchored in the River Shannon on the 29th October, in Margate Road 15th January 1757. Moored at Purfleet 22nd January. On the 18th March 1757 "About Noon came on board Mr. Bland the Inspector General with the proper officers and cleared the Ship." Here the Log ends.

Ship Edgecote, 4th Voyage, 1758-1760.

The Log of the Edgecote (Captain John Pearse) begins 18th October 1758 and ends 19th December 1760. The Ship reached Java 18th July 1759, and Wampos (whither she was bound) on the 29th August. She left Wampos 11th February 1760, reached Madura 5th March, St. Hellena 23rd June, and the Downs 23rd September. The Ship was moored at Woolwich until the 19th December 1760, when "the Gentlemen of the Custom House and Excise Office with the Honble. Company's Servants came on board and clear'd the Ship." Here the Log ends.

Ship Houghton, 4th Voyage, 1761-1764.

The Log of the Houghton begins 15th December 1761 and ends 4th September 1764. The vessel was at Deptford, Gravesend, and Spithead till 6th May 1762. She reached Madeira 24th May, Acheen Head 6th November, Ballasore Road 12th December, Madras 6th April 1763, Mallaca 19th June, Whamp 4th September, Bencooien 13th February 1764, St. Hellena 4th June, Plymouth 18th August, up Channel 23rd August. The Log ends 5th September 1764 at Woolwich, is finished by one of the Ship's officers, who states that "Captain Smith came on Board and wrote me a Discharge."

As has been already noted the survey of Bird Island in 1814 was due to the wreck of the William Pitt, regarding which the following information is forthcoming from the Marine Records and Register of Ships. The William Pitt, extra ship, Captain Charles Butler, sailed on her first voyage in February 1813, bound for Madeira and Batavia. She was at Funchal on the 9th April and at Teneriffe on the 12th April. On the 11th May 1814 a letter is received by the Court of Directors from General Ross with an enclosure from Lieut. Col. Cruger, dated 'Uitenhaye Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, 31st December 1813,' stating that a Box and several pieces of a Ship (which he supposes to be the William Pitt Extra Ship) have been cast upon the coast of the District under his Superintendence.

From the Despatches from the Cape of Good Hope we gather the following. On the 11th February 1814, John Pringle writes to William Ramsay Secretary — "It is with very sincere regret that I am to acquaint you with the almost certain loss of the Extra Ship William Pitt on the East coast of this Colony. I transmit therewith copies of all the Documents relative to this event, and have no hope that anything more particular will ever be known concerning her fate. Should however the smallest additional light be hereafter thrown on the subject, I shall not fail to communicate it to you." The documents alluded to contain the following particulars. — On the 16th December 1813 an officer at Algoa Bay saw a large Ship passing Westward, and on the 17th at 11-0 p.m. five signal guns (of distress) were heard in St. Francis or Camptoo Bay. At the time a strong wind was blowing from the Westward. On the 20th December pieces of a large Ship were driven on shore some way to the West of Algoa Bay. On the 21st, a small packing case marked Crawford, a deck plank, some yards, and other small wreckage came ashore. On the 22nd a box was found addressed "H. Co.'s Ship William Pitt Gravesend." Much wreckage, all small, continued to come ashore but no bodies. The Vessel apparently foundered at sea between Camptoo Bay and Point Recif. All hands were probably drowned.

(To be continued.)
A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE'S HOBSON-JOBSON OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE.

(Continued from p. 270.)


Arabia Felix. s. v. Sugar: ann. 65: 655, i.


Arabian Jasmine. s. v. Arbâl Triste: 25, i.

Arabistan. s. v. Dabal: ann. 1475: 224, ii.


Arac. s. v. Arrack: ann. 1691: 24, ii; s. v. Punch: ann. 1666: 559, i.


Aracanese. s. v. Promen: 564, ii.

Arach. s. v. Punch: ann. 1673: 559, i.

Araches. s. v. Modeliar: ann. 1616: 435, i.


Arachotia. s. v. India: B. C. 486: 331, ii.


Aracke. s. v. Arrack: ann. 1605: 26, ii.

Araines. s. v. Harem: ann. 1298: 813, i.


Arak. s. v. Arrack: ann. 1420: 26, i.

'Ara'. s. v. Arrack: 26, i.

'Ara'altamar. s. v. Arrack: 26, i.


Arakanese. s. v. Mugg: 455, i, twice; s. v. Shan: 623, i.

Arakan River. s. v. Akyab: 5, ii; s. v. Akyab: 6, i.

Arak. s. v. Arrack: 26, i.

Arak Medini. s. v. Guinea-worm: ann. 1774: 804, i.

Arak Punch. s. v. Shiraz: ann. 1690: 856, i.

Aralia Ginseng. s. v. Ginseng: 288, ii.


Aracana. s. v. Cosmin: ann. 1165: 201, i.

Arâmrâi. s. v. Sûrâth: ann. 1590: 666, i.

Arâmrây. s. v. Sûrâth: ann. 1590: 666, i.

Arancio. s. v. Orange: 490, ii.

Arandella. s. v. Roundel: 583, i, twice.

Arapdi. s. v. Moonga: 825, i.

Aran-khabûza. s. v. Papaya: 511, ii.

Arangal. s. v. Teligna: ann. 1309: 694, ii; ann. 1321: 694, ii.

Arangkaio. s. v. Orankay: 492, i.
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Ara d. e. s. v. Custard-Apple: 229, i.
Aravalli. s. v. Siwalik: 693, ii.
Araxes. s. v. Bendameer: 62, ii; footnote, 63, i.
 Arb. s. v. Crore: ann. 1623: 214, i, twice; s. v. Rewa: ann. 1628: 228, i, twice.
Arbor de Reys. s. v. Banyan-Tree: ann. 1650: 50, ii.
Arbol Triste. s. v.: 25, i; s. v. Saphy: 758, ii.
Arbor comosa. s. v. Upas: ann. 1704: 730, ii.
Arbor de Raiz. s. v. Banyan-Tree: ann. 1672: 50, ii.
Arbor toxicaria. s. v. Upas: 727, i; s. v. Upas: 1681: 730, i.
Arbor Zingibana. s. v. Ginger: 286, ii.
Arbre Sec. s. v. Cheenar: 143, i.
Arbuda. s. v. Lack: 382, i.
Arbuz. s. v. Peats: 519, i.
Archa. s. v. Areca: ann. 1560: 25, ii.
Archin. s. v. Areca: ann. 1780: 78, ii.
Arcoceo. s. v. Artichoke: 27, i.
Arcosanthesia. s. v. Dalaway: ann. 1615: 227, i.
Arco rupee. s. v. Rupee: 586, ii.
Ardea pustulosa. s. v. Paddy-bird: 496, ii.
Ardea Torra. s. v. Paddy-bird: 496, ii.
Ardeb. s. v. Sambook: ann. 1855: 596, i.
Ardebil. s. v. Saphy: 648, i.
Ardeidae. s. v. Paddy-bird: 496, i.
Ardeola leucoptera. s. v. Paddy-bird: 496, i.
Ardesch Babeg. s. v. Reshore: ann. 1840: 847, ii.
Areca catechu. s. v. Areca: 25, ii.
Areca-mango. s. v. Guava: 306, i.
Areca-tree. s. v. Penang: 527, i.
Areca footnote: 522, i; s. v. Areca: ann. 1521: 25, ii.
Arecha. s. v. Areca: ann. 1560: 25, ii.
Arenga saccharifera. s. v. Gumut: 295, i; s. v. Sagwir: 590, i.
Arequa. s. v. Areca: ann. 1548: 25, ii.
Areques Tree. s. v. Areca: ann. 1689: 25, ii.
'Arf. s. v. Jam: 809, ii.
Arfian. s. v. Opium: ann. 1511: 489, i.
Argali. s. v. Adjutant: ann. 1798: 5, i.
Argell. s. v. Ananas: ann. 1611: 18, i.
Argell. s. v. Sura: ann. 545: 663, ii; s. v. Caco: ann. 545: 176, i.
Argellion. s. v. Arrack: ann. 1563: 26, ii.
Argel-lion. s. v. Caco: 175, ii.
Argemone Mexicana. s. v. Custard-Apple: 221, i.
Argemone mexicana. s. v.: 25, ii; s. v. Datura, Yellow: 231, ii.
Argensolae. s. v. Umas: ann. 1704: 730, ii.
Argah Khan. s. v. Bahadur: ann. 1280-90: 37, i.
Argill. s. v. Adjutant: ann. 1754: 4, ii.
Arguré. s. v. Arakan: 24, ii.
Argus giganteus. s. v. Argus Pheasant: 26, i.
Argus Pheasant. s. v.: 25, i; s. v. Moonaul: 444, i.
Argyreia malarbarica. s. v. Malabar-Creeper: 413, ii.

Argyreia speciosa. s. v. Elephant-Creeper: 261, ii.

Arhar. s. v. Dhall: 241, ii.

Ārhat. footnote, 763, ii.

Ārhat-dār. footnote, 763, ii.


Ari. s. v. Rice: 577, ii.

Ariākē. s. v. Lac: ann. 80-90: 381, i.

Arian. s. v. Aryan: ann. 486: 27, ii, thrice; ann. 1835: 27, ii; ann. 1831: 28, i, four times.

Ariane. s. v. Aryan: ann. 1853: 28, i.


Arienae. s. v. Jack: 338, ii; 336, i.

Arier. s. v. Aryan: ann. 1835: 27, ii.


Ariki. s. v. Arrack: 26, i.


Arin. s. v. Oojyne: 486, ii; 487, i.

Ariath. s. v. Elephant: 796, i.

Ariqueira. s. v. Areca: ann. 1548: 25, ii.

Arisi. s. v. Rice: 577, ii.


Ariz-i mamālīk. s. v. Ghilzai: ann. 1280: 284, i.

Arije. s. v. Urza: ann. 1809: 733, i.

Ark. s. v. Ak: 5, ii.

Ārkaṇ. s. v. Arcot: 25, i.

Arkā. s. v. Arcot: 25, i.

Arkāte. s. v. Nabōb b.: ann. 1858: 468, ii.


'Arkatoō. s. v. Arcot: 25, i; s. v. Coromandel: 199, i.

Arkatu. s. v. Arcot: 25, i.

Arkẹ̄lī. s. v. Giraffe: ann. 210: 289, i.


Arkī. s. v. Arrack: 26, i.

Arkung. s. v. Arakan: ann. 1590: 25, i.

Armaḍa. s. v. Grab: ann. 1727: 306, i.


'Armārī. s. v. Almyra: 10, ii.

Armāria. s. v. Almyra: 10, ii.


'Armārion. s. v. Almyra: 10, ii.

Armarium. s. v. Almyra: 10, ii.

Armazem. s. v. Magazine: 408, ii.

Armenia. s. v. Room: ann. 1514: 581, i.


Armenos. s. v. Firinghee: ann. 1560: 269, ii.

Armesie. s. v. Ormesine: ann. 1566: 492, ii.

Armoire. s. v. Almyra: 10, ii.

Armoniac. s. v. Porcelain: ann. 1343: 549, i.

Armosyn. s. v. Ormesine: ann. 1726: 492, ii.

'Armouza. s. v. Ormus: ann. 150: 493, i.

'Armouza. s. v. Ormus: ann. 150: 493, i.

Armouza. s. v. Ormus: ann. 1513: 743, ii.


Arni. s. v. Killadar: ann. 1817: 368, i.

ARESEL. s. v. Hottle: ann. 1673: 582, ii, twice.

Aromata. s. v. Guardafui, Cape: ann. 1572: 305, ii.

'Aromatōn. s. v. Guardafui, Cape: 305, i.

Aromatum. s. v. Guardafui, Cape: 305, i.

AROR. s. v. Sucker-Bucker: 652, ii.

Arquæam. s. v. Capelan: ann. 1533: 122, i, twice.

Arquebus. s. v. Bundook: 98, i.

Arquebusses. s. v. Arsenal: ann. 1573: 27, i.

ARRABIN. s. v. Arab: ann. 1298: 24, ii.

ARRABIS. s. v. Arab: ann. 1388: 24, ii.


ARRACCA. s. v. Betel: ann. 1615: 68, i.


ARRAHAS. s. v. Piece-goods: 335, ii.

ARRAKAoN. s. v. Arakan: ann. 1726: 25, i.

ARRANKAYO. s. v. Orankay: ann. 1615: 492, i.
ARRATEIS. s. v. Candy s.: ann. 1563: 119, ii.
Arraeas. s. v. Areea: ann. 1586: 25, ii.
Arrado. s. v. Rottle: 582, ii.
Arrib. s. v. Sirer: ann. 1590: 638, i; s. s.
Arrick: ann. 1594: 382, i.
Arrind. s. v. Moonga: 825, i.
Arrindirea. s. v. Moonga: 825, i.
Arron. s. v. Rice: 578, i.
Arrones. s. v. Arrack: ann. 1518: 26, i.
Arruzz. s. v. Rice: 578, i.
Aro. s. v. Uru: ann. 1606: 732, ii.
Arrasidae. s. v. Pahlavi: 885, i.
Arsenal. s. v. : 27, i; ann. 943: 27, i, twice.
Art, European. s. v. : 758, ii.
Artichaut. s. v. Artichoke: 27, i.
Artichoke. s. v. : 27, i, twice; s. v. Hattychook: 331, ii, twice; s. v. : ann. 1848: 27, i.
Artocarpus hirsuta. s. v. Angled-wood: 21, ii.
Artocarpus integrifolia. s. v. Jack: 335, ii.
Artocarpus Lakoosha. footnote, 338, i.
Arue Islands. s. v. Proud: ann. 1668: 555, ii.
Arúkádu. s. v. Arot: 25, i.
Arum. s. v. Sweet Potato: 673, i.
Arum campanulatum. s. v. Aloo: 11, i; s. v.
Cobra Lily: 173, i.
Arundee. s. v. Moonga: ann. 1680: 824, ii; s. v.
Moonga: ann. 1680: 825, i.
Arundel. s. v. : 27, i; s. v. Roundel: 583, ii, thrice; ann. 1673: 583, i.
Arundela. s. v. Roundel: 583, ii.
Arundinarbora. s. v. Wangbee (1): 740, i.
Arungzebe. s. v. Bengal: ann. 1345: 64, ii.
Arrand. footnote: 701, i.
Arvea. s. v. Earth-oil: ann. 1810: 258, ii.
Arx navalica. s. v. Arsenal: 27, i.
Árya. s. v. Aryan: 27, i; 27, ii.
Aryanize. s. v. Aryan: 28, i; ann. 1858: 28, i.
Arya vartha. s. v. Pawnee: 842, ii.
'Arg. s. v. Uru: 732, ii, twice.
Arzapore. s. v. Factory: 264, i.
Arzadasht. s. v. Uru: ann. 1782: 866, i.
'Arz-dáhsht. s. v. Uru: 732, ii.
Arze. s. v. Uru: ann. 1782: 866, i; s. v.
Uru: ann. 1785: 733, i; ann. 1817: 733, i.
'Arghi. s. v. Uru: 732, ii.
Arzoasht. s. v. Uru: ann. 1782: 866, i.
'Asabón. s. v. Mussendom: ann. 1558: 460, ii.
Asaboro. s. v. Mussendom: ann. 1553: 460, ii; ann. 1572: 460, ii.
Asafoetida. s. v. Hing: 318, i, thrice.
Asa foetida. s. v. Hing: ann. 1712: 318, ii.
Asa-ul-daula. s. v. Inasumbarra: 329, i.
Asagayes. s. v. Assegay: ann. 1608: 29, i.
Asam. s. v. Mussaulchee: ann. 1662: 460, i.
Asam. s. v. Munneepore: ann. 1763: 827, i, twice.
Asám. s. v. Naga: ann. 1662: 469, ii.
Asám. s. v. Assam: 28, i.
Asan. s. v. Tussah: ann. 1809: 721, i.
Aşan. s. v. Dewally: 232, i.
Asarwa. s. v. Bowly: 82, ii.
Asays. s. v. I-say: 335, i.
Ascallon. s. v. Zumbooruck: ann. 1848: 751, i.
Asetic Gautama. s. v. Gautama: 279, ii.
As chuvas. s. v. Rains: 572, ii.
Asclepias curassavica. s. v. Ipecacuanaha (Wild): 335, i.
Asebi. s. v. Elephant: 796, i.
Asem. s. v. Moonga: ann. 1676: 444, ii.
Asflore. s. v. Safflower: 588, ii.
Aasfour. s. v. Safflower: ann. 1813: 589, i.
Asfrole. s. v. Safflower: 588, ii.
Asham. s. v. Assam: ann. 1590: 28, ii; s. v.
1753: 783, ii; s. v. Assam: ann. 1770: 28, ii.
Áshām. s. v. Assam: 28, i.
'Ashantee. s. v. Umbrella: 725, ii.
Ashlar-work. s. v. Anchediva: ann. 1498: 20, ii.
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Ashmen.  s. v. Fakir; ann. 1690: 265, i.
Ashmoğh.  s. v. Zend; ann. 1884: 870, ii.
Ashrafae.  s. v.; 28, i.
Ashrafi, footnote, 839, ii; s. v. Tanga; ann. 1541: 683, i.
Ashrafi, s. v. Ashrafée: 28, i; s. v. Rupee: 585, ii; s. v. Ushrafe: 733, iii; s. v. Xerafine: 743, iii, thirce; s. v. Xerafine; ann. 1844: 743, ii.
Ashrafée.  s. v. Ashrafée; ann. 1550: 28, i.
Ashrafi, s. v. Xerafine; ann. 1760: 744, i.
Ash-shurbat.  s. v. Sherbet; ann. 1364: 625, ii.
Ashtenbol.  s. v. Roomee; ann. 1781: 850, ii.
Ashur.  s. v. Hobson-Jobson; ann. 1726: 319, ii.
Āshurā.  s. v. Mohurrum: 439, iii.
Ashtapati.  s. v. Cospetir; ann. 1590: 202, i.
Āsth.  s. v. Benares: 764, ii.
Āsikā.  s. v. Punjaub: 561, ii, twice.
Asinég.  s. v. Scymitar; ann. 1630: 608, ii.
Asion.  s. v. Siâm: ann. 1516: 632, i; ann. 1567: 632, i.
Asiôt.  s. v. Doombur; ann. 1529: 792, ii.
Āsitaññu-naga.  s. v. Dagon: 226, ii.
Āsien.  s. v. Putechock; ann. 1726: 565, i.
Āsak.  s. v. footnote; 388, i.
Āsman.  s. v. Gingham; ann. 1648: 801, i.
Ās-smoke.  s. v. Shan; ann. 1861: 623, ii.
Āsoka.  s. v. Coromandel: 199, i; s. v. Chuckerbutty: ann. 460: 166, ii.
Asp.  s. v. Sepoy: 613, i.
Aspák.  s. v. Uspuk: 733, i.
Asparagus.  s. v. Pálagilás: 836, i; s. v. Lime; ann. 1673: 394, ii.
Aspri.  s. v. Tanga: 682, i.
Asranj.  s. v. Jargon: 345, i.
Asafetida.  s. v. Hing; ann. 1611: 318, ii.
Assa Feta.  s. v. Putechock; ann. 1568: 565, i.
Assafoetida.  s. v. Vanjārās; ann. 1810: 88, ii; s. v. Hing; ann. 1857: 318, ii, twice.
Assafoetida.  s. v. Popper-cake; 548, i; ann. 1820: 548, i.
Assafoetida.  s. v.; 28, i; s. v. Popper-cake; ann. 1814: 548, i.
Assafoetida.  s. v. Hing; ann. 1673 and 1689: 318, ii; ann. 1726: 807, i.
Assa foetida.  s. v. Hing; ann. 1638: 318, ii.
Assagayan.  s. v. Asségay; ann. 1600: 28, ii.
Assamani.  s. v. Gingham: ann. 1648: 801, i.
Assamese.  s. v. Shan: 623, i.
Assam Hills.  s. v. Birds' Nests: 72, ii.
Assassin.  s. v. Bora: 80, ii.
Assegaí.  s. v.; 28, i; s. v.; 759, ii.
Así.  s. v. Acheen: ann. 1569: 3, ii.
Assucar.  s. v. Sugar: 654, i.
As-sukkar.  s. v. Sugar: 654, i.
Assur.  s. v. Elephant: 796, ii.
Assyria.  s. v. Ánânas: 19, ii; s. v. Elephant: 796, ii.
Assyrian.  s. v. Elephant: 796, i; s. v. Pahlavi: 885, i, twice.
Astara.  s. v. Dhooily: ann. 1768: 791, i.
Astarabad.  s. v. Cotwal: ann. 1406-7: 206, i.
Astarává.  s. v. Jam: 809, ii.
Asters.  s. v. Panchângam: 507, i.
Asthore.  s. v. Safflower: 588, ii.
Aston.  s. v. Chillumchee: ann. 1715: 150, ii.
Astór.  s. v. Polo: 544, ii.
Astrakan.  s. v. Tatya: 518, ii.
Astrakan.  s. v. Pately: 518, ii.
Asthapati.  s. v. Cospetir: 201, ii; s. v. Cospetir: ann. 1553: 202, i.
Astrina.  s. v. Dewally: 238, i; s. v. Dussera: 257, i.
Át.  s. v. Custard-Apple: 220, ii.
Atáš. s. v. Custard-Apple: 220, ii; s. v. Custard-Apple: 221, i.
Atáš. s. v. Otta: 493, ii.
Atábek. s. v. Chineke: 146, ii.
Atambor. s. v. Tembool: ann. 1498: 695, ii.
Atambore. s. v. Melinde: ann. 1572: 433, ii.
Atapp. s. v. 29, i; ann. 1672: 29, i.
Atap. s. v. Atap: ann. 1817: 29, i.
Ataračana. s. v. Arsenal: 27, i.
Atarín. s. v. Otto: ann. 1573: 494, i.
Atás. s. v. Zirbad: ann. 1553: 750, i.
Atas-angrin. s. v. Zirbad: ann. 1553: 750, i, twice.
Atassí. s. v. Tibet: ann. 1330: 699, i.
Atax Anguim. s. v. Zirbad: ann. 1553: 750, i.
Atcháfar. s. v. Achár: ann. 1727: 3, i.
Atchein. s. v. Toorkey: ann. 1673: 710, ii.
Ate. s. v. Custard-Apple: 221, i.
Até. s. v. Custard-Apple: 221, i.
Atech Peres. s. v. Parsee: ann. 1726: 516, ii.
Atechperés. s. v. Parsee: ann. 1653: 516, ii.
Atek. s. v. Afghan: ann. 1665: 754, ii.
Atop. s. v. Atap: 29, i.
Atñívar Veda. s. v. Vedas: 734, i; ann. 1590: 735, i.
Athena Sciras. s. v. Punch: ann. 210: 559, i.
Athena-bed. s. v. Vedas: ann. 1665: 735, ii.
Athis. s. v. Oasis: 130, i.
Atish-khór. s. v. Chickore: 149, i.
Atás. s. v. Atlas: 29, i.
Atías-i-Zaïtûni. footnote, 602, ii.
Atoll. s. v. 29, ii, twice; ann. 1842: 29, ii.
Atollon. s. v. Atoll: ann. 1610: 29, ii; ann. 1732: 29, ii.
Atou. s. v. Atoll: 29, ii.
Atta. s. v. Custard-Apple: ann. 1672: 221, ii.
'Atább. s. v. Tabby: 675, i.
'Atábbi. s. v. Tabby: 675, i; s. v. Suciát: ann. 1820: 653, i.
'Atábbiya. s. v. Tabby: 12th cent.: 675, i, twice.
Atacaus ricini. s. v. Moonga: 825, i.
Atapat. s. v. Atap: ann. 1878: 29, i, twice.
'Athir. s. v. Otto: 494, i.
'Athirí. s. v. Otto: 494, i.
Attar of Roses. s. v. Otto: 494, i.
Atte. s. v. Custard-Apple: 221, i.
Attelap. s. v. Alcatif: ann. 1648: 7, i.
Atelles. s. v. Alcatif: ann. 1648: 7, i.
Atthaar. s. v. Otto: ann. 1712: 494, i.
Attinga. s. v. Moplah: ann. 1815: 449, i.
Atjar. s. v. Achár: ann. 1768-71: 8, i.
Attok. s. v. Larry-bunder: ann. 1739: 816, ii; s. v. Dour: ann. 1853: 793, i.
Attorney. s. v. Turnee: 720, ii.
Attur. s. v. Interloper: ann. 1627: 334, ii.
Atul. s. v. Atoll: 29, ii.
Atwen-wun. s. v. Woon: 867, i.
Anbricot. s. v. Apricot: 24, i.
Ancheo. s. v. Hokchew: 320, i; ann. 1858: 320, i.
Aucklandia Costus verus. s. v. Putchock: 564, ii.
Ancube. s. v. Alcove: 7, ii.
Andjutant. s. v. Pelican: 526, ii.
Augan. s. v. Afghan: ann. 1665: 754, ii; s. v. Afghan: ann. 1676: 5, i.
Anis Pharaonis. s. v. Turkey: ann. 1627: 720, ii.
Anjane. s. v. Java: ann. 1555: 348, ii.
An-kyait-dau. s. v. Akyáb: 5, ii.
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Aumeen. s. r. Ameen : ann. 1817: 11, ii, twice.
Aumil. s. v. : 29, ii ; s. r. Omlah: 486, i ; s. r. Aumildar: ann. 1809: 30, i ; s. r. Dubash: ann. 1809: 253, i ; s. r. Nuzzer: ann. 1809: 484, i.
Aumildar. s. v. : 30, i ; s. r. : 759, i ; s. r. Amildar: 12, i ; s. v. Didwan: 792, i ; s. v. ann. 1793: 30, i.
Aungnān. s. v. Compound: ann. 1772: 188, i.
Aunqueton. s. v. Cotton: 785, i.
Aurang. s. v. Aurung: 30, i.
Aurangzāb. s. r. Sikhs: ann. 1708-9: 638, i.
Aurangzib. s. v. Mort-de-chien: ann. 1778: 450, ii.
Aurangzib. s. v. Pindarry: 538, ii ; s. r. Gwalior: 804, i ; s. r. Nizam, The: 880, i.
Aurantia. s. v. Adam's Apple: ann. 1580: 3, ii.
Aurantium. s. v. Orange: 490, i ; s. v. Orange: 490, ii.
Aurata. s. v. Dorado: ann. 1578: 251, i.
Aurengzeb. s. v. Arrack: ann. 1727: 26, ii.
Aurengzeb. s. r. Gwalior: ann. 1670: 805, ii.
Aureng-zib. s. v. Padshah: ann. 1727: 498, i.
Aurang. s. v. : 30, i ; s. v. Pune: ann. 1735: 846, ii ; s. v. ann. 1778: 30, i ; ann. 1789: 30, i.
Aurungabad. s. v. Pindarry: ann. 1706-7: 539, i.
Aurungabhād. s. v. Roza: 884, i.
Aurungzib. s. v. Betteela: ann. 1727: 68, i.
Aurungzib. s. v. Roza: 584, i.
Aurut-dar. s. v. Bayparree: ann. 1878: 768, ii, thrice; footnote, 763, i.
Australia. s. v. Nipa: 479, ii.
Austrich-egg. s. r. Turban: ann. 1676: 719, ii.
Autaar. s. v. Avatar: ann. 1672: 31, i.
Ava. s. v.: 30, i ; s. v. Flowered-Silver: 271, i ; s. v. Shan: 622, ii ; s. v. Shikhō: 627, i ; s. v. Tenasserim: 695, ii ; s. v. Chobwa: 778, ii ; s. v. Munneepore: 827, i ; s. v. ann. 1430: 30, ii ; s. v. Maccheen: ann. 1430: 406, i ; s. v. ann. 1490: 30, ii ; ann. 1516: 30, ii ; s. v. Capelan: ann. 1516: 122, i, thrice; ann. 1535: 122, i ; s. v. Peking: ann. 1541: 526, i ; s. v. Lan John: ann.

Avadavat. s. v. : 30, ii ; s. v. : 759, i ; s. v. Amadava: 11, i.
Avaklar. s. v. Juncameer: ann. 1680: 812, i.
Avantikabutra. footnote, 151, ii.
Avarie. s. v. Average: 31, i, twice.
Avarij. s. v. Average: 31, i.
Avastā. s. v. Zend: ann. 1030: 869, i.
Avatar. s. v. : 31, i ; s. v. Batāra: 762, i ; s. v. ann. 1821: 31, i ; ann. 1845: 31, i; i; ann. 1872: 31, i ; ann. 1873: 31, i; i; ann. 1875: 31, i.
Avatá. s. v. Avatar: ann. 1784: 31, i.
Avatāra. s. v. Avatar: 31, i ; s. v. Batāra: 762, i.
Avedaleuria. s. v. Curia Muria: ann. 1540: 217, i.
Average. s. v. : 31, i, twice.
Averia. s. v. Average: 31, i.
Averij. s. v. Average: 31, i.
Averrhoa blimbi. s. v. Blimbee: 75, ii.
Averrhoa carambola. s. v. Carambola: 123, i.
Averrhoes. s. v. Blimbee: 75, ii.
Avestā. s. v. Pahlavi: 885, i ; 885, ii, thrice; s. v. Zend: 868, i ; 868, ii, eight times; 869, i, twice; ann. 1884: 870, i.
Avecen. s. v. Coffee: ann. 1573: 179, i.
Aveicenna. s. v. Coffee: ann. 1580: 179, i.
Aveicenna. s. v. Mangrove: 426, ii.
Avigato. s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii.
Avidlar. s. v. Havildar: ann. 1672: 806, ii.
Aivistāk. s. v. Zend: 868, ii.
Avocad. s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii.
Avocado. s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii; ann. 1873: 10, i.
Avocat. s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii.
Avocato. s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii, twice ann. 1761: 10, i.
CORRESPONDENCE.

Avogato, s. v. Alligator-pear: 9, ii; ann. 1885: 10, i.
Avogato Baum, s. v. Alligator-pear: ann. 1786: 10, i.
Awa, s. v. Ava: 30, i.
A-wā, s. v. Ava: 30, ii.
Awadh, s. v. Oudh: 494, i; ann. 1255: 494, ii; ann. 1335: 494, ii.
'Awadh, s. v. Oudh: ann. 1340: 494, ii.
'Awālī, s. v. Oudh: ann. 1340: 494, ii.
Awak, s. v. Ava: 30, i.
'Awār, s. v. Average: 31, i.
Awatar, s. v. Avatar: ann. 1812: 31, i.
Awmry, s. v. Almyra: 10, ii.
Azarabe, s. v. Sherbet: 625, ii.
Axis, s. v. Bang: ann. 1578: 45, i.
Axis maculatus, s. v. Spotted-Deer: 651, ii.
Axis porcinus, s. v. Hog-deer: 320, i.
Aya, s. v.: 759, i.
Āya, s. v. Ayah: 31, ii.
Āyā, s. v. Ayah: 31, ii.
Ayah, s. v.: 31, i; ann. 1810: 31, ii; ann. 1826: 31, ii; s. v. Amah: ann. 1839: 11, i; s. v.: ann. 1842: 31, ii; s. v. Chuprasia: ann. 1865: 169, i; s. v.: ann. 1873: 31, ii; s. v.: ann. 1879: 31, ii; s. v. Bearer b.: ann. 1876: 58, ii.
Ayonda, s. v. Narcondam: 473, i, twice.
Aydar, s. v. Sophy: ann. 1630: 649, i.
Aydar Abad, s. v. Circars: ann. 1758: 170, ii.
Ayer Borna, s. v. Factory: 264, ii.
Ayer Dickets, s. v. Factory: 264, ii.
Ayla, s. v. Cavally: ann. 1796: 774, ii.
Ayodhya, s. v. Judea: 355, i, twice; s. v. Oudh: 494, i, twice; s. v. Sarnau: 601, i.
Ayodhyā, s. v. Oudh: B. C. x: 494, i.
Ayūdhyā, s. v. Oudh: ann. 636: 494, ii.
Ayunt, s. v. Lack: 382, i.
Ayuthia, s. v. Baneock: 43, i, twice; s. v. Judea: 355, i.
Azad-a-Doulah, s. v. Bendameer: ann. 1813: 63, i.
Azadirachta indica, s. v. Neem: 476, i.
Azagāia, s. v. Assegay: ann. 1444: 23, i; ann. 1552: 23, ii; ann. 1572: 23, ii.
Azagay, s. v. Jumbeea: ann. 1488: 358, i.
Azagayas, s. v. Assegay: ann. 1681: 29, i.
'Azam Humayun, s. v. Vanjāras: ann. 1505: 88, i.
'Azam Khān, s. v. Payen-ghaut: ann. 1629: 30: 522, ii.
Azar, s. v. Lack: ann. 1554: 382, i, twice.
Azar, s. v. Jargon: 345, i.
Azarbajān, s. v. Soand: ann. 1220: 653, i.
Azarcian, s. v. Jargon: 345, i.
Azarion, s. v. Jargon: 345, i, twice.
Azaif, s. v. Lack: ann. 1554: 382, i.
Azaifn, s. v. Jargon: 345, i.
Asargūn, s. v. Jargon: 345, i.
Azen, s. v. Muneepore: ann. 1819: 827, ii.
Azin, s. v. Oojyne: ann. 1300: 487, ii.
Aznīn, s. v. Oojyne: 487, ii; 487, i.
Azingone, s. v. Muxadabad: ann. 1758: 382, iii.
'Azizī, s. v. Chicane: 146, ii.
Azo, s. v. Cooch Azo: 191, ii, twice.
Azoo, s. v. Cooch Azo: ann. 1758: 783, ii, twice.
Azorafa, s. v. Giraffe: 288, ii.
Azarak, s. v. Jargon: 345, i.
Azear, s. v. Sugar: 654, i.
Azear cande, s. v. Candy (Sugar-): 120, i.
Azulejo, s. v. Corral: ann. 1404: 784, i.
Azwān, s. v. Jam: 809, i, 809, ii.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

SCRIFTORI.

TO THE EDITOR OF "THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY."

Sir, — The April number of the Indian Antiquary contains an account of the word scrittoire, and some passages where it has been found used. It might be of interest to find traces of the word scrittoire in another corrupted form in some of the Indian vernaculars. In the Bombay Presidency, especially round about the cities of Bombay and Surat, the word may sometimes be heard in the form of iscotri or iscutri. It is used to indicate a receptacle for money and papers, and in common with many other words of English origin such as box, table, desk, cupboard, etc., relating to articles of furniture, and household use, it seems to have been adopted bodily, with the slight changes which are inevitable in the process of transition. The word, though of rare occurrence in good literary Marathi, may occasionally be heard by old-world men and women of the middle classes as a colloquialism. Perhaps it is in the sister language, Gujarati, that it retains more vitality, it being a common occurrence to find Gujarati traders of the secret desk as the iscotri.

BALGRUSHNA V. WASSOODEW.

Bombay, 13th April 1900.

[I have somewhere seen the word corrupted in some Anglo-Indian document into secretory, but I cannot turn up the reference just now.—Ed.]
NOTES AND QUERIES.

MONTHS IN WHICH HINDU MARRIAGE IS FORBIDDEN.

In the Panjab proper no Hindu or Sikh marriage can take place in Chet, Kartik, or Pheth. In Hindustan, Sawan, Bhadon, Asanaj, and generally Magh are added to the prohibited list. Where does the custom change—that is, how far east or west does either custom obtain? And what is the origin—(1) of the prohibition, (2) of the difference in custom?

Denzil Ibbetson in P. N. and Q. 1883.

NIM LEAVES AT FUNERALS.

The leaves of the nim tree (Aesculus indica) are chewed at funerals as a sign of mourning. They are very bitter to the taste?

William Crooke in P. N. and Q. 1883.

TATTOOING CHAMARS IN THE PANJAB.

Tattooing is universal among Chamar women. It is said if a married woman is not tattooed she will not see her father or mother in the life after death. Unmarried girls are not tattooed.

F. A. Steel in P. N. and Q. 1883.

A LIST OF THE HINDU GODLINGS OF BOMBAY.

Here is a list of 40 Hindu demon-gods, the chief of whom is Vetali.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vetali</th>
<th>Khandia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brahmapurush</td>
<td>Kakhmursa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahiri</td>
<td>Khamsbya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bapdev</td>
<td>Mungja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baliados</td>
<td>25 Mhasakoopa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chondi</td>
<td>Mukai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chetak</td>
<td>Mallasur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandki</td>
<td>Meetya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakhin</td>
<td>Navli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girka</td>
<td>30 Narayandev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedli</td>
<td>Pavli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadali</td>
<td>Satva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirna</td>
<td>Somya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jokhali</td>
<td>Sambandha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Jakhali</td>
<td>35 Savari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jugali</td>
<td>Suiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhoting</td>
<td>Saoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janali</td>
<td>Vagjali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafri</td>
<td>Vir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Kalsi</td>
<td>40 Vaghaya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

K. Raghunathji in P. N. and Q. 1883.

BOOK-NOTICE.

We congratulate Mrs. Bode on her excellent edition of the Sasanavamsa. It is prefaced by a very interesting résumé of Burmese history from the sixth century B. C. to the time of Mindon Min, who reigned from 1852 to 1878 A. D. The importance of the work consists in its being a purely ecclesiastical history dealing with the vicissitudes of the Buddhist Church in Burma since its foundation by Sonn and Uttara, who were sent by the Third Buddhist Council convened under Asoke. The assumption, however, made in Burmese works that Buddhism was established in Burma in the third century, B. C., has yet to be substantiated. The frequent interruption in the dcariya paranimpara, or succession of Buddhist monks, may be ascribed to the overthrow of dynasties and great political upheavals, but the fact remains that no traces of the Asoka Alphabet have been found in the Province, and that all available evidence goes to indicate Sanskrit rather than Pali as the vehicle of Buddhism when it was introduced into Burma. The native Chronicles are silent about the Mahayana and Hinayana Schools, and take no note of the struggles for supremacy between the rival faiths in India. Frequent mention is made of intercourse with Ceylon, but there is hardly any notice of the countries bordering on Burma.

Burmese royal historiographers had to face two problems: (1) the direct descent of their patrons from Mahasamata, the first ruler of the world, and their relationship to the Sakya race, to which Gotama Buddha belonged; (2) the direct succession of the monks of the present day from Upali, who was a disciple of Gotama Buddha and recited the Vindya at the First Buddhist Council, and who was the spiritual ancestor of Mahathera Mogaliputtatissa, the President of the Second Council, in 1881 A. D., at the request of King Bagyidaw, Mahadharmatthingyan, who was known as the Archbishop Maunglaung Sadaw, when he was a monk, attempted to solve the second problem by compiling a work in Burmese called the Sasanavamsa. The Sasanavamsa, it may be added, is not so well known in Burma as in Ceylon.

Rangoon, March 10th, 1900. Taw Shin Ko.
NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.

BY HARTWIG HIRSCHFELD, PH.D., M.R.A.S.

(Continued from p. 308.)

CHAPTER IV.

THE DECLAMATORY REVELATIONS.

C CHARACTER of Muhammad's prophecy — Messianic oracles — The "Day of Judgment" — Great variety of expressions for the same constitutes an essential feature of the book — The problem of the Freedom of Will — Redemption — Predestination — The Heavenly Book — Declining pathos. (Criticism of the theory of strophic forms in the Qorán.)

The Prophet's exertions were not entirely without success. Led by his wife Khadija, a small but devoted band rallied round him. The majority, it is true, consisted of people in the humblest circumstances, but there was also a fair sprinkling of members of the foremost families of Mecca. Among these was Ali, son of Abu Talib, Muhammad's uncle and foster-father. This latter, however, did not join the new faith himself. Of greater importance still was the conversion of Abu Bakr, a wealthy and much esteemed merchant of the clan of the Qoraiš. This was indeed most encouraging, yet the adversaries still commanded an overwhelming majority, and held the welfare, even the lives, of the faithful in their hands. Muhammad dared not remain inactive, but had to go on with his work and produce fresh credentials.

As regards the performance of miracles he had hitherto been somewhat unfortunate. A still greater difficulty remained to be overcome, concerning another indispensable appanage of a prophet, viz., the faculty of foretelling future events. Of this he must have been aware through his knowledge of Scripture, especially as many passages from Biblical prophecies held — and still hold — prominent places in the Jewish liturgy.

It appears to me that the series of oracles in the Qorán which describe the condition of things at the end of time, were modelled on Messianic prophecies in the Bible, although not attaining to their loftiness and grandeur. Muhammad could only use such portions as touch on the sinfulness of mankind and the punishment awaiting them, the reward of the pious and the general transformation of Nature as intimated in Isaiah xxiv. 18-25; Zach. xiv. 4, etc.

Vaticination was common in Arabia, and we have seen how Muhammad had to defend himself against charges of soothsaying. To a certain extent he was unable to avoid giving some colour to these, as his manner of speaking greatly resembled that of the Kahins who, with mystic ceremonies, foretold the future to individuals. Muhammad himself disclaimed any share in such proceedings, but Muslim tradition will not allow him to be behind other prophets in this line, and records two cases in which his prophecies were verified.

The reader of the Qorán cannot fail to note that, when speaking of other prophets, Muhammad in only a very few instances refers to their prophetic gifts, and as a rule only represents them as warning against idolatry and wickedness. As a matter of fact he was unable to predict anything, and least of all a general conversion, after the manner of Isaiah ch. ii., or xi. 6-9. All his prophecies are of an eschatological nature and beyond the control of any human being, so that no one could hope to find an opportunity of charging him with fallacious predictions. He gave weight to these prophecies by making them axioms of faith like those incorporated in the religious codes of the Jews and Christians.

In the oldest epoch of the Qorán the "Day" is not mentioned at all, but only hinted at in the description of the events which are to take place when this dawns. An instance is given by Sûra lxxxi, which, in spite of the forced pathos, and the mannerism of the dictio, represents the best

35 See I. I. p. 169 sq., where also the names of the other early believers are given.
37 Cf. Welln. B. p. 130.
38 Cf. Mishk. II. p. 682.
39 E. g., S. xxvi. 155 on the she-camel of Shîkh.
type of the declamatory period. The Messianic apostrophes, the vague warning that reckoning awaits every soul, and his protestations of being “a noble Messenger” might have made some impression. This sūra is divided into two strophes of unequal length, the cadence is all but metrical, and the whole declamation so thoroughly original of its kind, that it deserves to be reproduced in full.

1. When the sun is folded up
2. And when the stars fall down
3. And when the mountains are moved
4. And when the 'ishārī shall be neglected
5. And when the beasts shall be crowded together
6. And when the seas shall surge up
7. And when the souls shall be paired [with bodies]
8. And when the [female child that was] buried alive shall be asked,
9. For what sin she was slain,
10. And when the sheets shall be opened
11. And when heaven shall be stayed
12. And when hell shall be set ablaze
13. And when Paradise shall be brought nigh:
14. The soul shall know what it has produced.
15. Therefore I swear not by the heavenly wanderers,
16. That move on and backwards,
17. Nor by the night when it draws on,
18. Nor by the morn when it first breathes up;
19. Verily this is the speech of a noble Messenger,
20. Of great power with the Lord of the Throne,

40 The sūra itself is composed of two strophes of about equal length, viz., v. 1 to 14 and 15 to 29, but in such a manner that the second strophe is logically subordinated to the first. This circumstance has been overlooked by D. H. Müller, Die Propheten in ihrer ursprünglichen Gestalt, p. 57. Müller’s theory, altogether, adapts itself to the Qorān on a very limited scale. To suppose that Muhammed knowingly arranged sūras in strophes with respect to one another would mean that he deliberately exposed himself to the opprobrium of being called a poet. The Qorān, of all Semitic literatures, is least appropriate for a theory of the kind in question, as the composition of most sūras, and certainly of many quoted by Müller as patterns, is anything but periphrastic. Müller is doubtless right in denying that Muhammed borrowed the formation of strophes from a Jew, but then the question arises, where does pre-Islamic poetry offer a single instance of strophes with respect to one another? Surely, any ancient tradition among Arabs on such a form of poetry would have left some traces, but to assume that so primordial a custom should, after falling into oblivion, have been revived again at so late an epoch and without any visible link connecting it with the past, is against common sense. I should rather think that wherever we find strophes in the Qorān, they are of a very crude character, and unconsciously constructed rather than artistically. Sūra lxxxi. gives an example of this. The stock of rhymes on the same consonant being exhausted, the speaker made a Kunstpause, and dropped his voice. In the second strophe there is a marked falling off both as regards vigour and poetic expression, but the speaker felt instinctively that the second part of the oracle must continue on the same strain as the first, and be of equal length. In every sūra quoted by Prof. Müller we shall have an opportunity of judging how far he succeeded in proving his case, however, Stropheformen oder doch nicht ganz durch- und ausgebildete Stropheformen is too elastic an expression to serve as conclusive evidence. Other patterns of strophe structure in the Qorān not noticed by Müller are S. lxxvi. 1 to 16, 11 to 17, both strophes beginning with “by the heaven”; lxxvii. 1 to 16, 17 to 20, strophes of unequal length; ex. 1 to 16, 11 to 20, the second strophe likewise being subordinated to the first. No further division is justified.

41 Cf. Isaiah xi. 6 to 7. It is not at all unlikely that Muhammed should have heard of this famous chapter, which the Jews read in the Synagogue on the last day of Passover.
21. Obeyed and trusty too.
22. Your comrade is not mad!
23. He saw Him on the plain horizon,
24. Nor does he grudge [to divulge] the unseen.
25. This is not the speech of a pelted Satan,
26. Now whither do you go?
27. It is but a reminder to the worlds
28. To whomsoever of you pleases to be steadfast.
29. But you will not, unless Allah, the Lord of the worlds should please.

The almost artistic structure of the sūra alone shows that it cannot have been the product of spontaneous enthusiasm. Muhammad himself was evidently so pleased with this fine performance, that he shortly afterwards tried to imitate it by another which was, however, far inferior, viz., lxxxii. 1-19,43

In this sūra the "Day of Judgment"44 is mentioned twice by name (v. 15 and 18), and once more in a paraphrastic manner (v. 19). Subsequently Muhammad got into the habit of circumscribing the "Day" alone, choosing the strangest epithets and paraphrases. This does not refer to the declamatory period alone, but extends over the whole Qurʾān. On account of their large number I have arranged all the instances into groups. It is noteworthy that of the first two groups only one example (lixiv. 9), and of the following but a small number belong to Medinan revelations, the latter being marked by an asterisk.

A. 1. 15, 38. The day of the well known term (cf. 38, 82)
2. 19, 40. The day of sighing45
3. 20, 61. The day of adorning46
4. 26, 189. The day of the scorching heat
5. 30, 56. The day of arousing
6. 32, 29. The day of victory
7. 38, 15, 25, 53. The day of reckoning (cf. 40, 28)
8. 40, 15. The day of meeting
9. 40, 18. The day of the approaching hour
10. 40, 34. The day of crying out
11. 42, 5. The day of gathering47
12. 44, 40. The day of decision (cf. 77, 13)
13. 50, 19. The day of appointment
14. 50, 33. The day of eternal duration
15. 50, 41. The day of coming forth
16. 54, 19. The day of continuous ill-luck

43 Mülle, l.c. p. 57, three strophes, viz., 1 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 19.
44 Al-Ghazālī Ṣuyūṭī, iv. p. 445 et., gives a lengthy description of the duration, the names, and calamities of the Day of Judgment.
45 Epilogue to the story of the mission of Jesus, cf. St. Matth. viii: 12; xiii. 42, etc.
46 Palmer takes it as day of festival, but the words are evidently Messianic. The root āma is frequently used in the Qurʾān in this sense.
47 With the addition: on which there is no doubt.
17. 96, 9. The day of gathering, this is the day of deceiving
18. 75, 1. The day of Resurrection
19. 82, 15. The day of Judgment (and often)
20. 6, 15. A great day (cf. 10, 16: 13, 38; 88, 5)
21. 11, 3. A grand day
22. 11, 28. A painful day (cf. 43, 65)
23. 11, 85. An encompassing day
24. 22, 34. A barren day
25. 26, 67, 155. A well known day (cf. 56, 50)
26. 29, 35. The last day
27. 54, 8. A hard day (cf. 74, 9)
28. 76, 10. A severe day
29. 76, 27. A heavy day
30. 85, 2. The promised day
31. 90, 14. A foodless day
32. 117. The day wherein no soul shall pay recompense for another soul
33. 2, 255. The day on which there is no bartering (cf. 14, 38)
34. 3, 24. The day thereof there is no doubt
35. 3, 28. The day that every soul shall find what it has done
36. 5, 102. The day when faces shall be whitened, and faces shall be blackened
37. 5, 108. The day when Allah shall assemble the apostles
38. 5, 119. The day when their confession shall profit the confessors
39. 6, 22, 128. The day when we shall gather them altogether (cf. 10, 29, 46; 41, 18; 27, 85)
40. 6, 73. The day when the horn shall be blown
41. 6, 159. The day when some signs of thy Lord shall come
42. 7, 13. The day when they shall be raised
43. 7, 51. The day when its interpretation shall come
44. 9, 35. The day when it shall be heated in the fire of hell
45. 9, 78. The day when they shall meet him
46. 11, 11. The day it comes to them there is no turning it away from them
47. 11, 107. The day when it shall come no soul shall speak, etc.
48. 14, 42. The day when reckoning arises
49. 14, 43. The day on which all eyes shall stare
50. 14, 44. The day when the torment shall come
51. 14, 49. The day when the earth shall be changed into no earth
52. 15, 36. The day when they shall be aroused (cf. 37, 144; 38, 80)
53. 16, 86, 91. The day when we shall send from every nation a witness
54. 16, 112. The day when every soul shall come to wrangle for itself
24. 17, 54. The day when he shall call on you
25. 17, 73. The day when we shall call all men by their leader
26. 18, 45. The day when we will move the mountains
27. 18, 50. The day when he shall say, etc.
28. 19, 39. The day when they shall come to us
29. 21, 104. The day when we will roll up the heaven
30. 22, 2. The day you shall see it
31. *24, 24. The day when their tongues and hands and feet shall bear witness against them
32. *24, 37. A day when hearts and eyes shall be upset
33. *24, 64. The day they shall be brought back to him
34. 25, 18. The day He shall gather them (cf. 10, 29, 46)
35. 25, 24. The day they shall see the angels
36. 25, 27. The day the heavens shall be rent asunder
37. 26, 88. The day when wealth shall profit not, nor sons
38. 28, 62, 74. The day when he shall call them
39. 29, 55. The day when the torment shall cover them
40. 30, 11, 13, 54. The day when the Hour shall rise
41. 30, 42. A day which there is no averting (cf. 42, 46)
42. 31, 32. The day when a father shall not stone for his child
43. 32, 4. A day the measure of which is as a thousand years
44. *33, 49. The day they shall meet Him
45. *66. The day when their faces shall writhe
46. 34, 29. A day of which you shall not keep back
47. 40, 35. The day when you shall turn your backs
48. 40, 54. The day when the witnesses shall stand up
49. 40, 55. The day when their excuse shall not avail the wicked
50. 41, 18. The day when the enemies of Allah shall be gathered together into the fire
51. 41, 47. The day when He shall call to them
52. 44, 9. The day when the heaven shall bringe obvious smoke
53. 44, 15. The day when we will assault with the great assault
54. 44, 41. The day when friend shall not avail friend at all
55. 45, 26. The day when the hour shall arise
56. 46, 19, 33. The day when the infidels shall be exposed to the fire
57. 46, 34. The day when they shall see what they are threatened with
58. 50, 29. The day we will say to hell 'Art thou full?'
59. 50, 40. The day when the crier shall cry
60. 50, 41. The day when they shall hear the shout
61. 50, 43. The day when the earth shall be cleft asunder
62. 51, 13. The day when they shall be tried by the fire
63. 52, 9. The day when the heavens shall reel about
64. 52, 13. The day when they shall be thrust away into the fire of hell
65. 52, 46. The day when their plotting shall avail them naught
66. 54, 6. The day when the caller shall call
67. 54, 48. The day when they shall be dragged to the fire
68. 57, 12. The day when thou shalt see believers, etc.
69. 57, 13. The day when the hypocrites shall say
70. 58, 7, 19. The day when Allāh shall raise them
71. 64, 9. The day when He shall gather you (cf. A, 11)
72. 66, 8. The day Allāh will not afflict the Prophet and the Faithful
73. 68, 42. The day when the leg shall be bared
74. 70, 4. A day whose length is fifty thousand years (cf. 32, 4)
75. 70, 42, 44. Their day which they have been promised
76. 70, 43. The day when they shall come forth in haste
77. 73, 14. The day when the earth and the mountains shall tremble
78. 76, 7. The day the evil of which shall fly abroad
79. 77, 35. The day when they may not speak
80. 78, 18. The day when the trumpet shall be blown
81. 78, 38. The day when the Spirit and the angels shall stand in ranks
82. 78, 41. The day when man shall see what his two hands have sent forward
83. 79, 6. The day when the quaking quakes
84. 79, 35. The day when man shall remember what he strove after
85. 79, 46. The day they see it (viz., the hour)
86. 80, 34. The day when man shall flee from his brother
87. 82, 19. The day when no soul shall control aught for another
88. 83, 6. The day when man shall stand before the Lord of the world
89. 86, 9. The day when the secrets shall be tried
90. 101, 3. The day when men shall be like scattered m usuals.

D. On that day (algyawm and yawm alidin) very frequent

E. 1. 79, 42. The Hour (and about forty times more)
2. 80, 33. The Calamity (asalihatu)
3. 88, 1. The overwhelming due (alghasihatu)
4. 90, 11. The steep (alqabatu)

From this extraordinary variety of names and elaborate definitions of the "Day of Judgment" something must be learnt. Muhammed would certainly not have taken the trouble of continually finding new epithets without some distinct purpose. It is therefore clear that they represent nothing less than Messianic prophecies, the only kind of predictions in which he could safely indulge. Although they are distributed over the whole Qurān, their actual development
belongs to the declamatory period, whilst their inception may be traced to the period of confirmatory revelations.

Another imitation of Sūra lxxxi. is Sūra lxxxiv., both as regards contents and form, also describing the "Day" without distinctly mentioning it. It begins thus:

1. When the heaven is split,
2. And gives ear to its Lord and is dutiful
3. And when the earth is stretched
4. And casts forth what is in it and is empty,
5. And gives ear to its Lord and is dutiful:
6. O man! verily thou are toiling hard after thy Lord, etc.

Sūra xcix. is devoted to the same subject, but is obviously weaker. The description loses its poetic vigour, but refers already twice to "that day."

In the first chapter I have already alluded to the incident which caused the revelation of Sūra lxxx. It belongs to the declamatory period. The very brief but graphic introduction is followed by a soliloquy which leads up to the subject of the address proper. This is a recapitulation of the second sentence of the first revelation (xvi. 2), but in a more detailed and descriptive manner. By inserting an appeal to man's gratitude towards the Creator for the comforts of life Muhammad introduced a new element of discussion, which at a later period became a very important subject in his sermons. A short description of the "Calamity" of the "Day of Judgment" and the varying demeanour of the pious and wicked "on that day" concludes an address, which is distinguished not only by variety of topics, but also by high flown diction and even originality, whilst forming a united and well rounded sermon.

If Muhammad introduced into his delineations of the "Day of Judgment" the changes to which sun, moon and stars are to be subjected, he may have followed Biblical models (e.g., Isaiah xxiv. 23; xiii. 10; lx. 19; Amos viii. 9), but it seems that, at the same time, he wished to protest against the worship of heavenly bodies. He teaches that, being but component parts of the created world, they are subject to the divine will which can utterly annihilate them. The sun shall be "folded up," the stars shall "become black," the mountains be "removed," the moon be "split" (lv. 1: lxxv. 8-9; lxxxiv. 18), or "gathered in." All this, however, was not to take place until some very remote period, but it was important to point out that the cosmical powers, and particularly the meteorological phenomena connected with certain constellations, were but the work of Allāh. He alone makes man die, causes him to be buried, then, if he wishes, raises him up again (liii. 43-50; lxxx. 21-3; lxxv. 8-9, 40). He has created from a clot, and He is the Lord of the Sirīn."

---

48 Likewise overlooked by Müller. The sūra is divided into two strophes (v. 1 to 15, 16 to 25) of unequal length and little internal coherence. Verse 15 corresponds in every respect to lxxxi. 15. Verse 23 does not seem to have originally belonged to the sūra, but was inserted in order not to allow the sūra to end with a verse containing something evil.

49 According to some traditionists the sūra is of Medinan date, cf. Dīna, p. 32 sq. According to Ibn Abī Ḥātim from Abu Sa'īd Al Khādī it was not revealed until after the battle of Uhud (iy. 36). Fihrist, p. 251, calls it Medinan. It is, however, very improbable that a sūra of this style should have been first revealed so late. To v. 7 cf. z. 82; xxxi. 15.

50 See Müller, l. c. p. 86. Wie die beiden disparaten Thäle zu einer Einheit geworden, weiss ich nicht. Weder Sium noch Strophe gehb eine Lomg diese Kāthana. The sūra has evidently been a whole one from the beginning. Verse 16 is not only through the rhyme, but logically connected with the preceding verses: cf. v. 34 to 42. — Verse 24 (connected by •) begins the second strophe which draws the moral from the contemplations of the first.

51 Verse 13 = lxxxivii. 18 to 19 and lxxv. 52.

52 In S. vi. 75 to 78 this is in a more popular manner demonstrated by the tale how Abraham worshipped a star, the moon and the sun, each in their turn, but seeing them set could not believe in their divine nature.

53 See Ch. I. p. 9.
There now follows a series of addresses which Muhammed always begins by conjuring heaven and earth and all they include. One of the best specimens of these is Sūra lxxxvi. which contains the remarkable sentence (v. 4) that "every soul has a guardian over it, but let man consider for what he has been created," etc. — The inferences drawn from this and similar passages show that the views which Muhammed held at the earlier period with regard to the freedom of human will differ from the later theories which considerably limited man's own responsibilities in matters of belief, and the shaping of his fate. The former idea was not only inborn in Muhammed, but also strengthened by his studies, the latter was an axiom artificially cultivated and foisted upon the believers for practical motives. At the time when the Prophet was anxious to gain the goodwill even of the humblest member of his audience, he would have been ill advised to teach that their guidance depended solely on Allāh. It was more prudent to preach that he was charged to show them the right way, and that those who refused to listen, did so on their own responsibility and to their own hurt.

lxxv. 1. I swear not by the Day of Resurrection,
2. Nor do I swear by the self-accusing soul,
3. Does man think that we shall not collect his bones?
4. Yes, we are able to arrange his finger-tips
5. Nay, but man wishes to be wicked;
6. He asks: When is the Day of Resurrection? etc.

Now in the sentence quoted above it is stated that every soul has a guardian over it, who gauge its actions, but which are otherwise quite unfettered. Far from teaching salvation through a vicarious agent, Muhammed at this period entertains the theory, also rise in Jewish belief, that man is answerable for his actions, and must give an account of them on the Day of Judgment. The idea is more clearly expressed in Sūra liii. 39-46 given in the form of a quotation from the suḥuf of Moses and Abraham, viz., that "no burdened [soul] shall bear the burden of another, and that man shall have only what he strives for." This is clearly nothing but the Rabbinical sentence: "With what measure man measures, shall be measured unto him." This axiom so thoroughly penetrates all phases of Rabbinical literature, that it had undoubtedly become proverbial, also among those Jews with whom Muhammed had come in contact in Syria and elsewhere. As already intimated, post-Biblical tradition made the first day of the seventh month (Lev. xxiii. 24; Numb. xxix. 1) into a "Day of Judgment," on which "the children of man pass by before Him like lambs" in order to be judged according to their merits.

Similar ideas are expressed in the the Qur'a not only in the oldest epoch, but through nearly the whole Meccan period. "Every man is hostage for what he deserves" (lii. 21), "on that day shall every soul earn what it deserves" (xli. 17). Sentences of this kind stand in opposition to what is called the "fatalism" of the Moslem creed. Even as late as almost at the end of the Meccan period Muhammed pronounced: "Leave those who treat their faith as play and mockery, this life deceives them, but remind them that a soul is offered what it has earned, and has, beside Allāh, no friend nor intercessor; and though it should compensate with the fullest compensation, it would not be accepted. Those who are given up for what they have gained, for them is a drink of boiling water, and painful punishment for their disbelief" (vii. 69). Finally: "Whoso does evil, he shall only be recompensed with the like thereof" (xli. 49).

63 Cf. above.
64 Sūra lixiv. 34 a very late, in fact Medinan, revelation.
65 The Commentators (Bagh.) naturally refer to celestial guardians.
66 Cf. S. lxxvii. 18 sq. and frequently repeated.
67 See Mishna, Bāb Hāsh. I. 7.
68 See Mishna, Bāb Hāsh. I. 2.
69 Cf. S. lxxiii. 14; lxiv. 41; xlv. 21; xlii. 29; orii. 2. The expression كُبُرْ stands in its material sense of xlii. 46: Whoever does good, it is for himself, and who does evil, upon him it comes; see also li. 59.
Opposed to these verses stands a long series of others which describe man as dependent in his actions entirely on the will of Allah. It cannot be said that the latter doctrine replaced the former, as in a revelation belonging to the oldest periods it is already stated that Allah "makes enter into His mercy whomsoever He wishes" (lxvi. 31), and later on, "thrusts Allah astray whom he wishes and guides whom he wishes" (lxxiv. 34): "If Allah wished He would guide all mankind [to belief]" (xiii. 30). There are many more passages alluding to the following subjects, the creature of man (xxviii. 68), providing him with food (xiii. 26; xiv. 18, 32; xvii. 32; xxviii. 82; xxix. 62); granting mercy (xxix. 20; x. 107), or inflicting punishment on him (xiii. 14) solely on the ground of Allah’s will. Any attempt to reconcile this paradox will fail, and it only remains for us to try and find out how Muhammed came to reveal theories so antagonistic to common sense.

Muhammed had evidently meditated on the problems of human free will and predetermination as taught in Jewish as well as Christian writings. On the relation of man to his deeds we have treated above, and even a sentence, like Exod. xi. 10 is regarded by Rabbinical doctrine as punishment for sins committed before voluntarily. But with regard to man’s fate Jewish doctrines are likewise absolute in giving them unconditionally in the hands of Providence, whilst it stands in no connection with his piety or wickedness. No accident, great or small, befalls man which is not ordained by the will of God.

The fundamental doctrines of the Christian Church remained either unknown to Muhammed or else did not appeal to him, and therefore we find few traces in the Qur'an. Even in the Medinan revelations he repeatedly denied that one soul could atone for another, and that in reparation would be accepted (ii. 45, 117, 255-6), although a mediator is not unknown both in the Old and New Testaments. It is, however, possible that Muhammed had found support for his fatalistic inclinations in sentences (like Romans ix. 14-18) that he hath mercy on whom he will, and whom he will he burdeneth (cf. v. 21). In fact, this phrase greatly resembles those of the Qur'an quoted above. Yet the effect of true penitence is clearly laid down in the Qur'an, although I believe in one passage only.

It is difficult for untrained minds to speculate on the problems of human free will and predetermination taken singly, and to acquire any clear idea on the connection which exists between the two, is beyond the capacity of the large majority of believers in the latter. Being important factors in every religion it was advisable to reader these problems are conceivable to the common mind by introducing them in the shape of a book. This idea which is first expressed in a Biblical metaphor (Exod. xxxii. 32), subsequently assumed two different forms. In one book man’s fate is inscribed (Isaiah iv. 4; Ps. lxix 28, xxxix. 16); whilst the other records his actions for which he must give account hereafter (Aboth iii. 16). It is easy to see that the notion of such a book was most tempting to Muhammed, and he took the first opportunity of making use of it. Although according to the Qur'an the Book contains everything, the oldest sūras only state that its purpose is to chronicle the deeds of man. Its functions are, however, increased later on to such an extent, that "there escapes Him not [a thing of] the size of a seed in the heavens or in the earth, or smaller or larger than it, that is not recorded in a manifest book." Muhammed’s own notions were rather dim, and when asked what the Book

---

61 Cf. S. x. 99: If thy Lord had wished, everyone on earth would be a believer; but wilt thou force men to become believers? (100) It is not in the power of a soul to believe unless Allah grants it, and He places disbelief on those who do not understand (see Spranger, II. 313 rem.). Cf. S. lxxxii. 29: You will nothing except the Lord of the worlds will it; cf. xxii. 5.
62 Cf. Gen. iv. 7; Dent. xxx. 19.
63 "It is not in our power to explain the welfare of the wicked nor the trials of the righteous." (Aboth iv. 15).
64 "Even the distributor of water is appointed by heaven." (Talmud, Berakoth 58b).
65 Exod. xxxv. 11 to 14; Dent. v. 25; Job xxxix. 28; Gal. iii. 19 to 20 — Muslim tradition has, however, reserved to Muhammed the right of interceding on behalf of those for whom permission is granted to him by Allah; cf. Kremer, Gesch. der herrschenden Ideen, p. 268. Al Ghazālī, Ḥiyā, IV. 453.
66 Cf. S. xii. 44.
67 Cf. S. x. 63, nearly literal repetition; lxxvii. 29: Everything have we recorded in a book.
meant, gave only vague answers with which, in the declamatory period, he endeavoured to cloak his inability to give a clear definition.\textsuperscript{68}

The problem of predestination gave ample food for discussion and hair-splitting theories to the Muhammadan theologians. A good deal of what was then written on this subject has been made accessible in modern works,\textsuperscript{69} and I can therefore omit it here, especially as my aim is only to give in outline that which concerns the \textit{Qur\'an}. Suffice it to say that the orthodox Muslim forms, from the inferences which he draws from these sentences of the \textit{Qur\'an}, tenets which show that \textit{man's} actions as well as his fate are entirely dependent on what is inscribed in the celestial Book.

Descriptions of the Day of Judgment, scarcely differing from each other except in the endless variety of torments for the wicked which they depict, form a prominent feature of the declamatory addresses. Yet Muhammad did not allow his imagination to run away with him, but very shrewdly endowed Paradise with ever-flowing springs of fresh water, shady bowers, and tempting fruits. Knowing the sort of people with whom he had to deal, he wished first of all to attract them, and it was strategy rather than sanctity which induced him also to add more sensual pleasures than one would expect in celestial regions. Revelations of this nature are to be found in \textit{S\'uras} lxxxvii., lxxix., and lxxxi., the last named being built on \textit{S\'ura} lxxxiii.

\textbf{lxxvii.} 1. By those sent in a series,
2. And by those who speed swiftly,
3. And by the dispensers abroad,
4. And by the separators apart,
5. And by those who instil the reminders.
6. As an excuse or warning.
7. Verily, what ye are threatened with shall surely happen!
8. When the stars shall be erased,
9. And when the heavens shall be cleft,
10. And when the mountains shall be winnowed,
11. And when the Messengers shall have a time appointed for them!
12. For what day is the appointment made?
13. For the day of decision!
14. And what shall make thee know what the decision is?
15. \textbf{Woe on that day} for those who say it is a lie! etc.

This is but one-third of the \textit{s\'ura}, yet all originality is already exhausted. Although devoted to the "Day of Decision" the \textit{s\'ura} gives no other explanation of it, but that therein the infidels shall be woe be gone, and that they shall neither speak nor receive permission to excuse themselves (v. 35-36). The words: "woe on that day," etc., form a refrain which is repeated after groups of two or three verses.

Looking at this refrain from an artistic point of view, it does not seem justifiable to regard it as marking the division of strophes, as it does not form an integral part of the paragraphs, but is if anything out of place in many instances. It is probably but a \textit{Kunstpause}, serving to prolong the address and to allow the speaker time to think of new phrases and expressions for a subject which was commencing to lose its freshness.

\textsuperscript{68} See \textit{S\'uras} lxxiii. The \textit{s\'ura} consists of four strophes, viz., v. 1 to 9, 10 to 20, 21 to 28, 29 to 36.
\textsuperscript{69} See Kremer, \textit{I. c.} p. 299 sqq.
\textsuperscript{70} Two strophes, viz., v. 1 to 16, 17 to 31. The second strophe being quite out of connection with the first, does not seem to have belonged to it from the beginning, but to the descriptive period. The poetic value is certainly much smaller than that of the first strophe.
In introducing “the Book” Muhammed made quite a new departure in the Qurán, both with respect to matter and name. For the inhabitants of Mecca a book of any sort possessed all the charms of novelty, as not many of them had ever seen one, whilst that mentioned in the revelations, although invisible to mortal eyes, was yet made palpable by the vivid description given of it. This book which contains the fate of every living being, is to be opened and read on the Day of Judgment. As is the case with the latter, Muhammed liked to change the name of the “Book,” although less frequently. In one of the last mentioned surahs (lxxxiii.) we had the names sijjina72 (v. 8.) and ‘illiyin73 (v. 19); other names are suhafi74 and laad75.

On the Day of Judgment the Book76 shall appear as a book for each individual. The pious shall hold it in his right hand, and the wicked in his left.77

Ixx. 19. As for him who is given his book in his right hand, he shall say: Here! take ye and read my book, etc.

25. As for him who is given his book in his left hand, he shall say, etc.

Subsequently, however, this was changed. Instead of giving the book into the right or left hand, the pious and wicked are placed respectively on the right or left side to be chosen for Paradise or for hell. This is the description given in Sura i. 1. 9, 26, 40, where, however, three groups are mentioned, although only the fates of two are enumerated. This omission of the third party, I believe, is due to the circumstance that v. 10-25 form an independent address belonging to the same period, and were inserted here for some reason unknown to us, perhaps on account of vv. 13-1478 resembling vv. 38-39.

In v. 77 of the same sura (i.) a “Book” is mentioned which is not the book of fates, but the heavenly archetype of the Qurán. Later on it is frequently used in this sense, this being the third significance of the word. It also becomes an object to swear by in

Sura lii. 1. By the mount 79

2. By a Book inscribed.

3. Upon an outstretched veil! etc.

The sura concludes:

48. And wait thou patiently for the judgment of thy Lord, for thou art in our eyes; and celebrate the praises of thy Lord what time thou risest.

49. And in the night praise Him, and at the fading of the stars.

I believe the recitation of the last verses was an invitation to join in common prayer, as was probably the case with other addresses which conclude in a similar manner.80

---

71 See S. lxxviii. 37: Have you a book in which you study. — Later on پاکاکاکاکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکااکاa refers to the Holy Writ in general.

72 Possessors of the Book” means Jews and Christians.

73 Probably etymologically identical with يل (o. 4; u. 74; xi. 84).

74 Seems to be adaptation of Hebr. ḫām. Cf. Frankel, Asam, Freundes, etc.

75 See S. lxxvi. 16; lxxvii. 13; lxxviii. 52.

77 Hebr. ḫa. Cf. lxxvi. 22.

78 Cf. lxxvi. 29. The sura consists of three strophes, i.e., v. 1 to 10, 11 to 20, 21 to 31. The second and third strophes begin with ین; v. 33 is to be divided (after ین) in two.

79 Cf. lxxvi. 7 and 10.

80 The integrity of the sura is very doubtful in spite of Mülner’s (following Noldeke, Q. p. 83) taking it as a whole. If this be the case, we would have the same description repeated. That ین (v. 10) may very well form the commencement of an address we gather from S. lxxvi. 1; c. 1. It would also be strange that the three groups mentioned should be the first treated of. The sura, I believe, is composed as follows: v. 1 to 9, 26 to 45 to which belong 54 and 55, 56 to 74, 74 to 96 (cf. lxi. 48 to 49).

81 The sura contains several reminiscences of previous addresses: v. 11 = lxxviii. 15: v. 39 = lxxiii. 21: v. 45

82 Also lxxvi. 11; lxxvii. 11.
Here we may place Sūra lxx.81 which in its entirety is devoted to pictures of the Day of Judgment. Again the pious appear on the right side, the wicked on the left (v. 37).82 The beginning of this Sūra was due to the tiresome questions83 of a hardened sceptic, who wearied the prophet with such unpleasant insinuations that the latter had a hard struggle not to lose patience (v. 5).84 The address is of certain practical importance, as it inculcates the desirability of prayer, almsgiving, chastity, honesty and truthfulness (v. 22-34).85 Otherwise the Sūra shows visible marks of declining favour which, however, revives once more in a series of shorter addresses belonging to this period as Sūras cx., civ., cvii., civiii. Sūra xc. is a fine composition consisting of two strophes.86 Similar as to form and contents is Sūra xci.87 In Sūra xci, the speaker begins by calling on the sun and moon, day and night, heaven, earth, and soul88 to witness his innocence of the charges of spreading falsehood. This is illustrated by the example of the prophet of the tribe of Thamūd whose warnings were derided, whilst those who scoffed at him were heavily punished.

We now see distinctly how this leads up to the narrative period, as the time had come when Muhammad had exhausted his stock of objects to swear by. Yet this Sūra must still be counted among the declamatory ones on account of its beginning. Its antiquity is guaranteed by the fact that the fate of the Thamūdees was a matter well known in Mecca. For a similar reason I here mention Sūra cv. Perhaps Sūra cv. is also of declamatory character, but its shortness gives no clue as to the place to which it belongs.

Narrative elements are further visible in Sūra lxxxix., although its beginning is decidedly of declamatory character, and v. 27-28 form a reflex of Ps. cxvi. 7.

Still are to be mentioned the beginning and end of Sūra lxxxv. The verses 4-8 are referred by Geiger to Dan. iii. 8 sq.,89 but there is no historical allusion at all in these verses, and they seem only to contain a malediction against infidels. The verses 12-22 harmonize with the first portion (v. 1-8) as to rhythm and rhyme, and belong together, whilst v. 9-11 are evidently of later date. Finally Sūra ciii. is rather weak, and v. 3 very theological.

(To be continued.)

EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 288.)

1791. - No. VIII.

Fort William, 2d. September 1791. The Snow Ranger being under Dispatch on her return to the Andaman's, Ordered that the following Letter be written to Captain Blair by the Secretary.

To Capt'n Blair.

Sir, — I have received your Letters of the following Dates, and submitted them to the Governor General in Council:

the 2nd of January 1791 by Mr. Topping,
the 19th February by the Ship Jane.
the 16th of June by the Ranger,

which arrived here on the 4th of July, and now returns to the Andaman's,

81 Verse 42 = iii. 45; see Ch. III.
82 Cf. xci. 18 to 20.
83 See Nöldeke, Q. p. 83.
84 Bagh., on the authority of ٌ،, refers v. 5 to 7 to Abu Bakr.
85 Cf. Sūra xcvii.
86 Nöl. Q. p. 72.
87 Ibid. p. 76.
88 Verses 1 to 10, 11 to 39; see above.
89 Two strophes, viz., v. 1 to 11 : 12 to 21; Müller, I. c. p. 58, has six strophes.
90 See S. lxxv. 2.
91 Verses 9 to 11 do not belong here; to v. 22 cf. rem. 75. Nöl. p. 77 is in so far right, as Christians are styled "Believers," as late as in the Medivian passage ii. 59, but this passage is purely rhetoric. ٌٌ is optative, cf. lxxv. 16.
The Sketch that you made of North East Harbour, and [which] is mentioned in your Letter of the 11th June, was received by this Government from the Commodore, whose Sentiments, upon a removal of the small Establishment now at Chatham Island [in Port Blair], to the Harbour in question, have been communicated to Lord Cornwallis, His Lordship has been also furnished with a Copy of the Survey, and requested to arrange the matter finally with his Excellency in such manner as shall appear to him most expedient; You will therefore attend to any Instructions that you may receive from the Governor General, or the Commodore on the Subject.

Immediately upon the arrival of the Ranger, at this Presidency, a survey of the Vessell was ordered, and essential Repairs were found necessary, as you will observe from the enclosed Copy of a Letter, dated the 9th of July from the Master Attendant and the papers transmitted with it.

The repairs were authorized, and she is now completely refitted and provided with Stores. The board were in hopes that she would be in readiness to take her departure about the 20th of last Month, so that the Snow might arrive at the Andaman's by the end of it, and they were particularly solicitous that this should be the case, as you expected it, and had observed that the Provision you had in Store would be sufficient for the Settlement till that time. It appears, however, that, after using every expedition for the Purpose, the Vessell was not in Readiness so soon as was hoped; and it happened unluckily that, when she was prepared to go, a Vessell in the River run foul of her, and occasioned some Damage, the Repair of which has detained her two or three days longer; But the Board trust that the supply you must have received from the Viper will have prevented any Distress from the unavoidable Delay in the arrival of the Ranger at the Andamans.

A Consignment of Sica Rupees 10,000 is made to You by this Opportunity. You will receive enclosed a List of the Stores and Provisions put on board, and Lieutenant Walés takes with him the People you required for a relief.

I have the Board's Instructions to desire that you will be pleased to transmit a General Account of your receipts and Expenditures of Money, as well of Stores and Provisions from the time that you were placed in Charge of the Settlement at the Andamans, to the latest Period, and that you will make it a rule to forward the same, in Monthly Statements, as opportunities offer.

Fort William, 2d. September 1791.

Fort William, 25th November 1791. The following Letter was received from Lt. Blair upon the arrival of the Viper on the 23rd Instant.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — I have the Satisfaction to perceive by your letter of September 2d. which was received by the Ranger the 19th of the Same Month, that you had received the Several Letters that I had written previous to that period.

I am happy that Government has received the Sketch of Northeast Harbour, with the Commodores Sentiments on that Subject. I shall be prepared to execute such Orders as the Right Honble. the Governor General, or the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis May think necessary to issue relating to the removal of the Settlement.

I was Convinced that the Ranger wanted Considerable repairs, and I am happy to find that they have been well executed.

Dubious of the accidents which might happen at so bad a Season, as when the Ranger would quit Calcutta, I judge [d] it necessary to dispatch the Viper to Prince of Wales Id, for a Supply of Provisions and the event has proved the propriety of that measure; for we should have been very Short of Provision indeed, had I not taken that precaution. The Concern you have given yourself in dispatching the Ranger as early as possible, and your expressing regret, that it Could not be done sooner, deserve my Warmest acknowledgements and those of the Settlement.
By Lieutt. Wales I have received Sicca Rupees (10,000) and also the Provisions I wrote for which are of good quality, in this as well as in every other instance I have Reason to acknowledge the official punctuality of the Marine Pay Master.

In Consequence of the instructions of the Honble. Board I transmit the following Papers:—
No. 1. A General Account of receipts and expenditure of Money.
No. 3. A Monthly Abstract and Paylist.
No. 2. Receipts and Monthly expense of Provision.
No. 4. Particular Account of Stores purchased at Calcutta and other places.
No. 5. An Expence of Stores.
No. 6. A State of the Settlement and Inventory of Stores remaining.
No. 7. An Indent for Provisions.

Being unacquainted with official forms I hope to meet indulgence from the Board, Should the Stile of my Account be unusual.

It will be perceived that I have Charged myself with work performed by the Sawyers, and with some Stores for my decked Boat the Leeboard, and also that I have made a Charge for Service on which I have employed that vessel, on the Company's Account; in Surveying she has been particularly useful, and Occasionally saved the other Vessels from running into narrow passages, where they might have met with accidents, upon the whole, I have little doubt but the Charge will be deemed Moderate.

Before I close the Subject of my Accounts I must request you to remind the Honble. Board, that since my arrival at this place, I have only drawn an allowance as Surveyor, and that my situation obliges me to incur some extraordinary expence. I therefore hope it will not be deemed improper to request that an adequate Allowance may be granted, and to commence from the time of my arrival.

His Majesty's Sloop Ariel arrived here the 28th ultimo, 28 Days from Madras, Captain Bazely informs me that the Commodore had gone round to the Malabar Coast; this circumstance, together with Captain Bazely's Orders, enclines me to think that the removal of the Settlement will not be an immediate Object.

The Viper now proceeds to Calcutta and as there is Provision in Store, to last to the Middle of Feb. the immediate return of that Vessel may be dispensed with, Should Government have occasion to Send her on other Service. I propose dispatching my decked Boat to Calcutta about the 10th which will afford me an opportunity of addressing you again and it will also afford you the means of transmitting me the Commands of Government.

You will perceive by my Accounts the Small balance Remaining in my hands, which Obliges me to Solicit a further Supply of (6000) Sicca Rupees for current Charges, to be sent by the Viper or Leeboard.

I inclose a Letter from Mr. Wood the Surgeon and am happy that circumstances enable me to Comply with his Request, as I have Reason to be well Satisfied with his Conduct. He proposes to return with the Viper or Leeboard.

I have the Satisfaction to forward a Survey of a Narrow Strait, executed by Lieutt. Wales, which has been mentioned in a former Letter. It proves too intricate for large Ships, but will afford an easy Communication between the east and west Coasts.

Chatham Island,
Port Cornwallis,
3rd Novr. 1791.

I have the honour to be, etc. (Signed) Archibald Blair.

Enclosed in the Letter from Lieutt. Blair.

Sir,—As Business of importance to me, Occasioned by the death of my Brother late an Assistant Surgeon on the Bengal establishment, requires my attendance at Calcutta as soon as possible, I have
taken the liberty to request your permission to proceed to that place, on the Viper, the opportunity which at present occurs.

The people on the Island are at present very healthy, and there is little chance of sickness now prevailing, since the fair weather is set in. I therefore imagine no detriment can follow from your complying with my request, besides the surgeon of the Ariel has obligingly offered to give his assistance, should any accident happen.

I am with respect, Sir, your most obedient humble servant (signed) David Wood.

Chatham Island.

October 30th, 1791.

To Lieutenant Archibald Blair, Chatham Island.

Ordered that the accounts, enclosed in Lieut. Blair's letter of the 3rd instant, but ['be'] sent to the marine pay master, together with an extract of his letter so far as it appertains to them.

Ordered that the Surrey executed by Lieut. Wales be deposited in the Secretary's office.

1791.—No. X.

Fort William, 16th December 1791. The following letter was received on the 15th instant from Lieut. Blair by a vessel named the Leeboard.

Lieut. Blair. 24th Novr. 1791.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., secretary to government.

Sir,—I had the honor to address you the 4th instant by the Viper, when I transmitted my accounts relating to this settlement brought up to the end of September last and I also enclosed an indent for such provisions as the Viper could stow. Previous to the departure of this vessel she had been employed examining a bank to S. W. of the little Andaman [Dalrymple Bank], and it will appear by the chart referred to in her, that the Ranger accompanied by the Leeboard had been employed since her arrival from Calcutta in surveying a narrow strait [Andaman or middle strait] situated in lat. 12° 0' 4 N. and opening to sea on the west coast, in lat. 12° 13' N. Lieut. Wales was dispatched the 6th instant to examine the invisible bank, and I expected his return about the 14th. The 20th when H. M. Ship Ariel sailed for Madras I was rather apprehensive, that some misfortune might have happened to the Ranger, from her being so much longer out than I expected, which induced me to write a short letter by that ship, expressive of my doubts on that head, and mentioned my intention of postponing the Leeboard to send in quest of her. The 22d. I was resolved to have sent the Leeboard out in search; but at 2 in the afternoon was relieved from my anxiety by the appearance of the Ranger off this port. The 23rd the Ranger arrived, when I was informed by Lieut. Wales, that his detention had been occasioned by very unsettled winds and currents; that he had been repeatedly drove off the bank, and found it impossible fully to execute his orders, which must be deferred until the N. E. Monsoon is settled. Those services will make the navigation of the coasts more safe, and appeared to me the most useful on which the vessels could be employed. The Ranger will proceed in a few days to explore another bank eight leagues west from the north end of the great Andaman.

This will be delivered by Mr. Clark the Gunner of the settlement who I have dispatched for Calcutta in charge of the Leeboard, for some stores; and to receive such letters as Government may have occasion to send to this place.

Should the Viper be employed on other service I must request you will be so good as to inform me, by the return of the Leeboard, that I may take the proper measures, to procure a supply of provisions in time.

The labourers and gardeners are at present employed, clearing cultivating and planting, a piece of ground, for a garden and plantation to the S. E. of this island, which is in sight and near enough to be protected by the Redoubt; from its favorable situation and the quality of the soil I have no doubt.
of it proving productive. The probability of removal to Northeast Harbour would have deterred me from this undertaking, if attended with any extra expense.

Chatham Island,
Novr. 24th, 1791.

I am, Sir, Your most Obedient humble Servant,
(Signed) Archibald Blair.

The Secretary reporting that Lieutt. Blair is in want of a small quantity of Stationary, Agreed that Orders be given for supplying it.

1792. — No. I.
Fort William, 4th January 1792. Read a Letter from Captain Blair.

Capt. Blair.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to Government.

Sir, — I had the pleasure to address you the 4th inst. by the Viper wherein I mentioned my intention of dispatching the Leeboard about the 10th, but as the Ranger was sent to examine the Invisible Bank the 6th from whence (to my surprise) she is not yet returned I think of postponing the dispatch of the little Vessel that I may have the power of going in quest of the Ranger should she not make her appearance in a few days.

There is Provision in Store to last to the middle of February, I think it necessary to mention this circumstance that a Supply may be sent in time, in the case of adverse accidents happening to the Viper or Leeboard. — I am, etc.,

Chatham Iald.,
Novr. 20th, 1791.

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

1792. — No. II.
Fort William, the 24th February 1792. The Viper being on her departure to the Andamans, Ordered that the Vessel be dispatched, and that the following Letter be written to Lieutt. Blair by the Secretary.

To Lieutt. Blair at the Andamans. 24th Febry.

Sir, — Upon the arrival of the Viper, at this Presidency, on the 23rd of November, I received your Letter, dated the 3d. of that Month, and it was laid before the Governor General in Council, with the several Accounts and Papers to which it refers. I have also to acknowledge the Receipt of your Letter dated the 24 of November, which was received on the 15th of December by the Leeboard.

The Board have desired me to acquaint you, in Respect to your allowance that they have referred your application to the Governor General and will determine on the Receipt of his Lordship's Answer, whether any and what addition can be granted.

You will receive by the Viper, which now returns to the Andamans, a Supply of eight thousand Rupees; on the Leeboard — which took her Departure from hence, on the 27th of December, a Small Quantity of Stationary was Dispatched to you According to your Request.

Mr. Wood the Surgeon at the Settlement returns on the Viper.

The Board have desired me to transmit to you the enclosed Copy of a Letter dated the 8th of December from Lieutt. Roper to the Marine Paymaster and Naval Storekeeper. The Detachment of Sepoys which was embarked on board the Vessel at Bombay in the Year 1787 has been Returned to that Presidency, and an Establishment corresponding with the Accompanying List has been appointed for her to take place from the 1st Ultimo.

The Naval Storekeeper was directed to receive the unserviceable Stores, which were returned from the Viper, and a Supply of six months according to the enclosed Copy of Lieutt. Roper's Indent has been put on board.

Council Chr.,
I am, etc.

24th February 1792.
1792. — No. III.

Fort William, 18th April 1792. The Secretary lays before the Board a Letter received this Morning from Lieutenant Blair at the Andamans by the Snow Ranger. On the Service.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to the Government.

Sir, — I had the honor to receive your Letter of February 24th by the Viper, which arrived here the 13th Instant, wherein you acknowledge the Receipt of my Letters by the Viper and Leeboard.

I am happy to inform you that the Settlement have been so Healthy as to have suffered no Injury from the Absence of the Surgeon who is now returned.

The Provisions indented for by the Viper were landed in good order and are of good Quality.

Since the date of my last by the Leeboard, the Ranger has been employed examining a Shoal near the North West part of the great Andaman a Plan of which accompanies this — Lieut. Wailes has also reexamined the Invisible Bank, without finding any Danger than what has been already expressed in the General Chart of the Andamans — He has also been employed to determine the relative situation of Pulo Rondo, with the Southern Nicobar, but variable inconstant Winds and Currents prevented his compleating that Service; what he was able to perform will be of future use when that business is resumed. The Ranger was dispatched on this last Service the 26th of January last, when I every day expected the Viper with Supplies from Calcutta. On the 6th of February I thought it necessary to reduce the Allowance and dispatch the Leeboard to Prince of Wales Island for Provisions, and she returned the 4th Instant with a sufficiency of the Principle Articles for two Months, and fortunately in the intermediate time, a small Vessel from Persaim [Bassain in Barma] touched here from which I procured a small supply of Rice and Yams; these with my own Stock of Sheep and Goats, made the reduced Allowance little felt by the People — On the Arrival of the Leeboard they were again served their full Allowance.

The Natives have been perfectly inoffensive for a long time, and are becoming every day more familiar, they seem now convinced that our intentions towards them, are pacific — One of them was lately (sic) a Trip in the Ranger by his own desire, and returned highly pleased with an Investment of Cocosnuts: this mode of treatment will tend to conciliate and civilize them. Indeed the effects are already evident.

I take this Opportunity of transmitting the several Accounts relating to the Settlement. No. 1 is a Return and Pay List. No. 2. Receipts and expense of Provisions, No. 3. Receipts and Disbursements of Cash, No. 4. Account particulars of Stores purchased, No. 5. A Monthly expense of Stores, No. 6. a State of the Settlement and Inventory of Stores, and No. 7. an Indent for Provisions and Stores, which I request may be sent by the Return of the Ranger.

I shall be perfectly satisfied with whatever His Lordship, and the Honourable Board may determine respecting my Allowance.

The 8,000 eight thousand Rupees sent by the Viper, and the Stationary by the Leeboard, arrived safe.

There is Provisions in Store for two Months only from this day, which induces me to solicit that the Ranger may be dispatched with the Supplies as soon as possible; but as it would be improper to trust entirely to the Return of that Vessel, I propose sending the Viper to Prince of Wales Island for Rice.

I have the honor to be, Sir, Your most Obedient Humble Servant,

[No date.]

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Ordered that the Plan, received from Lieutenant Blair of the Shoal near the North West part of the Great Andaman be deposited in the Secretary's Office.

Ordered that No. 6 of the Enclosures in Lieutenant Blair's Letter be entered in the Appendix, that Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, be sent to the Acting Marine Pay Master, and that No. 7 be transmitted to the
Naval Store Keeper with directions to comply with the Indent, applying to the Commissary of Stores, for the following Articles:

- Cannon Powder ... ... ... ... ... 2 Barrels
- Priming ... ... ... ... ... 1 Do.
- Musquet Balls ... ... ... ... ... 1 Mound

Ordered that the Military Board be instructed to direct the Commissary of Stores to supply these Articles, on the Application of the Acting Naval Storekeeper.

Ordered that directions be given to the Acting Naval Storekeeper to comply with the Indent as soon as possible that no Delay may take place in the Return of the Ranger to the Andamans.

Appendix A.

Appendix to Consultation 18th April 1792. State of the Settlement at Fort Cornwallis, February 29th, 1792.

A small Redoubt with Guard Room and Magazine four Carriage Guns and four two pound Swivels —

- Musquets with Bayonets ... ... ... ... 24
- Three pound Round Shot ... ... ... 192
- Two Pound Do. ... ... ... ... ... 90
- Grape Shot ... ... ... ... ... ... 40
- Do. of 2 pound ... ... ... ... ... ... 45

Three Gardens on C[h]atham Island and one on the great Island well stocked with a Variety of Fruit Trees and Vegetables.

A Dwelling Bungalow of 40 feet by 18 which will last some Years with trifling repairs.

A Granary in good repair which will contain 1000 Bags of Rice.

Huts for 150 Artificers and Laborers, constructed of rubber and Bamboo Mats and easily kept in Repair.

A Wooden Wharf at the S. W. point of the Island with a Turtle Pen.

A Wharf of Rubber and Stones on the South side of the Island, with sufficient depth of Water to heave down a Line of Battle Ship.

Stores:

- Steel ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1/2 Fagot
- Spades ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 26
- Pick Axes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 48
- Europe Hatchets ... ... ... ... ... ... 44
- Country Hoes ... ... ... ... ... ... 26
- Ditto Axes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 19
- Shovels ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
- Fulling (sic) Axes ... ... ... ...
- Carpenters Tools ... ... ... ...
- Smiths Do. ... ... ... ... ... 1 Sett
- Fishing Nets ... ... ... ... ... ...
- Nails of Sorts ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1/2 Md.
- Powder ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 Barrels

(Signed) Archibald Blair.
1792. — No. 14.


Lt. Blair. 4th Sept.

To Edward Hay, Esq., Secy. to Govt.

Sir, — To enable me to pay the Arrears due to Artificers, Lascars and Laborers which I have brought with me from Port Cornwallis, to be discharged, and to balance the Accounts relating to that Settlement to the end of July last, I have to request that, Seven thousand Sicca Rupees (7,000 Rs.) may be advanced me in account, which you will be so good as to represent to the Right Honble, the Governor General in Council.

Having brought specimens of the most useful timber and also about twelve hundred Mounds of the Red Saunders Die Wood,[? Andaman Padauk?] I request to know if Government will wish to have the whole or a part of the latter, on account of the Honble. Company.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Agreed that an Order on the Treasury be issued, in favor of the Acting Marine Paymaster for Sicca Rupees 7,000 to enable him to advance that Amount to Lieut. Blair for the purpose mentioned in his letter.

With respect to the Die Wood, the Secretary having ascertained that it will not be wanted by the Board of Trade, except perhaps about a Mound of it,

Order'd that Lt. Blair be desired to send so much of it to that Board, and Acquainted that he may dispose of the Remainder as he thinks proper.

The Board of Trade are to be informed that Lieutenant Blair will furnish them with a Mound of Red Saunders Die Wood, which he has brought from the Andamans.

(Note to be continued.)

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., I.C.S.

(Continued from p. 361.)

Section III. — Guards.

The ideas and practices that illustrate the struggle between man and the Evil Eye have the merit of belonging to an early stage of experience and belief. The ideas and practices show that, like witchcraft, the Evil Eye is evil because it is spirit-laden; that an attack of the Evil Eye is a case of possession; and that the cure of sickness caused by an evil glance is an exorcism, that is, the casting out of a possessing evil spirit. Second, the ideas and practices show that, with few exceptions, the articles used as guards, or as cures, owe their use to an early and inherent guardian virtue. It is true that to focus evil influences in the human eye implies a considerable advance, or change, from the early view that Nature is alive with evil influences, some of which are envious and mischievous, others who either roam in the air houseless like swarms of gnats or who make their dwellings in rock, plant and beast as readily as in man. Still the evidence shows that, like the rites and beliefs-connected with witchcraft, the rites and beliefs connected with the Evil Eye find their sense and explanation in the experience that the poison of the Evil Eye is a spirit which through the eye passes or attempts to pass into the victim: and that the attempted entry must be checked by cheating or drawing aside the spirit or if the entry has been effected by driving the spirit out. With regard to the measures taken to baffle or drive out the evil spirit of the evil glance it is again true that a late element is to be found in certain of the rites employed to overcome the Evil Eye, which are taken from the ritual of exorcism authorised by leading modern religions: it is also true that among the peoples who profess the classic, Moslem, Christian and other higher faiths the practice prevails of invoking the names of
their greater Guardians against the Evil Eye. In spite of these later elements it remains true that, with few exceptions, the articles that keep off the Evil Eye are articles whose healing or other evil-scaring qualities have secured them an early place among the army of guardians. It is true that many of these articles have merged into the higher guardians and under the title of emblems have lost their personality. Still, so far as these articles are used to keep off the Evil Eye, their use as charms is due to their original fame as guardians and not to their later and hazier worshipfulness as emblems. So far as it keeps off the Evil Eye the horn is not the emblem of the Moon, nor the Cross of Christianity, nor the phallus of Priapus nor the eye of Bacchus or Osiris; the brass coxcomb on the saddle bow is not the emblem of St. Peter, nor is the silver bird an emblem of the Holy Ghost; the wolfskin flag on the top of a horse collar is not an emblem of the guardian of Rome, nor is the brass snake on the saddle bow a type of Aesculapius, nor is the open brass hand a sign of Justice or of the Almighty. The value of all these Neapolitan charms against the Evil Eye (like the value of the horn of deer or oxhorn, the catskull, the snake skin, the serpent's skeleton, the tuft of wolf's fur, the fox's brush, the tiger's tooth or whiskers, the small human bones sold as Evil Eye charms in the streets of Bombay) is their old-world and inherent virtue as spirit-housers and scarers. In the vast storehouse of amulets against the Evil Eye, according to Italian authorities, every one was known to the ancients. The moderns have not added a single horn.  

Amulets or guards are at once spirit-scareers and spirit-homes. How the two opposite ideas of scaring and housing came to blend in the same article, word or gesture is not clear. The two modes of treating influences seem to belong to two stages in the history of man: Scaring to the earlier and savageer stage when the influences were held to be so fiercely hostile to man that no treatment but scaring could save man from their attacks; and housing or squaring to the later and milder stage, when, in consequence of the growth of the guardian idea — the earliest guardian being the squared fiend — the bulk of influences were supposed to be disembodied spirits not so much hostile to man as uneasy in search of a new body or material home and therefore ready to turn into guardians if a suitable lodging was provided for them. Though the change from spirit-scaring to spirit-squaring may be a result of the spread of man's control over his surroundings and over his passions a second result of this increased power and control tended to strengthen rather than to weaken the horror of wandering spirits. Though the squared fiend may be the earliest guardian, the guardian idea finds a basis in, and must have been mainly built up by, man's experience of devotion and self-sacrifice among men and women and of useful and healing properties in animals, plants and stones. As the character of the guardian was raised from the squared fiend to the heroic human, the character of the non-guardian was lowered from an uneasy lodging-seeker to a bitter and unscrupulous foe. Under the influence of this change the belief that by squaring or housing them hostile influences might be turned into guardians became less and less tenable. In consequence of this change what originally were homes for wandering uneasy spirits became fiend-prisons, of which as a rule some guardian influence was jailor. At further stages of human development, when higher and more general religion was started, the supporters of the new faith claimed for their Guardian complete power as well as entire good will to man. At the same time in practice the new Guardian failed to remove the larger share of the evils of life. Their experience of the evils of life inclined the mass of men, though in name adherents of the new faith, to continue to ascribe to the new guardian the fiend and human attributes of wrath and jealousy which belonged to the earlier guardians. At the same time their experience of good luck, which they could hardly trace to the new guardian, kept alive the early belief in the kindly side of non-guardian influences. Among the mass of men the word devil has often a

58 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 264.

59 Nemesis — the fiend Envy before she was the goddess Retribution — was both in Greece and Rome the chief guardian against the Evil Eye. Pliny in Story's Castle of St. Angelo, p. 380; Valetta in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 21.
kindly sound, poor devil, nice little devil. The devil is more laughed at and pitied than hated. He is clumsy, dull, placable, a giant rather than a fiend. To remedy the evils which the new type of guardian failed to redress, devices which belonged to the earlier beliefs were either embodied in the new religion or were continued outside of its pale. Thus the higher religions have subordinate influences and channels filled with the guardian spirit which in many cases have been borrowed from the noble array of earlier guardians. Others of the earlier beliefs and practices, which the new religion failed to assimilate, have been continued outside its pale. These discarded beliefs and devices are what is known as white or good magic. To this white magic the new religions are more or less hostile, since the continued resort to early guardian rites and beliefs proves that the guardian arrangements of the new religion fail to remove or redress the evils of life. Those three results, namely, (a) the continuance of the early beliefs and practices of white magic; (b) the adoption into the newer religions of early local guardians and their attributes; and (c) the introduction of guardian influences and channels peculiar to the new religion, explain how among the devices for turning aside the Evil Eye guardian articles and rites peculiar to the latest religions stand side by side with devices for housing, poisoning and scaring unkindly influences which through the older general religions reach back to the earliest spirit-pleasing and spirit-searing practices.\[9\]

The chief means of guarding against the Evil Eye is to draw away the glance from the object gazed at. An unwholesome glance of envy or admiration can be most easily turned aside by showing or wearing some article which baffles the glance and prevents it entering the person or object envied or admired. As has been noticed in the "Introduction," articles endowed with the guardian virtue of baffling the unwholesome glance act in three oddily blended ways, by scaring, by poisoning, by housing. At the sight of one of these guardian articles some invading or trespassing spirits may flee, others may be dragged in and imprisoned, a third class may be housed and finding a home become guardian influences. A list of the leading articles which possess the guardian virtues of scaring, poisoning and housing evil influences is given below.

A second leading means of employing guardian-influences to turn aside evil glances is based on the protecting power of the higher religious guardians. This influence may be secured by prayers, by uttering the name of the guardian, or by wearing his image or symbol. The practices of prayer and of wearing symbols are too common and widespread to require illustration.\[68\] The following are examples of the use of the Guardian's name : In Egypt, Turkey, Palestine, Algiers, Greece and Spain, if you praise a child you must say: — "God keep it."\[92\] The Turkish, Persian or Indian Musalmán, when his child or his belongings are praised says: — "Má-shá-állah, what God wishes (happens)."\[96\] The Italian, if his health is praised, says: — "Thanks to God," if her child is praised an Italian nurse says: — "Thank God."\[91\] Zoroaster (B. C. 600) ordered the Persians, when they saw a pleasing object, to say over it the name of God.\[82\]

(To be continued.)

\[67\] In Italy, the belief in white magic, le magie bianca, is shown by the eager resort to white witches for advice regarding lucky tickets in Government lotteries. Here's Cities of Southern Italy, p. 4. The blending of the use of the earliest charms against the Evil Eye with the highest ceremonies of the Christian religion is shown at Naples during any serious eruption of Vesuvius. The continued strength of the early idea that the eruption is the work of evil spirits and that during an eruption the air is full of evil influences appears from the special demand which their prevalence for all charms against the Evil Eye. Besides seeking the aid of charms half of the population are on their knees in the streets praying. Processions of clergy and monks carry the Blessed Sacrament or even the relics of St. Januarius himself to the scene of danger; the air resounds with litanies: never was there a people in such an agonised state of repentance for their sins. Here's Cities of Southern Italy, p. 11. According to Mr. Elworthy (The Evil Eye, p. 210) a lion with a book in its paw, that is, the Lion of St. Mark, is the only Christian emblem among the crowds of early Neapolitan spirit-scours and houses.

\[68\] As early as B. C. 3000 the Accadians or primitive Chaldeans called on their guardians to keep away the Evil Eye. Lenormant's Chaldean Magic, p. 5.

\[69\] Dalrymple's Darker Superstitions of Scotland, pp. 12, 13.

\[70\] Khán Bâhdûr Basî Lutfúllâh Puridí.


BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 295.)

I. -- The Pamphlet. 8

A Particular Account of the Loss of the Doddington-Indiansman, and of the Adventures of those on Board who survived the Shipwreck, from the Journal of one of the surviving Officers. 9

The Account, etc. -- The Doddington, Capt. Samson, sailed from the Downs on the 23rd of April 1755, in company with the Pelham, Houghton, Streatham, and Edgecourt, all in the service of the East India Company, and on the 21st of May they got into Porto Prior [Praya] bay. On the 27th of May the Doddington, Pelham, Streatham, and Houghton, having taken in the water proceeded on the voyage together, but the Doddington separated from them the next day, and continued her voyage with nothing material till July 17, when a quarter before one in the morning she struck. The officer, from whose journal this account is taken, was then asleep in his cabin, but he being suddenly awaked by the shock, he started up in the utmost consternation, and made all the haste he could to get upon deck, where he saw the men dashed to and fro by the violence of the sea that rolled over them, and the ship breaking to pieces at every stroke of the surge; he crawled over with great difficulty to the larboard side of the quarter-deck, where he found the captain, who said little more than they must all perish; in a few minutes a sea parted them and he saw him no more. He made a shift to get back to the quarter-deck, but much bruised, and the small bone of his left arm broke. In this dreadful situation, expecting every moment to be swallowed up, he heard somebody cry out Land, but at the same moment a sea broke over him with great violence and stunned him by a violent blow on his eye; the from this time he lay insensible till after day-light; yet he continued upon the wreck; and when he recovered he found himself fast to a plank, by a nail that had been forced into his shoulder, besides the pain that he felt from his wounds and bruises, he was now so benumbed with cold, that he could scarce move either hand or foot; so that it was a considerable time before he could disengage himself and crawl on shore.

The shore was a barren uninhabited rock, about 250 leagues to the east of the cape of Good Hope. Here were now Mr. Evan Jones, chief mate, Mr. John Collet 2d, Mr. William Webb 3d, and Mr. S. Powel, 5th mate; Richard Topping, carpenter; Neal Bothwel and Nathaniel Chisholm, quarter masters; Daniel Ladora, the captain’s steward, Henry Sharp the surgeon’s servant, Thomas Arnold, a black, and John Mackdowal, servants to the captain. Robert Beasley, John King, Gilbert Chain, Terence Mole, Jonas Rosenbury, John Glass, -- Taylor and Hendrick Scantz, seamen; John Yets, midshipman, and John Lister, Ralph Smith, and Edward Dysoy, mariners. 10 These persons, being 23 in number, were all that remained of 270 souls that were on board when the ship struck.

Their first care was to search among the things which had been thrown upon the rocks from the ship, for something to cover them in which they succeeded beyond their hopes. The next thing they felt the want of was fire, when they happened to discover two gun flints and a broken file, which was a joyful acquisition; on farther search they discovered a barrel of gunpowder, a little of which at the bottom was dry, some of this they bruised on a linen rag, which served them for tinder, and a fire was soon made; the bruised and wounded gathered about it, and the rest went in search of other necessaries. In the afternoon a box of wax candles, and a case of brandy were brought in, soon after some others of the party returned with an account that they had discovered a cask almost full of fresh water, and Mr. Jones brought in some pieces of salt pork, and soon after some others arrived, driving before them seven hogs, which had come on shore alive. The approach of night made it necessary to provide some shelter, all hands therefore were employed to make a tent of some canvas that,

8 No date. London. Printed for L. Hew, on Snow Hill.
9 [My impression is that this is a literary version of Evan Jones’s Account with certain “recollections” added which do not find a place in the MS. -- Ed.]
10 This is practically the same list as that given in the MS.
had been thrown on shore, which was at last effected, though it was so small for want of more sail cloth, that it would not hold them all. The island was much frequented by a kind of water fowl, something larger than a duck, called a gannet, and the highest part of it was covered with their dung, upon this part they were obliged to build their tent, for fear of being overflowed, and they placed those who could not walk, under the tent, and kindled a fire near them, but as they had passed the day without food, so they passed the night without rest; for besides, that they were sunk a foot in the fowl's dung, the night was so tempestuous that the wind blew away the fire, and before it could be scraped together again, the rain put it out.

In the morning, which was Friday, July the 16th, those that were able went again about the rock, to see what they could save from the wreck, and found one cask of beer and one of flour, but after these were secured the tide flowed up, and put a stop to the work of that day. The company therefore was called together to eat their first meal, and some rashers of pork were broiled upon the coals for dinner. The sitting down thus disconsolate and forlorn, caused them to break out into passionate lamentations, till one of them recollecting the carpenter was among them, they might build a sloop if they could procure materials and tools, their joy on this is inexpressible, and from that moment the boat engrossed their whole conversation.

When they had finished their repast, some went in search of tools, and others to mend the tent. Saturday and Sunday they found several useful things, as files, sail needles, and an azimuth compass card, and a chest of treasure, etc. The same day they found the body of a gentlewoman, which they knew to be that of Mrs. Collet, the wife of their second mate, who was then at a little distance from the spot. The mutual affection of this couple was remarkably tender, and Mr. Jones immediately stept aside to Mr. Collet, and found means to take him to the other side of the rock, while they dug a grave in the birds dung, in which they deposited the body, reading over it the burial service, from a French prayer book, which had driven ashore with her from the wreck. Having thus paid the debt of humanity to the dead, and concealed from Mr. Collet a sight which would have most sensibly affected him, they found means after some days, to disclose to him by degrees what they had done, and to give him the wedding ring, which they had taken from her finger. He received it with great emotion, and spent many days in erecting a Monument over the grave.\footnote{11}

On Monday, July 21, they secured some more water and pork, and found some timber, plank, cordage, and canvas, these they secured with great joy for the boat, though as yet they were in want of many implements, without which it was impossible for the carpenter to work, he had just finished a saw but he had neither hammer nor nails, it happen'd, however, that one of the seamen, Hendrick Scantz, a Sweed, having picked up an old pair of bellows, told them that he had been by profession a smith, and that by the help of a forge which they might build by his direction; he could supply the carpenter with all the tools he should want, nails included, as plenty of iron might be obtained by burning the timber which had come on shore from the wreck.

Thursday, July 24, the carpenter, assisted by Chesholm the quarter-master, began to work upon the keel of the boat, which they determined should be a sloop, 30 feet long and 12 wide. This day also the smith finished his forge, and from this time the carpenter and smith continued to work with indefatigable diligence till the 31st, when the carpenter fell sick.

In two days the carpenter recovered, but the stores they saved from the wreck were so near exhausted, that they came to an allowance of two ounces of bread a man per day, and had no salt pork, unless what they had determined to keep to victual their boat, water also fell short. They had recourse to several expedients in this distress; they knock'd down several of the gannets, but their flesh was rank, and as black as a shoe. They also made a float called a catamaran, on which they proposed to go out a fishing.

\footnote{11} There is oddly enough not a word of this in Evan Jones's diary though the monument was found by Fitzmaurice in 1814, who erroneously supposed it to be over the body of the wife of the Chief Mate.
When they were driven to great distress they killed a hog, but they had generally success in fishing on a float. It happened, however, that Mr. Collet and Mr. Yes, were very near being driven out to sea on one of these floats, where they would have inevitably perished. As they were now afraid of venturing any more upon the raft, the carpenter put the little boat into complete repair. Their success in fishing was very uncertain, nor was the supplies they obtained on shore less precarious.

They had now been inhabitants of this desolate rock seven weeks, and during this time they had often seen a great smoke on the main land, which made them very desirous to send the boat, and accordingly Bothwell, Rosenbury and Taylor, set out on the discovery. In about two days they began to be very uneasy for the return of the boat, but just as they were sitting down to dinner, they copied her, and in about an hour she came in. The account which was given by the two adventurers after they were refreshed by sleep was to this effect.

About three o'clock on the day they set out they got round a point, about six leagues east of the rock, as they approached it had the appearance of a double point, which encouraged them to hope, that between the two points they should find an harbour; but in this hope they were disappointed, for they found a large surf all along the coast. However, about five o'clock, having only seen one of the natives, they ventured to pull in for the shore, but the moment they got into the surf the boat overset. By this accident poor Bothwell was drowned, and the other two, who reached the shore in an exhausted and feeble condition, were left destitute of every kind of provision, except a small keg of brandy. As soon as they had recovered their strength a little, they crawl’d along the shore to see for their boat, having no other shelter from the wild beasts, which might be expected to come abroad in the night. After some search they found her, but they were too weak to get her up, and darkness coming on, they were obliged to lie down on the sand, with no other covering than the branches of a tree, and in this condition they passed the night. As soon as the morning dawned, they went again to look for the boat, which the surf had driven from where they left her. As they walked along the coast they saw a man and advanced towards him, upon which he ran away into the woods, that lay near the beach, and were very thick. They went on, and soon after discovered the body of their companion Bothwell, which had been dragged up the sand a considerable distance from the water, and had been torn to pieces by some wild beasts. This terrified them exceedingly, and having found the boat, the dread of passing another night on shore determined them immediately to return. They were however prevented in the attempt by a fresh gale at west, and before they could put back the boat overset with them a second time, and drove with them along the shore. After much struggling and swimming they got once more safe on the land, but as they had now been fasting ever since three o'clock the day before, they were fainting with hunger and fatigue. It happened, however, that they met with a fruit resembling an apple, which they eagerly gathered and eat, without knowing its name or quality. By good fortune it did them no harm, and being refreshed by their antediluvian repast, they made shift to haul the boat on shore, and turning it upside down, they crept under it to sleep, being thus sheltered from the weather and secured against the wild beasts. Those who know the irresistible power of sleep, after long watching and excessive labour, will not conclude that their first slumber was short, because their situation was incommodious or insecure; they waked however before the next morning, and peeping under the edge of the boat, they could discern the feet of several creatures, which by their claws they supposed to be tigers, pass by them to and again. This was a sufficient motive to remain in their resting place till the morning, when they looked out again, and saw the feet of a man. Upon this discovery they came from under the boat, to the great astonishment of the poor savage and two other men and a boy who were at some distance. When they had got all together, and were a little recovered from their surprize, they made signs to the sailors to go away, which they endeavoured to do, though they went to move but very slowly. Before they they had got far from the boat, a considerable number of the natives ran down upon them with their lances. It happen’d that Rosenberry had picked up the mast of the boat, and a pistol which had been washed on shore, as he went along; being thus armed, when the Indians came down upon him, and being besides unable to run, he imprudently turned about, and exerting all his strength, advanced towards them in a
threatening manner, supposing that they would have been seized with a panic, and retreated into the woods. It happened, however, that he was mistaken; for instead of running away, they surrounded him, and began to whet their lances. Taylor thought it was now time to try what could be done by supplication, he therefore threw himself upon his knees, and in a piteous tone cried out for mercy, but Rosenberry took refuge in the water.

The savages immediately came up to Taylor, and began to strip him; he suffered them quietly to take his shoes and his shirt, but when they attacked his trowsers he made some resistance, and by his gestures, intreated they would not leave him quite naked, upon which they thought fit to desist. They then made signs for Rosenberry to come to them, who was all this while swimming about in the sea, but he refused and made signs that they would kill him. They then pointed to Taylor, intimating that they had not killed him, upon which he came forward and threw him his pistol, and all his clothes but his shirt, he ventured to put himself into their hands. When he came up they offered him no violence, only held the boat mast and the pistol to him, by way of deriding the folly of his attempt to fright them. They seemed to be very well pleased with the clothes, which they divided among them so as far as they would go. They then began to rifle the boat, and having taking all the rope they could find, and the hook by which the rudder hung to the stern post, they began to knock the stern to pieces for the iron which they saw was about it. Next to knocking the poor wretches on the head, this was the worst thing they could do, and, rough as they were, they burst into tears at the injury that was offered to their boat and intreated the savages to desist, with such agony of distress, that they suffered the boat to remain as they found it. Encouraged by this placability and kindness, and urged by hunger; they asked by signs for something to eat, this request was also granted, and having given them some roots, they again made signs for them to depart; upon which they once more launched their boat, and got into it, but the wind blowing strong from the west, they could not put off. The natives perceiving that they were willing to comply with their desires, but not able, covered them with the boat to sleep under, and left them as they had found them, the next morning, the weather being fine, and the wind easterly they launched the boat a third time, and returned back to the rock.

(To be continued.)

EXTRACTS FROM THE LOG OF A VOYAGE ALONG THE COAST OF INDIA IN 1746.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

I.

Introductory Remarks.

The MS. from which these extracts are taken is, with the other Debonnaire MSS, in the possession of Major C. R. Tennant of St. Anne's Manor, Sutton, Loughborough, and belonged to John Debonnaire the Elder (vide Vol. xxviii, p. 298 ante), who owned it in 1747. It contains the log in question and several miscellaneous matters of some interest at the present day. It has been preserved, no doubt, because of its incidental, and by no means unimportant, references to the history of the period.

The log has been written into a vellum-bound book, intended to contain a MS. of quite another import: commenced, indeed, but for some reason abandoned almost immediately after commencement. The external title of the volume is: -- A Treatise of Moles and Dreams and their Interpretations. And there is no indication from the outside that the book contains the log of a ship.

It opens with a fuller title for the “Treatise,” followed by its commencement, thus: --

A TRETISE | of Moles in all Parts of the Body and | what their Signification with Relation | to Good or Bad FORTUNE

A Mole in the Middle of the fore Head denotes Riches and advancement by the favours of Friends.
A Mole in the right part of the fore Head signifies the life prosperous and successfull in Riches and love affairs; in the left that you shall meet with many Crosses and Disappointments.

A Mole between the Eyes inclining on the Nose, denotes the party to grow Rich by Marriage.

A Mole on the Nose signifies Speedy and ——.

The “Treatise” here comes to an abrupt and untimely end.

The miscellaneous matters which the volume contains all relate to the owners and their private affairs, and throw some interesting lights on the requirements of mariners in India in the middle of the XVIIIth Century.

Incidentally they afford some fine and valuable examples of the Anglo-Indian terminology of the period.

Thus, on the fly-leaf of the opening page we are treated to two nautical terms in the vernacular:

“top Gall! Sail: .... Barssubba.
Miz top 10 ... Culmegavie.”

This information is not quite right. Sabar is “top-gallant sail” and bara is “main,” so the first expression means “main top-gallant sail.” The second expression is correct. Thus, to quote from the authorities:

1811. — Top sails, Gooce. Top gallant sails, Subur . . . By prefixing tirkut, fore; bura, main; bulme, mizen: any of the three tops required may at once be found. — Roebuck Naval Dict. pp. 130 n., 131.

1882. — Main top-gallant sail. bara sabar; mizen top sail, kilmi gavi. — Small, Laskari Dict. p. 48 n.

Then follow two notes entitled “Of working an Azimuth.” These are very complicated and muddled, and are signed “Nancy,” to which name some other facetious hand has added the words “my dear Miss.” “Nancy,” however, was one “Joseph Nancy, Pilot,” as is shown by a signature two pages further on over “a, c Rupee Battle R. 1 A. 6.”

Batty or batta is a very old Indo-European word, used in two quite different senses: as an extra allowance or subsistence money and as the difference in exchange. The former is the sense here, as will be seen from the statements about to be quoted.

What was meant by “Rupee Battle” at the period of the note in the MS., in the latter sense of the expression, can be gathered from Stevens’ New and Complete Guide to the East India Trade, 1775, p. 138 ff., where he gives “the Use of the Batty or Batta Tables.” These are tables for turning or reducing Specie to Currency, by “Currency” being meant the R. A. P. of account, as is quaintly explained by Stevens: — “N. B. the Imaginary Rupee, called a Current Rupee, is valued at 2s. 4d. Eng. Sterling, by the Hon. E. I. Company’s Exchange.” Would that it were so still! The tables that follow show that when the Batty on Arcott specie was

---

1 See Yule, Houben-Johann, and in Appx. x. r. One of the best instances I have come across of the use of this word is the following: — “The labour of weighing, beating and throwing [coir] is performed by the Islanders, for which they receive batta. It is alleged, apparently with truth, that batta was paid originally during the whole detention in Cannanore, but it was reduced in 1825 to 12 seers of rice to each boat (they were manned with 18 men) for the three first days, after which the allowance is made every second day till the coir is stowed.” — (Sir) William Robinson, Report on the Laccadive Islands, dated 10 May, 1846, but printed by the Madras Government in 1874, p. 72. Here batta means an allowance in kind.

2 At pp. 76, 88 (and in other places) Stevens has an important and most interesting variant spelling, coffin: — “Surat. The Half per Cent. Vaffus allowed in last Calcutta is now taken off.”
8 per cent. in favour of the specie and on Madras specie 10 per cent. This was what was meant by "Batty or Batta 8 per cent. or 10 per cent." Clearly, however, Batty, i.e., the difference of exchange, on a Rupee could never have been Rs. 1 As. 6, as that would have meant 37½ per cent., and so we have to fall back on the interpretation that Mr. Nancy was receiving while actually employed in piloting six annas, or annoeś as he would have said, by way of Batty, i.e., by way of a special extra allowance, for every Rupee of fixed pay. This was likely enough.

Between the two notes just discussed there is a note of some purchases, or perhaps of articles received and to be accounted for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bowles</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooly Boat</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonads</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aquel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In *Bonads* we have a word not in Yule and unique as a recorded Anglo-Indianism, so far as I am aware; but I think that it is clearly for *banats*, i.e., cloths.

In *aquel* we have reference to an old article of commerce, widely used and noticed under names greatly differing in form. The usual English form is *eaglewood*, the *aloes*-wood of the Bible, given to a highly scented Oriental wood; but the forms given by Yule are sufficient to connect this name with *aquel*: — *aquila, sgal, agar, ugger, uggur*. To the quotations given by Yule s.v. "eaglewood" may be added the following:

1595. — There is in Java another sort of wood called *Aquila Brava* by the Portuguese, but it has not the same virtue as *Aloes*. The Indians use it to burn the Brannes and great Lords when they are dead. It is as great an honour to be burnt upon a Funeral Pile of that Wood as in Europe to have a sumptuous Monument of Marble. — *Collection of Dutch Voyages*, 1703, p. 220.

1711. — We had a dispute with the Hoppos [at Canton] about a parcel of *Aquala Wood* which we could not sell. — *Lockyer, Trade in India*, p. 153.


1813. — *Lignum Aloes* . . . . The trunk is of three colours and distinguished by different names in Commerce. 1. *Eagle Wood* is that immediately under the bark, and is black, compact and heavy, somewhat resembling ebony, and is called by the Portuguese, *pao d'agulla*, or *eagle-wood*, and sinks in water. — Milburn, *Commerce*, Vol. II. p. 312.

---

9 Kelly, Cumbist, Ed. 1835, Vol. I. p. 58 ff., describes buta as a percentage, and says that the Sicca Rupees of the E. L. Company bore a buta of 16 per cent. in their favour taking the current rupees at 2s. sterling.

9 Vide Stevens, op. cit., loc. cit.

9 John, xir. 39.

9 By this is meant "the Wood Aloes called Calambo in the Indies and *Pao d'Arquilla* in Portugal . . . . It is an admirable remedy against a Weak and Phlegmatic Stomach and against Pleurisy and Bloody Fluxes" (p. 219 r.). They evidently thought *Pao d'Arquilla* and *Aquilla Brava* to be two different trees, instead of being parts of the same.
The pages that follow contain washing accounts and inventories useful to show what clothes a ship's officer used in those days in the East. Thus, we find first a pencil note of washing sent out:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shirts</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>draw's</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cap's</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waiscot's</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stocks</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock's</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>towels</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pillow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quilt'd Waiscot's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blue Shirts

This is followed by a list of things "Belonging to Mr. Prestwood":

1. Quadrant
2. Leather Cap
3. Waiscot
4. pr off? Boots
5. pr of Draws
6. Hand
7. 2 White Caps

This list is in turn followed by a washing account of "May 27," and by another, without date, containing a "Check Shirt." Next, we find a valuable list of the clothing of an Anglo-Indian gentleman of the time in a list of "Things belonging to John Debonnaire August the 8, 1747."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruffled Shirts</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plain Dr</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Waiscot's</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stocks</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Stock's</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Dr</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handkerchiefs</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caps</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst'd Stock's</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silk</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pillow Cases</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>towels</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton Cap</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duroy Waiscots</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Breeches</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloth Waiscots</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeches</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silk Waiscots</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do. Breeches</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hatt...          Wiggs...          Sett of Shoes and Knee Buckles and Claps Silver
1               2               1
S. Draws         Lon Dr.         Bed
2               2               1
Quilt            pillow
1               1               1

* This is the first instance of a common spelling in this MS. Usually, following a common habit of his time, the writer spells "of" as "off," and "off" as "of."
The list completes the information to be scraped together from the original commencement of the volume, and we have to turn over to the other end for the leg, which is its chief content. But before turning our attention to it, we must note a list on the fly-leaf of purchases and payments made by the writer of the log, evidently just before leaving “Calpee” on the Heggli.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Batties</td>
<td>@ 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Damers</td>
<td>2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Howard</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 piece of Soacie</td>
<td>3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 piece of Stripe Gengam</td>
<td>5 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribbon</td>
<td>39 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Rupees</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigg Barber</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoemaker</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watch maker</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taylor</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washerman</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couley hire and on Carboy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soap</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat Hire</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This account, which is not intelligibly added up, contains some good specimens of Anglo-Indianisms.

**Batties.**

This is an interesting variant of a well-known and persistent word, *bafta*, to be found in Yule, for white calico.

_c. 1805._—*Basta* [misprint for *bafta*] are white and black, starched and foulded vrp tower square . . . *Baffata* ye Corde [score], 100 Royalls [reals].—Birdwood, *First Letter Book of the E. I. C.* p. 78. In Danvers *E. I. C. Letters*, Vol. I. p. 72, 1605, the same description is given of *Bastau*.

1711. —“Blue Bafta” are noted among “Surat Goods,” in Lockyer’s *Trade in India* p. 246.

**Damer**

is an equally interesting variant of the widely used and commercial term, still commonly current, *dammer*, to be found in Yule for the various Oriental substitutes for pitch.

1703. —The timber of the *Dammer Tree* . . . . With the juice of these trees drawn the inhabitants make *Dammers* or Torches to use in their home or to go a fishing on the Rocks. —A letter from Pulo Condore in Yule, *Diary of W. Hedges*, Vol. II. p. ccxxx.

1711. —The Houses [at Pulo Condore] were built with *Dammer Timber*, Bamboos and other combustible materials. —Lockyer, *Trade in India*, p. 79.

1775. —The word is spelt *damer* in Stevens, *Guide to E. I. Trade*, p. 103.

1780. —In a MS. list of Stores for the outfit of the Snow *Viper* occur Country Dammer, China Damer, Boiled Dammer. —*Bengal Consult.*
This is an important form of a little known Anglo-Indianism. Yule, i. e. Alleja and Soesie, gives quotations from Ovington, 1620, and from Seton-Karr, 1784. Soosy was a mixed cotton and silk cloth, but was sometimes made of either material. As the word is so little known, the following quotations may be valuable:

1667. — And two patch [double length] of ye finest with what colours you think handsome for my own ware . . . . Susse; Send per the next Sloopes for the Hot weather is coming on. — Letter in Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. III. p. ccxi.

1675. — Maulda is a place where great Quantities and Varietyes of Course Goods proper for Europe are made and procured, . . . . Sushes. — Yule, Diary of W. Hedges, Vol. II. p. cxxv.

1699. — The gold stripes likewise in their Soosies. — Ovington, Voyage to Surat, p. 282.

1742. — The following account of the cargoes of seven ships, part of a fleet of twelve, which arrived at L'Orient previous to the war will show the nature of the French trade at this period: . . . . 500 pieces, soosees. — Milburn, Commerce, Vol. I. p. 390.


1813. — Piece Goods from the staple commodity of Bengal . . . . The following are the kinds imported into Great Britain with the number of pieces allowed to a ton . . . . Soosies, 400. — Milburn, Commerce, Vol. II. p. 221.

That invaluable hunting-ground for Anglo-Indianisms, Stevens' Guide, shows that there were, as indeed might be expected, several kinds of soosies in the market. Thus: — 1776. — At page 63, among the prices current at 'Judda,' we find "Soosies, Jamawars: do, white: do Poetee. This bit of information, together with the whole of what Stevens has to give in this place, has, after the manner of the time, been copied, and not always as correctly as Stevens gives it, into Milburn's Commerce, without any sort of acknowledgment. E. g., for poetea Milburn has (Vol. II. p. 88) poeta. From the original statement I gather that these silk cloths were (jāma)wdr) flowered, white, and (pītīyā) dyed red.

At p. 72, in "Directions for putting up proper Assortment of Surat Goods for the Bussoorah Market" we find "Soosy Hamdee Seefeed and Cheondar." On the following page we find "Soosy striped," and at page 75 "Soosy Hamdy." "Hamde" is a bit of a puzzle, and may either refer to some locality, or merely mean "folded," and the whole expression may mean "silks, folded, white (saifā) and striped (shīnādār)."

At p. 81, in an actual sale account we find "Soosy Cheerendar, Soosy Chitaura Capeola, Ditto Mahamad Shakee." These I take to mean respectively "mixed silk turban cloths, brown figured silks, and silks supplied by some well-known merchant or manufacturer named Mahamad Shāh, "Shakee" being perhaps a misprint for "Shahee."

At p. 89, among a list of Bengal goods, we find again "Soosies Jamewar and Soosie sarries." This last expression means "silk women's cloths (sādīd)."

At p. 113, Stevens remarks, "And the Goods which are proper for the Consumption of Bussoorah itself are . . . . Soosy Room Shaukee?" i.e., silks of a rough texture (rūūn shāhī). And then he goes on to say, "But observe that most of them should be of purple and crimson Stripes, and some few only of yellow; but take care not to have any other Colours. From 6 to 8 Bales."

And lastly at p. 120, we have a list of "Tonnage of Goods brought from the East Indies . . . . Soosies, silk or cotton, 800 pieces."

* There is a doubtful reference to this word c. 1500, in the form soase in Lope's, Chronica dos Reis de Bisanaga, p. 102.
Gengam.

This is an important variation of gingham, an old English name, probably of Indo-European origin, for a stuff made of cotton yarn dyed before being woven. It is found in old books under a great variety of spelling. That in this MS. is not given by Yule. Striped ginghams were a favorite sort in the XVIIIth Century: witness the expression here and a quotation from Yule, s. v.:

1783. — Even the gingham waistcoats, which striped or plain, have so long stood their ground, must, I hear, give way to the stronger kerseymere.9 Hugh Boyd, Indian Observer, p. 77.

To this may usefully be added, as contributions to the history of this word, the following quotations:


1684. — The Merchs were sent for to bring a Muster [sample, pattern] of Ginghams proper for ye Amoy Merch's Voyage to Sumatra. — Pringle, Med. Consul. for 1684, p. 94.


Herba.

Though this, so far as I know, hitherto unnoticed Anglo-Indianism, does not occur in the MS., it turns up in a quotation I have to give regarding Gingham, thus:


1725. — The returns that are injurious to our manufactures, or growth of our own country, are printed calicoes, chintz, wrought silks, stuffs of herba and barks. — Defoe, New Voyage round the World, p. 161, in Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s. v. chintz.


Herba, however, was not a kind of grass, as Hamilton says, but only our now familiar substance "tussore and tussur (tasar) silk," as the following quotations will sufficiently prove:

1876. — About Hogley there live many weavers, who weave cotton cloth and cotton and teller (silk), or Herba, of several sorts. — Clavell's Account of the Trade of the Hogley in Yule, Diary of W. Hodges, Vol. II. p. ccxxix.

1876. — And the Raja of Tillibich Runbug, his country lying near this place, where the greatest quantity of Teller or Herba is procurable, a Settlement was thought the more convenient, because Gingham, Herba Taffety, Herba Lungee, and other sorts of Herba Goods might be made near and brought hither, and none so good Herba Goods procurable. — Account of the Trade of Tussore in Yule, Diary of W. Hodges, Vol. II. p. ccxv.

9 An English drapers' corruption of "Cashmere," based on a false analogy of the old English term kersey for a woollen cloth. Yule, s. v.
The following quotation takes herba back a whole century earlier:

"Since it appears from Colonel Temple's remarks that the word 'erba' is of some interest, I transcribe the passage from Cesari dei Federici in which it occurs: — 1565. — 'assai panni de erba, qual è una seta che nasce nei boschi senza fatica alcuna de gli hunomini, solo quando le boocole sono fatte, e sono grosse, come ogni grossa naranza, hanno pensiero d'andare a raccoglierle.'"

This description makes it quite clear that 'erba' was tussur silk. — Sir C. C. Stevens in J. S. Arts, Vol. XLVII. p. 648.

At the same time I would point out that, though the expression 'qual è una seta' shows that Federici knew that the substance was silk, the Italian word 'erba' is ordinarily 'grass,' whence possibly Hamilton's mistake.

Payments.

The entry "1 Rupees 1-1-8." is an interesting reference to the account keeping of the period, and no doubt describes the batty on a Madras Rupee at that time, which, according to Stevens, Guide, p. 141, was "commonly called Batty or Batta 10 per Cent." The actual difference in exchange between cash and account at 10 per cent, batty was, according to Stevens, "Mad. Ru. 1 [=] Currency 1-1-7-2." So the statement "Rupees 1 = 1-1-8" is near enough for a seaman's accounts.

But the examination of this item carries us much further, for it proves that the cash payments were in fact made in Madras Rupees of 10 per cent batty. Thus, we find that this old sailor paid the following specific sums, clearly in specie:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Wigg Barber</td>
<td>1-1-6,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i.e., in cash Re. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Soap</td>
<td>1-1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Howard</td>
<td>2-3-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Shoemaker</td>
<td>2-3-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For one piece of Striped Gengam</td>
<td>4-5-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Sugar</td>
<td>4-10-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Watch Maker</td>
<td>5-8-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The actual batty on Re. 1 was Re. 1-1-7-2: on Rs. 2 was Rs. 2-3-5-2: on Rs. 4 was Rs. 4-6-4-8: on Rs. 4-4 was Rs. 4-10-10-6: and on Rs. 5 was Rs. 5-8. So it will be seen that the writer had probably some tables of his own to go upon. Indeed, it was the habit of shipmasters and others at that period to carry such tables of their own construction: witness Locke's remarks on the subject in his Trade in India, 1711, p. 159:

"You cannot well be without such a Table, thoroughly examin'd, in your Closet. I met with several done by other Hands: but all disagreeing I calculated this for the Use of our own Factory. Afterwards the Supracargoes of the Sydney and the Queen, made their Payments by it."

The gross expenditure noted amounts to Rs. 75-10-11 of account, which equalled as nearly as may be Rs. 68-12 in Madras specie;10 and it is no doubt this last sum, expended in cash, that the writer is attempting to account for.

We may extend the interest of the accounts further by calculating that, at 2s. 4d. for the Rupee of account, the money spent reached £3-16-7 sterling.

---

10 The actual batty, as calculated by Stevens' Tables, on Rs. 68-12, Madras specie, is Rs. 75-10 of account. The writer may even have been accounting for 57 pagodas spent in petty cash.
Couley.

This is not a common, though at the same time not a new, form for cooly, mde Yule. Here is an interesting use of this word:

1685. — For until a City or an army be intrenched out of danger of the Enemy, no man ought to think himself too to give his helping hand to make all secure, although after the danger is over, such work is only proper for Pioneers or such as you call Cooleys." — Letter in Yule, *Diary of W. Hedges*, Vol. II. p. cccvii.

Carboy.

This term, to be found in Yule, is used for a large glass bottle, holding several gallons, for wine, water, etc.

1711. — A Chest of Wine is 10 Bottles, each containing about 5 Quarts, or two Carboys and two Bottles; but of late they leave out the Two bottles, reckoning two Carboys to the Chest. The Carboys hold out 5 Gallons one with another. — Lockyer, *Trade in India*, p. 247.

1813. — The presents at Acheen are large. If you do business, to the King should be given . . . . 1 Carboy of rose-water. — Milburn, *Commerce*, Vol. II. p. 336.

(To be continued.)

AN UNPUBLISHED DOCUMENT ABOUT THE NICOBARS.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

Captain John Ritchie, Hydroographical Surveyor to the East India Company from about 1770, to 1785, surveyed the Andamans and Nicobars at the beginning of his career as surveyor. He left behind him a MS volume of remarks on his work, now in the India Office, and through the courtesy of the officials in charge of the MS. I am able to publish here that part of them which relates to the Nicobars. It is a remarkable document for his period and shows his capacity for observation in a very favourable light.

The survey of the Andamans and Nicobars was made in the Company's snow Deligent, the name of which is still preserved in Dilligent Strait between the South Andaman and the Andaman Archipelago. This Archipelago is named in the older charts Ritchie's Archipelago, and it is a matter for some regret that a change should have been made and that the name of this remarkable surveyor should thus have disappeared from the modern charts.

He was acute enough to observe and record a fact that has subsequently been established, viz., that from Sumatra to Cape Negrais there extends a submarine bank or range out of which rises the long string of islands known successively as the Nicobars, the Andamans, the Cocos and Preparis.

His remarks are further valuable for establishing the facts that Portuguese was the lingua franca of the Nicobar trade in 1771, and that the Nicobarese had in his day almost all the foreign fruits that they now possess.

One of the most interesting observations he makes is that he found a village chief on the 3rd March 1771 flying a "British Union Flag," which had been given him by Dalrymple, presumably the famous hydrographer, while the missionaries he found on the islands were flying the Danish Flag. Now, these missionaries told him that "they had been there near five years, without having made one proselyte to their doctrines." This statement touches on a most interesting and very sad episode in the history of the Nicobars. The Danes in 1756 took possession of the Nicobars for
colonisation, but the Danish East India Company sent quite the wrong kind of men for the purpose and the colony perished miserably. It was affiliated to the Danish possession of Tranquebar, but by 1739 it had ceased to exist. In the same year the Danes invited the Moravian Brethren to see what they could do, under the Danish flag, towards founding a missionary colony, where the Danes had failed. In response to the invitation the Moravians (Herrnhuter) after a very long preparation started from Tranquebar for Nancowry Harbour and there founded a Mission in 1768, which dragged on an astonishingly wretched existence till 1787. As early as 1773 the Danish Company deserted it, and after the desertion the position of the Moravians became truly pitiable. It has always been assumed that the possession of the Nicobars by the Danes was a feeble one and Ritchie's story of the British flag in the possession and use of a local chief at the site of the Mission itself proves the correctness of the assumption.

Another interesting fact brought out by Ritchie is the ill-success that attended the missionary efforts of the Moravians as regards the Nicobarese. This is an historical fact. The Nicobars have for centuries fascinated the minds of missionaries of several nations, and from the very dawn almost of European effort in the East there have been missionaries in these islands, working there under circumstances of almost inconceivable hardship and distress. In the 16th century came the Portuguese, in the late 17th and early 18th and again in the middle 19th there were the French, in the 18th and early 19th there were the Moravians under the Danes, in the brief nominal occupation of the islands by the British during the Napoleonic Wars there came an Italian, on their reversion to the Danes there were Danish pastors; and yet not one of these, Catholic or Protestant, has left any mark whatsoever on the primitive beliefs or practises of the Nicobarese.

Remarks concerning the Nicobar Islands extracted from my Journal of Surveys, executed in the Honble Company's snow Delightful in the year 1771.

It may be necessary to premise, that from Cape Negrais the South west extremity of Ava and Pegu to Acheen Head, the North-west part of Sumatra, there extends a great Bank or Shoal, upon which are situated several clusters of Islands generally described under the names of the Nicobars, the Andaman, and the Cocos. — This Bank and its Islands separates the Bay of Bengal from the Sea of Tenasserim, and its representation in the Charts hitherto published, is exceedingly incorrect. The positions assigned to them, is in general, very inaccurate, and the figure and dimensions have not the least resemblance, to what they really are. In the Journal before me, the situation, extent, and form of these Islands, is laid down sufficiently exact for all Nautical purposes; and to the Nicobar Islands, particular attention has been paid, because they are more frequented than the others, upon account of the refreshments, and Water, which are to be had upon them, the inoffensive manners of the Inhabitants, and the vast quantities of Cocoa Nuts, which are to be had for the Pegu Market.

In the Journal of the 31st January 1771 after finishing the observations, it is said: — thence the little Andaman Island is situated between the Latitude 10° 31' and 10° 52' North being in length 21 Miles, and in width about 15. It bears S. by W. from the Great Andaman, distance 99 Nautic Miles, and is a single Island, tho' otherwise represented in the old Charts. This Island is generally low land, but rises a little towards the South end and, it is totally covered with wood, and has, I believe, but few Inhabitants, as we saw no light upon the shore at Night.

In the Journal of the 18th February 1771, it is observed, that the body of Carnicobar Island, bears from the Southern extreme of little Andaman, South 25 East, distance 88 Nautical miles. This fertile spot of Land, is situated between the latitude of 9° 7' and, 9° 13' North being six Miles in length, from North to South, and about five Miles in width. This Island is very fruitful, producing an extraordinary quantity of Coconuts, for so small a spot of Ground. There are also plenty of Cinerons, Oranges, Plantains, Bananas, Yams, and sweet Potatoes, variety of Pot-herbs. There are a considerable number of Hogs, both wild and tame, which being entirely fed upon Roots and Coconuts, makes the finest Pork in the World. They have some Poultry, which being
also fed with the Coconut, we find it difficult to bring them to eat any kind of grain; they have also Pigeons and variety of wild Fowls. The Natives, in general, are of the highest middle stature, with strong limbs, and hard features, something of the Malay Cast, only their noses are not so flat. The **Language of Commerce** here, as in all the Nicobars, is **Portuguese**, a broken dialect of which, is spoken by all who come to Trade. They are extremely civil in their Transactions, and inoffensive in their manners, except in some instances, where their women have been insulted and abused, in which case, the offender has not been suffered to escape with Life.

Their Houses are all built upon a circle of Wooden Pillars, twelve or fourteen feet high, with a Conical roof, thatched with long Grass, and a boarded floor. To these they ascend by a common Ladder, and the Door is the only aperture to let in the light; they sleep in little Hammocks suspended to the Roof, the Males on one side and the Females on the other, and there is generally three or four Families to one House. It is also said, that the connection of the Sexes is carried on, in a manner, by stealth, among the Woods and Bushes; but I cannot answer for the truth of this.

**Commerce**, with these People, is carried on by Barter, and the Articles which they mostly value, are Tobacco, Blue Cotton Cloths, Hats, Hatchets, Broad-Sword Blades, Iron Hoops and old Nails; formerly, with the value of 500 Rupees in these Articles, a large ship might be loaded with a full Cargo of Coconuts, and a store of fresh Stock; but, of late, they have found the method, both of fusing and hammering Silver, into Rings and Bracelets for their Women; and on this account, Silver is become, in some degree, the medium of Commerce. It may be necessary to add, as a proof of the fertility of the little Island, that five or six ships, have been loaded with Coconuts for Pegu, in one year.

The **Anchorage about Carnicobar**, will be best understood from the Plan; I shall therefore only remark, that along the West side of the Island, the Bank is exceedingly steep so that a ship must be within 200 fathoms of the Island before her anchor is let go, otherwise there is no chance of its taking hold, except it be at the Northwest corner, where there is a little Bay, with the depth of 5 or 6 fathom in it, but, the Ground is foul, and if the Cables be not buoyed up, they would soon be cut to pieces. Eastward from the Island, the Bank leads to a considerable distance, as the Plan shews; and here the Anchorage is tolerably good and safe, but it only suits the Southwest Monsoons, for at other times the Island makes a lee shore, and besides, the Sea runs too high, for any Business to be done in Boats.

Southward of Carnicobar, the first Island is **Battymalve** which is situated between the Lat. 8° 46 and 8° 47 North, extending scarcely a Mile from North to South, and about two Miles from East to West. It bears from the southern extreme of Carnicobar, S. 18 East, distance 23 Miles. This Island is an entire Rock, covered with a thin skin of Earth, bearing shrubs and Brambles, with some Grass. It is higher at the East, than the West end, and hence obtains the name of Quoin or Wedge.

Battymalve has no Inhabitants, owing, it is likely, to the barrenness of its soil, and before I went there, it was believed there was no soundings or Anchoring Ground about it. The next Island to the Southward of Battymalve is **Chowry**, and the Journal of the 24th February says, that it lies in the Lat. 8° 28 North, and that these Islands bear from one another S. 32 E. and contra, distance 19 Nautical Miles. Chowry is a small square Garden in the Sea, extending scarcely half a League, either way. It is raised about 5 or 6 feet above the surface of the Water, and is every where level, except at the extreme South East corner, where a square mass of Rock rises perpendicular from the Water's edge, and is elevated above the level of the Island, some fifty foot; its top is flat, and the sides towards the Island, a little sloping, with a strong Coat of Earth, producing the finest Citron, Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees. The level part of the Island, is one continued Coconut Grove, intermixed with some Plantain and Banana Trees, under which are placed the habitations of the Natives, and where also grow plenty of Yams and sweet Potatoes; In a word, this is a little Fairy Land; for nothing can be more romantic, than its situation, with the prospect of it's circumjacent
Islands. The Inhabitants of Chowry, are the tallest of all the Nicobarians which I have seen; They are strong, healthy and Industrious; for upon this little spot, they manufacture Earthen Ware, for almost all the other Islands. They have plenty of Hogs and Fowls, considering the small extent of Ground; and what is really surprising, they informed us, they could load two large Ships, annually, with Cocoa-Nuts, besides having sufficient for their own consumption, but they were sorry that seldom any Ship anchored at the Island, probably on account of it's being so small.

The Western extreme of Chowry and of Teressa, it's Neighbor, bear South 9° Eastward, and opposite and the nearest between them, is 5 Nautical Miles, but the body of the Islands, bear from one another, 8° 28' East and Contra. In the Journal of 26th February it is said, Teressa is situated between the Lat. 18° 12' and 8° 22' North. It is long, narrow, and bending almost into the segment of a circle. It extend's Northwest, and South East, and by it's bending, is near 15 Miles long — it's greatest width is at the North end and is something more than 5 Miles. The North end is mountainous, the middle low, and it rises again to the South eastward; so, that at a considerable distance, it appear's like two Islands. This Island is inhabited, but not numerous, compared with it's extent and with the other Islands. The Bank of Soundings is very steep, and except near the South east end, a ship must be very close to the Island, before she can get anchoring ground, on the West side. To the Eastward, we were prevented from examining it, by the Currents.

The Island Bompoka, lies directly East from the Southern extreme of Teressa, and is separated from that Island, by a Channel, scarcely two Miles broad. It is an entire Hill, having a Base of half a League from North to South, and scarcely a Mile from East to West; it's top is a sharp ridge, running North and South, about half of the length of it's base, and from thence all it's sides slope regularly down to the sea. The Ladies of Bompoka are esteemed the fairest, and best proportioned, of all the Nicobarians; hence they are frequently carried off by Nocturnal Adventurers, to all the other Islands near them; several Expeditions of this sort, were set on foot from Camorta, while we were in Noccovery Harbour, but they told us, all were not successful.

Directly East from the Body of the little Island Chowry lies the highest peak upon the Island Tillangchong, and at 36 miles distance from one another; the Peak is of considerable height, and can be distinctly seen from Chowry in clear weather. Tillangchong lie's between the Latitude 8° 25' and 8° 33' North. I mean the principal Island, for there are several small one's, about it's West side and south end, reaching to the Lat. 8° 22' North. This Island extend's North and South about 8 miles, but is not more than 2 Miles broad any where. It is a high craggy ridge of Rocks with some Shrubs and Bushes upon it, and has no Inhabitants, but such as are banished to it from the other Islands, for capital Crimes. The Journal of the 2nd March 1771, observes that the East and West sides of this rugged Mountains, are very steep, that it resembles the comb of a Cock, with the ridge so sharp, that, apparently, a Man could scarcely have room to stand upon it. Along the East side of this Island, there is no ground at 100 Fathoms deep, within a Boat's length of the rocky shore, but on the West side, there is good anchoring, in 40 fathoms, at a moderate distance from the Shore, the bottom, fair Sand with sprigs of Corellan.

From Tillangchong, the Bank of Soundings and of Anchoring ground is continued to the Southward to the Islands Camorta, Tincatty, and Noncover, a circumstance well worth notice. I have marked the Tracts we went between these Islands, with the depths of Water, we had upon my Plan of them; a knowledge of which would be particularly useful, to those who might happen to be entangled among these Islands in calm weather and strong Currents.

At the Eastern entrance of Noncover Harbor, the Peak upon Tillangchong is seen, bearing No. 8° East, distance 26 Nautical Miles, and the same Peak is also seen from the North east extremity of Katchall, bearing No. 28° East, distance about 30 Miles; the former of these bearings passe's between Camorta and Trincatty; and the latter comprehend's in the same Line, a high Rock, which lies detached from the Northwest part of Camorta, upon a shoal reef, of considerable extent.

Trincatty is a level Island, raised only a few feet above the Sea; it lies along the East side of Camorta, from which it is separated by a Channel scarce a Mile in Width, and so shoal, as hardly to
admit of Boats passing thro' at its North end; the Island is totally covered with Coconut and Beetle Nut Trees, the last of which, is suffered to drop off and perish in the husks, there being no foreign demand for this Article.

The Islands Noncovery and Comorta seem to be one and the same mass; a chasm in which form's the excellent Harbor of Noncovery. These Islands extend North and South, from the Lat. 7° 54' to 8° 14' North, their breadth is various, but scarcely 6 Miles any where. The Land has considerable variety of Hill and Dale, woody and clear; but like all the other Islands, it is no where cultivated.

The Harbour of Noncovery (say's the Journal of the 18th March 1771) is situated in the 8th Degree North Latitude and has two Mouths, or entrances, one to the Eastward, another to the Westward. The Western Entrance is between two very high Lands, like a Gate way, having the Island Katchall in front, so that it cannot be seen, until we are just about to turn in towards it. This Entrance is not much more than a Cable length wide in the clear, and has 40 fathoms Water in it, altho' there is considerable less, both within and without. The Eastern entrance, is not much broader than the other, although at first sight, it appears otherwise. This is occasioned by Shelves of Rocks which project from the Land, on both sides and straiten the passage considerably. The least depth of Water in this Passage, is 5 fathoms at half ebb, and this too only between the point of Trincatty Island and the entrance; for when we are into the entrance, it soon deepens into 8, 9 and 10 fathoms, with a fine soft bottom.

The Eastern part of Noncovery Harbor, is somewhat in the form of an oblique Cross, (thence called Cross Harbor) the western part is a large Basin, of a square form, with indented sides, where a very large Fleet of Ships may be moored secure from every wind, even in the most tempestuous season of the year. The Eastern part, or Cross Harbour, is very fit for Careening or heaving down ships of any dimensions; for in it, the water is always smooth, and there are shelves of Rocks, with five Fathom Water, within a Boat's length of them, which, with little trouble, might be made to answer all the purposes of Careening Wharfs. At the extremity of the Southern Branch of the Cross, there is a Spring of fine fresh Water, which issues from the Hill above, and falls into the Harbour, by a winding passage. No pains has ever been taken, to clear the way to the Spring Head nor has any excavation been made to serve as a Reservoir for the Water below; but a very little trouble would make it an excellent watering place.

In Noncovery Harbour, half an hour after 9 o'clock, makes high water upon full and change days of the Moon; and it rises and falls 8 or 9 feet. The flood came in strong from the Eastward and ebb'd to the Westward; so that the cause of the rise and fall of the Water, seemed to be no other, than a slack in the motion of a general Current among the Islands. However, I suspect, that in the opposite Monsoon, the flood comes in, contrary way; and, that if there is ever a regular return of the Tides, it must be, while the general Current of the Water, is at a stand. The variation of the Needle here, by the Medium of two Azimuths, and an amplitude of the Sun, very accurately observed, is 1, 49, 40 North Easterly, agreeing exactly with similar observations made at Nar-candam in the Sea of Tennesserim.

It may be safely affirmed, that Noncovery Harbour is naturally, one of the best War Harbours in the World. No ships can be wind bound, a moment, for one of it's mouths will always have a fair or a leading wind; and of course, ships may enter in at all times, for the same reasons. My Plan of the Place will shew this better, than any description I can give, in favor of, which I have only to add, that it is the result of a Geometrical Survey.

No Place can be naturally better disposed to be fortified, than this Harbour, as may be gathered from this short account and from my Plan of it. I shall therefore only take notice of a few favorable circumstances on this subject; just to shew, that the Marine Engineer might here have full scope, to exercise his Talent, at very little cost; and that Naval Commanders might easily prevent surprise or insult, from an Enemy, while their ships were in the art of repairing or refitting.
The Western Entrance, it has been observed, is between two very high Lands. Batteries erected upon these, in a very elevated situation, would oblige an Enemy (if they entered in at all) to enter between two plunging fires, at not more than point-blank-shot distance; and at the same time, none of the Guns could be brought to bear upon the Batteries; add to this, that the passage could easily be shut, with a Boom, which, if properly placed, a ship could by no means be brought to strike it in a perpendicular direction; and an oblique stroke, would inevitably throw her upon the Rocks, without bursting the Boom. What has been said of shutting the Western Entrance with a Boom, is equally applicable to the Eastern one. But here the Land, not being so high, Batteries would not have such an advantage, in point of elevation, altho' they would be near enough, as to distance. There is, however, an advantage to be had here, which cannot be obtained to the Westward and it is this. The Point of Land which separates the two Harbours on the South side, is of a considerable height and almost directly facing the Eastern Entrance. If upon this, a Battery of heavy Cannon were placed, it would rake or enfilade the passage, consequently a Ship would be thrown into the most critical of situations, which is that of being confined in a narrow passage, and exposed to a raking fire, without a possibility of returning it with effect. All the materials necessary to building, are upon the spot, at Noncovery. Thus, about the Western side of the Harbour, there is a variety of large Timber, very near the Water, which, altho' perhaps not of the best quality, would no doubt answer every temporary purpose. Sea shells to make Lime, may be had in any quantity, and Wood to burn them is at hand; and almost every stone is Lime stone so that Instruments only, are wanted, and Hands to use them.

Upon entering Noncovery Harbour at first (which was upon 3rd March 1771) I was a little surprised to find a British Union Flag, flying upon the South side of the Eastern Entrance; and at a small distance from it, Danish Colours, also hoisted. Shortly after we anchored, one of the Natives came on board, and told us, that he was the principal Man of the Place; that the Union Flag, was his Colours, and that he had obtained it from Mr. Dalrymple, some years ago. Upon my asking him, whether his Flag was near wore out, and if he would have another, (at the same time, showing him a new one, of the same sort) He answered "No;— my flag is a very good one, and I like it, because I have had it a long time."

The Danish Flag was hoisted at a little village, called Ennam, by some Missionaries who told me, they had been there near five Years, without having made one proselyte to their Doctrine; a striking proof of the slow progress of Religion among an unlettered People, when stripped of all its Ornaments and trappings.

But of the Nicobarians, I have to observe, that I never saw the least appearance of any religious ceremony among them; and if we may judge from the above-mentioned trial, there probably never will; unless it be first imposed by the Sword, and afterwards followed from habit; as was the Case with Mahomediaism. An uneducated mind grasps at no novelty, and searches after no truth, which is not an object of the senses.

S. S. E. from Noncovery lie the great Nicobar Islands, called by the Natives Sambel-long. This term should seem to imply, that there are nine of them; but I cannot assert this as a fact; for the boisterous weather put an end to our enquiries, before we could finish them; However, such of them as we saw, are inserted in the general Plan.

The principal Islands are two, the great and little Sambel-long, of which the Southermost is the largest, and indeed, the largest of all the Nicobar Islands; being about seven Leagues long; and is of a triangular form. To the Northward of little Sambel-long, is a Bank of fine Soundings, on which are situated the three little Islands; Meroe, Trice and Track, as per Plan.

The North or little Sambel-long is very mountainous, and appears like a heap of irregular Hills, piled upon one another, and totally covered with Timber.

The Passage between this Island and Noncovery, is called Sombreze [Sombrero] Channel, and is much used by shipping, being about ten Leagues over. The passage between the Sambelongs is called St. George's Channel, and is now totally disused, there being very foul ground, and strong
currents in it. Along the west side of the great Sambelong, there is a Bank of Soundings of considerable extent, but it cannot be recommended as an Anchoring ground, it being generally broken into Overfalls and foul bottom. The first Adventurers to India had frequented these Islands much for refreshment; and particularly the Portuguese, who have left their Language as a proof of it—but of late, it has been discovered, that the largest of these Islands, are by no means the most valuable or commodious. The truth is, that Nonsovery, as a National concern, is worth all the others taken together, and if it's central position be considered, with respect to the British possessions and settlements in India, it will, perhaps, not be absurd to say, that it may become an object of great contention.

(Signed) John Ritchie.

SOME ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE TAKING OF MADRAS IN 1746 BY LA BOURDONNAIS.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

While editing a MS. log of the ship Wake (see ante, p. 330,) of a voyage round the Indian Coasts in 1746 from the Hooghiby to Tellicherry, in which is an account of the taking of Madras, I came across the following letters relating to that event in the Bengal Public Consultations for that year. As they are of general interest I publish them here. They refer to well known facts of history, and require no further explanation.

No. 1.

Fort William, 1746, October 8th.

Ballasore Letter with account of the taking of Madras.

On the 6th Inst, at Night, Received a Letter from Mr. Altham Chief at Ballasore dated the 30th Ult., advising the receipt of ours of the 11th Inst. He is sorry to Acquaint us that Monr. Dumont Super Cargo of a Dutch Surat Ship, which lost her Passage Last year, came a Shore there that day for a Pilot to Carry him up to Town, and told him he Left Madras the 18th Ult. O. S.; which Monr, L'Bourdonnais had then been in Possession of Nine Days: that he brought Ten Ships before it and Landed 2000 Men, with which he Attacked the Town in three places, and after a Seige of 6 days the Garrison surrendered Prisoners of War; all the Black People having deserted the Town and Even Most of the Servants: so that they were three day's in the greatest distress for Water and Provisions and that our Soldiers were likewise very Mutinous. That the Governor and Council had ransomed the Town with half the Artillery and Ammunition for (1,100,000) 11 Lack of Pagodas, one half to be paid in India the other in Europe, for which they were to take with them Two Gentlemen of Council, two Senior Merchants and one of Government Morse's Children as Hostages and the Place was to be restored on the 30th September with all the Prisoners on Parole of not Acting on the offensive part during the War, and that they are to Carry off all the Company's Goods, the Princess Mary, the Company's Benecoolen Ship and a Brigantine. He also assures him that there is another French Squadron of 7 Ships, which arrived at Maybo [Mahb] the 1st September O. S. and the 15th Do. at Pondicherry: one of them Mounts 80 Guns, 4 of 60 Guns each and two Privateers, one of 40 and the other 50 Guns, so that they had no part in taking Madras. Monr. Dumont also says that Monr. L'Bourbonnais is Acquainted that the English Squadron is come down to the Bay by Intercepting a Letter after taking the Place, which Mr. Peyton sent from Pullicat to Mr. Morse, wherein he mentioned his said purpose.

Mr. Humphries Cole being come from Madras of his own accord on a Dutch Ship, now waited on us, and the above Letter being read to him, he Confirmed the contents of it in all the material particulars.
No. II.

Fort William, October 21st, 1746.

Vizagapatam Letter.

This Day received a Letter from Mr. Richard Price Chief, etca., Council at Vizagapatam dated the 24th Sep. Acquainting us that it is with Inexpressible Concern they are obliged to advise us that Madras is taken by the French: that they attacked it the 4th Inst. by Sea and Land and the place surrendered the 10th; that it is said they flung about 500 Shells into the Town which did Little or no damage and only 4 or 5 Men were killed. Sixty Eight of the Military and Gunroom People made their Escape just as the Enemy entered the Town and got on board the Vernon, then laying at Pullicat, who has since bro't them to their place. They Expect to hear (every moment) they are in Possession of Fort St. Davids, and if the season will permit 'tis probable they shall see them there; that they shall do their utmost to defend their Place, but as they are very low in Cash and their Expenses increased by the abovementioned number of Europeans they shall be under a Necessity of making Application to us for Supply's, which they hope We will be able to Send them (if not prevented by the Enemy) in December.

No. III.

Fort William, November 14th, 1746.

Vizagapatam Letter.

Yesterday We received a Letter from Mr. Richd. Prince, Chief, etca., Council at Vizagapatam dated the 18th Ulto., informing us they have received no advice's from Madras since it was taken by the French, nor from Fort St. Davids, by which they suppose all the Letters are Intercepted; That several Peons have been Dispatched from these parts but none are yet returned. That the Moment they get any advice's from the St. warden they shall acquaint us therewith.

No. IV.

Fort William, December 4th, 1746.

Letter from Mr. Prince to the Board.

The President lays before the Board a Letter which he received from Mr. Prince at Vizagapatam dated the 29th Octr. Enclosing an Extract of a Letter from Madras dated the 9th of that Month.


The 10 Sepr. the French took this place: they Came in Sight the 2nd. Nine Sail, and Landed 800 Europeans at Cobalong, marched to St. Thomé there Landed more: they Encamped at Chittandree Pettah on the 7th, they began to play their Mortars, being 15 in Number, from behind the Garden house 10 and 5 from Cross the Bar: their strength on shore I compute 2000 Europeans Seapibs and 300 Coffrees: they have when all on board about 3000 Europeans, 600 of which were Pondicherry Troops: their Intent was to have Stormed Us by Escalade which we were in no Condition to prevent, 1000 Bombs having prevented our sleeping for 8 Days and Nights. Yet we had More to dread from our own Disorder within and want of Government and Council than from the Enemy without: the French have hitherto been Extremely Civil with respect to the Inhabitants and have Come to a Treaty with the Governour and Council for the Ransom of the place at Eleven Laack of Pagodas payable in 3 Years, half in India and half in Europe; they to Carry off all the Company's Goods and ½ the Cannon and Warlike Stores: but here's to be a Garrison of 400 French till January and I don't much trust to their faith.

On the 3d. of Oct. happened a Storm: 2 of the large French ships called the Phoenix and Duke of Orleans with the Tanam ship are Lost: on them were about 700 French and 70 English Prisoners: the Achilles, Burbon, Neptune and our Princess Mary quite unmast'd and Unfit to get Off the Coast this Monsoon, though they are trying to rig the Achilles with Jury Masts.
Samuel Came into the Road the Day before and George Bright Came ashore at the Armagon, but he and the Europeans are saved. The French ship the St. Louis the Lys and Renomaii were Sailed from hence some time before and are now at Pondicherry with the Cenitaur of 74 Guns 800 Men, Mars 40 Guns 300 Men, Brilliant 40 Guns 300 Men who left France the 16th January N.S. and Arrived at Pondicherry the End of Sept.; what News they have spread I shall not trouble you with, but Mr. Hinde has Letters from the Malabar Coast that Mention Advices from Aleppo as follows: Our Outward Bound India Men under a Strong Convoy and a New Commander to succeed Mr. Barnett, who is made an admiral, lay ready to sail; Our homeward bound ships were safe at their Moorings; Our Seas Covered with Men of War and Privateers who have made much havoc with the French shipping; the Rebellion in Scotland Quartered and the Duke of Cumberland ready to return to Flanders; Our Coast guarded with great force and the King of Prussia, having made an alliance with the Queen of Hungary, is marching through Westphalia to fall on the Back of the Dutch to force them to a Declaration or into the Sea.

The Cenitaur is coming here to take in Monsr. La Bourdonnais, but where he intends to go the Lord knows.

No. V.

Fort William, December 16th, 1746.

Fort St. Davids Letter.

This morning we received a Letter from the Worshipfull John Hinde Esq. Deputy Governor, etc., Council at Fort St. Davids dated the 11th Oct. Advising that it is with the utmost concern to them that if it fails to their share as the next Settlement on that Coast to Madras to send us the melancholy account of the loss of that noble settlement which was surrendered to the French the 10th Sept., though they have but just now got such advice of it as could be esteemed as a proper foundation for this public notice, which are two letters Mr. Hinde has received from Governor Morse under date ye 28th Septemr. and 1st Oct.; the first giving an account that they have been obliged to surrender the place on condition of its being ransomed, which they had then agreed upon and were to be signed the next day, but does not say what the terms were: in the letter he says Monsr. L’Bourdaine has made several alterations in these terms and on the whole is determined to keep a French garrison in till January; so that we see no likelihood of its being recovered but by force of arms.

That Mr. Hinde on the first account of that place being lost, and expecting daily to be attack’d, wrote to the President here desiring he would send succours as soon as possible, which they now repeat to us, as it will be in all likelihood of the utmost ill consequence to our humble masters to omit it, because they are at present stored with provision and all other necessaries. They can hold out till they receive more which without a supply is impossible to do. That had Mr. L’Bourdaine been able to furnish [?] finish his affairs at Madras in the time he proposed, he would have [?] imagine he has been with them long before this; as it is they are informed he designed it, even late as it is, about a little before this time, but it has pleased God to disappointed their views by a gale of wind the 2nd at night that drove two of their ships ashore and dispersed five more in such a manner that they know not what is become of them. That the Achilles is said to be one of them ashore and all or near all her men are lost by which the squadron is destroy’d. That it was generally believed after they had been there they were bound for the Malabar coast. That about a fortnight since the Centurian, a seventy gun ship the same force and size of the Achilles, arrived thence with a forty gun and a twenty gun ship and that it is all the force they have now to depend upon on that coast, which it is said they are to leave the 18th, but whether for Bengall or the E. ward they cannot tell. That since writing thus far they have received an account that the Bourbon, Due of Orleans, and one more are lost: the Achilles and most of the others some say are dismayed; they compute 1,200 men perish’d in the storm. That Monsr. L’Bourdaine, since the accident, sent for one ship to Madras, which was sent, but sending for three more: it has
not been thought proper to Comply with his Demand. That the Ships now in Pondicherry Road are taking in Bales and Provisions, as it is said, for the Mallabar Coast. A Little French Ship bound from Yanam was Lost in the Storm, as was the Honble Company's Vessell the Mermaid and Advice Snow. That they request We will send them in Particular some Canon Shot from 16 to 18 Pounders with Cohorn shells of 3 inches Diameter 500, Spangle Staves 100, Good Muskets 500, Cartridge Paper 2000 Quires.

The President now Lays before the Board a private Letter which he received from Mr. Hinde under date the 11th Octr, with a Duplicate of One dated the 21st of Septembr. The Letter advising of the Arrival there from Pondicherry of Mr. Fordice, the Company's Chaplain at Bencoolen bound to Madras on the Sumatra, and Capt. Savage of the Company's Vessell the Brilliant, both taken by the French, the former released the other on his Parole, who says all the Gent, but the Gov. and Council and all the Military are carried on board the French Ships in Madras Road already, as the Governor, and Council are to be, and brought to Pondicherry, but yet he hears that a Dispute subsists between the Nabobs Son and the French whether a Little more Money may not accomodate; that he can say, nor has he yet had a Letter from Fort St. George, which he thinks something extraordinary, as he has used all possible means for that purpose, . . . That there is no news yet of Capt. Peyton, That should he come into Madras road now as the Ships are pestered he may destroy them all, but fears they shall have no such Good Fortune from that Quarter but must depend on Providence and themselves, and trust in God they shall do well: the Former Accompanying a General Letter by which We may observe that Fort St. George is not Likely to be in the Company's Possession [for] some time if ever but by force of Arm's, . . . That he has heard to day, and not before, that a Sloop from hence went into Madras Road and hoisted English Colours, and by that means have taken all her papers, of which some of them were of Great Consequence, and that there were Two English Women on board, which makes them afraid She brought Europe Letters, as no Ship's are arrived there as yet.1

(To be continued.)

THE THIRTY-SEVEN NATS (SPIRITS) OF THE BURMESE.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.
(Continued from p. 294.)

Group IV.

Tabin Shwèdi-Cycle.
(Nats Nos. 6, 8, 17 and 33.)

Group IV. consists of 4 Nats, purporting to be connected with the surroundings of the conqueror King Tabin Shwèdi of Tonghoo, who was the founder of the great Burman dynasty of Pegu in the XV1th Century. Hence my name for the group. The outline of this legend is as follows: — Tabin Shwèdi was the son of King Min Kinyò of Tonghoo, became by his conquests King of Tonghoo and Hanthawadi (Pegu), and was murdered by his Minister, Thamin Sawdok.

The wife of Minyè Thèngathû, the keeper of the royal umbrella, died in childbirth and her child became King Mingaung of Tonghoo, known as Kutchèn Thaken, on the death of King Tabin Shwèdi.

King Mingaung had a secretary who died of snakebite.

Of the above personages, King Tabin Shwèdi himself, King Mingaung and his mother and secretary all became Nats.

The Nats who take origin in this legend are: — No. 17. Tabin Shwèdi Nat, who is the great king Tabin Shwèdi himself. No. 6. Taung-ngù Mingaung Nat, called also Taung-ngù Shinbayin Nat, who is King Mingaung of Prome. No. 33. Myaukpet Shimmat Nat, who is King Mingaung's mother. No. 8. Thàndawgàn Nat, who is his secretary, as the name implies.

[The passages omitted refer to financial matters "at Fort St. Davide, to stores, ammunition, etc., wanted there, and to the number of bales they can furnish for the Europe Shipping".]
Historically the legend tells a confused story. One of the results of the break up of the Pagàn dynasty in 1298 was the establishment of a small and at first subordinate kingdom at Tonghoo about 1313 by nobles of Burmese descent, which in the following century played a great part in Burmese story. In 1485 Min Kinyó of this Tonghoo dynasty established himself as a ruler of some consequence, and claimed, both through his father, Mahâthengkaya, and his mother, descent from Kyawzwá, the last king of Pagàn (1279-1298). He died in 1550, leaving a son, Tabin Shweddi, who became the celebrated conqueror of Pegu in 1540, a titular king of Tonghoo being set up as one of his vassals. He was murdered in 1550 by Thamin Sawdök, a representative of the royal race of Pegu, who succeeded him for three months only.

In 1541 Tabin Shweddi attacked and took Prome, putting the subordinate king thereof, Mingaung, and his family to a cruel death. This King Mingaung of Prome seems to be the original of King Mingaung of Tonghoo mentioned in the legend.

The following Genealogy will show the relations of the personages mentioned in the legends:

**Group IV.**

**Genealogy.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min Kinyo of Tonghoo, 1485-1530.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thibathu Tazishin, first Shan king of Pinya 1298-1312.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I will now describe the illustrations of Group IV., or the Tabin Shweddi Cycle, according to popular ideas.

**Illustrations of Group IV.**

**Tabin Shweddi Cycle.**

**No. 17. Tabin Shweddi Nat.**

He was king of Tonghoo and Hanzhawdîf (Pegu) and son of Min Kinyó. His Minister, Thamin Sawdök, warned him of ill-fortune and advised him to remove his residence. This he did, but nevertheless he was killed by his royal sword-bearer (*kalut-lewêddâ-hmâ*), who was the younger brother of Thamin Sawdök, and became a Nat.

This Nat is represented as seated in Court dress, with a sword in his right hand.

---

*See Gp. III, Gen. IV.*
No. 6. Taung-ngu Mingaung Nat
(also called Taung-ngu Shinbayin Nat).

He was King of Taung-ngu (Tonghoo), and known as Kuthên Thaken (Lord of Bassien), son of Minyê Thêngâthhu by a mother who was a native of Kadû in the Shwâbô district. He was seized with dysentery and went to the Taung-laung (Sittang) River to get his health restored, but died on his return from the unlucky smell of onions.

This Nat is represented as seated in high class Court dress with a fan in his right hand.

No. 33. Myaukpet Shinma Nat.

She was the wife of Minyê Thêngâthhu, the keeper of the king's golden umbrella. She died in childbirth near Sagaung on her way to visit her parents, and her child, a boy, was taken to his father at Tonghoo, and became king Mingaung on the death of King Tabin Shwêf. On his own death he, too, became a Nat.

This Nat is represented as a young girl kneeling in Court dress.

No. 8. Thândawgân Nat
(called also Yêbyâ Nat).

He was an assistant secretary to Mingaung, King of Tonghoo, and died from snakebite while plucking jasmine flowers for the king.

This Nat is represented in the Court dress of an ordinary official with a fan.

(To be continued.)

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE'S HOBSON-JOBSON OR GLOSSARY OF ANGO-INDIAN WORDS.
(Continued from p. 307.)

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE.

B

Babba; s. v. 32, i.; ann. 1690: s. v. 32, i.
Babelmandel; s. v. Babbs, 32, i.
Babelonie; ann. 1298: s. v. Sultan, 656, ii.
Babe; s. v. 32, i.; s. v. Buxee, 103, i.; s. v.
Kohinor, 374, ii, s. v. Mogul, 436, i.
Babi; s. v. Babi-rousse, 32, i.
Babilonie; ann. 1298: s. v. Tiger, 702, ii.
Babiroussa; s. v. Hog-deer, 320, i.; ann. 1555: s. v. Lory, 398, ii.
Babi-rousse; s. v. 32, i.
Babirussa alfurus; s. v. Babi-rousse, 32, ii.
Bâbhâlâ; s. v. Barbican, 51, ii, twice.
Baboo Trees; ann. 1780: s. v. Babool, 33, i.
Baboo; s. v. 32, ii; 759, ii; ann. 1782: s. v. 32, ii; ann. 1803 and 1824: s. v. 33, i.
Baboo; s. v. 33, i.; ann. 1834: s. v. 33, i.; s. v. Musteea, 462, ii.
Ann. 1850, 1866 and 1873: s. v. 33, i; ann. 1880: s. v. Palankeen, 504, ii; s. v. Ramasamy, 573, i.
Babool; s. v. 33, i.
Babool; ann. 1824: s. v. Babool, 33, i.
Baboon; s. v. 83, i, twice.

Baboul; ann. 1666: s. v. Babool, 83, i.

Babr; ann. 1474: s. v. Tiger, 702, ii.

Bâbû; s. v. Baboo, 32, ii; ann. 1873: s. v.

Baboo, 33, i.

Babuino; s. v. Baboon, 33, i.

Bâbul; s. v. Babool, 33, i; ann. 1849: s. v.

Babool, 33, i.

Bâbul; s. v. Babool, 33, i.

Bâbûr; s. v. Baboo, 33, i.

Babaruth; ann. 1474: s. v. Tiger, 702, ii, twice.

Babur; ann. 1474: s. v. Tiger, 702, ii.

Baby; s. v. Baba, 31, ii.

Babylas; ann. 1348: s. v. Sugar, 655, ii; ann.

1404: s. v. Giraffe, 289, ii; ann. 1538: s. v.

Kishm, 370, i.

Babylonia; s. v. Buffalo, 93, ii; B. C. 20: s. v.

Rice, 578, ii; ann. 240: s. v. Buddha, 90, i;

ann. 1298: s. v. Sugar, 655, ii; ann. 1538:

s. v. Kishm, 370, i.

Babylonian; s. v. Maund, 431, i, twice.

Baby-Roussa; ann. 1653: s. v. Baby-Roussa.

32, ii.

Bacanaes; ann. 1524: s. v. Banksall (a), 47, i.

Bacaces; ann. 1524: s. v. Banksall (a), 46, ii,

twice.

Baqum; ann. 1547: s. v. Aldea, 7, ii.

Bacaim; ann. 1548: s. v. Cooly, 19, 2, ii; ann.

1666: s. v. Bombay, 77, i.

Baqaim; s. v. Bassein (1), 53, ii, s. v. Palankeen.

502, ii, s. v. Supâra, 662, ii; ann. 1533: s. v.

Rajpoot, 572, ii, twice; ann. 1543: s. v. Mosque,

452, ii, twice; ann. 1554: s. v. Moorab, 447, i;

ann. 1563: s. v. lime, 394, i, s. v. Pagoda,

500, ii; ann. 1592: s. v. Sanguicel, 853, i;

ann. 1610: s. v. Salsette (a), 595, i.

Bacalâ; ann. 1652: s. v. Arakan, 25, i.

Bacanor; ann. 1516: s. v. Bacanore, 33, ii; ann.

1553 and 1789, both twice: s. v. Bacanore, 34, i.

Bacanore; s. v. 33, ii, twice, s. v. Barcelore, 52,

ii; ann. 1501: s. v. Bencoollen, 62, i.

Bacanor; ann. 1501: s. v. Bacanore, 33, ii.

Bacanut; ann. 1501: s. v. Bacanore, 33, ii.

Bacas; ann. 1555: s. v. Battas, 55, ii.

Baccalaur; 179, ii, footnote.

Baccanor; ann. 1727: s. v. Bacanore, 34, i.

Baccanore; s. v. Cahan, 114, ii, see 627, ii,

footnote; ann. 1654: s. v. Sindabdûr, 635, ii.

Baccanora fucalis; 573, i, footnote.

Bacein; ann. 1673: s. v. S. John's (a), 591 ii.

Bacha; s. v. Buckshaw, 89, ii.

Bach; ann. 1516: s. v. Moluccas, 441, i.

Bachang; ann. 1613: s. v. Rambotang, 573, i.

Bacheha; s. v. Buckshaw, 89, ii.

Bachchâ; s. v. Buckshaw, 89, ii, twice.

Bachhar; s. v. Budgerow, 91, ii.

Bagh; ann. 1653: s. v. Kizilbash, 815, i.

Baghian; s. v. Moluccas, 440, i; ann. 1524: s. v.

Bird of Paradise, 72, i.

Bagnal; s. v. Bish, 72, ii.

Bachoe; ann. 1643: s. v. Rambotang, 573, i.

Bacis; s. v. Bassan, 762, i.

Backar; ann. 1617: s. v. Broach, 89, i.

Backdore; s. v. 34, i.

Backsee; s. v. 34, i.

Backshee; ann. 1711: s. v. Bucee, 104, i.

Bacissa; ann. 1879: s. v. Oumshaw, 217, i.

Bagone; ann. 1660: s. v. Plainlain, 542, i.

Bagora; ann. 1596: s. v. Caffin, 109, i.

Bacora; ann. 1554: s. v. Dubber, 253, i.

Bac'Id; ann. 1869: s. v. Eed, 794, i.

Bacisi; s. v. Bucee, 103, i; ann. 1298: s. v.

Bucee, 103, ii.

Bactria; s. v. China, 151, i, s. v. Zend, 868, ii;

ann. 80-89: s. v. China, 151, i.

Bactrian; ann. 1665: s. v. Sophy, 649, i.

Bactriana; B. C. 20: s. v. Rice, 578, ii.

Bad; s. v. Budmâsh, 93, i.

Bada; ann. 1541: s. v. Abada, 1, i; ann.

1544: s. v. Abada, 1, ii; ann. 1560: s. v.

Laos, 885, ii; ann. 1606 and 1611 (4 times):

s. v. Abada, 1, ii; ann. 1613: s. v. Abada, 2, i.

Badad; ann. 1611: s. v. Abada, 1, ii.

Bagada; s. v. Badega, 34, i, s. v. Ootacamund.

488, ii; ann. 1544 and 1572: s. v. Badega.

34, ii.

Bagada-rûka; s. v. Budgroom, 92, i.

Bagdag; s. v. Burgher (b), 100

Bagdog; ann. 1737: s. v. Badega, 34, ii.

Bagdœs; ann. 1675: s. v. Peon, 528, i, twice.

Babad; s. v. Abada, 1, i.

Baddkâsh; ann. 1548: s. v. Hindoo Koosh.

316, i; ann. 1838: s. v. Coja, 181, i.

Baddkâsh; 328, ii, footnote; ann. 1508: s. v.

Huzâra, 328, ii.

Baddkâsh; s. v. Balass, 39, i; ann. 1850: s. v.

Balass, 39, i; ann. 1817: s. v. Cheenar, 143, ii.

Badakkhi; ann. 1850: s. v. Balass, 39, i.

Baddakhsh; s. v. Balass, 39, i.

Baddkâsh; ann. 1504: s. v. Hindoo Koosh.

316, i.

Badal; s. v. Budlee, 768, i.

Badara; s. v. Bear-tree, 58, i.

Bâdâras; ann. 404: s. v. Dravidian, 251, i.
Bagavā; 499, ii, footnote.
Bagavati; s. v. Pagoda, 499, ii, 500, i.
Bagdad; ann. 916: s. v. Choul, 163, i; ann. 1797: s. v. Bashaw, 53, ii.
Bagdor; s. v. Moors, The, 447, ii.
Bag-för; s. v. Backdore, 84, i.
Baggala; s. v. Budgeow, 91, ii.
Baggelow; ann. 1858: s. v. Sambook, 596, i.
Baggonet; ann. 1686: s. v. Crease, 213, i.
Bagh; s. v. Tope (b), 712, ii.
Bagha-pathra; s. v. Bahandur, 37, i.
Baghatur; s. v. Bahandur, 36, ii, 37, i.
Baghdad; s. v. Talby, 675, i.
Bagheri; s. v. Ortolan, 493, ii.
Baghira; ann. 943: s. v. Simlahur, 635, i.
Baghla; ann. 1888: s. v. Dhow, 791, i.
Baghla; ann. 1872: s. v. Grab, 399, ii.
Baghoda; s. v. Ortolan, 493, ii.
Bagt; s. v. Buggy, 768, i.
Baglā; s. v. Budgeow, 91, ii, s. v. Buggalow, 94, i.
Bagnan; ann. 1672: s. v. Banyan (1), 49, i.
Bagnani; s. v. Banyan (1), 48, i; twice; ann. 1580: s. v. Muslin, 459, ii.
Bagó; s. v. Pegu, 525, i.
Bagonet; ann. 1690: s. v. Kutaur, 816, i.
Bagou; ann. 1641: s. v. Pegu, 525, ii, s. v. Peking, 526, i.
Bagnettes à tambour; ann. 1790: s. v. Drumstick, 793, i.
Bah; ann. 1020: s. v. Sutledge, 859, i.
Bahar; ann. 1727: s. v. Tial, 699, ii, twice.
Bahadar; ann. 1877: s. v. Baber, 32, i.
Bahadur; ann. 1759: s. v. Hosbolhookum, 325, i, s. v. Purwanna, 564, i.
Bahadur; s. v. Bahandur, 37, ii, see 59, i, footnote; ann. 1494 (twice) and 1407: s. v. Bahandur, 37, i; ann. 1543: s. v. Mosque, 452, ii; ann. 1711: s. v. Buxee, 104, i; ann. 1872: s. v. Tiger, 863, i.
Bahádúr; ann. 1872: s. v. Bahandur, 759, ii, 3 times.
Bahádúr; s. v. Bahandur, 36, i (twice) and ii, (4 times), 37, ii.
Bahádúr Jang; s. v. Bahandur, 36, ii.
Bahádúr Khan; ann. 1872: s. v. Bahandur, 759, ii.
Bahádúr Sháh; s. v. Diu, 246, ii, twice; ann. 1553: s. v. Chittore, 157, ii.
Bahádúr ud-Daulah; s. v. Bahandur, 36, ii.
Bahádúr ul-Mulk; s. v. Bahandur, 36, ii.
INDEX TO YULE'S HOBSON-JOBSON.

Bahādur-ul-Umārā; s. r. Bahaudur, 36, ii.
Bahāngī; s. v. Bangy, 45, ii.
Bahār; s. v. 35, ii, s. v. Candy (s.), 119, i, s. v. Cotta, 205, ii, s. v. Jungle-Terry, 360, i, s. v. Pali, 505, ii, s. v. Patna, 520, i, s. v. Picota, 534, ii, twice, s. v. Sicc, 622, ii, s. v. Tael, 675, ii, twice, s. v. Adawlut, 752, ii, 754, i, s. v. Law-officer, 817, i; ann. 1340; s. v. Sind, 634, ii; ann. 1498; s. v. Malacca, 415, ii, twice, s. v. Tenasserim, 696, i; ann. 1510; s. v. 36, i, twice, s. v. Coir, 180, ii, twice; ann. 1516; s. v. 36, i, twice; ann. 1554; s. v. Catechu, 133, ii, s. v. Corge, 197, i, twice, s. v. Frazala, 274, i, s. v. Macao (b), 402, ii; ann. 1594; s. v. Soula, 649, i; ann. 1606; s. v. 36, i; ann. 1673; s. v. Patchoulis, 518, ii; ann. 1774; s. v. Cooch Behar, 191, i, twice; ann. 1790; s. v. Cazee, 776, i; ann. 1793; s. v. Sayer, 606, i; ann. 1813; s. v. Macao (b), 405, i; ann. 1824; s. v. Jungle-Terry, 360, i.
Bāhār; s. v. Frazala, 273, ii.
Bāhār; s. v. Bahar, 35, ii, twice, 36, i, twice, s. v. Chopra, 169, i, s. v. Dhawak, 241, ii, s. v. Frazala, 273, ii, s. v. Kūhār, 378, 378, 379, i, s. v. Behar, 764, i; ann. 1340; s. v. Oudh, 494, ii.
Bahares; ann. 1552; s. v. Bahar, 36, i.
Bahārpūr; ann. 1289; s. v. Ghiiaz, 284, i.
Bahir; ann. 1673; s. v. Rottle, 582, ii.
Bāhāsā; s. v. Juribasso, 382, i.
Bāhāsā Malāy; s. v. Malay, 416, ii.
Bahauder Jaw; s. v. Bahaudur, 36, ii.
Bahaudoor; ann. 1801; s. v. Bahaudur, 37, ii.
Bahaudur; s. v. 36, i, 759, ii; ann. 1400; s. v. 37, i.
Bahawder; ann. 1878; s. v. Bahaudur, 37, ii.
Bah-Nooh; ann. 1791; s. v. Baboo, 759, ii.
Bāhir; s. v. Bahirwutteena, 760, i.
Bāhirwutteena; s. v. Bahirwutteena, 760, i.
Bāhirwutteena; s. v. Bahirwutteena, 760, i.
Bahirwutteena; s. v. 760, i, twice.
Bahjersee; s. v. Bajra, 38, ii.
Bahloli; s. v. Dam, 227, ii.
Bahlol Lodi; ann. 1452; s. v. Rohilla, 580, ii.
Bahlūli; ann. 1541; s. v. Tanga, 683, i.
Bahan; s. v. Brahmin, 84, ii; ann. 1789; s. v. Gautama, 279, ii.
Bahan; s. v. Dialehan, 807, ii.
Bahmani; s. v. Cotamaluncio, 784, ii, s. v. Madremalucio, 821, i, s. v. Melique Verido, 823, i, s. v. Nisamalucio, 830, ii.
Bahmani; 839, ii, footnote, twice, s. v. Sabaio, 851, ii.

Bahr; 330, i, footnote.
Bahrain; s. v. Behut, 61, i, twice.
Bahrin; s. v. Congo-bunder, 782, ii, twice.
Bahrūch; ann. 1300; s. v. Brosch, 89, i.
Bahn; s. v. Bowling, 82, i.
Bahut; s. v. Batta, 54, ii.
Bai; s. v. Baya, 56, i.
Baissirah; ann. 916; s. v. Choul, 162, ii.
Baigun; s. v. Brinjaul, 86, ii.
Baignan; ann. 1705; s. v. Banyan (1), 49, i.
Baigu; ann. 1608; s. v. Champa, 140, ii.
Bakree; s. v. 38, i, s. v. Barking-Deer, 52, ii.
Balkri; ann. 1879; s. v. Baikree, 38, i.
Bail; s. v. Bael, 35, i.
Balladeira; s. v. Bayadera, 56, i, s. v. Daming-girl, 229, i; ann. 1518; s. v. Bayadera, 763, ii;
Balcar; s. v. Bayadera, 56, i.
Balli; ann. 1813; s. v. Hackery, 311, i.
Ballo; ann. 1298; s. v. Wall, 739, ii, twice.
Ballur; ann. 1874; s. v. Hull, 327, i.
Bain; ann. 1848; s. v. Bowly, 82, ii.
Baligan; s. v. Brinjaul, 86, ii, twice, 87, i.
Baiocchonoy; ann. 1245; s. v. Kowtow, 377, i.
Bains; ann. 80-90; s. v. Mahi, 409, i.
Bair; s. v. Bear-tree, 58, i.
Bairageh; ann. 1590; s. v. Telings, 694, ii, twice.
Bairah; s. v. Beirmee, 61, i, s. v. Eed, 259, i.
ann. 1510; s. v. Beirmee, 61, i.
Bairami; ann. 1554; s. v. Beirmee, 61, i.
Bairami; s. v. Beirmee, 61, i.
Bairamiyah; ann. 1343; s. v. Beirmee, 61, i.
Bait-ul-Faqih; s. v. Beetlefacee, 60, ii.
Baitnath; s. v. Dhurna, To sit, 244, i.
Bait-ul-Fakih; s. v. Beetlefacee, 60, ii.
Baittliion; 593, i, footnote.
Baittliion; 593, i, footnote.
Baitulos; 593, i, footnote.
Baixel; s. v. Buggalow, 94, i.
Baiza Bā'ī; ann. 1838; s. v. Kareeta, 363, i.
Bajansur; ann. 1354; s. v. Bankahall (a), 46, ii.
Bajar; s. v. Badgerow, 91, ii.
Bajarkī; s. v. Pangolin, 509, ii.
Bajaur; ann. 1612; s. v. Rohilla, 580, ii.
Baj-baj; s. v. Budge-Budge, 768, i.
Bajel; s. v. Buggalow, 94, i.
Bajhra; ann. 712; s. v. Shumman, 621, i.
Bajjār; s. v. Buxerry, 104, ii.
Bajoo; s. v. Badjoe, 35, i.
Bajour; ann. 1526; s. v. Orange, 491, i.
Bajra; s. v. 38, i, s. v. Budgerow, 91, ii, 3 times.
Bajra; s. v. Bajra, 38, i.
FOLK-TALES FROM THE INDUS VALLEY.

(Collected by Thomas Lambert Barlow and Major Fred McNair, late Royal Artillery, C. M. G., F. R. G. S.; retold and edited by W. Crooke, late B. C. S.)

Introduction.

The following collection of folk-tales was made in the little village of Ghazi, about 30 miles from Atak. Ghazi is a small hamlet built on rocky soil and surrounded by thickets of scrub and brushwood, principally consisting of the *phulai* (*acacia modesta*) and the *jhateri* or wild plum. Close to its rear rises the Gandghar range of hills, the highest peak of which, known as Pir Thar, is the scene of many of the local legends. Below the village between narrow banks runs the Indus. Lower down it broadens again until it reaches Atak, where its volume is increased by the waters of the Kabul river.

The people are, as might have been expected, of a mixed race. The headmen are Pathans of the Thar tribe, commonly known as the Thar Khels, and are supposed to be descended from Afghan soldiers, who came into India with the armies of Timur. Babar and Nadir Shah.

The farming class is mostly drawn from the Awans and Gakhars, a fine, robust population. There are in addition the usual village menials — Mochis or shoemakers, Kumhars or potters, and the
Lohar blacksmiths, with a sprinkling of Mirasis and Dums, who act as tribal bards and genealogists and retain most of the folk-lore traditions of the locality.

Twelve miles above Ghazi and on the same bank of the river is the village of Thorbola or "Black Island," which derives its name from an island in the river washed away in the floods of 1842. On the way to Ghazi at the village of Monat is the ferry across the Indus to the important town of Topi. Here the people are of the same race as the inhabitants of Ghazi, but in addition there is an important colony of Jatons who speak Pushtu.

Ajak, of course, figures largely in the local legends in connexion with the Great Alexander.

It was at Ghazi, which was at the time far removed from European influence, that Mr. Thomas Lambert Barlow, an officer of the Salt Revenue Department, lived for over thirty years. He was in the course of his official duties brought into intimate relations with the people and gained a wide knowledge of their dialects, manners and customs. At their hajras or meeting-places he had an opportunity of collecting a large number of folk-tales. This collection has been edited from his notes and recollections. Unfortunately Mr. Barlow did not record at the time the names of the story-tellers from whose lips they were taken down. But he was a careful and accurate observer and the tales themselves bear obvious marks of authenticity. 1

Mr. John N. N. Barlow has assisted in the preparation of these stories and the Editor has added only a few notes and references.

I. The Guru and his greedy Disciples.

There was once a very learned Guru who had five devoted disciples. One day he announced to them that he intended to make a pilgrimage to the most holy shrines of the Hindus and they agreed to accompany him.

So they set out and visited many sacred places and at last they arrived at a great city where lived a very pious Rajah. The Guru told his companions that he would rest in a grove outside the city and directed them to go to the Bazâr and buy food.

When they returned to their master they said to him:—"Never have we seen such a wonderful city as this. Everything from gold and jewels to fruit and vegetables is sold at the same price."

The Guru answered:—"This must be an evil city and evil will befall us if we halt here. Let us leave the place and march on."

All, except one, agreed to this, and he was a covetous wretch. He said that he would stay a few days longer and visit this wonderful bazaar. The Guru tried to dissuade him, but to no purpose. So his master and his companions left him and went their way.

Now just then a great burglary had been committed in the city and the superintendent of Police was in search of the thieves. When he heard that this greedy mendicant was looting about the place he made up his mind that he was the offender. So he caused him to be arrested and in due course he was tried and condemned to death.

The luckless prisoner bemoaned his fate: so at last his jailor took pity upon him. "What is the last favour I can bestow upon you?" he asked. Said the criminal:—"My Guru has just left the city. All I ask is that you will send him news of the calamity which has befallen me."

The jailor agreed, and a messenger who was sent to inform the Guru met him at some distance from the city. The Guru when he heard the fate of his disciple returned at once and ascertained that the execution would take place next morning and that the Rajah himself intended to be present.

So at the appointed hour the Guru came to the place of execution and when his disciple was led out to his death he begged leave to say a few words to him. As he was such a holy man the guards could not help letting him see the prisoner, and when he was brought near the condemned man he said

1 The whole of Mr. Swynnerton's folklore work—"Adventures of Raja Rambâr," "Indian Nights' Entertainment," etc.—is based on the oral research of Mr. T. L. Barlow, Ed.]
in a whisper: — "See the result of your greediness. Your only chance now is to do as I tell you. When you are led up to execution cry with a loud voice 'No! I will not suffer my respected Guru to die in my stead.'"

As he spoke the Raja arrived and directed that the execution should proceed. Just as the criminal was led out the Guru prostrated himself, and the criminal cried out: — "No! I will not suffer my venerable Guru to die in my stead. Let me be slain without delay!"

When the Raja heard these words he was amazed and asked his courtiers to explain the case. But none of them could explain it. At last he called upon the Guru to say why he was so anxious to die in the place of his disciple. With great reluctance the Guru made reply: — "O King! I desire to die in his stead; for the Sutras declare that at this very hour whosoever is executed in a public place shall go straight to the Heaven of the gods."

The Raja called his astrologers and asked if these words were true. "Yea, O King!" they answered, "such is the declaration of the Sutras."

"Well then," said the Raja, "if this be so, I will suffer myself and thus gain eternal happiness."

No one could say him nay. So he drew his dagger and plunged it into his breast, and this was the end of this very devout Raja to the inexpressible grief of his subjects.

In the confusion which followed his death no one thought of the Guru and his disciple who quietly decamped.

II.

The Ass-driver and the Ruby.

There was once an ass-driver who used to carry grain from place to place on his ass. One day he was crossing a stream when his eye fell upon a pretty red stone. "This will make a nice ornament for the neck of my ass," he said. So he picked it up and tied it with a string round the neck of his ass.

He went on till he came to the ford over the river Chenab. The boatman, as he was carrying him and his ass across, saw the stone and admired it. But he said nothing till they reached the opposite bank, when he said: — "Give me this little stone and I will charge you nothing more for your passage." The ass-driver agreed and the boatman fixed it on his ear as an ornament.

Some time after a lapidary came to the ford, and as he was being ferried over he saw the stone and knew at once that it was a splendid ruby. He said nothing at the time, but when they got to the other bank he remarked: — "I will give you a rupee for this little stone." The boatman refused to sell, but the lapidary gradually raised his bid, and finally bought it for ten rupees.

He was delighted with his purchase, and wrapping it in a piece of cloth hid it away.

Time passed and the lapidary heard that the Raja of the land was buying up precious stones to make a chair of state. Messengers were sent to all the lapidaries round about ordering all who had jewels to sell to bring them for the Raja's inspection. The lapidary with his castemen attended Court, and they asked him if he had any stones for sale. At first he said "No," because he was afraid that the Raja would take his treasures by force. At last he opened the bag, but when he looked at the stone, lo and behold, the ruby was in half-a-dozen pieces. Then a little voice came from one of the fragments: — "This is the result of your greediness. So long as the ass-man and the boatman possessed me I retained my original beauty, but when I came into your covetous hands I determined to make myself worthless. I trust, friend, that this will be a lesson to you in future."

1 [One of the common tales told of the city of Harbengpur, the Gotham of Hindustán, for which see Elliot, Supplemental Glossary, pp. 456 seq. — Ed.]

2 [Stones endowed with vitality, which move about and speak, are found in many of the folk-tales. Such traditions are found in connexion with delusions and other magical monuments. The sacred stone at Tiramala in Arcot used to move round the temple at night and once killed a man who was accidentally locked in (Cox-Stuart, North Arcot, Vol. I. p. 329). In the Arabian Nights the statues erected in honour of Hâtim Tâyy wall at night (Burton, Nights, Library edition, Vol. III. p. 119). We have many instances of plants and other inanimate objects, such as the leg of a bed, which talks (Temple-Steel, West-Indian Stories, p. 419). — Ed.]
III.

The Faqr and the Bhânds.

Once upon a time a holy man named Shâh Bilâval was crossing the river Chenâb in a boat with a number of other passengers. Among the company were some bhânds or jesters, and as they got into deep water they began to chaff the holy man, asking him if he could do nothing to propitiate Khwâja Khîzr, the river god, and ensure a prosperous voyage. He took no notice of their sneers, but presently there came a voice from Heaven, saying:—"Shall we destroy these mockers?" But he replied:—
"No! Rather make them sensible men, who know how to revere Allah, the Almighty."

So they were afraid and bowed before the Saint and became his disciples, and their tombs are to this day in the village of Lâliân in the Jâng District, and men travel there to implore their intercession.³

IV.

The Imâm and his Wife.

There was once on the banks of the Indus a holy Mulla, who used to preach in a mosque. He lived the life of an ascetic, and was so revered that many of the faithful used to bring their offerings to him. So in time he acquired great riches, but as he grew old he became more and more penurious, till in his latter days he grudged his family even the bare necessities of life.

Now the Imâm had a wife who was of a different way of thinking and strongly disapproved of this economical style of housekeeping. When she spoke to her friends they would tell her how the Imâm in his Friday sermon used to dilate on the virtues of giving alms and feeding the sick and needy. So she determined to hear one of these discourses with her own ears, and as she was not allowed to enter the mosque, being a woman, she crept behind the wall and listened through a window to what her husband was saying.

As usual, he treated of the virtue of charity. So she determined to put his advice in practice, and when she came home she cooked a lot of good food which she distributed to the poor. This went on for some time, until one day her husband came home earlier than usual from the mosque, and when he came in he smelt the savoury viands which she had cooked. "Which of my pious followers," he asked, "has made me this very agreeable offering?" She answered:—"Nay, Sir! It is I who have cooked it for you, and in this I have but followed your own pious injunctions." Hearing this he was wroth and said:—"My advice was directed to others, not for my own family. If you go on in this silly way you will be my ruin." And saying this he was taken very ill indeed.

Next morning when it was his time to go to the mosque she called him, but he refused to go. "I won't stir," said he, "until you promise to give up this evil habit of alms-giving." "That I will never do and peril my own and your salvation," she replied, "and, further, if you don't appear at prayers the congregation will appoint another preacher and you will be ruined."

But nothing she could say had any effect upon him, and at last he got so bad that to all appearances he had given up the ghost. So she shouted to the neighbours, and they raised the death wail, washed the corpse of the Imâm, and proceeded to take it forth to burial.

She herself followed the funeral and as they were reciting the prayers for the dead she asked to be allowed to take a last look at her beloved husband. The mourners were for driving her away, for such conduct was quite contrary to usage; but some said:—"Let him be." So she came close to the bier and stooping down she whispered in his ear:—"In a minute or two they will be putting you into the grave; you had better think better about it and lose no time too." But he muttered, "No! I won't get up till you promise to give up alms-giving." Then she called out to the mourners:—"Alas! My dear husband, as you see, has departed this life. When you have buried him you may go to my house and take such things as please you. They profit no longer your old Imâm or myself."

³ [For Khwâja Khîzr, the river god, see Crooke, Popular Religion and Folk-lore of Northern India, Vol. I. p. 47 seq.; Balfour, Cyclopedia of India, Vol. II. p. 563. For Bhânds, the caste of jesters, see Crooke, Tribes and Castes of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, Vol. I. p. 256. There is a shrine to Khwâja Khîzr on an island in the Indus opposite Rohri, with an inscription dated 922 A. D. — Ed.]
With this the Imám rose from the bier and said: — "Friends, I am not dead. It was but a swoon. This wicked woman wasted my goods, and now I must take heed lest she ruin me outright."

He lived for many a long year after to spite his wife. But she had her way till his death and gave what alms she pleased to the poor and needy. 4

V.

The Flea and the Mosquito.

There was once an old Flea who pretended to be able to bite harder than any of his kind. One day he met a Mosquito and began to boast of his prowess. She denied his superiority and challenged him to a trial of prowess.

So they found a man fast asleep on a cot and the Flea said: — "Watch how I will 'stir him up!' Then he jumped on the cot and began to bite him in a tender place. On this the sleeper was disturbed and rolled about from side to side.

"Now it is my turn," said the Mosquito. So she landed on the man's cheek and drove her proboscis into his flesh. But the sufferer was by this time pretty well awake, and before she could escape he brushed her flat with the palm of his hand. This alarmed the Flea who jumped out of his reach and thus saved his life.

VI.

The King's Son, his Friend and the Wazir.

There was once a King who ruled his country wisely with the aid of his Wazir, and he had two sons whom he trained in all the learning of the age.

But the younger son became dissipated and disobedient, and his father resolved to banish him from the kingdom. So one morning when the Prince awoke he found his shoes turned the wrong way, and he knew that he must depart at once.

Then he went to his Friend, the son of the Wazir, and said to him: — "We must fly this land at once and seek another country."

They took money and provisions, mounted their horses, and departed. After going some distance they struck off into the jungle, and at night climbed a tree where they slept for dread of the wild beasts.

After wandering many days they saw in the distance what looked like smoke, and went towards it in the hope of aid. Suddenly they came upon a hut which seemed deserted, but listening attentively they heard from within it groans as if of a man in pain. Cautiously entering, they found a very old Faqir lying doubled up like a bundle of rags, who called out: — "O ! Who is there?" They told him that they were wanderers in the jungle and had consumed all their food. They asked him to point out the road to the city of the Rája. He looked at them narrowly and said at last: — "My son, I will see what I can do."

Presently he went a little way outside his hut and blew a sort of whistle, on which a number of large monkeys came scurrying up and jumped down from the trees. He said: — "Let ten of you go at once to the next village: loot it and bring food for these travellers and their horses."

By and by the monkeys returned with food and the Faqir dismissed them.

After eating and feeding their horses the youths were about to depart, when the Faqir said: — "You must not go without an escort." So he whistled for the monkeys again and many of them appeared. "Take these youths," he said, "and put them on to the high road." But to the youths he said: — "Mind! Do not go beyond the boundary of your own land."

4 [Cases of feigned death occur often in the folk-tales. See, for instance, the "Exploits of Ginfa" (Crane, Italian Popular Tales, p. 297 seqq.: the Tale of the Two Sharpers (Burton, Arabian Nights, Library Edition, Vol. IX p. 191 seqq.). — Ed.]
Taking leave of the Faqir the youths went on escorted by the monkeys, who bounded from tree to tree and at last showed them the road. Then the monkeys came to a dead stop and the youths knew that they had reached the boundary of their own land.

The monkeys departed quarrelling among themselves as they went, and the youths found themselves on the high road. Soon they saw a great city, and going to the palace demanded to be brought before the Raja.

When they were led into his presence, they told him their adventures and begged to be admitted to his service. He gave them posts of honour and they stayed with him many years.

At last they longed for news of their native land and asked the Raja to permit them to return. He approved and by and by they reached the palace of the father of the Prince.

They feared at first to approach the Raja: but when he saw them he received them kindly, invested the Prince with high distinctions and gave an office to the Son of the Wazir.

By and by the Prince remembered the Faqir who had befriended him, and sent to try and induce him to come to him. But he would not leave his hut in the jungle and the Prince himself had to go with a litter and brought him to the city where he lived in luxury.

But this life of ease was irksome to him and at last he begged to be allowed to return to his monkey friends in the jungle.

Not long after the Prince heard that he was dead. So he was buried with due honours and a shrine was erected in his name to which the Prince and his friend made visits yearly.5

(To be continued.)

NOTES ON SOME ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.
BY W. IRVINE.
(Continued from p. 271.)

8. Gardunees [Gardunt].

Women in the Amazon corps at Haidarabad (Dakhia) known as the Zafar piltan (Victorious Battalions).

1815. — The women composing them are called Gardunees, a corruption from our word guard. — V. Blacker, Memoir of the Operations in India in 1817-19. London, 1821, p. 213, note.]. The corps of men disciplined in European fashion was called Gardoo (Yule, p. 278). The above was probably formed by adding to gard the feminine termination and.

Other instances of Gardoo from Musta n’s Seri Maluquarin could be given in addition to that in Yule, p. 278.


The crown work of a fortification. Can it be intended to represent kungur, battlements?

1801. — We commenced mining and advanced to within ten yards of the crown work, called in Hindustani goongas. (Taking of Hamein.) — J. B. Fraser, Military Memoir of Lt.-Col. James Skinner, C. B. (1851), I. 230.

1803. — Those brave fellows stood upon the goonjas for a full hour, under one of the heaviest fires of musketry and great guns I have seen. (Siege of Alligah.) — Id. 286.

10. Kummurgah (Kamragh).

A second line of defence within a fortress.

1817. — At the same time the Kummurgah (second line of works on the west side of Asigrah). — V. Blacker, Memoir of the Operations in India, 1817-19, 4to, 1821, p. 420.

1825. — It has been aptly styled kummurgah or the belt. — E. Lake, Sieges of the Madras Army, 1825, p. 156.

11. Mata Deen.

This word deserves a place on account of the following curious etymology which confuses Milhat,

[In this story there is little of interest. The incident of the reversed shoe implying banishment is novel to me. Drawing off the shoe and giving it to a neighbour was a token of redeeming and exchanging among the Hebrews, (Ruth, x. 40, 3.) The upturned shoe is used in Hind charms (Crooks, Popular Religion and Folk-lore, Vol. II, p. 34). The incident of the helpful animals, possibly a survival of totemism, is common in folk-lore (Ibid, Vol. II p. 209). — Ed.]
forehead, with Mâtá, mother, or small-pox, or the Goddess Déví, or Lord and Protector; and Dța, Hindi, poor, humble, lowly, with Dța, Arabic, faith, religion. Mâtá déns is a common name of lower-caste Hindús.

1859. — The Seikhs when ridiculing the sepoys invariably termed them Mâtá dénns or foreheads of religion. — Henry Dundas Robertson, District Duties during the Revolt, London, 1859, p. 266, note.

12. Raine, Renny, Rousee, Rannee, Rauny.

A wall protecting the foot of the main wall of a fortress and serving the purpose of a glacis. Similar to a fausse-braye. Such a wall is shown both in plan and section on Plate 31 in V. Blacker's Memoir of Operations in India, 1817-19 (Malligam Fort). The derivation is obscure. Can it be from ründhâ, to surround or enclose as with a hedge? (Shakespeare, Dictionary, 4th edition, column 1189.) Fallon evidently knew nothing of a word Rauni, for in his English-Hindustani Dictionary, p. 264, he translates, fausse-braye by Dhus, Matll kā pūshthah; which also shows that he had no definite idea of what a fausse-braye was, the word Dhus meaning simply an earthen or mud fort.


1803. — (Háthra) A renny wall with a deep dry, broad ditch behind it surrounds the fort. — W. Thorn, Memoir of the War in India, 1803-6, 4to, 1818, p. 400.

1819. — Plan of the attack at Aseghur, Section through the Breast on the N. side of the Fort References, D. Farapet of Rounse wall breached. — V. Blacker, Memoir of the Operations in India, 1817-19, 4to, 1821, Plate 38.

1819. — (Nágpur) A fine piece of masonry which I suppose to be what is in this country called a raine similar to a fausse-braye. — Fitzcclare, Journal of a Route to England, 1819, p. 110.

1819. — Though they do not understand the construction or advantages of a glacis, they saw the necessity of covering the foot of the wall from an enemy's fire, and formed a defence, similar to our fausse-braye which they call rainees. — Id. 245.

13. Sillahphosh.

An armour clad warrior from Sillah, P., body armour, and the root of pothidan, P., to wear.


14. Summer-head.¹

Some kind of sun-shade or umbrella used by natives in Bombay.

1845. — No open umbrellas or summer heads allowed to pass through the gates. — Public Notice on gates of Bombay Town, sped Mr. James Douglas, Glimpses of Old Bombay (1900), p. 86.

15. Uchakkâ.

This common Hindi word for a petty thief or pick-pocket (Platta, p. 128) should find a place in Anglo-Indian Hobson-Jobson dictionaries on account of the following extraordinary slip by Colonel W. Miles. The original passage (Lithographed edition of 1807 H., 1889, Bombay, p. 89) reads Pindârah quame st uchakkâ wa āubáshmanah.

1843. — They are a low tribe of robbers

[Note. ⁴ ⁵ ⁶ ⁷ ⁸ ⁹ ¹. This word in Turkish signifies a He Goat, and I can find no other interpretation.] — The History of Hyder Naâk, translated by Colonel W. Miles, H. E. I. C. S. (Oriental Translation Fund), 1842, p. 149.

B. Additional Quotations.

1. Buxarry — vide Yule, 104, who says "A matchlock man . . . The origin is obscure." Yule makes various guesses at the etymology. It was, however, a term in use in the Mughal army — which was divided into three classes, viz., Swadra (mounted men), Topkhânah (artillery), and Aâshân (Infantry and artificers). Their name came from their recruiting ground, Baksar in parganah Bhopur of Sâhab Bâhâr. Up to 1857 Bhopur Brahmas and Râjputs continued to be very numerous in our Bengal native army.

1890. — Aâshân — Bandâgch i jangi — Baksarîyah va Bândelâh, that is to say, Aâshâm, regular, matchlock-men, Baksarîyahs and Bândelâhs. — Dastu'al-umâl, written about 1101 H. (1690-1). — B. Museum M. S. No. 1641, fol. 586.


1767. — Buckyrs, foot-soldiers whose common arms are swod and target only. — Glossary prefixed to an Address to the Proprietors of East India Stock (J. Z., Holwell's India Tracts, 3rd ed., 1774).

¹ After my notes were in type I discovered that Rowse (p. 888) and Summerhead (p. 857) are both recorded by Yule; so my quotations under these two heads should be properly classed as additional.
2. Conjeo-cap.—Yule, p. 103.

Apparently a starched cap, but if Mr. Draper (husband of Sterne’s Eliza) had it put on by Mrs. Draper’s rival when he took his afternoon nap, a starched night-cap must have been rather uncomfortable wear.

c. 1774.—[Apud Mr. James Douglas, Glimpses of Old Bombay, 1930, pp. 88 and 291.]


1617.—Gossyes have always been considered good troops.—V. Blacker, Memoir of Operations in India, 1817-19, 4to, 1831, p. 32.


Yule for the derivation of this word accepts Mahā-rāṣṭra, “great kingdom,” as in Grant Duff. There are others which ought to be mentioned. H. A. Aworth, Ballads of the Marathas (Introduction), p. vi, derives the word from a tribal name Rath or Rathā, chariot-fighters, from rathā, a chariot, thus Mahā-Rathā means Great Warrior. This was transferred to the country, and finally Sanskritized into Mahā-rāṣṭra, great kingdom. Again, B. H. Baden-Powell, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1897, p. 249, note, prefers to refer the word to Mahār or Mahār, a once numerous and dominant race from which he gets Mahārāṣṭra, the kingdom of the Mahārs. In 1891 there were 843,735 Mahārs in Bombay, of whom 778,464 lived in the Deccan and the Konkan, Census, Vol. VIII., Table XVI., p. 198. The following is, however, a piece of thorough Hobson-Jobson:

1859.—This term Marhatta or Mar-hutta, is derived from the mode of warfare adopted by these men. Mar means to strike, and hutta, to get out of the way, i.e., those who struck a blow suddenly and at once retreated out of harm’s way.—H. Dundas Robertson, Bengal Civil Service, District Duties during the Revolt in 1857, London, 1859, p. 104, note.


1798.—The Nussebs are Matchlock men.—W. A. Tone, A Letter on the Mahatta People, Bombay, 1798, p. 50.

1817.—In some instances they are called Nusseb (literally, Noble) and would not deign to stand sentry or perform any fatiguing duty.—V. Blacker, Memoir of the Operations in India in 1817-19, 4to, 1821, p. 22.


ARCHAEOLOGY IN BURMA.

An Archaeological Department for Burma was sanctioned by the Secretary of State for India, with effect from the 17th May 1899, for the objects of the collector, decipherment, translation, and annotation of inscriptions; and the conservation of ancient monuments of historical or archaeological interest. The work, which will have to be accomplished under the first head in the immediate future, consists of the translation and annotation of the two volumes of the Arakan Pagoda Inscriptions, and of the volume of inscriptions which is now being published. It is also proposed to arrange for the compilation of an Index Inscriptionum Birmanicarum and of Palæographical tables illustrating the evolution of the Burmese alphabet. Besides this, there is a wide field of work in the collection of the numerous inscriptions which are scattered over the country, while much remains to be done in elucidating and explaining, from a historical point of view, the inscriptions already collected. Under the second head there are three stages of work to be done, namely, (i) to prepare the initial lists of buildings of historical or archaeological interest; (ii) to examine these lists in order to select those buildings which are worthy of preservation; (iii) to decide finally what buildings shall be preserved, and to take the necessary steps for their conservation.

What has so far been accomplished in the province, except Arakan, is the first stage. The lists for that division were revised by Dr. Forchhammer. In the meantime, trusts have been constituted in respect of the principal pagodas, and their conservation has thus been provided for. In the case of buildings which are considered worthy of conservation, but whose conservation cannot be effected by local effort alone, it is proposed to make an annual money grant to the trustees as a contribution towards their maintenance in proper repair. In pursuance of this policy an annual grant was sanctioned as a contribution to the maintenance in repair of the Thabyinnyu and Gawdawpalin Pagodas at Pagan. The Thabyinnyu is 261 feet high and was built by King Alangisithu in 1100 A.D. The Gawdawpalin is 180 feet high and was built by King Narapatisithu in 1160 A.D. These two temples and the Ananda form a unique triad both from a historical and architectural point of view. In them is enshrined the progressive development of Buddhism as modified by converging influences from Northern and Southern India, Ceylon, Thibet, and Cambodia; and a
minute study of them would probably solve some of the vexed questions of Burmese history, and would also throw some light on the early history of Buddhism in India with special reference to its gradual absorption by the neo-Brahmanic systems of faith.

The question of converting the Phayre Museum at Rangoon into a provincial institution is still under the consideration of a Committee specially appointed for the purpose; and definite proposals are being matured. Objects of antiquarian interest were, in former years, sent to Calcutta to be deposited in the Indian Museum. But now that a Provincial Museum is to be established in Rangoon, they will be retained in the province.

In the Shwebo district, 34 silver coins were found, of which four were sent to the Superintendent, Indian Museum, for examination and report on their numismatic or historical value, who reports that they belong to a class commonly known as symbolic coins from Arakan, described by Sir Arthur P. Phayre in his Coins of Arakan, Pegu and Burma, and adds that "the historical value of the coins is extremely doubtful, but they are probably of considerable antiquity." The remaining 30 coins have been deposited in the Phayre Museum.

At Munnywa in the Lower Chinwin district a number of images were found in the relic-chambers of some old pagodas, and have all been transferred to the Phayre Museum. In the Akyab district, four "symbolical coins" were found and the Superintendent, Indian Museum, reports that they are "scarcely much later than 800 A.D." A square silver coin with Chinese characters was discovered in the Myingyan district and has been deposited in the Phayre Museum. It was evidently used as a coin in lieu of silver or silver ingots, which pass current in the inland provinces of China. It bears the following legend: "The 10th moon of the eighth year of the reign of Chia Ching (i.e., 1894 A.D.)." It purports to have been issued by Chin, Prince of Hei Ching. "Hei Ching" means a "black pit or mine" and is apparently the name of some locality in Yunnan.

Buddhist relics of bones and ashes were discovered by Mr. W. Peppé near Pipāšāwa, a village in the Basīl district on the border of Nepal, and were offered by the Government of India to the King of Siam, on condition that His Majesty would not object to distribute a portion to the Buddhists of Burma and Ceylon. As the relics appear to be the actual share obtained by the Sakayas of Kapilavastu at the time of the cremation of Gautama Buddha, intense interest was aroused in the Buddhist world. An account of the discovery illustrated by plans and drawings, which appeared in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for July 1898, was reprinted in English and Burmese in the Burma Gazette, and then reproduced in pamphlet form. It has been decided that the share of relics assigned to Burma shall be deposited at the Shwe Dagon Pagoda, Rangoon, and the Arakan Pagoda, Mandalay.

In conducting archaeological researches in future, it will be necessary to resort to excavation. The Eleventh Oriental Congress, which was held at Paris in 1897, asked the Local Government to have excavations made under competent supervision on the sites of ancient towns in Burma. In compliance with this request, excavations may, with advantage, be made at Tagaung, Yāzagyō, Pagan, Prome, Taunggingyi, Ava, Pegu and Thaton, and also at Myōhaung in Arakan. Care should, however, be taken not to break down or damage pagodas, which are still objects of worship, or to wound the religious susceptibilities of the people in the neighbourhood.

Taw Sein Ko.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

MUSALMAN TITLES FOR HINDUS.

The tradition of the Mān Jāts is that they once ruled in Ghazni, and that Rājā Bhīmāla was the last ruler of their race there. This king came on an expedition to India, and settled at Bāthindā (Patalelā territory), driving out the Bhātī Rājputs. Another Mān Jāt of the same family held the title of Khān, his name being Bhūndar. His son, Mirzā, succeeded to the title. Another ancestor, now known as Mān Shāh, had the title Shāh conferred on him by the Dehlī Emperors. His real name has been lost, and he is only remembered by his title of the Mān Shāh. His descendants are called Mānshāhī, and even now those who claim descent from Bhūndar Khān would have no objection to the revival of the title of Khān in their favour.

Gurdītal Singh in P. N. and Q. 1888.

A BIRTH CUSTOM IN THE PANJAB.

Pānjaṛī Melaṭas (scavengers) hide a portion of the umbilical chord wrapped in a cloth among the mother's and new-born child's spare clothing to avert the evil-eye.

R. C. Temple in P. N. and Q. 1888.
OUTLINES OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY.

BY DR. PAUL DEUSSEN, PROFESSOR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KIEL.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

1. Importance of Indian Philosophy.

Among the pretexts by which European idleness tries to escape the study of Indian philosophy we hear most frequently the remark that the philosophy of the Indians is quite different from our own and has nothing whatever to do with the development of Occidental religion and philosophy. The fact is perfectly true; but far from being a reason for neglecting the study of Indian wisdom, it furnishes us with the strongest argument in favour of devoting ourselves to it all the more. The philosophy of the Indians must become for every one who takes any interest in the investigation of philosophical truth, an object of the highest interest; for Indian philosophy is and will be the only possible parallel to what so far the Europeans have considered as philosophy. In fact, modern European philosophy has sprung from the scholastic of the Middle Ages; mediæval thought again is a product of Greek philosophy on the one hand and of Biblical dogma on the other. The doctrine of the Bible has again its roots in part in the oldest Semitic creed and in part in the Persian religion of Zoroaster, which, as an intermediate link between the Old and the New Testament, has exercised more influence than is commonly attributed to it. In this way the whole of European thought from Pythagoras and Xenophanes, from Moses and Zoroaster, through Platonicism and Christianity down to the Kantian and post-Kantian philosophy, forms a complex of ideas, whose elements are variously related to and dependent on each other. On the other hand Indian philosophy through all the centuries of its development has taken its course uninfluenced by West-Asiatic and European thought; and precisely for this reason the comparison of European philosophy with that of the Indians is of the highest interest. Where both agree the presumption is that their conclusions are correct, no less than in a case where two calculators working by different methods arrive at the same result; and where Indian and European views differ it is an open question on which side the truth is probably to be found.

2. Periods of Indian Philosophy.

Indian philosophy falls naturally into three periods; these three periods are equally strongly marked in the general history of Indian civilisation and are conditioned by the geography of India. India, as Sir William Jones has already remarked, has the form of a square whose four angles are turned to the four cardinal points, and are marked by the Hindu Kush in the north, Cape Comorin in the south, and the mouths of the Ganges and Indus in the east and west. If a line be drawn from the mouth of the Indus to that of the Ganges (nearly coinciding with the tropic of Cancer), the square is divided into two triangles—Hindustan in the north, and the Deccan in the south. If again in the northern triangle we let fall a perpendicular from the vertex upon the base, this divides northern India into the valley of the Indus and the plain of the Ganges, separated by the desert of Maruszala. Thus India falls into three parts—(1) the Panjab, (2) the plain of the Ganges, (3) the Deccan plateau. To these three geographical divisions correspond the three periods of Indian life: — (1) The domain of the Aryan Hindus in the oldest period was limited to the valley of the Indus with its five tributaries; the only literary monuments of this epoch are the 1017 hymns of the Rigveda. Though chiefly serving religious purposes they give by the way a lively and picturesque delineation of that primitive manner of life in which there were no castes, no ṛganas (stages of life), and no Brahmanical order of life in general. The hymns of the Rigveda display not only the ancient Indian polytheism in its full extent, but contain also in certain of the later hymns the first germs of a philosophical view of the world. (2) It may have been about 1000 B. C. that the Aryans starting from the Panjab began to extend their conquests to the east and occupied little by little the plain extending from the Himalayas in the north and the Vindhys in the south to the mouth of the Ganges. The conquest of this
territory may have been accomplished, roughly speaking, between 1000 and 500 B.C. As literary monuments of this second period of Indian life we find the Sāhāditā of the Yajur, Sāma, and Atharvaveda, together with the Brahmans and their culmination in the Upanishads. Hand in hand with this literary development we have under the spiritual dominion of the Brahmans the establishment of that original organisation which as the Brahmanical order of life has survived in India with some modification until the present day. (3) After these two periods, which we may distinguish as "old-Vedic" and "new-Vedic," follows a third period of Indian history — the "post-Vedic" — beginning about 500 B.C. with the rise of the heretical tendencies of Buddhism and Jainism, and producing in the succeeding centuries a large number of literary works in which, together with poetry, grammar, law, medicine and astronomy, a rich collection of philosophical works in Sanskrit permits us to trace the development of the philosophical mind down to the present time. In this period Indian, i.e., Brahmanical, civilisation makes its way round the coast of Southern India and Ceylon and penetrates conquering into the remotest districts of Central India.

First Period: Philosophy of the Rigveda.

3. Religion of the Rigveda.

The oldest interpretation of Nature and therefore the first philosophy of a people is its religion, and for the origin and essence of religion there is no book in the world more instructive than the Rigveda; Homer in Greece, and the most ancient parts of the Old Testament show religion in an advanced state of development which presupposes many preliminary stages now lost to us. In India alone we can trace back religion to its first origin. It is true that the hymns of the Rigveda also show religion in a later stage of development; some primitive gods stand already in the background, as Dyaus (heaven) and Prithvī (earth); they are rarely mentioned but with an awe which shows their high position at an earlier period. Another god, Varuna (the starry heaven), is still prominent, but even he is in danger of being superseded by Indra, god of the thunderstorm and of war; and a remarkable hymn (ix. 42) exhibits a dialogue between Varuna and Indra, in which each boasts his greatness, while the poet notwithstanding the full respect for Varuna, betrays a certain partiality for Indra. This case and many others show that the Rigvedic religion also is in an advanced state of development; but the names of the gods considered etymologically and the character of the myths related of them, are so transparent that we are able in nearly every case to discover the original meaning of the god in question. Thus there can be no doubt that Varuna (वरुण) is a personification of the heaven with its regular daily revolution, and that he only in later times became a god of the waters. Other gods represent the sun in its various aspects: Sūrya the radiant globe of the sun, Savitar the arouser, Vishṇu the vivifying force. Mitra the beneficent light, the friend of mankind, and Pāśu, the shepherd of the world. Besides these we have the two Aṁsins, a divine pair who bring help in time of need, and seem to mean originally the twilight with which the day begins and the terror of the night have an end. A very transparent personification of the dawn is Usha (Uṣṇa, Aurora) represented as a beautiful maiden displaying every morning her charms before the eyes of the world. If from these gods of the luminous heaven we pass to the second part of the universe, the atmosphere, we meet here among others Vāyu or Vāta, god of the winds, Parjanya, the rain-god, the terrible Rudra, who probably personifies the destructive and purifying lightning, further the Marats, the merry gods of the storm and above all Indra, god of the thunderstorm, who in his battles against the demons that hinder the rain from falling, is the typical god of warfare and thus the ideal of the Hindu of the heroic epoch.

Lastly, coming to the earth, there are many phenomena of Nature and life considered as divine powers, but above all Agni, god of the destructive and helpful fire, and Soma, a personification of the intoxicating power of the soma-drink, which inspires gods and men to heroic deeds. This short sketch shows clearly what the gods were in ancient India and what mutatis mutandis they are originally in every religion of the world, namely, personifications of natural forces and natural phenomena. Man in passing from the brute state to human consciousness
found himself surrounded by and dependent on various natural powers: the nourishing earth, the fertilising heaven, the wind, the rain, the thunderstorm, etc., and ascribed to them not only will, like that of man, which was perfectly correct, but also human personality, human desires and human weaknesses, which certainly was wrong. These personified natural powers were further considered as the origin, the maintainers and controllers of what man found in himself as the moral law, opposed to the egoistic tendencies natural to man. Thus the religion of the Rigveda may teach us that gods, wherever we meet them in the world, are compounded of two elements—a mythological, so far as they are personifications of natural powers and phenomena, and a moral element so far as these personifications are considered as the authors and guardians of the moral law. Let us add that the better religion is that in which the moral element preponderates, and the less perfect religion that in which the mythological element is developed at the cost of the moral. If we apply this criterion to the religion of the Rigveda, we must recognize that, notwithstanding its high interest in so many respects, it cannot as a religion claim a specially high position; for the Rigvedic gods, though at the same time the guardians of morality (gōpā vīram), are mainly regarded as beings of superhuman powers but egoistic tendencies. This moral deficiency of the Rigvedic religion has certainly been the chief cause of the surprisingly rapid decay of the old-Vedic worship; this decay and at the same time the first germs of philosophical thought we can follow in certain of the later hymns of the Rigveda, as we shall now proceed to demonstrate.


In certain later hymns of the Rigveda there are unmistakeable signs that the ancient creed was falling into disrepute. A beautiful hymn (x. 117) recommends the duty of benevolence without any reference to the gods, apparently because they were too weak a support for pure moral actions. Another hymn (x. 151) is addressed not to a god but to Faith, and praising the merit of faith, concludes with the prayer: "O Faith, make us faithful." In a time of unshaken faith such a prayer would hardly have been offered. But we have clearer proofs that the old-Vedic faith began to fade. In a hymn (ii. 12) to Indra, the principal god of the Vedic Hindus, the poet says: "the terrible god, of whose existence they doubt, and ask where is he, nay, whom they deny, saying, he is not, this god will destroy his enemies like playthings"—and doubts this occur here and there; but even more frequently we meet passages and entire hymns which evidently ridicule the gods and their worship, more especially that of the god Indra. Everybody in the world, says the hymn ix. 112, pursues his egoistic interests, the joiner hopes for broken wheels, the doctor for broken limbs, the blacksmith looks for customers; I am a poet, says the author, my father is a physician, my mother turns the mill in the kitchen, and so we all pursue our own advantage, as a herdsman his cows. This little piece of humourous poetry would be perfectly innocent were it not that after each verse comes the refrain, probably taken from an old hymn: "Thou, O Soma, flow for Indra," which evidently means that Indra also seeks his own advantage and is an egoist like other people.

Even more bold is the scorn in hymn x. 119, which introduces Indra in the merriest humour, ready to give away everything, ready to destroy the earth and all that it contains, boasting of his greatness in ridiculous fashion,—all this because, as the refrain tells us, he is in an advanced stage of intoxication, caused by excessive appreciation of the soma offered to him. Another hymn (vii. 103) sings of the frogs, comparing their voices to the noise of a Brahmanical school and their hopping round the tank to the behaviour of drunken priests celebrating a nocturnal offering of Soma. As here the holy teachers and the priests, so in another hymn (x. 82) the religious poetry of the Veda and its authors are depreciated by the words: "The Vedic minstrels, wrapped in fog and floods of words, go on the stump to make a livelihood."
5. Beginnings of Philosophical Thought.

The age in which such words were possible was certainly ripe for philosophy; and accordingly we see emerging in certain later hymns of the Rigveda the thought by which here as in Greece philosophy begins — the conception of the unity of the world. Just as Xenophanes in Greece puts above all the popular gods his one deity who is nothing more than the universe considered as a unity, we find in the Rigveda a remarkable seeking and enquiring after that one from which, as an eternal, unfathomable, unspeakable unity, all gods, worlds, and creatures originate. The Hindus reach this Monism by a method essentially different from that of other countries. Monotheism was attained in Egypt by a mechanical identification of the various local gods, in Palestine by proscription of other gods and violent persecution of their worshippers for the benefit of the national god, Jehovah. In India they reached Monism though not Monotheism by a more philosophical path, seeing through the veil of the manifold the unity which underlies it. Thus the profound and difficult hymn, i. 164, pointing out the difference of the names Agni, Indra and Vayu, comes to the bold conclusion: "it is one being of which the poets of the hymns speak under various names." The same idea of the unity of the universe is expressed in the wonderful hymn x. 129, which as the most remarkable monument of the oldest philosophy we here translate:

1. In the beginning there was neither Non-Being nor Being, neither atmosphere nor sky beyond. — What enveloped all things? Where were they, in whose care? What was the ocean, the unfathomable depth?

2. At that time there was neither mortal nor immortal, neither night nor day. — That being, the only one, breathed without air in independence. Beyond it nothing existed.

3. Darkness was there; by darkness enshrouded in the beginning, an ocean without lights was all this world; — but the pregnant germ which was enveloped by the husk was born by the strength of penitence.

4. And forth went as the first-born Kama (love) which was the primordial seed of mind. — Thus wise men meditating have found out the link of Non-Being and Being in the heart.

5. They threw their plumb-line across the universe, what was then below and what above. There were seedbearers; there was mighty striving; independence beneath, exertion above.

6. But who knows and who can tell from where was born, from where was first creation? — The gods came afterwards into existence. Who then can say from whence creation came?

7. He from whom this creation proceeded, whether he created it or not, He whose eye watches it in the highest heaven, He perhaps knows it — or perhaps he knows it not.

I add a metrical translation:

1. Non-Being was not; Being was not yet;
   There was no vault of heaven, no realm of air,
   Where was the ocean, where the deep abyss?
   What mantled all? Where was it, in whose care?

2. Death was not known nor yet immortal life;
   Night was not born and day was not yet seen.
   Airless he breathed in primevality
   The One beyond whom nought hath ever been.

I am indebted for this translation to Mr. N. W. Thomas, M. A.
3. Darkness prevailed at first, a chaos dread;
'Twas this great world, clad in its cloak of night,
And then was brought to being the germ of all,
The One pent in this husk, by Tapat's might.

4. And first of all from him proceeded love,
Káma, the primal seed and germ of thought.
In Non-existence was by sages found
Existence' root, when in the heart they sought.

5. When through the realm of Being their arc they spanned,
What was beneath it, what was in their ken?
Germ-carriers beneath! Strivings above!
The seeds of things were hid, the things were seen.

6. Whence sprang the universe? Who gave it form?
What eye hath seen its birth? Its source who knows?
Before the world was made the gods were not;
Who then shall tell us whence these things arose?

7. He who hath moulded and called forth the world,
Whether he hath created it or not,
Who gazeth down on it from heaven's heights,
He knoweth it; or doth he know it not?

6. Attempts to determine that Unity.

The great thought of the unity of all things having been conceived, the next task was to find out what this unity was. For the attempt to determine it is especially typical the hymn x. 121, which, starting apparently from the hymn x. 129, or a similar piece of work, seeks a name for that unknown god who was the last unity of the universe. In the first eight verses the poet points out the wonders of creation and concludes each verse by asking "Who is that god, that we may worship him?" In the ninth verse he finds a name for that now and unknown deity, calling it Prajápati (lord of the creatures). This name in striking contrast to the names of the old Vedic gods, is evidently not of popular origin but the creation of a philosophical thinker. Henceforth Prajápati occupies the highest position in the pantheon, until he is displaced by two other, more philosophical conceptions — Brahma and Atman. These three names, Prajápati, Brahma, and Atman dominate the whole philosophical development from the Rigveda to the Upanishads. The oldest term Prajápati is merely mythological and the transition from it to the term Atman (which, as we shall see, is highly philosophical) is very natural. But it is very characteristic of the Hindu mind that this transition is accomplished by means of an intermediate term Brahma, which was originally merely ritual in its meaning and application, signifying "prayer." At the time of the Upanishads the name Prajápati is nearly forgotten and appears only here and there as a mythological figure, while the terms Brahma and Atman have become identical and serve in turn to express that being which, as we shall see, is the only object of which the Upanishads treat. We have now to trace the history of these three terms in detail.


It is characteristic of the way in which Indian religion developed that a mere philosophical abstraction such as Prajápati puts in the background all the other gods and occupies in the time of the Bráhmanas the highest place in the Hindu pantheon. Prajápati in this period is considered as the father of gods, men and demons, as the creator and ruler of the world. Numerous passages of the Bráhmanas, intended to recommend some ritual usage, describe the
rite or formula as produced by Prajāpati and employed by him in the creation of the world. Such passages regularly begin with the phrase that in the beginning Prajāpati alone was, that he performed penance and thereby worthily prepared himself for creating the different gods, the worlds and the various implements and materials of sacrifice. All the gods depend on him; in him they take refuge when harassed by the demons; and to him as arbitrator they come if some quarrel about their relative dignity arises. Into these details we will not enter; we will here only point out that the Indian idea of creation is essentially different from that current in the Christian world. Prajāpati does not create a world; he transforms himself, his body and his limbs into the different parts of the universe. Therefore in creating he is swallowed up, he falls to pieces, and is restored by the performance of some rite which is in this way recommended. In later texts we observe a tendency to get rid of Prajāpati whether by deriving him from a still higher principle, such as the primordial waters, the Non-existent preceding his existence, or by explaining him away and identifying him with the creating mind, the creating word, the sacrifice or the year as principles of the world. In older passages Prajāpati creates, among other ritual objects, the Brahman; later passages on the other hand make him dependent on the Brahman.


Every attempt to explain this central idea of Indian philosophy must proceed from the fact that the word Brahman throughout the Rigveda in which it occurs more than 200 times, signifies without exception nothing more than “prayer.” Like Soma and other gifts, the prayer of the poet is offered to the gods; they enjoy it; they are fortified by it for their heroic deeds; and as man stands in need of the various benefits of the gods, the gods need for their welfare the offerings and especially the prayers of mankind; “prayer is a ‘tonic’ of the gods;” “Indra for his battles is fortified by prayer” (offered to him); phrases like these occur frequently in the Rigveda; thus the idea became more and more prominent that human prayer is a power which surpasses in potency even the might of the gods. In the moments of religious devotion man felt himself raised above his own individuality, felt awakening in himself that metaphysical power on which all worlds with their gods and creatures are dependent. By this curious development (comparable to the history of the Biblical Διός) Brahman, the old name for prayer, became the most usual name for the creative principle of the world. An old Rigvedic question “which was the tree, which was the wood, of which they hewed the earth and heaven” is repeated in a Brâhmaṇa text and followed by the answer: “The Brahman was the tree, the wood from which they hewed the earth and heaven.” Here the term Brahman has become already what it has been through all the following centuries — the most common name for the eternal and changeless principle of the world.

9. History of the Ātman.

A better name even than Brahman, and perhaps the best name which philosophy has found in any language to designate the principle of the world, is the word Ātman, which properly is the exact equivalent of the English “Self.” Thus Ātman means that which remains if we take away from our person all that is Non-self, foreign, all that comes and passes away; it means “the changeless, inseparable essence of our own Self,” and on the other hand of the Self of the whole world. It is not possible, as in the case of Prajāpati and Brahman, to frame a history of the word Ātman. It has no regular development but we see it emerge here and there in proportion as the thinker seeks and finds a more clear-cut expression for the word Brahman to name that being which can never by any means be taken away from us, and therefore forms the only true essence of our nature, our ātman, our Self. With this word we have reached the sphere of the Upanishads; we must now say a few words on these most remarkable monuments of ancient Indian literature.

(To be continued.)
EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 371.)

1792. — No. V.


To The Right Honble Charles Earl Cornwallis, K. G., etc.

My Lord, — In consequence of your Lordships desire I have, the honor to lay before you, such an Establishment for the New Settlement at the Andamans, as Appears to me the Most proper, with the Monthly pay, and I have Sturdiously advised introducing any unnecessary or Useless People, also an Inventory of the necessary Store, and Provisions for Six Months, with the Estimated prices of Such as cannot be had from the Honble. Company's Stores together with the Tonnage necessary for transporting the whole to the Andamans on further reflection, perhaps Some More Stores may Appear requisite,

I beg leave to Offer My New Vessel the Union which was built at the Andamans, to Assist in transporting the Men and Stores, at a reasonable Monthly rate agreeable to the tonnage. This Vessel With three of the Pilot Vessels (if they can be Spared) together with the Viper, will be Sufficient to embark the Whole, and Appears to [be] the Most economical as well as the most Convenient Mode of effecting this Service. The Pilot Vessels might be returned immediately if necessary. But as the exigencies of the new Settlement, will probably require the Constant Service of at least four Such Vessels as the above; and as Several of the Pilot Vessels are too large for that Service thought (sic) well adopted (sic) for the transportation of Men and Stores, I beg leave to recommend that three or four of the largest, be transferred to the use of the New Settlement, which might Soon be replaced by New Ones of a more eligible Size and Construction.

Having reason to be highly pleased with the Conduct of the Gentlemen who have served with me, I must beg permission to recommend them to your Lordships Attention, Lieut. Roper and Wales who have Commended (sic) the Viper and Ranger, have a particular Claim to my Approbation, and I must also include the young Gentlemen Serving in those Vessels, as Officers, who I judge to be both Capable and deserving of preference. The Apparent professions[ion]al Abilities, and the Close Attention of Mr. Wood the Surgeon, to the Duties of his Station deserve my warmest Acknowledges; and I earnestly hope that their Services will be Considered by your Lordship, and be rewarded by Some permanent Provision; which I make no doubt their future Conduct will merit.

I remain with great Respect, My Lord, Your Lordship most Obedient humble Servt.,

Calcutta,

Septr. 23, 1792.

(Signed) Archibald Blair.


A Proposed Establishment for the New Settlement at the Andamans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Pay per Month.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stons. A. P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Storekeeper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Pay per Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Overseers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Master Carpenter</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Foremen Ditto</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergeant Major</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergeant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Artillery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haveldars</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naicks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sepeys</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Cooper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Sail and Tent maker</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengal Carpenters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Smiths</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Sawers</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Bakers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Taylors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Washermen</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Potters</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Brickmakers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Bricklayers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Gardeners</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Fishermen</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serangs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tindals</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascars</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Overseers</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stonecutters</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Pay per Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Siccas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servants</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2744</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

September 23d, 1792.

(Signed) Archibald Blair.


Inventory of Stores, and Provision for Six Months for the new Settlement, at the Andamans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Estimated Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Siccas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>3000 Mds.</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doll</td>
<td>1500 do.</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghee</td>
<td>112 do.</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Kidgoroo Pots</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Dishes</td>
<td>200 Mds.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>5000 lbs.</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Meat</td>
<td>25 do.</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biscuit</td>
<td>500 Gallons</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirits</td>
<td>50 Mds.</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron flat Bars</td>
<td>200 Mds.</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Square Bars</td>
<td>200 do.</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt Iron</td>
<td>100 do.</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rods [or e. g. rod] Do.</td>
<td>100 do.</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nails of various Sizes</td>
<td>100 do.</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters Tools</td>
<td>12 Sets</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Siccas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whip Saws</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Screws</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sling Cart...</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Wheels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Guns pounders</td>
<td>2 pairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Shot</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape Do.</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Headed Do.</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannon Powder</td>
<td>20 Barrels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming Ditto</td>
<td>4 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder Horns</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match</td>
<td>4 Maund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flannel for Cartridges</td>
<td>5 Pieces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Fires...</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Rockets</td>
<td>800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musquet Cartridge Paper</td>
<td>1 Ream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coconut Oil</td>
<td>10 Maunds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamp Oil</td>
<td>40 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candles</td>
<td>10 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet Lead</td>
<td>4 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint of Sorts and Oil</td>
<td>20 Kegs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe</strong> Rope of Sorts...</td>
<td>20 Coils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tar</td>
<td>5 Barrels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Tar</td>
<td>2 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>5 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canvass</td>
<td>40 Bolts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twine</td>
<td>60 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gunnis</strong> Twine</td>
<td>10 Mds.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiligon [? Chitigon] Do.</td>
<td>10 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Estimated Prices of Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Sicca</th>
<th>A.</th>
<th>P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fishing Nets</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Hinges</td>
<td>100 Pairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Do.</td>
<td>500 do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locks of Sorts</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maiques (?/?) [tent-pegs]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large private Tents</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamps</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanterns</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags of 20 feet hoist</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunling (sic)</td>
<td>6 pieces</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Blocks of Sorts</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengal Hoes</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinding Stores [Stones]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pick Axes</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felling Axes</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Hooks</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengal Axes</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Crows</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smiths Tools</td>
<td>2 sets</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable expense of Package, etc.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>10176</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Total Expenditure

- **Expenditure of Stores brought over**: 22601
- **Four Months pay in advance to the European Overseers, Artificers, Sepoys and Laborers, as per Paper N. 1**: 9976
- **Total**: 42753

---

**Estimate of Tonage for transporting 400 Men with Six Months provision and Stores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Tons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To 400 Men with Baggage water and Provisions</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision for ditto for 6 Months, and Stores as above</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery Stores</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Grain, etc.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vessels proposed for the transportation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viper exclusive of Stores and Provisions</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union ditto</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Pilot Vessels do.</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>630</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Board Approve the Establishment for the new Settlement at the Andamans and Lieut. Blair is to be Authorized to complete it as far as respects the Natives mentioned in the above List.

Ordered that the Stores and Provisions required in the Inventory, for Six Months, shall be furnished from the Stores of the Company as far as they can be supplied therefrom, and that the Remainder be purchased by Lt. Blair.

Agreed that the Offer made by Lieut. Blair of his New Vessel, the Union, be accepted to Assist in transporting the Men and Stores, and to be Employed on any Other necessary Service for the Space of four Months or until the Service will admit of her return to Calcutta from the 1st of October at the Monthly Charge to the Company of 2500 Sa. Rs. including every expense.

Agreed that three of the Company's Pilot Schooners be lent for the Transportation of the Stores, etc., to the New Settlement. They are to be returned as Soon as the Service is over under Charge of the Commander who will be appointed to them for the Trip.

Agreed that Lieut. Blair be informed that the Governor General in Council has received much Satisfaction in Observing the Testimony he has Afforded to the good Conduct of Gentlemen who have Served with him at the Andamans and desires that he will Signify to them the Sense he entertains of it.

1792. — No. VI.


Lt. Blair. 7 Oct.

To Edward Hay, Esqr., Secretary to the Govt.

Sir, — I take the Liberty of enclosing Lists of such Stores as may be furnished from the Honourable Company's Military and Marine Stores, for the new Settlement at the Andamans, that the necessary orders may be issued for their delivery.

I am, Sir, Your Obedt. Servt.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

October 7th, 1792.

Marine Stores for the Settlement at the Andamans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salt Meat</td>
<td>5,000 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt Iron</td>
<td>11 Maunds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rode Iron</td>
<td>50 Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nails of Various sizes</td>
<td>100 Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet Lead</td>
<td>4 Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Rope of Sorts</td>
<td>20 Coils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tar</td>
<td>5 Barrels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canvas</td>
<td>40 Bolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags 16 feet hoist</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Bunting Red White Blue</td>
<td>6 pieces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

October 7th, 1792. (Signed) Archibald Blair.
### Military Stores for the Settlement at the Andamans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron Guns 9 or 12 Pounders with Carriages, etc.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass do. 8 Pounders with Do, etc.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round twelve Pound Short (sic)</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape Do</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round three Pound Do</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape Do</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannon Powder</td>
<td>20 Barrels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming Do</td>
<td>2 Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder Horns</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match</td>
<td>2 Mds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Fires</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musquets with Accoutrements</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzes Do</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musquet and Fuzee Balls</td>
<td>4 Mds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musquet Cartridge Paper</td>
<td>1 Ream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flannel for Cartridges</td>
<td>5 pieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Rockets</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sling Cart</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Do. Wheels</td>
<td>2 pieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marquees</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Tents</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell Tents</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary Tents</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**October 7th, 1792.**  
(Signed) Archibald Blair.

Agreed that the Orders, requested in Lieutenant Blair's Letter of the 7th Instant, for the Issue of Stores therein mentioned be given.

**1792. — No. VII.**

Fort William, 17th October 1792. Ordered that the following directions be sent to Lieutenant Blair, and **Lieutenant Roper**.

To Lieut. Archibald Blair in Charge of the Settlement at the Andaman,

Sir,—**The Honble Company's Snow Viper** being in Readiness to proceed to the Andamans, you will hereafter receive a Letter for the Commander **Lieutenant Roper** directing him to make the best of his Way to that Settlement, and to attend to such Instructions and Orders as you may give him for his Guidance.

You are apprised of the Intention to change the Place of the Establishment to the **North East Harbour** [now Port Cornwallis] — of the Readiness of the Commodore to render every Assistance that can be given by his Majesty's Ships for this Purpose and that **Three Vessels** are to be sent from hence with Stores and Supplies of different kinds for the new Settlement and with such Information before you, you will be enabled to judge what further Service will be wanted from the Viper, the Board leave it, accordingly to your Discretion to detain the Viper on this Side of India as long as You think it necessary, and they are pleased to desire that she may then be returned to Bombay as belonging to that **Presidency**.

Council Chamber,  
I am, etc. (Signed) E. Hay, Secy. to the Government.

**18th October 1792.**

To **Lieutenant Roper**, Commanding the **Honble Company's Ship Viper**.

Sir,—I am directed to acquaint you what ['? that'] Winds and Weather permitting you are to proceed to the Andamans upon receiving such Instructions as may be given to you by Lieutenant Blair, who has Charge of the Affairs at that Settlement. You will follow those Instructions for your
future Guidance seeming them of the same Force as if they had proceeded immediately from the Governor General in Council.

I am, Sir, Your most Obedient Humble Servt. (Signed) Edward Hay, Secy. to the Government.

Fort William,
the 17th October 1792.

1792. — No. VIII.

Fort William, 22d October 1792. The following letter was received on the 20th Instant from Lieutenant Blair, and an Order on the Treasury was issued, According to his request, in favor of the Acting Marine Paymaster.

Lt. Blair. 20th Oct.

To The Right Honorable Charles Earl Cornwallis, K. G., Governor General in Council.

My Lord, — On estimation I find, that the Sum of Sicca Rupees ten thousand eight hundred will be necessary, for the purpose of advancing four months pay to the Artificers Sepoys and Laborers, for the intended new Settlement at the Andamans ; and for the purchase of six months Provisions and a Variety of Stores, Tools and Implements of Husbandry that a further sum of Sicca Rupees Twenty seven thousand, will be necessary.

I have therefore to request that the sum of Sicca Rupees thirty Eight thousand (Rs. 38,000) may be issued to me, which I hope will be sufficient for the above purposes.

I am, My Lord, Your Lordship's most Obedient humble Servt.

October 20th, 1792. (Signed) Archibald Blair.

(To be continued.)

SOME ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE TAKING OF MADRAS IN 1746 BY LA BOURDONNAIS.

BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 359.)

No. VI.

Fort William, 29th December 1746.

Visagapatam Letter.

On the 27th We received a Letter from Mr. Richd. Prince Chief, etc., Council at Visagapatam Enclosing Extract[s] of what News they have received from the Southward.

No. 1.

Extract of news from the Southward.

The Garrison of Fort St. George surrendered to the French Prisoners of War the 10th September it is needless to relate the Circumstances of the Siege We were sold to the French by the Nabobs Eldest Son Mahaume Caun Monar. La Bourdonnie who was Commander in Chief by sea and Land after hoisting the French Flag proposed Terms of Ransom which was Accepted Terms drawn out and Stapulated were all houses Effects, etc., belonging to the Inhabitants should be their own Property — All valuables of All kinds whatsoever belonging to the Company and the Kings Ships (Excepting the Artillery and Warlike Stores belonging to the Company mounted and dismounted) should belong to the French All Artillery mounted and dismounted and Warlike Stores should be devided Equally by Commissaries half to remain in the Garrison for the Company and half to [be] Carried Away by the French Two Neutrall Ships to be Allowed Off till their Property was Carried Away there was about 4 Lawack of Pagodas in Silver Broad Cloth, etc. Merchandise in Madrass belonging to the Company besides which they were to pay for the Ransom of the Town Eleven Lawack of Pagodas as 5 Lawack in India and 6 in Europe and it is generally believed that Monar. LaBourdonnie in Diamonds Jewells, etc., Screwed Up a Purse of about 150000 Pagodas so Altogether makes Up the Sum of 1650000, One Million Six hundred and fifty thousand Pagodas.

1 "4000000, 1100000, 1500000; 1500000: besides the Artillery and Warlike Stores."
for Security of which hostages were to be delivered to Monsr. L'Bourdonnies the Governours 2 Children Mr. Stratton and family Mr. Harris and Wife and Messrs. Strake and Walsh. The first Capitulation Were According to the above Terms and the Town was to be delivered the English, on the 1st October Dissents Arose Extrem high between Duplex and L'Bourdonnie and the former insisted Upon the Garrisons being kept by the French till the last of January his was likewise Agreed to by our Governour and Council and Added to the Terms of Capitulations so the Hostages Staid behind which were already to embark.

Nizam hearing what the French had done and judging truly that Ours was only a Tributary Town to the Mogulls Empire that it would Occasion Distress and Confusion in the Province and the Effect his Sursar was full of wrath and resentment at the News and immediately wrote to the Nabob that if Madras which was Lost by his folly was not retaken or delivered to the English that his whole Family should be Cut off from Arcott. The Nabobs Great Age Occasioned his Eldest Son to come down with all the forces he could Muster which was about 1000 horse and 4000 foot Encamped within a League of Madrass took 3 or 4 French Gentlemen Prisoners and four days running stopp all Water and Provision Entering the Town. The French after this received orders from Duplex to make War Upon the Moors upon which at Day Break they surprized the Camp with about 200 Europeans and as many seapies and 2 field Pieces and killed about 30 of the Moors possesed themselves of the Camp and plunder to a Considerable Amount the Nabob upon this possessed himself with his Army of St. Thomé but the Second Day about 1200 Europeans with as many Coffrees and Seapies as a reinforcement Over Land from Pondicherry made him glad to jump upon his Horse and get away as fast as they could They killed them more (sic) about 50 or 60 Men and Some of their head Officers. Moner. Farradise who commanded this reinforcement then Loaded the Camels, Horse's, and Oxen with the Plunder of St. Thomé which was very considerable and beat the Tom Tom that the Town of St. Thomé belonged to the French (Nov. 1st). This happened about 5 Days Since and ever Since the Nabobs Forces have kept about 30 Miles in Land and wrote to all the Pollygarrs in this Part of the Country to Come to his Assistance Yesterday at 4 o Clock was a proclamation in Madrass by order of Duplex and Paradis (the Letter of which is the 4th Governour of Madrass) that the whole treaty of Ransum Made by L'Bourdonnie was Null and Void. That the Inhabitants should have their Linen and Apparell with some furniture And that the Inhabitants Govr., etc., should Leave the Town in Two Days Upon Pain of being sent Prisoners to Pondicherry this Upon their Parole and that they should not Stay at the Mount nor near it or Limits of Madrass That the Town of Madrass with all its Dependancies belonged to the Company of France. I know nothing left to do but to leave off Investments for the present and Endeavour to unite the Forces of the other two Presidenties to the British Squadron — send Embassadors to the Mogull and Nizam with handsome presents and Endeavour if Possible with the Permission of the Head Powers to Extermate the French out of all India which Considering [what] they have must depend upon lucky Circumstances to Accomplish without their first doing a great deal of Mischief And without it is impossible for the English Company to Support a Trade As it is quite uncertain where L'Bourdonnies Squadron is gone (which Sailed about the 22d. Ultimo from Pondicherry) whether to their Islands Acheen or Goa, I am in some pain about Your Presidenty so soon as our Squadron leaves you I have here under Wrote I believe a pretty perfect Account of their force which had it Not been for the disagreements between L'Bourdonnie and Duplex and the storm together would have soon taken a Round all over India I hope to hear Our Affairs at sea taken a more fortunate turn than what they have done.

November 5th. — The Inhabitants Are Now left and Leaving Madrass with their New Passports Upon Parole of Honour whether the Governour and Council Come out or go to Pondicherry We are Not yet Certain. The Nabob still Continues 30 miles in Land and is Summoning all the Pollygurs etc., but with all the forces he can Muster will I am afraid be afraid to Encamp near Madrass Again We have heard of the Arrival of no Ships in India Except our Mocha Ship as yet they have made no
Attempts Upon Fort St. David. The above is what has passed and is all I can recollect. We are about 30 of us at Pallisot that was out Upon L' Bourdonnais first Passport and that Stole out afterwards, the Dutch refuse us the protection of their Fort.

November 6th. — Yesterday came to an Anchor in Madras Road a large Ship with a pendant which saluted the Fort with 9 Guns. The Fort hauled down the English Colours and fired 200 Shott she immediately set sail and stood to the Eastward she sent a Letter on shore by the Cattamaran which Paradise got but nobody else knows from whence she came or what News.

November 7th. — Governor Morse and Mr. Monson set out yesterday with a party of 200 French for Pondicherry and they say they will take Fort St. David in 15 Days. — It's said the Bourbon and Neptune are so leaky in Pondicherry Road that they'll break them up — The Princess Mary is sailed for Pondicherry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>These Ships Arrived at Pondicherry after the taking Madras.</th>
<th>Guns.</th>
<th>Men.</th>
<th>Weight of Metal.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contant</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Sailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brilliant</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost all her Masts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achilles</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>do. Jury Mast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. Do. Leaky</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>at Pondicherry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These 2 Sunk and 1 man only saved.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke of Orleans</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Sail'd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lewis</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost all her Masts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Pondicherry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunk with all the people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulaire</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remainant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Prize</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Princess Mary</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Madras</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Garrison at Pondicherry when all the Ships are Manned as above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Europeans</th>
<th>5380</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genton Peons above</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffrees</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men altogether</td>
<td>6460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seapies</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men altogether</td>
<td>7060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lost in the Madras Storm of the 3d. October the Ynam Ship and Brilliant Snow Prize and its said with 15 mortar and 1000 Bomb Shell.

Lost in the Storm of Madagascar 2 large Ships of their Fleet.

They Affirm the Anglsea Man of War they have made a 40 Gun privateer off and with 2 Large Ships in Company are in India.

The Coctaur and Achilles have 13 Guns in their Lower tier and 14 above I contented [? counted] My self the Latter Ships and our Officers that were on board Allow they have Actually the same weight of Metall above and below 18 pounders.

The 54 Gun Ships have 6 and 7 Port holes of a side in their Lower tier and Are not Equal to the Weight of Metall they Carry some of them have only 6 Guns on their Lower Deck and so traverse them on the Tack they fight.

The 40 Gun Ships have 5 or 6 Ports in their Lower Tier. The land forces upon the Island they pretend to say is Still pretty Considerable which with the Garrisons of Mahey and Chander-nagore Are not reckoned.

They say the 3 Ships to China They have taken recruits of about 600 Europeans from the Shipping which is about the Number they have at Madras besides Seapies, etc.

We Can't pretend to judge where the Ships that are Sailed are gone to whether to Acheen Mucha the Islands of Mauritania [Mauritius] or Goa they sailed from Pondecherry about the 22d. Instant the Achilles had her fore mast and Bow spritt, the rest of her Masts but very bad jury Masts.

No. 2.

Extract of News from the Southward.

October 12th. — The Storm that happened 9 Days before having destroyed 2 French Ships of 50 Guns and the Ynam one and Carried Away the Masts of the others Mr. L'Bourdonnie who has fitted the Achilles with Jury Masts went on her and Arriving with Jury Masts went on her [?] Arriving at Pondecherry found Mr. Duplex was just dispatching the Sumatra for Europe she was followed by one of those he found ready on the road who brought her and Mr. Duplex's Packet into L'Bourdonnie who procured [it] without Landing fearing the Governor would Seize him and had 5 Rigged Ships besides the Coctaur and Achilles 2 or 3 disabled ones went Away after the Prize Princess Mary remained at Madras unmasted.

A French Governour and Council was Erected at Madras Monsr. Depruminiul Governour and Major Bury Commandant 500 Europeans in Garrison with some Seapies and Coffres.

October 23rd. — Nizam having heard that Madras was taken and by the Conivance of Annawardy Chaws Family whom the French had before brought Over for 3 Laack of Ruppees in hand and a promise of 5 after the capture sent him Word to remit him the Money and to go and take Madras from the French and deliver it to Us Again or he would Cut them all off whereupon Mawaphus Cawn who made that Contract Came and Surrounded Madras with about 700 Horse and 4,000 Foot he had block'd it Up 3 Days when the French with 200 Men and Some field Pieces (finding he lodged himself at the Governours Garden) took a round turn and Early in the Morning Surprised him they retired behind Egmore the French burnt some tents and drove in some Cattle and got in Water both which they wanted Much our Governour and Council and Most of the English having been detained in the Town Though some of the Latter after having been denied made their Escape in Disguise to the Mount about Thirty in all including those who Came out with leave before the Blockade of which I was one.

October 26th. — Monsr. Parradize with 300 Men and 3 or 4 hundred Peons after a hasty March from Pondecherry saw the Moors drawn Up to receive him at Break of Day he Attacked and
Routed [? routed] them just to the south of St. Thomé they all with Mauphus Cauin retired to Conjewaram and a party of 200 French who came from Town an hour or two late for the fight joining the other they plundered St. Thomé except Portuguese and other Christians who retired there much of the Madrass Goods had been carried there they took also 30 Cannells 60 Horses killed an Elephant were Masters of all the Tents and most of the Baggage all this while we were suspected of joining with the Moors and the two Councils at Madrass made sharpe remonstrances to each other but they have found their suspicions of us unjust. Nevertheless they prohibit the English now in Town from going out and have all along shewn much distrust of our faith at the same time breaking theirs in several particulars the Moors are also round Pondicherry and the Nabob is gathering forces to come down again but is believed with equal success as before. The Moors have seized Mr. Le Choisy's Brother Mr. Cirjen with 2 private Men and have carried them to Arcott Monar. Farraday is declared Commandant of the Military and 2nd in Council at Madrass.

October 28th. — The Dutch at Negapatam have News that Holland declared War against France in April... the Seas are covered with our Men of War and privateers.

October 31st. — The News of the Moors being round Pondicherry is Contradicted.

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM,

BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., L.C.S.

(Continued from p. 339.)

Besides the use of guardian influences several minor devices are practised to turn aside evil glances. Among these are: (a) abusing the evil influence; (b) cheating the evil influence; (c) returning the evil influence; and (d) tempting the evil influence.

(a) Abuse. — In Russia, if an unthinking visitor says:—"O what a lovely child, what a fine healthy babe," the Russian nurse bursts out in anger:—"Do you wish to bewitch the child?" In North Scotland, if any one praised a child to excess, the nurse would say:—"Hold your tongue or you will forespeak the child."

(b) Cheating. — The chief means of cheating the evil influence is to belittle the object admired or likely to be admired. In India, both Hindu and Muslim mothers mark their children's faces with smudges of lamp-black to cheat the Evil Eye: that is, to cheat envious spirits by dulling the temptation to envy and to cheat unhoused spirits by making the child seem an unpleasant lodging. Similarly, the Japanese and also the Egyptian Muslims clothe their children slovenly and smear them with dirt to guard them against admiration. In Madagascar, if you say a child is pretty the mother protests, "No, it is ugly; it is nasty." In Greece, a new-born babe has mud put on its brow to keep off the Evil Eye. If Hindu parents lose children in childhood and if a new child is born the new-comer is not uncommonly called Stone or Rubbish. The belief is that the deaths of the former children are due either to the longing of the first dead for playmates; or more commonly to some one of the family dead who envies or has a grudge against the mother; and that the spirit is cheated into supposing either that the last born is not a child or that the mother does not care for it and would not mourn its loss. With the Hindu practice of calling a child Stone or Rubbish may be compared the English practice in caressing a child of calling it Scamp, Rascal, Witch, or Devil.

---

[St. James' Budget, June 22nd, 1885; Mrs. Rommoff, Rites and Customs of the Greek-Russian Church, p. 39.]


This is the accepted explanation among Indian nurses and other intelligent women. At the same time the names Stone and Rubbish being both favourite spirit-houses suggests that the spirit may spare the child by being tempted into the name.
in the kindest tones. Mr. Story suggests that this English form of abuse or belittling is a trace of an early fairy dread. He notes that the practice in caressing a child of calling him Rascal or Outcast prevails in Corsica. The Corsicans admit that the object of the abuse is to save the child from the fascination which praise and admiration bring. The Corsicans say:—

"The powers that preside over the Evil Eye carry out our wishes by opposites." In Scotland, the risk of an evil glance is avoided by turning a coat or dress outside in. This turning of the coat may be a belittling, showing the seamy side and making the wearer look badly dressed and so dulling the desire either of the mischief-seeking or of the lodging-seeking spirit. A third means of belittling oneself is to do unpleasant work. This the Romans held and the Italians hold to be one of the best correctives.

(c) Returning. — Of the device of returning the evil influence to its author two examples may be quoted. In the Scottish Highlands (1690), if a stranger admired a cow, some of her milk was given him to drink to break the spell. The sense is: By drinking the milk the cow-spirit passes into the stranger. After drinking the milk the stranger would suffer any harm which his Evil Eye might cause to the cow. Similarly, in Western India, if a Hindu, when taking food, believes that the glance of some one present has struck him, the eater offers some of the food to the suspected person. In Italy, if a child has been blighted by an evil glance, and the person who did the mischief is known, the child is brought before the evil-glaancer and spits thrice into his mouth. The sense is: The spirit sent into the child through the Evil Eye is in the child’s spittle. The child’s spittle in the mouth of the owner of the Evil Eye causes a communion between the child and the Evil-Eye owner, so that any damage done to the child equally damages the owner of the Evil Eye.

(d) Tempting. — Among Gujarát Hindus, if a stranger looks with admiration on a child, the mother says: — "Look, there is dirt on your shoe." The sense seems to be that the dirt or ordure is dear to the evil spirit and that he prefers even the name of dirt as a lodging to the child. Another class of articles that tempt evil spirits into them are the indecent. The received explanation is that the indecent provokes laughter and therefore scares evil influences. That there is ground for Plutarch’s saying (A. D. 150, Symposium, V. 7) that strange and laughable objects keep off the Evil Eye is shewn by the gymnosophies so common among Italians.

The following are among the leading guardian articles the sight of which in virtue of their inherent guardian power diverts the evil glance from the person gazed at either by scaring the unwholesome influence or by poisoning or housing the influence in the article instead of in the person gazed at:

Ass. — The Moursaks of Central Africa set the head of an ass in their gardens to keep off the Evil Eye. Among the Greeks and Romans the skull of an ass set upon a pole in the midst of a corn field was a potent amulet against blight. The practice was continued in Tuscany till the fourteenth century.

Bells. — Of the scaring virtue of church bells Aubrey (England, 1660) says: — "The curious do say that the ringing of bells exceedingly disturbs spirits." At Paris the ringing of the

---

10 This explanation finds support in the German saying: — "The coat is so handsome, the apple so red, no Evil Eye must look on it." Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, Vol. III. p. 1069.
11 Story’s Castle of St. Angelo (page wanting).
13 Story’s Castle of St. Angelo, p. 206.
14 See also the groups figured in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 144. In the groups figured the combination of guardian elements seems more noticeable than their comicality. Still in Fig. 58 the comic element is undoubted and the combination may fairly be taken to be a device to increase the comic and therefore the scaring influence. Reasons are given below under "Phallus" for not accepting the view that indecency or comicality is the basis of the guardian power of the phallus or genito.
15 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 121.
17 Miscellanies, p. 241.
great bell of St. Germain and in Wiltshire the ringing of St. Aldhelm's bell at Malmesbury abbey made thunder and lightning cease. Aubrey also quotes from the Golden Legend of W. de Norde that the evil spirits of the air doubt much when they hear bells ring. Besides stopping thunder bell-ringing stops great tempests and outrages of weather by abasing the fiends and making them flee and cease moving of tempests. The infant's coral and bells is an example of the use of bells to scare the Evil Eye. In India, eye or phallic-shaped bells are hung round the necks of draught oxen.

Bird. — The bird is a leading spirit-home. The soul leaves the dead in bird form: the dead return as birds: the belief that a Divine Spirit takes the form of a dove has passed into Christianity. It is in agreement with their popularity as spirit-homes that birds were supposed to guard themselves and their young from fascination by keeping certain stones and plants in their nests. A brass cock is a common ornament on Neapolitan harness: a bird with spread wings is a popular watch or girdle charm. A bird is one of the elements out of which the favourite compound child's-guard against the Evil Eye the Neapolitan cima ruta or rue spray is composed.

Camel. — The camel is worn as a charm in Naples. The apparent reason why the camel is valued as a charm is that the sudden and unexplained sicknesses of camels make them seem to be specially liable to attacks of the Evil Eye. It follows that the image of a camel is a favourite Evil Eye home and will draw to itself evil glances and so make them harmless.

Cameo. — The ancient Greeks and Romans hung cameos round the necks of children to guard them against the Evil Eye.

Cima ruta or Rue Spray is a popular and complex child's ornament and amulet against the Evil Eye in Naples. The foundation of the trust placed in the rue spray is the medical virtue of the rue or herb of grace whose healing properties Pliny (A. D. 50) details. The rue sprig was a favourite Etruscan (B.C. 1000) and Carthaginian (B.C. 800) guardian.

Crocodile. — The crocodile is an amulet against the Evil Eye among the Moors of Egypt and Tunis, among the Romans, the Venetians, and the Portuguese. The crocodile is believed to be one of the animals gifted with the power of fascination. Deer and other animals on which a crocodile fixes his gaze are believed to stand paralyzed until he seizes them. In the Sondrace of the Sundar some of the crocodiles of the Blue Nile are believed to be men who have taken the crocodile form to feed upon men.

Cross. — In different forms the cross has been used by almost all nations and at almost all times to keep off the Evil Eye.
Eye. — In agreement with the law that the guardian is the housed or squared fiend an
eye (cast, sculptured, painted or otherwise represented) ought to be a chief charm against the
Evil Eye. A spirit whose home has been an eye will be drawn to the likeness of an eye and
feeling at home in the likeness will rest content in it and be harmless. The Egyptians (B. C.
4000-300), Etruscans (B. C. 2000-1000), and Greeks (B. C. 1500-100) painted eyes on many of
their vases, tools and house ornaments.60 Eyes brighten and guard the prows of Maltese,
Sicilian, Italian, Greek, Egyptian, and Chinese boats.61 In many compound amulets, appar-
tently to add power to the collection, a central eye is painted or embossed.62 The Hindus shew
their god Indra covered with eyes apparently to protect him in spite of the story that his eye-
armour is a punishment. The peacock's eyed-tail-feather was lucky among classic Greeks and
Romans and is lucky among Hindus because evil influences were drawn into the feather's eye.
Among the ancient Egyptians the wearing of eyes as a guard against the Evil Eye was com-
mon. The favourite eye was the eye of Osiris which was the hieroglyphic translated aid and
was worn both by the living and the dead and was painted on walls.63 The Phenicians (B. C.
1500-1000) used the eye as an amulet, and their colony the Carthaginians (B. C. 1000-100) were
fond of pottery shaped like animals' heads and embellished with eyes.64 The small cross-cut
bells hung round the necks of Indian draught oxen may have a phallic meaning but the shape
is commonly believed to be an eye shape. In a written Abyssinian charm against the Evil Eye
across the top and middle run lines of small eyes.65 In South Russia, many amulets have been
found with markings meaning eyes.66 Arab amulets against the Evil Eye have an eye marked
on them.67 The eye of the cuttle fish is a favourite ornament in Peru.68

Fascinum. — See "Phallus."

Feather. — That feathers are important spirit-homes is shewn by the plumes worn by war-
rriors and by hearse and by the pheasants' tails on Naples harness. Mr. Elworthy says (The
Evil Eye, p. 202) — "We may conclude that the plumes on an ancient Belgen helmet like the
pheasants' tails stuck on horses' heads were intended to attract the eye of the malevolent." Its
eye gives the peacock's feather a special virtue against the Evil Eye.69 Among the Romans
the peacock's feather was sacred to Juno. In England, the peacock feather is unlucky and a
witch ornament. The explanation of the change seems to be that the peacock feather is one of
the pre-Christian or symbols to which it failed to attach a Christian meaning. Like other proper-
ties of its patron Juno, which were not worked into the decoration of the new
Queen of Heaven, the guardian peacock eye was degraded to be a witch symbol and therefore
unlucky.

Fire. — In Scotland (1690), to turn a live coal in a fire stopped the action of the Evil
Eye.70 In Scotland, during the present century (1825), when the evil spirit that had been

criminal was bound to a gibbet suggests that the Romans chose crucifixion as the malefactor's death because in
the slow process of dying the dwindling spirit of the criminal passed into and remained in the cross.

that the eyes on Etruscan vases were to keep off the Evil Eye. An eye fills the centre of the wing of certain large-
Vol. II. p. 331).


62 King (The Gnostics, p. 118, cut 22) figures a sarc with a central eye and round the eye a thunderbolt, lion,
hare, dog, scorpion, stag, serpent and owl. King says (Op. cit. p. 115, n. 1) — "This represents the dreaded Eye
itself as the centre of a circle of symbols radiating from it and all tending to baffles its effect." It seems more
correct to see in the central eye the chief bafiler (because the chief house) of the evil glance and to consider the
surrounding objects as a whole, each bringing its own housing or baffling virtue to add to the housing influence of
the central eye.

66 The Etruscans were fond of figures with eye-embellished wings. Compare Dennis, The Cities of Etruria.
carried on an evil glance was lured back from the victim into salt, the salt was thrown into the back of the fire with the words "Lord guard us from scath." 

Flag. — A flag, or ensign, always an oddly bright and living companion, is one of the earliest and most prized centres of luck. The plain but bright loose metal tongue which along South Italian roads swings and gleams from the peak of the shaft horse's saddle bow is perhaps a trace of the root-value of the ensign, ever swaying, never resting, always drawing to itself the evil influences which assail the object over which it flutters.

Frog. — Among the ancient Egyptians, Carthagians and Persians, among classic Greeks and Romans, and in modern Burmah and Peru the frog is an amulet. The frog is a favourite Neapolitan charm against the Evil Eye, and is known as Sirena. 

Glass. — Perhaps from their flashing in the dark and gleaming in the sun beads and other glass ornaments are among the most widespread of early amulets. In India, light blue glass beads are perhaps the most trusted means for keeping the evil glance from camels, horses and bullocks. About 1888 two of the noble draught oxen of Radhanpur were brought to a cattle show in Ahmedabad, the capital of the province of Gujarat. They gained the first prize. Every one passing their stall praised them. The animals went off their feed and lost condition till a circle of blue glass beads was tied round a leg of each of them.

Goat. — The brass model of a goat fastened on Italian houses or harness is not an emblem of Pan or Fawn. It is to keep off the Evil Eye as in England, in Scotland, and in India a he-goat is kept at the entrance of a stable or stables in front of a regiment to stop and house evil influences as the Jewish scape-goat carried with it ill-luck into the wilderness.

Grillo or Mantis, the Grasshopper or Locust. — A grillo or mantis was set up by Pisistratus (B.C. 550) near the Parthenon as the badge or guardian of the Athenians. It perpetually appears on gems with the same meaning. Its likeness to a skeleton is said to be one of the reasons why the Athenians chose the grasshopper or tetia as an ancestral badge. The Neapolitans look at the grillo as a grotesque and consider the mantis an example of the class of charms which entice the Evil Eye into them because of their strange and comic look. Italian grillo means a caprice or fancy as well as a grasshopper. And the amulets known as grylli, though their strength seems mainly to lie in being compound amulets, have, in certain cases, a comic element. It is true that laughter dissipates bad spirits and that the ludicrous is the lucky. At the same time, as is the case with the phallus, most of the articles whose luckiness is explained by their laughter-causing influence are early guardians, the reason for whose place among the guardians has been forgotten or is inconvenient to state. No comic element seems to enter into the Athenian faith in the grasshopper as an ornament or guardian Nor is there anything festive in the Roman saying applied to a man who sickened without

2 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 309, 311; Hare's Cities of Southern Italy, p. 18; Neville Rolfe, Naples in the Nineties, p. 60.
3 MS. Note, 1888.
4 Compare: Before the army of the first crusaders (A.D. 1095) was led sometimes a goat sometimes a goose. These leaders the army believed to be filled with the Holy Ghost (Besant and Palmer, History of Jerusalem, p. 617), that is, filled with the Holy Ghost and as a scare or a prison of evil or unlucky influences. Unlike the Hebrew Scape-Goat these leaders did not take the crusaders' sins into the wilderness. The goat and the goose, guardian-like, took into themselves the evil glances of hate, the witcheries and magic spells, and the ancestral spirits which the enemy had summoned to their aid.
6 Dale's Translation, p. 4: — "The rich elders of the Athenians (written about B.C. 430) ceased to bind a knot of their hair with a tie of golden grasshoppers." King (The Gnostics, Fig. 21 opposite p. 116) figures a gem with a grasshopper on the back of a goat showing that like the goat the value of the grasshopper is as a scape. According to King (Op. cit. p. 212, n. 1) the locust had also a phallic meaning.
7 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 122.
cause, "Mantis te vidi, a locust has seen thee"; nor in the Florentine importance attached to grasshoppers on Assumption or Grasshopper's Day (Gorno dei Grilli), when grasshoppers are caught in the fields, sold in tiny cages, and set on window sills that their chirping may keep away bad luck. The Romans considered the mantis a kind of locust. The worship of the locust or grasshopper in Greece or in other parts of the Levant is natural. Than locust swarms no animal plague is more destructive: than locust hosts no armies seem more spirit-led.

In England, a certain worship attaches to the house-cricket or gryllus. People hold that their presence brings luck to a house and think it would be hazardous to destroy them.

(To be continued.)

THE THIRTY-SEVEN NATS (SPIRITS) OF THE BURMESE.

BY E. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 532.)

Group V.

Bayin Naung Cyclo.

(Nats Nos. 15, 18, 22, and 23.)

Group V. consists of 4 Nats, whose direct reference is not clear, but who are I think of a very late date connected with the great conqueror Bayin Naung of Pegu and his dynasty in the XVIIth Century. Hence my designation of the group. The outline of this set of stories is as follows:— A son of the King of Ava died whilst in a monastery. A son of Anauktalôn Mintarâgyâl of Ava died of drink. A son of Min Bayin of Ava died from an overdose of opium. Yun Bayin, Chief of Zimmê, a Siamese Shan State, was conquered by Sinbyâyashin of Pegu and died at Bangoon in captivity in 1558. All these personages became Nats, under the titles respectively of Shindaw Nat, Minyê Aungdin Nat, Maung Minby Nat, Yun Bayin Nat.

The Nats arising out of these legends are:— No. 15. Shindaw Nat, who is the son of King Nyaungyân Min of Ava. No. 18. Minyê Aungdin Nat, who is the son of King Anaukpyêitôn Mintarâ of Ava. No. 23. Maung Minby Nat, who is a son of King Bayin Naung of Pegu and Ava. No. 22. Yun Bayin Nat, who is a Yun Shan chief of Zimmê.

For the historical facts of this legend or set of legends there is very little to go upon, but still I think we are now amongst tales of later date than any of the other legends, and are taken amongst the descendants of Bayin Naung, the great Peguan monarch of Burmese descent and the real successor of Tabin Shwêti. He was the king known to the Portuguese as Branginoco, through the Talaing pronunciation of his full title, Bayingyi Naungzaw, and reigned from 1551 to 1581. He held all Burma, i. e., both the Ava and Pegu kingdoms, from 1555, as Emperor, with subordinate kings at Ava, Prome and Tonghoo. Bayin Naung was succeeded by Nanda Bayin (1581-1599), who came to an untimely end, but was succeeded by a brother, Nyaungyân Min, the tributary king of Ava who made himself king of the whole of his father's territory and was succeeded by his son, Anaukpyêitôn Mintarâ (1605-1628). On his death, his son, Minyê Dêkpa, made an unsuccessful attempt to succeed him, but was nevertheless de jure king for about a year (1628-1629), and the regular successor was his uncle, Thalôn Mintarâ (1629-1648).

The history of the time is one of continuous murder and cruelty of every kind, and so far as the evidence can guide us, I think we must look on these Nats as belonging to this period. It is indeed

7 Quoted in Kilworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 15, n. 32.
8 Baedeker's Northern Italy, p. 369; and MS. Note.
9 Though when full grown the locust and the grasshopper are little alike the young locust can hardly be distinguished from a grasshopper. Compare Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XVI p. 528; Vol. XVII. p. 282. The Hebrew for grasshopper and locust is the same (Gesenius' Concordance, Locust).
10 Compare Pusey, Chap. XXX, v. 27:—"The locusts have no king yet go they forth all of them by bands." It was because like locusts they marred the land and went in bands as if led by a king that the Philistines (I Samuel, Chap. VI) made golden mice or rats and placed them in the ark of the Lord of Israel.
pretty clear than Minyê Aungdin Nat was a son of Anaukpetlon Mintara, and Maung Minbyû Nat a son of Bayin Naung himself: and as regards Shindaw Nat, I am inclined to put him down as a son of Nyaungyan Min.

In all this uncertainty there is one clear bit of history. The legend says that Sinbyumyâ-shin (Lord of Many White Elephants) of Pegu took as prisoner the Chief of Zimmê, who died at Rangoon in 1558, and that his name was Yun Bayin, i.e., King of the Yuns. Now all this is real history. In 1547 or thereabouts Bayin Naung made his famous inroad into Siam in search of white elephants, taking the king and royal family of Siam into captivity, and especially punishing the Shan State of Zimmê, which fought him better than any of his other enemies, his chief opponents being the Yun Shans.

The following Genealogy will show the relationship of this Group to each other, so far as I understand it:

**Group V.**

**Genealogy.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burmese line of Pagan</th>
<th>Shan lines of Pinya and Sagaing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ended 1298.</td>
<td>ended 1552-1564.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. 17. Tabin Shwedi of Pegu, 1530-1550.

No. 22. Yun Bayin Nat of Zimmê, ob. 1558, prisoner of Bayin Naung.

No. 23. Maung Minbyû Nat.

No. 23. Maung Minbyû Nat.

No. 23. Maung Minbyû Nat.

Nanda Bayin of Ava and Pegu, 1558-1599.

Nyaungyan Min of Ava and Pegu, 1599-1605.

No. 15. Shindaw Nat.

No. 15. Shindaw Nat.

No. 15. Shindaw Nat.

Anaukpetlon Mintara of Ava and Pegu, 1605-1628.

No. 18. Minye Aungdin Nat.

No. 18. Minye Aungdin Nat.

No. 18. Minye Aungdin Nat.

Minye Dekpa of Pegu, only, 1628-1629.

I will now describe the illustrations of Group V. or Bayin Naung Cycle in the language of the people, which of course is not at all that of history.

**Illustrations of Group V.**

Bayin Naung Cycle.

No. 15. Shindaw Nat.

He was a young prince placed by the king of Ava under the abbot of the Hnat-pyittaung Payâ to be educated at his monastery. While still a novice he died of snakebite.

This Nat is represented as a novice with rosary and fan, telling his beads.

No. 18. Minyê Aungdin Nat (called also Minyê Aung Nat).

He was the son of Anauk Thalûn Mintarâgyil, and died of drink.

This Nat is represented as a young man seated in high class Court dress playing on the Burmese harp.

*See Gp. III.*
No. 23. Maung Minbyu Nat.

He was a prince of Ava and married the daughter of a cavalry officer. He died of an overdose of opium.

This Nat is represented as a young man seated in high class Court dress, playing on a horn.

No. 22. Yun Bayin Nat.

He was the Chief of Zimmē and was made a prisoner of war by Sinbyūnyashin of Hanthawadi (Pegu). He died at Rangoon of dysentery in 920 B. E. (1558 A. D.), and became a Nat.

This Nat is represented seated in high class Court dress with a sheathed sword.

The Two Isolated Nats.
(Nats Nos. 1, 21.)

These are Thagyā Nat, who as already explained, is not an historical personage, but belongs to the systematised series of supernatural beings, or Nats, taken from Indian Buddhism, of whom he is the chief. He is also the nominal chief of this and every other series of Nats that the Burmese recognise. He is therefore Nat No. 1.

Nat No. 21 is probably an historical personage, as he is said to have been a trader of Pinyā, who was killed by a tiger on his way home. Pinyā has never been of any importance except while it was the capital of the Shan dynasty of Payā, which flourished between 1298 and 1364. This would fix his death somewhere between those dates. His name as a Nat is Maung Pō Tū Nat.

I have now come to my two last illustrations of which I will explain that of Maung Pō Tū first. He was a trader of Pinyā and was killed by a tiger on the summit of Mt. Ongyaw on his way home.

He is, however, represented as seated on a tiger, or what may pass for a tiger, in high class Court costume, proper for a very high official, or for a prince of the royal connection. There is, perhaps, therefore some legend giving him a royal parentage or connection.

The other isolated Nat, whose picture I have had to keep to the last, owing to the plan of explanation, is the great Thagyā Nat himself, the prince of all the Nats of whatever nature or degree by the common acceptance of every Burman: the No. 1 of all lists.

The antiquity of his cult is indicated by his name, Thagyā, which represents the Sanskrit word Čakra and not Sakka, the Pali equivalent thereof, thus throwing the date of the cult back to the early times before the present Southern (Pali) form of Buddhism prevailed in Burma and the old debased Northern (Sanskrit) form was current. The Čakra of the Indian Buddhism was the great ancient god Indra of the Brahmans, the Lord of the Firmament, turned by the Buddhists into the lowest of the three great rulers of the heavens they set up on adapting the old Brahmanic cosmogony to their reformed ideas. The other two were Mahābrāhma and Māra, the Byamā Nat and Mā Nat of the Burmese. All three, both in Indian and in modern Burmese idea, descend when necessary to the earth to interfere in the affairs of men; Mahābrāhma and Čakra beneficially, and Māra adversely. In the Burma of to-day Čakra, as Thagyā, is the Nat who most frequently does so, and he is consequently their Lord of Life, their Recording Angel, the supernatural being most revered and most respected. At the commencement of every New Year, he visits the Earth for three days for the general good, and I well recollect that in the afternoon of the most important of these three days at the beginning of the year 1250 B. E. (April 1888) there was a sudden and vivid flash of lightning, followed by crashing thunder, which gave great satisfaction to the people of the royal city of Mandalay, because it was positive evidence to them of the presence among them of Thagyā himself in the days of their adversity: — A notion having its root in the very foundations of Indian belief.
Thagyâ is here represented in all his royalty, seated on the elephant Eyâwun (P. Erawana), on whose angust back he makes his annual visit to the Earth. He bears a fan in his hand, and before him is his driver, and behind him a faithful guardian balû.

With this recollection I close this preliminary incursion into the realm of the Thirty-seven Nats.

FOLK-TALES FROM THE INDUS VALLEY.

(Collected by Thomas Lambert Barlow and Major Fred McNair, late Royal Artillery, C. M. G., F. R. G. S.: retold and edited by W. Crooke, late B. C. S.)

(Continued from p. 361.)

VII.

The horned Alexander.

Alexander Zu-l-qarnain, "he with the horns of fire on his head," came to India many a long year ago. His plan was to conquer the land, but his main desire was the quest of the Ab-i-hayât, the water of life, which he was told flowed from one of the Indian hills.

Many long days he wandered and could find no trace of the well of life. But one day he subdued a distant tribe and they told him that it sprang from a hill far off, which could be reached through winding paths in the jungle. Many had gone in quest of it, but none ever returned.

"How then can I find it?" Sikandar asked. They said: — "One plan there is. Get a mare which has lately foaled. Mount her and picket the foal at the opening of the winding path and for love of her foal she will bring you back."

He did as they advised and reached the Well of Life. He took up some of the water in his joined palms and was about to drink, when he heard a caw from an overhanging tree, and looking up he saw a raven perched there, who said: — "Don't drink! Don't drink! See what a piteous state I have reached through drinking of this water. I am but a mass of skin and bone and can never die."

Hearing this Sikandar flung the water back into the spring, saying: — "O my fate! Am I never to drink this blessed draught? Pain would I drink it, but I must obey the bird of destiny."

So he mounted and rode back and the mare led him to the place where her foal was bound.

He returned to his camp and sad at heart used to wander about clad in the meanest garb. One day he was roaming in the jungle and met some villagers, who told him that there were two magic trees in their village, which answered any question they were asked and never answered wrong. He wished to see the trees, but they said: — "Old men must lead you, for young men do not understand their voice."

So he went with the old men, and as they neared the trees he heard a voice saying: — "Here comes the Great Sikandar." Hearing this the people knew who he was and fell at his feet.

He said: — "Fear not. Ask the trees the questions which I shall propose."

First he said: — "Ask how many years I have to live."

The answer came from the trees: — "Seven years."

"How long will it be before I return to my native land?"

"Seven years."

"Sorrow on sorrow!" moaned Sikandar.

"It was not my fate to drink the Water of Life, and now it is fated that I shall not see my mother dear, as I am sure to be delayed on the road."

When he returned to his army he ordered them to strike the tents at once and set out for home. He captured many cities, slew many freebooters and built great fortresses. So the time passed and at
last he called his wisest counsellors together and said: — “My home is far away. Who can tell whether I may live to see it? One command I give — write a letter in my name which shall be given to my mother when I am dead.”

The letter he dictated was as follows: — “From thy son Sikandar. I am near death and send this letter signed with mine own hand. It is the custom of the land that when a man dies bread is given in charity to the poor. When you hear of my death give it only to those who have never lost a relation. If you come to my place and call out, ‘Sikandar Zu-l-qarnain!’ I will answer from my grave.”

By this he meant that death is the lot of all. Every house has its dead, that so the grief of his mother might be appeased.

At last Sikandar died and the letter was sent to his mother. As he was dying he sent for his ministers and said: — “When I am being carried to my burial, let my troops follow my corpse, and see that one of my hands be left palm upwards outside my shroud.”

They swore to obey his orders. But when they left his presence they said one to another: — ‘This is a strange order. Whoever heard of soldiers escorting a dead commander? Let us go again and enquire of the King.”

But all feared to face him. At last one favourite minister was induced to appear before the King, who when he heard his words said: — “Summon again those foolish counsellors.” When they appeared he said: — “Do ye not perceive that when I ordered that my soldiers should escort my corpse, I meant to show that though Sikandar conquered the world by the valour of his troops, still they could not save him from death? When I ordered that my open hand should lie outside my shroud, it meant that I came empty-handed into the world and must leave it empty-handed.”

“O King!” they answered, “now we understand thy meaning.”

And when he died all was done as he had ordered.

When the dead King’s letter reached his mother, she started at once to visit the tomb of her son. Now in that burial ground were many tombs, and long she was roaming about doubting which might be that of which she was in search. And as she walked she cried out: — “Sikandar! My beloved Sikandar!” But there was none to answer.

Then she remembered the words of his letter, and that she should have said: — “Sikandar Zu-l-qarnain!”

She called thus and her son replied: — “Did I not enjoin thee to call me by the name of Sikandar Zu-l-qarnain? For here there are many Sikandars.”

“Alas! It is so,” she moaned and was comforted. For it was his design to teach her that she was not the only mother who had to bewail a beloved son snatched from her arms by ruthless fate.

(To be continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

A TELUGU SUPERSTITION ABOUT THE MOUTH.

There was once a king of the Talings, who was much struck with the great variety of mouth exhibited by his subjects. The people he observed had every kind, from the small mouth with thin cut lips to the large thick-lipped variety. So one day he selected a man and a woman with exceptionally small mouths and married them together to see what would happen in the progeny. In due course a son was born to them, who had no mouth

* [The title of Zu-l-qarnain, “he of the two horns,” possibly a reminiscence of the story of Moses on the Mount comes from the Qur’an (Surah xlviii. 82), on which see Sab’s note. The Well of Life or Youth forms a large chapter in classical folk-lore, for which see Bacon, Wisdom of the Ancients, Vol. XXVI, and numerous references collected in Notes and Queries, IV. Ser., Vol. II. p. 362; VIII. Ser., Vol. X. p. 162. The tale of the method in which the mother is consoled probably comes from the well known Buddhist tale. — Ed.]
at all, upon which the king sent for his barber and had the child’s face cut open with a razor, thus giving it a mouth, whereby it lived.

That is the folk-story; and the folk-belief is this. If you take your food liquid or in very small portions and keep silence, your mouth will gradually grow so small that it will require the barber’s razor to widen it. The belief has given rise to the story.

The two together, the belief and the story, are the origin of a very common form of chaff from young women towards their male friends. “If you don’t talk more and open your mouth wider to eat, we shall have to send for the barber’s razor.” No man, however, dare say this to any young woman.

B. Roydu.

Nagpur.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

MUSALMAN TABUS AS TO THE HARE.

The Shi’ahs of the Gujard District will not eat hare for the reason that it chewed the cud. The Sunnis do eat it, saying there is nothing in the Qurán against it, nor is it forbidden.

R. Richardson in P. N. and Q. 1883.

INSTANCES OF SIKH RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE.

The principal queen of Mahârajá Ranjit Singh lived at Shékhpura (Gurhánwáli District), where she built a masjid for her Muhammadan subjects. In a similar spirit of liberality a masjid was erected at the Bhotál kisâli by a Sikh Sardár.

R. W. Trafford in P. N. and Q. 1883.

A HOUSE-WARMING CUSTOM IN BOMBAY.

In Bombay dancing-girls are asked to dance in a newly-built house, as it is said that without the jingling of the bells on their feet a house does not become pure.

K. Raghunathji in P. N. and Q. 1883.

THE DIPAK RAG.

What is the Dipak Rag (lamp song)? They say in Rohtak that a Nâwâb of Jhajjar kept a Brahman who could sing it, and that when he did so, all the lamps used to light up of their own accord.

F. A. Steel in P. N. and Q. 1883.

A FORM OF LEGITIMACY IN THE KANGRA VALLEY.

Çaukhandas is the name of the following notable custom prevalent among the Gaddis (shepherds) of the northern hills in the Kangrâ tâbâl. If a widow gives birth to a child within four years of her husband’s death, such child is legitimate, and inherits her deceased husband’s property without reference to the real father.

Sardaru Balhari in P. N. and Q. 1883.

A TABU AS TO FOOD AMONG HINDUS.

Is it universally considered among Hindus unlawful to eat food cooked by an unmarried person?

F. A. Steel in P. N. and Q. 1883.

THE CEREMONY OF MATRIMONIAL SEPARATION IN BOMBAY.

If a married woman wishes to separate from her husband, she goes to one of the temples, and after taking a handful of oil or dipping her fingers in any one of the lamps burning there, places the same on her head and declares herself to have become the god’s wife in presence of worshippers connected with the temple.

K. Raghunathji in P. N. and Q. 1883.

MARRIAGE TO A DAGGER IN BOMBAY.

Every dancing-girl must marry a dagger. A girl not thus married cannot dance or sing with other dancing-girls, nor can she perform at the temples, or the house of respectable Hindus.

K. Raghunathji in P. N. and Q. 1883.

BIBI DHIANI AMONG THE LALBEGI MEHTARS.

Bibi Dhianâ is worshipped by the Lalbegi Mehtars of Thanesar and Karnál along with Lái Beg by offerings of chîrts (bracelets), nekâdt (henna), and dori ki parândâ (the string for tying up women’s hair into a knot). She is said to be a relative of Lái Beg. Is anything more known of her?

R. C. Temple in P. N. and Q. 1883.

A NOTE ON THE SAKHI SARWAR SHRINE.

The celebrated shrine of Sakhi Sarwar in the Derá-Ghâzi-Khán District was burnt to the ground in 1882, but was rebuilt. No bed is allowed in the village. The inhabitants, chiefly sâujâdârs (attendants) attached to the shrine, and pilgrims all sleep on the ground.

M. Longworth Dames in P. N. and Q. 1883.
OUTLINES OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY.

BY DR. PAUL DEUSSEN, PROFESSOR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KIEL.

(Concluded from p. 370.)

Second Period: Philosophy of the Upanishads.

10. The Upanishads of the Veda.

If we compare the Veda and the Bible we may say that the Old Testament is represented in the Veda by all the hymns and Brāhmaṇa text, which serve the purpose of ritual worship. But, as the Old Testament is superseded by the New, so in the Veda all ritual performances with their rewards are declared insufficient and replaced by a higher view of things in those wonderful texts which, forming as a rule the concluding chapters of each Veda, are called Vedānta (end of the Veda) or Upaniṣhads (confidential sitting, secret doctrine). The four Vedas produced different branches or schools, each of which has handed down the common content of the Vedas in a slightly different form. Thus every Vedic school had, besides the Samhitā or collection of verses and formulas, a special Brahmaṇa as its ritual text-book, and a longer or shorter Upaniṣad, which forms its dogmatic text-book. Therefore all the Upaniṣhads treat of the same subject, the doctrine of Brahman or Ātman, and vary only in length and manner of treatment. There are about a dozen Upaniṣhads of the three older Vedas and a great number of later treatises of the same name which are incorporated in the Atharvaveda. Distinguished by its age, length, and intrinsic importance is, before all, the Brihadāraṇyaka-Upaniṣad, and next to it Chāndogya-Upaniṣad. Remarkable more for their beauty than for their originality are Kāṭhaka-Up., Mundaka-Up., and others.

11. Fundamental idea of the Upaniṣhads.

Two terms, Brahman and Ātman, form almost the only objects of which the Upaniṣhads speak. Very often they are treated as synonyms, but when a difference is noticeable, Brahman is the philosophical principle, as realised in the universe, and Ātman the same, as realised in the soul. This presupposed, we might express the fundamental thought of all the Upaniṣhads by the simple equation:

Brahman = Ātman

that is, Brahman, the power from which all worlds proceed, in which they subsist, and into which they finally return, this eternal, omnipresent, omnipotent power is identical with our Ātman, with that in each of us which we must consider as our true self, the unchangeable essence of our being, our soul. This idea alone secures to the Upaniṣhads an importance reaching far beyond their land and time; for whatever means of unveiling the secrets of Nature a future time may discover, this will be true for all time, from this mankind will never depart — if the mystery of Nature is to be solved the key of it can be found only there where alone Nature allows us an interior view of the world, that is in ourselves.

12. Chronology of the Upaniṣhads.

It can be proved that the Upaniṣhads of the three first Vedas are older generally speaking than the Atharva Upaniṣhads; of the former those in verse form belong undoubtedly to a later period than those written in the old and simple prose style of the Brāhmaṇa; among these again the two oldest are Brihadāraṇyaka and Chāndogya, which contain the oldest Upaniṣad texts we possess. There are passages in Chāndogya which may claim the priority over the parallel texts in Brihadāraṇyaka, but in most cases it can be clearly proved that passages in Chāndogya are not only younger than but even dependent on the parallel texts in Brihadāraṇyaka; this is evident from the fact that several passages of Brihadāraṇyaka recur more or less literally in Chāndogya but are no longer understood in their original meaning. In this way a careful comparison of the texts brings us to this result that in the whole Upaniṣad literature there
are scarcely any texts older than those contained in Brāh. Up. 1-4 which are connected with the person of Yājñavalkya; these either speak of him as is the case in 1, 4, and 2, 4, or reproduce his discourses with adversaries and his friend, the king Jānaka, and take up the whole of the third and fourth book. In these passages we have the oldest germ of the doctrine of the Upanishads and consequently of Indian philosophy.

13. Primitive idealism of the Upanishads.

In the Yājñavalkya chapters of Brhadāranyaka and therefore in the oldest texts of the Upanishads we find as the point of departure of the Upanishad doctrine a very bold idealism comparable to that of Parmenides in Greece, and culminating in the assertion that the ātman is the only reality and that nothing exists beyond it. The whole doctrine may be summed up in three statements:—

(1) The only reality is the ātman;
(2) The ātman is the subject of knowledge in us;
(3) The ātman itself is unknowable.

(1) All things in heaven and earth, gods, men, and other beings exist only in so far as they form a part of our ātman; the ātman must be seen, heard, known; he who sees, hears, and knows the ātman, knows in it all that exists; as the sounds of a musical instrument cannot be grasped, but he who grasps the instrument, grasps also the sounds, so he who knows the ātman knows in it, all that exists; that man is lost and abandoned by gods and men, who believes in the existence of gods and men beyond the ātman.

(2) This ātman is neither more nor less than the seer of seeing, the hearer of hearing, the knower of knowing, in a word the subject of knowledge in us, for this only is our real Self, which can never by any means be taken away from us.

(3) The ātman, as the subject of knowledge in us, is and remains unknowable in itself. "Thou canst not see the seer of seeing, thou canst not hear the hearer of hearing; thou canst not know the knower of knowing; how could a man know that by which he knows everything, how could he know the knower."


The idealism of Yājñavalkya denies, as we have seen, the existence of the world; but this denial could not be maintained in the long run. The reality of the world forced itself on the beholder, and the problem was to recognize it without abandoning the truth laid down by the sage Yājñavalkya. This led to a second stage of development which for want of a better name we may denominate Pantheism. Its chief doctrine is that the world is real, and yet the ātman is the only reality, for the world is the ātman. This is the most current thesis in the Upanishads and leads to very beautiful conceptions like that in Chāṇḍa, 8, 14; "The ātman is my soul in the inner heart, smaller than a barley corn, smaller than a mustard-seed, smaller than a grain of millet; and he again is my soul in the inner heart, larger than the earth, larger than the atmosphere, larger than the heavens and than all these worlds."

15. Cosmogony.

The equation world = ātman, notwithstanding its constant repetition in the Upanishads, is not a transparent one; for the ātman is an absolute unity, and the world a plurality. How can they be regarded as identical? This difficulty may have led later to the attempt to substitute for this incomprehensible identity another relation between ātman and world, that of causality. This theory opened the way to a new interpretation of the old myths of creation which consider the principle, Prājāpati or whatever it was, as the cause, and the world as the effect. Accordingly the cosmogonies of the Upanishads teach that in the beginning the ātman
alone existed; the ātman thought, "I will be manifold, I will send forth worlds," and created all these worlds. Having created them he entered into his creation as the soul, as the Upanishads never fail to emphasize. We have called this standpoint, finding no other name, Cosmogonism; some might propose to call it Theism, but from this it is essentially different. In the theistic view God creates the soul like everything else, but in the case before us the soul is not a creation of the ātman but the ātman himself who enters into his creation as the individual soul.

16. Theism.

The identity of the highest and the individual ātman, though perfectly true from the metaphysical standpoint, remains incomprehensible for the empirical view of things; this view distinguishes a plurality of souls different from each other and from the highest ātman, the creative power of the universe. This distinction between the highest soul (paramātman) and the individual souls (jīvātman) is the characteristic feature of what we may term the theism of certain later Upanishads. It emerges for the first time in Kathaka 2, 1, where the two, God and the soul, are contrasted as light and shadow, which intimates that the latter has no reality of its own. But the constantly growing realistic tendencies made this contrast sharper and sharper, until in the Čeṣāvatāra-Upan. the highest soul, almighty and all-pervading as it is, is represented as essentially different from the individual soul which, limited and indigent, lives in the heart, smaller than the point of a needle, smaller than the ten-thousandth part of a hair; and this, says the text, "becomes infinity." Even here God, notwithstanding his isolation from the soul, lives together with it in the heart; as two birds living on the same tree, one of which feeds on the fruits of his works, while the other abstains from eating and only looks on; thus the individual soul, bewildered by his own impotence and grieving, looks for the help of the highest soul, or better of his own divine and almighty self.

17. Atheism.

Theism distinguishes three entities, a real world, a creative ātman and the individual ātman dependent on him. This duplication of the ātman necessarily had a pernicious influence on one of the two branches, viz., for the highest ātman, who in fact had always drawn his vital force from the soul living in us. Separated from this he became altogether superfluous, since the creative powers attributed to him could be transferred without difficulty to the primordial matter. Thus God disappeared and there remained only a primeval creative matter (prakṛti) and opposed to it a plurality of individual souls (purusas), entangled in it by an inexplicable fate and striving to emancipate themselves from it by means of knowledge. This is exactly the standpoint of the Sāṅkhya system. We see it shoot up more and more exuberantly in the later Upanishads, especially in Maitrāyaṇya; but its full development is only attained in the post-Vedic period and will be treated later. Before leaving the Veda we have to speak of the moral and eschatological consequences of the Vedic philosophy.

18. Vedic Eschatology before the Upanishads.

In contrast with the Semitic view, the belief in the immortality of the soul has been from the oldest times a possession of the Indo-German race. Even in the oldest hymns of the Rigveda the hope is frequently expressed that after death good men will go to the gods to share their happy life. As for the wicked it is their destiny, only darkly hinted at, to fall into a deep abyss and disappear. The first mortal who found the way to the luminous heights of the happy other-world for all the following generations was Yama, who, as king of the blessed dead, sits with them under a leafy tree and passes the time in carousing; the analogous ideas of
Jesus when He speaks of sitting at table with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the Beyond are known to everybody. Different stages of happiness for pious worshippers seem not to have been a part of the oldest creed. In the course of time this was modified and the belief arose that good and evil deeds find their corresponding rewards and punishments in a future life. A very striking passage of a Brahmana says: "Whatever food a man eats in this world, by that food he is eaten in the next world." Among the evils which await the bad man in the Beyond we often find mentioned an indefinite fear of dying again and again even in the other world (punarnirmityu). This notion of a repeated death led on to the idea that it must be preceded by a repeated life, and in transferring this repeated living and dying from the world beyond to the earth, the Hindus came finally to that dogma which has been in all subsequent ages more characteristic of India than anything else — the great doctrine of metempsychosis. The first passage where this creed clearly appears is in the Brahadravyaka-Up.; and it discloses to us also the real motives of the remarkable dogma. Yajnavalkya, when asked what remains of man after death, takes the interrogator by the hand, leads him from the assembly to a solitary place, and reveals to him there the great secret: "And what they spoke was work, and what they praised was work; verily a man becomes holy by holy works, wicked by wicked works." This passage together with several others proves that the chief motive of the dogma of transmigration was to explain the different destinies of men by the supposition that they are the fruits of merit and demerit in a preceding life.

19. Development of this Doctrine in the Upanishads.

A religion, after having come to a better view of things, cannot discard the preceding and less perfect steps of development which have led up to it. Thus the New Testament cannot emancipate itself from the Old Testament and its very different spirit. So too the Upanishads, after having come to the creed of metempsychosis, had to retain at the same time the old Vedic creed of rewards and punishments in the other world. The two views combined led to a complicated system, which taught a two-fold reward and punishment, the first in the world beyond, the second in a succeeding life on earth. This theory is fully explained in the so-called "doctrine of the Five Fires," an important text found both in Chând. 5 and in Brîh. 6. This combined theory of compensation distinguishes three ways after death — (1) the way of the fathers, (2) the way of the gods, and (3) the "third place."

(1) The way of the fathers, destined for the performer of pious works, leads through the smoke of the funeral pyre and a series of "dark" stations to the placid realm of the moon, where the soul in separate with the gods, enjoys the fruit of its good works, until they are consumed. As soon as the treasure of good works is exhausted, the soul, through the intermediate stations of ether, wind, fog, rain, plant, semen and womb passes to a new human existence, in which once more the good and evil works of the previous life find their reward.

(2) The way of the gods is destined for those who have spent their life in worshipping Brahman. They go through the flame of the funeral pyre and a series of "luminous" stations first to the sun, thence "to the moon, from the moon to the lightning; there is a spirit, he is not like a human being; he leads them to Brahman. For them there is no return." This passage evidently teaches that by the way of the gods is attained the highest goal, the union with Brahman. The later system, however, teaching that the knower of Brahman stands higher than the worshipper of Brahman, considers this union with Brahman, obtained by worshipping it, only as a step leading to the highest perfection, which the souls united with Brahman obtain only after receiving in it perfect knowledge.

(3) For those who have neither worshipped Brahman nor performed good works is destined the "third place" leading to a new life as lower animals — worms, insects, snakes, etc., after a previous punishment in the different hells. This punishment in hell, which is a later addition, is not found in the Upanishads and appears first in the system of the Vedânta.
20. Liberation by knowledge.

Transmigration is believed to be just as real as the empirical world. But from a higher point of view empirical reality together with creation and transmigration is only a great illusion; for in truth there is no manifold, no world, but only one being — the Brahman, the ātman. The attainment of this knowledge is the highest aim of man and in its possession consists the final liberation. The knowledge is not the means of liberation, it is liberation itself. He who has attained the conviction "I am Brahman" has reached it in the knowledge that he in himself is the totality of all that is, and consequently he will not fear anything because there is nothing beyond him; he will not injure anybody, for nobody 'injures himself by himself.' There are, properly speaking, no means of attaining this knowledge; it comes of itself; it is, in the view of the theistic Upanishads, a grace of God. He who has obtained this knowledge continues to live, for he must consume the fruits of his preceding life; but life with its temptations can no longer delude him. By the fire of knowledge his former works are "burnt" and no new works can arise. He knows that his body is not his body, his works are not his works; for he is the totality of the ātman, the divine being, and when he dies, "his spirit does not wander any more, for Brahman is he, and into Brahman he is resolved."

"As rivers run and in the deep
Lose name and form and disappear
So goes, from name and form released,
The wise man to the deity."

Third Period: Post-Vedic Philosophy.


The thoughts of the Upanishads led in the post-Vedic period not only to the two great religions of Buddhism and Jainism but also to a whole series of philosophical systems. Six of these are considered as orthodox, because they are believed to be reconcileable with the Vedic creed, the other are rejected as heretical. The six orthodox systems are: (1) the Sāṅkhya of Kapila, (2) the Yoga of Patanjali, (3) the Nyāya of Gotama, (4) the Vaiśeṣikam of Kanada, (5) the Mīmāṃsā of Jaimini, (6) the Vedānta of Bādarāyana. As for the heterodox systems, the most important are Buddhist, Jainist, and the materialistic system of the Cārvāka; several others are nothing more than the Vedāntic views combined with the popular creeds of Vaisnavism or Čivaism. But the six orthodox schools are not philosophical systems either in the strict sense of the term. The Mīmāṃsā is only a methodical handbook treating of the various questions arising out of the complicated Vedic ritual. The Yoga is a systematic exposition of the method of attaining union with the ātman by means of concentration in oneself. The Nyāya, though it treats incidentally of all kinds of philosophical topics, is properly nothing more than a handbook of logic or better of disputation, furnishing a canon for use in controversies. The Vaiśeṣikam, giving a classification of existing things under six categories, is interesting enough, but more from a physical than a philosophical point of view. The only systems of metaphysical importance are the Sāṅkhya and the Vedānta; but even these are not to be considered as original creations of the philosophical mind, for the common basis of both and with them of Buddhism and Jainism is to be found in the Upanishads; and it is the ideas of the Upanishads which by a kind of degeneration have developed into Buddhism on one side and the Sāṅkhya system on the other. Contrary to both, the later Vedānta of Bādarāyana and Gaṅgāra goes back to the Upanishads and founds on them that great system of the Vedānta which we have to consider as the ripest fruit of Indian wisdom.

22. The Philosophy of the Epic Period.

Between the Veda and the later systems lies a philosophical development the history of which, for want of special documents, must be supplied from the vast bulk of the Mahābhāra-
tam. Here we find, in the Bhagavadgītā (Book vi.), the Sanatsujātaparvan (Book v. 1556 ff.), the Mokṣadharma (Book xii.) and other texts, the materials which, though in an earlier form than that of the Mahābhārata, have formed the common base of Buddhism, and Sāṅkhya. The philosophical system of the Mahābhārata, whether we call it epic Sāṅkhya or realistic Vedānta, is the common mother of both. Some scholars maintain that the religion of Buddha is an off-shoot of the Sāṅkhya system, others that Buddhism is anterior to the Sāṅkhya. Both are right. Buddhism certainly precedes what we call now the Sāṅkhya system, but it depends on what is called Sāṅkhya in the Mahābhārata. Originally Sāṅkhya (calculation, reflection) does not mean a certain philosophical system but philosophical enquiry in general; it is the opposite of Yoga, which means the attainment of the ātman by means of concentration in oneself. The words are thus used where they occur for the first time (Ceat. 6, 13), and it is an open question, deserving further research, whether not only in the Bhagavadgītā but also throughout the Mahābhārata the words Sāṅkhya and Yoga are not so much names of philosophical systems as general terms for the two methods of reflection and concentration. Without entering into details we may say that even in the Mahābhārata the primordial matter (prakṛti) is opposed to a plurality of souls (puruṣa); but both are more or less loosely dependent on Brahma as the highest principle. This is the starting point both of the later Sāṅkhya which rejects Brahma as the connecting link, and of Buddhism which denies not only God but also the soul.

23. Buddhism.

The success of Buddhism in India was due in part to the overwhelming personality of its founder, in part to the breaking down of caste prejudices by which he opened the way of salvation to the great masses of the population. Only in small measure did it owe this success to the originality of its ideas, for almost all its essential theories had their predecessors in the Vedic and epic periods. The fundamental idea of Buddhism, laid down in the four holy truths, is this—that we can extinguish the pains of existence only by extinguishing our thirst for existence. The same idea is put forth in the 12 Nīḍānas, which by a series of steps go back from the pains of life to the thirst for life and from this to ignorance as the ultimate cause of thirst and pain altogether. We see in these and many other Buddhist ideas only a new form of what Yājñavalkya teaches in the Brāh.-Up., and if Buddhism in its opposition to the Brahmanical creed goes so far as to deny soul, this denial is only apparent, since Buddhism maintains the theory of transmigration affected by karma, the work of the preceding existence. This karma must have in every case an individual bearer and that is what the Upanishads call the ātman and what the Buddhists inconsequentially deny. A common feature of Buddhism and Sāṅkhya is that they both regard pain as the starting point of philosophical enquiry, thus clearly showing the secondary character of both. For philosophy has its root in the thirst for knowledge and it is a symptom of decadence in India as in Greece when it begins to be considered as a remedy for the pains of life.


There are many other features in the Sāṅkhya system which show clearly that it is not, as has been generally held up to the present, the original creation of an individual philosophical genius, but only the final result of a long process of degeneration, as has already been shown. The theism of the Upanishads had separated the highest soul from the individual soul, opposing to them a primordial matter. After the elimination of the highest soul there remained two principles—(1) prakṛti, primeval matter, and (2) a plurality of puruṣas or subjects of knowledge. This dualism as the starting-point of the Sāṅkhya system is in itself quite incomprehensible; it becomes understandable only by its development as shown before. The aim of man is the emancipation of the puruṣa from the prakṛti; and this is attained by the knowledge that puruṣa and prakṛti are totally different, and that all the pains of life, being only modifications of prakṛti, do not affect the puruṣa in the least. To awaken this consciousness in the
purusha prakriti unfolds its essence to it anew in every life, producing by gradual evolution the cosmic intellect (Mahan or Buddh), from this the principle of individuation (Abhâṅkâra), from this mind, organs of sense, and the rudiments, and from the latter, material objects. The purusha beholds this evolution of prakriti; if he understands that prakriti is different from himself he is emancipated, if not he remains in the circle of transmigration and suffering. The whole system seems to be based on an original assumption that there is only one purusha and one prakriti by the separation of which the final aim is attained for both. The pretended plurality of purushas looks like a later addition; and we do not understand how the one and indivisible prakriti develops its being before every single purusha again and again to aid in his emancipation, if there always remains an innumerable quantity of unemancipated purushas. If we add to this the fact that all the other elements of the system including the three guñas can be derived from the Upanishad doctrine, we can no longer hesitate to admit that the whole Sâkhya system is nothing but a result of the degeneration of the Vedânta through the growth of realistic tendencies. There seems to have been a time when Vedantic thought lived only in this realistic form of the Sâkhya; for when the Yoga took the form of a philosophical system it was built up on the very inconvenient base of the Sâkhya system, probably because at that time no other base was available.


The genesis of this system, represented by the names of Badarâyana and Čaṅkara, has many analogies with the Reformation in the Christian Church. As Luther and others rejected the various traditions of the medieval Church and based the Protestant creed on the pure word of the Bible, so Čaṅkara (born 788 A. D.) rejected the changes in Vedic doctrine brought about by Buddhism and Sâkhya and founded the great system that bears his name on the holy word of the Upanishads alone; but in doing this a great difficulty confronted him; for the Upanishads, the words of which are in the view of Čaṅkara a divine revelation, contain not only the pure idealism of Yâjñavalkya but also its later modifications such as pantheism, cosmogonism and theism. In meeting this difficulty Čaṅkara exhibits great philosophical astuteness, which may serve as a model for Christian theology in future times; he distinguishes throughout an esoteric system (paravidyâ) containing a sublime philosophy, and an exoteric system (aparavidyâ) embracing under the wide mantle of a theological creed all the fanciful imaginings which spring in course of time from the original idealism. The esoteric system gives a description of the Brahman in the richest colours, treating it in part as the pantheistic soul of the world, and in part as a personal god; it gives a full account of the periodical creation and reabsorption of the world and of the never-ending circle of transmigration, etc. The esoteric system on the contrary maintains with Yâjñavalkya that Brahman, or the ātman is absolutely unknowable and attainable only by the concentration of yoga, that there is from the highest standpoint neither creation nor world, neither transmigration nor plurality of souls, and that complete liberation is reached by him and by him alone who has awakened to the beatific consciousness, expressed in the words of the Upanishads: "Aham Brahma asmi" (I am Brahman).

Thus the Indians in their Vedânta possess a theological and philosophical system satisfying not only the wants of the people, but also the demands of a mind accessible to true knowledge only in its purest form.
One year there was a great drought and the tank became quite dried up. The Crocodile was left grilling in the sun and suffered great distress. He used to call out to the passers-by:—"Take pity upon me! I have no water and I am being roasted to death!" But all they said was:—"We are delighted to hear it! Serve you right!"

At last an old man passed by and the Crocodile implored his assistance. "Well," said the old man, "if you come with me I will show you a tank which never gets dry in the hottest summer."

The Crocodile followed the old man who showed him a tank full to the brim with fresh water. The old man went in up to his waist and called out to the Crocodile, "See, how deep it is!"

The Crocodile glided in, but no sooner had he got well into the water than he made a grab at the old man's leg. "What are you about?" he screamed. The Crocodile answered:—"It is a long time since I had a square meal, and now I am going to eat you."

"What an ungrateful rascal you are!" said the old man.

Just then a Jackal strolled up to the tank to drink and the old man said:—"Let us lay the case before Mr. Jackal, and if he decides that you may eat me it is all right."

The old man beckoned to Mr. Jackal and explained the case.

"How can I decide," said Mr. Jackal, "unless I see the place whence you brought Mr. Crocodile?"

So they all went back to the village tank and the Jackal said:—"Show me the exact spot where you found Mr. Crocodile."

When he had examined the place carefully he said:—"This is a difficult case and I must take a little walk while I think it over." But under his breath he whispered to the old man:—"What a fool you are! You bolt one way and I will go the other."

So they both cleared off and left the crocodile in despair. But he said to himself:—"I know the way to the tank which has water and some day I will have my revenge."

Back he went to the tank and lay in ambush under a tree and one day when Mr. Jackal came to drink Mr. Crocodile snapped at his leg. "What a fool you are!" said Mr. Jackal. "You think you have got hold of me by the leg, but it is a root of the tree which is in your mouth." The Crocodile promptly dropped the Jackal's leg and he scampered off.

Then Mr. Crocodile made another plan. There was a tree close by from which a lot of ripe plums were dropping and he knew that Mr. Jackal was very fond of plums. So he made a great pile of the fallen fruit and hid under it. Mr. Jackal came prowling along and when he saw the heap of plums he went cautiously towards it. But he caught sight of the eye of Mr. Crocodile in the middle of the fruit and crying,—"Sold again!"—he made off.

Mr. Crocodile now saw that the Jackal was too clever for him. So he waited till the Farmer came to the tank and then he called out to him:—"If you will only catch a Jackal for me I will give you a lot of jewels which people have dropped in my tank."

"That is easily done," said the Farmer, and that night he went into the jungle and lay down pretending to be dead. By and by the Jackal came loafing along and when he came near the corpse he began to smell it. But he was in doubts about it and said to himself:—"I wonder if this is really a corpse." Then he said a little louder as if to himself:—"If he is really dead he will shake his leg, if he isn't he won't." The Farmer fell into the trap and shook his leg, on which the Jackal called out:—"Sold again!", and bolted off.

The Farmer was a covetous wretch and vowed that he would get the jewels somehow. So he made a wax doll, the size of a baby and putting it into a grave he covered it with leaves and lay in ambush close by. After sunset the Jackal came along that way and seeing the earth disturbed said to himself:—"They have been burying some one here." Then he began to scratch up the earth. By and by one of his paws got stuck in the wax and he could not get it free.
Then the Farmer came up and said:—"Ha! I have you at last." Poor Mr. Jackal howled for mercy, but it was no use.

At last he said to the Farmer:—"If you won't let me go I will call all my brother Jackals. For I am their King and they will tear you to pieces in a trice."

"What shall I do?" asked the Farmer.

Said Mr. Jackal:—"You must get some oil and rub it well over me. Then get a fowl and tie it close beside me. Then call two of your friends and let them stand over me with their axes to brain me if I try to run away."

So the fool of a Farmer brought the oil and the fowl and began to rub the oil all over the Jackal. But when he was well greased the Jackal slipped easily out of his hands and snatching up the fowl for his supper escaped with an exulting laugh.7

IX.

The Rival Faqirs.

On the Ganghaur Hill in the Hazara District there lived a famous Hindu Faqir, who used occasionally to take his seat on the peak known as the Pir Thân, and there great crowds used to assemble to witness the marvels which he wrought. He was particularly respected by the Musalmân Gújars of the neighbourhood, because he was reputed to be able to cure all manner of diseases and to double the milk of their cows. It was even said that at times he could soar up to the heavens.

The reports of his magical powers reached the ears of a Musalmân Faqir, who lived some distance off, particularly as he found that the reputation of his rival was seriously reducing the number of his own disciples.

So he made a journey to a village near the hill on which his rival used to stay, and when he had called the Musalmâns of the place together he preached a long sermon to them, dwelling on the risk which they ran in countenancing such idolatries.

"As for you Hindus," said he, "you may do as you please."

In reply to his address the Gújars dwelt on the mighty powers of this worker of miracles, and challenged him to do something better than the feats of his rival.

Next day all the people went up the hill to visit the Faqir, and the Musalmân Saint slipped in among the audience to see what was about to happen. But the Hindu saw him and said:—

"Two swords cannot rest within one scabbard, nor two Faqirs on the same hill. If this fellow wishes to take my place let him do some wonder to prove his claims."

The people applauded his word and said:—

"Master! Ascend to heaven."

So he made a fire, and when a thick smoke rose from it lo and behold, he flew up to the sky in the smoke. When the Musalmân Saint saw this wonder he was confused for a time; but at last he drew out his Qurán and began to recite texts and charms. Then he flung up his shoe and it rose into the air, and all at once in the welkin there arose a noise of blows and cries for help, and in a moment they saw the Hindu Faqir come tumbling down to earth and round his head flew the slipper of his rival—through which beat and thumped him harder and harder till little life remained in him.

When he reached the ground he fell at the feet of the Musalmân Saint, implored his mercy and humbly admitted his own inferiority.8

[The motif is here the same as that of the old story of the tiger induced to return to his cage. The jackal, as the wise animal, takes the place of the fox in Western folk-lore. Tawney, Kâtha Sarit Śêgara, Vol. II. p. 28. — En.]

[The power of flying in the air was possessed by many Saints. On the whole subject of such miracles, see Yule, Marco Polo, Vol. I. p. 279 seqq. — En.]
X.

The Faqir and his shrewish Wife.

There was once a holy Faqir who lived in an out-of-the-way village and was much respected for his piety. But his wife was a shrew.

One day a strange Faqir came into the village and made acquaintance with the old man, who invited him to put up with him for the night.

When the host reached home with his guest his wife received him with a storm of abuse. The guest took his host aside and asked whether it would not be well for him to seek other quarters. But the host said:

"No! The fact is I am well off here and the people are liberal in their offerings to me. Thus, I am led to violate my vows of poverty. But thanks be to Allah who has given me a wife of a shrewish temper to be a thorn in my flesh and warn me from neglecting the ways of righteousness."

XI.

The Peasant and the Bailiff.

It is the habit of some Panjābī peasants to shift their hamlets periodically for the convenience of cultivation and the breeding of stock.

One day a peasant was ploughing near a graveyard, when up came a Bailiff, who was out collecting rents.

"I am come," said he, "to collect the land tax. Tell me where I shall find all the people collected in one place."

"I know no such place," said the other, "save the graveyard beside you."

XII.

Shams-i-Tabriz, the Saint of Multān.

There was once a noted Saint, named Shams-i-Tabriz, whose fame spread far and wide. One day he determined to visit Multān, and when the people there heard of his coming they consulted together how they might foil him, for the Faqirs of that city dreaded lest when he came he might entice away their disciples. So they sent an envoy to meet him with a pot full of milk and when he saw the Saint he said to him:

"As this pot is full to the brim, so Multān is already full of Faqirs."

Shams saw a jasmine plant growing close by, and plucking a flower he managed to lay it on the milk so that it floated on the surface, and not a drop was spilled.

"As this flower," said he, "does not disturb the milk, so there is room for me also in Multān."

The envoy returned and told them the words of the Saint. They were wroth, and calling a meeting they made proclamation that none should receive him in their houses or cook for him.

When Shams arrived he asked for food, but no one gave to him, and he was well nigh perishing of hunger.

At last a butcher gave him a piece of meat, but refused to cook it for him. Shams in despair looked towards the Sun.

"Shams we both are called," said he, "I pray thine aid."

The Sun heard his prayer and came by the length of a spear shaft nearer the city, and lo, the meat was cooked.

When they felt this sudden glow of heat the Faqirs came to Shams and begged his mercy. But he would not pray the Sun to retire to its former place and this is why Multān is so hot even to this day.*

* [The same story is given in Temple, Legends of the Panjāb, Vol. III. p. 89. — Ed.]
XIII.

The Devil and his Wife.

Shaitān or Satan has power to take what form he wills. One day he took it into his head to take the human form and visit earth. So he appeared as a young man and went wandering about, till he reached a village and sat down in a rest house. He was chatting to the men assembled there, when he heard a fight going on, and saw a woman beating her husband through the village. He asked what it all meant and they said:

"This wretched woman is a shrew, worse than Shaitān himself. Take care friend when you marry that you do not get a worse lot than she is."

By and by Shaitān married and, as it happened, his wife was a terrible shrew and led him the life of a dog. He had a son too who took after his mother, and when Shaitān used to give him good advice he would say:

"Who cares what Shaitān says?"

At last Shaitān said to him:

"My son! You must do something for your living. Get yourself up as a Hakim and go down to earth."

"But," said the youth, "I know nothing of medicine and how can I be a Hakim?"

"I will tell you a plan," said his father. "When you are called in to see a patient, look at the head of the bed, and if you see my shadow there be sure that the case is hopeless and tell the friends of the patient so. If my shadow is at the foot of the bed, be certain that the sick man is in no danger, and you may give him any stupid thing you like, for he is sure to recover."

The youth thought this a good plan and did as his father advised. After this his diagnosis was so accurate and his candour became so popular that he gained great repute and popularity.

One day he was called in to see a Nawāb, and the friends of the patient said:

"We will pay any fee you ask if you only save his life."

So the young Hakim was very anxious for his own sake to cure him. But when he came to the bedside he saw the shadow of his father over the patient's head. The case seemed hopeless and he was at his wit's end. Suddenly he thought of a plan. He had the room cleared and suddenly called out:

"Look out, father! Mother is coming!"

Whereupon Shaitān incontinently vanished and the patient made a recovery.10

XIV.

Sakhi, the pious Musalmān.

In a Panjāb village there once lived an old Musalmān who from his deeds of charity was known as Sakhi, "the liberal one." Many Faqirs used to visit him and live on the alms he distributed to them. One day two begging Qalandars came to him and said that they were on their way as pilgrims to the holy place and claimed his aid. So he invited them to his house, which was a poor place with very little furniture. His wife rose at their coming and he told her to lay food before them. But she whispered in his ear:

"What is to be done? There is nothing in the house."

[The name of Satan's wife according to the traditions is Awwa. He has nine sons — Zu-l-baysun, who rules in Mātir ; Wazin, who prevails in time of trouble; Awan, who counsels kings; Hafain, patron of wine-bibbers; Maizrah, of musicians and dancers; Maalbut, of news-spreaders; Duhail, who frequents places of worship and interferes with devotion; Dusam, lord of mansions and dinner-tables, who prevents the Faithful from saying Bismillāh! and Isha allah, as commanded in the Qurān (xxviii. 23); and Laki, lord of Fire-worshippers — see Burton, Arabian Nights Vol. III. p. 17. Which of these was the worthy of our text does not appear. — Ed.]
So he signed to her to borrow from the neighbours, and the guests seeing what had passed said to one another:

"See how poor this good man is! We must eat sparingly and leave something in the dish for our host and his wife."

Meanwhile the wife had borrowed some flour and cooked cakes. They all ate and a portion was taken to the inner room for the daughter of the host.

As they finished the meal the Qalandars rose to go. But Sakhi offered to accompany them a short way and put them on the high road. He went some distance, and as he was returning he saw a dense cloud of smoke rising from the village. He was alarmed and hastened home, only to find that his hut had taken fire and that his wife and daughter had perished in the flames.

"It is the will of Allah!" he cried, and then and there he determined to leave the place and take service with the King.

He started on his journey, and as he passed through a thick jungle it was midday and he halted to rest and say the noon prayer.

As he was praying to his amazement he heard a cry for help and coming to a well close by he saw at the bottom a man, a jackal and a snake.

When he saw Sakhi the jackal cried out:

"For the love of Allah, save me, but don't save this wicked man."

"If I save one I save all," said Sakhi. So he untied his waist-cloth and letting it down into the well succeeded in rescuing all of them.

When he reached the surface the snake to show his gratitude spat up a lump of gold, and asking Sakhi to take it, invited him to go with him a short way apart. There the snake pointed out to him some marvellous herbs which cure all manner of human ill.

When Sakhi returned to the well the jackal thanked him, and promised to come to his aid whenever he wanted help.

"But," said he, "beware of this wicked man, for he will work you ill."

The man said nothing, but as he was weak and ill, Sakhi took him with him, not knowing that he was, in truth, the Son of the King. When they reached the city, the Prince said to him:

"Return me the piece of gold which I entrusted to you."

"You gave me no gold," he replied.

"We shall see about this," answered the Prince.

Just then they reached the city gate, and the Prince called out to one of the guards:

"This rascal has robbed me of a piece of gold. Search him."

The gold was found on Sakhi and he was hauled before the Judge, who ordered that he should be sewn up in a raw calf skin and exposed in the sun, for this was the punishment of a thief by the law of the land.

For a time he suffered terrible torture. At last, he heard the guards whispering to one another, and one said:

"Our king is sick with a sore disease and none of the physicians can cure him."

"I can cure him," said Sakhi.
So they took him to the Wazir, who heard his story. The Wazir ordered that the skin should be taken off him, which was done with much difficulty. Sakhi then went into the jungle, found the herbs which the snake had pointed out to him, and by means of them he was able to cure the King.

The King in his gratitude said:

“"You shall marry my daughter and have half my kingdom."

A lucky day was fixed and the marriage was done with all the usual pomp and ceremony.

But in his prosperity Sakhi did not neglect to pray to Allah, the Almighty. One day he went to pray to a meadow outside the city walls, when up came the jackal with a beautiful flower in its mouth and said:

"Take this. I found it where the Panj Pir had been praying. Keep it and show it to no one."

When he brought home the flower its scent was so powerful that his wife smelt it and asked her husband to show it to her. Sakhi, for a while, obeyed the warning of the jackal and concealed the flower. At last, perforce he showed it to her and charged her to keep the matter secret. But one day her mother, the old Queen, came to see her daughter, and the flower by accident fell upon the floor, when the old woman hid it away. But immediately it became dry and withered. When Sakhi's wife missed the flower she was in great distress and told her husband that she would die unless he got her another like it.

That evening Sakhi went outside the city to pray and he thought of the jackal, who immediately appeared. He told him of the loss of the flower. The jackal was wroth with him and said that he could not get another. Sakhi said:

"Only show me which way the Panj Pir went and I will follow them and ask for another flower."

"Where they are I know not," said the jackal, "but I saw them dive into a deep pool in yonder river and they did not rise again."

So Sakhi dived into the water and soon found himself in a wondrous underground palace full of all manner of precious stones. As he was wandering about in admiration, some one touched his shoulder, and looking round he saw his first wife and her daughter who had been burnt in the fire. For, in truth, this was the Paradise of the Blessed.

Sakhi determined to stay there and abandon his second wife who was under the spell of the magic flower.

And may we all go there some day.\(^{12}\)

XV.

The Priest, the Washerman and the Ass.

Once upon a time in the city of Azamgarh in Northern India lived a Musalmān priest, who kept a school as well. By chance one day an old Dhibi and his wife, who were very rich, came to the city on a pilgrimage and tied up their ass to a tree near the priest's mosque. Just then they heard a man abusing the priest:


The snake is closely connected with the healing art, as in the Asklepios tale. For the serpent finding the healing herbs, see Fraser, Pavana, Vol. III. p. 66.

The promise of half the kingdom and the princess is a commonplace in the folk-tales.


Under-water palaces — ibid. Vol. I. p. 56. The under-water Musalmān Paradise is remarkable. — En.]
"For many a long year," said he, "I have been paying you fees for teaching my son. But he has learned nothing and spends his days idling and doing mischief."

At this the priest was wroth and said:—

"When he came to school he was an ass and I have made a man of him."

When the Dhobi heard this he said to his wife:—

"What a learned teacher this must be who can turn a ass into a man! We have no son. Why should we not have our ass turned into a youth?"

The wife assented and they both went to the priest and said:—

"We want our ass turned into a man."

The priest was amazed at their request, but when he thought over the matter he knew that they must have misunderstood what he had been saying to the father of his pupil. So he answered:—

"What you desire is a hard thing. But tie your ass to the tree and come back for your son in a year. My fee is a thousand rupees."

They agreed, tied up the ass, paid the fee and departed.

A year passed and the old couple came back to the mosque to claim their son.

"You are just a week too late," said the priest. "Your son turned out to besuch a learned man that he has been appointed Qâzi of Jaunpur and has left to join his appointment."

Now the priest said this because the Qâzi was his enemy.

"But," said the old people, "how will he recognise us? You must come with us to introduce us to him."

"There is no need of my going," he replied. "All you have to do is to take the rope and nose-bag of the ass with you to Jaunpur. Be sure that you arrive on a Friday when your son will preach to the congregation in the mosque. Place yourselves well in his view and shake the nose-bag. Then he will recognise you at once."

So they went to Jaunpur and did as the priest advised. The Qâzi soon noticed their extraordinary behaviour and sent one of his servants to find out what it all meant. But they said:—

"This is a secret which we can tell only to the Qâzi Sahib himself."

The Qâzi when the prayers were over took them aside and they told him the whole story, how he was their son and how the priest had turned the ass into a Qâzi. He saw at once that this was a trick of his old enemy to bring him to shame and he knew that if the tale once got abroad he should never hear the end of it and the folk would mock him. So he thought it wise to dissemble and said:—

"All you say is doubtless true, but you must never reveal the secret. Come to my house and I will be a good son to you as long as you live."

They agreed and he took them home, where they lived till they died and then they left him all they possessed. 12

XVI.

Akbar Badshah and his Wazir.

One day Birbal, the Wazir of the Emperor Akbar, chanced to give dire offence to his master and fearing his anger, disguised himself as a Faqir and went into hiding. Many months passed and Akbar more and more missed his trusty Wazir. At last he summoned a Council and asked their advice how to get him back. No one could suggest anything to the purpose. At last, in his wrath Akbar said:—

"If he be not found immediately you shall all lose your heads."
They considered the matter and one old man said:

"The best plan is this. Let some exceedingly foolish order, with which compliance is impossible, be issued and perchance this may lead to the return of the Wazir."

So an order was issued to every headman that on a certain day he should bring with him to the Emperor's palace the principal well of his village.

When this order reached the village in which Birbal was concealed, he said:

"This do. Take the elders with you and stand outside the palace walls and announce that you have brought your well with you. Say also that it is the custom of the land that the elder brother should advance to meet the younger. Let, then, the Emperor's well advance, and our well will rise to do him honour."

Messengers came to the Emperor and reported these words. The Emperor was amazed and sent one of his ministers to enquire into the matter. He returned and said that this was a device of the absent Birbal. So the Emperor sent to the village and caused him to be arrested, and when the arrived the Emperor went to meet him and restored him to favour.13

XVII.

The Raja, Wazir and the Shepherd.

There was once a Raja who was renowned for his wisdom. One day a traveller came to his Court and said:

"There is a city which I have seen where every one is wise, from the Raja on his throne to the beggar in the Bazar."

"It is impossible," said the Raja.

But the traveller insisted that it was so, and finally the Raja decided to visit this wonderful city and see for himself. So the Raja and the Wazir disguised themselves and started on their journey. By and by they reached the city and halted outside the walls. There they met a Shepherd, grazing his flock and the Raja said:

"Let us begin by testing him with questions."

The first was:

"Which light is the best light?"

"That of the Sun," he said.

The second was:

"Of all waters which is the best?"

"That of the Ganges."

The third was:

"Of all sleep which is the best?"

"That after fatigue," he said.

The fourth was:

"Which of all flowers is the best?"

"That of the rose," he said.

The Raja liked his answers, but the Shepherd began to laugh.

When the Raja asked him why he laughed, he said:

13 [There is a large cycle of folk-tales detailing the wit of Birbal, for whom see Blochmann, Ahs-i-Akbari, Vol. I. p. 404 seq. — Ed.]
"Because you agreed to the foolish answers I gave you. The best light is that of eyes; the best water, a little in a thirsty land: the best sleep, that of health: the best flower, that of the cotton, which when it fades leaves a valuable pod behind."

The Raja said:

"Verily what I heard was true. If a foolish Shepherd has such wisdom, what must be that of the wise men of this city?"

So he went home satisfied.

XVIII.

The laying of the Bhût.

Long ago in the city of Peshâvar lived a man famous for his power of laying evil spirits. Once he went to the village of Háji Shâb, where lived an orderly, named Siva Dâs, who was sore troubled by a Bhût, which caused him now and again to fall into a fit. At last his brother sent for the wise man. When he arrived he was led to the bedside of the sick man and drawing his Qurân from under his arm he said:

"Are you going to leave him or not?"

"I will never leave him," replied the Bhût.

The wise man sent for a piece of rag which he proceeded to burn at a lamp. Again he approached the bed and said:

"If you will not leave him I will burn you as I burn this rag."

But the Bhût answered:

"I will never leave him."

The wise man placed the moldering rag on the nose of the patient and then a voice was heard:

"If you cease tormenting me I will leave him."

And leave him he did and never troubled him again.¹⁴

MISCELLANEA.

SOME ANGLO-INDIANISMS.

1. Manchua. — 1737. — "No Grabs or Frigates to protect anything but the Fishery; except a small Munchew." — Downing's History of the Indian Wars, 1737, p. 10.

2. Caravansarai. — 1737. — "We went, as is customary, to the Grand Surraess, in order to take up our Lodging." — Ibid. p. 162.

3. Galleywats. — 1737. — "We had 10 or 12 Galleywats, which are large Boats, as big as a Gravesend Tilt-boat, and generally mount six Swivel Guns, and will carry in the way of Landing near 100 Men. These Galleywats we make great use of; they sail with a Peak Sail like the Mizen of any of our Ships of War, and row with 30 or 40 Oars; very few with less than 20 Oars. Their Complement is generally 20 fighting Men, besides the Rowers; but they are fit for no other Service." — Ibid. p. 12.


5. Nattu. — 1737. — "Anjango is inhabited by the Neyora and Mococo, the ancient People of the Coast of Malabar." — Ibid. p. 41.

6. Caffila. — 1737. — "They hearing that the Dutch Scaffold (or Caravan) was on the Road." — Ibid. p. 158.

7. Pagar. — 1615. — "The King [of Macassar] says that at her [a Dutch ship's] arrival here he will send them their house and pagarr upon rafts to them, but not a man to come on land." — Letters Received by E. I. Co. Vol. III. p. 151.

1616. — "A new pager to be made round about the ground, the old being rotten, not fitting for any defence." — Consultation at Siam: Ibid. Vol. IV. p. 89.


¹⁴ [For the searing of a Bhût by evil smells see Crooke, Popular Religion and Folk-lore, Vol. I. p. 337. — Ed.]
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89 f</td>
<td>oaths defined; 86 = vows; 81 = forms of 86; ceremonies in taking; 86; rash, avoiding... 86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>“ogro” explained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94 f</td>
<td>ogress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 f</td>
<td>offerings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>omens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>oracles; 96 f.; in the Qor'ān</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>ordeals; 96 = miracles; 95; by fire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>Óři = Val-vīl-ōři</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>oxen as currency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Pagām, ancient dynasty of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>pager = pagarr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>pagarr, a boat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>Pallāvaram, antiquities at</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>Palāsāda, ruins of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>Pandarāgavaḷḷi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>Paṇṇan, an ancient Tamil king</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394</td>
<td>pantheism, Indian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>Pantigazage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>paper currency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>paramātma, defined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Paṇṇar, a Tamil poet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>paramādya, defined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>parchmen t currency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>Farimelārēgar, a Tamil writer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379</td>
<td>Farradise, M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>381 f</td>
<td>patāmar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356 f</td>
<td>Pathāñas, Tar Khel, folklore of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 f</td>
<td>Pēgān, King of Nallur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Pegu, old Burmese dynasty of 123; old Ta-lai dynasty of 123; and Thatēn, ancient Burmese dynasty of 123; and Ava, Burmese dynasty of 123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298 f</td>
<td>Pelham, the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>Pelidakka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276</td>
<td>penance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Perseverance, the, H. M. S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>Perum Ćittiranār, a Tamil poet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Perum-Kunrdr-Kiṟār, a Tamil poet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>payur = Nai⊥</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468</td>
<td>Peyton, M., of Pullicat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>Peyton, Capt.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>philosophy, Indian, 365 ff., 393 ff.; its importance, 365; periods of, 365 f.; of the Rigveda, 360 f.; Post-vedic, 397; Post-vedic, six systems, 397; of the Epic period ...</td>
<td>397 f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348</td>
<td>Phasia, the, French ship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>Figirōn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>pigs as currency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>Piloth, the, schooner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140 f</td>
<td>pingār = pinghar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>pinghāri, a derivation of, 140 ff.; = native of Fandhar or Pândhar...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinyâ, Shân dynasty of</td>
<td>123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piracy on the Malay Coast in 1790</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pir Thân, folklore of</td>
<td>356 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piedâchî = whirlwind</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place-names; remarks on the determination of the correct spelling of them</td>
<td>274 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppoon-wood = pune wood</td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>porcelain currency</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Blair, Blair's chart of, 1790, 194; = New Harbour, 103; establishment of, in 1790, 197; (Cornwallis) establishment at, 223 f.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Cornwallis (N. E. Harbour), survey of, 1791, 222 ff.; proposed establishment for</td>
<td>371 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possession</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potiphar's wife</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pottery, ancient, in Central Asia</td>
<td>99 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pottiyar</td>
<td>295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prajâpati, 389, 394; history of</td>
<td>389 f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prakriti defined, 395; explained</td>
<td>398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prayer, &quot;voice of,&quot; 92; efficacy of, in the laity, 84; in folktales, 78, 84; common in the Qur'an</td>
<td>319 f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predestination, child of,</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregnancy, superstition as to, 88; miraculous, 77; a proof of (folklore)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, Richard, Chief of Vizagapatam</td>
<td>348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince, Richard, Chief of Vizagapatam</td>
<td>348, 378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princess Mary, the French prize</td>
<td>347 f., 380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priest, the, in India</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prisoners, royal prerogative of the release of, explained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prome, ancient dynasty of</td>
<td>123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prophecy, 87; fulfilment of propitiation, 85; by abuse</td>
<td>77, 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proxy, blessing and curing by</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulâkésî, the Western Chalukya</td>
<td>273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulino Rondo, survey of, 1792</td>
<td>383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punâbî, antiquities of,</td>
<td>145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punâramîtya defined</td>
<td>396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pune-wood, a product of the Andamans</td>
<td>152, 170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punishment in folktales</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purification</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purânuha prakriti...</td>
<td>399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purânuha defined, 399; explained</td>
<td>398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purâ-nândârîn, the</td>
<td>57, 220, 250 ff., 281 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purâ-Porul-Venâ, the</td>
<td>284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musalmân science, 154; esoteric quality of, 153; traditions relating to, untrustworthy, 149 ff.; &quot;created or eternal,&quot; the question explained, 147 f., 152 f.; Christianity in, 317; and the Bible, 209; relation to the Bible, 153 f.; and the Poutateuch, 174; Muhammad's composition of, 150; inspiration in, 176; the Creator in, 175; abstract notions in, 207; common prayer in, 319 f.; oracles in the, 309; freedom of will in, 316 f.; fatalism in, 316; fate in, 319; Logos in, 160 f.; Day of Judgment in, 311 f.; the 'i'jâs in, 162 f.; &quot;guarding&quot; the, 147; the, as a revelation, 147; revelations in, 201 f.; suppression of a revelation in, 201; abrogation of the revelations, 151; order of the revelations, 203; confirmatory revelations in, 203 f.; declaratory revelations in, 203; descriptive revelations in, 203; legislative revelations in, 203; narrative revelations in</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quoin Island (= Chowna)</td>
<td>349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rahî = arhat = raulin</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rain, bringing of</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raines = ronâl</td>
<td>362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râma = Balarâma, the view criticised</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rândyange, basis for, is the abduction of a Southern Princess, 25; characteristics of the people in the, 21 f.; native view of its antiquity, 8 f.; allusions to, in the Mahâbhârata</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranger, the, snow, 125, 222, 320, 571; the stores on board the, in 1789</td>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râ'd-ul-mâdâ, mother of night, a bogie</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râta princes, the</td>
<td>278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raulin = Buddhist Priest, 28; = rahî = arhat</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rânuas = ronâl</td>
<td>362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>râny = ronâl</td>
<td>362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reappearance in folktales</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Saunders (die) Wood</td>
<td>327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red-wood, Andamanese</td>
<td>169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refuge = asylum = sanctuary</td>
<td>165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>religions in India, mixture of</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reny = ronâl</td>
<td>362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renomali, the, French ship</td>
<td>349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resurrection, Muhammad's notions of the</td>
<td>40 f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>returning as a protection against the Evil Eye</td>
<td>388</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rice as currency</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rice currency of Burma on the border between currency and money</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riddles, conventional, 96; defined</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigveda, religion of, the, 366 f.; philosophy of the</td>
<td>366 f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishyasringa, the sage</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ritchie, Capt., his survey of the Andamanas, 106; survey of the Nicobaras, 341 ff.
Ritchie's Archipelago, 341 ff.
Ritchie's Archipelago, ritual of magic, 46 ff.
Roger = the Devil, 27
Roger's blast = whirlwind, 27 ff.
Rooses = Rovika, 275
roofen = rupen, 408
Roper, Laurent, 184, 186, 324, 571, 577
rosaries, 91
Roseberry of the Deddingtons, 332
Ross Island in 1792, 268
rounes = rotu, 362
royolet = ravin, 53
ras-spray, a guardian of the Evil-Eye, 334
Rui = Rovika, 275
Rundrullia-Sandakra race, 273
Rovika = revere, 275
sacrifices, 86
Safaing, Shân dynasty of, 86
saint = the deity, 79; godling = bhata = devil, 78; hero, 89
Saint Apparent, 79; in India, 78; 81; generosity in, 85; intercession of, in folklore, 73; miracles of, 78; 81; miracles of certain, 82; curses of, 82; marriage of, into royal families, 88
sa'y, rhyme in the Qor'an, 155
sadd, the ceremony of, 167
Sakhl' Sarwar, shrine of, 392
salt money explained, 37; in bars, as money, 63; as currency, 61 ff., 331
Samarivadja, 275 f.
Sambo and Isong Island = Great Nicobar Island, 346
Sariska defined, 303
Sarniyara, grandson of Gonda, 273
Samson, Capt., of the Deddington, 380
Samson, the, 349
Sanatunadaparan, the, 398
sanctuary = hospitality, 168; explained, 168
Sândhya, philosophy of Kapila, 397 ff.; the, later philosophy, 378 f.; System, the, 375 f.
Sadandwae, the, 336
Satan, family and children of, 405 n.
sati, an object of, 87
Satyãrâyã Pulikésin, 273
Saundatti, the Balta princes of, 278
Savage, Capt., of the Brilliant, 275
sages, traffic with, methods of, examined, 30 ff.
Sawurdis = Samarivadja, no mention of, 275
scaffold = cañda, 498
Scanto, Hendrick of the Deddingtons, 331
secretor = secretor = scretorre, 116, 307
secretor = secretor = scretorre, 116
secretor = secretor = scretorre, 116
Scat Island, 295 ff.
second sight, 30 ff.
secret = secretor = scretorre, 307 ff.
Scherhuvin = Siripatta, 378 ff.
serpent in Indian folklore, 69 ff.
serpent-women, 94 ff.
"Seven Readings," the, 158
Shah Bilav, a saint, 359
Shaitan, a story of, 468
Shakardarra, antiquities of, 145
Shan Tabrez, a story of, 402
Shan dynasties of Burma, 322, 123 ff.
Sheerool = Siripura, 276
shell, discs of Africa, 208 f.
shell money, 18 ff.
Shindaw Nat, 338 ff.
Shingon Nat, 223 ff.
Shingwá Nat, 259 ff.
Shin-næmi Nat, 193 ff.
ships in Port Blair (Cornwallis) in 1790, 194 ff.
Sirmé = Siripura, 276 ff.
Shirti = Siripatta, 278 ff.
shù, the, blowing, 138 ff.
Shwébyin Nat, note on the, 208 ff.
Shwébyin Naungdaw Nat, 268 ff.
Shwébyin Nyidaw Nat, 259 ff.
Shweý-ñæ Nat = Hamadawgy Nat, 183 ff.
Shwe Nábé Nat, 268 ff.
Shwe Ñawrath Nat, 268 ff.
Shwe Ñippin Nat, 294 ff.
Shwe Sîlpin Nat, 294 ff.
Siddhamandu, a Jain teacher, 273 ff.
signs of the coming hero, 74
Sikandar-zul-qârînain, 371
Sikh religious tolerance, 332
Silhâra princes, the, 271 ff.
Allahpöd, 352 ff.
silk, wearing, among Muhammadans, 208 ff.
sin = misfortune, 164 ff.
Sirhî = Siripatta, 276 ff.
Sirípatta, 276 ff.
Sirívoloi = Siripura, 278
Shir = Siripura, 278
Shwé, son of Gonda, 273
skin, change of, 67
slavery for debt, voluntary, 86
sleeping beauty, the, defined, 95
Smith, Capt., commander of the Perseverance, 222 ff.
snake, bite, cure of, 84 ff.
sœaco = soeay, 311 ff.
Sombazer (Sombiero) Channel, 346 ff.
Sombiero Channel, the, 346 ff.
söy, explained, 385 ff.
sou, importance of a, in India, 77 ff.
soustanga, 78 ff.
for procuring, 78; procured by vows, 78 ff.
marriage with saints, to procure, 88; miracle
miraculously born hero, 77
INDEX

soul, Muhammad's notions of the, 210;
centres in man, 225 ff.; guardian of the ... 316
sparrows, a superstition about ... 60
spirit = ghost = god = godling = warrior,
79; in India ... 79
Srautastra, the ... 200
Sripura ... 276
Sripura Twelve, the ... 207
St. David, Fort, 318; letter from, in 1746 ... 319 f.
St. George's Channel ... 346
St. Louis, the, French ship ... 349
St. Thomé ... 348, 379
Stag, H. M. S. ... 295
step-mother, the, in Indian folktales ... 94
stock-fish as currency ... 34
stone implements in India ... 290
Strachan, Sir Richard, commanding the Vest-
tal ... 168
Strake, Mr., of Madras ... 379
Stratton, Mr., of Madras ... 379
Sreatham, the ... 288, 330
sugar ... 334
suckling, Panjab Musalmán custom as to ... 28
Sugriva said to have ruled at Hampi ... 24
suicide, ceremonial ... 107
Sulathéla, ruins of ... 145
Summerhead ... 362
Suna, the, traditional supplement of the
Qordá ... 132
strás, the, = chapters of the Qordá ... 147
surveys of the Andamans, in 1791, 392;
in 1792 ... 395
so = soosy ... 388
soh = soosy ... 388
swayamvara ... 96

Taung-ngá Shinbayin Nat = Taung-ngá
Mingaung Nat ... 352
Táyam Kannavar, a Tamil poet ... 382
Taylor of the Dodington ... 382 f.
Taxila, a visit to ... 145
tea-bricks as currency ... 43
tempting as a protection against the Evil-
Eye ... 383
Thaiby-ngá Pagoda at Pagan ... 362
Thandawgy Nat ... 392
Thaítun and Pegu, ancient Taung dynasty of ... 123
Thayá Nat explained, 389 f.; = Indra,
389; = Çakra ... 389
theism, Indian ... 395
theology, Muhammadan terms used in... 257
Thbham-bh Nat = Thbham Nat ... 193
Thbham Nat ... 193
Thbham-thá Shinbyushin of Ava ... 290
Thbham-thá Tazhain of Pinb ... 290
thing, the humanised ... 91
Thomas, Liute., assistant to Blair ... 129
Thorbéla near Atak, folklore of ... 337 ff.
Thiyánaung Nat ... 238 f.
Thiyánaung Médaw Nat ... 268 f.
tical, the, explained ... 147
Tillangchong Island ... 344
Tintac (Trintk) Island ... 314
Tiravallavar, a couplet by ... 251
token (money) defined, 33; explained ... 33
token-trees ... 33
Tonghoo, Burmese dynasty of ... 123
tooth money ... 48
Topham, Mr., assistant to Blair ... 193
Topping, Mr., assistant to Blair ... 222
Track Island ... 344
treasures, discovery of, in folktales ... 323
Trihóvanatilaka, a Jain temple ... 323
Trice Island ... 344
tricks in folktales ... 33
Trinity, Islamic view of the ... 244 ff.
tubeteika, a measure of mulberries, 33;
passing over from currency to money, 33;
type of carefully measured article of cur-
rency ... 33
	tussore silk = herba ... 239
	tussar silk ... 37

Tabin Shwedá Cycle of the Thirty-Seven
Nats, 124; the Nats of the, 350 f.; consis-
t of 4 Nats, 350; detail of the, 350 ff.;
history of the, 351; genealogy of, 351;
illustrations of ... 351 f.
Tabin Shwedá Nat ... 351 f.
tatu in India, 83; Hindu, 392; Musalmán ... 392
Taguáng, kings of ... 123
Talai Dynasty of Burma, 123 ff.; of Pegu;
Shan origins of the old, 123; ancient of
Thaton and Pegu ... 123
talking animals and things ... 91
Taká Maká, antiquities found in the ... 64
Tarnáva, antiquities of ... 145	
tattooing, Panjab ... 288
Taung-ghi Shin Nat = Hnamáwgyi Nat ... 193
Taungmgáyi Nat ... 193
Taungmgáyi Myauk Minshingyí Nat =
Maung Minshin Nat ... 193
Taung-ngá Mingaung Nat ... 392

Tchokka ... 393
Udabhánda = the modern Und ... 14
Ulech = Áltéa ... 271
uncleanness, ceremonial ... 174
Und = Udabhánda of the Sóhls of Kábal ... 14
Union, the, built at the Andamans, 1792, 371, 372
Upanishad defined, 383; philosophy of the,
393; development of, 396; chronology of
the, 393; fundamental idea of the, 393;
primitive idealism of the ... 393
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urāśa = the modern Urash</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urash = Urāśa, antiquities of</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaičeshika philosophy of Kapāda</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vālmiki, a native tribute to</td>
<td>26f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val-vil-çi, old Tamil hero</td>
<td>220 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van-Parāṇar, an old Tamil poet</td>
<td>220 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāngi</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaṭṭāra</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāyu</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vēddata, the, 393; philosophy of, explained,</td>
<td>399; of Ćaṅkara, 397; of Bāḍarāyaṇa 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle, miraculous</td>
<td>81, 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vēl Pāri, a Tamil poet</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vēlgrāma country, the</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vengeance in folktales</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vēraṇa, the</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vēstal, the, H. M. S.</td>
<td>168, 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibhava-Sahvatsara, the</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viper, the, 125, 184, 222, 321, 371; also</td>
<td>377; Blair's ship in the Andamans, 103; supplies for the, 1790 134 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ship,&quot; 377; Blair's ship in the Andamans, 103; supplies for the, 1790 134 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vērgapatam, letter from, 1746 318 ff., 378 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voracity, extraordinary</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowels, method of indicating, unusual in Kashmiri, 1 f.; changes of — in Kashmiri— 1 f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>principles of</td>
<td>1 f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbs defined, 48; =oaths, 46; to procure sons... 78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyāsa, author of the Mahābhārata</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wāte, the, Log of...</td>
<td>332 ff., 347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wālga, Lieut., assistant to Blair, 129, 194, 321, 371; survey by 324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walaḥ, Mr. of Madras</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warrior = ghost = spirit = god = godling... 79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wāṭār = Vaṭṭāra</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wāṭār = Vaṭṭāra</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water, holy, 92; in India</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Prof., on the Rāmāyaṇa, native criticism of... 23 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedge Island (= Chowra)</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white magic, 46; defined</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whirlwind, popular names for</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wind, a fair, bringing</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wife, the &quot;goddess&quot;</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>winged creatures</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will, freedom of</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Pitt, the wreck of</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wise-woman, 94; = witch</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witch = wise-woman, 94; panic, the, of Europe, 14th to 18th Century, 47, 55; trial of, remarks on... 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witchcraft and magic</td>
<td>45 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>women in India</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Mr. David, Surgeon, assistant to Blair</td>
<td>171, 194, 322, 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woody Cape</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worship, aspect of Hindu, 279; phallic, in the Himalayas... 272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>writing, influence of Islam on the art of... 157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xylographs from Central Asia...</td>
<td>71 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>394, 396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yajur Veda, the, later than the Mahābhārata</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yama</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yānna, the ship</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yēša Nat = Thāndawgān Nat</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yēta (Yates), Mr., of the Doddington</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoga philosophy of Patañjali</td>
<td>387 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yōmāshin Mingaung Nat</td>
<td>208 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun Bayin Nat, historical aspect of</td>
<td>388 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zābir Pir</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>az as a term in Indian mysticism</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zott = Jāt</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>